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XXI
INTRODUCTION

As is customary with the apocryphal Acts of Apostles in particular, and with many other
Early Christian writings in general, we know very little about the time and place of
composition of the Acts of Andrew, let alone its author or its original character and intention.
In the case of the Acts of Andrew, however, our ignorance is aggravated by its scanty textual
situation: less has been preserved of the primitive text than of any other of the five major
apocryphal Acts.
Excluding a couple of short and fragmentary testimonies, AA survives in a large
number of texts of various kinds, lengths and provenances, which allegedly transmit our text,
but whose relationship with it is not always easy to establish. At the same time, many of these
texts are also imperfect: a considerable number of them are fragmentary and the few cases
that are handed down completely frequently present obvious traces of editorial activity. The
most important problem posed by these sources, however, is the highly divergent nature of
their accounts. According to some testimonies AA included both the peregrinations and the
martyrdom of the apostle; according to others, in turn, it included the martyrdom with a
couple of preliminary events only. But this is not all: the former sources present up to three
different versions of Andrew’s itinerary, whereas the latter, even if in general preserving a
common basic account, nevertheless show different intentions and pursue different goals. As
a result of this textual situation, not only the author, place and time of composition of the Acts
of Andrew are unknown, its literary genre, contents, length, thought and intention are still a
matter of conjecture today as well.
The abundance of second-hand sources and, especially, the lack of old material to
check their reliability, has produced a wide range of hypotheses on what the primitive text
looked like as well as of interpretations concerning its mentality. As far as the primitive text is
concerned, until the 1980s, scholars in general refrained from dubious textual reconstruction
and attempted at the most to determine which of the testimonies was closest to the primitive
text. As they were conscious of the equivocal character of our sources, investigators used to
simply dispose the texts according to their hypothetical sequence in order to provide a
tentative and general picture of what AA may have looked like.
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The 1980s, however, saw a drastic change in investigations into the Acts of Andrew.
The publication of a couple of new textual witnesses, some of which had already been known
since the early twentieth century, seems to have encouraged scholars to radically change the
previous careful approach towards the textual witnesses. Two editions, by J.M. Prieur and by
D.R. MacDonald, followed each other and even though their methods, scopes and results are
completely different, a common aim brings them close to each other: an attempt to provide, at
whatever cost, a textual reconstruction of AA. Whereas documents used to be treated
separately, analysed particularly and only then compared with one another in order to achieve
an unbiased evaluation of the reliability of their accounts, now they are merged with one
another, independently of their character and provenance, for the sake of the story’s
completeness and linearity.
This new approach has advantages and disadvantages. As to the former, we may
mention the fact that AA has reached a wider public, since it is now possible to read,
depending on the edition, either a version of Andrew’s martyrdom or a version of the
apostle’s travels. But this may also be a disadvantage: both editions clearly accept two of the
literary genres attested by the textual witnesses as a reliable literary framework for AA,
although we do not know whether either or both fitted the primitive text. However, the most
important problem is, in our view, that these textual reconstructions are fallaciously presented
to the reader as the primitive text for the section they cover. As a matter of fact, the analysis
of most of the sources reveals clear traces of editorial activity, the measure of which is
difficult to establish due to our lack of authoritative texts, but which in certain cases can be
clearly evaluated on the basis of a comparative study of the materials. As far as the contents
are concerned, these sources provide only the textual skeleton of the portion of text they
transmit. Another important disadvantage is the heterogeneous character of the sources upon
which these reconstructions rely. Due to their different provenance, time of composition,
intention and character, they present such stylistic and conceptual differences that the
resulting eclectic text resists a coherent study of the text as whole.
Despite the obvious problems posed by these textual reconstructions, scholarly
research on AA in the last few years has confidently approached them as if they had reliably
recovered the primitive text. As a result, in addition to a lack of interest in textual matters,
there appears to be an increasing tendency to treat AA’s textual reconstruction as a textual
whole and to analyse it as if we had a sort of textus receptus of AA. In our opinion, this
attitude has already begun to negatively influence the research on AA. Given the wide range
of texts – and the mentalities peculiar to them – that underlie these editions, the current
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eclectic versions of AA seem to provide support for any interpretation of the primitive text
whatsoever.
The present investigation is a critical approach both to the recent editions and to the
latest developments in the research on AA. With the conviction that a text is not the sum of the
events it narrates but rather the system of signs and symbols with which these events are
narrated, it pays more attention to those texts that provide a glimpse into the symbolic and
conceptual world of the text. Instead of focussing on the doubtful reconstruction of the
itinerary and the stations of Andrew’s apostolic career, it intends to approach the message and
intention of the primitive text by concentrating on the textual witnesses that are likely to
preserve it in a more original state. Consequently, it deliberately intends to deconstruct the
textual conglomerations achieved by merging witnesses of various provenances in order to
isolate a testimony that, even if short, may provide access to the thought behind the primitive
text. Admittedly, deciding which of the numerous and frequently second-hand materials on
the apostle Andrew preserves the most primitive stage is not a simple matter. How can we
decide what is old and what is new without a touchstone that proves it to be so? Much of our
efforts will indeed be dedicated to an exhaustive analysis of the textual testimonies in order to
find a clue that would allow an objective discrimination of the materials.
Within this scope, the investigation is divided into five chapters. In order to avoid
subjectivisms as far as possible, the first chapter offers a complete analysis of the research on
AA. In chronological order, we follow the developments, advances and relapses of scholarly
research in order to see to what extent the theories and hypotheses put forward by scholars
rely on an objective selection and analysis of the textual materials and whether their selections
influence their analyses or vice versa. The closing section of this chapter offers an overview
of the main lines of investigation on AA as well as of the text(s) used to support these
investigations.
After the first approach to the textual witnesses in the first chapter, the second offers a
more profound textual analysis of their testimonies. On the basis of their textual
characteristics, we discriminate different textual groups and attempt to establish their mutual
relationships. The comparative analysis of the different texts provides the basis both for a
hypothetical sketch of the historical development of AA’s textual transmission and for a
tentative explanation of its textual diversification. At the same time, this comparative analysis
also allows us to isolate a text that may serve our intention to recover the symbolic and
conceptual world of the primitive AA. Given the fact that a representative number of the
textual testimonies appear to present transformed and revised versions of the account
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preserved in one of our extant sources, it can be reliably assumed that this latter source
preserves the ground text or, at least, the oldest stage of all of them.
The third chapter thus focuses on this text, viz. AA’s fragment in Codex Vaticanus
graecus 808, and provides a codicological and palaeographical introduction, a re-edition of its
testimony and an English translation accompanied by numerous explanatory notes. By
isolating this testimony from the remaining texts we can focus on its conceptual peculiarities
without the interference of the dubious readings proceeding from apparently later and
reworked sources.
The fourth chapter further builds on the foundation provided by the re-edition and
translation of the third chapter. A complete literary and conceptual analysis is now possible
owing to the liberation of the text from the pressure of other testimonies. With regard to the
former, it intends to disclose its complex literary structure and subtle conceptual
developments in order to show that the text should not be seen as a careless product of a
compiler or as a second or third-class composition. With regard to the latter, it aims firstly to
show that the long discourses in the text should not be seen as ‘tedious’ or verbose but empty
expositions, but as essential elements in the complex structure of AA’s conception of man and
his reality. Moreover, the interconnection and complementary character of the ideas expressed
in these discourses and, especially, their conscious disposition in an organised whole reveal
that their function is not merely literary but that they also intend to transmit a consistent body
of thought and a clear message.
Finally, the fifth and last chapter offers a systematic analysis of AA’s thought on the
basis of our previous study. The detailed review of AA’s position with regard to cosmology,
theology, anthropology, epistemology and ethics allows the reader to see not only the extent
to which our text presents an extremely coherent and consistent body of thought without
serious internal contradictions, but also that this thought was not a strange phenomenon in late
antiquity. The comparison of AA’s thought to parallel developments in its contemporary
historical period reveals that far from being an alien in his world, its author was receptive to
the religious and philosophical developments of his contemporaries and he did not hesitate to
apply them to express his own Weltanschauung.

1
CHAPTER I: TEXTUAL WITNESSES AND RESEARCH ON ACTA ANDREAE
Even though we know very little about the primitive Acts of Andrew (AA), a large number of
texts have been preserved by textual transmission which truly or falsely claim to be accounts
based on original material or which are interpreted as such by the scholarly literature. These
texts differ so much from each other that an objective preliminary classification can only be
done on the basis of the sections of the primitive text that they allegedly preserve. We
therefore provide a tentative classification of the material on the basis of their contents,
leaving for the second chapter the attempt to achieve a more consistent organisation on the
basis of their textual characteristics and, if any, of their textual relationships.
1. Classification of the Textual Witnesses Related to the Apostle Andrew
1.1. Direct Transmission
A. Material Including the Apocryphon of Andrew and Matthias
A.1. Greek Material
Acta Andreae et Matthiae apud anthropophagos (AAM). Edited by Bonnet from
numerous mss of the 9th-16th centuries1. It includes Andrew’s adventures in the city of
the Cannibals.
A.2. Latin Material
A.2.1. Recensio Casanatensis. Latin version of AAM in ms Casanatensis 1104, 12th c., ff. 26r43r 2. This corresponds with the Greek AAM (cf. A.1).
A.2.2. Recensio Vaticana in ms Vaticanus lat. 1274, 10th-11th c., ff. 119v-160r 3. Rhythmic
version of a revised text of AAM.
A.3. Coptic Material
A.3.1. Coptic Fayyumic fragments 6-9 in ms Copt. Tischendorfianus VI4. According to Von
Lemm, the text might depend upon a Sahidic translation of the Greek original.
A.3.2. Coptic Sahidic fragment in ms Vindobonensis K 9576, f. 755. According to LucchesiPrieur it corresponds with the Greek AAM 10-13 (cf. A.1). This text might be the
Sahidic source postulated by Von Lemm for the Fayyumic text (cf. A.3.1)6.
1

M. Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha II/1 (Leipzig, 1898) 65-127.
F. Blatt, Die lateinischen Bearbeitungen der ‘Acta Andreae et Matthiae apud Anthropophagos’ (Giessen, 1930)
32-95. See also B. Löfstedt, ‘Zu den lateinischen Bearbeitungen des Acta Andreae et Matthiae apud
anthropophagos’, Habis 6 (1975) 167-76; J. Gil, ‘Sobre el texto de los Acta Andreae et Matthiae apud
anthropophagos’, Habis 6 (1975) 177-94.
3
Blatt, Bearbeitungen, 96-148.
4
O. von Lemm, ‘Koptische apokryphe Apostelacten’, BAISStP N.S. 1 [33] (1890) 558-76.
2

2
A.3.3. Coptic fragment in Papyrus Copt. Amherst-Morgan 14 published and translated by
W.E. Crum7. According to the editor, the text of the papyrus corresponds with the
beginning of the Greek AAM8.
A.4. Armenian Material
A.4.1. Long Armenian version of AAM. Edited by C. Tchékarian on the basis of four mss,
Venice 653, 239, 812 and 7319. According to Leloir this text depends on the Syriac
version (cf. A.6)10.
A.4.2. Short Armenian version. Edited by Tchékarian on the basis of ms Venice 144711. This
text presents a resumed version of AAM, which does not depend on the longer one,
however, but rather on another text that was closer to the Greek original12.
A.5. Ethiopic Material
A.5.1. The Preaching of Saint Matthias in the City of the Cannibals, preserved in mss Br.
Mus. Or. 678, ff. 100a-108b and Br. Mus. Or. 683, ff. 210b-218b13. Short version of
AAM. According to Von Lemm this version depends on the Arabic version (cf. infra
A.7).
A.5.2. The Preaching of Saint Matthias, preserved in mss Br. Mus. Or. 678, ff. 138a-151b and
Br. Mus. Or. 683, ff. 118b-131b14. Long version. This version is closer than the former
to the Greek AAM (cf. supra A.1).
5

First edited by C. Wessely, SPP 18 (1917) 72-73. Reprinted and translated by E. Lucchesi and J.M. Prieur,
‘Fragments coptes des Actes d’André et Matthias et d’André et Barthélemy’, AB 96 (1978) 339-50.
6
Lucchesi-Prieur, ‘Fragments Coptes’, 340.
7
W.E. Crum, Theological Texts from Coptic Papyri (Oxford, 1913) 64-65. Further, Lucchesi-Prieur ‘Fragments
Coptes’, 348f.
8
Lucchesi-Prieur, ‘Fragments Coptes’, 341, however, think that the fragment presents similarities with an
episode of the Acts of Andrew and Bartholomew, preserved completely in Arabic and Ethiopic and fragmentarily
in Coptic and in Greek. If they are right, the possibility that the text of papyrus Amherst-Morgan 14 corresponds
with this text cannot be ruled out.
9
C. Tchékarian, Ankanon Girk‘ arak‘elakank‘ [Non-Canonical Apostolic Writings. Armenian Treasury of
Ancient and Recent Texts 3] (Venice, 1904) 146-67. Translated into French by L. Leloir, Écrits Apocryphes sur
les Apôtres. Traduction de l’édition arménienne de Venise. I: Pierre, Paul, André, Jacques, Jean (Turnhout,
1986) 205-27.
10
On the relationship between the Syriac and Armenian versions, see L. Leloir, ‘Rapports entre les versions
arménienne et syriaque des Actes apocryphes des Apôtres, OCA 205 (Symposium Syriacum 1976) (Rome, 1978)
137-48. Further, Leloir, Écrits, 204.
11
Tchékarian, Armenian Treasury, 168-73.
12
See Leloir, Écrits, 258-59.
13
Edited by E.A.W. Budge under the title ‘The Preaching of Saint Matthew (sic)’, in Budge, The Contendings of
the Apostles I. Ethiopic Texts (London, 1899) 225-42. Translated into English by Budge under the title ‘The
Preaching of Saint Matthias in the City of Cannibals’, in Budge, The Contendings of the Apostles II. The English
Translations (London, 1901) 267-88. According to Budge (Contendings I, VII-VIII), the first translation into
English by S.C. Malan (The Conflicts of the Apostles, an Apocryphal Book of Early Eastern Church [London,
1871] 147-63) was made ‘from a faulty, paper ms’.
14
Edited by Budge under the title ‘The Acts of Saints Matthias and Andrew’, in Budge, Contendings I, 307-35.
Translated into English by Budge under the title ‘The Preaching of Saint Matthias’, in Budge, Contendings II,
370-403.
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A.6. Syriac Material
Syriac version of AAM, which, according to Von Lemm, depends upon the Arabic
version15, although Lucchesi-Prieur disprove such a hypothesis16.
A.7. Arabic Material
Arabic translation of AAM depending, according to Von Lemm, on the Sahidic version
(cf. supra A.3.2). Edited and translated by A. Smith Lewis17.
B. Material Including Andrew’s Martyrdom Only
B.1. Greek Material
B.1.1. Martyrium prius (Mpr). First edited by Bonnet from two mss, Vat. Gr. 807, 9th-10th c.,
and Petroburg. Caesareus gr. 94, 12th c.18. The text begins with the allotment of
apostolic fields and the assignation of Myrmenis to Matthias, and of Bithynia,
Lacedaemonia, and Achaia to Andrew. Despite its strong revision and recast of the
primitive account, Mpr derives from a lengthier version of Andrew’s martyrdom that
began with Andrew’s arrival at Patras. Consequently it provides additional
information about the events preceding Aegeates’ return from Rome19.
B.1.2. Martyrdom of Saint Andrew preserved in two mss, namely Sinaiticus gr. 526, 10th c., ff.
121v-132v (S) and Hierosolymitanus Sabbaiticus 103, 12th c., ff. 155r-168v (H)20. This
version includes the events in Patras after Aegeates’ return from Rome. It presents a
rather revised but longer version of the last section of AA21.
B.1.3. Martyrdom of St. Andrew in ms Ann Arbor 36, 14th-15th c., ff. 60v-66v (C). This text is
unpublished22. It covers the very last section of the martyrdom and begins at the same
point as other versions of the martyrdom (see infra B.1.4 and B.1.5). It presents an
abbreviated account of a short version of the martyrdom23.
15

W. Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles I (London, 1871) 102-26. English translation, Wright, ‘The
History of MƗr Matthew and MƗr Andrew, the Blessed Apostles, when they converted the City of Dogs, the
inhabitants of which were cannibals’, in Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles II. English Translations (London, 1871)
93-115.
16
Lucchesi-Prieur, ‘Fragments Coptes’, 340 note 1.
17
A. Smith Lewis, ‘Acta mythologica apostolorum’, HorSem 3 (1904) 109-18. English translation, id., ‘The
Mythological Acts of the Apostles’, HorSem 4 (1904) 126-36.
18
Bonnet, AAA II/1, 46-57. Re-edited by J.M. Prieur, Acta Andreae (Turnhout, 1989) 672-703.
19
On Mpr see infra Chapter 2, pp. 77 and 98-104.
20
First identified by A. Ehrhard, ‘Review Flamion’, ByzZ 21 (1912) 516-18. First edited in an inferior edition by
T. Detorakis, ‘7R? DQHNGRWR PDUWXULR WRX DSRVWRORX $QGUHD’ Second International Congress of
Peloponnesian Studies I (Athens, 1981-82) 325-52. Collated together with other testimonies by Prieur, Acta,
441-549.
21
On this version of the martyrdom, see infra, Chapter 2, pp. 77-78, 88-90, 104-09.
22
Collated by Prieur, Acta, 507-49, for the martyrdom.
23
On ms Ann Arbor 36, see S. de Ricci and W.J. Wilson, Census of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in
the United States and Canada II (New York, 1961) 1110. See also infra, Chapter 2, pp. 75 and 113-14.
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B.1.4. Martyrium alterum A (Malt A). This text is preserved by two mss, Parisinus graecus
770, a. 1315, ff. 43v-46r (P)24 and Hierosolymitanus Sabbaiticus 30, 10th-11th c., ff.
154v-156v (O)25. It includes a short version of the last section of AA26.
B.1.5. Martyrium alterum B (Malt B) in ms Parisinus graecus 1539, 10th-11th c., ff. 304r305v (Q)27. This document covers approximately the same portion of text as Malt A,
but proceeds from a different recension of the martyrdom28.
B.1.6. Greek Epistle. Two independent Greek translations of the Passio sancti Andreae
apostoli (cf. infra B.2.1). The first Greek recension (1GrEp), edited from mss of the
11th-16th c., is a simple translation of the Latin text29. The second one (2GrEp), edited
from mss of the 10th-16th c., interpolates readings proceeding from a fuller version of
the martyrdom30.
B.2. Latin Material
B.2.1. Passio sancti Andreae apostoli (= Latin Epistle, LatEp)31. Chapters 1-9 are an original
composition without any parallel in the primitive Acts. By contrast, chapters 10-15
depend on a recension of the martyrdom. Its composition has been dated to the sixth
century32, although Bonnet’s edition relies on mss going back to the eighth/ twelfth
centuries.
B.2.2. Passio altera sancti Andreae apostoli (Conversante) was probably composed in the
sixth century and was first edited by Bonnet from four mss dating to the ninth/ twelfth
centuries33. As Bonnet already pointed out, Conversante is an interesting testimony
that preserves elements from the ancient Acts, as its contacts with AA’s fragment in
cod. Vat gr. 808 (cf. infra D.1.1) and 2GrEp clearly show34.
B.3. Coptic Material

24

Bonnet, AAA II/1, 58-64.
Collated by Prieur, Acta, 507-49, for the martyrdom, but already identified by E. Hennecke, Handbuch zu den
neutestamentlichen Apokryphen (Tübingen, 1904) 544-62 at 545 and later by A. Ehrhard, Überlieferung und
Bestand der hagiographischen und homiletischen Literatur der griechischen Kirche I (Leipzig, 1937) 168.
26
On this version of the martyrdom, see infra, Chapter 2, pp. 75-76 and 112-13.
27
Bonnet, AAA II/1, 58-64.
28
On this version, see infra, Chapter 2, pp. 75-76 and 112-13.
29
M. Bonnet, ‘La passion d’André en quelle langue a-t-elle été écrite?’, ByzZ 3 (1894) 458-69.
30
Bonnet, AAA II/1, 1-37. These interpolations appear in his edition conveniently highlighted and in parenthesis.
See in general infra p. 74-75 and for 2GrEp infra, Chapter 2, pp. 106-109.
31
Bonnet AAA II/1, 1-37.
32
Bonnet, ‘La passion d’André’, 459. Further, J. Flamion, Les Actes Apocryphes de l’Apôtre André. Les Actes
d’André et de Matthias, de Pierre et d’André et les textes apparentés (Louvain, 1911) 3-43. See infra Chapter 2,
p. 74-75.
33
M. Bonnet, ‘Passio sancti Andreae apostoli’, AB 13 (1894) 373-78.
34
On this text, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 74, 90f, 112f.
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Coptic fragment of Andrew’s martyrdom in P. Ien. 649 (PIen)35. This fragment,
preserved on the recto and verso of a parchment folio, dated to the fourth or fifth
centuries, presents the Coptic translation of the first lines of a short version of
Andrew’s martyrdom as preserved by other Greek textual witnesses, such as C, Malt
A and B36.
B.4. Armenian Material
Armenian passion (Arm). This revised version of the martyrdom, which was probably
made in the sixth or seventh centuries, was first edited by Tchékarian from three mss,
namely Venice 653, 731 and 46337. It begins at the same point as Conversante, namely
with the second speech to the brethren, which we know from codex Vat. gr. 808 (cf.
infra D.1.1), and ends as the other martyria38.
C. Material Including Andrew’s Peregrinations and Martyrdom
C.1. Latin Material
Gregory of Tours’ Liber de miraculis Beati Andreae apostoli (Epitome)39, written at
the end of the sixth century. Its first chapter includes a version of the episode about
Andrew rescuing Matthias from prison (cf. supra A.1). It offers a rather lengthy
version of Andrew’s peregrinations with occasional contacts with Laudatio (cf. infra
C.2.2), Vita (cf. infra C.2.3) and Narratio (cf. infra C.2.1) and a very abridged account
of the events in Patras40. It ends with a brief reference to Andrew’s crucifixion.
C.2. Greek Material
C.2.1. Narratio was edited by Bonnet from four mss of the tenth/ eleventh centuries41. Its
composition is usually dated to the eighth century42. It presents a comprehensive
account of Andrew’s peregrinations and martyrdom. Its first part has a highly
divergent account of Andrew’s peregrinations with only sporadic contacts with the
35

T.S. Richter, ‘P.Ien.inv. 649. Ein Splitter vom koptischen Text der Acta Andreae’, APF 44 (1998) 275-84.
See infra this Chapter, pp. 43 and 76.
37
First edited by Tchékarian, Armenian Treasury, 146-67. French translation, Leloir, Écrits, 232-57. V.
Calzolari is currently working on a new edition of Arm that will be based on the testimony of fourteen new
manuscripts.
38
On Arm, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 76, 92-94, 112f.
39
M. Bonnet, ‘Georgii Florentii Gregorii Episcopi Turonensis liber de miraculis Beati Andreae Apostoli’, in B.
Krusch (ed), Monumenta Germaniae historica. Scriptores rerum merovingicarum I/2 (Hannover, 1969) 371-96
[Reprint of Hannover, 1885].
40
On Epitome’s version, see infra pp. 80f. On its relationship with other texts infra pp. 96-103.
41
Edited by M. Bonnet, ‘Martyrium sancti apostoli Andreae’, AB 13 (1894) 353-72. Bonnet first called it
‘martyrium’, see his praefatio to AAA II/1, XIV.
42
See F. Dvornik, The Idea of Apostolicity in Byzantium and the Legend of the Apostle Andrew (Cambridge
(MA), 1958) 172-73. On the issue, see infra pp. 81f and note 67 to Chapter 2. Prieur (Acta, 121), following
Flamion (L’Apôtre, 68), dates it to the ninth century.
36
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extant textual witnesses43. Its second part, in turn, presents numerous contacts with the
extant witnesses, especially with AA’s fragment in codex Vat. gr. 808 (cf. infra D.1.1),
H/S, but also with Malt and 2GrEp44.
C.2.2. Laudatio. Edited by Bonnet from three mss of the 11th-12th centuries45. Laudatio offers
a comprehensive relation of Andrew’s peregrinations and martyrdom. Its first part
includes the episode of Andrew and Matthias and presents a version of Andrew’s
peregrinations close to that of Vita, which seems to imply that for this section they rely
on a common source46. Andrew’s martyrdom in Laudatio includes many primitive
issues and has contacts with Mpr, H/S, 2GrEp, Vita in ms Escorial y II 6 (cf. infra
C.2.3) and Arm (cf. supra B.4)47.
C.2.3. Vita Andreae by the monk Epiphanius (Vita)48. Vita is a comprehensive account of
Andrew’s peregrinations and martyrdom. Regrettably, the only available edition by
Dressel relies on a very deficient manuscript (Vaticanus gr. 824, 11th c., ff. 105v-128r),
which includes numerous textual corruptions in its first part and lacks its own version
of the second part. From Vita 249 D onwards the text follows Narratio’s account of
the martyrdom49. Vita is also preserved in two unpublished mss, namely mss Paris BN
gr. 1510, 11th c., ff. 1r-19v (VitaParis) and Escorial y II 6 (gr. 314), 12th c., ff. 226v246r (VitaEsc)50. Whereas the former has a brief end, the latter presents a martyrdom
that follows the plan of the primitive one and shows similarities with Laudatio (cf.
supra C.2.2)51.
D. Other Material
D.1. Greek Material
D.1.1. Fragment ‘ex actis Andreae’ in ms Vaticanus graecus 808, 10th-11th c., ff. 507r-512v
(V)52. This is plausibly a fragment of the primitive Acts that includes Andrew’s four
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See infra Chapter 2, pp. 81f.
On Narratio’s contacts with the remaining extant witnesses, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 87f and 104-06.
45
M. Bonnet, ‘Acta Andreae apostoli cum laudatione contexta’, AB 13 (1894) 309-52.
46
See infra Chapter 2, pp. 82f.
47
On Laudatio’s textual relationships, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 91 and 98-104.
48
A. Dressel, ‘Epiphanii monachi et presbyteri de vita et actibus et morte sancti, et plane laudandi, et primi
vocati inter alios apostolos Andreae’, in Epiphanii monachi et presbyteri edita et inedita (Paris/ Leipzig, 1843)
45-82 [PG 120, col. 216-60].
49
See infra Chapter 2, pp. 83f.
50
Both mss were already known to Bonnet, Laudatio, 310. It must be noted that the reference to this manuscript
in most recent studies is wrongly given as Escorial Y II 6 [gr. 261] (so, for example Prieur, Acta, 19 and M.
Geerard, Clauis Apocryphorum Noui Testamenti (Turnhout, 1992) § 233) instead of Escorial y II 6 [gr. 314].
51
On Vita’s textual relationships with other testimonies, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 98-104.
52
M. Bonnet, ‘Ex actis Andreae’, AAA II/1, 38-45. See also ibid., p. XIV.
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speeches while in prison. These discourses provide essential information for the
analysis of AA’s tenor and character53.
D.1.2. Papyrus Oxyrhynchus 85154. Some lines of text that Flamion and Prieur relate to AA55.
D.2. Coptic Material
D.2.1. Coptic fragment in Papyrus Copt. Utrecht 1 (PCU 1), 4th century56. The fragment
presumably occupied pages 1 to 15 of the ms. The first 8 pages are lost and the extant
text begins on page 9. Pages 11 and 12 are missing as well. Consequently, the Coptic
fragment in PCU 1 consists today of 5 pages (9, 10, 13, 14, 15) and contains one
single episode of Andrew’s peregrinations.
D.2.2. Papyrus Copt. Bodleian 103. Two folio lacunose fragment of a dialogue between Jesus
and Andrew, which its editor and H. Chadwick relate to AA57.
1.2. Indirect Transmission
Besides the textual witnesses of the direct transmission, we also have a certain number of
testimonies proceeding from commentaries, periphrases or passing references to AA.
1.2.1. Certain Fragments
A. Evodius from Uzalum (Evodius I). The fragment proceeds from De fide contra
Manichaeos 3858 and has a parallel in S (125r ff) and H (159rff). It narrates how
Maximilla is substituted by her servant Euclia in her conjugal bed.
B. Evodius from Uzalum (Evodius II). A second fragment from Evodius proceeds from the
same text as the previous fragment and refers to a puerolus speciosus who imitates the
voices of Maximilla and Iphidama in order to prevent Aegeates from discovering that they
are with Andrew59.
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On V’s relationship with the extant textual witnesses, see infra Chapter 2, pp. 84f and 887-95 and 130.
B.P. Grenfell-A.S. Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri VI (London, 1908) 18-19.
55
Flamion, L’Apôtre André, 250; Prieur, Acta, 28-29.
56
Editio princeps by R. van den Broek and French translation by Prieur, ‘Édition du texte copte’, in Prieur, Acta,
652-671. English translation and commentary by G. Quispel, ‘An Unknown Fragment of the Acts of Andrew’,
VC 10 (1956) 129-48.
57
J. Barns, ‘A Coptic Apocryphal Fragment in the Bodleian Library’, JThS NS 11 (1960) 70-76.
58
Evodius, De fide c. Manich. 38 (CSEL 25.2, p. 968.24-31): Adtendite in actibus Leuci, quos sub nomine
apostolorum scribit, qualia sint quae accipitis de Maximilla uxore Egetis. quae cum nollet marito debitum
reddere, cum apostolus dixerit: uxori uir debitum reddat, similiter et uxor uiro, illa subposuerit marito suo
ancillam suam, Eucliam nomine, exornans eam, sicut ibi scriptum est, aduersariis lenociniis et fucationibus et
eam nocte pro se uicariam subponens, ut ille nesciens cum ea tamquam cum uxore concumberet.
59
Evodius, De fide c. Manich. 38 (CSEL 25.2, p. 968.31-969.6): ibi etiam scriptum est, quod cum eadem
Maximilla et Iphidamia simul issent ad audiendum apostolum Andream, puerulus quidam speciosus, quem uult
Leucius uel deum uel certe angelum intellegi, commendauerit eas Andreae apostolo et perrexerit ad praetorium
Egetis et ingressus cubiculum eorum finxerit uocem muliebrem quasi Maximillae murmurantis de doloribus
sexus feminei et Iphidamiae respondentis. quae colloquia cum audisset Egetes credens eas ibi esse discesserat.
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C. Fragment in the Pseudo-Titus Epistle. This fragment, which was identified by D. de
Bruyne, refers to Andrew’s intervention at a wedding in order to hinder the marriage60.
Some scholars see in this fragment the primitive version of the episode in Epitome 1161.
1.2.2. Dubious Fragments
A. Fragment in Manichaean Psalm-book 142.20-21 (Psalter I). This reference to AA
mentions a fire at Andrew’s lodgings and a crucifixion of Andrew’s followers62. It is
generally believed that the fragment corresponds with the episode in Epitome 12, but
Gregory only mentions the arson attack and not the crucifixion.
B. Fragment in Manichaean Psalm-book 143.13-14 (Psalter II). The second reference to AA
mentions Maximilla and a certain Aristobula, who is not attested in any of the extant
witnesses63.
C. Fragment in Manichaean Psalm-book 192.26-28 (Psalter III). The third reference
mentions Maximilla and Iphidama. Strikingly, the passage asserts that the latter was put in
prison, although no extant witness preserves such a tradition64.
D. Fragment in Augustine’s Against the Manichean Felix 2.6. In the alleged fragment
Augustine states that according to the Acts written by Leucius, man’s degradation is not
due to his nature but to his own will. Different scholars have claimed that it preserves a
lost section of AA65.
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De Bruyne, ‘Nouveaux fragments des Actes de Pierre, de Paul, de Jean, d’André et de l’Apocalypse d’Élie’,
RB 25 (1908) 149-60 at 157, ut uenisset denique et Andreas ad nupcias, et ipse, ad demonstrandam gloriam dei,
destinatos sibi coniuges deiunxit masculos et foeminas ab inuicem et docuit eos singulari statu permanere
sanctos.
61
On the issue, see infra this Chapter, note 143.
62
C.R.C. Allberry, A Manichaean Psalm-book II (Stuttgart, 1938) 142.20-21: andreas papostolos Ntay<
tsete aphi àaraw | Ntaw mNnewmauhths àaei aneç ayRstayre mmay. See on these passages, P. Nagel,
‘Die apokryphen Apostelakten des 2. und 3. Jahrhunderts in der manichäischen Literatur. Ein Beitrag zur Frage
nach den christlichen Elementen in Manichäismus’, in K.W. Tröger (ed.), Gnosis und Neues Testament. Studien
aus Religionswissenschaft und Theologie (Berlin, 1973) 149-82 at 160-62.
63
Allberry, Psalm-book, 143.13-14: m}ajimilla aristoboyla oynaq Naéel ayNtw aèvoy h oyey te txreia
atoyép neç, oytoybo petoymiée aèvw. On Aristobula, see Nagel ‘Manichäischen Literatur’, 163.
64
Allberry, Psalm-book, 192.26-28: oyrewtiéipe Nfaw te majimilla <pistos | oyrewèiéine atnawre te
ifidamas teskaisv | ne {s}étekat aniétekvoy .
65
Augustine, C. Fel. Manich. 2.6 (CSEL 25.2, 833.13-17): in actibus conscriptis a Leutio (sic), quos tamquam
actus apostolorum scribit, habes ita positum: ‘etenim speciosa figmenta et ostentatio simulata et coactio
visibilium nec quidem ex propria natura procedunt, sed ex eo homine, qui per se ipsum deterior factus est per
seductionem’. Also transmitted by Evodius in almost the same terms, De fide c. Manich. 5 (CSEL 25, p. 952, 1620): in actibus conscriptis a Leucio, quos ipsi accipiunt, sic scriptum est: etenim speciosa figmenta et ostentatio
simulata et coactio visibilium ne quidem ex propria natura procedit, sed ex eo homine, qui per se ipsum deterior
effectus est per seductionem. For the relationship between the passages of Augustine and Evodius, see. J.C.
Thilo, Colliguntur et commentariis illustrantur fragmenta actuum S. Joannis a Leucio Charino conscriptorum,
particula I (Halle, 1874) 7 and C. Schmidt, Die alten Petrusakten im Zusammenhang der apokryphen
Apostelliteratur (Leipzig, 1903) 50, 53.
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2. Research on AA
Before beginning our study of the research on AA, here, for the sake of clarity, is an
alphabetical list including the abbreviations of the main textual witnesses that appear in the
following pages.
AA’s fragment in V:

Fragment ‘ex actis Andreae’ in Codex Vaticanus graecus 80866.

Arm:

Armenian passion67.

C:

Martyrdom of St. Andrew in ms Ann Arbor 3668

Conversante:

Passio altera sancti Andreae apostoli69.

Epistle:

Passio sancti Andreae apostoli, of which we possess three versions:
LatEp:

Latin version70.

1GrEp:

Greek translation of LatEp71.

2GrEp:

Greek translation of LatEp with interpolations72.

Epitome:

Liber de miraculis beati Andreae apostoli by Gregory of Tours73.

H:

Martyrdom of St. Andrew, preserved in ms Hierosol. Sab. 10374.

Laudatio:

Acta Andreae apostoli cum laudatione contexta75.

Malt A:

Martyrium alterum A, martyrdom of St. Andrew76.

Malt B:

Martyrium alterum B, martyrdom of St. Andrew77.

Mpr:

Martyrium prius78.

Narratio:

Martyrium sancti Andreae apostoli79.

PCU 1:

Coptic fragment in Papyrus Copt. Utrecht 180.

PIen:

Fragment of the Coptic translation of Andrew’s martyrdom in PIen 64981.

S:

Martyrdom of St. Andrew preserved in ms Sinait. 52682.

Vita Andreae:

Life of Andrew by Epiphanius Monachus, of which we possess three versions83:

Vita:

Dressel’s edition of Vita Andreae on the basis of Codex Vaticanus graecus 824.
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See supra § D.1.1, p. 6f. In order to facilitate the comparison of our results with those of other scholars,
references to this text in the two first chapters follow Bonnet’s edition (Vb). From chapter three onwards we
follow our own re-edition (Vr).
67
See supra § B.4, p. 5.
68
See supra § B.1.3, p. 3.
69
See supra § B.2.2, p. 4.
70
See supra § B.2.1, p. 4.
71
See supra § B.1.6, p. 4.
72
See supra § B.1.6, p. 4.
73
See supra § C.1, p. 5.
74
See supra § B.1.2, p. 3.
75
See supra § C.2.2, p. 6.
76
See supra § B.1.4, p. 4.
77
See supra § B.1.5, p. 4.
78
See supra § B.1.1, p. 3.
79
See supra § C.2.1, p. 5.
80
See supra § D.2.1, p. 7.
81
See supra § B.3, p. 4f.
82
See supra § B.1.2, p. 3.
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VitaEsc:

Unpublished version of Vita in ms Escorial y II 6 (gr. 314).

VitaParis:

Unpublished version of Vita in ms Paris BN 1510.

Our review of the research on AA begins with the monumental work by R.A. Lipsius84. On the
basis of the testimonies and materials collected by his predecessors and contemporaries,
Lipsius attempted the first comprehensive, exhaustive and critical approach to the traditions
about the apostle Andrew. Greek and Latin testimonies edited by J.A. Fabricius85, K.C.
Woog86, C. Thilo87, A. Dressel88 and C. Tischendorf89 are enriched with commentaries on
many unpublished manuscripts and completed with references to Syriac, Ethiopic, AngloSaxon, Slavonic, Arabic and Coptic testimonies. This highly interesting and far-reaching
study attempts not only to reconstruct the Vorlage of these diversified materials, but also to go
beyond it by considering the different traditions that might have been combined in the ancient
Acts.
At the time of this publication only a few texts had been published in their current
definitive form. They are the following: AAM and AAPe in the editions by Tischendorf;
LatEp90, 1EpGr and 2EpGr91; Epitome and Conversante in Fabricius’ edition of the third book
of Pseudo-Abdias; Vita and the XSRPQKPD in the Greek menaeon by Symeon the Metaphrast92.
However, other important unpublished documents were also accessible to Lipsius: Laudatio in
mss Paris BN 1463 and Coisl. 10593; Vita Andreae by Epiphanius in ms Paris BN 151094;
Narratio in ms Paris BN 148595; Mpr in ms Vat. gr. 80796 and AA’s fragment in V97.

83

See supra § C.2.3, p. 6.
A. Lipsius, Die apokryphen Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegenden. Ein Beitrag zur altchristlichen
Literaturgeschichte I (Braunschweig, 1883) 543-622 and Ergänzungsheft (Braunschweig, 1890) 28-31.
85
J.A. Fabricius, Codex apocryphus Noui Testamenti collectus, castigatus, testimonisque, censuris et
animadversionibus illustratus (Hamburg, 1703). Second augmented edition 1719.
86
Presbyterorum et diaconorum Achaiae de martyrio S. Andreae apostoli epistola encyclica (Leipzig, 1749).
87
C. Thilo, ‘Acta SS. apostolorum Andreae et Matthiae graece ex codd. Parisiensibus nunc primum edita’, Prog.
acad. Halensis (Halle, 1846) 1-30.
88
A. Dressel, Vita Andreae by Epiphanius. See supra this Chapter, note 48.
89
C. Tischendorf, Acta Apostolorum apocrypha (Leipzig, 1851) and Apocalypses apocryphae (Leipzig, 1866).
90
LatEp has been repeatedly published since the editio princeps by B. Mombritius, Sanctuarium I (1476) 55-57.
91
Tischendorf, Acta, 105-31 and 132-66, respectively.
92
A. du Saussay, Andreas frater Simonis Petri seu de gloria S. Andreae (Paris, 1656) 309-28.
93
Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 184, 570ff.
94
Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 575 note 1. It was Lipsius and not Flamion, as Prieur (Acta, 133) seems to
believe, who first realised the deficiency of ms Vat. gr. 824 and pointed out the errors in Dressel’s edition.
Moreover, as we will show below (p. 17), Flamion’s suggestions on the textual relationship between Laudatio
and Vita are mere speculations.
95
Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 548 and Ergänzungsheft, 12.
96
Lipsius, Ergänzungsheft, 30. See next note.
97
Lipsius, Ergänzungsheft, 30-31. Lipsius briefly reports the notices about these two last mss given by Bonnet
and already emphasises their interest. Prieur, Acta, 135-36, wrongly omits these two mss from the list of
documents known to Lipsius.
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On the basis of a comprehensive analysis of published and unpublished materials,
Lipsius concludes that the origin of all these texts is the 3HULRGRL $QGUHRX, a Gnostic text
written in the second half of the second century. Due to its Gnostic orientation, this text was
extensively revised, censored and re-elaborated by orthodox hands. The result of this revision
is what he calls the Catholic 3UDFHLM, the text on which Laudatio, Vita and Symeon the
Metaphrast are dependent. Epitome, in turn, depends directly or indirectly on the Gnostic text.
This conclusion is important, since Lipsius, for the first time, prefers Epitome’s testimony for
the relation of Andrew’s peregrinations98, which in the testimony of the catholic 3UDFHLM are
combined with other local traditions99. In his opinion, Andrew’s sojourn among the cannibals
and his activities in Amaseia, Sinope, Nicea, Nicomedia, Hellespont, Thracia, Macedonia and
Achaia, as preserved by Epitome, belonged to the Gnostic 3HULRGRL $QGUHRX100.
Lipsius’ interpretation of the Gnostic character of his 3HULRGRL$QGUHRX is based on
the indirect transmission of AA101 and on so-called Gnostic traces in the extant testimonies
that had escaped the scrutiny of orthodox revisions102. Even if his criteria to conclude the
Gnosticism of the ancient Acts might, as has been suggested103, be ‘dépassés’, his sharp
insight and understanding of the texts related to the apostle should not be underestimated. It
must be noted that, excluding his references to AAM and AAPe, all the passages he isolated as
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Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 587-88. Prieur, Acta, 147, wrongly seems to imply that it was Flamion who first
emphasised Epitome’s importance.
99
Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 587. The activities in the regions around the Pontus Euxinus that are interrupted
by two journeys to Jerusalem must, consequently, be excluded from the plan of the ancient Acts.
100
According to Lipsius, the Gnostic Acts combined older and more recent traditions on the apostle. The oldest
layer consisted of legends concerning his activity among the Achaians of the northern coast of the Black Sea (see
Aristotle, Polit. 1338b 22). See on the issue A. v. Gutschmid, ‘Die Königsnamen in den apokryphen
Apostelgeschichten’, RhM 19 (1864) 161-83, 380-401 at 393. Combined with them are still other local traditions
that recorded the events of his activities along the eastern and southern coasts of the Black Sea. The more recent
tradition, in turn, reported his martyrdom at Patras and originated in a confusion between the Achaians of the
northeastern Black Sea with the inhabitants of Achaia in Greece. Both traditions combined with each other to
form the plan of the ancient Gnostic Acts which, as Philaster notices, took Andrew from Pontus to Achaia
(Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 608ff). See, however, T. Schermann, Propheten- und Apostellegenden nebst
Jüngerkatalogen des Dorotheus und verwandter Texte, (Leipzig, 1907) 251-52; further, Dvornik, Apostolicity,
219-20.
101
For the two fragments Evodius I and II, see Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 590-92. For pseudo-Augustine, De
vera et falsa poenitentia, see ibid., 592-94.
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AAM 18 (87.3ff), as light and voice in AAM 3 (67.6ff) and 4 (68.12ff), 22 (94.9-97.9), as a pilot in AAM 5
(69.14-71.3), the fantastic journey in AAM 3ff and Andrew’s invisibility (99.13-101.10). Lipsius also recognises
traces of Gnostic theology in AAM 6 (71.4-72.11) and 10 (76.9-77.10). Also, the narration about the Sphinx in
AAM 12-15 (78.9ff) betrays Gnostic traces. Concerning AAPe he quotes Christ’s manifestation as a beautiful
child in AAPe 2 (117.18ff) and the request to Onesiphorus to leave possessions and wife in AAPe 13 (123.4-14).
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J.D. Kaestli, ‘Les principales orientations de la recherche sur les Actes apocryphes des Apôtres, in F. Bovon
et al., Les Actes apocryphes des Apôtres. Christianisme et monde païen (Geneva, 1981) 49-67 at 49 and Prieur,
Acta, 137.
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belonging to an older stage of the text’s history are still today considered to preserve, if not
ancient passages, at least the closest testimonies to the ancient Acts104.
M. Bonnet’s studies on our text are of a more philological kind. Although he already
seems to have been working on AA’s testimonies while Lipsius was preparing his
Apostelgeschichten105, it was not until 1885 that he first published one of them: the Liber de
miraculis beati Andreae by Gregory of Tours106. Nine years later, in 1894, he published three
texts that are essential for our knowledge of AA: Laudatio, Narratio, which he still calls
‘martyrium’, and Conversante107. From the same year dates his study on Epistle108, where he
argued that the Latin version is the source of the Greek recensions. He furthermore affirms
that while the first 9 chapters of Epistle are an original fiction by the author, chapters 10-15
rely either on the primitive Gnostic Acts or on a Catholic revision thereof109. It was not until
1898 that he published what would become the standard edition of the Latin and Greek texts
for AA110. Some of the texts included in his edition had already been published. So, for
example, AAM, AAPe and Epistle, which appears in a synoptic edition that allows a better
comparison of LatEp, 1EpGr and 2EpGr with its interesting interpolations111. Other texts
were known but remained unpublished. They are the following: Malt A and B, Mpr and AA’s
fragment in V, which would reveal itself as an essential document for our knowledge about
the ancient Acts.
Bonnet’s prolific editorial activity increased the interest in AA. In 1897 M.R. James112
compared three sections of the recently edited Laudatio with passages from Epitome, APe and
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So, for example, the fragments Evodius I and II (supra this Chapter, § 1.2.1, A and B, p. 7), the speech to the
cross preserved by Laudatio (346.16-347.10), Vita 252 D-253 A5 (read Narratio 367.6-13) and interpolations in
2EpGr 24.19-30; 25.23-24; Andrew’s words to Aegeates in Laudatio 348.10-21; as well as the older elements
preserved by interpolations in 2EpGr 31.19-26 and 32.9-27. Also correct is his appreciation of the textual
relationship between Vita and Laudatio. Even if, since Flamion, Laudatio is considered to be dependent on Vita,
a proper analysis of the textual evidence shows that Lipsius’ opinion that they both depend on a common source
must be preferred, see infra this Chapter, p. 17 notes 159-160.
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Bonnet, Epitome, see this Chapter, p. 5 note 39.
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These three texts first published in Analecta Bollandiana 13 (see supra notes 33, 41 and 45) would be
reprinted in Supplementum codicis apocryphi II (Paris, 1895) 1-44; 45-64; 65-70, respectively. In the
introduction Bonnet (ibid., XI), in line with Lipsius, already defends that Laudatio and Vita used a common
source.
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Bonnet, ‘La passion d’André’, see supra this Chapter, note 29.
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Bonnet, ‘La passion d’André’, 467 and note 4.
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Bonnet, AAA II/1.
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Some of them had been already pointed out by Lipsius, see supra this Chapter, note 104. As we will show
below, these interpolations do not proceed, despite Prieur (Acta, 138), from the ancient martyrdom but from a
later version, which, though more complete than most recensions, presented omissions as well. See infra Chapter
2, pp. 106-09.
112
M.R. James, Apocrypha anecdota II (Cambridge, 1897), pp. XXIX-XXXI.
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AJ in order to defend the idea that AA had no other writer than Leucius113. In the same year A.
Harnack published the second volume of his Geschichte114, which demonstrates his scepticism
concerning Lipsius’ Gnostic interpretation of the primitive Acts115. In 1900, and as a preamble
to his lengthier introduction to AA in his Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, E. Hennecke’s
review of Bonnet’s edition already advanced some points he would develop later in following
studies116. He stressed the capital importance of AA’s fragment in V, which he studied
personally at the Vatican Library, and suggested, on the basis of their similar Gnostic
tendency and stylistic resemblance, a close relationship between APe, AJ and AA117. In the
next two years, two publications by R. Liechtenhan followed Hennecke in these two points118.
Liechtenhan’s studies represent a turning point in the research on AA, since he paid, for the
first time, due attention to the recently published AA fragment in V. Unlike Lipsius, he claims
the Gnostic character of the ancient Acts on the basis of a conceptual analysis of this
document and of the speech to the cross in Mpr 14119. With regard to the former, he notices
the essential role played by Andrew’s speeches and states that their conceptual developments
provide a direct insight into Gnostic religion120. Even though his study dedicates only a single
paragraph to summarise its contents, Liechtenhan already isolates its four constituent speeches
and resumes their major themes121. In his second publication he dedicated some more space
(two pages) to a commentary on the four speeches, namely the first speech to the brethren, to
Maximilla, to Stratocles and the second speech to the brethren122. This analysis allowed him
to conclude that no other fragment of Gnostic literature gives so clear an idea of Gnostic
113

Contra E. Junod, ‘Actes Apocryphes et hérésie’: le jugement de Photius’, in Bovon, Actes apocryphes, 11-24
at 16-18. Hennecke, ‘Review Bonnet’, ThLZ 9 (1900) 271-76 at 272, however, seems to support at least the
textual and conceptual similarities between the texts compared by James.
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A. Harnack, Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur bis Eusebius, 2 vols (Leipzig, 1893-1904).
115
In contrast to Prieur’s opinion (Acta, 141), who seems to imply that Harnack supported the hypothesis of a
Gnostic origin for the ancient Acts, he is actually quite sceptical about the issue. Preuschen (Geschichte I, 127ff)
had already shown his reservations, and Harnack disputes in the first part of his second volume some of Lipsius’
statements (Geschichte II/1, 544). Furthermore, according to him (Geschichte II/2, 175), it is impossible to
determine whether the ancient Acts were Gnostic or ‘vulgär-christlich’.
116
Hennecke, ‘Review Bonnet’, supra note 113.
117
Hennecke, ‘Review Bonnet’, 275.
118
R. Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung im Gnosticismus (Göttingen, 1901) and ‘Die pseudepigraphische Litteratur
der Gnostiker’, ZNW 3 (1902) 222-37, 286-99.
119
According to Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung, 73-74 and 92-93, this section presents conceptual parallelisms
with APe and AJ.
120
Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung, 50: ‘Der Mann, der das Fragment ex actis Andreae geschrieben hat, verdient
trotz allen Absonderlichkeiten unsern Respect; so konnte nur schreiben, wer wirklich zur Freiheit des
Gotteskindschaft hindurchgedrungen war. Hier thun wir, wenig gestört durch theologische Phantastereien,
unmittelbare Blicke in die gnostische Religion’.
121
Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung, 92-93. See our conceptual analysis of the four speeches infra Chapter 4, pp.
191-221.
122
Liechtenhan, ‘Pseudepigraphische Litteratur’, 295-96. Especially interesting is his interpretation of the obscure
and difficult passage in Vb 42.4-6.
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beliefs as this section of AA. As a result, he states that all other Gnostic traces pointed out by
Lipsius are very doubtful and irrelevant123.
O. Bardenhewer’s review of AA, from 1902, does not offer any new insights for our
understanding of the Acts124. Instead, he seems to ignore Hennecke’s and Liechtenhan’s
progress on the subject and limits himself to the positions defended by Lipsius and James,
even when he includes a detailed up-to-date bibliographical report. We have to wait until 1904
for new developments in research into AA when, in the introduction to his Neutestamentliche
Apokryphen and in his Handbuch125, E. Hennecke adopted a critical attitude towards the
approaches by Lipsius and James. In his view126, it is only AA’s fragment in V that can
provide access to the ancient Acts. Concerning the reconstruction of AA’s main outline, it is
not Epitome as Lipsius and James suggested127, but Narratio that is our best source. The
numerous contacts between AA’s fragment in V and Narratio show that the latter depends on
a lengthier and better version of AA than Epitome128. Hennecke also rejected Lipsius’
assumption that AAM and AAPe preserve traces of Gnosticism under their reworked current
state. Notwithstanding this, the analysis of AA’s oldest testimony does show, in his opinion,
that the Gnostic background cannot be ruled out. Finally, with Lipsius and James, he noticed
significant contacts between AA and APe and AJ129. With regard to AA’s time and place of
composition, he concluded that the scarcity of reliable testimonies did not allow a definitive
answer.
Among Hennecke’s many interesting opinions about the different textual witnesses130,
special attention deserves to be paid to his acute observation that some variants of LatEp131
provided the model for the Pseudo-Augustine De vera et falsa poenitentia132. Harnack133 had
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Liechtenhan, ‘Pseudepigraphische Litteratur’, 296. Cf., however, his Die Offenbarung, 49.
O. Bardenhewer, Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur (Darmstad, 1962 [Repr. of Freiburg im Breisgau
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E. Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen (Tübingen, 1904) 459-73 and Handbuch zu den neutestamentlichen Apokryphen (Tübingen, 1904) 544-62.
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Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 460.
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Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 462 and Handbuch, 544.
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Apostelgeschichten, 558); 3. The encratite tendency of V is completely missing from Epitome; 4. Andrew
predicts his crucifixion in Epitome 22, whereas according to V this happens much later (Vb 43.19-25).
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Hennecke, Handbuch, 551, 553, etc.
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See, for example, his opinion (Hennecke, Handbuch, 548) that the speech to the cross, which in Laudatio
contains many ancient elements, is better preserved in Mpr.
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See Bonnet, AAA II/1, 33 app. ad l. 1.
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Hennecke, Handbuch, 548.
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Harnack, Geschichte II/1, 545 note 1. He bases his rejection on its late composition (see K. Müller, ‘Der
Umschwung in der Lehre von der Busse während des 12. Jahrhunderts’, Theologische Abhandlungen, Carl von
Weizsäcker zu seinem siebzigsten Geburtstag gewidmet [Freiburg, 1892] 287-320 at 292ff) and on its general
catholic character.
124
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already refuted Lipsius’ assumption that this text belonged to the ancient Acts134, but later he
seems to have changed his mind under the influence of C. Schmidt135, for he accepts
Bardenhewer’s point of view on the issue. According to Hennecke the speech to the cross and
de vera et falsa poenitentia present important thematic and conceptual divergences136.
Hennecke’s textual reconstruction, translated into German by G. Schimmelpfeng, is
divided into three sections. The first one, including the preliminaries to AA’s fragment in V, is
based on Evodius’ fragments I and II only137. The second section includes AA’s fragment in
V138. The third section, finally, presents a reconstruction of the martyrdom on the basis of
interpolations in 2EpGr, Mpr, Narratio, Laudatio and Malt139. Most interesting are the two
commentaries offered in his Handbuch, one by Schimmelpfeng and another by Hennecke
himself, with explanatory notes concerning philological, conceptual and literary matters140.
In an article from 1908, D. de Bruyne141 identified certain quotations from apocryphal
Acts in the Pseudo-Titus Epistle142. Among them is one that might belong to AA143. Three
years later, in 1911, Flamion published his study on AA and related texts144. In spite of its
promising title, Flamion’s work does not add any new material to the already existing corpus
of texts on the apostle145, but does attempt a new approach and interpretation of the extant
testimonies. This interpretation, however, is highly preconditioned by the point he wants to
demonstrate: the writer of the ancient Acts was not a Gnostic, as defended by many previous
scholars, but might rather be considered to belong to ‘la grande Église’.
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In order to state his point, Flamion draws on both Hennecke’s exclusion of AAM from
the ancient Acts and on his reconstruction of the martyrdom146. With regard to AAM, he
suggests that its composition must be placed in Egypt147 and dated to the fourth century148.
Concerning the last part, he tends to overstate the significance and reliability of the
testimonies for the martyrdom with a view to supporting his hypothesis of the so-called
Martyrium source, which he considers to be a recension of the last part of the ancient Acts149.
Unlike Hennecke, however, he believes that Gregory’s Epitome is our best testimony for the
first part of the Acts – that is, Andrew’s peregrinations. If Flamion’s purpose was to
demonstrate that AA’s writer was an orthodox Christian, his goal was almost achieved with
his choice of textual witnesses. After taking so reworked a source as Epitome for the
beginning and such a revised and re-elaborated text as the testimonies for the end of the
martyrdom, now he only had to adapt the mentality of AA’s fragment in V to the general
character of these highly revised testimonies to complete his goal. This is indeed what
happens.
Despite the influence that his work has exercised on some researchers of the twentieth
century150, Flamion offers a very subjective analysis of the documents that frequently
mistakes their mutual relationships151, magnifies irrelevant contacts, minimises relevant issues
and generally makes the wrong choices between what is ancient and what is innovation152.
These drawbacks are evident in the already-mentioned hypothesis regarding the Martyrium
source. The numerous passages adduced by Flamion to support such a hypothesis are not only
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As Hennecke, ‘Zur christlichen Apokryphenliteratur’, ZKG 45 (1926) 309-15 at 313-14, himself would point
out, Flamion’s reconstruction is essentially the same as the one he proposed. See Hennecke, Neutestamentliche
Apokryphen, 462 note 1.
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See L. Radermacher, ‘Zu den Acta Andreae et Matthiae’, WS 48 (1930) 108, for possible and unexpected
support for Flamion’s statement; Quispel, ‘Unknown Fragment’, 136 note 1; Dvornik, Apostolicity, 203 note 63.
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See L’Apôtre, 269-300.
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L’Apôtre, 177. See contra Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 470 note 1.
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See, for example, Dvornik, Apostolicity, 226-27; Prieur, Acta, 146-47.
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For example, his conclusions on Conversante’s dependence on LatEp are totally ungrounded. On the basis of
a very subjective analysis of passages (see L’Apôtre, 46 with note 4), he invents non-existent contacts (for
instance between Conversante 375.16-18 and LatEp 19.6, 8; 20.6), exaggerates similarities (see L’Apôtre, 45
with notes 1-4), and misunderstands relationships among the texts (in page 46 note 4, for example, he relates
Conversante 374.18-22 to LatEp 19.1, whereas the former passage clearly depends on Vat gr. 808 or a similar
text). Most of the passages adduced in L’Apôtre, 43-50 do not provide support for his argument (see references
ibid., 45 note 2), either because the adduced similarities are too vague or simply due the fact that both texts deal
with the same theme (see L’Apôtre, 45, note 4). As a result, his conclusion that Conversante depends on LatEp
and ‘other documents’ is not only vague and imprecise, but also arbitrary.
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See L’Apôtre, 107-08, for his surprising statement that the reference to Andrew’s two-day crucifixion
(preserved by LatEp, Conversante and Narratio) is preferable to the four-day crucifixion preserved by most
documents (interpolations in 2EpGr 28.12-13; 28.26-27, MPr. 56.3, Malt A 61.11-13; 62.1, Laudatio 347.25)
and which has more recently been confirmed by new material such as H (f. 167r; 167v) and S (f. 131v) and C (ff.
64r and 64v).
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frequently inaccurate153 but also in most cases irrelevant154. Besides, his conclusions are often
subjective, sometimes pure speculation155 and occasionally clearly incorrect156. The obvious
contacts between Malt A and B, interpolations in 2EpGr and Narratio, which had already
been pointed out by previous scholars157, neither imply a common ancestor nor a direct
dependence on the ancient martyrdom. Rather, all these documents simply preserve the same
section of AA and their numerous and important divergences clearly show that they rely on
different versions of the martyrdom, which had already been revised. The same problems
appear in his analysis of the textual relationship between Vita and Laudatio. Against Lipsius
and Bonnet, who suggested that both documents depended on the same source158, he proposes
that for the section containing Andrew’s peregrinations Laudatio depends on Vita 159.
However, his arguments to support his point of view are not conclusive160 and, when the facts
contradict them, he simply resorts to speculation to explain them161.
153

References are frequently incorrect. These numerous errors make a cross-examination of the passages a rather
tedious and exasperating task. See, for example, wrong references to Malt A and B in L’Apôtre, 102 note 2; on
page 96 note 7 most of the references are erroneous.
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See next note.
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See L’Apôtre, 93 for his explanation of the divergences between Malt A and B.
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See Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 564; Bonnet, AAA II/1, XIII; Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen,
461 and Handbuch, 548.
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For this statement he draws on F. Diekamp, Hippolytos vom Theben (Münster, 1898) 143-45, who first
suggested that Laudatio might depend both on Vita and on their common source. However, as Flamion himself
declares, he radicalises Diekamp’s opinion by stating that Vita is the only source for Laudatio. After reading his
arguments and examining the quoted passages, one cannot but conclude that this affirmation is not only arbitrary,
but also completely ungrounded.
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See L’Apôtre, 205-12. Once again, as in the previous case of the Martyrium source, besides numerous
inaccurate textual references (on p. 206 note 2: of the seven references to Vita, three are erroneous; on p. 207
note 1: six references, of which three are wrong; on p. 207 note 3: of six references, four are incorrect), one finds
a clear arbitrariness in his evaluation of the materials. For example, he alleges (p. 206) that Laudatio’s writer
corrects passages of Vita when he does not understand them. The examples adduced, however, do not support his
interpretation: the divergences might still arise from their different reworking of a common source. Another
argument is that Laudatio eliminates all references to ocular testimony (p. 207 note 1). This is also a weak
statement, for these references might be an invention by Epiphanius. Flamion’s claim that Laudatio eliminates all
trivial discourses from Vita might be also turned against Vita, for Epiphanius might have amplified or added
them to shorter references in his source. Besides, it might also be hypothesised that these references already
appeared in the common source, and that Vita included them while Laudatio eliminated them. Even more
speculative is his analysis of obvious errors in Vita, which in his view are simply due to Dressel’s defective
edition and inferior ms (Vat. gr. 824). When doing so, he simply repeats Lipsius’ view of the issue
(Apostelgeschichten I, 575 note 1) and does not make any effort to contrast Vat. gr. 824 with other documents,
such as mss Paris BN 1510 and Esc. y II 6, both of which were already known to Bonnet, who consulted them
for his edition of Laudatio, see AB 13 (1894) 310. The readings of these mss often disprove his speculative
statements about Vita. On the palaeographical errors in Vita,VitaEsc and VitaParis see infra Chapter 2, pp. 98ff
and notes 109-10.
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Even more seriously at fault is his interpretation of AA’s fragment in V, which in his
view is a section detached from a recension of the Martyrium source162. In order to relate the
fragment to the extant textual witnesses for the martyrdom, he alleges a stylistic and doctrinal
proximity between Narratio and AA’s fragment in V. However, his assertion that the former
preserves all the speeches of the latter in a revised and transformed version is tendentious, for
it overlooks the fact that Narratio completely omits the most important sections of AA’s
fragment in V163. To what extent AA’s fragment in V presents contacts with the other
testimonies of his Martyrium source remains a mystery for the reader164.
The analysis of the doctrinal character of AA’s fragment in V is also very speculative.
This is perhaps not the place to review all his speculations individually. Suffice it to mention
just a couple of them. According to Flamion, a ‘theory on ecstasy’ is one of the central issues
developed by AA’s fragment in V. And it is precisely this ‘theory on ecstasy’ that leads him to
the conclusion about the Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic influences on the text165. However,
the most representative (and only) passage he adduces as an example is a highly interpretative
translation that tendentiously adds to the Greek original the necessary elements to fabricate
such a theory166. Other cases are, for example, his arbitrary and indiscriminate use of passages
to support his interpretation of ‘l’humanité sauvée’167, his tendency to interpret the figure of
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infra Chapter 2, pp. 117-19.
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appear in any text dealing with the same theme. See ibid. 151 notes 7-10.
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Contra, Quispel, ‘Unknown fragment’, 143 note 17. Besides, it remains a complete mystery what Flamion
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groups in his analysis of Mpr (L’Apôtre, 135, 136, 139, etc.) and of V (ibid., 149; 157, 160; etc.). However, he
never provides a precise parallel from one or the other philosopher, but refers generally to whole sections of
Zeller’s Die Philosophie der Griechen in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung III/2. Die nacharistotelische
Philosophie. Zweite Hälfte (Leipzig, 1881), which deal with comprehensive treatments of philosophers and not,
as one might expect, with precise conceptual parallels to AA’s ideas. In addition, the alleged philosophical
parallels are generally as distant in time and orientation from each other as Philo, Plutarch, Numenius and
Plotinus can be. In any case, as we will see below, the alleged contacts between AA and Plotinus are
inconclusive. See, for example, his comparison (L’Apôtre, 136) of the symbolism of the cross, which in his view
‘symboliserait notre salut a? la manière de ce retour a l’Un’, with Neoplatonic ecstasy.
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Compare his translation (L’Apôtre, 149-50): ‘te ramassant sur toi-même dans ce repos en toi et reprenant
pied, réfléchis à la hauteur où Dieu t’a placée et contemplant ta personnalité dans la bonté de ton être, désire voir
celui-là même qui se montre à toi, et que connaîtra seul qui aura l’audace de tenter aussi périlleuse ascension’
with Vb 41.2-7. None of the sections in italics correspond to the Greek.
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See L’Apôtre, 152-153: ‘Le salut donne le sens et la valeur à toutes choses’ [reference to Vb 38.8] (...) et en
même temps, il est la force [reference to Mpr. 55.7] et donne la puissance sur tous les adversaires [references to
2EpGr 27.11; 30.23; Vb 40.28].
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the apostle as a new Socrates168, etc.169. His most striking statement, however, is perhaps his
reference to the ‘verbosité sans frein’ of AA. Echoing the ancient opinion of Gregory of Tours,
the author seems to consider that the speeches to the cross, to Maximilla, to Stratocles and to
the brethren are simply pompous and superfluous rhetorical exercises170. It seems that
Flamion is as eager as Gregory to eliminate them, whereas the speeches preserved by AA’s
fragment in V are the most obvious obstacle to his interpretation of the ancient Acts of Andrew
as the work of an ‘orthodox’ writer.
A glance at the reviews of Flamion’s work shows that none of these issues escaped the
attention of scholars171 such as A. Ehrhard172, T. Schermann173 and E. Hennecke174. Ehrhard
mainly criticises Flamion’s lack of interest in unpublished materials and the fact that he bases
his investigation exclusively on known testimonies. His commentary on the issue is very
relevant to the investigation of AA: on the one hand, Ehrhard draws attention to the interest of
mss Hierosolym. Sabbait. 103 and Sinait. gr. 526175 and, on the other, he states that the author
of Laudatio is Nicetas the Paphlagonian176. In addition, Ehrhard also critically comments on
Flamion’s conclusions about the literary, compositional and dogmatic issues in the ancient
Acts, although admitting the ‘hoher Grad innerer Geschlossenheit’ of his argument.
Schermann’s review presents a more detailed and critical analysis. Indeed, he denounces
Flamion’s many repetitions and subjective analysis of the documents and correctly points out
that the Neoplatonic influences alleged by Flamion should have implied a later dating of the
ancient Acts177. Against Flamion’s assertion that the text was written by orthodox Christians,
he adduces Eusebius’ and Epiphanius’ reports, which affirm that the text was mainly used by
heretics. Hennecke’s criticism, finally, focuses on the subjective treatment of highly reworked
texts, such as Malt A and B, Mpr and Narratio, which in Flamion’s view appear as reliable
representatives of the last section of the ancient Acts. He also disputes Flamion’s hypothesis
that Epitome offers a reliable source for Andrew’s peregrinations. All these testimonies are
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significantly reworked and a comparison with AA’s fragment in V immediately shows that, in
spite of Flamion, their tenor and character is completely different.
In 1912, C.F.M. Deeleman published his study on AA178. It is difficult to ascertain
whether he knew of Flamion’s work, the only visible contact is his dating of AAM to the
fourth century. At any rate, he presents a completely different approach to AA than his
predecessor179. In his opinion, it is not Gregory and his very reworked story of the apostle
Andrew but Narratio that can give us an idea about the main outline of the ancient Acts. Even
if revised, Narratio’s text does not, as Epitome, completely alter the character of the genuine
AA. Besides, Narratio’s contacts with AA’s fragment in V affirm that the former is based on a
recension of the ancient Acts180. Nevertheless, AA’s fragment V remains the only piece of
evidence for the reconstruction of the general tenor of the original text. It is precisely a
comparison between this document and AJ and APe that leads Deeleman to date AA to the
year 180181. With regard to its doctrinal orientation, the scholar recognises obvious Gnostic
traits but rejects the idea that they should necessarily imply a Gnostic writer. The most
characteristic trait of our text is its marked encratite tendency and this is not at odds with the
mentality of the ‘kerkelijke kringen’ (‘ecclesiastical Christianity’ as opposed to heretic sects)
of the later second century. Deeleman consequently denies that the loss of the ancient Acts
might be the result of its doctrinal orientation. In his view, AJ includes much more difficult
passages for orthodox readers than AA, and, despite this, more has been preserved of the
former than of the latter182. Instead, it was AA’s popularity among certain heretic groups,
especially among Manicheans, that provoked a negative reaction from the orthodox side.
In 1913, W. Bousset briefly commented on a section of the speech to the cross in Mpr
183
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. After referring to passages by Justin and Irenaeus that reflect an identification of the

Platonic World-soul with the son of God and of its Chi-form with Christ’s cross, Bousset
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analyses the appearance of these ideas in apocryphal Acts, namely APe, APe, AJ and AA184.
According to Bousset, the speech to the cross in Mpr 14 shows connections with speculations
on the cross, which under the influence of the Platonic Timaeus distinguished between a
celestial cross – that is, the Logos that gives measure and life to everything in the material
world – and a material one, which is a simple reflection of the former.
More than 10 years later, in 1924, Hennecke published the second edition of his
Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, in which he reviews the new insights and approaches to AA
over the previous 20 years185. Hennecke still rejects the possibility of finding anything else in
Epitome than miracles and considers that for the section preceding AA’s fragment in V only
the fragments Evodius I and II are certain186. He also rejects Bousset’s conclusions about the
speculations on the cross, for although Justin does indeed refer to the chi-form of the cross,
the apocryphal Acts quoted by Bousset do not187. As to Flamion’s suggestion about
Neoplatonic and Neopythagoric influences on the speech to the cross, Hennecke considers this
rather improbable. AA’s contacts with Plotinus are not conclusive enough to suggest AA’s
dependence on the philosopher188.
In the same year M.R. James published The Apocryphal New Testament189. In his
introduction to AA he restates the views of Flamion. Epitome is our best source to get a
general idea about the contents of the ancient Acts. AAM did not belong to this older textual
stage and its legend is akin to later Egyptian romances. He dates the text to 260, although
without explaining why. James considers that AA’s fragment in V is our best testimony for the
reconstruction of the character of the ancient Acts. Strikingly, however, he considers our
fragment ‘highly tedious in parts’190.
In his study of the Letters of Ignatius, from 1929, H. Schlier pays some attention to the
central part of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla in AA’s fragment in V191. He clearly pleads for a
Gnostic orientation of the fragment. In his opinion, Andrew’s words about the destiny of the
first couple and about Maximilla’s and Andrew’s correction of their fall (Vb 40.12ff) are
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reminiscent of the conversion of Eve through Adam in the myth of Sophia according to the
Valentinians192.
R. Söder also pleads for the Gnostic character of the 3HULRGRL $QGUHRX193 She
recognises in AA’s fragment in V our most valuable testimony for the ancient Acts194.
Narratio is, in her view, an excerpt of the genuine text and probably from the fragment in V
itself. AAM and AAPe are believed to preserve a part of Andrew’s peregrinations195. As has
been pointed out

196

, she already drew attention to Homeric reminiscences in AAM197, as

MacDonald would do many years later198. With regard to Epitome, Söder echoes Lipsius’
opinion that it depends directly upon the Gnostic Acts, but reworks the materials and adds
new issues. Concerning Vita and Laudatio, she suggests with Lipsius and Bonnet that they
have a common source. On the basis of V and Narratio, though not always consistently199,
Söder establishes interesting contacts between AA and the ancient novel200, which can be seen
not only in the use of certain specific common motifs201, but also in more general issues202.
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Blumenthal’s study on the apocryphal Acts203, published in 1933, mainly focuses on
the first part of AA. As Hennecke’s reconstruction of the martyrdom seems to him satisfying
enough204, he concentrates on AA’s problematic preceding part – that is, Andrew’s
peregrinations – of which only Narratio and Laudatio can provide a general idea. All other
extant testimonies, such as Vita, Epitome and Symeon the Metaphrast, are said to be
irrelevant205. Nevertheless, in his view, a comparative analysis of both texts immediately
reveals insurmountable gaps. On the one hand, Narratio and Laudatio not only present rather
different accounts of Andrew’s peregrinations, but also have diverging versions of their
common episodes. For example, when comparing Narratio and Laudatio’s accounts of
Andrew’s rescue of Matthias from prison with that of AAM, it becomes clear that all three
texts present independent versions of a common source, which probably was a short notice in
the ancient AA and which they rework according to their styles and purposes206. Something
similar happens with the episode about the demons of Nicaea207. On the other hand, Narratio
and Laudatio approached their source differently. Whereas Narratio abbreviates its source,
Laudatio reworks it by amplifying the periods and by adding new issues. All this shows that a
reliable reconstruction of the plan of Andrew’s itinerary on the basis of these documents is not
possible208.
C.L. Sturhahn’s work on the Christology of the oldest apocryphal Acts of the apostles
(1951) presents one of the most complete and interesting studies on AA’s fragment in V209. He
focuses solely on AA’s fragment in V and, on the basis of its testimony, defends the Gnostic
character of the ancient Acts. Typically Gnostic are, in his view, the notion of a human
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degraded condition, which is explained by means of an anthropological dualism, the idea of a
saving gnosis that comes from transcendence and reveals to humans their real divine nature,
and the role of the apostle as a redeemer in a Gnostic sense210. This is hardly the place to
examine all the aspects of this highly interesting and profound analysis211. For the time being,
suffice it to say that Sturhahn’s interpretation of the Gnostic character of our text is not based
on simple speculations or doubtful traces of Gnostic thought under orthodox re-elaborations.
On the contrary, his conclusion derives from a very scrupulous analysis of Andrew’s two
speeches to the brethren and the speeches to Maximilla and Stratocles212. At the same time, it
is worth mentioning that Sturhahn was the first to reject the interpretation that sees the means
to salvation in Maximilla’s asceticism and in the apostle’s martyrdom. Both issues should
rather be understood as mere external signs, visible manifestations of Maximilla’s and
Andrew’s previous reception of the saving gnosis.
In 1954, a brief but extremely interesting analysis by Festugière stresses the
similarities between the Gnosis of the Acts and the Hermetic Gnosis. His study focuses on the
central section of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla (40.10-41.7)213. In his view, the key issues in
this part of our fragment are the process of degradation suffered by the QRXM or ‘intellect’ and
the means to recuperate its pristine situation before its fall. The abundant and interesting notes
illuminate many conceptual and textual issues, and establish suggestive contacts with many
texts of the period.
The Gnostic interpretation of the ancient Acts received important support from G.
Quispel’s discovery of Papyrus Copt. Utrecht 1214. According to Quispel, the fragment
preserves the original form of a similar story in Epitome 18. A combination of a textual
corruption and Gregory’s censoring activities is, in his opinion, enough to explain visible
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differences between the texts215. Having established a textual relationship between the Coptic
fragment and AA, for in his opinion Epitome preserves the main outline of the genuine
Acts216, he proceeds to outline a conceptual relationship by comparing the mentality of PCU 1
with AA’s fragment in V. The starting point for this comparison is Andrew’s words to the
soldiers, as preserved by PCU 1, 9.22-24: ‘Are you afraid of me because you see your nature
(IXVLM) convincing and exposing you?’217. Since these words reflect, in Quispel’s view, a
distinction between a bad nature and a true one, he concludes that the underlying
anthropological dualism coincides with that of AA’s fragment in V and that of Laudatio 348,
7-14218. Furthermore, PCU 1’s alleged dualism is confirmed by its description of the soldier as
someone ‘who is cast out of the palace’219.
Quispel’s arguments, however, are problematic. Firstly, the alleged parallel between
PCU 1 and Epitome 18 is rather weak, for it relies exclusively on his conjecture about
Epitome’s corruption of Varianus into Virinus220. Even before attempting to establish the
textual relationship between both testimonies on a solid basis, an incidental detail is used as
the main argument to support such a relationship221. At the same time, Gregory’s censoring
activity is not a conclusion derived from an analysis of the comparison of both episodes, but
rather an a priori statement As a result, his conclusions about the conceptual contacts between
PCU 1 and AA are also questionable. On the basis of this precariously established textual
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relationship222, the alleged conceptual parallels are not conclusive. Even admitting the
existence of an anthropological dualism in PCU 1, of which the passage 9.22-24 is a rather
vague example, nothing confirms a relationship with V or with Laudatio 348.7-14. In
addition, it should also be noted that nowhere in the extant testimonies for AA can one find a
description of the transcendent realm as the ‘heavenly palace’223.
In any case, from these notions Quispel concludes that AA knew of a natural
distinction between two races: those belonging to the celestial realm and those belonging to
the body. Since in his opinion such a praedestinatio physica and the myth of the Self are
typical second-century Gnostic ideas224, and since all the issues that Flamion interpreted as
Neoplatonic can also be paralleled with the Gnosticism of the period, he concludes that
Lipsius was right when he suggested the importance of Gnostic elements in the ancient
Acts225. Nevertheless, in his view, the Gnostic traits of our text do not necessarily imply a
Gnostic writer for an orthodox author might easily have dealt with such Gnostic ideas without
leaving the Church. Quispel finally suggests that AA be dated before and not after 200. As
Schmidt recognised that AP used APe and Peterson had suggested that it also knew ATh, he
thinks it possible that AP also used AA. Since AA was written after APe and AJ but before AP,
AA cannot be dated after 200226.
1958 saw the appearance of Dvornik’s study of the material related to the apostle
Andrew227. He focuses mainly on the origins of the different traditions concerning Andrew’s
apostolic activities. As the introduction points out, his purpose is not to research whether or
not these traditions are legendary. Rather he intends to establish the period in which these
traditions appeared in order to determine the role that the idea of apostolicity played in Rome
and Byzantium. This means, however, that he is not particularly concerned with a critical
analysis of Andrew’s testimonies. His position with regard to the issue is absolutely
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dependent on Flamion’s views228, on which he also relies for the interpretation of their
contents229. With regard to the doctrinal orientation of the ancient Acts, Dvornik simply
reports the two known antithetic opinions, namely the Gnostic and the orthodox
interpretations, without choosing between them230, but showing a certain sympathy for
Flamion’s point of view231. According to Dvornik, AA should be dated to the end of the third
century.
In 1960, J. Barns published a fragmentary dialogue between Jesus and Andrew
preserved in ms Bodleian Copt. f. 103232. He suggested that Andrew’s claim (I recto 15ff) that
he has left not only his parents, but also his wife and children reveals the encratite tendency of
the fragment and that, consequently, it might belong to AA, perhaps to its beginning233. All
this is nothing but speculation234. Andrew’s words might be a simple parallel to Mk
10.24ff235. Besides, the text is so corrupted, short and insubstantial that no conclusions can be
drawn about its doctrinal orientation236.
M. Hornschuh’s introduction to AA in Schneemelcher’s Neutestamentliche
Apokryphen presents an interesting and comprehensive approach to the problems posed by the
research on AA237. His analysis includes all the texts known today, with the exception of
Andrew’s martyrdom in S and H and the martyrdom in C. Among all these documents, only
AA’s fragment in V and PCU 1 proceed directly from the ancient Acts and can give us a
proper idea about the doctrinal character of the text. The other extant witnesses present
important re-elaborations to suit the dogmatic needs of the later Church. Despite their revised
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character they might be of help in reconstructing the lost AA, on which they certainly draw.
The first step in this reconstruction, however, must be the analysis of our most reliable
documents, namely V and PCU 1, in order to proceed afterwards to cautiously widen our
textual basis by means of elements deriving from Laudatio, Narratio, Mpr and Malt238.
As far as the reconstruction of Andrew’s peregrinations is concerned, Hornschuh
considers that Epitome might preserve the outline. This does not mean, however, that he
blindly trusts Gregory’s testimony239. Rather, he adopts a middle position between the
opinions of Hennecke and Flamion240. With the former he thinks that Gregory presents a
rather poor summary that preserves nothing but the external frame of the ancient Acts. With
the latter he thinks that Epitome, as it coincides with Philaster’s report of Andrew’s itinerary,
might preserve at least the textual skeleton of AA241. With regard to the second part of AA, his
reconstruction of the martyrdom coincides with Flamion’s (and James’) reconstruction and is
based on elements from Mpr, Malt, Laudatio, Narratio, Conversante and 2GrEp. Among the
fragments, Evodius I and II and Augustine’s fragment are considered as certain242, but the
Coptic fragment in Bodleian Copt. f. 103 is only included with reservations243.
When analysing AA’s mentality, Hornschuh rejects, with Hennecke244, Flamion’s
suggestion about Neopythagoric and Neoplatonic influences. He also reviews Quispel’s
opinion about AA’s Gnostic orientation in order to refute the existence of a praedestinatio
physica in our text245. According to Hornschuh, the chief ideas in AA’s fragment in V, namely
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rejection of tangible reality and the will to return to the stability of the One, should rather be
sought in Middle Platonism, the philosophical environment which might also explain AA’s
encratite tendency. It is in this context that Hornschuh endorses Bousset’s analysis of the
speech to the cross in Mpr 14 and completes it with references proceeding from Middle
Platonists246. The ancient Acts were not Gnostic but were rather influenced by Hellenistic
philosophical thought of the period. As suggested by Peterson247, contacts are especially close
with Tatian248. Concerning the date of composition, Hornschuh draws on the studies by C.
Schmidt249, Peterson250 and Quispel251 and takes Hadrian’s reign as terminus a quo and the
composition of AP as terminus ad quem. Given that AP used both APe and Ath, it is not
strange to admit contacts with AA as well, as suggested by Quispel. The close relationship
Hornschuh sees between APe and AA supports a dating for AA around 190252.
In 1966, M. Erbetta published the second volume of his Apocrifi253, in which he
provides Italian translations for the most relevant textual testimonies. However, he refrains
from a collation of the materials and simply presents the testimonies, according to their
hypothetical sequence, one after the other. The texts are the following: AA’s fragment in V,
PCU 1, five fragments proceeding from the indirect transmission, namely Evodius I and II,
Augustine’s fragment, the fragment in the Pseudo-Titus Epistle and the Pseudo-Augustine de
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vera et falsa poenitentia254. Furthermore, he translates the virtutes Andreae in Pseudo-Abdias
III, Epistle, including the interpolations in 2GrEp, Mpr and Malt255. Finally, he offers an
overview of Vita and a short reference to Symeon the Metaphrast256. Of all the textual
witnesses, and in spite of its strong revision, Epitome represents the best means to achieve a
proper idea about the main outline of the ancient Acts. Vita and Laudatio, finally, are
considered to depend on a common source257.
Notwithstanding this, and in line with previous scholars, Erbetta takes AA’s fragment
in V, together with PCU 1, to be the only representative of the genuine Acts. In analysing its
mentality, and with Hennecke and Hornschuh, he rejects Flamion’s suggestion about
Neopythagoric and Neoplatonic influences. He also reviews Quispel’s point of view
concerning the Gnostic traits of AA, Hornschuh’s suggestions about AA’s contacts with
Hellenistic philosophy and Peterson’s alleged parallels with Tatian. Yet there are no strong
arguments to exclude a possible Gnostic orientation of the ancient AA258. By contrast, our best
testimonies show that AA’s way of exposition presents similarities with Gnostic writers, for it
elaborates ideas by taking concrete situations as a starting point259. In this sense, the action
itself has a secondary or preparatory role. With regard to PCU 1, Erbetta accepts Quispel’s
interpretation, excluding perhaps the alleged contacts with AP. According to Erbetta, the
Coptic fragment presents closer contacts with ATh. Hence, AA should be dated to 250-300, for
the determining issue is not AP, but rather AA’s dependence on ATh260.
Moraldi’s translation of AA does not provide any new ideas on the text but simply
accepts the current views on AA and provides Italian translations of the most relevant
testimonies in the following order: Epitome, Epistle, Mpr, ms Vat. gr. 808, PCU 1 and the
Papyrus Bodleian Copt. f. 103261. Although he deems AA’s fragment in V as our best
testimony for AA, he follows Flamion and James in considering Epitome a reliable synthesis
of AA.
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In 1976, A. Orbe dedicated some attention to AA in his Cristología Gnóstica262. In his
view, Andrew’s speech to Maximilla (Vb 40.12-22) reveals a background of Gnostic
categories according to which man’s degradation into materiality arises from the intellect’s
error of distracting its attention from its proper activity. Accordingly, the passage focuses on
the correction of this first fall and presents Maximilla and Andrew as a reversal of the first
couple.
In his article ‘Apokryphe Apostelakten’263, Plümacher offers a review of the research
on AA, which mostly follows Hornschuh’s points of view on the issue. After reviewing the
textual witnesses for AA and offering an evaluation of their reliability in accordance with the
analysis of Flamion264, he states that Andrew’s peregrinations should be reconstructed by
means of Epitome only when its testimony is confirmed by other sources265. With regard to
PCU 1, he accepts Quispel’s suggestion that the fragment presents the original episode of
Epitome 18 and also follows him in establishing contacts between AA and AP. As the latter
also uses APe, it is clear that AP used AA and not vice versa266. Consequently, the
composition of AP can be considered a terminus ad quem, while the terminus a quo is
Hadrian’s reign, the period in which the encratite sects originated267.
Detorakis’ publication of 1982 deserves to be mentioned not for its quality but simply
because it includes, although in a deficient form, the editio princeps of Andrew’s martyrdom
in S and H. The interest of these two mss had already been emphasised by Ehrhard in his
review of Flamion’s book268. His introduction to this edition combines Flamion and Dvornik’s
views on AA with a couple of unnecessary and erroneous contributions of his own, which
have thus far remained concealed thanks to the fact that it is written in Modern Greek. Thus,
for example, his ‘refinement’ of Flamion’s theory about a Western and a Eastern transmission,
which he completes with a subdivision of the Eastern branch into an Achaean (‘naturally and
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logically the closest to the historical facts’ (!)269) and a Constantinopolitan branch270. At the
same time, his valuation of H and S, which he seems to prefer to Vat. gr. 808271 is, in our
opinion, if not incorrect at least disproportionate. Furthermore, he not only wrongly considers
Laudatio the most complete text of the Eastern transmission272 (Narratio is completely
ignored in his study), but he also states that it depends upon Andrew’s martyrdom in S and
H273. No less striking is his dating method: his terminus a quo is the composition of the
ancient Acts and his terminus ad quem Laudatio, as this text uses mss S and H (!).
In 1985, A.F.J. Klijn published the second volume of his Apocriefen van het Nieuwe
Testament274. After a short introduction, in which he summarily reviews the contents and the
character of AA, he includes Dutch translations of PCU 1 by R. van den Broek275, and of AA’s
fragment in V and of the martyrium by A. Heeringa276. Also in 1985, M.A. Williams
dedicated some pages to AA, or more precisely to some sections of AA’s fragment in V277. He
first comments on the opening lines of Andrew’s incomplete speech to the brethren in order to
defend, with Hornschuh and against Quispel, that our text does not state a praedestinatio
physica – that is, a deterministic dualism of natures –, but rather a distinction between those
who accept Andrew’s message and those who do not278.
At the end of the 1980s, after a number of publications on the apostle Andrew279, J.M.
Prieur finally published his edition and commentary on AA280. The second volume of his work
is the textual edition itself and includes, firstly, the so-called Actes d’André grecs (AAgr)
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narrating the events between Stratocles’ return to Patras and Andrew’s crucifixion281. This
edition consists of a collation of already known materials282 and two new textual witnesses for
the martyrdom283. Immediately afterwards, Prieur reproduces Bonnet’s edition of Epitome
furnished with a French translation284. There follows PCU1, edited by R. van den Broek and
translated into French by Prieur285. Then, he offers a new edition of Mpr, which adds four new
manuscripts to the two already known and used by Bonnet286. Surprisingly, in this case only,
the editor deprives the reader of a translation. Finally, he offers some extracts from Laudatio
and Mpr287 and a synoptic exposition of different versions of Andrew’s speech to the cross,
which includes the Greek testimonies and Arm in the French translation by L. Leloir, but
ignores the parallels in the Latin testimonies288.
Unlike in former editions and translations, AA fragments proceeding from indirect
transmission are not included in the textual edition but in the introduction to his commentary.
According to Prieur, the fragment transmitted by Pseudo-Titus Epistle is a paraphrase of a
longer and transformed episode in Epitome 11289. As to the alleged Coptic fragment in
Papyrus Bodleian Copt. f. 103, he reproduces, with serious errors290, Barns’ text and provides
a French translation thereof. With regard to Augustine’s fragment, Prieur thinks that its style
and contents present similarities with AA and that it might refer to a lost section of the ancient
Acts291. He naturally also refers to Evodius I and II, and for the former mentions an episode
preserved in S and H (AAgr 17) in which Euclia replaces Maximilla in her conjugal bed. The
latter, including the reference to a puerolus speciosus, might have appeared in the lost section
following chapter AAgr 32, for this chapter refers to a SDLGDULVNRM HXPRUIRM that opens the
prison doors for Maximilla and Iphidama292. He also includes the fragment in Papyrus
Oxyrhynchus 851, although due to its brevity he does not accept Flamion’s suggestion that the
fragment belongs to the episode preserved by Epitome 18293. Finally, Prieur rejects the view
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that considers the Pseudo-Augustine de vera et falsa poenitentia a fragment of AA. With
regard to the other texts including stories about Andrew and another apostle, such as AAM and
AAP, Prieur rejects their belonging to the ancient Acts294.
At first sight, Prieur’s AAgr seems to present a complete textual reconstruction of the
last section of the ancient Acts, including the totality of the events at Patras preceding
Andrew’s martyrdom. Indeed, the title given to this reconstruction, Actes d’André grecs,
seems to imply such a conclusion and so does the analysis and exposition, in the introduction
to his book, of all extant textual witnesses for this part of AA. In addition, his apparatus to the
text also includes frequent references to other witnesses, such as Laudatio, Mpr, Narratio and
Arm. A closer analysis of this edition, however, shows that a reconstruction of AA, including
all known events during Andrew’s stay in Patras, is not within the scope of the editor. Rather,
he takes the testimony of S and H as a textual frame within which all other textual witnesses
are included. Since all other witnesses, excluding V and C, are usually used as correctores,
his AAgr can be considered as a corrected edition of S and H rather than a comprehensive
edition of the last section of AA295. By means of this procedure, Prieur seems to pursue a
textual continuity that, by flowing from beginning to end, might provide the reader with an
uninterrupted account of the last part of AA. Despite his meritorious efforts, the continuity
achieved by means of using S and H as a textual frame remains an artificial continuum296.
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A glance at the disposition of the texts offered by Prieur clearly reveals his evaluation
of the textual witnesses. The eclectic text resulting from S and H and the collation of the
extant testimonies for this section occupies a privileged position, as its title clearly shows297.
In this textual reconstruction Arm has a very high rank, although thus far neither its value for
the martyrdom’s textual reconstruction has been assessed nor its relationship with the Greek
tradition been determined on the basis of a critical analysis of their concordances and
divergence298.
Epitome also occupies a high rank among AA’s testimonies and it provides, as S/H do
for the martyrdom, the textual frame for Andrew’s peregrinations. As according to Prieur
Epitome depends on a Latin version of the primitive Acts and Gregory’s revision only
eliminates AA’s excessive verbosity299, he assumes that it preserves, in an abbreviated and
revised form, the right sequence of Andrew’s peregrinations300. As no real assessment of
Epitome’s genuineness and reliability is offered, Gregory’s value seems to be exclusively
deduced from the alleged contacts with Pseudo-Titus Epistle and PCU 1. While the former
fragment allegedly preserves the original tenor of Epitome 11, the latter is said, with Quispel,
to preserve the genuine account of what appears in Epitome 18 in a very revised version301.
With regard to the other witnesses preserving Andrew’s peregrinations, Prieur adopts
Flamion’s point of view that Laudatio depends on Vita302. As we have already pointed out,
Flamion’s interpretation is hardly correct303. In Prieur’s case, however, such an assertion is
more serious because he claims to have consulted mss Paris BN 1510 and Esc y II 6 in order
to complete Dressel’s defective edition of Vita, and these mss annul most of Flamion’s
assumptions. As for Narratio, according to Prieur only its second part relies on the ancient
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It remains unclear whether Prieur considers his reconstruction of the last part of AA satisfying or not, for he
pronounces contradictory statements on the issue. Whereas on page (Acta) 7, he seems to consider that his
reconstruction preserves the section it covers almost completely, on page (ibid.) 436, he is more sceptical about
the results.
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See V. Calzolari, ‘La versione armena del Martirio di Andrea e il suo rapporto con la tradizione manoscritta
dell’originale greco’, Muséon 111 (1998) 139-56 at 143: ‘Fino ad oggi, tuttavia, non è stata espressa una
valutazione del valore critico dell’armeno per la ricostituzione del martirio, né è stato precisato quale sia il
rapporto tra la versione e la tradizione manoscritta greca, attraverso un essame dettagliato ed esaustivo delle
concordanze e delle divergenze del testo armeno rispetto ai testimoni greci ...’ .
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However, as Erbetta pointed out (see supra this Chapter, note 258), Gregory’s words in his prologue seem to
imply that something more than AA’s verbosity was bothering the Bishop of Tours.
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As we have seen, Hornschuh already warned that Epitome’s episodes should be only accepted when other
textual witnesses also support them.
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Only two passages, which had already been discussed by previous scholarship, namely Epitome 11 and 18,
are contrasted with alleged original passages in Pseudo-Titus Epistle and PCU 1, respectively. See Prieur, Acta,
40-45.
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Prieur, Acta, 15, 18-21.
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In our opinion, Laudatio’s account is to be preferred to Vita. In general, the former presents a superior version
of the first part including Andrew’s peregrinations, and from Andrew’s arrival at Patras onwards its superiority is
more than clear. See supra this Chapter, p. 17 and note 160.
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Acts. The overestimation of Epitome’s account results, in our view, in certain erroneous
evaluations concerning those episodes that might have belonged to the ancient Acts and those
that did not304.
There are also other documents that, in Prieur’s view, are reliable enough to illuminate
certain obscure points. This is the case with Epistle, which he appreciates not only for the
interpolations included in its second Greek translation, but also because the Latin original
might preserve remains of a dialogue between Aegeates and Andreas preceding his
imprisonment305. However, even accepting the possibility that its dialogue style might reflect
the existence in the ancient Acts of similar sections, the alleged contacts between LatEp 3.8-9
and AAgr 26.10-11 are none such306. With regard to Conversante, Prieur follows Flamion307 in
believing that it depends both on LatEp and on AA. As we will show below308, this
presumption is unnecessary for Conversante’s contacts with LatEp may be simply due to the
fact that they use the same or similar sources.
Prieur’s Acta Andreae has certainly contributed positively to the research on AA. His
comprehensive approach to the extant textual witnesses, which are also enriched by two new
manuscripts for the martyrdom and with four more for Mpr, is a valuable contribution. His
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So, for instance, Prieur’s evaluation (Acta, 46-47) of the disagreement between Laudatio (and Vita), on the
one hand, and Epitome, on the other, with regard to the events immediately following Andrew’s arrival in Patras.
According to Laudatio (335.15-20), Andrew goes with his followers to Sosios and after healing him he walks
around the city where he sees a very sick man lying on a rubbish heap (= Vita 244 D). Epitome 22, however,
omits both issues and begins with Lesbios’ story. As far as Epitome omitting Sosios is concerned, Prieur argues
that the omission is not that relevant because according to Gregory Lesbios sends someone to look for Andrew at
his lodgings and this place cannot be anywhere but Sosios’ house. Moreover (Acta, 46 note 1), Epitome knows
the name Sosios (wrongly for Sosia in Epitome 30.3-4). It is his explanation of Epitome’s second omission that is
most peculiar, for against all the evidence he attempts to impose the superiority of its account. In Prieur’s view, it
is not Epitome that omits, but Laudatio and Vita that repeat the same healing that they include later on (Laudatio
41 and Vita 245 D). Prieur’s speculations, however, are ungrounded. Both episodes in Laudatio and Vita, even
though they have a rubbish heap in common, are completely different stories. Whereas in the first one (Laudatio
33; Vita 244 D) Andrew encounters the sick man lying on the rubbish, in the second (Laudatio 41; Vita 245 D)
he is requested by some people to go with them to the place where the man is. While in the first one the healing
takes place in the city, in the second it happens in the harbour; whereas in the first one the man is just said to be
very sick, in the second he is a leper, etc. It seems obvious that Epitome presents a defective version of the facts.
We may conclude that for the events between the apostle’s arrival in Patras and Stratocles’ return from Italy,
Laudatio and Mpr are our best testimonies and even Vita, certainly inferior to the former documents, preserves a
better version than Epitome.
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Prieur, Acta, 13.
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The so-called parallels are as different as day and night. Whereas AAgr 26.10-11 (6X? HL¨ R SRWH PRX WK?Q
VXPELRQ LDVDPHQRM) expresses Aegeates’ surprise on recognising the apostle and, consequently, is a simple
affirmative sentence, LatEp 3.8-9 is a question (Tu es Andreas, qui destruis templa deorum et suades hominibus
ad superstitiosam sectam …?). The character and the contents of both passages are so different that one is
surprised to read that something like ‘You are’ can be used to establish a textual relationship between them. In
spite of Prieur, as Bonnet already suggested, the first 9 chapters of LatEp should be considered an original
invention of its writer and have nothing to do with the ancient Acts. Notwithstanding this, it is, of course,
possible that a scene in the Acts including a dialogue between Aegeates and Andrew might have inspired
Gregory.
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eclectic text for the last section of AA on the basis of S and H has the advantage of providing a
general idea about the development of the action in the last part of AA. However, it also has
disadvantages. The most important is the inclusion of AA’s fragment in V in an artificial
textual continuum achieved by means of the mass of later and reworked textual witnesses309.
Such an inclusion is clearly problematic because obvious differences in the resulting text with
regard to style, textual continuity, contents and mentality are barely disguised by means of, in
our view incorrect, emendations proceeding from S and H310. The stylistic differences are due
to the fact that S and H systematically eliminate every substantial discourse311. As a result
their mainly narrative style strongly contrasts with the eminently discursive character of AA’s
fragment in V. The fictitious textual continuity between sections 1-32, 33-50 and 51-65 is
very obvious. Prieur lets chapter 32 be followed by AA’s fragment in V, but the obvious
lacuna between both sections – even if difficult to evaluate since AA’s fragment lacks its
beginning and S and H omit the whole speech to the brethren – seems to be larger than the
editor supposes312. With regard to the section between the end of AA’s fragment in V and the
beginning of the martyrdom – that is, between chapters AAgr 50 and 51 – the matter is also
unclear. S and H, Arm and Narratio agree in letting both sections follow each other, but this is
not conclusive evidence for they all also agree in eliminating the most substantial parts of V.
Nevertheless, the most serious problem of this textual reconstruction is the
conceptually extraneous context in which AA’s fragment in V is placed. The peculiar
mentality reflected by this document is overshadowed when combined with lengthier sections
that have been extensively revised and rewritten. As might be expected, Prieur’s interpretation
of AA’s mentality is highly conditioned by the diversified materials that form his textual
edition. Given the fact that his AAgr include very divergent versions of the ancient Acts, the
reader is not surprised when Prieur concludes that AA presents the influence of
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See infra Chapter 2, § 3.1.2.1.2, pp. 109-114.
As we will show below (see infra Chapter 2, § 3.1.1, pp. 87-95), V can be used to test the reliability of the
documents presenting sections that overlap with it. Textual comparison reveals that all other extant testimonies
highly revise or simply omit discourses almost completely and only keep the necessary elements to assure textual
continuity. S and H belong to the second group. Their common source was obviously extensively revised and
omitted important sections not only in the passage preserved by V, but also at the beginning of their text, as
many traces of clumsy cutting clearly show.
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Compare AAgr 37.4 to Vb 39.30; AAgr 37.5-6 to Vb 39.31-32; AAgr 44.4-6 to Vb 43.8; AAgr 44.6-7 to Vb43.89; AAgr 46.5-7 to Vb 43.30-31; AAgr 46.11-12 to Vb 43.37; AAgr 50.20 to Vb 45.29.
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The following discursive sections of V are omitted in S and H: Vb 38.2-20; 40.10-41.9; 41.26-27; 41.36-42.8;
42.8-31; 44.8-45.14.
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In any case, if Prieur is right in assuming that Evodius’ fragment about the puerolus speciosus was placed
after the end of AAgr 32, a necessary conclusion is that the lacuna is more relevant than he seems to be prepared
to admit, for one must still add the lost beginning of the speech to the brethren in V to this episode.
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Neopythagoric, Middle Platonic, Stoic, Neoplatonic, and Gnosticising thought all at the same
time 313.
In spite of all this, the artificial continuum of AAgr 1-65 appears to the reader as a
unity provided with the Aristotelian tripartite structure of introduction-core-denouement. The
first 32 chapters are almost exclusively narrative and give the impression of narrating the
sequence of introductory events that would lead to Andrew’s imprisonment. However, many
truncated, re-elaborated and revised short discursive sections in this first part show that the
text was originally much more discursive and, consequently, not what it seems in its current
form314. AA’s fragment in V, as it is mainly discursive and contains important conceptual
developments, seems to occupy the central part of the continuum, the core of the story that
will be resolved in the last part or martyrdom. This apparent textual continuity would also, in
our view, generate some negative developments in the scholarly research on AA. Until
Prieur’s edition, researchers had always been aware of the important re-elaboration of the
extant testimonies and, consequently, had also been extremely cautious when attributing a
given scene or trait to the genuine Acts. Editions as well as translations of the materials
always presented the different traditions separately in order to facilitate a proper comparison
of their differences and peculiarities. Since Prieur’s edition this has no longer been the case.
The bulk of publications on AA which have appeared since then tend to consider Prieur’s
eclectic text as a ‘real’ continuum and consequently proceed to analyse it and draw
conclusions on its character, style, contents and mentality, as though scholars were facing a
textual unity transmitting the last part of AA315.
Precisely a year later, in 1990, D.R. MacDonald published his edition of AA316, which
presents an approach to Andrew’s traditions rather different from Prieur. His eclectic text is
the result of a comprehensive analysis of the transmission that attempts to reconstruct the
contents and the whole itinerary of the ancient Acts. The major difference with the previous
edition is that, unlike Flamion and Prieur, he considers the story about Andrew rescuing
Matthias from the city of cannibals as belonging to the ancient Acts317. After defending his
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1990).
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However, he admits that AAM in its current form may include later interpolations and that, consequently,
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external evidence shows that the section AAM 11-15 is due to later interpolators, who have also changed other
sections. These changes explain the evident stylistic differences between AAM and other undisputed sections of
AA.
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point and discussing Flamion’s and Prieur’s arguments denying that AAM belongs to AA, he
offers his reconstruction of the Ancient Acts, which is divided into four sections. The first one
offers a reconstruction of AAM by combining the Greek testimonies with the Latin and AngloSaxon versions318. The second part reproduces Epitome along with parallels from Laudatio,
Vita, Mpr and Narratio319. In this section, Epitome is not only collated with other documents
in different languages, but also interrupted by six excursuses that intend to fill the gaps
created by Gregory’s clumsy cuts. The introduction to this section states MacDonald’s
position with regard to the textual witnesses used for it320. His views do not differ much from
those held by Flamion and Prieur: Gregory provides the main textual frame into which the
other testimonies are included321. He further considers that Laudatio, a recast of Vita in the
section covering Andrew’s peregrinations322, uses another source, which was also used by
Mpr, for the last part of AA. Narratio, finally, is said to combine ‘other sources’, some of
which themselves may have used the ancient Acts323.
The third part of his text includes the passion324. MacDonalds’s text is primarily based
on S and H, C, V and Arm, but occasionally incorporates readings from Laudatio, Mpr and
Epistle. Those parts that he considers ‘potentially primitive’ are simply included in the text or
in the notes independently of their provenance or language. He also includes an excursus that
presents a hypothetical reconstruction of the speech to the cross by comparing Greek
testimonies with Arm325. The fourth section, finally, is dedicated to other related materials and
actually includes only two fragments, namely Augustine’s fragment in Against the Manichean
Felix 2. 6 and the fragment in Papyrus Bodleain Copt. f. 103.
As a result of this combination of material of diverse origin, date and purpose, the
scholar achieves a varied textual whole which is said to narrate Andrew’s peregrinations first
from Achaia to the Myrmidons, then through Amasia, Nicomedia and Byzantium toward
Thrace and Macedonia in order finally to arrive in Patras. As MacDonald thinks that this
textual whole reliably reflects the contents of the ancient Acts, he concludes that there are in
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His opinions generally coincide with those of Prieur. The Pseudo-Titus-Epistle is said to allude to the double
wedding at Philippi in Epitome 11; the Manichaean Psalm-book to the extinguished fire in Epitome 12 and Pap.
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the text enough elements to believe that its author(s) wanted to write a Christian Odyssey326.
By means of this Christian remake of Homeric poems, AA might have tried to replace the
Greek traditional system of values with another in which Christian virtues were conceived as
a reversal of the Homeric ones327. With regard to AA’s date and place of composition,
MacDonald takes Origen’s reference to the apocryphal Acts (ap. Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.1) as
the terminus ante quem. Thus, AA should not be dated later than 200328. With regard to the
place of composition, he thinks that, given Origen’s knowledge of the Acts, the influence of
Middle-Platonism and AA’s similarities with AJ, Alexandria is the most likely place.
After reading MacDonald’s book, it is impossible to deny that his is a fresh and new
approach to AA. His study presents many interesting aspects and brings to the foreground
relevant issues that had previously remained veiled. Notwithstanding this, the question arises
about the extent to which his reconstruction reflects the contents of the genuine Acts at all.
Long ago Hennecke had already warned those scholars who too optimistically wanted to
reconstruct AA on the basis of an indiscriminate use of Epitome that this text was just a
collection of admiranda miracula and very much revised. This is not a problem for
MacDonald – in his edition Epitome, along with AAM, Vita, Laudatio and Narratio,
articulates the story about Andrew as it supposedly appeared in AA. As a result, in
MacDonald’s reconstruction AA becomes a collection of miracles, a simple series of healing
and wondrous deeds, which eclipses the central role that Andrew’s words played in the
genuine Acts. AA’s ancient fragment in V, which is mainly discursive, disappears under the
weight of much reworked and revised material329.
A reaction against such an interpretation of AA on the basis of the outline offered by
Epitome can already be found in L. van Kampen’s Apostelverhalen from 1990330. The starting
points of his investigation are PCU 1 and Prieur’s reconstruction of the last part of AA. After
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So, for instance, the Myrmidons and their visit, like Odysseus, to the netherworld; Andrew’s journey back to
Achaia replete with demons, storms and monstrous beasts; Patras as the equivalent of Ithaca; Andrew is tied to
the cross as Odysseus to the mast, etc. etc. Those interested in this highly imaginative and intelligent reading can
consult his monographic study on the issue, Christianizing Homer. The Odyssey, Plato and the Acts of Andrew
(New York/ Oxford, 1994). A critical discussion of his arguments can be found in in Hilhorst-Lalleman,
‘Andrew and Matthias’, 6-14.
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Cannibals, 56-57. MacDonald believes that Origen’s wording shows that he derived his knowledge of Acts
from the original version. Since Origen wrote his commentary before his flight to Caesarea in 231, and since at
that time the Church considered the Acts as an established tradition, AA’s composition cannot be placed after the
end of the second century.
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Consider that of the 341 pages of text and translation in MacDonald’s edition, less than 10%, only 26 pages,
is occupied by V. It is obvious that the importance of this fragment and its contents (which are, by the way,
seriously altered as a result of the introduction of, in our view, inferior readings proceeding from S and H)
disappears under the bulk of materials of miraculous kind.
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analysing the content and form of the Coptic papyrus331, Van Kampen focuses on Prieur’s
AAgr332, a text that in his view represents a well-finished and coherent textual whole333. In his
opinion, a comparison between the contents of these two texts with the alleged parallels in
Epitome clearly shows that Gregory’s version is a very poor and unreliable testimony for the
reconstruction of AA334. As to PCU 1, he rejects Quispel’s opinion, followed by Prieur, that
Epitome 18 preserves a transformed version of the episode in the Coptic fragment. In his view
there are enough basic differences to raise reasonable doubts about the alleged contacts
between both texts335. With regard to AAgr, he thinks that a comparison of this text with the
parallels in Epitome 34-36336 shows that Gregory resumed337 and transformed to such an
extent that almost nothing of the primitive text remains338. Epitome only preserves certain
spectacular aspects of the story and systematically eliminates direct speech339. Hence, he
concludes, even admitting that Gregory worked on a version of the ancient Acts, his rendering
is a rather poor one340. By contrast, a comparison between PCU 1 and AAgr341 reveals enough
parallels to be able to assume that PCU 1 belongs to the ancient Acts.
Van Kampen’s critical attitude towards the too easily accepted contacts between PCU
1 and Epitome 18 and towards the apparent reliability of Gregory is an interesting and
necessary conclusion to Prieur’s textual reconstruction. If one accepts that AAgr reliably
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preserves AA’s last section, it necessarily follows that Epitome is far from providing a
trustworthy version of AA. Van Kampen’s critical evaluation, however, is not radical enough,
since he nevertheless takes Prieur’s textual reconstruction as a starting point, whereas this text
should also be scrutinised with the same strict criteria applied to Epitome. Even though not so
drastically as Epitome, Andrew’s martyrdom in S and H also reduces the text considerably
and eliminates direct speech sections almost completely.
A similar position towards the textual evidence can be found in F. Bovon’s article
‘The words of Life in the Acts of Andrew’342. After asserting that Epitome eliminates all
substantial speeches by the apostle, he declares that he will base his study on Prieur’s textual
reconstruction. His paper is divided into three sections and analyses, firstly, the principal
discursive passages in AAgr343 in order to summarise, secondly, the main issues arising from
these speeches344. Its third section, finally, attempts an interpretation of AA’s mentality and
tries to place it in its historical context. In considering the origin of AA’s theology of the
words, in Bovon’s view three origins might be taken into account. Firstly, the Jewish and
Christian tradition, although the text’s silence with regard to Christology and the dualistic
character of its teaching seem to exclude this possibility. Secondly, the Gnostic tradition.
Even if AA does not affirm the secret character of the sayings as Gnostic texts normally do,
AA presents obvious similarities with the Gospel of Thomas in that they both emphasise the
mysterious, saving and vivifying nature of the words. Thirdly, Bovon alleges Middle-Platonic
influences on the concept of spiritual maieutics, the invitation addressed to the soul to flee
from the sensual, and the emphasis on precise parts of the soul345.
The most recent research on AA is characterised both by a lack of interest in textual
issues and by the ambiguity concerning the textual basis for the study of AA. Sometimes,
scholars take either Prieur’s or MacDonald’s reconstructions for granted and proceed to
analyse AA’s mentality on the basis of these eclectic texts. Other times they choose another
textual basis, such as PCU 1 or Epitome. Only in a few cases do investigations rely
exclusively on AA’s fragment in V.
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For instance, in 1991 already, K.C. Wagener studied the motif of ‘conversion’ in AA
on the basis of Prieur’s textual reconstruction346 and consequently puts conceptual issues
preserved by V and other elements proceeding from quite revised sections transmitted by S
and H on the same level. Something similar happens in D.W. Pao’s study on the genre of
AA347, which also mostly relies on Prieur’s edition. Andrew’s figure and role in the ancient
Acts is apparently based on a single text (AAgr), but in fact the apostle’s personal traits are
derived from at least three different sources (S and H, V and the martyrdom), all of which
present divergent views on Andrew. Symptomatic of the ambiguity that reigns over AA’s
textual basis is the fact that the same scholar, some years later, would carry out an analysis of
the function of healing miracles in AA but now not on the basis of AAgr but mainly on the
testimony of Epitome348.
In 1998 T.S. Richter published the first certain Coptic fragment of AA349. The fragment
is in the Jenaer Papyrusammlung and belongs to a parchment-codex dated to the fourth or
fifth century. Unlike the other two Coptic papyri, P.Ien.inv. 649, according to Richter,
presents a literal parallel to the beginning of the Greek martyrdom and is close to the version
preserved by S/H. Especially interesting is the fact that its first page presents both quire and
page numbering. Given the fact that in both cases the Coptic numbering is “a”, it is certain
that the Coptic fragment includes the first and second pages of the lost codex350. This means
that as early as in the fourth or fifth century, AA’s martyrdom had been detached from the
whole text and circulated separately.
In 1999, L.S. Nasrallah’s paper on the function of the words in AA appeared351. Her
argumentation jumps with ease from sections only preserved by S and H to sections
transmitted by V in order finally to draw important conclusions about the tenor and scope of
AA from problematic sections352, such as the last two chapters of Prieur and MacDonald’s
reconstruction353. The same tendency can be observed in two other articles that appeared in
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1999 and are concerned with philological aspects of AA. The first of them, by E. ZachariadesHolmberg354, tends to consider AAgr as a homogeneous textual unity and proceeds to draw
conclusions on philological aspects of AA355. It is true that in spite of doing so, she does
perceive differences between the three basic constitutive parts of the textual reconstruction,
namely AAgr 1-32, 33-50 and 51-65. Her conclusions, however, seem to allow the possibility
that the obvious unevenness of this eclectic text might be due to the writer or to his editing
activity356 rather than to the fact that it relies on a number of different textual witnesses, all of
them with different scopes and certainly with different working methods357. In the second
article, D.H. Warren358 bases his stylistic study on AAgr359 and his statistics on its first 10
chapters only360. With the only exception of the section AAgr 13.1-5361, he indeed confines
himself to the first 10 chapters of AAgr, which are transmitted completely by S and H and
partially by Laudatio, and does not pay attention to the section preserved by V (AAgr 33-50)
at all. This is indeed a glaring omission in a study that claims to research the style and
language of the ancient AA.
The papers on AA collected and published by J.N. Bremmer in 2000 also reveal the
influence of the ambiguous textual situation originating as a result of the editions by Prieur
and MacDonald362. Prima facie the theme of these articles, which are mainly concerned with
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literary matters and only in two cases deal with philological and textual issues, might seem to
indicate that a minimum consensus regarding AA’s textual basis has already been attained
among scholars. A closer examination of these studies, however, immediately shows that this
is not the case. The great variety of textual witnesses used as a starting point for the different
papers actually shows that Prieur and MacDonald’s editions, far from creating consensus have
resulted in if not disagreement certain insecurity with regard to the reliable textual witnesses.
One of these papers is based on MacDonald’s textual reconstruction363, two on Epitome364,
most of the rest on AAgr365. Only a single paper is mainly focused on AA’s fragment in V and
includes a couple of sporadic references to AAgr366.
The opening essay by Hilhorst and Lalleman analyses some of the so-called parallels
and differences between AAM and AA in order to refute that the former can be considered a
part of the ancient Acts and to reject MacDonald’s interpretation of the texts as a Christian
Odyssey367. AAM not only presents many thematic differences, but its style and language
clearly diverges from that of AA.
Taking Epitome and PCU 1 as a starting point, J.N. Bremmer intends to say something
more about authorship, place and time of composition of AA. By focussing on apparently
secondary issues, such as certain expressions368, customs369 and emphases of the text370, the
scholar concludes that the ancient Acts should be placed, if not in Bithynia itself, almost
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certainly in Asia Minor and be dated to c. 200371. With regard to the author, he agrees with
former scholarship in considering him a cultivated man who belonged to the upper classes372.
T. Adamik analyses the topic of eroticism in Epitome and the way in which Gregory dealt
with sections of AA including love stories. Given the fact that the bishop includes many of
these stories, the exclusion of Euclia’s episode and Maximilla’s problematic marital
relationship, he concludes, is due to the doubtful morality of her encrateia and its
consequences373. M. Pesthy studies Aegeates’ characterisation as the devil. On the one hand,
and considered in himself, Aegeates personifies all the sins and attitudes rejected by Christian
morals374. On the other hand, and from the point of view of his relationship with others, he
represents the seducer who wants to abort Maximilla’s spiritual development and Andrew’s
most obvious antagonist375. J. Bolyki offers a mainly literary analysis of what he calls ‘the
triangle connection’ after the relationship between Aegeates-Maximilla-Andrew376. After
comparing five examples of the OT with two others from the NT, he proceeds to analyse the
peculiarities of AA’s triangle377, which in his view is simultaneously a paradigm for dramatic
relationships, a thermometer for history, a basic structure of myths and world views and an
authorial ‘message in a bottle’.
G. Luttikhuizen focuses on AA’s fragment in V378. His short but very interesting study
on the fragment points out its concentric structure and stresses the vital importance of its
central section, which in his view not only speaks about the identity and dignity of human
nature but also refers to the spiritual past of humankind. In an interesting article that intends to
clarify Andrew calling Aegeates a ‘relative of the sea’ (AAgr 62), J. Bollok asserts
conspicuous similarities between AA and Poimandres with regard to the manifestation of evil
forces379. The coming into being of the sea in Poimandres, which does not even come into
contact with the Logos, may offer a parallel for AA’s negative conception of the sea and water
that strongly contrasts with the more extended view according to which it represents a
371
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cleansing and purifying element. C.T. Schroeder discusses the current idea, according to
which the Acts of Apostles, in contrast to Greek novels, pursue a subversion of social
cohesion and values based on love and marriage380. In her view, the last part of AA shows that
the eros of the Greek novel, rather than a subversion of the motif, becomes the pure Platonic
eros. A. Jakab’s article about AA and Alexandrian Christianity accepts the second half of the
second century as the time of composition for AA, but rejects Prieur’s suggestion that our text
was written in Alexandria381. I. Czachesz and P. Lalleman, finally, offer a literary and a
conceptual analysis of AA, respectively382.
Bremmer’s collection of articles also re-edits two contributions by F. Bovon and V.
Calzolari, the former of which has already been commented upon383. Calzolari’s essay
deserves special mention since it presents interesting conclusions on the last section of AA
based on a textual and philological comparative study of certain sections of the Greek and
Armenian versions384. Like Prieur and MacDonald, she claims the capital importance of Arm
for the reconstruction of the Greek text385. Unlike her predecessors, however, she proceeds
cautiously by first analysing the working procedure of the Armenian translator in order to
distinguish his amplifications from potentially primitive sections that may have been lost in
the Greek transmission386. A comparison between Greek and Armenian versions of the
martyrdom in general shows that while both texts run almost parallel in narrative sections, in
the discursive sections they present important differences. The translator works very
scrupulously and only occasionally commits errors387. When he alters his original, his changes
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are clearly intentional and are either due to his translating technique388 or to his doctrinal
intentions389.
Most interesting is Calzolari’s commentary on the last part of AA’s fragment in V,
namely the episode containing the fight between ‘the one without beginning’ and the devil,
where she corrects the view of Prieur, who seems to have committed more than one error in
his synoptic table with the Armenian and Greek sections390. A proper analysis of the real
textual correspondences between the texts clearly shows that the DQDU[RM must be understood
with Hennecke391 as God392 and not as the QRXM or ‘intellect’ as Prieur suggests393.
Consequently, Calzolari concludes that the idea of Christ’s redemption may not be an addition
by the Armenian translator, as supposed by Prieur394, but might rather have belonged to the
primitive Acts395. Furthermore, she claims that two Armenian sections of encratite character
and preserved only by Arm may be primitive as well. The first one concerns the section AAgr
56.18f (NDL? HL WD? HNWR?M (…) DTOLZWDWRL) and presents in Arm (ý 158.16-21) a more developed
form. The second passage appears in Arm (ý 158.27-159.3) after the translation of AAgr 57.2f
(K? WLM HN WRX HNWR?M JHQRXM HSDUVLM (...)SHSUDPHQKM). A comparative study of both sections
reveals important lexical and structural parallelisms between Arm and the Greek martyrdom
suggesting the potential primitive character of the passages396. Another interesting case is the
388
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Armenian parallel for AAgr 58.2f (KUHPD WRLJDURXQ DQGUHM TDUURXVLQ NWO). Arm apparently
interrupts the sentence in order to amplify the period. This passage, however, may not be an
amplification but rather a primitive section belonging to the ancient Acts. After emending the
Tchékarean reading nerk’ins‘, translated by Leloir with ‘(les choses) intérieurs’, into the
reading nerk’in mardn (‘l’homme interieur’) attested by many textual witnesses397, Calzolari
claims that the passage includes an original reference to the concept of the ‘inner man’398. The
potentially primitive character of these passages shows, in her view, the need to reconsider at
least two other passages that appear in AAgr and are only preserved in Arm399.
3. Overview: Main Lines of Research on AA
It is now time for an overview of the main lines of research on our text.
3.1. Methods and Scopes of Analysis
The bulk of publications reviewed in the preceding section reveal an obvious lack of
consensus with regard to essential aspects of AA, such as a proper evaluation of textual
witnesses, content, tenor, authorship, time and place of composition. This is not as striking as
it may seem, if one considers the available textual basis. On the one hand, of the five major
apostolic Acts less has been preserved of the primitive AA than of any of the other Acts. On
the other, the great diversity of testimonies that allegedly transmit wholly or partly the ancient
AA diverge significantly from each other concerning both general and particular issues. In
their investigations on AA, scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have been
confronted with a laborious textual and literary analysis of exiguous genuine testimonies and
of abundant second and third-hand texts on the apostle Andrew. The highly divergent results
of these studies arise from the different approaches or criteria applied by scholars when faced
with this peculiar textual situation.
From the point of view of the approach to the textual witnesses and scopes, all
contributions to AA’s research may be reduced to two main lines of investigation.
coherent both with the remainder of the text and with the vocabulary of the Greek version. With regard to the
structural analysis, a comparison between the Greek section AAgr 56.19f with its Armenian parallel (158.21-23)
shows that the translator renders Greek imperatives with subjunctive aorists with an exhortative-imperative
meaning. Prieur (Acta, 270), based on Leloir’s translation (Écrits, 247), wrongly thinks that they have a future
sense and suggests the translator has introduced a moral interpretation. According to Calzolari, however, the
translator coherently preserves the tenor of the Greek text.
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3.1.1. Recovering AA’s tenor and Character from AA’s fragment in V
The first line is represented by those scholars who cautiously refrain from attempting a
doubtful reconstruction of the outline of the ancient Acts on the basis of obviously reworked
and transformed versions. This group of scholars generally distrusts the testimony provided
by the majority of (if not all) the textual witnesses and focus exclusively on the testimony
preserved by AA’s fragment in V in order to recover not the general plan but the tenor and
character of the ancient Acts (Liechtenhan, Schlier, Sturhahn, Festugière, Orbe, Williams).
3.1.2. Recovering AA’s General Plan by Means of a Selective Use of Textual Witnesses
Scholars of the second line of research have engaged themselves in the arduous and laborious
task of scrutinising the totality of the extant witnesses in order to distinguish ancient from new
elements, true from false issues, and genuinely transmitted from interpolated sections. The
territory explored by researchers in this group is obviously more hazardous than in the
previous line. As most of these later textual witnesses are anonymous and hardly dateable,
researchers must often resort to hypothetical dating of the documents, supposed textual
contacts between the different specimens or alleged contamination and/or collation in order to
explain differences and similarities in the documents. As a result, the outcome of these
investigations is frequently divergent, sometimes even contradictory.
Investigations of this line of research may be divided into two subcategories according
to their changing scopes and work criteria. On the one hand, there are those scholars who,
being aware both of the reliability of AA’s fragment in V and of the very revised character of
the later remakes, pursue an hypothetical reconstruction of AA but subordinate their results to
the more relevant analysis of AA’s tenor and character (Hennecke, Blumenthal, Quispel,
Hornschuh, Plümacher)400. On the other, there is a group of investigators who, less cautiously
than the former, are primarily interested in reconstructing the visible stages in Andrew’s
itinerary in order to achieve a textual continuum that may reflect the plan of the ancient Acts
from beginning to end (Flamion, Deeleman, Söder, Erbetta, Prieur, MacDonald). In this latter
case, however, textual quantity obviously tends to replace textual quality. This tendency
implies that lengthier but more revised sections of text come to occupy the main focus of the
399
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investigation, as a result of which our most valuable but brief AA’s fragment in V is
frequently overshadowed, if not transformed, adapted or simply ignored401.
The following section summarises the highly divergent conclusions achieved by means
of the previously reported approaches with regard to the evaluation of textual evidence,
content, tenor, authorship, time and place of composition of AA.
3.2. Results of the Investigations on AA
3.2.1. Evaluation of the Textual Witnesses
The evaluation of the textual witnesses by scholars may be divided into two major groups,
namely those investigators who only take V into account, and those who even while
recognising V as the best document, also attempt to recover other sections from a number of
selected textual witnesses.
3.2.1.1. AA’s Fragment in V as a Uniquely Reliable Witness
Scholars of this group prefer the fragmentary but ancient testimony of V to the lengthier but
revised and transformed testimonies of other textual witnesses (Liechtenhan, Schlier,
Sturhahn, Festugière and Williams).
3.2.1.2. AA’s Fragment in V Combined with Other Selected Documents
Scholars within this group agree in considering that, even if V is the best textual witness,
other selected documents may also be useful in reconstructing the sections preceding and
following V’s testimony. Important differences, however, appear in the evaluation of which
textual witnesses may serve this purpose. The numerous diverse opinions may be reduced to
two major groups, the second of which presents some variants:
3.2.1.2.1. V + Narratio + Martyrdom Testimonies
V is the best testimony. For the first part of AA, Narratio, as it presents many contacts
with V, is the most reliable document. In spite of its revised and resuming version,
Narratio is believed to rely on a lengthier document, probably the ancient Acts. Its
testimony is consequently to be preferred to Epitome, for the latter presents a very
transformed and revised version. As far as Laudatio is concerned, although its first part
includes many secondary elements, its second part, in turn, includes primitive issues. As
regards the testimonies for the martyrdom, Mpr, Malt A and B, Narratio, Laudatio and
2GrEp partly preserve the general plan of the last part of AA (Hennecke, Deeleman,
Söder, Blumenthal).
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3.2.1.2.2. V +Epitome + Martyrdom Testimonies
V is still the most important textual witness, but Epitome takes the place of Narratio in
the reconstruction of Andrew’s peregrinations. Narratio is said to collate different
sources and to consist of two differentiated sections. Epitome, by contrast, even though
revised and expurgated, preserves the main outline of AA. In spite of its predominant
position, V already begins to be influenced by lengthier and more developed sections of
text. The textual witnesses for the martyrdom are now the following: Malt A and B, Mpr,
2GrEp, Laudatio and Narratio (Flamion, James, Dvornik).
3.2.1.2.2.1. V + PCU 1, Epitome, Laudatio, Narratio + Martyrdom Testimonies
Since Quispel’s publication on PCU 1, a number of scholars consider the Coptic
fragment a section of the primitive Acts, the value of which is equivalent to V’s
testimony. As PCU 1 is said to preserve the primitive episode of what appears in Epitome
18 in a revised version, Gregory naturally receives increasing attention from now on.
Epitome’s reliability, however, is still proved against the touchstone of other testimonies.
Only those episodes in Epitome that are also preserved by other witnesses, such as
Laudatio and Narratio, are taken into account. The textual witnesses for the martyrdom
are the same as in the previous point (Hornschuh, Plümacher).
3.2.1.2.2.2. H and S, V, C + Epitome
Since Detorakis’ edition of H and S, their testimony tends to overshadow AA’s fragment
in V. Epitome is an essential textual witness for the reconstruction of AA’s outline.
Laudatio and Narratio are only useful for the last part of AA, of which they preserve a
few ancient elements. As to the martyrdom, the testimony provided by H/S and C assures
the textual continuity of this section and consequently replaces the textual mosaic that so
far had been reconstructed on the basis of the other textual witnesses. From now on these
documents are mostly used as correctores (Prieur, Elliott402).
3.2.1.2.2.3. AAM + Epitome, Laudatio, Narratio + H, S, V, C
This group makes an indiscriminate use of the textual witnesses. AAM is the beginning of
AA. Epitome is combined with Laudatio and Narratio not to check the reliability of the
former but in order to increase the volume of text, because all documents may present
primitive elements and therefore be useful for the reconstruction of AA. The selection of

other later and more re-elaborated sections of AA.
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potentially primitive sections is left to the opinion of the investigator. Important
falsifications of our most ancient and reliable document in V appear as a result of the
adoption of readings proceeding from later and more revised documents (MacDonald).
3.2.2. Contents of the Ancient Acts
Already since Lipsius, but especially after Bonnet’s prolific editorial activity, scholars have
agreed on conceiving AA as consisting of two different parts: Andrew’s peregrinations and
Andrew’s activity and martyrdom in Patras. This division of AA’s contents seems to proceed
from the textual transmission itself because, on the one hand, the later remakes of AA from
Gregory onwards present such an internal dichotomy, and, on the other hand, numerous
testimonies confine themselves to the martyrdom. As some of these latter textual witnesses
often contain references to events not included in the actual texts, they are generally believed
to be detached from lengthier texts that also comprised previous sections of AA.
Disagreement, however, appears when determining what these two parts looked like
and especially when establishing the outline of Andrew’s peregrinations. As already pointed
out, the extant witnesses, while generally agreeing in their accounts of AA’s last part, present
rather divergent versions of Andrew’s peregrinations. Laudatio and Vita present
approximately the same account due to their relying on a common source, but their version
differs both from Narratio’s account and from Epitome. Given the lack of reliable documents
that might unequivocally prove the trustworthiness of any of these three versions, the
reconstruction of Andrew’s travels is still today a matter of conjecture and, consequently, of
controversy.
However, controversies arise not only from differences among the textual witnesses.
One of the most (if not the most) important subject of disagreement among scholars concerns
an episode that is preserved with small variants in all lengthier reworkings of AA. This
episode is, of course, Andrew’s sojourn in the city of the cannibals. Against the testimony of
four important textual witnesses (Epitome, Narratio, Laudatio and Vita), many scholars since
Flamion deny that the episode ever belonged to the ancient Acts. The Belgian scholar
analysed AAM and concluded that important stylistic, lexical and thematic differences reveal
that this text is essentially different from the ancient AA and it was probably composed in
Egypt in a later period. According to Flamion, if Epitome does include this episode, this is
simply due to the fact that Gregory collated two different sources. Flamion’s interpretation
has influenced later approaches to the matter to such an extent that scholars invariably see in
AAM the source on which later recasts on AA depend. This is not necessarily the case. As has
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been pointed out403, Laudatio, Narratio and AAM present such differences in their accounts
that they can be considered independent versions that rely on a common source.
Consequently, even if one accepts with Flamion that AAM includes many later elements and
that it in general presents a different tenor than AA, this does not rule out the possibility that
the episode, in a simpler and shorter version, was included among Andrew’s peregrinations.
AAM would then be an independent and highly reworked recast of this original story.
When analysing the different points of view with regard to the reconstruction of
Andrew’s peregrinations, investigations may be, once again, divided into two groups, namely
those that deny that such an outline can be recovered from the extant textual witnesses and
those that consider that a partial or even a complete reconstruction is possible.
3.2.2.1. Andrew’s Peregrinations are not Recoverable
The more sceptical scholars of the first group implicitly or explicitly refrain from
reconstructing the outline of Andrew’s peregrinations. In their view, the marked differences
between the accounts of the textual witnesses make the reconstruction of the apostle’s
itinerary an impossible task (Liechtenhan, Schlier, Sturhahn, Festugière, Williams, Van
Kampen404).
3.2.2.2. Andrew’s Peregrinations are Recoverable
The second group may be divided into two subgroups according to the textual witnesses
chosen by the scholars.
3.2.2.2.1. Andrew’s Peregrinations are Partially or Completely Recoverable from Narratio.
Scholars in this group prefer Narratio to Epitome for the reconstruction of Andrew’s
peregrinations. Some of them accept only a couple of episodes as genuine, but others consider
that the whole account of Narratio may preserve the main outline of AA (below).
3.2.2.2.1.1. Partially Recoverable from Narratio
The complete reconstruction of Andrew’s itinerary is impossible. We can only recover a
couple of episodes. As Epitome is disproved of for its obvious revision and recast of AA, all
that can be recovered from Andrew’s peregrinations must proceed from Narratio and
occasionally from Laudatio. The comparison between these testimonies, however,
immediately reveals that only a couple of common elements might be considered primitive.
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Thus, for example, according to Hennecke405, Bithynia, Nicaea and Patras are the only sure
stations of Andrew’s travels. Blumenthal406 adds to these episodes the story about Matthias’
liberation, because in his view a primitive story must underlie the three divergent versions
preserved by Laudatio, Narratio and AAM.
3.2.2.2.1.2. Completely Recoverable from Narratio
The less sceptical scholars adopt a more flexible position and hesitantly state that Narratio,
even though revising and resuming, can provide us with the main outline of Andrew’s
peregrinations. According to Deeleman and Söder, the sequence Bithynia, Nicaea, Thrace,
Scythia, Sebastopol, the cities in the region of the Black Sea, Byzantium, Thessalia and Patras
presents the skeleton of Andrew’s itinerary407.
3.2.2.2.2 Andrew’s Peregrinations Partially or Completely Recoverable from Epitome
Investigators included in this group are far more numerous. They all agree in considering that
Epitome preserves the best account of Andrew’s peregrinations, although they also admit the
strong revision and transformation that the ancient Acts have undergone in Gregory’s version.
However, not all is consensus. Some scholars accept only some episodes from Epitome, others
either accept all or all but the first episode (below).
3.2.2.2.2.1. Partially Recoverable from Epitome
The more sceptical among the scholars only accept as original those episodes in Epitome that
are also corroborated by other witnesses. According to Hornschuh, followed by Plümacher,
only the following episodes are primitive: demons of Nicaea (Epitome 6; Laudatio 18;
Narratio 4); Philippi (Epitome 12; Manichaean Psalm-book 142.20); Thessalonika (with
hesitation, Epitome 18; PCU 1); Lesbius’ episode (Epitome 21; Laudatio 33); miraculous
healings at Patras (Epitome 31-33; Laudatio 40-41); Alcmanes’ healing (Epitome 34;
Laudatio 43).
3.2.2.2.2.2. Completely Recoverable from Epitome
Within this group one may distinguish between those scholars who accept the whole
testimony of Epitome and those that consider its first chapter an interpolation.
3.2.2.2.2.2.1. Itinerary Including the Rescuing of Matthias
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Lipsius was convinced that the episode about Andrew’s sojourn among the cannibals was a
primitive one, but he never stated that AAM in its current form was a part of AA. On the
contrary, he considered that this text was a very reworked and later version of an episode that
probably appeared in the ancient Acts408. It is precisely his conviction concerning the
genuineness of the episode that leads him to consider that Epitome, as it includes the episode
at the beginning, is a reliable witness depending directly or indirectly on the 3HULRGRL
$QGUHRX. In spite of presenting a revised and resumed version of the ancient Acts, Epitome

provides the main outline of Andrew’s travels: Cannibals, Amaseia, Sinope, Nicaea,
Nicomedia, Hellespont, Thrace, Macedonia and Achaia. To this group also belong
Bardenhewer, Schermann and, more recently, MacDonald.
3.2.2.2.2.2.2. Itinerary Excluding the Rescuing of Matthias
All scholars in this group reject AAM belonging, in whatever form, to the ancient AA409.
Consequently, they accept the reliability of all but one chapter of Gregory’s account, the first.
They all attribute great relevance to Gregory’s testimony, which is considered to rely on a
complete Latin version of the primitive Acts410 and consequently to preserve, in a revised
form, the totality of Andrew’s peregrinations411. In their view, AA originally included all the
episodes between Andrew’s stay in Amaseia and his martyrdom in Patras as recorded by
Epitome.
3.2.3. Tenor and Character of AA
As might be expected, a similar variety of opinions can be found in the discussion of AA’s
mentality.
3.2.3.1. Gnostic Interpretation of AA
Uninformed readers of Prieur’s overview of the research on AA might easily believe that the
Gnostic interpretation of the ancient Acts is a homogeneous and monolithic hypothesis and
mainly due to the influence of Lipsius’ analysis412. Yet this is hardly the case and if it is true
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that he influenced some studies at the beginning at the twentieth century, most investigators
who claim a Gnostic interpretation do it independently of their predecessor and on wholly
different grounds.
Lipsius, following Thilo, was indeed the first scholar to defend the Gnostic character
of the ancient Acts. His view, however, was mainly based on the indirect transmission of AA
and on alleged Gnostic traces in orthodox reworkings of AA413. Some scholars, such as
Bardenhewer and Söder, followed him without critically scrutinising the criteria used to
deduce such an interpretation. Already at the beginning of the twentieth century, however, a
critical reaction to Lipsius’ theses appeared, especially from scholars who agreed in
considering a Gnostic trend in AA. Liechtenhan, for instance, explicitly distanced himself in
his second investigation by rejecting the so-called Gnostic traces summarised in
Apostelgeschichten on the grounds of their inconclusiveness and vagueness414. He based his
own Gnostic interpretation of the primitive Acts exclusively on AA’s fragment in V.
Hennecke adopted the same attitude and, after rejecting that AAM and AAPe belonged to the
primitive text, he stated that the only genuine representative of the ancient Acts shows a
clearly Gnostic background. Subsequently, several scholars, such as Schlier, Sturhahn,
Festugière, Quispel, Erbetta (with hesitation) and Orbe, also concurred in the Gnostic
character of the ancient Acts from AA’s fragment in V.
3.2.3.2. The Orthodox Interpretation and Neopythagorean and Neoplatonic influences
Flamion is the first exponent of the view that the writer of AA belonged to mainstream
Christianity, although Harnack labelling the text as ‘vulgär-christlich’ may be considered a
precedent. Flamion’s interpretation mainly relies on Epitome and on the textual witnesses for
the martyrdom, all of them texts that show important later revision. All doctrinal peculiarities
in V are explained as resulting from Neopythagoric and Neoplatonic influences, as if Flamion
was implying that Platonic Christianity is perfectly consistent with mainstream Christianity.
3.2.3.3. The Orthodox Interpretation and the Gnosticising influences
Another line of research states that the lack of a strict differentiation between orthodox and
heretic in the second century makes labelling AA as Gnostic or heretic at least anachronistic.
Deeleman certainly recognises the Gnosticising trend of AA, but also considers that a
mainstream Christian might have gone as far as the writer of AA in stating his point.
Moreover, AA’s main trait is its encratite tendency and this is not at odds with the mentality of
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‘kerkelijke kringen’ (‘ecclesiastical Christianity’) of the second century. Quispel, in spite of
recognising clear Gnostic traits in the textual witnesses of AA, also thinks that the possibility
of an orthodox author cannot be excluded.
3.2.3.4. Middle Platonic / Platonic Influences
The first to defend such a position was Bousset who suggested that behind Andrew’s speech
to the cross Mpr 14 there were speculations on the cross, which originated under the influence
of Platonic commentaries on the Timaeus. The most recent defender of this interpretation is
Hornschuh, who completes Bousset’s references to Justin and Irenaeus with passages from
Middle-Platonists and states that AA shows a typically Middle Platonic mixture of Stoic and
Platonic thought.
3.2.3.5. AA reflects the ‘Mentality of the Period’
The most peculiar interpretation of AA’s tenor is perhaps to be found in Prieur’s analysis of
AA’s mentality. He argues that AA reveals both the influence of (Neo) ‘Platonism’415 and of
Neopythagoreanism416, it is Gnosticising without being strictly Gnostic and presents echoes of
the Stoic ethical doctrine. Such a peculiar mixture cannot surprise the reader aware of Prieur’s
eclectic textual basis. Whereas (Neo) Platonism is deduced from the first part of H and S,
Neopythagorean influences and a Gnosticising tendency seem to be concluded from V. The
Stoic ethics, finally, seem to proceed from the highly revised textual witnesses for the
martyrdom.
3.2.4. Authorship, Time and Place of Composition
Lack of consensus also reigns over the hypotheses concerning authorship, time and place of
composition.
3.2.4.1. Authorship
There are three main positions adopted by scholars with regard to the issue: according to
some, nothing can be said about the author of AA; according to others, AA is the product of a
single writer; one scholar, finally, suggests a dual or collective writer.
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The first of these positions groups scholars that simply refrain from proposing a
hypothetical writer on the grounds of the scarcity of reliable material (Hennecke, Hornschuh,
Plümacher). More numerous, however, is the group of scholars who attempt to say something
more about the issue by means of a literary analysis of one or more of AA’s textual witnesses.
Some of them adopt the second of the positions listed above, namely the view that sees AA as
the product of a single writer. Of them, Flamion was the first to suggest that, given the
abundant use of Greek names and the style of AA, its author was an Achaean intellectual fond
of Greek rhetoric, an ascetic Christian influenced by the philosophy of the period. Bremmer,
in contrast, even though endorsing the author’s characterisation as an intellectual, disproves
Flamion’s argument that the use of Greek names may imply an Achaean origin. More
interesting is in his view that most names in AA are reminiscent of real or literary figures from
Greek culture. In addition, AA’s emphasis on civic virtues and their application to denote
personal qualities shows that this Greek intellectual certainly belonged to the upper classes.
Prieur and MacDonald defend the collective authorship, or third position. Prieur, by
relying excessively on a doubtful primitive passage (AAgr 65.5-8), suggests that AA originated
in a community of believers that transmitted its creed to the writer. For this statement he
adduces support from the use of the first person plural in AAgr 64417. This writer, whom
Prieur characterises as a cultivated person, probably a Christian convert418, may have served
as a simple transcriber. MacDonald, in turn, presents a more complicated theory, which he has
explained in two different ways419. In his edition of AA he combines Philaster’s reference,
according to which AA was written down by followers of the apostle, with the view of
Innocent I († 417), who believed that the Acts were written by the philosophers Xenocharides
and Leonidas. Accordingly, he states that Andrew’s peregrinations were written by one of
them and Andrew’s martyrdom by the other. In his view, this would explain the shift of the
narrative into the first person plural (AAgr 64) and singular (AAgr 65), because then the
passion was written by a single author. In his Christianizing Homer, on the other hand, he
puts the matter differently. He begins by stating that the sophisticated content of AA suggests
that it was the work of one or more Christian Platonists. In accordance with this new position,
he thinks that in AAgr 65 the author locates himself as a transcriber ‘at the end of a chain of
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oral tradition’. With regard to Xenocharides and Leonidas he now thinks that the names
probably appeared somewhere in AA’s text.
3.2.4.2. Time of Composition
Although an apparent consensus seems to reign over AA’s dating, as all hypotheses oscillate
between the second and the third centuries, controversy is still a matter of fact. This becomes
obvious when observing the arguments alleged by scholars as support for their hypotheses.
We will divide all opinions into two groups according to whether they date AA to the second
or to the third century.
3.2.4.2.1. Second Century
E. Peterson has defended the earliest date of composition on the grounds of AA’s encratite
tendency. In his opinion, AA, AJ and ATh were written at a time that these sects first appeared
or became known, namely in Hadrian’s reign (117-138)420. However, most scholars defending
the second century as the time of composition prefer a later date. Lipsius, for instance, places
it in the second half of the second century and so does Prieur, who takes AJ as the terminus
post quem and the Manichaean Psalm-book (end of the third century) as the terminus ante
quem421. Deeleman, in turn, attempts to date the text more precisely. Given the fact that AA
uses AJ (c. 165), whereas APe (c. 200) uses AA, the ancient Acts might be dated to c. 180422.
According to Hornschuh, AA was written between 150 and 190. He takes Peterson’s reference
to Hadrian’s reign as terminus post and AP (190-200) as terminus ante, for it uses AA. As APe
(180-190) presents clear contacts with AA, Hornschuh concludes that the latter should not be
dated later than 190423. MacDonald also thinks that AA was written when the second century
was drawing to a close, because Origen’s reference (ap. Euseb. Hist. eccl. 3.1) to the
apocryphal Acts is his terminus ante424. In Quispel’s opinion, AA should not be dated after
200, since our text was composed after AJ and APe but before AP425. Bremmer, finally,
returns to the internal literary analysis to determine AA’s time of composition. Together with
the already mentioned development of civic virtues to personal qualities, the rejection of
military service by Stratocles points to the end of the second or beginning of the third century,
for such a theme hardly appears in Christian texts from the first two centuries.
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3.2.4.2.2. Third Century
In contrast to the variety of dates proposed by scholars of the first group, all who surmise the
third century as the time of composition allocate AA in its second half. Flamion first suggested
such a date on the grounds of AA’s alleged Neoplatonic and Neopythagorean influences426.
Probably following Flamion’s assertion, James considers AA the latest of the apocryphal acts
and dates it to 260, although he does not provide any reason to support his chronological
precision427. Erbetta has also suggested the second half of the third century. Since PCU 1 and
AA present obvious similarities, and since PCU 1’s vocabulary has close contacts with ATh,
he thinks that AA depends upon ATh. Consequently, AA must be dated to 250-300428. Dvornik,
in his turn, prefers a later dating to the end of the third century. On the one hand, the
‘Monarchean’ prologue to Luke’s gospel (supported by Jerome429) attributes Achaia to Luke
and, on the other, Origen only knows of Scythia as a field of activity for Andrew430.
3.2.4.3. Place of composition
Opinions also diverge with regard to the geographical origin. On the one hand, there are
scholars who think that the place of composition cannot be determined (Hennecke,
Hornschuh). On the other, numerous scholars have attempted to deduce a hypothetical origin
for AA on the basis of different arguments. Three places have been proposed: Achaia,
Alexandria and Asia Minor. Flamion suggested the Achaean origin on the grounds of AA’s
use of Greek names. Prieur, differently, considers Alexandria as the most suitable place for
the composition of a text that presents contacts not only with Philo, but also Corpus
Hermeticum, Neoplatonic and Neopythagorean philosophy. MacDonald also considers
Alexandria as the most likely place of composition, on the grounds of Origen’s knowledge of
AA, Middle-Platonic influences and AA’s similarities with AJ. Other scholars, however, tend
to allocate AA to Asia Minor. Thus, for example, Plümacher, who thinks that AP’s use of AA
might indicate that they were composed in the same region. Bremmer, finally, suggests on the
basis of certain realia that AA should be placed if not in Pontus and Bithynia, at least in Asia
Minor.
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3. 3. Conclusions on the Research on AA
The preceding review shows clearly that the research on AA has not yet achieved conclusive
answers to the main questions posed by the ancient Acts of Andrew. As already stated, this
peculiarity is partly due to the textual witnesses and to AA’s problematic textual transmission.
The great diversity of the documents and the lack of univocal evidence to determine their
chronology or their mutual relationships places a serious obstacle in the way of a coherent
analysis and classification of the material with a view to isolating the oldest textual stage that
may allow a consistent study of the primitive Acts. On the other hand, it is also true that the
scholarly approach to this diversified textual evidence frequently tends to complicate the
matter instead of clarifying it. Preconceptions about the ancient Acts have often hindered an
objective analysis of the textual witnesses that might have allowed both an assessment of their
particular characteristics and an evaluation of their convergences and divergences. As the
analysis of the single documents frequently serves the purposes of a given hypothesis, studies
tend to blur their peculiarities and thus to confuse the issue of a proper and unbiased
comparative analysis of the textual witnesses.
The rather different, sometimes even contradictory, interpretations of AA’s tenor and
character will suffice to illustrate the negative results of this combination of factors. The
Gnostic interpretation by Lipsius was based more on common sense than on textual evidence.
If AA has come down to us despite the fact that since early times it has been classed among
the heretic writings, the extant witnesses must present a revised version of the primitive text.
As revisions can hardly be completely successful in eliminating undesirable elements, these
revised texts should preserve traces of the primitive source. Among AA’s textual witnesses,
those with a fabulous undercurrent, such as AAM and AAPe, seemed to Lipsius more likely to
preserve these original traits431. Up to this point his approach is legitimate, for any working
hypothesis is useful for a better understanding of the textual evidence. Problems, however,
arise when, on the basis of his preconception of AA, he proceeds to analyse the remaining
extant witnesses exclusively from the perspective of the text or texts that in his view play a
central role. Thus, for example, Epitome is said to depend directly or indirectly on the Gnostic
3HULRGRL, because it includes a version of the cannibal episode closest to AAM. In contrast,
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objective and comprehensive analysis of the textual witnesses but rather from their alleged
relationship with a text that, according to a previous interpretation of AA, allegedly represents
the oldest textual stage.
With regard to the opposite, orthodox interpretation of AA by Flamion, one might say
that he, despite the different method, textual basis and conclusions, presents a similar
approach to the textual witnesses. As he is willing a priori to deny that a ‘doctrinal revision’
may be relevant in the genesis of AA’s textual witnesses, he relies on a doubtful interpretation
of Gregory’s prologue in order to suggest that the recastings of AA merely intended to
eliminate its excessive verbosity. In doing so, however, he carries out a biased analysis of the
indirect and direct transmission of AA. First, he neglects the external references that class AA
among the heretic writings432. Second, he deliberately chooses those texts that may support an
orthodox reading, namely Epitome for Andrew’s peregrinations and Malt A and B, Narratio
and interpolations in 2GrEp for his martyrdom. The most serious interpretation, however,
begins when the scholar attempts to beat the remaining extant witnesses into the shape of his
‘Martyrdom source’. All other textual witnesses are not only exclusively analysed from the
perspective of his hypothetical source, but they are also tendentiously interpreted so as to fit in
the plan of this source. There are many examples of this procedure in his book433, but the
clearest instance is Flamion’s tendentious interpretation of AA’s fragment in V. Without
providing any conclusive evidence to support his statement and minimising the profound
divergences between V and the remaining extant witnesses, he states that AA’s fragment in V
is a section detached from his Martyrium source434. Next, he carries out a very interpretative
analysis of its contents in order to suggest the Neopythagoric and Neoplatonic influences on
its message. Finally, he extends the conclusions drawn from this document to the remaining
martyrdom and assesses the doctrinal character of the previously reconstructed ‘martyrium
source’435. In short, Flamion’s approach to the textual witnesses follows a clearly
preconceived idea about the ancient Acts. Although his selection of texts to suit his bias
might, in a certain light, be accepted as a means to analyse the material, he clearly transcends
this scope and projects his interpretation onto the analysis of all other textual witnesses that do
not fit in his narrow scheme.
Lipsius thought he did and summarised those elements in AAM and AAPe that in his view betrayed a Gnostic
background. See supra this Chapter, p. 11 and note 102.
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As far as the orthodox Gnosticising interpretation is concerned, it has the merit of
trying to go beyond the rigid limits imposed by an interpretation of late antiquity exclusively
based on black-and-white conceptions proceeding from patristic sources. The lack of a strict
differentiation between heretic and orthodox at the time of AA’s composition makes plausible
the hypothesis that different groups were receptive to different ideas proceeding from diverse
ideological environments. Hence, the appearance of Gnostic traits in AA does not necessarily
imply a Gnostic orientation of its writer436. Deeleman’s approach to the primitive AA might be
correct, as might be his suggestion that the loss of the ancient Acts was not due to the text’s
doctrinal orientation but rather to its popularity among heretic groups. However, this
interpretation has once again a negative influence on the analysis of the textual witnesses
because the assumption of AA’s doctrinal harmlessness prevented the scholar from realising
that the obvious reduction pattern of Narratio is precisely focussed on eliminating undesirable
doctrinal issues from AA’s fragment in V.
With regard to the Platonic interpretation by Bousset, this relies on a very reworked
text: Mpr. It is true that although he does not extend the conclusions of his study to other
textual witnesses for AA, in Hornschuh’s analysis, which endorses Bousset’s interpretation,
the speech to the cross in Mpr (54.16-55.19) already gives support to a new hypothesis.
Admittedly, Hornschuh’s study is more careful than the preceding ones: he begins his
exposition of AA’s character with an analysis of AA’s fragment in V, and only then
incorporates other textual evidence. However, the alleged influence of the Stoic conception of
Logos is exclusively concluded from the speech to the cross in Mpr and Laudatio (348.19).
And it is this evidence, together with the Platonic influence he recognises in AA’s fragment in
V, that seems to allow the conclusion that Middle-Platonism mostly influenced AA437. Once
again, consequently, AA’s fragment in V is interpreted in line with later and more reworked
textual witnesses.
The last major interpretative line of AA states that it reflects the mentality of its
historical period438. This ambiguous denomination is deliberately coined by Prieur to embrace
all the different ideologies that come to the surface in his eclectic textual reconstruction. The
alleged appearance of Neoplatonic, Neopythagoric, Stoic, Gnostic and mainstream Christian
elements should have been enough evidence to conclude that such a textual reconstruction is
not a viable one, for it is likely to be a collage including elements of extremely varied
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provenance. On the contrary, Prieur confidently proposes this philosophical fair as the
genuine thought behind AA and even theorises on the eclectic homme de lettres who might
have composed it. Such an interpretation of AA is the result of his indiscriminate use of
textual witnesses and the ad libitum combination of sections to build his textual
reconstruction. Once again, his approach is as valid as any other working hypothesis, but it
certainly becomes problematic when the priority given to S/H begins to affect the character of
our oldest testimony for AA. AA’s fragment in V is not only emended on the basis of readings
proceeding from such reworked sources439, but is also incorporated in an alien textual
environment that facilitates the distortion of its message in line with that of the documents
with which it is merged.
The obvious conclusion from this brief survey is that there is a close relationship
between the diversity of AA’s textual witnesses and the unsystematic, sometimes anarchic
approach of scholars to the textual witnesses. The major problem is that among the numerous
and various documents, it is always possible to find sound support for almost any hypothesis
whatsoever. Given this circumstance, scholars tend to begin their studies by analysing first
those texts which best suit their expectations and only then proceed to compare them with the
remaining extant witnesses. In all cases this comparative analysis obviously confirms both the
working hypothesis of the investigator as well as his interpretation of the document(s) chosen
to sustain it.
A serious study of the primitive Acts, however, must be preceded by a detailed and
objective study of the single textual witness that may allow the investigator to sort the
material with a view to sorting reliable from unreliable witnesses. The investigations of those
scholars who confined themselves to the testimony of AA’s fragment in V for the study of the
tenor of the ancient Acts should have provided the starting point for such an analysis440.
However, their implicit or explicit mistrust of the remaining extant witnesses has never been
clearly and distinctly argued on the basis of a systematic comparison of these testimonies with
V, so as to encourage scholarship to focus exclusively on this document for conceptual
matters. On the contrary, the lack of a categorical assessment of the reasons that justify their
preferring V to the remaining extant textual witnesses has given grounds to the idea that a
combination of the latter with the former might produce a reliable result441. As has already
been seen, this is indeed the approach of the vast majority of the investigations. All five major
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interpretations of AA claim the testimony of AA’s fragment in V as support for their own
reading. Whereas in the Gnostic interpretation by Quispel, AA’s fragment in V gives support
to the praedestinatio physica he finds in PCU 1, in Flamion’s orthodox reading it forms the
foundation for a subjective textual and conceptual interpretation of AA. While in the orthodox
Gnosticising explanation the textual and conceptual peculiarities of our fragment disappear
under the influence of Narratio, in the Platonic reading V is brought into line with Mpr. In
Prieur’s interpretation, finally, our document vanishes under the weight of lengthier and more
developed sections of the textual reconstruction, even though it provides the conceptual basis
for the text.
Our present investigation will proceed differently. In the next chapter we shall first
analyse AA’s textual transmission in order to attempt an assessment of its textual
diversification. We are aware of the difficulty and risks of such an enterprise: as far as we
know none of the previous studies on AA has attempted to include all the major textual
witnesses into a comprehensive and coherent whole. However, it is only on the basis of such a
systematic comparative analysis of the textual witnesses that we may isolate the reliable one
or ones in order to generate, afterwards, a consistent analysis of the primitive Acts of Andrew.
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CHAPTER II: AA’S TEXTUAL TRANSMISSION
At the start of the first chapter we offered a tentative classification of the textual witnesses
based on their content, that is, whether they preserved or omitted certain sections that the
primitive text allegedly contained. This classification, which roughly coincides with the one
underlying the scholarly literature on AA, admittedly includes a petitio principii, for it
assumes an understanding of the primitive text and of its textual transmission before the texts
have been properly and exhaustively analysed. The question whether AA originally consisted
of two parts, namely peregrinations and martyrdom, from which some textual witnesses
detach the martyrdom, or whether it consisted of the martyrdom only and the texts that
include both parts collate it with other sources can only be properly answered after a
consistent analysis of the extant witnesses.
In this chapter we will proceed differently. In the first section we will review the
standard classification of the textual witnesses, now stressing the great divergences between
documents that are normally grouped together as if they attested to a homogeneous text. This
brief review intends to demonstrate that these texts transform the primitive text to such an
extent that they cannot be treated as simple representatives of a textual transmission without
first establishing their textual characteristics. In the second section, therefore, we pay due
attention to the textual witnesses and attempt a new classification on the basis of their literary
character and scope. From this analysis it will become clear that, given the profound
transformation of AA according to their peculiar literary purposes, the vast majority of the
textual witnesses are not reliable sources either for a reconstruction of the primitive AA or for
an analysis of its tenor and character. The third section furnishes support for this interpretation
by means of a comparative textual analysis of the textual witnesses in order to determine the
extent to which they transformed the primitive text and to establish, as far as possible, the
intertextual relationships, genealogy and hypothetical chronology of the different versions.
The fourth section, finally, suggests a historical explanation for the textual diversification,
revealed by the comparative textual analysis.
1. Diversity of AA’s Textual Witnesses
1.1. Character of the Witnesses included in Group A (Andrew and Matthias )1
All the texts included in the first group relate the adventures of Andrew in the land of
cannibals when rescuing his friend Matthias. Characteristic of these texts is their interest in
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wondrous and miraculous elements and their tendency to introduce legendary issues. The
numerous versions in different languages testify to the success of the text in the most diverse
environments throughout the Middle Ages2.
The abrupt end proves that the text is not preserved in its original form and length. The
loss of the last part seems to date from ancient times and can be traced back to the
hyparchetype or archetype of the stemma3. How long the text actually was and what the
continuation looked like is a matter of conjecture.
1.2. Character of the Documents included in Group B (Martyrdom)4
Although all the documents included in this group have Andrew’s martyrdom as their main
focus, they are far from forming a homogeneous group. The writers of these texts were
inspired by or interested in the apostle’s martyrdom above all, but their ways of understanding
and rewriting the primitive text present clear differences. Most of these versions diverge
considerably from one another with regard to textual length, character and style.
From the point of view of the portion of the primitive text they preserve we may
distinguish three categories: longer5, medium-length6 and short texts7. The longer texts
include the preliminary events to Andrew’s imprisonment, the medium-length ones begin with
Andrew’s last words in prison and continue with the narration of the martyrdom. The short
versions, finally, focus exclusively on the martyrdom itself. None of them, however, allows us
to go back beyond Andrew’s arrival in Patras.
With regard to their character and content, the textual witnesses also present important
differences. Some texts only preserve a few elements of the original story and incorporate
them in a new textual framework8. Other texts present a very summarising version of the
ancient martyrdom that only preserves the strictly necessary issues to assure textual
continuity9. A couple of texts preserve a fuller version of the last part of the martyrdom,
which seems to follow the plan of the primitive text but which nevertheless presents traces of
important omissions10.
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See supra, Chapter 1, pp. 1-3.
Blatt, Bearbeitungen, 1.
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This possibility seems to be supported by the production of a new text, the Acts of Peter and Andrew, that
would suit the missing end of AAM. Cf. MacDonald, Cannibals, 17.
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See supra, Chapter 1, pp. 3-5.
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Andrew’s martyrdom in S and H.
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Arm and Conversante.
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Malt A and B, Andrew’s martyrdom in C.
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From a stylistic perspective, finally, it is also possible to distinguish several
subcategories. Some of the texts are completely new texts inspired by older materials. In this
sense, although they may occasionally present echoes of the older text, their style is radically
different11. Other texts are remakes of the primitive story that generally follow the line of the
ancient Acts, sometimes adding new elements and at others eliminating old issues12. A couple
of texts, finally, might perhaps reflect the original style of the ancient Acts, but they abridge
the story to such an extent that it is not always clear what their source actually looked like13.
All these important differences in the textual witnesses show that a purely textual
analysis can hardly determine their mutual relationship with a view to establishing a
genealogy of the documents or to reconstructing their archetypon.
1.3. Character of the Documents included in Group C (Peregrinations and Martyrdom)14
In contrast to the incompleteness of the textual witnesses in groups A and B, those in group C
are complete and offer an account, with a beginning and an end, of Andrew’s apostolic
activities. Regrettably, however, these texts present rather diverging accounts of the story with
only a few sporadic contacts. Noteworthy is that in their first part they all include a version of
the events narrated by the texts of group A and, in their second part, a version of the events
narrated by the texts in group B. Syncretism of sources has been adduced as an explanation
for this peculiarity, but problems arise when determining which texts served as sources15.
Regarding the episode of Andrew and Matthias, their accounts are so different from AAM that
this text can hardly be considered to be the source of the others16. As to the martyrdom, texts
in this group also present important differences and only two of them (Laudatio and Narratio)
occasionally present contacts with textual witnesses from group B.
As far as the literary character is concerned, obvious differences come to the fore.
While Narratio, Laudatio and Vita clearly have biographical intentions, Epitome is more
interested in Andrew’s miracles than in Andrew himself.
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1.4. Character of the documents included in Group D (Remaining Texts)17
Group D includes fragmentary portions of text that have traditionally been related to AA. Of
the four documents listed above, however, only V has parallels in other textual witnesses and
can with certainty be attributed to AA. PCU 1 has generally been related to AA, although its
alleged contact with Epitome is not absolutely certain. The other two documents are not only
very fragmentary and lacunose, but also present unknown stories without parallels in any of
the extant witnesses.
1.5. A Hypothetical Archetypon?
Given the great differences between the documents, an objective textual reconstruction of the
primitive text on the basis of their testimony is, in our opinion, a chimera in both a literal and
a figurative sense: literally, because a text built up from textual remnants so different in
character, style and content and coming from wholly diverse environments and historical
periods necessarily resembles the artificial combination of limbs of this imaginary being18;
figuratively, because a text produced in such a way resists a coherent interpretation of the
textual unity as a whole.
The great divergences in our documents represent insurmountable gaps between the
pieces of evidence, and thus any attempt to go beyond a hypothetical and general sketch of the
primitive AA would imply a tendentious interpretation of the extant documents. One might
even wonder whether such a textual reconstruction is methodologically possible. As we have
seen, affiliation between documents of different groups is not always clear and often
impossible to determine. By contrast, the many divergences often force scholars to surmise
complicated and purely conjectural combinations again based on a hypothetical relative
chronology of the documents19. But if the reconstruction of a relatively certain stemma for
documents presenting related texts is not possible, how is one to suggest a hypothetical
archetypon for documents that present visibly different texts and sections of texts? Again, in
such a case, what kind of textual transmission should be imagined? Is it possible to surmise a
textual transmission in the strict sense of the word for AA or for parts of it? Textual
17
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reconstruction is only possible if textual transformations follow the rules of textual
transmission. The great diversity of AA’s witnesses, however, seems to indicate that their
divergences cannot be explained as due to the contamination of sources resulting from the
effects of textual transmission20. Rather, we seem to be dealing with texts that, although
inspired by the primitive Acts, freely rewrite their source by selecting, adapting or
transforming the primitive account in order to make it fit their literary purposes.
2. Towards a New Classification of AA’s Textual Witnesses
2.1. Reworking as a Common Trait in the Textual Witnesses
That reworking is the main characteristic of all textual witnesses included in groups A, B, and
C seems to be a reasonable conclusion from three facts. First, the texts lack any relevant issue
that may explain AA’s stigmatisation, ever since Eusebius condemned our text on the grounds
of its heretic provenance21. It is obvious that if AA indeed included ‘unorthodox thought’,
problematic sections have been eliminated or adapted to the more standardised thinking of the
later emerging Church. Second, the textual witnesses are so different from one another that
their divergences can only be explained as a result of the process of recasting AA’s story
according to their peculiar working procedures and scopes. Third and most important, a
comparison between V and those texts that include a version of its contents shows that in all
cases they significantly transmit a completely different version.
A comparative analysis of the main textual witnesses that focuses on their textual
characteristics reveals interesting results with a view to establishing a better classification of
the documents. On the basis of their reworking procedures and literary scope, the texts may be
divided into three groups. The first includes the martyrdom texts: Conversante, Epistle, C,
Malt A and B, PIen, Mpr, H and S. Although these texts diverge significantly from one
another, they agree in presenting Andrew as an impassive, almost passive figure and in
minimising his individual initiative in order to let him follow orders from above. The
apostle’s characterisation is imparted with the tragic traits of an individual who stoically
accepts his task and the fate of Christ’s defenders in an alien environment.
The second group includes texts that are more interested in Andrew’s miraculous
activities than in his apostolic figure, namely AAM, PCU 1 and Epitome. As these texts place
the emphasis on Andrew’s wonders, the apostle’s character loses personality and
20
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protagonism. Fantastic elements (more in AAM than in Epitome) as well as descriptions of
imaginary and hostile places are now used in order to depict the apostle’s immutable
determination when dealing with obstacles to his activities as a representative of God.
The third group, Narratio, Laudatio and Vita, is formed by texts with a biographical
undercurrent. These texts seem particularly to concentrate on describing an itinerary, in which
the journey itself and the sequence of geographical destinations describe the fulfilment of
Andrew’s task as apostle, pushing to the background the narration of his individual deeds. The
removal of traits from Andrew’s character and the neglecting of his individual deeds for the
sake of the general description of his itinerary facilitates the creation of a universal,
exemplary figure more suitable for depicting the ideal personification of piety.
2.2. The Testimony of the Indirect Transmission
The way in which our text is referred to by the indirect transmission is evidence of a similar
variety of perceptions of the text. Our first references describe AA with the term SUDFHLM22,
actus, or ‘conspicuous deeds’23. Other references use a closely related term, the generic title
virtutes Andreae24, although in this case the emphasis is not so much on the ‘conspicuous
deeds’ as on the apostle himself and his special qualities to perform them. Despite their
different emphasis, both descriptions agree in conceiving AA as a collection of conspicuous
deeds or wondrous acts. But the text is sometimes also referred to as SHULRGRL $QGUHRX or
‘travels of Andrew’25. The relationship with the old literary genre of ‘geographical
description’ (SHULRGRM JKM, periplus), which is documented by the fragments of Hecataeus of
Miletus, parts of Herodotus’ History or Avienus’ Ora Maritima, is not exclusively
etymological. As we have already seen, some of Andrew’s traditions do indeed narrate the
apostle’s life and works, following a strict geographical itinerary that takes him from the
Pontus Euxinus to Achaia in Greece. The most successful title, however, is Acta, ‘acts’ or
‘court records’, notes taken during the trials of the martyrs on which some martyrdom texts
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might originally have been based26. Closely related to the latter, we still find the title
PDUWXULRQ, ‘martyrdom’ or ‘passion’, a literary genre which normally focuses only on the

arrest and the death of the martyr.
Despite their apparent diversity this variety of references allows a three-fold division
as well. The indirect transmission understands AA either as a) a relation of Andrew’s
martyrdom; b) a relation of Andrew’s miracles, or, finally, c) a relation of Andrew’s life and
activities.
2.3. Classification of Textual Witnesses According to how they Rework AA
The striking coincidence between the reworking procedures and scopes of AA’s textual
witnesses and the interpretations of commentators on our text allows us clearly to distinguish
three different conceptions of AA:
1. Text conceived and meant to commemorate a saint’s martyrdom27
2. Text intending to offer a collection of a saint’s admiranda miracula
3. Text understood as a biography of a saint that offers a comprehensive relation of his life
and activity.
These three categories show that we are dealing with texts that, even if inspired by the
ancient Acts or even incorporating more or less primitive sections, actually do not intend to
transmit the old text but rather to create new ones. Consequently, it seems more reasonable to
attempt a classification of the textual witnesses on the basis of their reworking pattern and
scope. This classification offers obvious advantages, the most interesting being that it allows
us to deal with AA’s transmission as an organic whole. Instead of distancing the textual
witnesses from one another on the basis of a preconceived idea about the primitive text, it
connects our testimonies more closely by paying attention to the particular way in which they
transform primitive issues. At the same time, whereas a classification of the texts on the basis
of their content would lead the investigator into a dead end, distinguishing reworking groups
allows a better understanding of the genesis and development of the different specimens.
Finally, by paying attention to the reworking process we can to a certain extent establish
which issues are likely to have proceeded from the primitive text and which ones are peculiar
to the different reworking versions of AA.
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On the basis of this threefold discrimination, we now will offer a classification of the
textual witnesses according to their character, content and literary scope. This first analysis
will reveal that the vast majority of AA’s textual witnesses do not simply transmit the
primitive text but actively transform or adapt it to their individual literary scope.
2.3.1. Martyrdom Texts
Martyrdom literature is the most productive genre among the material related to Andrew28.
All the texts in this group are primarily interested in Andrew’s martyrdom. As the apostle’s
passion constitutes their main focus, they can all be considered martyrdom texts, even though
a comparative analysis reveals clear differences between them. As the time of composition of
these reworkings of the last part of AA oscillates between the fourth/fifth and the ninth
century, there is an obvious shift in the literary form adopted by the recensors. Martyrdom
texts can, therefore, be divided into three categories.
2.3.1.1. Recastings of Andrew’s Martyrdom
Conversante is a very short and summary version of the last section of AA. As Bonnet has
already pointed out, it preserves ancient elements29. These primitive issues, however, are
included in a new textual framework, which develops the antagonism between Aegeates and
Andrew. All other characters disappear or are reduced to a minimum. Maximilla and
Stratocles are only mentioned by a passing reference30. Obviously, this implies that Aegeates’
motivation to imprison and punish Andrew is different from the primitive text. According to
Conversante’s first chapter, Andrew is accused of destroying the temples of pagan gods and
of spreading a new religion.
After this first chapter, Conversante 2 picks up the line of AA’s martyrdom and begins
with Andrew’s last speech to the brethren, in an abbreviated and transformed version31. It is
interesting to note that Conversante begins exactly at the same point as Arm32.
Epistle is a new re-elaboration of the last section of AA that tries to create a new narrative
framework by adducing ocular testimony33. As has already been pointed out, Epistle survives
in its Latin original form (LatEp), according to Bonnet written in the sixth century, and in two
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Greek recensions (1GrEp and 2GrEp)34. Epistle consists of two differentiated parts. The first
nine chapters present a dialogue between Andrew and Aegeates, of which the only primitive
elements are the names of the two interlocutors. From chapter 10 onwards, Epistle presents a
short version of AA’s martyrdom. 1GrEp is a simple Greek translation and 2GrEp a
contaminated translation from the Latin that, from chapter 10 onwards, interpolates older
readings from another source35.
Similarly to Conversante, Epistle reworks the martyrdom so as to present a story in
which the conflict between Aegeates and Andrew receives the main emphasis. The
antagonism between them, which is appropriately developed by the dialogue in the first nine
chapters, develops smoothly until the end of the text owing to the omission of all secondary
issues. All characters in the original story either completely disappear or are mentioned only
in passing36.
2.3.1.2. Short Versions of Andrew’s Martyrdom
Andrew’s martyrdom in ms Ann Arbor 36 (C). Among the extant Greek and Latin witnesses
for the martyrdom, C includes the best and fullest account of the last part of the primitive
Acts. In spite of abundant errors due to the textual transmission37, C frequently offers better
versions for many sections that in other textual witnesses are corrupted, and occasionally a
unique Greek testimony for sections that are only preserved by Arm. At the same time, a
comparative analysis with the extant witnesses for the martyrdom shows that its working
procedure mainly consists of reducing the text. Consequently, C might preserve a fairly
reliable but very summary version of the main outline of AA’s last section.
C’s version of AA’s martyrdom begins immediately after Andrew’s last speech in prison
and consequently relies on a shorter recension. In contrast to the preceding examples of the
martyrdom, C does not radically alter the tenor of the text and it preserves all the characters
that we know from other textual witnesses.
Martyrium alterum A and B. These testimonies not only present a rather abbreviated and
poor version of the last section of Andrew’s martyrdom, but also introduce an important
distortion of the personae and of Andrew’s message. Malt B is clearly the most summary of
34
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both versions. Malt A’s reductions mainly affect discursive sections and it generally preserves
narrative sections, whereas Malt B eliminates discourses and simplifies the action by
summarising narrative sections as well.
Malt A and B not only preserve a short version of the martyrdom that begins after
Andrew’s last speech in prison, but also considerably abbreviate the retained section. Hence,
despite Flamion38 and Prieur39, we think that Bonnet was right when he argued the exiguous
value of these documents40.
Coptic Martyrdom in P. Ien. 649. This textual witness is extremely short and only
consists of several corrupted and lacunose lines. Even though very little extra information can
be deduced from these scanty remnants, the evidence provided by PIen is enough to prove the
circulation of a short version of the martyrdom in Coptic as early as in the fifth century 41. The
text preserves the beginning of the martyrdom as it appears in the short versions of the Greek
transmission. Codicological evidence, moreover, shows that the preserved section is in fact
the original beginning of the text42.
Armenian Passion. The Armenian translation presents an interesting version of the
martyrdom. When compared with the extant Greek and Latin witnesses, Arm seems not to
reduce the body of the text, but this impression cannot be definitively confirmed because we
lack a reliable version of the martyrdom with which to compare those sections only attested
by Arm43. In any case, when Arm can be tested against parallels in the Greek transmission, it
becomes obvious that the Armenian translator considerably transforms the tenor of the text,
either as a result of his translating technique or of his doctrinal views44.
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Arm presents a longer version of the martyrdom which includes Andrew’s last speech in
prison. It begins exactly at the same point as Conversante, which seems to imply that there
was a longer recension of the martyrdom that began at this point45.
2.3.1.3. Narrative Versions of the Martyrdom
Martyrium Prius. Unlike the other versions of the martyrdom, Mpr clearly has narrative
intentions. The climax of the text is still Andrew’s martyrdom, but Mpr presents it as the last
episode of a coherent textual whole that gradually develops to its natural end. Its compact and
economic structure focuses mainly on the essential motifs that will lead the apostle to the
cross, presenting him as an ideal apostolic figure. Andrew’s complete success in converting
Governor Lesbios and the destruction of the pagan temples by the people of Patras provoke
the governor being replaced by Aegeates. A dream announces his approaching end to
Andrew. Aegeates, furious because of the temple’s destruction, arrests the apostle and finally
condemns him to be crucified.
The narration begins with Andrew’s first arrival in Patras and describes a series of
events before the apostle’s encounter with Aegeates that we know from other sources. The
text presents a clear plan and intention. Mpr consistently reworks its source in order to reach
three main goals. First, it reduces the characters to mere personifications, which considerably
reduces their role in the action46. Second, Mpr eliminates every ambiguous detail from the
original story. The disappearance of Maximilla (her name is not even mentioned) eliminates
Aegeates’ personal interest in condemning the apostle. Andrew’s dream, moreover, presents
his final martyrdom as an episode in God’s plan. At the same time there is a clear shift in the
motivation of Andrew’s imprisonment and final punishment47. Third, this recension
effectively eliminates all secondary details presenting the text as a gradual crescendo that
reaches its climax in the speech to the cross.
Andrew’s martyrdom in S and H. The interest in narrative motifs, character description,
excursus and trivial details, especially in the narration of the events preceding Andrew’s
imprisonment, points to the peculiar character of this longer version, which was probably
intended for different purposes than the shorter versions of the martyrdom. Given the marked
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narrative sequence of the text, which appears as an independent textual unit provided with a
kind of introduction, core and denouement, it may well have been intended for reading and
not for being read in public. Similarly as in the previous case, however, the martyrdom
remains its climactic moment and consequently the main goal of the text.
The text begins with Stratocles’ return from Italy and narrates the events between this
point and Andrew’s martyrdom48. It also includes the healing of Alcmanes and Stratocles’
conversion, Aegeates’ return to Patras, Maximilla’s rejection of his sexual advances and her
stratagem to let Euclia substitute for her in Aegeates’ bed49. Aegeates finally imprisons the
apostle and orders him to be crucified.
These two mss present a lengthy version of the martyrdom beginning with Stratocles’
return from Rome. In spite of important divergences between S/H and Epitome, they apply a
similar procedure in abridging AA – they only preserve a relation of events that systematically
eliminates every discursive section. In addition, the martyrdom’s recensor is as clumsy as
Gregory in reworking his source. The first chapters of S and H show that he initially tried to
keep some discursive sections by revising and adapting their contents. Given the unsuccessful
result50, it is not surprising to see him definitively opting for the scissors to work on the prison
scenes. This procedure is obvious when comparing the sections overlapping with V – S and H
simply eliminate entire discursive sections and just keep the essential elements to ensure
textual continuity.
2.3.2. Selective Collections of admiranda miracula
As some references in the indirect transmission already show, from the fourth/fifth century
onwards there appears to be a clearly increasing interest in the conspicuous deeds of the
apostle. Of our textual witnesses, three documents seem to fit this textual category.
AAM. The story of Andrew in the city of cannibals is good example of the category that
focuses on the miraculous activities of the apostle. AAM begins with the casting of lots and
with Matthias’ departure to his field of activity. On his arrival in the city of cannibals
Matthias is imprisoned, but his sacrifice is delayed for 30 days. Jesus appears to Andrew and
compels him to go to rescue Matthias, which he does after a miraculous trip in a ship piloted
by Jesus in disguise. As Andrew frees not only Matthias but also his fellow prisoners, the
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cannibals, confronted with a lack of victims, resort to their own people to meet their sacrificial
needs. Andrew’s intervention once again frustrates their plan, but he is finally imprisoned and
murdered by the cannibals. After being revived by Jesus, Andrew compels a statue to spew a
flood from its mouth. The flood kills many of the inhabitants until Andrew, convinced by the
repentance of the survivors, orders the waters to retreat. An abyss swallows the waters and the
executioners. Andrew then reanimates the dead people and cattle and leaves the city after
promising the cannibals that in due time he will return to rescue those who remain in the
abyss.
The question as to whether or not AAM belongs to the primitive text is still a matter of
dispute among scholars. The two latest textual reconstructions, by Prieur and MacDonald,
exclude and include it, respectively. Against its exclusion by the former, it is possible to
adduce both the abundant literature and arguments collected by MacDonald51 and the fact that
many of AA’s textual witnesses include a version of the story. Against its inclusion, Flamion
provided evidence to date AAM to a later period, namely to the end of the fourth century52,
and more recently Hilhorst and Lalleman claimed that a stylistic comparison between AAM
and AA shows that they are completely different texts53. However, even though admitting the
profound stylistic differences between these texts, nothing hinders the hypothesis that the
primitive AA included the basic version of the story in a simpler and shorter form as one of its
numerous episodes. This episode might have served as the inspiration for the writer of AAM.
Papyrus Copt. Utrecht 1. The very damaged and lacunous Coptic fragment narrates
Andrew’s confrontation with four soldiers, who seem to be searching for the apostle’s
followers54. One of these soldiers, a very young man, is suddenly possessed by a demon that
casts him to the ground. Andrew intervenes and converses with the demon. The latter explains
to Andrew how and why he, against his will, came to inhabit the soldier, although a lacuna
deprives the reader of knowing exactly how this happened. Andrew finally compels him to
leave the young man and the demon obeys. Finally, the young man takes off his soldier’s
uniform and converts to Christianity.
Although the beginning of the text is missing and it is not possible to ascertain the precise
context surrounding this episode, it seems obvious that the contacts with Epitome 18 are
exiguous55. In the strict sense of the word, the only link between both passages seems to be
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the similarity between Varianus (PCU 1) and Virinus (Epitome)56. In spite of its lost
beginning, it can reasonably be assumed that the Coptic fragment only included this single
episode. As already noted, this seems to be the logical conclusion from the title at the end of
the text (tepraji{s} Nandreas)57. In addition, the Coptic pagination shows that this excerpt
was the first text of the ms and that the four lost papyrus folios can only have included the
beginning and the mise-en-scène of the episode58.
Gregory’s Epitome. As Hennecke has already pointed out59, Epitome mainly preserves a
collection of admiranda miracula. Epitome does indeed narrate Andrew’s miraculous
activities in different stations in a journey that takes him first from Achaia to the city of
cannibals and then to Amaseia, Sinope, Nicea, Nicomedia, Byzantium and Thrace. From the
latter place he finally arrives in Greece and after a number of stations he reaches Patras, where
he is crucified by Aegeates.
Epitome is an abridged version of AA that only preserves Andrew’s miraculous activities.
Even though Flamion scholars tend to assume that Gregory only eliminated AA’s ‘excessive
verbosity’, as already pointed out, the last words of his prologue seem to suggest that
something more than the elimination of verbosity was the objective of his revision60. A
comparison of Epitome with other versions of the events in Patras (the only section for which
we possess reliable witnesses) shows to what extent Gregory has transformed AA. Epitome
systematically eliminates all discursive sections and only preserves the narrative skeleton61.
The martyrdom is reduced to a minimum, to be precise to 8 lines62. The reason Gregory
adduces for omitting the passion is that he knew a version thereof that was very well written.
It has been suggested that this passion is Conversante63, but two important differences seem to
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disprove such an assumption. First, according to Epitome, Andrew hangs on the cross for
three days and dies on the third day, whereas according to Conversante he hangs for two
days64. As we will see below, in spite of its apparent triviality this issue is significant for
establishing different textual families among the textual witnesses65. Secondly, according to
Epitome, the name of the proconsul is Egeas, whereas Conversante calls him Aegeates66.
Another possibility evaluated by Lipsius is that Gregory was referring to Epistle67, but such a
relationship presents the same problems as the previous one68.
2.3.3. Comprehensive Accounts of Andrew’s life and works
After a reference to the apostle’s field of activity, all versions in this group include an account
of his travels and deeds that incorporates Andrew’s visit to the city of cannibals. They all
conclude their narration with a version of the martyrdom of the apostle.
Narratio is the oldest of the comprehensive relations of Andrew’s activities. Its
anonymous author refers to the use of local traditions and other written sources, as Laudatio
and Vita also do69. Narratio begins with an account on the apostle that relies on the NT
tradition70. From chapter 4 onwards, however, Narratio relates Andrew’s travels, which begin
in Bithynia and, after the episodes of Nicaea and Andrew’s rescue of Matthias from the
cannibals, take him to his last destination in Patras. Despite the sporadic contacts with the
extant witnesses (Nicaea, city of cannibals and Patras) for Andrew’s peregrinations,
Narratio’s account differs from that of Epitome, Laudatio and Vita. It has been suggested that
Narratio’s itinerary depends on Pseudo-Epiphanius with which it coincides in the main
outline71, although it eliminates a couple of stations of Andrew’s travels72, such as the city of
the Sogdians and that of the Gorsinians.
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It is Narratio’s account of the events at Patras, however, that allows an assessment of the
writer’s intentions and working procedures. Narratio presents a highly revised version of AA
that not only eliminates numerous substantial parts, but also reworks many others. From its
chapter 13 onwards, we can compare Narratio’s version of AA to that of other testimonies
such as S, H and V. A comparison of Narratio’s version of Andrew’s martyrdom with S/H
shows that, although they follow different working procedures – S/H tends to summarise,
Narratio reworks – the two documents are closely related. In general, Narratio’s testimony is
longer and more complete than that of S/H. On the other hand, the comparison between
Narratio and V throws light on the way in which Narratio’s writer reworks AA’s discursive
sections73. Although it does not wholly eliminate Andrew’s speeches, the sections that remain
are re-elaborated to such an extent that the tenor of the primitive text is completely
transformed74.
Regarding Andrew’s martyrdom, Narratio presents a rather long version with enough
parallels to most extant witnesses for the martyrdom. Especially interesting are its contacts
with interpolations in 2GrEp, because they show that Narratio is based on a similar version of
the last part of AA.
Laudatio also presents a comprehensive relation of Andrew’s life and activities that
begins with the account of his travels and ends with his martyrdom in Patras. Similarly to
Narratio and Vita, it pretends to base its account on local traditions and written sources75.
Although its first 31 chapters offer a version of Andrew’s travels that differs from that of
Epitome and Narratio (witnesses with which it has only sporadic contacts), and is only
supported by Vita, from chapter 32 on numerous textual witnesses provide enough support to
suggest its use of authoritative sources.
Laudatio’s version of the events at Patras begins with Andrew’s arrival in this city and
includes the apostle’s sojourn with Sosios, the Lesbios episode, Maximilla’s healing and the
series of healings following it. Laudatio also includes Stratocles’ return to Patras76 and
Alcmanes’ healing and a very abridged version of Andrew’s imprisonment and discourses
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while in prison77. Regarding the martyrdom, Laudatio offers a short version thereof that does
not begin until Andrew’s speech to the cross.
A comparative study of those passages in Laudatio with parallels in other textual
witnesses shows the working procedure and scope of its writer. Its style is mainly narrative, to
such an extent that Andrew’s discourses are almost totally absent. This text is very abridged,
but despite this it does not eliminate secondary events or characters but simply reduces them
to a minimum. As Lipsius has already pointed out, the encomiast was especially interested in
giving an accurate relation of Andrew’s works, mainly his miracles78. However, his scope is
different from that of Epitome. Andrew’s works are presented as an outline of his apostolic
career which has an obvious biographical intention and which includes the beginnings of his
activities and finally his death after having accomplished his task.
Vita Andreae by Epiphanius. The Vita Andreae by Epiphanius, according to his own
statement, aimed to fill the lack of a comprehensive relation of Andrew’s life. In doing so, he
pretends to combine his personal investigation in places visited by Andrew with consultation
of local traditions, different documents presenting portions of the apostle’s activity, and
indirect notices proceeding from several authorities79. As we have already seen that both
Narratio and Laudatio include similar statements, it is plausible that such a claim is a simple
topos.
The value of this testimony is uneven. Its version of Andrew’s peregrinations runs parallel
with that of Laudatio, but the latter in general preserves a better testimony than the former,
which shows a clear tendency to amplification. After Andrew’s arrival in Patras, Vita’s
testimony is clearly inferior because it eliminates important issues, such as the Lesbios
episode, and transforms its source to a greater extent than Laudatio80. The comparison of
Vita’s version with that of V clearly shows that Vita’s reworking is certainly different and
clumsier than that of Laudatio81. Due to the more extensive cutting of its source, Vita creates
some absurd situations, such as Aegeates’ conversation with his wife in 249 A-C. In this
passage Aegeates intends to convince Maximilla to resume sleeping with him and threatens
her by saying he will have the apostle crucified. However, although according to the other
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textual witnesses Aegeates has indeed already imprisoned the apostle, in Vita’s version this is
not the case82 – Aegeates imprisons the apostle only after Maximilla refuses his advances83.
Vita’s version of the martyrdom is more problematic. Ms Vat. gr. 824 lacks its original
end, which has been substituted for Narratio’s account of the martyrdom. VitaParis has a very
brief conclusion and VitaEsc, in its turn, presents a very abridged version that only preserves a
few echoes of original elements in order to ensure textual continuity and to reach the end of
the text as quickly as possible. This summary version of the martyrdom in VitaEsc only
mentions an open speech to the brethren, Stratocles’ attempt to release the apostle on the
second day of Andrew’s crucifixion, the people’s reaction on the third day, and Aegeates’ fear
and intention to free Andrew84. The text closes with a reference to the destiny of the main
characters, namely Aegeates, Maximilla and Andrew.
2.4. AA’s Fragment in V and Its Relationship with the Other Textual Witnesses
There is, however, one single document that cannot be classified in any of the previous textual
categories. We are referring to AA’s fragment in V. In contrast to the majority of textual
witnesses, all of them provided with a beginning and an end, V is fragmentary. As a result, it
is impossible to ascertain either its original length or what sort of text it was85. Due to this
circumstance there is no external evidence, such as title or colophon by the copyist, that might
give us a clue as to how the text was considered along the textual transmission. As regards the
internal evidence, such as textual framework, literary character and intention of the text, the
situation is no better. Due to its fragmentary character, the text mainly consists of speeches
and we do not know how much text preceded or followed them.
The events narrated by AA’s fragment in V are not new. Many textual witnesses
include versions of this section that preserve the basic line of the action. Andrew is in prison
and his followers frequently go to him in order to listen to his preaching. Aegeates attempts to
regain his wife but she refuses. Finally, the proconsul decides to crucify the apostle. The most
important aspect of this document, however, is that it preserves four lengthy speeches by the
apostle Andrew during his imprisonment and one by Aegeates to his wife. Only the latter has
been entirely preserved in other textual witnesses. Of Andrew’s speeches, one of them is
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otherwise completely lost86 and the extant witnesses preserve only vague echoes of the other
three87.
2.4.1. AA’s Fragment in V as a Touchstone for the Study of the Reworking Process of AA
The neglect of the three clear reworking groups, analysed in section 2.3, in the research into
AA has frequently resulted in an unsystematic approach to the textual witnesses. The large
number of testimonies and the arbitrary evaluation of single documents seem to provide a
context in which almost every interpretation apparently finds proper support, as the strikingly
different results of the research on AA clearly show. By contrast, the threefold discrimination
of interpretative groups furnishes us with a more suitable frame for sorting and organising the
material and for understanding the stages in the transformation process that explains AA’s
textual diversification.
However, the analysis of the transformation process would not be possible without a
testimony to provide a point of reference in the analysis. V will serve this purpose. Ever since
its discovery and publication, there has been wide consensus among scholars in considering
AA’s fragment in V as the text closest to, or even a genuine fragment of, the primitive Acts88.
Yet this is not the main reason that motivates the central place that V occupies in our inquiry.
The most important argument to support it is that V preserves a section of AA that has also
been preserved in six other important textual witnesses (Narratio, S and H, Laudatio, Vita,
Conversante, Arm). In addition, a preliminary comparison of all the versions seems to allow
the conclusion that V’s version preserves a fuller account than the remaining extant witnesses.
If our further inquiry confirms this preliminary impression, AA’s fragment in V may be of
help in determining both the specific reworking patterns of the documents and in establishing
their mutual relationships.
Even though V appears to occupy a unique position among what Hennecke calls the
‘Wirrsal späterer katholischer Bearbeitungen’ of AA89 and its essential importance is generally
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recognised90, the ultimate implications and conclusions resulting from a systematic
comparison of it with the other extant documents have never (or only partially) been drawn.
This is what we shall therefore attempt in the following pages. Taking the textual
comparison of V with the witnesses that present a version of its content as a starting point, we
shall proceed to analyse the textual evidence. This choice, however, necessarily implies a
restriction: we will limit our investigation to the section of AA beginning with Andrew’s
arrival in Patras, and thus will leave aside AAM and parallels. This restriction is not due to a
preconceived idea about the content of the primitive text but rather to the inherent limitations
imposed by the reliable material. On the one hand, only for this section do we possess enough
witnesses to establish consistent intertextual relationships. On the other, V, preserving as it
does a section of text that has parallels in the most important textual representatives of this
section, offers a suitable touchstone to prove the reliability of the extant witnesses and to
understand their reworking patterns.
3. Comparative Textual Analysis of AA’s Versions
Having established a new classification of the documents on the basis of their reworking
patterns, we will now attempt to determine their mutual relationships by analysing their
convergences and divergences. It is obvious that, given the diversity of the textual witnesses,
there is no place for a stemmatical study in the strictest sense in the context of AA’s
transmission91. Our materials are too varied to allow their inclusion in a stemma exclusively
based on their textual agreements and divergences. If we are to make progress in synthesising
the dispersed materials and reducing them to a coherent whole, we have to renounce, initially,
the method of establishing relationships between documents on the basis of errores
significativi (‘Leitfehler’) of a purely textual sort. A comparison of readings peculiar to
different groups of documents in a premature phase might easily overshadow more important
typological relationships. Apparent textual similarities or divergences, when taken out of their
proper context, might easily lead to dead ends, frustrating a proper analysis of the textual
transmission and falsifying the genesis of the single documents.
Given the character of AA’s transmission, we must take separative errors (errores
separativi) and conjunctive errors (errores coniunctivi) sui generis: the inclusions and
omissions of the documents92. This is the only way to achieve a reliable selection of the
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material in order to establish families of texts that, in a later phase, can be more precisely
defined or redefined on the basis of philological means. This approach will allow us to
classify and group together texts that present similarities in dealing with the primitive text.
Despite its complexity, we consider the analysis of AA’s transmission absolutely
necessary for four reasons. Firstly, it is only on the basis of a serious and detailed study of the
single documents that one can understand the historical development of AA’s transmission and
properly evaluate the significance of the textual witnesses. Secondly, the evaluation of the
textual witnesses and the intertextual relationships alleged by scholars are often influenced by
preconceptions about the primitive text93. This means that documents have been allocated
more or less importance or are said to depend on this or that document according to the place
they occupy in a given hypothesis94. Thirdly, in modern scholarly literature it is a common
phenomenon to find the repetition of outdated opinions concerning intertextual relationships
between the textual witnesses. Even if at the time these might have been plausible as an
explanation of the available documents, the discovery and edition of new documents in the
last years necessitates their revision95. Fourthly, as already suggested, it is the arbitrary choice
of a textual basis that explains the irreconcilable interpretations of scholarly literature
concerning AA’s character and thought.
3.1. Hypothetical Genealogy and Relative Chronology of AA’s Transmission
Eusebius and Philaster, at the beginning and end of the fourth century respectively, give us a
terminus post and a terminus ante to enclose a historical period in which AA’s circulation in a
complete form can be relatively ascertained. Eusebius’ categorical rejection may speak about
the unaltered character of the text he knew. Philaster’s mention in turn seems to support the
hypothesis that a Latin version of AA was already circulating in his time96. This version was
very probably complete as well, since Pontus and Greece are referred to as the beginning and
93
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An obvious example of this is the evaluation of the textual relationship between Laudatio and Vita. There is a
clear interest in letting Laudatio depend on Vita. Obviously the hypothesis of collation of different sources to
explain the appearance of AAM at the beginning of AA is better defensible if one surmises a single text (Vita) that
collates and then derive from it all other texts presenting the same plan. Even if a common source might be an
easier solution, it would imply a source no older than eighth century that already included both traditions. For
Flamion’s (L’Apôtre, 206-12) apriorism in analysing the textual relationships between Laudatio and Vita, cf.
infra this Chapter, pp. 99-103 and notes 119-128.
95
This is obvious, for example, for Narratio and for Laudatio. Both documents must be re-evaluated after
Detorakis’ publication of H and S. The same is true for the provenance of 2GrEp’s interpolations, which are
normally said to proceed from the primitive Acts. Thanks to the testimony of C discovered by Prieur, however, it
is clear that the interpolations in 2GrEp proceed from a document that had also been revised (see infra this
Chapter, 106-09). The same might be said of the alleged dependence of Conversante on Epistle. A comparison of
the former with Arm shows that this hypothesis is no longer tenable.
96
See infra this Chapter, p. 126 and note 195; see also Bremmer’s suggestion concerning a Latin translation
circulating in the second half of the fourth century, infra this Chapter, p. 125 and note 187.
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end of Andrew’s activities and Philaster mentions AA’s textual dichotomy97. It is from this
text circulating in the fourth century that we, ex hypothesi, develop two branches in the
transmission: Transformative and Non-Transformative98.
3.1.1. Separative Evidence Supporting the Existence of a Non-Transformative Branch
Separative issues supporting the hypothesis of a split in the transmission proceed from a
systematic textual comparison of V with those documents that present a version of its
contents. These are the following: Narratio 13-2199; S (ff. 128r-129v) and H (ff. 163r-165r)100;
Conversante 2101; Laudatio 44102; Vita 249A2-B9103 and Arm 1-6104.
A. Separative Issues in Narratio 13-21
The section Narratio 13-21 overlaps with V. Narratio’s version of this text omits numerous
primitive elements and profoundly reworks many others. The reworked sections consist either
of amplifications introduced in the primitive text or of simple transformations thereof.
A.1. Omissions in Narratio
x Vb 38.2-20, completely omitted, compare Narratio 360.15.
x Vb 40.10-41.14, completely omitted, compare Narratio 362.16-23.
x Vb 41.36-42.7, completely omitted, compare Narratio 363.5.
x Vb 42.9-31, completely omitted, compare Narratio 363.9-10.
x Vb 44.10-44.14, omitted, compare Narratio 364.25.
x Vb 44.35-45.33, completely omitted, compare Narratio 365.6-7.
A.2. Amplifications in Narratio
x Narratio 359.24-360.15. New composition based on materials proceeding from other
sections. Compare Narratio 359.24-360.7 to S (f. 123v, 2/11-124r, 1/7) and H (f. 157r, 35157v, 20) and Narratio 360.7-360.11 to Vb 40.6-8.
x Narratio 360.29-361.2, compare Vb 39.7.
x Narratio 362.16-18, compare Vb 40.7.
x Narratio 362.29-363.4, compare Vb 41.15-18.
x Narratio 363.5-8, R GH? 6WUDWRNOKM (…) DQHQGRWZM is an amplification with a narrative
scope. Cf. Vb 42.7-8. Same as S (f. 129r, 1/34-37) and H (f. 164v, 5-7).
x Narratio 363.12-14, amplification that introduces the re-elaboration of Stratocles’ answer
in order for it to fit the mustard-seed parable (see infra A.3).
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See infra this Chapter, pp. 126-27.
For the evidence allowing the assumption of such a split in the transmission, see infra this Chapter, § 3.1.1, pp.
87-95. For possible reasons that may explain it, see infra this Chapter, § 4, pp. 121-28.
99
Bonnet, Narratio, 360.16-365.6. Since Hennecke, Handbuch, 551, scholars tend to believe that Narratio 12
preserves the first speech to the brethren in V (38.2-20) in a revised form (see Flamion, L’Apôtre, 143), but this
opinion is not correct. Rather, chapter 12 is a completely new composition based on ideas and conceptual issues
proceeding from other parts of the text that are combined with abundant references to NT.
100
For a deficient edition of these the reader can consult Detorakis’s edition (‘$QHNGRWRPDUWXULR’, 344-47),
lines 432-554.
101
Bonnet, Conversante, 374-75.
102
Bonnet, Laudatio, 344.23-345.13.
103
Dressel, Vita Andreae, VitaEsc, ff. 244r col. 2—244v col. 2, and VitaParis ff. 18v, col. 1-19r col. 1.
104
Leloir, ‘Martyre d’André apôtre II b’, Écrits, 232-36.
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A.3. Reworking Sections in Narratio
x Narratio 360.16-27, compare Vb 38.21-39.4.
x Narratio 360.28-361.10, compare Vb 39.5-11.
x Narratio 361.11-362.3, compare Vb 39.12-26.
x Narratio 362.4-16, compare Vb 39.27-40.6.
x Narratio 362.18-23, compare Vb 40.7-10.
x Narratio 362.23-30, alters the sequence of Vb 41.15-27. Narratio 362.23-28 picks up and
amplifies Vb 41.19-27; Narratio 362.28-30 picks up and amplifies Vb 41.14-18.
x Narratio 363.8-14, R?Q THDVDPHQRM (…) VRXWK?Q NDUGLDQ. This section presents an obvious
re-elaboration of the passage Vb 42.32-43.3 which includes two lines of the original
beginning of Andrew’s speech (Vb 42.8-9) and which expands the closing section
(Narratio 363.12-14).
x Narratio 363.15-23 is a re-elaboration of the passage Vb 43.4-18 in order to bring the text
into line with the mustard-seed parable.
x Narratio 363.23-364.2, recast of Vb 43.19-25, with minor changes, that in general
preserves the tone of the primitive text.
x Narratio 364.3-13, slightly amplifying version of Vb 43.26-36.
x Narratio 364.13-15, is a very interpretative and amplifying version of Vb 43.36-37.
x Narratio 364.19-25, very reworked version of Vb 44.4-9.
x Narratio 364.25-28, very reworked version of Vb 44.14-16.
x Narratio 364.28-365.4, compare Vb 44.17-28.
x Narratio 365.4-6, compare Vb 44.29-32.
B. Separative Issues in S and H
Instead of rewriting as Narratio does, S and H achieve their goal mainly by abridging their
source. Amplifications and reworked sections are in general intended to soften the awkward
changes of action resulting from the cuts. As a result of their different procedures, Narratio, S
and H apparently diverge from each other. However, as we will show below, a closer analysis
reveals that they are likely to have a common ancestor and, therefore, to belong to the same
textual family.
B.1. Omissions in S and H
x Vb 38.2-20, omitted in S (f. 128r, 2/5) and H (f. 163r, 18).
x Vb 38.25: NDL? DSKOODJK HNDVWRM HLM WD? DXWRX, compare S (f. 128r, 2/14) and H (f.
163r, 23).
x Vb 39.3-4: NDL? WRLM ORLSRLM DGLDOHLSWZM H[RXVLQ SHULVNHSWRPHQRL W SHULERO NDL? [DULWL
r
r
WRX NXULRX. Compare S (128 , 2/23) and H (f. 163 , 29).
x Vb 40.10-41.9: R? JD?U PDOLVWD (...) WHLQHL WD? HLUKPHQD Omitted in S (f. 128v, 2/27)
and H (f. 164r, 11).
x Vb 41.15: WDLM NDWD? WD? GHVPD, omitted in S (f. 129r, 1/3) and H (f. 164r, 19). Compare
Narratio 362.28-30.
x Vb 41.26-27: DNODXVWRQ DWUZWRQ D[HLPDVWRQ DPHULVWRQ DVNDQGDOLVWRQ DVXPSDTK
r
r
SUR?M WD? WRX .DLQ HUJD, omitted by S (f. 129 , 1/19) and H (f. 164 , 30). .
x Vb 41.31: GLD? VH DXWK? GH?, omitted by S (f. 129r, 1/27) and H (f. 164v, 1). This omission
introduces re-interpretation. (see infra § B.4).
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x
x
x

Vb 41.36-42.8: GHRPDL VRX RX¨Q (...) HL DUD DNRXV. Compare S (f. 129r, 1/34) and H (f.
164v, 5). Conjunctive with Narratio (Cf. 363.4-5)?
Vb 42.8-31: VX? GH? R 6WUDWRNOKM (...) SDOLQ GDNUXVDM DQTUZSRM, compare S (f. 129r, 1/37)
and H (f. 164v, 7).
Vb 44.8-45.14: Z¥Q DHL? NDL? XPDM SDUHNDOHVD (...) GLD? WD? HDXWRX GZUD, compare S (f. 129v,
2/20) and H (f. 165r, 23).

B.2. Amplifications in S and H
x S (f. 128r, 2/7-9) and H (f. 163r, 19-20), DSHSHP\DWR DXWD?M HLUKNZM 3RUHXHVTH HQ HLUKQ.
b
HX¨ LVWH JD?U RWL, compare V 38.22.
x S (f. 128v, 1/9-11) and H (f. 163v, 9-10), WLPZQ NDL? THUDSHLZQ HWX[HM ZVSHU GHVSRLQD PRX
b
GLDJUDIHLVD, compare V 39.17: XS HPRX HQ W SDQWL KPZQ EL.
x S (f. 129r, 1/13-15) and H (f. 164r, 26), GL’ DXWRX, compare Vb 41.22-23: WRXWRX VH WRX
GHVPZWKULRX HNOXVHL.
x S (f. 129r, 1/34-37) and H (f. 164v, 5-7), HQ WRXWRLM R 6WUDWRNOKM HLVHLVL SUR?M
b
WR?Q$QGUHDQ NODLZQ NDL? RGXURPHQRM, compare V 42.8-9. Same as Narratio 363.5-8.
x S (f. 129r, 2/2-3) and H (f. 164v, 8-9), R?Q H]KWRXQ HX¥URQ R?Q HSRTRXQ NUDWZ, compare Vb
42.33: H[Z R?Q KJDSZQ.
x S (f. 129r, 2/17-20) and H (f. 164v, 16-18), DQDNDLZQ NDL? NDWDIOHJZQ SUR?M WK?Q VK?Q
b
VWRUJK?Q NDL?WR? SDTKWLNR?Q PHURM WKM \X[KM PRX, compare V 43.7-8: HNNDLZQ PH WKM
\X[KM PRX WR? SUR?M WRLM KNRXVPHQRLMSimilar to Narratio 363.16-19.
x S (f. 129r, 2/32) and H (f. 164v, 25), VRL HLSHLQ GRXOH WRX THRX DOO K? WRXWR, compare Vb
43.14-15, VRL HLSHLQ DOO K? WRXWR.
x S (f. 129v, 1/15) and H (f. 164v, 37), WD? DXW DOORWULD HUJD, compare Vb 43.24-25: WD?
DXWKM DOORWULD.
x S (f. 129v, 1/27-28) and H (f. 165r, 7-8), W WKM VDUNR?M PKWUL? NDNL, Gloss? Compare Vb
43.30-31: DPD WKM VDUNR?M [DLUHLQ IUDVDVD.
x S (f. 129v, 1/31-32) and H (f. 165r, 9-10), WK?Q RPRLDQ DXW DFLZVLQ, compare Vb 43.32: WK?Q
RPRLDQ DFLZVLQ.
x S (f. 129v, 2/18) and H (f. 165v, 22), RL SDQWHM DQTUZSRL, compare Vb 44.7-8, GLDJRXVL
WHUSRPHQRL WDLM HSLEODEHVLQ

B.3. Changes Due to Dubious Readings
x S (f. 129v, 1/2) and H (f. 164v, 29), DOO HXFDL, compare Vb 43.38: NDL? HXFDPHQRX. Error
due to the change from uncials to minuscule (.$, > $//’)?
B.4. Re-interpretative Sections in S and H
x S (f. 128r, 2/19-20) and H (f. 163r, 27), SDQ WR? SOKTRM WZQ SLVWZQ, compare Vb 39.1: RX¨Q
HNDVWRM WRWH

x
x

x

S (f. 128v, 2/16-17) and H (f. 164r, 4-5), WD?M HNHLQRX H[TUDM NDL? HSLERXODM, compare Vb
40.5: WD?M DLV[UD?M DXWRX VXPERXOLDM.
S (f. 128v, 2/27) and H (f. 164r, 11), TDUUZQ RX¨Q WDXWD HL¨SRQ HSL? VRL 0DFLPLOOD ZVSHU ,
compare Vb 41.7-9: R?Q WD[D HL¥M PRQRM JQZULVHL TDUUZQ (…) WD? HLUKPHQDRQSHUNWO The
passage in S/H is actually a re-interpretation of V’s text used as a juncture after the
omission of Vb 40.10-41.9.
S (f. 129r, 1/9-12) and H (f. 164r, 23-24) omit many elements of the original passage:

0DFLPLOOD0K? HNGM HDXWK?Q $LJHDWSUR?M WD?M HNHLQRX HQHGUDM NDL? PDOLVWD
b
THDVDPHQRX PRX WR?Q NXULRQ OHJRQWD, compare V 41.19-22: 0DFLPLOOD OHJZ VRL, PK?
HNGZM HDXWK?Q W $LJHDW VWKTL SUR?M WD?M HNHLQRX HQHGUDM NDL? PDOLVWD THDVDPHQRX
PRX0DFLPLOOD WR?Q NXULRQ PRL OHJRQWD
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S (f. 129r, 1/27) and H (f. 164v, 1), ZIHOKVDL GXQDPDLPK? RX¨Q SHLVTM, compare Vb 41.31:
ZIHOKVDL GXQDPHQRM GLD? VH DXWK? GH? SHLVTM. Re-interpretation due to omission.
S (f. 129r, 2/6-7) and H (f. 165r, 10-11), VXPERORQ PRL JHJRQHQ, compare Vb 43.1-2:
VXPERORQ PH SHSRLKWDL SUR?M WR? KGKNWO

x
x

S (f. 129v, 2/4) and H (f. 165r, 14), ZM TK?U HVLWL]HWR, compare Vb 43.37, DPD WRLM RPRLRLM
HVLWL]HWR. Plausibly scholion in the margin (Cf. Narratio 364.13-15).
S (f. 129v, 2/24-25) and H (f. 165r, 26), WR? SUL?Q KGRQDLM, compare Vb 45.16, SROODLM
KGRQDLM.

C. Separative Issues in Conversante 2
This version is very reductive and reworked. Nevertheless, its second chapter allows the
assumption that its writer or copyist is working on a model that, similarly to the model for
Arm, began with the speech to the brethren. Obvious similarities with Arm, which will be
analysed below, may support their dependence on a common model105.
x
x

x
x

Conversante 374.18-20, ‘ego missus sum apostolus a domino meo ad vos carissimi fratres
ut homines positos in tenebris et umbra mortis per verbum domini ad viam veritatis et
luminis revocarem’, compare Vb 44.4-8.
Conversante 374.21-23, ‘quibus vero non cessavi hortans vos ut recedentes a
daemoniorum culturis verum deum quaerentes et in mandatis eius perserverantes
promissionis eius heredes inveniamini’, compare Vb 44.8-16. (for ‘in mandatis eius’, see
Arm 1.7-8).
Conversante 374.23-375.3, ‘hortor vos dilectissimi fratres et moneo ut fidem vestram,
quam supra fundamenta dei mei Iesu Christi posuistis, crescere faciatis in spem et laudem
domini’, compare Vb 44.17-28.
Conversante 375.3-9, ‘ceterum in his quae mihi contigerint106 nolo vos contristari. ista
enim praemissa sunt a deo meo Iesu Christo, sicut scriptum est pro nomine illius multa
nos esse passuros et flagellandos, (...) a servis domini superatus’, compare Vb 44.29-37.

D. Separative Issues in Laudatio.
Laudatio offers a remake and résumé of the section preserved by V, which is similar to Vita.
In spite of these similarities, there is evidence to surmise dependence on a common source
rather than their interdependence (see infra).
D.1. Omissions in Laudatio
x Vb 38.2-39.11, compare Laudatio 344.22.
x Vb 40.11-43.25, compare Laudatio 345.9.
x Vb 43.37-45.33, compare Laudatio 346.12.
D.2. Amplifications in Laudatio
x Laudatio 344.29-345.3, DOOD? JD?U RXN HODTH (...) XPDM DSZOHL SDUDGLGZPL, compare Vb
39.18-26.
x Laudatio 345.14-346.9, amplification similar to Vita 249B 10-C 10 that includes echoes of
the missing speeches by Andrew. Laudatio 345.17-19: mention of Stratocles and the
105

See infra this Chapter, pp. 112-13.
B and Q read ‘contigerunt’. Cf. Bonnet app. ad loc. Compare, however, Arm 6.7-8 where there is a similar
change from future to past tense.
106
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brethren that echoes both Stratocles’ speech in Vb 42.7-43.25 and Andrew’s second
discourse to the brethren in Vb 44.4-45.33. See Laudatio 345.28, GLGDVNZQ NDL? QRXTHWZQ
SURVZPLOKVH and 346.2, PHWHGZNHQ DXWRLM WZQ D[UDQWZQ NDL? DTDQDWZQ WRX ;ULVWRX
PXVWKULZQ).
Laudatio 346.10-12, R JRXQ SDPPLDURM (...) VWUDWLZWDLM SDUDGLGZVL Amplification due to
re-interpretation introduced in Laudatio 345.1-3. Conjunctive with Vita?

D.3. Summarising or Reworking Sections
x Laudatio 344.23-25, very summary but reliable version of Vb 39.12-26. However, the
writer omits the last section with a view to transforming Aegeates’ character in the
amplifying section Laudatio 344.29-345.3. (See supra § D.2)
x Laudatio 344.25-29, very summary version of Vb 39.27-40.10 that reduces the whole
section to five lines.
x Laudatio 345.3-9, most summary reworking of Vb 41.12-35.
x Laudatio 345.10-11, very summary version of Vb 43.26-31.
x Laudatio 345.11-13, transforms into direct speech the section Vb 43.31-34.
E. Separative Issues in Vita 249A2-B9
Vita offers an extremely summary version of V. A comparison with Laudatio shows that, in
spite of the similar versions, the latter cannot depend on the former.
E.1. Omissions in Vita
x Vb 38.2-39.11, compare Vita 249A 1.
x Vb 40.11-43.25, compare Vita 249B 7.
x Vb 43.37-45.33, compare Vita 249C 11.
E.2. Amplifications in Vita
x Vita 249A 6-7, WDXWKM GH? PK? (...) HQ W IXODN. This amplification is due to the fact that
Vita 249A 2 omits mentioning Andrew’s imprisonment by Aegeates (compare Laudatio
344.19-22). Separative for Laudatio?
x Vita 249A 11-15, *QRX?M GH? R DQTXSDWRM (...) GLD? WD[RXM DSROHVZ DPIRWHURXM.
Amplification and remake of Aegeates’ character, compare Vb 39.18-26.
x Vita 249B 10-C 10, amplification similar to but not identical with Laudatio 345.14-346.9.
x Vita 249C 11-13, R GH? DQTXSDWRM (...) LQD VWDXUZTK. Amplification due to the reinterpretation introduced in Vita 249A 11-15.
E.3. Summarising or Reworking Sections
x Vita 249A 2-6, very abbreviated version of Vb 39.12-26 that retains the same primitive
elements as Laudatio 344.23-25. (See supra § D.3)
x Vita 249A8-10, highly abbreviated version of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla in Vb 39.2740.10.
x Vita 249B 5-7, very summary parallel to Vb 41.19-35.
x Vita 249B 7-9, compare Vb 43.26-34.
F. Separative Issues in Arm
Like Conversante, Arm begins with Andrew’s second speech to the brethren (Vb 44.4ff.) and
consequently omits all preceding speeches. At first glance Arm might seem to present a
version of this speech similar to that of V, although a closer comparison reveals important
differences between them.
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F.1. Omissions in Arm
x Vb 38.2-44.3, omitted by Arm.
x Vb 44.15-16: NDL? GL’ DXWZQ PXVWKULD RSWUL]RPHQRXM SHUL, omitted by Arm 1.15-16.
x Vb 44.20-21: RVD WH JHJRQDVLQ, omitted by Arm 2.5-6. 
x Vb 45.4-5: NDL? GLD? WR? PKGH? DXWR?Q HSLVWDVTDL, omitted by Arm 4.10. 
x Vb 45.14-15: DOO RWH WKM [DULWRM PXVWKULRQ HFKITK NDL? K ERXOK? WKM DQDSDXVHZM
HIDQHUZTK, omitted by Arm 5.10.
x Vb 45.16: WR? V]RPHQRQ JHQRM, omitted by Arm 5.10.
x Vb 45.25-26: WR? GH? WKM RLNRQRPLDM [UKPD HFDITH?Q RX OHJZ LV[XURWHUDQ, omitted by Arm
6.1-3. 
F.2. Amplifications in Arm
x Arm 1.10-11, ‘jusque même, l’habitude y aidant, les pensées et les paroles des hommes’,
compare Vb 44.11-12: PH[UL KTZQ DQTUZSLQZQ.
x Arm 1.14-15, ‘les auditeurs de la parole de prédication du Seigneur’, compare Vb 44.1415: WRX?M NDWKNRRXM WZQ NHNKUXJPHQZQ ORJZQ JHJRQRWDM.
x Arm 4.11-13, ‘C’est pourquoi (...) abîmes des enfers’, compare Vb 45.5.
x Arm 5.1-4, ‘Il <Jésus> nous a (...) fourberie du diable’, compare Vb 45.6.
x Arm 5.16-17, ‘...entreprit de nouveau de livrer avec nous le combat habituel de
contestation et de semer ...’, compare Vb 45.19-20: KUFDWR SUR?M KPDM PLVHL NDL? H[TU NDL?
HSHFDQDVWDVHL DQWLSOHNHLQ

x

Arm 5.18-19, ‘ ... et d’autres assauts déréglés de pensées, afin que nous nous querellions
les uns avec les autres ...’, compare Vb 45.20 (cf. previous example).

F.3. Changes Due to Dubious Reading or Translation in Arm
x Arm 1.7-8, ‘ce qui vous est prescrit par les lois’ (QRPLPD), compare Vb 44.8-10: PRQLPD
(cf., however, infra F.4).
x Arm 2.8-10, ‘...vous qui avez vu de si nombreux signes. Je pense que même la nature
muette crie la parole que je vous ai confiée’, compare Vb 44.21-23: HLGHWH GL HPRX HUJD
JHJRQRWD RL¥M RXN H[HWH DSLVWKVDL DXWRLM JHJRQRWD VKPHLD WRLDXWD D? NDL? WD[D K DODORM
IXVLM NHNUDFHWDL ORJRXM XPLQ SDUHGZND RX?M HX[RPDLNWO

x

Arm 5.18-19, ‘afin que nous nous querellions les uns avec les autres’, compare Vb 45.20:
HSHFDQDVWDVHL (cf., however, supra F.2).

F.4. Re-interpretative Sections
x Arm 1.3, ‘tous <ceux> qui sont apparentés à mes paroles’, compare Vb 44.6: SDQWD WR?Q
VXJJHQK WZQ ORJZQ DQTUZSRQ.
x Arm 1.4, ‘... ils ont usé de méchanceté’, compare Vb 44.7: RWL HQ NDNRLM WRLM SURVNDLURLM
GLDJRXVL.
x Arm 1.7-8: ‘ce qui vous est prescrit par les lois’, compare Vb 44.9: WD? PRQLPD (cf.,
however, supra F.3).
x Arm 1.12-13, ‘Et ceci arrive à l’âme indisciplinée, qui délire par sa propre volonté, et
éprouvera en elle-même le gage des maux’, compare Vb 44.12-14: WRXWR GH? VXPEDLQHL GLD?
WK?Q DSDLGHXWRQ \X[K?Q WK?Q HLM IXVLQ SODQKTHLVDQ NDL? NDWD? WKM SODQKM HQH[XUD
NDWH[RXVDQ.

x
x

Arm 1.14-16, ‘J’estime bienheureux (...) sa sollicitude’, compare Vb 44.14-17.
Arm 2.2-3, ‘ .. sur le fondement ferme, inébranlable et que personne ne détruit. Et vous
tous qui avez construit sur ce fondement ...’, compare Vb 44.18-19: HSL? W THPHOL W

NDWDEHEOKPHQ XPLQ RQWL DVDOHXW NDL? DQHSLERXOHXW SDQWL W SRQKUHXRPHQ HSL?
WRXWRQ WR?Q THPHOLRQ UL]ZTKWH.
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x
x
x

x

x

Arm 2.4-6, ‘... et souvenez-vous de ce dont vous avez été les spectateurs, comment je me
suis comporté au milieu de vous’, compare Vb 44.20-21: PQKPRQHXRQWHM Z¥Q RVD WH
JHJRQDVLQ VXQDQDVWUHIRQWRM PRX SDVLQ XPLQ.
Arm 2.13-14, ‘... et Dieu, à qui vous vous êtes convertis’, compare Vb 44.26-27: NDL? XPDM
R THR?M HLMR?Q HSLVWHXVDWH HOHKVDM
Arm 3.1-2, ‘Et l’événement prochain, qui va m’arriver, que je vais accomplir...’, compare
Vb 44.29-30: WR? GH? SHUL?HPH? PHOORQ VXPEDLQHL PK? RQWZM WDUDVVHWZ XPDM.
Arm 3.3-4, ‘... car Dieu donnera récompense à ses serviteurs pour <leurs> œuvres et
paroles; <il la donnera également à celui> qui, de manière criminelle <et> violente est,
sans raison, en cette vie temporelle, calomnié jusqu’à la mort par un homme méchant’,
compare Vb 44.30-32: RWL R WRX THRX GRXORM ¥ SROOD? SDUHV[HWR DXWR?M R THR?M GL’ HUJZQ
NDL? ORJZQ RX¥WRM EL XSR? DQTUZSRX SRQKURX DSHODXQHWDL WRXWRX WRX SURVNDLURX ELRX
Arm 3.9-11, ‘... le diable impudent a détournés de Dieu et <don’t> il a fait ses fils, il <les>
pousse, après <les> avoir armés, à suivre sa volonté...’, compare Vb 44.35-36:R
SDQWDDQDLGK?M GLDERORM WD? L¦GLD WHNQD RSOLVHL NDW’DXWZQ, RSZM DXW VXQTZQWDL.
Arm 4.1-3, ‘Comme il était prince des anges et créé avant tous <les autres>, s’il est
nécessaire de <le> dire, il est tombé des cieux comme l’éclair’, compare Vb 44.37-45.2:
DSR? PH?Q WKM SDQWZQ DU[KM, NDL? KGK OHJHLQ HF RX¥SHU R DQDU[RM W XS’DXWR?Q DU[
NDWKOTHQ NWO

x
x

Arm 4.9-10, ‘... il séduit les esprits de ceux qui ne connaissent pas Dieu’, compare Vb
45.3-4: NDL? PKGHSZ GXQDPHQRQ JQZUL]HVTDL.
Arm 5.6-7, ‘ .. tout en jetant les hommes dans des amours déréglées et les désastres de
l’impureté’, compare Vb 45.8-11: XSREDOOZQ JD?U DXW WD? L¦GLD SROODNLM GLHJUD\HQ
HQKGRQD RQWD NDL? DSDWKODGL Z¥Q DXWRX SHUNUDWHLQ(sic) HGRNHL H[TUR?M PH?Q RX¨Q
HGHLNQXWR HLM WR? IDQHURQ SURVSRLRXPHQRM ILOLDQ WK?Q DXWRX DFLDQ

x

Arm 5.7-10, ‘Telle est en effet son œuvre: amener les hommes aux oublies et négligences,
en vue de <les> détourner de Dieu notre créateur et de <les> soustraire à la vie éternelle’,
compare Vb 45.12-14: NDL?WRXWR K¨Q DXW HUJRQ HSL? SROX? JLQRPHQRQ ZM HLM OKTKQ
JQZUL]HVTDL HNHLQJQZULVDL DXWRQ WRXW HVWLQ RX¥WRM GLD? WD? HDXWRX GZUD

x

Arm 5.10-12, ‘Mais quand la grâce de saintes pensées s’est répandue en nous, que la
douce volonté de Dieu est apparue parmi nous et que la sainte illumination du Verbe ...’,
compare Vb 45.14-15: DOO RWH WKM [DULWRM PXVWKULRQ HFKITK NDL? K ERXOK? WKM
DQDSDXVHZM HIDQHUZTK NDL? WR? WRX ORJRX IZM HGHL[TKNWO

x
x
x

Arm 5.13-19 compare Vb 45.16-22 (see supra F 2).
Arm 5.19-20, ‘... et cela non seulement en paroles’, compare Vb 45.20-21: NDL? WRXWR HQ
HUJ WHTHLWDL.
Arm 5.20-22, ‘ ... il s’efforce en effet de <nous> amener à consommer <le péché> par les
œuvres, et il ne nous lâche pas qu’il ne <nous> ait porté préjudice’, compare Vb 45.22-25:
WRWH PH?Q JD?U DPHULPQRM K¨Q R KPLQ DOORWULRM NDL? ILOLDQ SURVHSRLHLWR VWHOOHVTDL SUR?M
KPDM WK?Q DXWRX DFLDQ HL¨[HQ GH? NDL? WR? PK? IREHLVTDL PK? DSRVWZPHQ SHSODQKPHQRL
XS DXWRX.

x
x
x

Arm 6.1-5, ‘Mais nous (...) les hommes le pensent être’, compare Vb 45.25-26.
Arm 6.5-7, compare Vb 45.27.
Arm 6.7-8, ‘Puisque nous sommes informés maintenant, frères, des événements
antérieurs’, compare Vb 45.28: HSLVWDPHQRL WRLJDURXQ WR? PHOORQ HVHVTDL
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The analysis of errores significatiui based on a comparison of V with the extant witnesses
preserving in a more or less revised form the same portion of text allows the following
conclusions:
1. V undoubtedly preserves the best testimony for this section of AA.
2. It clearly belongs to a radically different family of texts, which is clearly related to the
primitive text.
3. Common textual divergences from V in the remaining witnesses allow their inclusion in a
common family, which we call transformative transmission. In spite of their divergences
in achieving their recasting (re-elaboration, cuts, or résumé), their relationship can be
established because transformations always affect the same sections.
4. This textual interrelationship is also supported by the fact that all witnesses consistently
preserve the same narrative sections.
5. In spite of their similarities, clear divergences in content allow a differentiation of
subfamilies in the transformative branch. These will be analysed in the following section.
The following scheme illustrates the provisional results of the comparative analysis:
AA

I


Transformative
Transmission


N

Laudatio

Non-Transformative
Transmission

O

Vita

Narratio

P

S/H

Arm

Conversante

Vaticanus
graecus 808

3.1.2. Conjunctive Evidence Supporting the Existence of a Transformative Branch
The comparative analysis of the preceding section could only rely on those documents that
include a section overlapping with V. When analysing the transformative branch we have a
wider corpus of texts available to us. However, the relevance of many of them has been
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traditionally disputed on the grounds that they are Byzantine recastings107. Against this
argument might be adduced Pasquali’s motto recentiores non deteriores108 or, even more
precisely, Maas’ comment concerning this principle: ‘ ... es gibt überhaupt nicht „gute“ und
„schlechte“ Zeugen, sonder nur abhängige und unabhängige, d. h. Zeugen, die von erhaltenen
(oder ohne sie rekonstruierbaren) abhängig oder unabhängig sind’109. Moreover, it is plausible
to think that early Byzantine writers or copyists had access to uncial texts that have been lost
or did not survive the change from uncials to minuscules that took place in the ninth and tenth
centuries110. At the same time, the reliability of the textual witnesses for the martyrdom has
been frequently exaggerated on the grounds that these testimonies have a closer relationship
with the primitive text. Consequently, everything that did not fit in what Flamion called the
‘martyrium source’ was considered alien to AA.
Rather than adopting this negative and aprioristic approach to our material, we
undertook, firstly, an analysis of the single witnesses and, secondly, a comparative study of
their testimony in order to attempt an explanation of the totality of the textual evidence
without systematically recurring to the argument of syncretism or collation of sources. The
chronological diversity, different character, style, content, and intention of these testimonies
were important obstacles to such an analysis. In addition, once we move into the
transformative branch of the transmission, reworking, as common to all witnesses, is no
longer a separative issue111. Nevertheless, comparative analysis reveals that, together with
reworking, another trait characterises the transformative branch: a marked tendency to reduce
the body of the text appears at all stages independently of the scope and character of the text
(below).
The separative issues upon which we base our hypothesis concerning the existence of
a non-transformative textual branch are obviously conjunctive for the textual witnesses of the
transformative branch. Their similarities in dealing with AA’s discursive and narrative
sections offer a consistent basis for treating them as representatives of the same branch in the
transmission. When studying the historical development of the transformative branch, we will

107

On Narratio, see Flamion, L’Apôtre, 62-69; Prieur, Acta, 17-18; on Laudatio and Vita, see Flamion, L’Apôtre,
205; Dvornik, Apostolicity, 226ff; Prieur, Acta, 19ff.
108
G. Pasquali, Storia della tradizione e critica del testo (Firenze, 21962) 42-108. On Narratio see Flamion,
L’Apôtre, 62-69; Prieur, Acta 17-18; on Laudatio and Vita Flamion, L’Apôtre, 205; Dvornik, Apostolicity, 226ff,
Prieur, Acta, 19ff.
109
Maas, Textkritik, 32-33.
110
See, in general, E. Mioni, Introduzione alla paleografia greca (Padova, 1973) 59-72. For the influence of the
issue on the transmission of apocryphal literature, see E. Junod, ‘Actes et hérésie’, 12-13.
111
Of course, reworking still plays an essential role in determining textual diversity, but the lack of a point of
reference (the section preserved by V excluded) negates the possibility of using it as a distinguishing issue.
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firstly reduce the variety of documents by means of a comparative study of their textual
characteristics. Secondly, we will proceed to distinguish subfamilies by paying attention to
their reduction pattern, namely their mentions and omissions; and, thirdly, we will refine the
relationships between related documents by a closer comparison. It is at this stage that textual
issues begin to matter. Once families and subfamilies have been established, a proper
philological analysis might offer a more precise idea of their stemmatic relationships.
3.1.2.1. Separative Issues Within the Transformative Branch
Texts within the transformative branch of the transmission may, on the basis of their content,
be divided into two different groups: texts that were interested in Andrew’s activities as a
whole and texts that were only interested in Andrew’s martyrdom. While texts of the first
group, which we call transformative long version, present varying lengths, those of the second
group, or transformative short version, consistently preserve the same section of text: none of
them begins before Andrew’s speech to the brethren (Vb 44.4-45.33).
3.1.2.1.1. Transformative Long Version
All documents included in this textual group present a common scope: a lengthier relation of
Andrew’s life and activities. Testimonies for this family are Epitome, Mpr, Laudatio, Vita,
Narratio, S and H. Even though they present varying lengths as well as diverse reduction
patterns, most of documents include a couple of common episodes from Andrew’s activities
as their beginning, Andrew’s martyrdom as their end, and a series of common episodes in the
central section. Given the time span between the witnesses, it is plausible to think of a
common source from which all documents drew and which included at least the common
episodes. Comparative analysis supports the inclusion of Epistle and the interpolations in
2GrEp in this group.
a) Conjunctive Issues within the Long Version
Even though the documents in general present their own selection of episodes, they retain
enough conjunctive issues at the beginning, in the central section, and at the end to ensure a
narrative sequence.
Beginning:
x AAM at the beginning: Epitome 1, Laudatio 317.13-318.27; Vita 220A 1-221B 8; Narratio
5-7 (356.19-358.6).
x Episode about demons of Nicea: Epitome 6; Laudatio 323.14-326.5; Vita 229B 8-240B
14; Narratio 356.6-18.
x Mention of Argyropolis: omitted by Epitome; Laudatio 335.1; Vita 244C 9; Narratio
358.9.
Central section:
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Mention of Antiphanes: Epitome 29; Mpr 51.14.
Reference to Sosios: Epitome (Sosia) 30.4; Laudatio 335.15; 338.13; Vita 244D 5, 245A
3.
x Lesbios episode: Epitome (Lysbius/Lisbius) 22.7; 23.11,58; 24.52; 25.12; 26.4.20; 30.2;
Laudatio 335.21-338.8; Mpr 47.16-50.22. Omitted by Vita and VitaEsc.
x Sequence of healings (Maximilla, paralytic, blind, leper): Epitome 30.5,31; 32; 33;
Laudatio 338.16-341.8; Vita 245A 8-D 11.
x Stratocles’ return and Alcmanes episode: Epitome 34; Laudatio 342.3-344.9; Vita 248B 5D 4; S (f. 121v, 2/25-123v, 2/11) and H (f. 155r, 13-157r, 35).
x Aegeates’ return to Patras: Epitome 35; Laudatio 344.10-19; Mpr 50.24-51.10; Vita 248D
5; S (f. 124, 2/6) and H (f. 158r, 6).
End:
x Andrew’s imprisonment: Epitome 36; Laudatio 344.19-22; Vita 249A 6-7; Mpr 51.15-20;
Narratio 359.15-17; S (f. 127r, 1/33) and H (f. 161v, 26).
x Aegeates tries to convince Maximilla (Vb 39.12-26): omitted by Epitome; Laudatio
344.23-25; Vita 249A 2-6; Narratio 361.11-362.3; S (f. 128r, 2/37ff) and H (f. 163v, 3ff).
x Andrew in prison: Epitome 36.2-4; Laudatio 345.14-346.9; Vita 249A 9-C 9; Narratio
360.16-365.6; S (f. 128r, 2/5-130r, 1/13) and H (f. 163r, 18-165v, 3).
x Andrew’s crucifixion: Epitome 36.4-5; Laudatio 346.12-16; Vita 252A 1-C 14, VitaEsc f.
245r, 2/8-246r; Narratio 367.1-5; S (f. 130v, 2/25-132v) and H (f. 166v, 4-168v).
x
x

b) Separative Issues within the Long Version
A simple glance at the mentions and omissions shows that, according to their reduction
pattern, it is possible to distinguish two groups of texts, which we call D and E. The first of
them, represented by Epitome and mainly interested in Andrew’s activities, edits the end
significantly and develops its narration following a succession of miracles. Andrew’s
imprisonment and martyrdom occupy just a couple of lines. The second group is represented
by Mpr, Laudatio, Vita, Narratio, S/H, and Epistle112. These texts include both Andrew’s
activities and his martyrdom and, by applying internal reduction, preserve a more developed
beginning and end.
A. Family D: End Reduction
Epitome’s version of AA includes AAM as the beginning and offers a comprehensive relation
of Andrew’s miraculous activities. In spite of its more complete relation of the events between
AA’s beginning and Aegeates’ return to Patras, it summarises the remaining episodes in three
chapters (Epitome 36-38, thirty lines of text).

112

The case of Epistle deserves special mention. LatEp and 1GrEp are very greatly reworked as a dialogue
between Aegeates and Andrew that mutatis mutandis shows certain similarities with Mpr 10-13. The reason for
them being included in this subfamily is that they seem to know the reason why Lesbios is substituted by
Aegeates: the Latin version (LatEp 3.8-9; 4.1-2) and both Greek translations (1GrEp 3.18; 4.10 and 2GrEp 3.28;
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B. Family E: Internal Reduction
The documents included in this group offer a relation of Andrew’s life and activities that
preserve the beginning and end but significantly reduce the middle. The conjunctive issues
listed above, however, show that not all documents accomplish this reduction in the same
way. On the basis of their differences, it is possible to establish two subfamilies of texts. The
first, which we call J, includes Mpr, Laudatio, and Vita; the second, which we call G, includes
Narratio, S and H, and interpolations in 2GrEp.
B.1. Subfamily J(Mpr, Laudatio, Vita)
A proper study of this subfamily is at present impeded by some obstacles. Firstly, Mpr, given
its special characteristics, does not offer conclusive information. This text is a very
abbreviated and reworked version of AA that follows a very precise scope113. This means that
its omissions do not necessarily indicate similar omissions in its source. Secondly, a serious
study and comparison of Laudatio with Vita is, at present, also problematic, as Dressel’s
edition of Vita relies on a deficient manuscript (Vat. gr. 824). Two other mss, Paris B.N. 1510
and Escorial y II 6, were already known to Lipsius and Bonnet114, but they still remain
unpublished. The problems of Vat. gr. 824 concern not only evident palaeographical errors115
and numerous lacunae116, but also important structural deficiencies. An example of the latter
is that Vita lacks its original end (if it ever had one): from Andrew’s imprisonment onwards
(Vita 249D 1), Vat. gr. 824 exactly follows the last part of Narratio (365.20-372.29).

4.17-19) have echoes of the destruction of statues and temples. Thus, it is obvious that they depend on a longer
version of AA that included these events. For the peculiarities of 2GrEp see infra this Chapter, pp. 106-09.
113
Cf. supra, this Chapter § 2.3.1.3, p. 77.
114
Lipsius (Apostelgeschichten I, 575, note 1) knows at least the first of them. Bonnet reckons with both for his
edition of Laudatio (see Laudatio, 310, although he wrongly writes cod. Par. 1540; erratum?).
115
Of all these errors, only in one case (last of this list) does VitaEsc correct the corrupted readings in Vita. See
Vita 241B 11-12: HLM $PRXVDWRQ, SROLQ, VitaEsc f. 240v, col. 1: HLM 6DPRXVDWDQ SROLQ compare to Laudatio
332.13: WZQ 6DPRVDWHZQ PHJLVWKQ SROLQ; Vita 244A 2: HLM 6DODQLDQ NDL ..., VitaEsc f. 241r, col. 2 and
VitaParis f. 14v col. 2: HLM $ODQLDQ, compare to Laudatio 323.33: HQ W $ODQLN [ZU; Vita 244C 2: NDL?
v
LV[XURL? PH[UL WKM VKPHURQ SUR?M SLVWLQ, compare to VitaEsc f. 241 , col. 2: PH[UL WKM VKPHURQ NDL? DQLV[XURQ
HLM SLVWLQ and Laudatio 334.22: SUR?M SLVWLQ DQLV[XURQ PH[UL WKM VKPHURQ.
116
In spite of Flamion, who suggested that the lacunae in Vita would be supplied in a good edition based on
other extant mss, VitaEsc corrects one single lacuna (number 6 in the following list). The lacunae are the
following: (1) Laudatio 317.2-4: NDNHLVH PLNUR?QHQGLDWUL\DQWHM [URQRQ NDLWLQDM NDWK[KVDQWHM
NDWDODPEDQRXVLQ HQ $JNXU SROHL WKM *DODWLDM. The whole section is omitted in Vita 217 D, VitaEsc and
VitaParis begin later. (2) Laudatio 328.29-330.22: $PDVWUDQZQ SROLQ NDWDODPEDQHL, PHJLVWKQ WHRX¨VDQ
NDL? SHULIDQHVWDWKQ(...) DSDUDM WZQ HQWHXTHQ WK?Q WZQ 6LQZSHZQ SROLQ NDWHODEHQ Omitted by Vita 240
C12 and VitaEsc 239v, col. 1; VitaParis omits the whole section but mentions Sinope (f. 12v). (3) Laudatio
321.17 is omitted in Vita 228C 4, VitaEsc f. 230v, col. 2 and VitaParis f. 4r, col. 2. (4) Laudatio 322.24-5 is
omitted by Vita 229A 5 and VitaEsc f. 231r, col. 2. (5) Laudatio 323.2-4 omitted by Vita 229A 13, VitaEsc 231v,
col. 2 and VitaParis f. 5r, col. 1. (6) Laudatio 333.8-9, lacuna in Vita 241D 4, but not in VitaEsc 241r, col. 1. (7)
Laudatio 335.21-338.8 omitted by Vita 244D 10 and VitaEsc f. 241r, col. 2.
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VitaParis has a very brief conclusion and VitaEsc a rather summary version that just includes
some highlights of the martyrdom.
B.1.1. Excursus on the Textual Relationship between Laudatio and Vita
The question of the textual relationships between Laudatio and Vita is one of the most
obvious examples of the frequent biased interpretation and evaluation of the textual witnesses
by twentieth-century scholarly research. Comparative analysis led Lipsius to conclude that
they are not mutually dependent but rather that they have a common source not older than the
eighth century117, of which Laudatio always gives a better version118. Nevertheless, since
Flamion it is generally believed that Laudatio depends on Vita119. Indeed, the Belgian scholar,
drawing on Diekamp’s opinion that Laudatio even if it does depend on a common source
might also have used Vita120, goes further and states that Laudatio is exclusively dependent on
Vita121. His argumentation, however, relies on a naïve acceptance of Epiphanius’ alleged
ocular testimony122 and on an arbitrary comparative analysis of both texts123.
A proper analysis of the convergences and divergences between Laudatio and Vita
clearly shows that Flamion’s opinion is untenable. Laudatio’s version of Andrew’s
peregrinations frequently transmits an improved text for sections that are corrupt in Vita124.
Laudatio’s improving version of the common source is especially evident in the section
including the events after Andrew’s arrival in Patras, for Laudatio’s and Vita’s versions can
be checked against the testimony of numerous textual witnesses. The first clear omission in
Vita is the Lesbios episode. Laudatio not only preserves the whole episode, which is also
attested by other textual witnesses125, but also mentions Sosios twice, before and after the
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Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 570-84.
See also Bonnet, Supplementum, XI; Hennecke, Handbuch, 545.
119
See for example Dvornik, Apostolicity, 226ff; MacDonald, Cannibals, 184 and note 15.
120
Diekamp, Hippolytos von Theben, 143-45, who does not offer a proper assessment of Laudatio’s possible use
of Vita. Even though he states that the arguments by Lipsius (in Apostelgeschichten I, 571 note 1) are not enough
to rule out this possibility, he does not provide any evidence to make his case.
121
Flamion, L’Apôtre, 205; Dvornik, Apostolicity, 226ff.
122
Flamion, L’Apôtre, 73. Furthermore Prieur, Acta, 19. See, however, supra this Chapter, note 15.
123
As has already been pointed out (see supra Chapter 1, notes 160-161), Flamion does not offer conclusive
evidence for his statement. His preconception about Laudatio’s dependence on Vita can be seen both in his
surprising comment on Vita’s frequent lacunae and defective readings and in his explanation of Laudatio’s
improved readings for the same passages. In spite of his optimistic remarks assuring us that a proper edition of
Vita would certainly show that these errors are exclusively due to the manuscript transmission (L’Apôtre, 20512), his statement is not based on a study of the variants in the different mss but on simple speculation. On the
other hand, our comparative study of all three mss preserving Vita shows that VitaParis and VitaEsc present the
same errors, if we exclude a couple of isolated examples. For Vita’s palaeographical errors, see supra this
Chapter, note 114. For Vita’s lacunae, see supra this Chapter, note 115.
124
See supra this Chapter, notes 114-115 and infra notes 124-125.
125
Laudatio 335.21-338.8: 7RXWRX GH? JHJRQRWRM WRX TDXPDWRM IKPK(...) DXTKPHURQ WDLM 3DWUDLM
SDURXVLD]HL. Vita 244 D omits the entire section about Lesbios (see Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten I, 573 note 1
118
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Lesbios episode, which shows that it neither depends on Vita nor on Mpr126. In addition,
Laudatio’s contacts with Epitome prove that these events belong to the primitive text. Epitome
not only includes the Lesbios episode127 but also mentions, precisely in the same order as
Laudatio, Maximilla’s healing128 and the subsequent series of miracles, including a paralysed
man, a blind man, and a leper being healed129.
A close comparison of Laudatio’s and Vita’s testimony for this section immediately
shows that the former preserves a more original stage. After mentioning Argyropolis (Vita
244C 9), Epiphanius lets Andrew go to Macedonia and finally arrive in Patras. The double
mention of Sosios is followed by a highly abbreviated version of the healing of Maximilla130.
The sequence of a paralysed man and a blind man being healed is also reduced, but the third
case is the most obvious example of reduction131. The following section, Vita 248A 1-B 4, is
also shortened132. It is, however, after Vita 248B 5 that the omissions become more relevant.
In addition, a better comparison is now facilitated thanks to the parallel in S/H that begins at
this point. Vita offers a highly abbreviated version of the events following Stratocles’ return to
Patras133, for which Laudatio can always be shown to be more accurate. Alcmanes’ healing in
Vita is not only very reduced134, but also presents significant omissions135. On the basis of this
comparison it seems clear that Laudatio depends on the same or a similar source as S and H.
This source, which S and H preserve selectively, probably included the events preceding
Stratocles’ episode in Laudatio, for the latter’s account is sustained by the testimony of Mpr
and Epitome.

and 581 note 1). Omitted by VitaEsc f. 242r, col. 2 as well. Laudatio is supported by Mpr (47.16-51.10) and
Epitome (22.7; 23.11; 58; 24.52; 25.12; 26.4; 20; 30.2).
126
Flamion’s conclusion (L’Apôtre, 62) that Laudatio uses Mpr is hardly correct. A comparison of the Lesbios
episode in Mpr, Epitome, Laudatio, and Vita clearly shows that (a) Laudatio preserves the episode in its original
place (cf. Epitome). In Laudatio the Lesbios episode is preceded and followed by a reference to Sosios (335.15
and 338.13, respectively). (b) Vita eliminates the whole passage, although preserving both references to Sosios
(244D 5 and 245A 3, respectively). (c) Mpr preserves the Lesbios episode but does not mention Sosios at all. If
Laudatio drew on Mpr for this passage, how could its writer know the proper place for the episode he was
interpolating into Vita? The only possible solution is that Laudatio, together with Epitome, preserves the best text
and that it depends on the same or a similar source as Mpr.
127
Epitome 22-24.
128
Epitome 30.5-19; Laudatio 338.16-339.5.
129
Epitome 31, 32, 33; Laudatio 39, 40, 41.
130
Compare Vita 245B 2-9 to Laudatio 338.21-31.
131
Eleven lines of Vita (245D 1-11) occupy almost two pages in Laudatio (339.20-341.8).
132
Compare Vita 248A 1-7 to Laudatio 341.9-19. Furthermore Vita 248A 7-B 4 to Laudatio 341.19-342.2.
133
Compare Vita 248B 5-D 12 to Laudatio 342.3-344.22 and the lengthier version in S (f. 121v-128r, 2/5) and H
(f. 155r-163r, 18).
134
11 lines, Vita 248B 10-C 5, compare to Laudatio 342.8-343.28.
135
For example, Stratocles’ rejection of military service (Laudatio 342.6; S (f. 121v) and H (f. 155r), or his
attempt to commit suicide due to the desperate situation of Alcmanes (Laudatio 342.11-13; S (f. 122r, 1/10-2/3)
and H (f. 155r, 25-155v, 10).
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Many other particular issues contradict the hypothesis of Laudatio’s dependence on
Vita. A clear example is that Vita, against the testimony of Laudatio and all extant witnesses,
asserts that Stratocles returns to Patras from Athens and not from Italy136. Another example
concerns the duration of Andrew’s crucifixion. According to Laudatio, supported by the
majority of textual witnesses, Andrew hangs on the cross for three whole days and on the
fourth day the people of Patras react against Aegeates. According to Vita, supported by
Epitome, however, it is on the third day that the people react137. At the same time, Andrew’s
rebuke to Aegeates in Laudatio, also attested by other testimonies, shows not only that
Laudatio does not depend on Vita, but also that it cannot depend on Mpr138. Also different are
Laudatio’s and Vita’s accounts of the events after Andrew’s death139.
Prieur subscribes to Flamion’s hypothesis that Laudatio depends on Vita, although he
does not offer arguments to explain why he does so. His treatment of the issue is in general
rather vague140 and his statements sometimes even contradictory141. According to Prieur,
similarities between the version of the martyrdom in Laudatio and VitaEsc show that the
former depends on the latter. However, a careful comparison of the alleged similarities in
these two documents with the remaining textual witnesses proves that there is only a single
passage in Laudatio and Vita which is not also present in other testimonies for the Martyrdom.
The apparent parallels between Laudatio and Vita are the following:
x

Laudatio 346.10-12 and VitaEsc f. 245r, 1/22-26. Both documents preserve a tradition
according to which Aegeates was afraid of Maximilla’s parents.
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Laudatio 342.7: 6WUDWRNOKM (...) SDUHJHQHWR DSR? ,WDOLDM HLM 3DWUDM. So also Epitome 34.2: advenit
Stratocleus, frater proconsulis, de Italia. Differently Vita 248 B8: R 6WUDWRNOKM HSDQKOTHQ DSR? $TKQZQ. So
also VitaEsc f. 243v, col 2 and VitaParis f. 17, col. 2.
137
Laudatio 347.25: ZM GH? NDL? WHWDUWKM KPHUDM GLDJRPHQKM NDL? WRVRXWZQ QX[WZQ. Similarly in 2EpGr.
28.12-13: WULZQ QX[TKPHUZQ DXWRLM RPLOZQ (...) ZM GH? NDL? WHWDUW KPHU; Malt A 61.11-13; Mpr 56.3;
2EpGr. 28.26-27; Malt A 62.1; differently VitaEsc f. 245r, col. 2: ZM GH? NDL? WULW KPHU. So also Epitome 36: in
qua cum per triduum vivens penderet.
138
Laudatio 348.6-21: WLM SUR?M WR?QVRL?DOORWULRQ $LJHDWD HOKOXTDM (...) HUJDWKM SDVKM DQRPLDM. This
section, which is supported by 2EpGr. 30.8-11; 12-20 [cf. Arm 32; 33; 34] is omitted by Mpr (56.12-57.2),
which presents instead a highly re-elaborated version. Differently, VitaEsc f. 245v col 1, 9-17, presents a rather
different text: HSLVWUH\RQ HQ PHWDQRL NDL? VZTKWLRX ORJL]RPDL VRX WK?Q NDNLDQ WDXWKQ RXGH? R THRM
PRXHLM JD?U DJDTD?SURSHPSHLM PHHLGH?RXPHWDQRKVHLM NDL? RX SLVWHXHLM DXW NDN
TDQDWDSROHLVDL.
139
Laudatio 348.26-27: R LHUZWDWRM HSLVNRSRM 6WUDWRNOKM DPD W VZIURQL 0DFLPLOO SURVKOTZ?Q
v
HFHOXVHQ. Similarly, Mpr 57.8-9. According to VitaEsc f. 245 , col. 1, however, Maximilla is the one to carry

the action and Stratocles simply accompanies her.
140
Despite his affirmation that he consulted the other two mss preserving Vita, the only information he gives is
(Acta, 19), ‘Le texte de ce manuscrit (scil. Esc y II 6) débute plus bas que l’édition de Dressel (PG 120, 221B),
mais ses discours son souvent plus longs. Enfin, il est pourvu d’une fin particulière, fidèle au plan du Martyre
des AA, et possédant des similitudes avec la Laud.’(??) One would at least like to know, for example, what the
plan of the martyrdom it preserves is, as well as its alleged similarities with Laudatio.
141
So, for instance, he first states (Acta 15-17) that Laudatio’s and Mpr’s versions of the martyrdom depend on
the same common source, but later on (ibid., 20) he affirms that similarities between Laudatio and VitaEsc in the
last part of AA are due to the fact that the former depends on the latter.
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Laudatio 347.12-16 and VitaEsc f. 245r, 2/1-8. It also appears in Mpr 55.21-56.3; Narratio
367. 25-368.2; 2EpGr 26.16-19; Malt A 60.14-18 [cf. Arm 20.5-9]. It is true, however,
that all these testimonies agree in presenting a different motivation for Aegeates’ decision
than Laudatio and Vita.
Laudatio 347.16-20: DXWR?M GH? NUHPDPHQRM HSL? WRXFXORX SDQWDM HGLGDVNH PK? WR?Q TDQDWRQ
r
DOOD? WK?Q DPDUWLDQ GHGRLNHQDL. VitaEsc f. 245 , 2/8-15: R GH? NUHPDPHQRM HSL? WRX VWDXURX
(...) HGLGDVNHQ PK? IREHLVTDL WK?Q TDQDWRQ DOOD? [DLUHLQ Both texts present a summary
version of a lengthy section preserved in its essentials by C142, and very succinctly by
2EpGr. 27.13-22. (A reworked and summarised version also appears in Narratio 368.14369.5.)
Laudatio 347.21-24 and VitaEsc f. 245r, 2/16-21 have a parallel in Narratio 369.6. This
testimony, however, omits any reference to Stratocles.
Laudatio 347.31-348.7: VXQHGUDPRQ SDQWHM HSL? WR? SUDLWZULRQ WRXGXVVHERXM DQTXSDWRX
r
v
NDWDERZQWHM NDL? WKM DQRVLDMNULVHZM DXWRX NDWDPHPIRPHQRL. VitaEsc f. 245 , 2/26-245 ,
1/7: VXQHGUDPHQ SDM R ODR?M HSL? WR?QDQTXSDWRQ ERZQWHM7L KPDUWHQ R DQTUZSRM RX¥WRM RWL
RX¥WZM DGLNZM SLNU TDQDW DSRTQKVNHLRXWH JD?U HLM .DLVDUDRX HLM WRX?M QRPRXM.
Laudatio presents a better version with parallels in 2EpGr. (28.21-22: DQRVLD WD?
GLNDVWKULD VRX), in Narratio (369.13: DQRVLZM HNULQDM); Malt A 61.16 (DQRVLZWDWD WD?
GLNDVWKULD VRX).
Laudatio 348.22-23: WDXWD HLSZ?Q NDL?GRFDVDM (...) WR? SQHXPD SDUDTHPHQRM. It appears
with differences in VitaEsc f. 245v, 1/19-23, but also in Mpr 57.3-4; Narratio 371.26-28;
Malt A 63.5-6; Malt B 63.20-21.
Laudatio 349.8; 10 appears with certain differences in VitaEsc f. 245v, 1/11-15, but also in
Narratio 372.18-23; Malt A 64.4; Malt B 64.14-15.
All this evidence is enough to disprove the hypothesis of Laudatio’s dependence on Vita

and to return to Lipsius’ sagacious conclusion that both texts draw on a common source.
Let us now proceed with the analysis of this subfamily of texts.
a) Conjunctive Issues of Subfamily J
Two issues characterise the documents of this subfamily: firstly, they attest the events at
Patras preceding Andrew’s imprisonment that the extant testimonies (Epitome excluded) omit;
secondly, they severely abridge the events between Andrew’s imprisonment and his
crucifixion.
x
x
x
x
x
x

142
143

Lesbios episode: Mpr 47.8-50.24; Laudatio 335.21-338.8.
Reference to Sosios: Laudatio 335.15, 338.13; Vita 244D 5, 245A 3.
Maximilla healed: Laudatio 338.20-339.5; 342.15; Vita 245B; 248C 2 (cf. Epitome 30.519)143.
Sequence of miracles: Laudatio 338.16-341.8; Vita 245A 8-D 11.
Events at Patras: Laudatio 342.3-344.22; Vita 248B 5-249A 2.
Rework of Vb 4: Laudatio 344.22-345.3; Vita 249B 2-D 1 (Rework of Aegeates’ character
different than in Narratio and S/H).

C f. 62v, 1/8-64r, 1/21.
Passing reference in S (f. 122r, 1/35-37) and H (f. 155v, 6-7).
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Prison door miraculously open: Laudatio 345.19-25, 346.8-9; Vita 249B 9-C 5, 249C 910.
Stratocles receives ecclesiastical authority from Andrew: Laudatio 346.3-9 (cf. also
348.26-27: R LHUZWDWRM HSLVNRSRM 6WUDWRNOKM); Vita 249C 7-10. Both versions are
somewhat different.
Echoes of the missing speeches by Andrew: Laudatio 345.14-346.9; Vita 249B 10-C 10.
Remake of Aegeates character in Vb 39.18-26: Laudatio344.30-345.3; Vita 249A 11-15.
Speech to the cross: Laudatio 346.16-347.10; Mpr 54.21-55.19.
Andrew tied to the cross: Laudatio 347.12-16; Vita 249C 12-16; Mpr 55.20-26.3.
Omission of a reference to Andrew’s three-day discourse: Mpr 56.3; Laudatio 347.24.
Mention of the fourth day as turning point: Mpr 56.3; Laudatio 347.25. Third day in Vita
(see infra).
Same rework of Andrew’s description after three days on the cross: Mpr 56.3-8; Laudatio
347.25-31. Omitted by VitaEsc, f. 245r144.

b) Separative Issues within Subfamily J
Some mentions and omissions will help us to refine relationships between the documents.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Reference to Sosios: Laudatio 335.15; 338.13; Vita 244D; 245A 3; VitaEsc f. 242; omitted
by Mpr.
Lesbios episode: omitted by Vita and VitaEsc.
Maximilla healed: Vita 245A-C, VitaEsc f. 242v; Laudatio 338.18-339.5; omitted by Mpr
(as well as any other reference to Aegeates’ wife, with the exception of a passing
reference in Mpr 57.8).
Section in speech to the cross: Mpr 55.5-11 (cf. Arm 18.4-5); omitted by Laudatio and
Vita.
Speech to the cross: omitted by VitaEsc f. 245r.
Aegeates’ reason only to bind Andrew to the cross: Mpr 56.1-3 (cf. Narratio 367.29368.2; S/H 621-22) is different than Laudatio 347.14-16 and Vita 249C 13-17; VitaEsc f.
245r.
Third day as a turning point: VitaEsc f. 245r (so also Epitome 36), differently Mpr and
Laudatio (see supra).
Reaction of the people against Aegeates’ judgement: Mpr 56.5-8 strongly differs from
Laudatio 347.31-348.3 and VitaEsc ff. 245r-245v.
Andrew’s description after three days on the cross: omitted by VitaEsc f. 245r.
Aegeates’ fear: Laudatio 348.3-6; VitaEsc f. 245v. Omitted by Mpr 56.9-10.

Consequently:
1. Laudatio cannot depend on Vita. Vita cannot depend on Laudatio. Thus, they must have a
common source.
2. Laudatio cannot depend on Mpr. In turn Mpr cannot depend on Laudatio. It is obvious
that the common sources of Laudatio and Vita, on the one hand, and Mpr, on the other,
have a common ancestor.

144

From Vita 249D 1 onwards Vat. gr. 824 follows Narratio. References to Vita proceed from now on from
VitaEsc.
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B.2. Subfamily G (Narratio, S/H, and Interpolations in 2GrEp)
This subfamily of texts depends on a source that, similarly to that of subfamily J, applied
internal reduction. However, both families follow a different reduction pattern: whereas the
source of subfamily J has a minor internal reduction, it presents a shorter conclusion. The
source of subfamily G, on the contrary, applied a larger internal reduction (affecting all events
at Patras until Stratocles’ return), but in turn retains a longer conclusion including a reworked
version of the events after Andrew’s imprisonment that we know from V.
a) Conjunctive Issues of Subfamily G
x Inclusion of a reworked version of V: Narratio 360.16-365.6, S (f. 128r, 2/5-130r, 1/13)
and H (f. 163r, 18-165v, 3) offer the best testimony of the transformative transmission for
Andrew’s speeches while in prison. Comparative analysis of both versions shows that they
rely on a very similar source that included an already revised version of the section
preserved by V.
x Beginning of V: Narratio (360.16), S (f. 128r, 2/5) and H (f. 163r, 18) begin exactly at the
same point: Vb 38.21. Both documents completely omit V’s first (and today incomplete)
speech in Vb 38.2-20.
x Maximilla’s speech (first part) omitted: Both texts omit approximately the same section of
Maximilla’s speech. Narratio 362.16-23 omits Vb 40.10-41.14. S (f. 128v, 2/27) and H (f.
164r, 11) omit Vb 40.10-41.9.
x Important omission of Vb 41.15: NDWD? WD? GHVPD. Omitted by S (f. 129v, 1/3) and H (f.
164r, 19). Cf. Narratio 362.28-30
x Maximilla’s speech (second part) omitted: Narratio 363.4-5, S (f. 129r, 1/34) and H (f.
164v, 5) all omit Vb 41.36-42.8.
x Aegeates’ words to Maximilla: Narratio 361.11-362.3 and S (f. 128r, 2/36-128r, 1/29) and
H (f. 163v, 3-23) present a rather unaltered version of Vb 39.12-26. Differently, Laudatio
and Vita alter this section introducing a strong interpretation of Aegeates’ character145.
x Andrew’s speech to Stratocles: Narratio 363.9-10, S (f. 129r, 1/37) and H (f. 164v, 7) omit
exactly the same section Vb 42.8-31.
x New juncture between Maximilla’s speech and Stratocles’ speech: Narratio 363.5-8, S (f.
129r, 1/34-37) and H (f. 164v, 5-7).
x Andrew’s words to Stratocles in Vb 42.32-43.3: S (f. 129r, 2/2-3) and H (f. 164v, 8-9)
(amplified); Narratio 363.9, 11-12 reworks the section altering the primitive sequence of
the passage.
x Section of Stratocles’ answer to Andrew in Vb 43.7-8 reworked: similar interpretation
(amplification) of the section in Narratio 363.15-23, S (f. 129r, 2/17-20) and H (f. 164v,
16-18).
x Narratio 364.13-15, S (f. 129v, 2/4) and H (f. 165r, 14) present an equivalent interpretation
of Vb 43.36-37: DSLZ?Q PH?Q DXWR?M DPD WRLM RPRLRLM HVLWL]HWR.146 The comparison of both
texts shows that they must rely on a source that already included the gloss ZM TKU. This
145

Compare Narratio 361.26-27, S (f. 128v, 1/22ff) and H (f. 163v, 17ff) with Laudatio 345.1-3 and Vita 249A
11-15.
146
Compare Narratio 364.13-15: WKM RX¨Q ZUDM SURWUHSRPHQKM HSL? WR? DULVWRQ SURHLVLQ DPD WRLM RPRLRLM
DXW JDVWULGRXORLM VLWL]HVTDL RL¥D WLM TK?U DLPRERURM W TXP EUHPZQ SUR?M ERUD?Q VDUNZQ DTZQ, and S
(f. 129v, 2/4) and H (f. 165r, 14): ZM TK?U HVLWL]HWR. All this is clearly superfluous, because Aegeates’
characterisation is already achieved by letting him go to eat just after deciding to crucify Andrew.
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x

superfluous detail is an interpolation probably due to a scholion that, written in the
margin, finally found its way into the text.
Omission of section Vb 44.33-45.14: Narratio 364.28-365.5 offers a very interpretative
and summary version of Vb 44.17-28 and a passing reference (365.5: PK? WDUDVVHWZ XPDM)
to Vb 44.29-33. S (f. 129v, 2/20) and H (f. 165r, 23) omit a larger section: Vb 44.8-45.14.

b) Separative Issues within Subfamily G
x AAM in the first part: Narratio 356.19-358.6; omitted by S/H.
x Events after Stratocles’ return to Patras: S (f. 121v, 2/26-128r 2/5) and H (f. 155r 13-163r
18). Omitted by Narratio.
x Section Vb 43.26-31: amplifying version in S (f. 129v, 1/27-28) and H (f. 165r, 7-8) due to
interpolation: W WKM VDUNR?M PKWUL? NDNL Probably marginal note interpolated in the text.
The text is not only superfluous but also contradictory. Maximilla’s doubts are not due to
her inclination or vice (NDNLD), but rather to external reasons. Narratio 364.5 paraphrases
the passage as: DSDQWD WD? WRX NRVPRX [DLUHLQ IUDVDVD, which seems to support V’s
reading147.
x Section Vb 43.26-35: Narratio 364.6-11 offers a better version than S (f. 129v, 1/17-2/1)
and H (f. 164v, 38-165r, 12).
x Speech to the brethren (first part) in Vb 44.4-33: Narratio 364.19-365.6 presents a fuller
version than S (f. 129v, 2/11) and H (f. 165r, 18).
x Speech to the brethren (conclusion): S (f. 129v, 2/20-130r, 1/12) and H (f. 165r, 23-165v, 3)
preserve the last lines of V (Vb 45.14-33). Omitted by Narratio.
x Reference to Andrew’s three-day discourse in S (f. 131v, 1/12-24) and H (f. 167r, 22-29) is
omitted by Narratio 369.6-8.
x Reaction of the people: the section in S (f. 131v, 1/34-2/18) and H (f. 167r, 35-167v, 9) (=
2GrEp 28.20-29.12) appears amplified in Narratio 369.17: SDM R GKPRM WDUDWWHWDL, and
20-21: NDL? LGRX? SLVWHXRPHQ W XS DXWRX NKUXWWRPHQ TH.
x Narratio 371.1-5 includes a passage known from 2GrEp 30.17-20 and Laudatio 348.1521.Omitted by S (f. 132r, 1/33) and H (f. 168r, 5).
x Narratio 371.13 omits the section preserved in S (f. 132r, 2/3-6) and H (f. 168r, 9-11) (=
2GrEp 30.24-26).
x Lacuna due to homoioteleuton in S (f. 132r, 2/14) and H (f. 168r, 18), not in Narratio
371.16-17: PK? SDUD[ZUKVM WR?Q HSL? WRX VRX PXVWKULRXNWO(2GrEp 31.23-25)148.
x S (f. 132r, 2/16) and H (f. 168r, 19) omit Narratio 371.19 (2GrEp 31.26-32.9).
x Narratio 371.23-24: R?Q HL¨GRQ R?Q H[Z R?Q ILOZ HQ ¥ HLPL? NDL? H¦VRPDL (cf. 2GrEp 32.23). S (f.
132r, 2/17-18) and H (f. 168r, 18) rework badly: R?Q HSRTKVD R?Q KJDSKVD.
x Reference to Andrew’s death: Narratio 372.1-2 (cf. 2GrEp 35.8-9). Omitted by S (f. 132r,
2/24) and H (f. 168r, 24). (Cf. Mpr 57.8-9; Laudatio 348.25-26.)
x Narratio 372.7-11 inverts the sequence of facts preserved by S (f. 132v, 1/2-17) and H (f.
168r, 30-168v, 2) (= 2GrEp 35.17-23): Maximilla first rejects Aegeates, then he tries to
convince her without success.
Consequently:
147

The problem of an apparent anacoluthic construction (DPD first followed by dative and afterwards by
genitive) can easily be solved by adding WRLM: NDL? W SDQWL EL DPD>WRLM@ WKM VDUNR?M [DLUHLQ IUDVDVD.
The error might easily be explained as haplography of two equivalent sounds. However, the emendation is not
strictly necessary as there are also a couple of examples of DPD with genitive. See Herod. 4.95; POxy 903;
Pythag., Sin. 28; Olymp., Hist. P. 453 D.
148
Cf. infra, this Chapter § B.3, b, pp. 108-09.
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1. Narratio does not depend on S/H nor S/H on Narratio.
2. Narratio, or its source, and the common source for H and S depend on a common
hyparchetype.
B.3. Interpolations in 2GrEp
More interesting are the interpolations in 2GrEp due to (Horizontal? Vertical?) contamination,
appearing from 2GrEp 10 onwards. It has been suggested that the interpolations in 2GrEp
depend on the primitive AA149. A comparison of the section 2GrEp 27.13-22 with its parallel
in C (Prieur 56.5-57.22) offers decisive evidence to assume that the source for 2GrEp was
already revised. 2GrEp omits very important sections preserved in C and supported by Arm150
and occasionally by S/H151.
Interpolations in 2GrEp have close parallels in C, Malt A and B, Laudatio, Mpr, Narratio,
and S/H. A more detailed analysis shows that these readings are particularly close to Narratio
and S/H, in such a way that it is possible to suppose a genealogical relationship with the
documents of subfamily G. However, 2GrEp occasionally presents readings omitted by
Narratio and S/H but preserved in Laudatio152. This shows that 2GrEp probably draws from
the hyparchetype G, which was closer to Laudatio than Narratio and S/H.
a) Conjunctive Issues for 2GrEp and Subfamily G
x Andrew approaches the cross: 2GrEp 23.28-24.19; S (f. 130v, 2/25-27) and H (f. 166v, 45); Narratio 367.4-5 (cf. Laudatio 346.15-16; Mpr 54.18-19).
x Beginning of Andrew’s speech to the cross: 2GrEp 25.23-26; S (f. 130v, 2/27-31) and H
(f. 166v, 5-8) (Mpr 54.19-21; cf. Conversante 376.23).
x Omission of the second part of the speech to the cross: 2GrEp 25.26; S (f. 130v, 2/31) and
H (f. 166v, 8). Narratio 367.6-21 presents its own development of the speech to the cross.
For the rest, it omits the entire section.
149

Less carefully than Bonnet, who considered that the interpolations proceeded from an older version of the
martyrdom (AAA II/1, XII, quia in eum inserta sunt non nulla ex aliquo martyrio sat uetusto). Prieur (Acta, 13)
relates them to the primitive Acts.
150
2GrEp 27.17 omits the following sections preserved by C (f. 62v, 1/20-63r, 1/12): HL WRXWR KJHLVTH(…)
r
r
DTOLZWDWRL (cf. Arm 22.3ff.); C (f. 63 , 1/19-2/6): WR?Q KGRQZQ ILORQ (…) HNGHLNWKQ (cf. Arm 24); C (f. 63 ,
v
2/15-63 , 1/10): HLM WD? XSH?U VZPD (…) DNRXVDL D? OHJZ (cf. Arm 25).
151
Compare S (f. 131r, 2/11-28) and H (f. 167r, 3-11) with C (f. 62v, 1/20-2/18); S (f. 131v, 1/2-6) and H (167r,
17-19) with C (f. 63r, 1/12-19); and S (f. 131v, 1/6-11) and H (f. 167r, 19-22) with C (f. 63r, 2/6-15).
152
This is the case in Laudatio 348.9-16 and 2GrEp 30.10-17. Laudatio offers a better version of this passage.
2GrEp presents several omissions probably due to homoioteleuton. Compare Laudatio 348.9-12: RXG’ D?Q HL
DOKTZM PHWDJQM $LJHDWD HWL VRL VXQTKVRPDL RXG’ D?Q WD? VD? SDQWD XSLV[Q DILVWDPDL HPDXWRX RXG’
D?Q LGLRQ PRX OHJM VHDXWR?Q SHSLVWHXND VRL, with 2GrEp 30.10-12: RXG’ D?Q ZM DOKTZM PHWDJQM $LJHDWD
r
HSL? VRL? VXQTKVRPDL RXG’ D?Q LGLRQ PRL OHJM VDXWR?Q SHSLVWHXND VRL (Cf. also S [f. 132 , 1/27-32] and H
r
[168 , 3-5]). Compare Laudatio 348.12-14: OXHLM WR?Q HOHXTHUZTHQWD OXHLM WR?Q JQZULVTHQWD XSR? WRX
VXJJHQRXM WR?Q HOHKTHQWD WR?Q ILOKTHQWD XS’ DXWRX WR?Q DOORWULRQ VRX WR?Q FHQRQ WR?Q HSLIDQHQWDVRL
PRQRQ H[Z ¥ VXQHVRPDL HLVDHL, with 2GrEp 30.13-14: OXHLM WR?Q HOHXTHUZTHQWD QRPRQ H[Z ¥ VXQHVRPDL
HLM DHL (S/H omit). Compare Laudatio 348.16: WR?Q HLUKNRWD PRL NDWDPDTH WR?Q $LJHDWKQ NDL? WD? WRXWRX
GZUD PK? VH? IREHLWZ R GHLQR?M HNHLQRM, with 2GrEp 30.17: WR?Q HLUKNRWDPRL PK VH IREHLWZ R GHLQR?M HNHLQRM
(Homoioteleuton due to dictatio ad se ipsum).
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Andrew is put on the cross: 2GrEp 25.26-26.1; S (f. 130v, 2/35-131r, 1/4) and H (f. 166v,
10-16); Narratio 367.23-25.
Crucifixion’s specifications: 2GrEp 26.16-18 (with lacuna: homoioteleuton)153; S (f. 131r,
1/4-12) and H (f. 166v, 16-20); Narratio 367.25-29. (Cf. Laudatio 347.12-14: rework; Mpr
55.20-56.1).
Reason for the previous specifications: 2GrEp 26.18-19; S (f. 131r, 1/12-14) and H (f.
166v, 20-22); Narratio 367.29-368.3 (Mpr 56.1-3; cf. Laudatio 347.14-16: different
reason).
Stratocles’ question and Andrew’s answer: 2GrEp 26.21-27.17; S (f. 131r, 1/26-2/3) and H
(f. 166v, 26-34); Narratio 368.4-15.
Central section of Andrew’s speech: 2GrEp 27.19-20; S (f. 131v, 1/6-9) and H (f. 167r, 1921). Cf. Narratio 368.14-26: very reworked.
Omission of the essentials of Andrew’s speech: compare 2GrEp 27.15-22, S (f. 131r, 2/11131v, 1/12) and H (f. 167r, 3-22) with C’s testimony for this section. It is obvious that
2GrEp and S/H follow a similar model but rework differently154.
Andrew’s three-day discourse: 2GrEp 28.8-13; S (f. 131v, 1/12-24) and H (f. 167r, 22-30).
Cf. Narratio 369.6-8.
Events on the fourth day of Andrew’s crucifixion: 2GrEp 28.13-20; S (f. 131v, 1/24-35)
and H (f. 167r, 30-36); Narratio 369.8-13 (after almost two days, however).
Reaction of the people: 2GrEp 28.20-29.12; S (f. 131v, 1/34-2/18) and H (167r, 35-167v,
9) with minor differences, cf. infra; Narratio 369.13-24 (only two minor amplifications,
cf. infra).
Aegeates’ fear and decision to free Andrew: 2GrEp 29.15-27; S (f. 131v, 2/19-132r, 1/3)
and H (f. 167v, 9-22); Narratio 369.25-370.7.
Andrew’s rebuke to Aegeates: 2GrEp 29.28-30.11; S (f. 132r, 1/19-32) and H (f. 167v, 31168r, 5). Cf. Narratio 370.19-20: reworking version of the same model.
Andrew’s words: 2GrEp 30.24-26, S (f. 132r, 2/3-6) and H (f. 168r, 9-11).
Aegeates tries once again to release Andrew: 2GrEp 31.19-26; S (f. 132r, 2/6-16) and H (f.
168r, 11-17) with lacuna, see infra; Narratio 371.15-18.
2GrEp 31.26-31.9 and Narratio 371.19 preserve a section omitted by S (f. 132r, 2/16) and
H (168r, 17).
2GrEp 32.23: R?Q RL¨GD R?Q H[Z R?Q ILOZRX¥ HLPL, also preserved by Narratio 371.23-24
(slightly amplified); S (f. 132r, 2/17-18) and H (f. 168r, 18) rework badly: R?Q HSRTKVD R?Q
KJDSKVD.
Andrew’s last words: 2GrEp 32.26-33.10; Narratio 371.25-26; S (f. 132r, 2/18-21) and H
(168r, 18-20).
Reference to Andrew’s death: 2GrEp 35.8-9; Narratio 372.1-2; omitted by S/H. (Cf. Mpr
57.8-9; Laudatio 348.25-26.)
Maximilla rejects Aegeates; Aegeates cannot convince her to come back. Same sequence
in 2GrEp 35.17-23 and S (f. 132v, 1/2-17) and H (f. 168r, 30-168v, 2); Narratio 372.7-11
inverts the sequence.

b) Separative Issues for 2GrEp and the Extant Witnesses of Subfamily G
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Cf. S (f. 131r, 1/3-11) and H (f. 166v, 14-18): DXWRX WRX?M SRGDM NDL? WD?M PDV[DODM PKGH?Q

SURVSHURQKVDQWHM DXWRX PKWH WD?M [HLUDM PKWH WRX?M SRGDMPKWHPK?Q WD?M DJNXODM XSRWHPQRQWHM.
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Thus similarly Narratio 369.1-5 presents an interesting remake of the whole section. Compare Narratio
369.3:RITDOP with C (f. 63r, 2/20-22): HZUDWH RITDOPRLM; 369.3: DNR, with C (f. 63v, 1/8-10): NDL?
v
GLHVPLFDWH XPZQ WD?M DNRD?M DNRXVDL D? OHJZ; 369.3: NDUGL, with C (f. 63 , 1/2-3): NDL? DUUDEZQLVDVTH
PRX WR?Q QRXQ.
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The whole section in S (f. 131r, 2/11-131v, 1/6) and H (167r, 3-19): HL WRXWR KJHLVTH WR?
WHORM WKM ]ZKM (...) WR?Q PDQLZGK WR?Q DOD]RQD WR?Q SURVNDLURQ, is omitted by 2GrEp 27.17.
Conclusion of Andrew’s speech: 2GrEp 27.20-22 preserves the last lines. Not so S (f.
131v, 1/9-12) and H (f. 167r, 21-22).
2GrEp 8-9 omits the words NDL? WURSRQ WLQD? UKPHQRL in S (f. 131v, 1/14-15) and H (f. 167r,
24).
2GrEp 28.13-14: ZM GH? NDL? W WHWDUW KPHU, S (f. 131v, 1/24) and H (f. 167r, 30): ZM NDL?
WHSLRXV.
2GrEp 28.16-17: WR? VZIURQ WRX SQHXPDWRM (cf. Narratio 369.10). Bad reading in S (f.
131v, 1/29-30) and H (f. 167r, 32): WR? VRIR?Q WRX SQHXPDWRM.
Reaction of the people: minor differences in Narratio 369.17 (SDM R GKPRM WDUDWWHWDL);
20-21 (NDL? LGRX? SLVWHXRPHQ W XS DXWRX NKUXWWRPHQ TH) due to amplification. Cf.
2GrEp 28.20-29.12 and S (f. 131v, 1/34-2/18) and H (167r, 35-167v, 9).
2GrEp 28.23: SDQWDM KPDM OXSHLM; S (f. 131v, 2/4), H (f. 167r, 37) and Narratio 369.16:
SDQWDM KPDM DGLNHLM.
2GrEp 28.25: THRVHEK S (f. 131v, 2/8) and H (167v, 3): HQTHRQ.
2GrEp 28.25-26: HQTHRQ; S (f. 131v, 2/9) and H (f. 167v, 3): RVLRQ.
2GrEp 29.11-12 omits the section preserved in S (f. 131v, 2/15-16), H (f. 167v, 7) and
Narratio 369.21-24.
2GrEp 29.27-28 omits Andrew’s rebuke to the brethren: S (f. 132r, 1/4-19) and H (f. 167v,
22-31); Narratio 370.8-18.
2GrEp 30.9: WL PHWDSHP\DVTDL(cf. Arm 32.8: Où <veux-tu> m’expédier?), omitted by S
(f. 132r, 1/25) and H (f. 168r, 2).
Lacuna in 2GrEp 30.11 due to homoioteleuton. S (f. 132r, 1/29-32) and H (f. 168r, 3-5):
RXWL VRL VXQTKVRPDL RXG’ D?Q WD? VD? DSDQWD XSLV[Q DILVWDPDL HPDXWRXRXG’ D?Q LGLRQ
PRXOHJHLM

x
x
x
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Omission in S (f. 132r, 1/33) and H (f. 168r, 5) of the section 2GrEp 30.12-20. Narratio
371.1-5 only omits 2GrEp 30.12-17.
Narratio 371.13 omits the section preserved by 2GrEp 30.24-26, S (f. 132r, 2/3-6) and H
(f. 168r, 9-11). (Cf. Laudatio 348.21, omits it as well).
Lacuna in S (f. 132r, 2/14) and H (f. 168r, 18) due to homoioteleuton. 2GrEp 31.23-25: ...

GHVSRWD WR?Q HSL? WRX VRX PXVWKULRX RQWD PK? GM PH DQDLGHL GLDERO ,KVRX ;ULVWH WR?Q HSL?
WKM VKM [DULWRMNWO Cf. Narratio 371.16-17: PK? SDUD[ZUKVM WR?Q HSL? WRX VRX
PXVWKULRXNWO

x
x
x

2GrEp 31.26-32.9 and Narratio 371.19 omitted by S (f. 132r, 2/16) and H (168r, 19).
Reference to Andrew’s death: 2GrEp 35.8-9 and Narratio 372.1-2 is omitted in S (f. 132r,
2/24) and H (f. 168r, 24).
Narratio 372.7-11 alters the sequence of S (f. 132v, 1/2-17), H (f. 168r, 30-168v, 2) and
2GrEp 35.17-23.

Consequently:
1. The interpolations in 2GrEp do not depend on the primitive AA. They depend on a revised
version as do Narratio and S/H.
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C presents the same lacuna, although this is not necessarily conjunctive with 2GrEp. Omissions due to
homoioteleuton are extremely common and nothing hinders the possibility that two scribes could commit the
same error in the same place.
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2. 2GrEp cannot depend on S/H or on Narratio. Similarities with Laudatio and Mpr show
that the interpolations might proceed from hyparchetype G(or a similar text), which was
closer to Laudatio than Narratio and S/H.
3.1.2.1.2. Transformative Short Version
All the texts included in this group have a common scope: Andrew’s martyrdom. Unlike the
witnesses for the transformative long version, these texts do not show any interest in other
aspects of Andrew’s activities. According to their length, it is possible to distinguish two
different textual families. The first one, which we shall call H, includes texts presenting a
longer version of the martyrdom, which is preceded by Andrew’s last speech in prison (Arm,
Conversante). Despite presenting a short version of the martyrdom, the numerous parallels
between Malt B and Conversante allows its inclusion in this family. The second, which we
shall call T, includes texts that regularly begin with the martyrdom itself and present a very
similar version thereof (Andrew’s martyrdom in C and Malt A).
Before proceeding to an analysis of the interrelationships of the witnesses in this
family of texts, some words must be said with regard to including Conversante in this group.
Since Flamion, it has generally been believed that Conversante depends on Epistle156.
Flamion based his thesis on considering the first eight chapters of Epistle157 as completely
alien to the original ‘martyrium source’158. Given the fact that Conversante, especially in its
first chapter, includes a couple of passages with a dialogue between Aegeates and Andrew, he
considers that they depend on Epistle159, whose first nine chapters consist mainly of a
dialogue between both figures. However, the dialogue between Aegeates and Andrew in Mpr
10-13 (52.5-54.16), and similar parallels in other testimonies, present the same stylistic
traits160.
A proper study of Epistle and Conversante shows that correspondences between them
are due to the similarity of the sources they draw on. It is obvious that both texts present a
certain number of parallels, but, first, these are restricted to the interpolations in 2GrEp, and,
second, they are also present in the remaining witnesses for the martyrdom. This shows that
the similarities are nothing other than the normal and necessary parallels between texts that

156

Cf. Prieur, Acta, 14.
Bonnet, AAA II/1, 1-21.
158
Flamion, L’Apôtre, 115-16.
159
Flamion, L’Apôtre, 45-46.
160
Prieur (Acta, 13-14 and 53) thinks that S (f. 127r, 1/17-27) and H (f. 161v, 17-23) might preserve traces of
such a dialogue in a revised form. Further, compare Conversante 375.13-25 with S (f. 130r, 1/21-34) and H (f.
165v, 8-15).
157
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preserve the same tradition161. At the same time, Conversante presents enough essential
differences from Epistle to dismiss its alleged dependence on the latter162.
a) Conjunctive Issues of the Transformative Short Version
x All documents only include AA’s martyrdom.
x Reference to a night-time reunion and Aegeates’ words to Andrew: Conversante 375.1015 (second part 13-15 is reworked); Arm 7.1-14; Malt A 58.3-12; Malt B 58.21-26; C (f.
60v, 1/6-2/8).
x Aegeates’ order to torture and crucify Andrew: Conversante 375.26-28; Arm 7.15-18;
Malt A 58.13-14; Malt B 58.27-28. C (f. 60v, 2/10-12).
x All documents present a speech to the cross in varying lengths: Conversante 376.3-10;
Arm 16-19; Malt A 60.9-11 (very reduced); Malt B 60.24-27. C (f. 61v, 2/19-25).
x Andrew tied to the cross: Conversante 376.10-12; Arm 20.1-9; Malt A 60.14-19; C (f. 61v,
2/23-62r, 25). Omitted by Malt B 60.28-29.
x Dialogue Stratocles-Andrew: Conversante 376.14-15 (passing reference); Arm 21.6-17;
Malt A 60.22-61.6; Malt B 60.30-61.18; C (f. 62r, 2/14-62v, 1/7).
x Andrew’s words to the people: Conversante 376.15-17 (passing reference); Arm 22.127.20; C (f. 62v, 1/20-63v, 1/10).
x People’s reaction at the sight of Andrew’s endurance: Conversante 376.18-377.5; Arm
28.1-25; Malt A 61.12-62.2; Malt B 61.21-62.25; C (f. 64r, 2/6-64v, 25).
x Aegeates’ fear: Conversante 377.5-8; Arm 29.1-8; Malt A 62.3-8; C (f. 64v, 1/26-2/17).
Omitted by Malt B.
x Number of people: omitted by Conversante 377.5-8, however, cf. 376.13, ‘uiginti milia’;
Arm 29.4-5; Malt A 62.5: GLVPXULRXM (sic). C (f. 64v, 2/7-8) GLVPXULRL Omitted by Malt B
62.26. Cf. S (f. 131v, 2/24), H (f. 167v, 12) and Narratio (370.1) GLV[LOLRL.
161

Consider the following examples. Reference to destruction of temples: Conversante 374.4-6 and LatEp 3.9;
1GrEp 3.18-4.8; 2GrEp 3.28-4.17, but also Laudatio 337.15-20; Mpr 50.1-6. Andrew’s imprisonment:
Conversante 374.14-15 and LatEp 16.1; 1GrEp 16.8-9; 2GrEp 16.18-19, but also Epitome 36; Laudatio 344.1922; Vita 249A 6-7; Mpr 9 (51.15-20); Narratio 359.15-17; S (f. 127r, 1/33-2/5) and H (f. 161v, 26-33). Reference
to a night-time discourse: Conversante 375.10-11 and LatEp 18.8-9; 1GrEp 18.18-19; 2GrEp 18.28-29, but
also S (f. 130r, 1/13-25) and H (f. 165v, 3-10); Narratio 365.7-10; Malt A 58.3-7; Malt B 58.21-26. Andrew
tortured and crucified: Conversante 375.26 and LatEp 22.1; 1GrEp 22.8; 2GrEp 22.17, but also S (f. 130r,
1/34-37) and H (f. 165v, 15-17); Narratio 365.17-18; Malt A 58.13-4; Malt B 58.29-30. Andrew’s audience:
Conversante 376.13: ‘uigintia milia’ and LatEp 26.5 ‘uiginiti milia’; 1GrEp 26.12; 2GrEp 26.20-21 and 29.18:
r
v
GLVPXULRL, but compare also Malt A 62.5: GLVPXULRXM. See also Arm 21.2; 29.5 and S (f. 131 , 1/15-18; f. 131 ,
v
v
2/25) and H (f. 166 , 20-22; f. 167 , 12). Andrew’s endurance and people’s reaction: Conversante 377.5 and
2GrEp 28.8-29.12, but also S (f. 131v, 1/35-2/18) and H (f. 167r, 35-167v, 9); Narratio 369.13-24. Aegeates’
fear: Conversante 377.5-10 and 2GrEp 29.15-23, but also S (f. 131v, 2725-34) and H (f. 167v, 12-18); Narratio
379.1-3; Malt A 62.6-8. Andrew’s rebuke to Aegeates (first part): Conversante 377.10-16 and 2GrEp 29.2930.12, but also S (f. 132r, 1/21-32) and H (f. 167v, 32-168r, 5); Narratio 370.19-371.11; Malt A 62.14-19.
Andrew’s rebuke to Aegeates (second part): Conversante 377.17-26 and 2GrEp 31.19-32.9, but also S (f.
132r, 1/32-2/22) and H (f. 168r, 5-20); Narratio 371.12-26; Malt A 63.1-5; Malt B 63.16-19.
162
First of all, Conversante includes certain passages of Andrew’s speech to the brethren in V: Conversante
374.18-20; 21; 374.23-375.1; 375.3 (V 44.7; 44.8-9; 44.17-18; 44.29). Epistle omits everything and offers
instead a new discourse that does not include anything primitive. The speech to the cross, in spite of Flamion,
presents much closer connections with the testimonies of Laudatio, Mpr, Malt B and Arm than with Epistle. See
Conversante 376.5-7: ‘qua propter laetus pergo a te, quia secretum tuum cognosco qua de causa fixa est’,
omitted by Epistle, and compare to Laudatio 346.16-17; Mpr 54.19-23; Malt B 60.24-27. Cf. Arm 16.3-6
(reworked). Another obvious example is Conversante 376.10-11: ‘et illi litigantes manus et pedes eius secundum
quod eis fuerat praeceptum’. Epistle (26.2-4) summarises badly: ‘qui accedentes levaverunt eum in crucem et
extendentes funibus totum corpus eius sicut eis iussum fuerat suspenderunt’. Cf. Mpr 55.20-21: RL GKPLRL
NDWHGKVDQ DXWRX WRX?M SRGDM NDL? WD?M [HLUDM.
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Omission of Andrew’s reprimand to the brethren: Conversante 377.10; Malt A 62.14;
Malt B 62.29; C (f. 65r, 1/5-11; 1/13-24) offers a very unsuccessful résumé of the section.
Cf. Arm 30-31.
Andrew’s first rebuke to Aegeates: Conversante 377.10-12; Arm 32.1-10; Malt A 62.1419. Malt B 62.29 omits.
Andrew’s second rebuke: Conversante 377.22-378.2; Arm 37.1-14; Malt A 62.20-63.6;
Malt B 62.30-63.21; C (f. 65r, 2/19-66r, 1/26).
Conclusion about Maximilla: Conversante 378.3-7; Arm 38.1-15; Malt A 63.7-15; Malt B
63.22-32; C (f. 66r, 2/1-66v, 1/7).
Conclusion about Stratocles: Conversante 378.7-10; Arm 39.1-9; Malt A 63.15-64.3; Malt
B 63.32-64.15; C (f. 66v, 1/7-1/23).

b) Separative Issues Within the Transformative Short Version
x Omission by C, Malt A, and Malt B of section Arm 1-6 and Conversante 374.17-375.9,
including the speech to the brethren.
x Stratocles and the soldiers: Arm 8.6-9.10; Malt A 59.1-22; C (f. 61r, 1/4-61v, 1/16).
Omitted by Conversante 375.28-29 and Malt B 59.30-32.
x Andrew’s words to Stratocles: Arm 10.1-9; Malt A 59.25-29; C (f. 61v, 1/24-2/11).
Omitted by Conversante 375.28-29 and Malt B 59.30-32.
x Andrew’s words to the brethren: Arm 11.1-15.7; Malt A 60.1-6: very reduced, only the
end; C (f. 61v, 2/11-14), résumé: HLSZ?Q GH? SUR?M DXWR?Q SROOD? NDL? QRXTHWKVDM SDQWDM WRX?M
DGHOIRXM. Omitted by Conversante 376.1 and Malt B 60.24.
x Section of Andrew’s speech to the cross: Conversante 376.6-7; Arm 16.4; Malt B 60.2627. Omitted by Malt A 60.11 and C (f. 61v, 2/17). Cf. S (f. 130v, 2/29-30) and H (f. 166v,
7-8), which also omit it.
On the basis of these divergences we can distinguish the two following families of texts.
A. Family H(Arm, Conversante, Malt B)
In spite of clear divergences due to their different scopes and characters, Conversante and
Arm present a clear typological relationship. In contrast to the other versions of the
martyrdom (Malt A and Andrew’s martyrdom in C) that begin after Andrew’s speeches in
prison, Arm and Conversante include Andrew’s last speech to the brethren in a revised form
(Vb 44.4-45.33). The existence of this typologically equivalent version of AA’s martyrdom in
such remote geographical regions together with strong evidence in the Latin and Armenian
texts pointing to a Greek model imply an hyparchetypon presenting the same plan163.
The study of this lengthier version of the martyrdom is very difficult. Our only
testimonies transmit their model far from reliably. Both documents are very reworked. Arm,
as we argued above164, reworks extensively and its tendency to amplification is obvious.

163

For the Latin text and its traces of a Greek original cf. Bonnet, ‘La passion d’André’, 374, note 1 and 375,
note 3; Flamion, L’Apôtre, 48-49, note 2. For Arm cf. V. Calzolari, ‘Particolarità sintattiche e lessicale della
versione armena del Martirio di Andrea, messa a confronto con Teone armeno’, Muséon 106 (1993) 267-88;
ead., ‘Version arménienne, 155-61 and ‘Rapporto’, 139-56.
164
See supra this Chapter, § 2.3.1.2, pp. 75f.
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Conversante, even though it occasionally reworks, usually abridges. Its omissions, therefore,
do not necessarily imply parallel omissions in its source. In spite of their peculiarities and
their opposite character, the former amplifying and the latter resuming, their typological
relationship seems to be assured both by their common plan and length and by their following
the same sequence of events. Excluding the section between Aegeates’ verdict and Andrew’s
crucifixion, which do not fit in the plan of the Latin text, Conversante even though abridging
(sometimes in just a couple of words) registers all events mentioned by Arm.
However, Conversante and Malt B do allow a closer textual comparison. Their
agreements against Malt A and C show that they belong to a different subcategory of texts.
a) Conjuctive Issues for Conversante and Malt B
x

x

Beginning: Conversante 374.21-23: ‘Conversante et docente et praedicante verbum dei
beato Andrea apostolo apud Achaiam, conprehensus est ab Aegeate proconsule in civitate
Patras’. Malt B 58.21-23: 'LGDVNRQWRM WRX $QGUHRX WRX DSRVWRORX HQ3DWUDLM
WKM$[DLDM XSR? WRX $LJHDWRX WRX DQTXSDWRX NOVNHWDL HLM IXODNKQ.
Résumé of the last speech in V: Conversante 375.10-11: ‘Cum haec et alia plurima
exhortans turbam per totam noctem docens’. Malt B 58.23: ZPLOHL GH? NDL? HGLGDVNHQ GLD?
SDVKM QXNWRM

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

Stratocles and the soldiers (cf. Malt A 59.1-22) is omitted by Conversante 375.28-29 and
Malt B 59.30-32.
Andrew’s words to Stratocles (cf. Malt A 59.25-29) are omitted by Conversante 375.2829 and Malt B 59.30-32.
Andrew’s words to the brethren (cf. Malt A 60.1-6) are omitted by Conversante 376.1 and
Malt B 60.24.
Andrew’s speech to the cross (second part) in Conversante 376.6-7: ‘... secretum tuum
cognosco qua de causa fixa es’. Malt B 60.26-27: JQZUL]Z VRX WR? PXVWKULRQ GL’ R? NDL?
SHSKJDM.
Andrew hangs two days on the cross: Conversante 376.16: ‘nocte igitur die’; 376.18:
‘sequente vero die’; 377.1: ‘biduo enim suspensus’; Malt B 61.21-22: ZM GH? SUZWKQ NDL?
GHXWHUD KPHUDQ; 62.23: GXVL?Q KPHUDLM NUHPDPHQRM ].
Words of the people: Conversante 377.2: ‘et nos suis refecit eloquiis’. Malt B 62.23-24:
KPDM WZQ ORJZQ H[RUWDVHQ WKM GLGDVNDOLDM DXWRX.
Andrew’s prayer in Conversante 377.22-28: ‘ne permittas famulum tuum domine Iesu
Christe, qui propter nomen tuum pendit in ligno, solvi. ne permittas secretis tuis
inhaerentem humanis tradi conversationibus. ne permittas domine eum qui iam tuam per
crucem cognovit magnitudinem ab Aegeate indigno humiliari. sed suscipe me tu magister
meus Christe, quem dilexi, quem cognovi, quem retineo quem videre desidero, in quo sum
quod sum’. Malt B 63.16-19: PK? GM PH DQDLGHL GLDERO WR?Q GLD? VH? NUHPDVTHQWD PKNHWL
PH WDSHLQRXWZ R DQWLGLNRM VRX NXULHDOOD? DXWR?M SDUDEDOH WR? SQHXPD PRX ,KVRX ;ULVWH
R?Q HSRTKVD, R?Q HL¨GRQ R?Q KJDSKVD NDL? RL¨GD. Compare to 2GrEp 31.19-26;32.9.

b) Separative Issues for Conversante and Malt B
x Speech to the brethren in Conversante 374.17-375.9 is omitted by Malt B 58.23.
x Andrew tied up to the cross Conversante 376.10-12 is omitted and transformed in Malt B
61.18-19: NDL? HOTRQWHM RL GKPLRL SURVKOZVDQ DXWRX HQ W VWDXU WRX?M SRGDM DQZ.
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Andrew’s words to the people: Conversante 376.15-17 (passing reference). Omitted by
Malt B 61.18.
Number of people: omitted by Conversante 377.5-8 (cf. Malt A 62.5), see however,
376.13 viginti milia. Omitted by Malt B 62.26.
Aegeates’ fear: Conversante 377.5-8. Omitted by Malt B 62.26.
Andrew’s first rebuke to Aegeates: Conversante 377.10-12 is omitted in Malt B 62.29.

B. Family T(Malt A and C): Begin Reduction
All the texts grouped in this subfamily begin at exactly the same point, namely the
preliminaries of Andrew’s crucifixion. They all preserve a revised form of the last section of
AA. Of the three witnesses, Malt A (O, P) and Andrew’s martyrdom in C, the latter preserves
the best and lengthiest version of their common source. A comparison of C with the
martyrdom preserved by textual witnesses in other families allows the same conclusion.
However, even though not as summary as other versions of the martyrdom, the importance of
this document should not be exaggerated. In addition to many textual errors, C is far from
reflecting AA’s martyrdom in its original form. A comparison with Arm shows to what extent
C or its model summarises, transforms, or eliminates.
a)
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Conjunctive Issues
Both texts begin exactly at the same point: Aegeates’ verdict: C (f. 60v, 1/6); Malt A 58.3.
Stratocles’ words to the soldiers: C (f. 61r, 1/24-2/14); Malt A 59.1-13.
Reworking of Andrew’s discourse to Stratocles and brethren: C (f. 61v, 2/11: with
evidence of summarising (HLSZ?Q GH? SUR?M DXWR?Q SROOD? NDL? QRXTHWKVDM SDQWDM WRX?M
DGHOIRXM); Malt A 59.25-29; 60.1-6. (Cf. Arm 11.1-15.7: long speech by Andrew.)
Highly abbreviated version of the speech to the cross: C (f. 61v, 2/17-23); Malt A 60.9-11.
(Cf. Arm 15.8-19.8; Mpr. 54.19-55.19; Laudatio 346.16-347.10.)
Number of people: C (f. 64v, 2/7-8) GLVPXULRL; Malt A 62.25: GLVPXULRXM (sic).
Reworking or elimination of Andrew’s reprimand to the brethren: C (f. 65r, 1/5-13; 1/1324) clumsily summarises thus changing the meaning (cf. thus, similarly, S (f. 132r,1/4-19)
and H (f. 167v, 22-33). Omitted by Malt A 62.14.
Reworking of Andrew’s first rebuke to Aegeates: C (f. 65r, 2/4-17; 2/17-21; 2/22-65v,
2/8): clumsy résumé, many corruptions; Malt A 62.14-19: summarising. (Cf. Arm 32.136.6.)

b) Separative Issues
x Beginning of the martyrdom: C (f. 60v, 1/6): RPLORXQWRM WRX PDNDULZWDWRX DSRVWRORX
WRLM DGHOIRLM; Malt A 59.3-4: WRX PDNDULZWDWRX DSRVWRORX $QGUHRX GLDOHJRPHQRX WRLM
DGHOIRLM.
x Speech to the cross: C (f. 61v, 12/21-25: HX¨ JH RL¨GD NDL? DQDSDXRPHQRQ VH ORLSR?Q HN
SROORX NHNPKNRWD SHSKJPHQRQ NDL? DQDEDLQRQWD PDL (sic); Malt A 60.10-11: HX¨ RL¨GD NDL?
DQDSDXRPHQRQ VH HXUZ?Q SHSKJPHQRQ NDL? DQDPHQRQWD PH.
x C (f. 60v, 1/22-23): NDL? OXPHZ?Q WRX SDQWRM PRX RLNRX. Omitted by Malt A 58.9.
x Andrew’s discourse to the people: C (f. 62v, 1/14-64r, 2/10); omitted by Malt A 61.7.
x Andrew’s reprimand to the brethren: C (f. 65r, 1/5-13; 1/13-24) omitted by Malt A 62.11.
x Text’s conclusion in C (f. 66v, 1/17-2/26). Omitted by Malt A 64.3.
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C does not depend on Malt A. Malt A is not dependent on C: they have a common ancestor.
B.1. The Common Source of P and O
Both documents preserve the same text. However, there are enough textual divergences to
confirm that they do not depend on each other. Rather, they depend on a common source.
a)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Separative Issues (a selection)
Malt A 58.6, P: VWKUL]RPHQZQ; O:VWKUL]RQWZQ
Malt A 58.7, P: PHWDSHP\DPHQRM; O: PHWDSHP\DPHQRQ
Malt A 58.7, omitted by P; O: DXW.
Malt A 58.8, P: NOKVHZM; O: NULVHZM.
Malt A 58.10, P: JXQDLND SDODL; O: JXQDLND WK?Q SDODL.
Malt A 58.13-14, P: XVWHURQ GH? HNHOHXVHQ DQDVNRORSLVTKQDL; O: KJRXQ VWDXUZTKQDL.
Malt A 59.5, P: HNWUL\DPHQRM; O: HQWUL\DPHQRM.
Malt A 59.12, P: DSHL SUR?M WR?Q; O: DSHL VX?Q DXW SUR?MWR?Q 
Malt A 59.22, P: HIK; O: SURVHWDFHQ
Malt A 61.1, P: VWHULVNRPHTD; O: VWHURXPHTD.
Malt A 61.2, P: WHNQRQ PRX 6WUDWRQLNH; O: WHNQRQ PRX 6WUDWRNOK.
Malt A 61.16, P: DQRVLZWDWD; O: DQRVLD.
Malt A 61.16, P: GLNDVWKULD VRX; O: K NULVLM VRX
Malt A 62.1, P: WHVVDUVLQ KPHUDLM NUHPDWDL NDL? ]KQ; omitted by O.

P and O are not mutually interdependent. Rather, they draw on a common source.
3.1.3. Conclusions from the Comparative Textual Analysis of the Versions of AA
3.1.3.1. Overview of the Transformative Transmission
The systematic textual comparison of V and the extant witnesses that preserve a version of the
same section of the ancient Acts allows the conclusion that the latter go back to a common,
revised source (see next section) which omitted important sections of the primitive text.
Despite the lack of a textual touchstone such as V for the martyrdom, the comparative
analysis of the textual witnesses for this section shows that the last part of AA also presents
revisions. Even the fullest version of the martyrdom in the Greek transmission, Andrew’s
martyrdom in C, presents obvious traces of revision cuts. A preliminary comparison of C with
the testimonies of S, H and Arm leads to the same conclusion. Arm offers a much fuller
version of the martyrdom and presents numerous sections that are missing in the Greek
transmission. Admittedly, this field of investigation is rather shaky because the lack of
parallels means that the Armenian passages cannot be tested, and we have seen above that
when the Armenian translation can be checked, Arm is far from giving a literal version of its
source165. As a result it cannot be ascertained whether these sections are primitive or simple
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As Calzolari, ‘Rapporto’, 149-55 and ‘Version arménienne’, 156-61 argues, the study of the Armenian
sections without parallels in the Greek transmission must be based on a careful lexical and structural comparative
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amplifications peculiar to Arm. For our present purposes, however, such a question is
irrelevant. More important is the fact that on nine occasions these passages appear
immediately before or after sections that present traces of cutting in the Greek transmission166.
The fact that all textual witnesses agree in presenting irregularities precisely in the same
sections implies that something is happening with the source.
If our conclusion is correct and the source of the transformative transmission was
already revised, it seems obvious that differences between the extant textual witnesses of the
Greek and Latin transmission should be explained otherwise than is customary. A careful
comparative study of all versions of AA allows the conclusion that textual transformations
peculiar to the different texts correspond to their literary scope. In this sense, their peculiar
reduction patterns are also the means to achieve their specific textual goals. Family D or
Epitome, skips Andrew’s martyrdom and only preserves a brief mention of the end. This
reduction pattern is strictly the result of Gregory’s literary objective: he is only interested in
Andrew’s wondrous activities. Family E, in contrast, applies internal reduction: texts in this
group are mainly interested in Andrew’s apostolic career. Consequently, they focus both on
the beginning and on the end of his activities. Textual diversification within this family once
again presents the same reduction procedure: the source of S and H applies reduction at the
beginning and presents a unity of action which begins and ends in the same geographical
location. The source of Narratio also sticks to the reduction pattern peculiar to its family,
internal reduction. In this sense, it preserves the beginning and end but reduces the central
section to a greater extent than S and H. LatEp, finally, applies reduction at the beginning
because it is only interested in those elements of Andrew’s martyrdom that can be included in
a new textual framework.
With regard to the transformative short version, it applies reduction at the beginning. It
is plausible to think that the source of this group of texts included Andrew’s last speech to the

study of both transmissions that may determine the plausibility of their primitive character. The forthcoming new
edition of Arm will probably facilitate a proper comparison of the Greek and Armenian transmission.
166
In order to facilitate the checking of these sections we will now quote Prieur’s edition. The nine passages are
the following: (1) Section AAgr 53.16-54.3 is a rather problematic one in all textual witnesses and Prieur’s
reconstruction mainly relies on S and H (see app. ad loc. and note the confusing reference in app. ad 54.1-3: O
and P do not sustain the reading of S and H). Precisely in this section, Arm 11-15 includes a passage only attested
by this document . (2) Section AAgr 54.7-10 is also problematic and presents cuts in S, H, O, P, Q, Laudatio,
Mpr, 2GrEp. Arm 16-19 presents a more developed section that is partly sustained by Laudatio 346.16-347.10
and Mpr 55.17-56.19. (3) Section AAgr 56.19-57.4 is completely omitted by all textual witnesses except
occasionally S and H and occasionally C. Arm 23 here includes a more developed section. (4) Section AAgr
57.22-58.1 is very problematic and is only attested by C and very fragmentarily by 2GrEp. After AAgr 58.1, Arm
26.6-13 also includes a section missing in the Greek transmission. (5) After AAgr 58.18, S and H pick up the
narration. At this point Arm 27.16-17 includes additional text. (6-8) Chapter AAgr 61 is a very problematic one.
Most textual witnesses (Laudatio, 2GrEp, O, P, Q, Mpr) simply omit it, but C, S and H preserve it fragmentarily.
Precisely in this section Arm includes up to three sections 30.6-10; 12-15 and 31.2-10 (Leloir wrongly, 5-11). (9)
AAgr 62.28-30. Problematic section: C stops, S and H begin, Laudatio stops, O, P, Q omit it altogether. Arm
35.2-15 includes here a section unknown to the Greek transmission.
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brethren in its entirety. As we will show below, the evidence provided by Arm and
Conversante, on the one hand, and by Narratio, S and H, on the other, seems to allow such a
conclusion. The fact that four documents present different recasts of this section seems to
imply that the speech was complete in their source and that they each adapted it to their own
literary scope167. In any case, the texts within subfamily H, namely the Armenian and Latin
versions, as they begin exactly at the same point, seem to imply the existence of a Greek
source with the same plan. A proper comparison of Arm and Conversante, however, is at
present difficult, for they apply completely different working procedures when adapting their
source. Finally, the affinity between Conversante and Malt B (Q) with regard to preserved and
omitted sections in the martyrdom seems to imply that they rely on a common source.
With regard to subfamily T, the texts included here present the shortest section of AA.
They all begin at exactly the same point, namely with Aegeates’ order to crucify the apostle.
As already stated, C presents the fullest version of the martyrdom. Malt A (O and P), in
contrast, present a highly summarising version that systematically eliminates all discursive
sections.
3.1.3.2. The Source of the Transformative Transmission
As has already been pointed out, the lack of any other reliable source to check the textual
transformations of the transformative branch implies that the study of its common source must
be confined to the section preserved by V. Textual comparison has shown that all extant
witnesses present a reworked version thereof. On the other hand, a proper textual comparison
of the reworked textual witnesses with one another is difficult since all six documents present
divergent textual characteristics. Narratio, S and H preserve a lengthier version of V as they
present a selective account of the whole section. Laudatio and Vita, in their turn, present a
very reworked version of V that only preserves some highlights and introduces important
amplifications to achieve their particular recasting. Arm and Conversante, finally, merely
present a complete and a selective version of Andrew’s last speech to the brethren,
respectively. In spite of these differences, it is plausible to assume that the common, revised
ancestor of these six texts looked as follows:
x

Vb 38.21-40.10. The revised version of V surely began at Vb 38.21. Andrew’s first speech
to the brethren is completely missing from all the transformative textual witnesses. Four of
these texts (Narratio, S, H, Laudatio and Vita) include a version of the section Vb 38.2140.10. Whereas the source common to Narratio, S and H preserved a lengthier version
that included the preliminaries of Aegeates’ speech to his wife, the speech itself, and the
first part of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla, the source common to Laudatio and Vita
preserved a highly reduced account. Both documents, nevertheless, include a résumé of
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See infra this Chapter, p. 118f.
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Aegeates’ words to his wife and a summary remake of the first part of Andrew’s speech to
Maximilla.
x

Vb 41.9-41.35. All four witnesses preserve a version of this section that includes the last
part of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla. While S and H include the section Vb 41.9-41.35
completely, Narratio’s writer perceived the banality of its first part and simply left it aside
in order to begin in Vb 41.14. Both texts, however, preserve Andrew’s advice to Maximilla
to resist Aegeates’ threats and not to pay attention to the sufferings of his visible body.
Laudatio and Vita confine themselves to reporting the two central issues of Andrew’s
advice in a very summary way.

x

Vb 42.8-9. All four textual witnesses omit Andrew’s speech to Stratocles. However, their
common source probably included a reference to Aegeates’ brother, as may be inferred
from Narratio, S and H.

x

Vb 42.32-44.3. The best testimonies are, once again, Narratio, S and H. They present the
fullest version of this section, although they both also transform Stratocles’ answer to
Andrew. Laudatio and Vita omit the entire answer, but by mentioning Stratocles they
show that they draw on the same common source168. The narrative section relating
Maximilla’s final decision to abandon every aspect of materiality is preserved by all four
documents. While Narratio, S and H preserve a rather reliable version, Laudatio and Vita
recast the section and present it in a dialogue form. The contents, however, are exactly the
same as in the other two versions.

x

Vb 44.4-45.33. A comparative analysis of the four versions of this section (Narratio, S, H,
Conversante and Arm) allows the assumption that the common source of the
transformative branch included a complete version of Andrew’s last speech to the
brethren. The lack of agreement between the extant witnesses with regard to preserved and
omitted sections seems to allow the conclusion that their common source preserved the
whole speech and that textual divergences are due to individual textual selection and
working procedures. Narratio includes the best version of the Greek transmission, as it
preserves the sections Vb 44.4-9; 14-16; 17-28 and 29-35. S and H, in turn, follow their
characteristic working procedure and preserve the beginning (Vb 44.4-8) and end (Vb
45.15-33) of the speech. Conversante preserves the sections Vb 44.4-8; 8-16; 17-28 and
29-37. Even though this document is highly transformed, it generally preserves enough
primitive elements to prove that it is working from a lengthier source. Arm, finally,
presents the longest version of Andrew’s last speech to the brethren. However, as already
seen, it amplifies the text considerably and frequently transforms conceptual issues.
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See supra this Chapter, § 3.1.1, D.1 and E.1, p. 91.
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After reviewing the sections included by the common source of the transformative
branch, we should now summarise those sections that were omitted by the same source. These
are the following:
x

Vb 38.2-20, including Andrew’s first speech to the brethren.

x

Vb 40.10-41.8 including the central section of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla.

x

Vb 41.36-42.31 including the last section of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla and Andrew’s
speech to Stratocles.
These sections include the most important conceptual developments of AA’s fragment in

V. If to these three lengthy omissions we add the fact that the four textual witnesses that
preserve the speech in Vb 44.4-45.33 each present a different version, it becomes clear that the
transformative textual transmission has completely eliminated or transformed AA’s primitive
message.
The obvious conclusion from this survey is that the transformative branch of AA’s textual
transmission, which includes all the extant witnesses except V, has severely transformed the
primitive text by altering or eliminating its original message. In spite of our lack of a textual
touchstone to prove the reliability of other sections, such as the events at Patras and Andrew’s
martyrdom, it is not only plausible but also highly probable that in these sections, too, the
texts have severely transformed their source. At present, AA’s fragment in V is our only
reliable textual witness to reconstruct AA’s original thought and message.
3.1.4. Hypothetical Stemma of the Transformative and Non-Transformative Transmission
On the basis of the typological and textual comparative analysis, it is possible to establish a
hypothetical stemma that includes all testimonies presenting the events after Andrew’s arrival
in Patras. As already mentioned, the characteristics of AA’s transmission exclude the
possibility of a strenge Stemmatik. The analysis of its historical development is only possible
after the individual character of the documents and the consequent adaptation of Andrew’s
traditions to their peculiar scopes has been recognised. This means to say that their
divergences are not, as is generally believed, due to censure or revision, but rather to the
effects of the adaptation of AA to changing purposes through history.
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Notes to the stemma: AA’s circulation in its original form can be relatively ascertained during the fourth
century. I represents the non-revised archetype from which a revised version would be derived. ‘Transformative
transmission’ is the name given to this hypothetically revised version. The split into two branches, long and
short, describes the two groups of texts passed down by AA’s transmission. Within the former, families D and E
distinguish two clear reduction patterns, namely end reduction and internal reduction, respectively. Subfamily J,
thanks to its peculiar internal reduction pattern, presents parallels both with family D (or Epitome) and with
subfamily G. At the same time, subfamily G, with a different reduction pattern, presents interesting issues.
Narratio, being longer than S/H, presents contacts with Laudatio and with S/H. The special characteristics of
S/H show that, even though including a rather lengthy version of the martyrdom, they do not represent a
martyrdom text in the strict sense of the word. The ‘short version’, in turn, was detached from the transformative
version at a certain point between the beginning of the fifth and the middle of the sixth century. Two groups of
texts may be distinguished. Family H represents the longest group. Arm and Conversante are its extant
representatives. Malt B (Q), in spite of being a short version of the martyrdom, also belongs to this group.
Siglum U represents the hyparchetypon common to Conversante and Q. Family T applies reduction at the
beginning. C presents a rather complete version of its source. PIen 649, as it also presents a short version of the
martyrdom, may also be included in this group. Finally, W is the common source of O and P.

4. Towards an Explanation of AA’s Textual Diversification
Once we have sorted the documents on the basis of their textual characteristics and have
provided this classification with a consistent foundation by analysing their textual divergences
and convergences, it is time to place our results into a context and to attempt a historical
explanation of AA’s textual diversification. On the one hand, the stylistic traits of the vast
majority of the textual witnesses reveal clear traces of rewriting. On the other, the
comparative textual analysis of these testimonies confirms this conclusion insofar as they
always present an abridged version of V. The question now arises whether the almost
complete disappearance of the primitive text and the emergence of textual transformations are
exclusively due to internal reasons, namely to the character and tenor of the primitive text, or
whether we have also to consider other external reasons, such as AA’s alleged circulation
among Manicheans or the rise of new literary genres to suit the new needs of emerging
orthodox Christianity.
4.1. Circulation of the Primitive AA until the End of the Fourth Century
There has been much speculation about the tenor of the primitive AA. A good deal of this
speculation is allegedly supported by AA’s indirect transmission, that is, by the references to
or comments about AA. As we will see now, however, these references are both too scanty
and too superficial to allow an assessment of the orientation of AA’s thought that may explain
its early stigmatisation.
The indirect transmission from the fourth century onwards documents AA’s circulation
in a wide geographical area and in a variety of ideological groups, including Encratites,
Apotactics, Origenists, Manicheans, and ascetic movements in the Occident. Even though our
very first reference in Eusebius is not at all informative on the issue and simply defines AA as
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‘spurious’ (QRTRM)169, Epiphanius’ Panarion localises AA in three of these heretic
environments, the Encratites, Apotactics and Origenists170. The alleged circulation among
these groups has given rise to the suggestion that AA appealed to them because of its ascetic
or encratite character, but the inclusion of Origenists seems to invalidate this hypothesis171.
As far as the three references to AA in a Coptic Manichean Psalter are concerned172,
they allegedly prove that Manicheans read AA at the end of the third century173, but the
confusing character of these references174 seems to suggest indirect rather than direct
acquaintance with AA175. As for the Pseudo-Titus-Epistle, it has been used to support the

169

Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.25.6. Other earlier references in Origen (ap. Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. 3.1.1-3), in Ephraem,
and Michael of Syria are too vague to be taken into account. For the alleged reference by Origen, see A.
Harnack, Der kirchengeschichtliche Ertrag der exegetischen Arbeiten des Origenes I (Leipzig, 1918) 14-16; É.
Junod, ‘Origène, Eusèbe et la tradition sur la repartition des champs de mission des Apôtres’, in Bovon, Les
Actes Apocryphes, 233-48. On all three cases, see Prieur, Acta, 95-97.
170
Epiphanius, Adv. haer. 47.1.5 for Encratites; 61.1.5 for Apotactics; and 63.2.1 for Origenists. Prieur (Acta,
99f) mentions a fourth group (Ebionites), but this passage (Adv. haer 30.16), generally referring to ‘acts of
apostles’, does not necessarily include AA (Adv. haer. 30.16.6, 3UDFHLM GH? DOODM NDORXVLQ DSRVWROZQNWO).
See Peterson, ‘Beobachtungen’, 212. See also J.D. Kaestli, ‘L’utilisation des actes apocryphes des apôtres dans
le manichéisme’, in M. Krause (ed) Gnosis and Gnosticism. Papers of the seventh International Conference on
Patristic Studies (Leiden, 1977) 107-16 at 115.
171
Prieur, Acta, 99, describes these groups as encratite, but Epiphanius’ detailed description of their beliefs and
practices allows one to dismiss the alleged ascetic trend as their common trait. Although Encratites and
Apotactics may indeed have been ascetics, Origenists were not. Epiphanius’ account (Adv. haer. 63.1.3-4) of
their sexual behaviour shows that they were rather the opposite. Lipsius more plausibly (Apostelgeschichten I,
543) points to dualism as a common characteristic.
172
Allberry, Psalm-Book II, 142.20ff; 143.13ff, and 192.26ff. The editor dates the Coptic text to 340, although
this is a translation of a Greek version relying on a Syriac original. Furthermore, Allberry, ‘Manichaean Studies’,
JThS 39 (1938) 347-49. Kaestli, ‘L’utilisation’, 114f, believes that the attribution of some of the Psalms to direct
disciples of Mani, such as Thomas and Heraclides, implies that the composition of the Psalter can be dated to the
end of the third century, namely to the start of the Manichean Church.
173
Nagel, ‘Die apokryphen Apostelakten’, 159-65; K. Schäferdiek, ‘The Manichean Collection of Apocryphal
Acts Ascribed to Leucius Charinus’, NTAE II, 87-100 at 88-89; Prieur, Acta, 100-02.
174
These references are rather vague and present much confusion. The first passage (Allberry, Psalm-book II,
142.20-21) has two dubious references, namely a crucifixion of Andrew’s disciples not attested in any of the
texts related to the apostle, and an arson attack on Andrew’s lodgings. The relationship of the latter episode with
Epitome 12.16-20 is extremely dubious. The second passage (ibid., 143.13-14) also mentions an unknown
Aristobula together with Maximilla. See on the issue supra Chapter 1, p. 8 note 63. In the third case (ibid.,
192.26-28), the Manichean Psalm wrongly says that Iphidama was put in prison. Hornschuh (‘Andreasakten’,
271-2 and note 12) rightly surmises indirect acquaintance with rather than direct use of AA by the Manichean
writer, or even perhaps only knowledge of some of AA’s relevant characters whose personal traits or ethical
behaviour appealed to Manichean beliefs. Prieur (Acta,100-102), drawing on Kaestli (‘L’utilisation’), considers
the Psalter’s incongruities ‘minor differences’. By stating direct acquaintance with AA, Prieur takes a middle
position between Hornschuh and those who surmise a Manichean Corpus including the five major apocryphal
Acts. See, for the latter position, Schmidt, Petrusakten; Bousset, ‘Manichäisches in den Thomasakten’, ZNW 18
(1917-18) 38; Nagel, ‘Die apokryphen Apostelakten’, 152-53. Contra Kaestli, ‘L’utilisation’, 108. Cf., however,
Schäferdiek, ‘Manichean Collection’, 88-89.
175
According to Kaestli, ‘L’utilisation’, 115-16, Mani might owe his knowledge of the apocryphal Acts of the
apostles to the fact that they were used in the Judaeo-Christian and Gnosticising milieus where he passed his
youth. See G.P. Luttikhuizen, The Revelation of Elchasai. Investigations into the Evidence for a Mesopotamian
Jewish Apocalypse of the Second Century and its Reception by Judeo-Christian Propagandists (Tübingen, 1985)
163-64, 220-22.
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hypothesis that AA was read among Priscillianists and ascetic groups in Spain176. More recent
studies on this epistle, however, not only prefer an earlier dating to the fourth century, but also
dismiss its alleged Spanish origin177.
Consequently, not very much can be concluded from these references. Epiphanius
simply names our text without giving any further details; the Manichean Psalter’s knowledge
of AA is rather dubious and the Pseudo-Titus-Epistle allows quite different conclusions than
are customarily drawn.
But even in the case that AA’s circulation in these contexts could be established, this
by no means implies the assumption of a distinctive trait, common to our text and to all these
milieus (dualism or encratism, according to Lipsius and Prieur, respectively), in order to
explain their interest in AA. Such an assumption might be misleading, because the
interpretation of AA peculiar to a given group does not necessarily exhaust other possible
interpretations of the text. At the same time, we might easily jump to the wrong conclusions
by construing a particular aspect of our text as its general trait. The fact that certain aspects of
AA, for example dualism or encratism, allegedly appealed to certain groups obviously does
not imply that they occupied a central position in the primitive text’s thought.
If all these references indeed always refer to the same text178, all we can conclude
from them is that AA in fact appealed to a variety of ideological environments. Consequently,
there is no reason to assume that the almost complete elimination of the primitive text was due
to the fact that it presented marked sectarian thought to orthodox eyes. This seems to be a
plausible conclusion not only from the range of environments in which it allegedly circulated,
but also from the contradictory opinions of ecclesiastical authorities when assessing the text’s
heretic character (below).
176

De Bruyne, ‘Nouveaux fragments’, 157. See, for the Latin text, supra Chapter 1, p. 7 note 60. On the PseudoTitus-Epistle, see A. de Santos Otero, ‘Der Pseudo-Titus-Brief’, in Hennecke-Schneemelcher, NTA II, 90-109.
More recently, Sfameni Gasparro, ‘L’Epistula’, 4551-664.
177
De Santos Otero (‘Pseudo-Titus-Brief’, 90-91), followed by Prieur (Acta, 20-1), associates the epistle with
Spanish ascetic groups close to Priscillianism of the middle of fifth century. His hypothesis is based on (1) the
existence in Spain from early times of extreme ascetic movements; and on (2) the testimony of ‘offiziellen
Dokumente der spanischen Hierarchie’, which when reproving its ideological orientation associate it with
Priscillianism. De Santos Otero, however, admits a second possibility: the epistle might have also been written
by an ‘enthusiastic catholic’. According to Sfameni Gasparro (‘L’Epistula’, 4652) both possibilities can be
rejected. On the one hand, there is no objective evidence in the epistle that might induce one to associate it with
Priscillianism, and on the other, the very tone and character of the text excludes the ‘catholic’ possibility. Based
on (1) the analogy between the epistle and other works datable to the fourth century; on (2) the absence of
references to the monastic institution; and on (3) the free use of apocryphal literature, she (‘L’Epistula’, 4654-5)
prefers an earlier dating to the fourth century. In addition, given the existence of ascetic movements not only in
Spain but also in Gaul and Africa, once one has dismissed the ‘Priscillianist theory’, Spanish provenance is not a
necessary hypothesis. One should also consider the ‘alternativa (...) africana’.
178
Which they clearly do not, see supra this Chapter, note 168, for the alleged reference to AA by Origen ap.
Eusebius.
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4.2. AA’s Alleged Use by Manicheans as the Origin of its Stigmatisation
In contrast to the range of environments in which AA is said to circulate during the third and
the fourth centuries, from the beginnings of the fifth century our sources only report its
circulation among Manicheans. At first sight, the consistency of these reports raises serious
doubts, since they do not always suggest direct knowledge of the text and since the only
testimony from the Manichean side is that of Faustus of Milevis, which, moreover, is
mediated by Augustine179. Besides, at this time the Manicheans had become the heretics
NDW HFR[KQ. As the orthodoxy-heresy polarity becomes Christianity-Manicheism, non-

canonical writings were considered to be composed, interpolated or used by Manicheans180.
The possibility that the apocryphal Acts were composed by Manicheans or that they
circulated among them before the end of the fourth century seems to be ruled out by the fact
that neither Eusebius nor Epiphanius report anything of the kind. There are, however, scholars
who surmise a Manichean corpus, with or without canonical validity181, including the five
major Acts182. Against the possibility of seeing a Manichean canon in this alleged collection,
Kaestli already argued that only Mani’s writings seem to have had such status183. Besides, in
our opinion, the testimony of Augustine, a Manichean himself before 383, also seems to
invalidate such a hypothesis184. Augustine refers a couple of times to the apocryphal Acts, and
if they had been included in a defined corpus we would expect him to have given some
indication of the fact. On the contrary, he does not seem to know anything of the kind. His
first reference in Against the Manichean Faustus, written in 397/8, mentions ‘apocryphal
writings’ in general, among which he only explicitly refers to Thomas, and he does not seem
to know anything about a writer185. On the other hand, a couple of years later, in his Against
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Augustine, C. Faust. Manich. 30.4 (CSEL 25, pp. 751-2).
See Deeleman, ‘Acta Andreae’, 552.
181
For this issue see Schäferdiek, ‘Manichean Collection’, 90 and note 45, who is reacting to Kaestli,
‘L’utilisation’, 108-12 and Junod-Kaestli, Histoire, 140, and claims a wider definition of the term ‘corpus’.
182
See supra this Chapter, note 173.
183
Kaestli, ‘L’utilisation’ 111-12. See, however, supra this Chapter, note 180.
184
Even though not fully initiated into Manicheism, Augustine was a Manichean for 9 or 10 years (see K.L.
Edwin Lee, Augustine, Manicheism, and the Good (New York, 1999) 5 and 95 notes 4 and 5) and seems to have
been well acquainted with Mani’s writings (Augustine, Nat. bon. 44) and with other Manichean writings (Confes.
3.4.10; C. Faust. Manich. 13.6. See J. van Oort, ‘Augustin und der Manichäismus’, ZRGG 46 (1994) 126-42.
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Augustine, C. Faust. Manich. 22.79 (CSEL 25, p. 681): legunt scripturas apocryphas Manichei, a nescio
quibus sutoribus fabularum sub apostolorum nomine scriptas: quae suorum scriptorum temporibus in
auctoritatem sanctae ecclesiae recipi mererentur, si sancti et docti homines, qui tunc in hac vita erant et
examinare talia poterant, eos vera locutos esse cognoscerent. (My highlighting). In C. Adimantum, Augustine
says that Manicheans consider the apocryphal writings ‘most incorrupt’ (17.2, scripturas apocryphas
incorruptissimas) and explicitly mentions the Acts of Thomas (17.2) and the Acts of Peter (17.5), but he never
refers to a collection of texts. In around 420, he again explicitly mentions only the Acts of Andrew and the Acts of
John, Augustine, C. adv. leg. 1.20, 39 (CCSL 49, p. 70), Sane de apocryphis iste posuit testimonia, quae sub
nominibus apostolorum Andreae Ioannisque conscripta sunt.
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the Manichean Felix (404), he does mention a writer, namely Leutius (sic), but he remains
vague with regard to the text(s) he is referring to186.
The very same testimony of Augustine also seems to rule out the hypothesis suggested
by Schäferdiek that this collection, even without a canonical character, was put together by
Manicheans at the end of the third century187. It seems more reasonable to suggest that these
texts were collected, if at all, no earlier than the end of the fourth century. As a matter of fact,
if we exclude the problematic references in the Manichean Psalter, none of our references
allow us to go back beyond this date. A more plausible hypothesis is, consequently, to assume
with Bremmer that a Latin translation of the five major Acts was completed by a Manichean
in North Africa at the end of the fourth century, more precisely between 359 and 385188. This
might indeed explain the curious proliferation from the early fifth century, especially in the
West, of references that bring the apocryphal Acts into close connection with Manicheism.
Be that as it may, the fact is that from the end of the fourth century onwards AA was
systematically related to Manicheans and all our references appear in the context of
Manichean polemics189. Even though most of these references do not seem to suggest direct
knowledge of AA, its alleged Manichean provenance was enough to determine its
condemnation by the ecclesiastical authorities190. Admittedly, the testimonies of Philaster of
Brescia and Turribius of Astorga (below) bear witness to a more flexible attitude that would
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For Augustine’s alleged reference to AA in C. Felic. Manich. 2.6, see supra Chapter 1, p. 8 note 65. This
passage presents some problems, however. Firstly, Augustine does not mention AA but refers in general to the
‘Acts of Leucius’. Secondly, it appears in a section where Augustine is interested in defending the idea of
liberum arbitrium, and consequently it might appear rather transformed to suit his argument. Thirdly, he seems
to be quoting from memory (Prieur, Acta, 108) and this implies the possible introduction of personal
interpretations of the text. Even if not literal, his reference might present mutatis mutandis a parallel for a
preserved passage of AA.
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As defended by Schäferdiek, ‘Manichean Collection’, 91-92.
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Bremmer, ‘Apocryphal Acts: Authors, Place, Time and Readership’, in Bremmer, Acts of Thomas, 149-70 at
154-56. The chronological precision is achieved by means of combining an institutional detail, the mention of
the curiosi or agentes in rebus, a kind of imperial secret police that reported directly to the emperor only from
359 onwards, and the date of the execution of Priscillian in 385, who shows knowledge of the AAA in the socalled Würzburg tractates (for which, H. Chadwick, Priscillian of Avila (Oxford, 1976) 77f.
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Augustine, De actis cum Felic. Manich. 2.6; Evodius of Uzala, De fide contra Manich. 5; 38; Philaster of
Brescia, Div. her. lib. 5-7 (CCSL 9, 255-6); Turribius of Astorga, Ep. ad Id. Cep. episc. 5 (PL 54.694C);
Innocent I, Ep. 6.7 (PL 20.502); Leo I, Ep. 15.15 (PL 54.688A); Timothy of Constantinople (PG 86.1.21C)
ascribes AA to Manicheans together with other texts.
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From all the references previously quoted (supra this Chapter, note 188) only Evodius seems to have direct
knowledge of AA. Even though in De fide contra Manicheos 5 Evodius repeats Augustine’s controversy against
Manicheism and adduces the same passage (supra Chapter 1, note 65) without adding anything new, later on in
the same work he paraphrases two sections of AA. In the first one (Evodius I) he mentions Euclia’s episode (see
supra Chapter 1, note 58) and the second one (Evodius II, supra Chapter 1, note 59) refers to a puerulus quidam
speciosus, quem uult Leucius uel deum uel certe angelum intellegi that imitates the ‘pains of women’ to delude
Aegeates.
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facilitate AA’s later remakes, but the hard line represented by Innocent I191 and Leo I192
condemned our text to the flames193.
4.3. The Functional Transformation of Texts and the Rise of New Literary Genres
However, if AA’s alleged Manichean provenance is the plausible origin of its systematic
elimination, how is it possible that we possess so many versions based on the primitive text?
There is evidence to suggest that AA’s textual diversification is due to the appearance and
development of new literary genres, which were designed to meet the increasing demand for
religious texts for the celebration of special festivities, services and anniversaries.
The martyrdom genre reveals the growing need for texts for the veneration of saints
and for the calendar observances of their deaths. This practice, as has been pointed out, seems
to have started at an early date, as appears from the Martyrdom of Polycarp, the sending of
the Letter of the Churches of Lyon and Vienna and from the Martyrdom of Pionius194.
However, it is not until the Council of Carthage (397) that it seems to have become official,
for in spite of the general condemnation of apocryphal literature the council allows the
reading of the passions of the martyrs cum anniversarii eorum dies celebrantur195. The
numerous martyrdom texts among AA’s textual witnesses testify to the importance of this
practice.
At the same time, the testimonies of the indirect transmission of AA show the
appearance and development of another literary genre that focuses on the miraculous activities
of the saints. The testimony of Philaster of Brescia, who might have had direct acquaintance
with AA196, is already evidence of this incipient development because it stresses an internal
191

Innocent I, Ep. 6.7 (PL 20.502), Caetera autem, quae vel sub nomine Matthiae sive Jacobi minoris, vel sub
nomine Petri et Joannis, quae a quodam Leucio scripta sunt [vel sub nomine Andreae, quae a Nexocharide et
Leonida philosophis], vel sub nomine Thomae, et si qua sunt alia, non solum repudianda, verum etiam noveris
esse damnanda.
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Cf. Leo I, Ep 15.15 (PL 54.688A), apocryphae autem scripturae, quae sub nominibus apostolorum multarum
habent seminarium falsitatum, non solum interdicendae, sed etiam penitus auferendae sunt, atque ignibus
concremandae.
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Prieur’s conclusion on the basis of these references (Acta, 111-16) that AA was used by Priscillianists is
unconvincing. Firstly, because the reference to AA in the letter of Innocent I is probably an interpolation (cf.
Flamion’s admission [L’Apôtre, 263 note 1] that this reference does not appear in all manuscripts but only in the
Collectio Dionysiana and in the Collectio Hispana). Secondly, nothing confirms that Leo I (PL 54.688A)
includes AA when generally referring to apocryphae scripturae ... quae sub nominibus apostolorum. Thirdly, the
relationship between Pseudo-Titus-Epistle and Priscillianism has been refuted by Sfameni Gasparro
(‘L’Epistula’, see supra this Chapter, note 176). Finally, the Decretum Pseudo-Gelasii simply mentions AA
without relating it to any heretic group.
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Bremmer, ‘Perpetua’, 80. See MartPolyc. 18.3; Ep. Eccl. Lugd. Vien. 1; MartPionii 2.
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Reg. Eccl Carth. Exc. Canon 46 (CCSL 149, p. 186. 135-6 Munier). See also Preuschen ap. Flamion,
L’Apôtre, 41 note 3.
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Philaster almost certainly read AA. His testimony is interesting, firstly, because it is informative concerning
Andrew’s itinerary: Pontus and Greece are referred to as the beginning and end of his journey. On the different
interpretations of the word ‘Pontus’, see MacDonald, Cannibals, 21-22. On Pontus and Bithynia as possible
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dichotomy in our text: the ethical message is valuable and should be read a perfectis, but the
miracles have been interpolated by heretics197. This development is confirmed some years
later by Turribius of Astorga (c. 450), our first explicit reference to this dichotomy, for he not
only distinguishes between doctrine and miracles, but also attributes the former to heretic
interpolations and only retains the latter as the true testimony of the apostles198. A similar
distinction can also be seen in the so-called Passio Ioannis attributed to Melito, Bishop of
Laodicea199, who stresses that while the miracles included in these texts are true, the doctrine
is false. These references not only show a general mistrust of rational argumentation, but also
the increasing appeal of miraculous narratives. The dichotomy words-deeds, consequently,
provides the basis for the creation of a new genre that is exclusively interested in the apostle’s
miraculous activities. This practice is explicitly documented by John of Salonica at the
beginning of the seventh century200 and by the writer of the Miracula beati Thomae
apostoli201, but appeared already at an earlier date, as AAM, PCU 1 and the Epitome by
Gregory of Tours clearly attest.
As time went by, a new textual genre would appear alongside martyrdom texts and
miraculous literature. A new interest in the life and deeds of the apostle generated the
production of comprehensive accounts of Andrew’s activities, which either recombined the
places of the composition of AA, see Bremmer, ‘Man, Magic’, 15-16. Secondly, Philaster’s mention is also
interesting for it documents the existence of a Latin translation of AA at a rather early period.
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Philaster of Brescia, Div. her. lib. 5-7 (CCSL 9, 255-56): Scripturae autem absconditae, id est apocryfa, etsi
legi debent morum causa a perfectis, non ab omnibus legi debent, quia non intellegentes multa addiderunt et
tulerunt quae uoluerunt heretici. Nam Manichei apocryfa beati Andreae apostoli, id est Actus quos fecit ueniens
de Ponto in Greciam quos conscripserunt tunc discipuli sequentes beatum apostolum <.....>, unde et habent
Manichei et alii tales Andreae beati et Iohannis Actus euangelistae beati, et Petri similiter beatissimi apostoli, et
Pauli pariter beati apostoli: in quibus quia signa fecerunt magna et prodigia, ut pecudes et canes et bestiae
loquerentur, etiam et animas hominum tales uelut canum et pecudum similes imputauerunt esse heretici perditi.
For the grammatical difficulty of this sentence and the lacuna (after apostolum) restored with ‘adhibent’ or
‘legunt’ see Nagel, ‘Die apokryphen Apostelakten’, 159-60 and notes 62-66. See in general Lipsius,
Apostelgeschichten I, 544f. With regard to Philaster’s mentioning ‘talking cattle, dogs, and animals’, as far as
Andrew is concerned, there is an interesting example of a talking dog in one of the Coptic fragments published
by O. von Lemm (‘Koptische Miscellenen LXVIII-LXXII’, BAISStP 6e série, 4 (1910) 61-69 at 63/67) and
preserved by Codex Copt. Paris. 129, f. 87 Recto b 9-23, which apparently belongs to the Acts of Andrew and
Philemon. For other examples in the Acts of Peter, Paul and Thomas, see Schäferdiek ‘Manichean Collection’,
90-91, although his inference that this description allows us, in spite of Philaster’s omission, to include the Acts
of Thomas in the collection he is commenting on, seems to go too far.
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Turribius of Astorga, Epist.ad Idac. et Cep. episc 5 (PL 54.694C), specialiter autem Actus illos qui vocantur
S. Andreae ; vel illos qui appellantur S. Joannis, quos sacrilego Leucius ore conscripsit ; vel illos qui dicuntur S.
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Pseudo-Melito (PG 5.1239), Volo sollicitam esse fraternitatem vestram de Leutio quodam, qui scripsit
apostolorum Actus Joannis evangelistae et apostoli sancti Andreae et Thomae apostoli; qui de virtutibus quidem
quas per eos Dominus fecit uera dixit, de doctrina vero eorum plurimum mentitus est. On the so-called Passio
Ioannis, see K. Schäferdiek, ‘Die Passio Johannis des Melito von Laodikea und die Virtutes Johannis’, A B 103
(1985) 367-82.
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Cf. John of Salonica, Dorm. Mariae, prologue. (PO 19.377, 5-14).
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Bonnet, Acta Thomae (Leipzig, 1883) 96-97; Chadwick, Priscillian, 209 note 2.
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dissected sections or relied on material that had escaped revision. This new biographical
interest is paired with a change in the ideal of the apostolic figure. The apostle is from now on
mainly characterised as a traveller and his mission is presented as an itinerary around the
ancient world202. The appearance at the beginning of the seventh century of a new term to
denominate the apocryphal Acts, SHULRGRL or ‘journeyings’, testifies to the development of this
new genre, the success of which is visible in AA’s textual witnesses: three of them, Narratio,
Laudatio and the different versions of Vita, present these textual characteristics.
Even though these reworked versions of AA are partly responsible for the
transformation of the primitive text, it is only thanks to them that we have a general idea about
what the ancient Acts may have looked like. Given the stigmatisation of AA due to its alleged
relationship with Manicheism, our text would never have survived the transliteration process
which took place between the ninth and tenth centuries, if not accidentally. This use of the
text, however, to suit the new needs of Christianity means the materialisation of a split in AA’s
transmission. The selection of certain parts of the text and their adaptations to different scopes
created an almost insurmountable gap between the resulting product and its source. At the end
of this interpretative process even the reconstruction of AA’s outline would become a matter
of hypothesis.
5. Conclusions on the Study of AA’s Textual Transmission
The comparative analysis of the stylistic features of the abundant texts related to AA as well as
the text critical study of their convergences and divergences allows the following conclusions.
5.1. The Split in AA’s Textual Transmission
On the basis of the extant testimonies that preserve a version of the portion of text preserved
by V, namely Laudatio, Vita, Narratio, S, H, Conversante and Arm, we can assume a split in
AA’s textual transmission. When compared with one another, these textual witnesses present
obvious divergences as a result of their different uses of the primitive text for their own
literary purposes. However, when they are confronted with V, divergences become secondary
and a more important common trait comes to the foreground. Whereas the documents disagree
in the way they transform AA, they agree in that they always preserve and omit precisely the
same sections. It is clear that on the basis of this agreement with regard to preserved and
omitted sections a common source for all of them can be postulated.
202

This new ideal, incidentally, is also confirmed by the writers of these texts, who present themselves as
travelers who followed the itinerary of the apostle Andrew and included in their accounts the testimony of local
traditions about the apostle.
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Consequently, we can assume a Vorlage or archetype from which two separate
branches develop, a transformative one and a non-transformative one. Due to the reasons set
out in section 4 of the analysis above, AA’s fragment in V is currently the only representative
of the non-transformative branch of the transmission. With regard to the transformative
branch, the numerous testimonies analysed above imply the existence of a revised version of
AA from which they all develop.
5.2. The Primitive AA
It is also plausible to assume that the primitive AA circulated in a complete form between its
date of composition and the end of the fourth century. Already from early in this century, AA
was considered ‘spurious’, but its circulation among minor splinter groups did not represent a
threat to the emerging orthodoxy and its canon. It is only in the early fifth century and in the
context of the polemic against Manicheans that AA plausibly came under pressure due to its
association with this heretic group. If the hypothesis of a Latin translation of the AAA by a
North African Manichean at the end of the fourth century holds true, this might provide
sufficient explanation for this peculiarity.
5.3. The Revised Version of AA
Due to its alleged heretic character and to the fact that its doctrine was now associated with
Manicheism, it is likely that already during the fifth century a revision of the primitive text
took place. This revision presumably deprived AA of all substantial discourses, since these
sections included most of the suspicious doctrine. The testimonies that we included in the socalled transformative branch of the transmission support this hypothesis insofar as they
systematically eliminate the same discursive sections. It is from this revised text that the
transformative branch develops.
5.4. AA’s Textual Diversification
Consequently, AA’s textual diversification is not due to different or subsequent revisions of
the primitive text. Rather it arises from the different goals that these versions intended to
fulfil. The differentiation of three clear transformative groups, as well as the assessment of
three distinctive reduction patterns peculiar to them, allows the conclusion that their
transformation of the revised version is due to the literary purpose they pursued. Whereas
martyrdom texts apply beginning reduction, those that focus on the miracles regularly apply
end reduction. The texts with a biographical undercurrent, finally, apply internal reduction.
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5.5. Textual Reconstruction of the Primitive Text
Given the previous conclusions drawn from our analysis, it seems obvious that a textual
reconstruction on the basis of these diversified textual witnesses is not viable. On the one
hand, our only testimony is both fragmentary and too short to provide a solid textual basis for
such a reconstruction. On the other, the remaining extant witnesses not only proceed from an
already revised version of the primitive text, but also transform and adapt this source to their
peculiar purposes. This means that, if we nevertheless attempt such a textual reconstruction,
the results will vary strongly according to the testimonies chosen as the basis. In our view, this
is exactly what has happened with the two latest textual reconstructions by J.M. Prieur and
D.R. MacDonald.
5.6. AA’s Fragment in V and the Tenor of the Primitive AA
The issues analysed in the preceding pages already highlight the essential value of V for the
study of the primitive AA. In contrast to the extant witnesses of the transformative branch,
which have overshadowed or transformed the tenor of the ancient Acts according to their
changing goals, AA’s fragment in V presents an unaltered section of the primitive text. In spite
of its fragmentary character and limited length, V presents a coherent exposition that will help
us to delineate the essentials of AA’s original thought. This consistent body of thought has
thus far not received due attention. On the one hand, the study of lengthier versions of AA has
monopolised the interests, relegating the analysis of this essential piece of evidence for the
primitive Acts to the background, whereas on the other, its conceptual peculiarities have been
frequently falsified in order to fit interpretations based on the mentality of other witnesses.
Our purpose in isolating V and systematically studying its thought aims both to fill the
absence of such an analysis and to rectify the injustice done to its message as a result of an
indiscriminate use of testimonies.
At the same time, a study of V also allows an understanding of AA’s character and
style. Its mainly discursive character underlines the fact that rational argumentation was a
very important issue in the original AA. This is confirmed not only by the evidence of our
fragment, but also by the remains of truncated and incomplete speeches in S/H, transformed
discourses in Arm and Narratio, and, especially, by the negative evidence of the effective
elimination of speeches in most witnesses. The analysis of the rhetorical structures and
vocabulary of these lengthy speeches permits not only the study of the manner in which
rational argumentation is built up, but also the understanding, thanks to their changing
perspectives, of a precise psychological characterisation of the personae.
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CHAPTER III: EDITION AND TRANSLATION OF AA’S FRAGMENT IN CODEX
VATICANUS GRAECUS 808
1. Codicological and Palaeographical Analysis of Codex Vaticanus graecus 8081
1.1. General Description of Codex Vaticanus graecus 808
R. Devreesse dates the ms to the eleventh century2, although in M. Bonnet’s opinion it might
date to either the tenth or eleventh century3. The ms is of simple appearance and execution.
The new back added to the red leather, eighteenth-century binding shows the tesserae
gentiliciae of Pius IX and the librarian A. Mai. The edges of the ms have been extensively cut,
hence its thick and compact appearance. The beginning and end are mutilated. There are no
signatures or inscriptions at the beginning, with the exception of the title Vitae Martyrum et
Confessor(um) on top of f. 1r, which was added in the sixteenth century4. All other
inscriptions, if there were any, have disappeared with the (subsequent?) cuts to the
manuscript’s exterior sides.
Today it consists of 512 parchment folios. Although Devreesse’s description counts 65
quaternions (with irregularities due to the loss of one or more folios)5, it actually consists of
66 quires, most of which are indeed quaternions. The writing is arranged in two columns of 30
lines each6. There is no trace of quire signatures. The current folio numbering runs from 1 to
512. The black ink numbers are rather regularly placed in the external intersection between
the superior line and the external right indentation line. Despite the severe cut of the pages, an
old red ink numbering is still partially visible at the top right of the pages, although in general
(with the exception of very few cases) no whole number can be distinguished7. As we will see
below, the comparison of the old and the new numberings allows interesting conclusions
concerning the original structure and length of some parts of the ms8.
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This section includes a shorter version of our study of this ms: ‘Vaticanus Graecus 808 Revisited: A Reevaluation of the Oldest Fragment of Acta Andreae’, Scriptorium 56 (2001) 126-40.
2
R. Devreesse, Codices Vaticani Graeci, vol. III (Bib. Vaticana, 1950) 343.
3
Bonnet, AAA II/1, XIV. Ehrhard (Überlieferung I, 481 note 4) thinks that it might be dated to the early eleventh
c. and so does O. von Gebhardt, Die Akten der edessenischen Bekenner Gurjas, Samonas und Abibos, ed. E. von
Dobschütz (Leipzig, 1911) XX.
4
Devreesse, Codices, 345.
5
Devreesse, Codices, 345: ‘Constat hodie fasc. 65 quaternionibus (si excipias 27, 33, 49, 64 et 65), etc’.
However, Devreesse’s quire 33, instead of being an incomplete quaternion (six folios), is actually a binion (ff.
256-259) and a bifolio (ff. 260-261), which are clearly separated from each other.
6
According to Devreesse (Codices, 345), the number is 31. However, not a single example in the whole ms has
31 lines.
7
In the first 44 folios, however, this earlier red ink numbering is placed at the bottom of the page in the intercolumnar section. These pages also exhibit the black ink numbering at the top right of the page.
8
See infra this Chapter, §1.2.3, pp. 134-36.
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V contains a pre-metaphrastic November-menologium of special characteristics. A.
Ehrhard, who studied not only the ms itself but also other related exemplars in different
libraries in Europe and the Near East, underlined the interest of V for understanding the
development of the internal structure of the November-menologium9. From his comparative
study of this ms with other November exemplars, Ehrhard concluded that while mss Vat. gr.
807 (tenth c.), Vat. Palat. 9 (eleventh c.), and Vindob. hist. gr. 5 (tenth-eleventh c.) belong to
the earlier type, the exemplar preserved by V, together with Marcian. gr. 349 (tenth-eleventh
c.), belongs to the recent type of November-menologium10. Such a conclusion is supported, in
his opinion, by the structural similarity between V and the October-menologium preserved in
the Coisl. 110 (eleventh c.). Both mss contain a PHWDIUDVLM11, an encomium by Nicetas12 and
another by Leo the Wise13. The November-menologium preserved by V, then, represents the
last pre-metaphrastic stage, as Coisl. 110 does for October. Its original composition must be
dated to the tenth century14.
But the interest of the November-menologium in Cod. Vat. gr. 808 is not purely due to
structural matters. The fact that it was composed in the time prior to the activities of Symeon
the Metaphrast means that the texts included in the ms have escaped the profound
transformation that texts normally experienced from the rewriting of this Byzantine writer15.
This peculiarity has been decisive for the preservation of AA’s fragment.
1.2. Description of the Last Quire (ff. 507r-512v) of Codex Vaticanus graecus 808
AA’s fragment occupies the remaining six folios of the last imperfect quire of the ms and
corresponds with the saint for 30 November. Although the beginning and end of the ms,
essential for determining its original size, are missing, it may reasonably be assumed that the
text on the Apostle Andrew was the last of the menologium. The beginning and end of this
text are missing as well. Due to this circumstance, there is neither title, usual in the other texts
of the ms, nor colophon nor other inscriptions that might give us essential information about
its original length16.
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Ehrhard, Überlieferung I, 477-509.
For a more recent study of the November-menologium, see F. Halkin, ‘Un manuscrit grec inconnu: le
ménologe de Douai Abbey, près de Reading’, Scriptorium 7 (1953) 51-58.
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Text number 4 in V. See Devreesse, Codices, 343, under 4.
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Text number 2 in V. See Devreesse, Codices, 343, under 1.
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Text number 14. Devreesse, Codices, 344, under 13.
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Ehrhard, Überlieferung, 483.
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For Symeon the Metaphrast and his rework of older sources, see F. Bovon, ‘Editing the Apocryphal Acts of
the Apostles’, in Bovon, Apocryphal Acts, 1-35 at 10-11.
16
As Jan Bremmer suggested to me, this circumstance might incidentally also have helped in the preservation of
this text.
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The cut of this last quire is clumsier than in other sections. This might be due to the
quire’s position at the end of the ms. As a result of this, the text is not very well centred but
fortunately remained untouched. At the same time the measurements also reveal peculiarities.
1.2.1. Palaeographical Description
The ms presents many different hands. Although the reddish-brown ink writing is rather
regular, it nonetheless shows peculiarities that help to differentiate scribes. Different ligatures,
a changing percentage of capitals reintroduced in the minuscule, different choice of the letters
that are substituted by capitals, and the changing relationship of the writing with the guiding
lines are all quite obvious variations17.
The round writing may be compared with the Perlschrift identified by Hunger18,
although its form and ductus are a bit clumsier than might be expected. The reddish-brown
writing is rather regular. The space between the lines is regular as well. Word and letter
division is not always respected. Kappa, lambda, and epsilon are the only letters that
systematically alternate between minuscule and capital varieties. Other capitals are very rare:
the nu, eta, and pi capitals, which are normal in the eleventh century, are almost completely
absent. Alpha alternates between cursive and semiuncial varieties. Beta is always minuscule.
The superior arc of delta is always inclined to the left. Epsilon, when minuscule, exhibits a
closed inferior part. Its superior line goes upward and often joins the following letter. Now
and then it forms the ‘ace of spades’. The Zeta has the characteristic shape of the number 3.
Theta is normally minuscle in ligatures, although its capital variety appears as well. Eta
usually has a rounded minuscle form. Iota presents either a normal appearance written within
the body of the text or a larger one transcending vertically above and below the writing. Pi
and omega are always closed. Ypsilon is semicircular. Phi presents the characteristic violin
form and inferior widening. Psi regularly has a cross form whose horizontal line rests on the
guiding line. The ductus is round and soft, the letters rather large, although this last
impression might be due to the current smaller size of the folios. The absolute absence in the
last six folios of the capital variety of +is striking19. There is a frequent use of abbreviations
for DQTUZSRM, NXULRM;ULVWRM, and XSHURXUDQLRQ.
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In general, the writing rests on the guiding line, although depending on the scribe it may appear on it or even
slightly below. Very often the scribe transcends right as well as left indentation lines in order simply to complete
a word. Occasionally capitals appear in the inter-columnar space in order to shift the beginning of a sentence,
although this is not a regular procedure. This means that the appearance of the page is not ‘clean’.
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H. Hunger, Studien zu griechischen Paläographie (Vienna, 1954) 22-32.
19
In f. 389, for example, it appears seven times.
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Comparative writing tests with dated examples of Perlschrift by K. and S. Lake have
revealed interesting similarities with mss dated between the last years of the tenth century and
the first of the eleventh20. Such an early dating is consistent with the already-mentioned
relatively clumsy form and ductus of our writing.
1.2.2.

Materials and Ruling

The quality of the parchment is very irregular. Colour and thickness change abruptly from
quire to quire. In general it has a light yellowish colour. The measurements of the folios are
also irregular. They generally measure 22.5 x 29.5 cm, although the first current quaternion
measures 21.5 x 29.2 cm and the last two quires (65 and 66) 21.5 x 29.5 cm.
Compared with the rest of the ms, the last quire presents clear peculiarities. In the first
place, its structure consists of three bifolios. The normal structure of the ms is based on the
quaternion pattern. The parchment of ff. 507-512 is also different. It is much thinner than
normal, to such an extent that the folios bend easily. The external edges of the folios are quite
damaged; all of them are thinner in this section. The most serious damage, however, appears
on f. 512, which, for this reason, used to be narrower. It has been repaired with a parchment
band of c. 2 cm width in order to fit the normal width.
The ruling shows the same pattern as the rest of the ms, thus Leroy 00C221. It consists
of four vertical lines of 29.5 cm and 30 horizontal lines. While the first systematically reach
the inferior and superior sides of the parchment, the latter irregularly surpass the indentation
lines: they reach the binding centre but do not normally reach the external edge of the page. In
contrast to the rest of the ms, the horizontal lines are not quite discernible in the intercolumnar section.
1.2.3. Original Length of AA’s Fragment in V
As already pointed out, it is generally believed that the six remaining folios preserve an
excerpt of AA in almost its original length. Ehrhard, supposing that quires 65 and 66 were
quaternions lacking the external sheet and that they immediately followed each other, already
suggested that not much of the text has been lost22. Drawing upon Ehrhard’s hypothesis,

20

See K. and S. Lake, Dated Greek Minuscule Manuscripts to the year 1200 (Boston, 1934-39), vol. III, ms 91,
pl. 160 (Mt. Athos, The Laura, a. 986); ms 94, pl. 165 (Mt. Athos, Vatopedion Cod. 181, a. 997); vol. V, ms 220,
pl. 389 (Moscow, Historical Museum Cod. VI 101 (104), a. 990); vol. IX, ms 343, pl. 628 (Messina, Biblioteca
Universitaria Cod. gr. 14, a. 1017).
21
J.H. Sautel-R. Leroy, Répertoire des réglures dans les manuscrits grecs sur parchemin (Turnhout, 1995) 81;
400, col. 1.
22
Ehrhard, Überlieferung I, 483, note 1: ‘Da die Fol. 507-512 einen Quaternio bilden, dessen äußere Lage
verlorenging, so kann von diesem Texte nicht viel fehlen, vorausgesetzt, daß die beiden Quaternionen
unmittelbar aufeinanderfolgten.’
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Prieur goes further and estimates the size of the missing beginning of AA. If between the last
folio of quire 65 and the first of 66 there are only two folios missing and the text of quire 65
(Vita Stephani iunioris) is incomplete, he argues, these missing two folios must have
contained this text as well. His conclusion is that at least three pages (one and a half folios)
were filled by the preceding text. Consequently, the remaining page (half a folio) was just
enough for the title of AA and the beginning of the first incomplete speech (Vb 38.2-20)23.
However, as we argued elsewhere, there is enough codicological evidence to suggest
that the double premise on which Ehrhard based his assessment of the text’s length is
incorrect. As already seen, the ms has two different folio numberings, an earlier red ink
numbering probably proceeding from the ms’s restoration in the fourteenth/fifteenth century,
and a more recent black ink numbering from the last restoration and binding of the ms in the
eighteenth century. The difference between both numberings allows the conclusion that in the
period between both restorations the ms consisted of at least 519 folios and thus had 7 more
folios than it does now24.
Even more interesting, however, is the fact that four of these seven folios can be
placed with certainty between the two current last quires of the ms, namely quires 65 and 66.
Hence, we can conclude that the two last quires of the ms either did not immediately follow
each other or else were not quaternions. Two possibilities might be considered to explain the
four folios between quires 65 and 66. The first is that the two last quires were quaternions, but
were separated by a bifolio. According to this hypothesis there would have been four folios
before the beginning of quire 66 and one after it. Given the fact that the Vita Stephani iunioris
must have 1½ of these 4 folios, we can envisage 2½ folios preceding the current beginning of
AA’s fragment in V and another at the end. If this was indeed the case and our text had 3½
folios more, it was, consequently, at least 58% longer than it is today.
The second possibility is that quires 65 and 66 were not quaternions but quinions25.
According to this second hypothesis there would have been four folios between the current

23

Prieur, Acta, 3.
The more recent black ink numbers run from 1 to 512 and correspond with the current extension of the ms. It
is very plausible that this numbering dates from the last cut and binding of the manuscript, which took place in
the eighteenth century. Thanks to the clumsy cut of the last two quires, however, it is still clearly possible to
discern the older red ink numbering on the superior-right angle of the page. Although these red numbers are
discernible in almost all folios of these two last quires, it is only on the last folio of quires 64, 65 and 66 that the
whole number is visible. Given the fact that the paper sheet (f. 210) which was added between ff. 209 and 211 in
a restoration dating from the fourteenth or fifteenth century shows this red numbering as well, it is also plausible
that the earlier numbering belongs to a restoration of the ms at this date. See also our ‘Vaticanus gr. 808
Revisited’, 136-40.
25
Although this second possibility is not as suitable with regard to the ms’s quire base pattern, it actually fits the
numberings better. It explains the four missing folios between quires 65 and 66 as well as two other missing
24
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quires and two more folios after quire 66. This means that AA’s fragment in V was 4½ folios
longer (2½ at the beginning plus 2 more at the end). According to this hypothesis, our text
would have been at least 75% longer than it is today.
The consideration of both hypotheses shows the need to re-evaluate AA’s original
length, for in any case five more pages are missing at the beginning. Since two-and-a-half
folios of ms (ff. 507r-509r) fill somewhat more than four pages of Bonnet’s edition (Vb 38.2–
41.18), it is possible to postulate approximately 111 lines of Greek text of the same edition
preceding the first speech to the brethren in V.
The loss at the end of the ms is more difficult to evaluate. It is possible to postulate at
least one or two more folios, belonging either to a quaternion or to a quinion, respectively.
However, the possibility of a lost quire after the current text cannot be ruled out. This
possibility may even be highly probable, given the fact that missing quires at beginning and
end of mss are extremely common and that, otherwise, the text for 30 November would be
extremely short. As is the case with the first quire of the ms, the last one might be lost as well.
When considering the original length of AA’s fragment, Prieur suggested two
hypotheses. According to the first, the fragment was originally approximately as long as it is
today. The missing external sheet of a quaternion might have contained just the title and
beginning of the first incomplete speech in the first half of the bifolio and a small portion of
the martyrdom in the last half. According to the second, the beginning would remain the same
but the end would have been longer. He thinks that given ‘the disposition and the writing of
the ms’, the complete martyrdom would need four more folios26. This last statement can
hardly be correct. The comparison of his edition of V’s text (AAgr. 33-50) with Bonnet’s
edition shows that both texts have an equivalent number of lines of Greek text, 273 and 269,
respectively. His edition of the martyrdom consists of 302 lines. Now, every column of ms
equals approximately 10-12 lines of Bonnet’s edition. Hence every page of ms includes
between 20 and 24 lines and every folio between 40 and 48. Taking 44 lines as an average, if
the martyrdom was at least as long as reconstructed by Prieur, we would have to think rather
of seven folios.
It follows that Prieur’s opinion that AA’s fragment did not include the preliminary
events to Andrew’s imprisonment and the subsequent martyrdom is unfounded. The text of

folios before quire 65. It is true, however, that this possibility is only acceptable if the lacuna after f. 500v is large
enough to fill two folios.
26
Prieur, Acta, 3.
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AA preserved in V might very well have originally included all episodes between Andrew’s
arrival in Patras and his Martyrdom.
1.2.4. Bonnet’s Edition of AA’s Fragment in V
The comparison of the ms with Bonnet’s edition shows that the editor of the editio princeps
performed very scrupulous and accurate work. As he notes in the introduction to his edition,
he did not change the text, emend the writing or add corrections. The only changes we have
noticed are the correction of evident errors due to homophony resulting in iotacism27,
reductions of diphthongs, confusions between omicron and omega, and the full writing of
terms that appear in the ms as compendia. Our reading of the ms revealed a single reading
error by Bonnet28, probably due to an homoearchon29. This omission, however, does not affect
a whole section between the equivalent terms of the homoearchon, but rather a single word.
The manuscript in f. 507v, second column reads:
Z¥Q WH HJZ? XSR? WZQ JRQHZQ VRXHSDTRQ
HXHUJHVLZQZ¥Q WH DXWK? XS HPRX
HQ W SDQWL? KPZQ EL

Bonnet’s edition (Vb 39.16-17) simply omits the word HXHUJHVLZQ. Prieur wrongly points out
that V omits the word30, and according to his apparatus he emends the text on the basis of S
and H.
1.2.5. This Edition
Given the pulchritude and accuracy of Bonnet’s edition, our re-editing of AA’s fragment in V
will surprise more than one reader. Two reasons, however, motivate our decision to do so. On
the one hand, as already stated, the two last textual reconstructions tend to overshadow this
unique testimony for the primitive AA by collating it with later and very reworked texts. This
re-edition allows us to free AA’s fragment in V from the extraneous framework in which it has
recently been placed and to present it separate from the remaining extant witnesses, as was
customary until the 1980s. By isolating this fragment, we intend both to draw attention to its
unique testimony and to focus exclusively on its character and message.

27

Cf. Bonnet, AAA II/1, 38.18, V LGRPHQ = VbHLGRPHQ; 39.9, V HITDNRL= Vb HITDNHL; 42.13, V HTKJHQ = Vb
b
b
HTLJHQ42.24, V ORLPDLZQ = V OXPHZQ(iotacism and reduct. of diphthong DL to H); 44.5, V NOKPDWD = V
b
b
NOLPDWD44.25, VLGHWH = V HLGHWHHe also corrected a couple of Rinstead of Z: 41.20, V HNGRKM = V
b
HNGZM; 45.18, VGLDJHORPHQRQ = V GLDJHOZPHQRQ
28
For two other minor reading errors, see app. to Vr 131 and Vr 248.
29
The fact that I myself committed the same reading error due to the homoearchon (Z¥QWHZ¥QWH) helped
me to correct my own mistake and to identify Bonnet’s omission.
30
Prieur, Acta, 487.
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On the other hand, the re-edition of AA’s fragment in V has other clear advantages. In
the first place, it allows us to include a certain number of interesting conjectures, notably
those by Liechtenhan and Festugière, which have been neglected by Prieur’s critical
apparatus. It also allows us to incorporate, when pertinent, those emendations proposed by
Bonnet that improve our understanding of the text and, finally, to propose a few
improvements ourselves.
In addition, we provide an English translation furnished with numerous explanatory
footnotes that highlight many interesting aspects of AA’s thought, which have thus far not
received due attention. These footnotes are therefore a first approach to AA’s conceptual
analysis, which is fully developed in Chapter 4, and which in turn provides the basis for the
systematic and comparative study of the thought behind the text in Chapter 5.
At the same time, our re-edition includes three apparatuses for the text: textual,
conceptual and critical. In addition to the traditional critical apparatus, we offer a textual
apparatus, which includes parallels to AA’s fragment in V in the remaining extant witnesses
and will allow the reader to know at any moment whether a certain section has been
preserved, eliminated or transformed in the other versions. With regard to the conceptual
apparatus, it intends to contextualise AA’s conceptual developments by placing them in the
religious and philosophical world of Hellenism, Imperial Rome and later antiquity. Obviously,
this apparatus intends to clarify possible influences on our text, but its main scope is to
provide conceptual parallels to AA’s exposition that may be of help in understanding its
conceptual peculiarities.
In spite of providing AA with a new line numbering, we preserve Bonnet’s chapter
division in order to facilitate textual comparisons with other editions and translations. With
the same view in mind, we also indicate in the right margin the beginning of each page of
Bonnet’s edition and the beginning of the folios of Codex Vaticanus graecus 808, which
Bonnet’s and all later editions omitted.
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Armenian passion of St. Andrew, L. Leloir, Écrits apocryphes sur
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Blass-Debrunner
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Demetrakos
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Martyrdom of Saint Andrew.

Jannaris
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Kühner-Gerth

R. Kühner and B. Gerth, Ausführliche Grammatik der griechischen
Sprache, 2 vols. (Hannover, 1983 [Repr. Hannover - Leipzig 1904].

Laud.

Laudatio: Acta Andreae apostoli cum laudatione contexta, M.
Bonnet, AB 13 (1894) 309-52.
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R. Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung im Gnosticismus (Göttingen, 1901).
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Apostelgeschichten (Uppsala, 1926).
MacDon.

D.R. MacDonald, The Acts of Andrew and the Acts of Andrew and
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Martyrium Andreae alterum A, M. Bonnet, AAA II/1, 58-64.
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Narratio : ‘Martyrium sancti apostoli Andreae’, M. Bonnet, AB 13
(1894) 353-72.
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Ms Hierosolymitanus Sabbaiticus 30, ff. 154v-15, including Malt
A.
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prius
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J.M. Prieur, Acta Andreae (Turnhout, 1989).
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Ms Sinaiticus gr. 526, ff. 121v-132v, including the Martyrdom of
Saint Andrew.
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Schimmelpfeng,
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Schimmelpfeng)’, in Hennecke, Handbuch, 549-62.
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Vat gr. 808 (manuscript reading)
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Our edition of AA’s fragment in V.

Vita

A. Dressel’s edition of Epiphanius’ Vita Andreae, Epiphanii
monachi et presbyteri edita et inedita (Paris /Leipzig, 1843).
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Version of Vita in ms Escorial y II 6 (gr. 314), ff. 226v-246r.

VitaParis

Version of Vita in ms Paris BN gr. 1510, ff. 1r-19v.
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[]
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by the context. In the translation, they indicate material supplied
by the translator for the sake of clarity.
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<…>
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{}
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A dot placed under a letter indicates that the letter is not wholly
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In the text, beginning of a new page in Bonnet’s edition. In the
apparatus it indicates a line separation.
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Page number in Bonnet’s edition.

F. in mrg.

Folio numbering in Cod. Vat. Gr. 808.
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Acta Andreae. Fragment in
Codex Vaticanus graecus 808, ff. 507r-512v

1.

.... peri\ u(ma=j to\ pa=n th=j a)toni/aj e)sti/n; ou)/pw e)le/gxesqe u(f'

e(autw=n mhde/pw fe/rontej th\n e¹kei/nou xrhsto/thta; ai)desqw=men,
sunhsqw=men e(autoi=j e)pi\ t$= e)kei/nou a)fqo/n% koinwni/#. eiÃpwmen
e(autoi=j: Maka/rion h(mw=n to\ ge/noj, u(po\ ti/noj h)ga/phtai; makari/a
5

h(mw=n

h(

u(/parcij,

u(po\

ti/noj

h)le/htai;

ou)k

e)sme/n

tinej

xamairrifei=j, u(po\ toiou/tou u(/youj gnwrisqe/ntej: ou)k e)sme\n
xro/nou, eiÅta u(po\ xro/nou luo/menoi: ou)k e)sme\n kinh/sewj te/xnh,
pa/lin u(f' e(auth=j a)fanizome/nh, ou)de\ gene/sewj ai)ti/a, ei)j <t>au)to\
teleutw=ntej. e)sme/n tinej a)/r' a)mege/qouj <kai\ tou= mege/qouj>
10

e)pi/bouloi. e)sme\n i)/dioi kai\ ta/xa tou= e)leou=ntoj. e)sme\n tou= krei/t-

1-20 deest 
1-17 CH 1.15  3 a)fqo/n% koinwni/# Plato Tim. 29e 1-2, cf. Phdr. 247a 7; Plotinus Enn. 4.8.6; 5.4.1, 3436; cf. 2.9.17, 17-21; GosTruth (NHC I, 3) 18.38-19.10; TriTrac (NHC I, 5) 53.12-20  5-6 ou)k —
gnwrisqe/ntej See infra Vr 17-19  6-7 ou)k — luo/menoi Plato Parm 141d 4-5; Philo Post C. 14; Apuleius
Apol. 64, De mund. 31; Hippolytus Ref. 6.29.5; ApJohn (NHC II, 1) 25.2-3; Allog (NHC XI, 3) 63.21ff;
TriTrac (NHC I, 5) 52.8-21; Clement of Alexandria Strom. 2.6.1; 6.71.5  6-9 Plutarch Plat. quaest. 1007c 5d7  6-10 ou)k — e)pi/bouloi Philo Decal 26; Opif. 49, 98; Leg. alleg. 1.43f; Plutarch Plat. quaest. 1001c1002a; Alcinous Didask. 165.17-19; Maximus of Tyre Diss. 11.11, 266-73; Numenius fr. 2; Celsus (ap.
Origen C. Cels. 7.42); Or. Chald. fr. 1; Clement of Alexandria Strom. 2.6; 5.71.2-3  7-8 ou)k —
a)fanizome/nh Cf. infra Vr 16-17, 210-11; Plato Parm. 139a 2-3; Aristotle Metaph. 1073a 11-12; Alcinous
Didask. 165.37-42; Numenius fr. 5.19-21, 22-28  8-9 ou)de — teleutw=ntej Plato Parm. 141e 3-7; cf. Symp.
211a 1; Plutarch De E 392b ff; Numenius fr. 5.20-21; C.H. Stobaeus fr. 2A, 16  9-10 e)sme/n —
e)pi/bouloi Aristotle Metaph. 1075b 29; Alcinous Didask. 164.13-17; cf. Plotinus Enn. 3.6.1.24-31; Porphyry
Sent. 17; Proclus Inst. 171.1  10-13 e)sme\n tou= — r(i/ptomen Plato Symp. 210a ff; Alcinous Didask. 165.2733; cf. Philo Praem. 43, Migr. 185, Immut. 62  10-17 e)sme\n tou= — <e>i)/domen Philo Ad Gaium 5; Qu. Gen.
2.54; Alcinous Didask. 165.27-34; Maximus of Tyre Diss. 11.8, 168ff; Celsus (ap. Origen C. Cels. 7.42) 
8
verba gene/sewj ai)ti/a corrupta vid. Bonnet
gene/sewj e)pigei/ou Schimmel.
gene/sewj
ai)di+/ou Liechten.  < > Liechten.  9-10 a)/r’ a)mege/qouj < > e)pi/bouloi (homoeotel.) scripsi
e)sme/n tinej
a)/ra mege/qouj e)pi/bouloi V
post e)pi/bouloi lacunam suspic. Bonnet
e)pi/bouloi, <ouÂ> e)sme/n
Schimmel. 

Bonnet p. 38
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Acts of Andrew. Fragment in
Codex Vaticanus graecus 808, ff. 507r-512v .Translation
1.

“(…)31 [What] is all this debility in you? Don’t you still blame yourselves for

not yet carrying His goodness? Let us stand in awe, let us congratulate ourselves for His
unenvious sharing32. Let us say to ourselves: ‘Blessed is our race, by whom has it been
loved? Blessed is our existence, by whom has it been pitied?’ We are not those cast to
the ground33, since we have been recognised by such a height! We do not belong to time
and then are dissolved by time; we are not a product of movement that disappears again
by itself, nor a cause of generation34 [so as] to come to a similar end. Rather, we are
akin to the unextended35 and are hostile to extension36. We certainly37 belong to the one
31

Beginning of Codex Vat gr. 808, f. 507r. No other extant testimony can be of help in reconstructing the
lost section including the start of Andrew’s first speech to the brethren. In spite of Schimmelpfeng (in
Hennecke, Handbuch, 552; similarly, Flamion, L’Apôtre, 143), Narratio’s chap. 12 (359.24-360.15) is
not a revised version of V’s first incomplete speech, but rather a fake discourse that intends to fill the gap
created by the elimination (or absence in its source) of the present speech. Narratio’s speech combines
themes and motifs appearing in later speeches by Andrew in V (compare Narr. 359.26 with Vr 219-220;
360.5 with Vr 238-265; 360.7-9 with Vr 63-68; 360.10-11 with Vr 116) and also elements proceeding from
speeches that have been preserved in a revised form by S and H (compare Narr. 359.27 with S, f. 125r,
1/14 and H, f. 157r, 35-157v, 2; 360.6-7 with S, 123v, 2/11-13 and H, f. 157r, 35-157v, 2).
32
In the current passage the correct translation is clearly ‘unenvious sharing’. Andrew’s emphasis is not
on the abundance of God’s patrimony, but rather on God’s sharing attitude towards the brethren (see infra
Chapter 4, note 156). He shares His goodness with His children by paying attention to them and by
showing His mercy. Giving or ‘creation’ is an essential part of the Good. As God is the supreme Good, he
is free from any envy whatsoever. The notion, of course, arises from Plato, Tim. 29e, a)gaqo\j hÅn, a)gaq%=
de\ ou)dei\j peri\ ou)deno\j e)ggi/netai fqo/noj. This idea would give grounds to Proclus’ statement (In Parm.
922) that God is not only causa finalis, as Aristotle assumes, but also causa efficiens. ‘In giving rise to the
effect the cause remains undiminished and unaltered’ (Dodds, Proclus, 214). The idea, however, appears
earlier and is frequent in Gnostic texts (see TriTrac [NHC I, 5) 53.12-20). For other developments of the
notion of God as causa efficiens on the basis of the Corpus Aristotelicum, infra Chapter 5, § 2.2.2.3, pp.
274-76. See Plato, Tim 42e; Numenius, fr. 14; Plotinus, Enn. 5.4.2; Proclus, El.Th. 25; Th. Pl. 5.18.283.
33
For the meaning ‘cast to the ground’, see Gregory of Nyssa, Contr. Eun. 11.675.3; Herodianus et
Pseudo-Herodianus, Partit. 168.2. It might also be translated as ‘liable to inhumation’ or simply ‘mortal’
(fqarto/j), see Schol. in Iliad. 5.442.
34
Bonnet suspected the expression and some scholars do indeed correct the passage (see app.). The
correction is unnecessary, since the expression is extremely common both in philosophical (Aristotle,
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Proclus, Simplicius, Philoponus) and theological texts (Themistius, Nemesius,
Origen, Athenagoras, Eusebius, Athanasius), especially in combination with concepts such as
‘movement’ (see, e. g., Aristotle, MA 700a 26ff; GA 764b 34ff; Philoponus, GC 14.2.288.26).
35
The dichotomy ‘extended-unextended’ is also frequent in philosophical discussions, especially in those
concerning the origin of tangible reality and its relationship with transcendent causes (so for example in
Aristotle, Metaph. 1075b 29) and the processes of coming-to-be and passing away (see Simplicius, in
Cael. 7.578.1ff). Plotinus (Enn. 3.6.1.31) uses the dichotomy in discussing the nature of the soul and so
does Porphyry when he defines the soul as (Sent. 17) ou)si¿a a)mege/qhj, aÃuloj, aÃfqartoj, e)n zw = par’
e(auth=j e)xou/s to\ zh=n kekthme/nh to\ einai. See Proclus, Inst. 171.1 (applied to the nou=j). See
furthermore Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. 4; Gregory of Nyssa, De op. hom. 209.47-212.5; Didymus the Blind,
De trinit. 16.10.1. See H. Dörrie, ‘Die platonische Theologie des Kelsos in ihrer Auseinandersetzung mit
der christlichen Theologie auf Grund von Origenes C. Cels. 7.42ff’, in his Platonica Minora 229-62 at
243; J. Whittaker, ‘Neopythagoreanism and Negative Theology’, Studies in Platonism and Patristic
Thought (London, 1984) IX, 109-25 at 115-17.
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tonoj: dia\ tou=to a)po\ tou= xei/ronoj feu/gomen. e)sme\n tou= kalou=,
di' ouÂ to\ ai)sxro\n a)pwqou/meqa: tou= dikai/ou, di' ouÂ to\ a)/dikon
r(i/ptomen: tou= e)leh/monoj, di' ouÂ to\n a)neleh/mona a)fi/emen: tou=
s%/zontoj, di' ouÂ to\n a)pollu/nta e)gnwri/samen: tou= fwto/j, di' ouÂ to\
15

sko/toj e)rri/yamen: tou= e(no/j, di' ouÂ ta\ polla\ a)pestra/mmeqa: tou=
u(perourani/ou, di' ouÂ ta\ e)pi/geia e)ma/qomen: tou= me/nontoj, di' ouÂ ta\
me/nonta <e>i)/domen: <dia\ tou=to ou)de\ e(/tero/n e)sti lo/gou> a)/cion

(1-20 deest) 
(10-17 e)sme\n tou= — <e>i)/domen Philo Ad Gaium 5; Qu. Gen. 2.54; Alcinous Didask. 165.27-34;
Maximus of Tyre Diss. 11.8, 168ff; Celsus (ap. Origen C. Cels. 7.42) ) 14-15 tou= fwto/j — e)rri/yamen
GosThomas (NHC II, 2) 50; PS 62, 124.2; TreatSeth (NHC VII, 2) 60.9  15 tou= e(no/j —
a)pestra/mmeqa Philo Leg. alleg. 2.1, Heres 216; Plutarch De E 393a-c; Numenius fr. 11.11-14; 19.1113; Asclep. 1, 2, 20; C.H. 1.14; 4.1, 5, 8; Plotinus Enn. 6.9.2; Proclus Inst. 1-6  15-16 tou= u(perourani/ou
Plato Phdr. 247c 3ff; cf. Speusipus (ap. Aristotle Metaph. 1092a 11-15); Xenocrates fr. 5; Alcinous
Didask. 181.40; Apuleius De Plat. 1.11, 28-31; Maximus of Tyre Diss. 10.9, 235-37; Asclep. 27 (332.9 NF)  16-17 tou= me/nontoj — <e>i)/domen Cf. Vr 7-8; 210-11; Alcinous Didask. 165.37f, 170.24-26;
Apuleius De Plat. 1.10.1-2; Porphyry, Sent. 44.45-46; Chalcidius, In Tim. 104  17-19 C.H. 1.31, 10.15,
12.12; Asclep. 41 
12 pr. ouÂ Bonnet
o(\n V  -me/qa Bonnet
-me/na V  16-17 post ta\] mh\ add. Bonnet (Prieur,
MacDon.)  17 pr. < > Bonnet  post ei)/domen lacunam a Prieur statutam ita implevi 
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who shows mercy. We belong to the better, therefore we escape from the worse. We
belong to the beautiful, by means of which we separate ourselves from the ugly. We
belong to the righteous, through which we reject the unrighteous. We belong to the
merciful one, through whom we distance ourselves from the unmerciful one. We belong
to the saviour, through whom we recognised the destroyer; to the light, by means of
which we rejected the darkness. We belong to the One, through whom we turned away
from multiplicity; to the supercelestial38, through which we understood earthly matters;
we belong to the immutable, through whom we perceived the immutable39. Therefore, if

36

The translation ‘We are akin to the unextended and are hostile to extension’ renders our correction of
V’s reading (see critical apparatus ad 9). In its current form the text is clearly corrupt. Bonnet (see app.)
suspected a lacuna, although after e)pi/bouloi and not before as we suggest. Despite its difficulty, all
commentaries and translations of AA in the last hundred years unanimously understand the passage as
‘We are aspirant of greatness’. The development of the argument seems to imply this meaning, but the
text by no means allows such a translation (cf. Prieur, Acta, 199). Rendering the adjective e)pi/bouloj, lat.
‘insidiosus’ as ‘aspirant’ in the positive sense not only implies forcing its meaning but also its clear
negative charge. In addition, neither modern nor ancient lexica document such a positive meaning.
Besides the numerous testimonies (LXX Reg. 1 29.4.4; Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 2.8.38.3.2; Quis
div. salv. 1.2.1; 27.1.4; Eusebius, Praep. Evang. 5.35.1.3; 7.10.15.1; Eccl. hist. 9.2.1.2; Com. in Psalm.
27.769.34), the Martyrium Andreae itself documents the negative use of the term (see 2GrEp 27.10,
a)llo/trioi au)tou= e)smen kai\ tw=n e)piboulw=n au)tou=; also documented by S, f. 129v; H, f. 166v; O (see
Prieur, AAgr 55.1); C (f. 62v); cf. Malt A 61.4, e)pibouliw=n). Thus the arguments for our correction are
the following: 1. The manuscript text cannot be understood as ‘aspirant to greatness’ by any means, but
rather as ‘enemies’ or ‘conspired against greatness’. 2. Besides expressing quality and degree (‘greatness,
magnitude’), me/geqoj has a mathematical (‘magnitude’) and a philosophical (‘extension’, see Plotinus,
Enn. 2.4.11) use. In the latter sense it is frequently opposed to the adjective a)mege/qhj ‘unextended’
(Aristotle, Metaph. 1075b 29; Plotinus, Enn. 6.5.12) in order to express the opposition ‘extendedunextended’ that is comparable to material-immaterial. 3. The preceding sentences also establish an
opposition between material and immaterial realms by means of the attributes that normally distinguish
them in philosophical texts, namely ‘time’ (xro/noj), ‘movement’ (ki/nhsij) and ‘generation’ (ge/nesij).
The appearance of a fourth philosophical term in the adjective a)mege/qhj is not only not surprising, but
rather to be expected. 4. An omission due to homoeoteleuton is in the current context easily explainable,
since it presents frequent repetitions of the same term or of conceptual opposites (Vr 7 xro/nou-xro/nou; 12
dikai/ou-a)/dikon; 13 e)leh/monoj-a)neleh/mona). A more economic solution would be correcting
e)pi/bouloi with e)ph/boloi ‘he who is in possession of (gen.)’. Taking iotacism into account it is plausible
to think that the more frequent e)pi/bouloj replaced the rare e)ph/boloj. This would give: e)sme/n tinej a)/ra
mege/qouj e)ph/boloi, which would be rendered as ‘We are those having achieved greatness’. We prefer
the first possibility.
37
In our text ta/xa has a reinforcing function. Thus, kai\ ta/xa ‘and certainly’. For a similar emphatic use
see infra Vr 41, a)lla\ ta/xa ‘but rather’. The same use in Plotinus, Enn. 2.4.10.10 and 6.3.25.35, while
probability is expressed by means of kai\ ta/xa a)/n.
38
This affirmation implies a tripartite conception of the cosmos formed out of a supercelestial, a celestial
and a sublunar realm. See infra, Chapter 5, § 1.2, pp. 245-50.
39
On the basis of the parallelism with the former sentences, which play on pairs of contraries, Bonnet
proposed the emendation (see app.) adopted ever since Schimmelpfeng (Prieur, MacDonald). However,
our text is clearly proposing the via eminentiae as a dialectical means to reach the knowledge of God’s
existence (on the issue, see infra Chapter 5, notes 196-197). This method to apprehend the ultimate
principles of being begins with the lower stages of reality and gradually ascends step by step until it
reaches the highest object. Once the awareness of the brethren has been awakened by being acted upon by
God’s recognition and their affinity to the higher realm has been established, the via eminentiae provides
them with the possibility of achieving a preliminary knowledge of God’s existence. Since the phrase tou=
me/nontoj, di’ ouÂ ta\ me/nonta ei)/domen describes the culmination of this dialectical method, it is precisely
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eu)xaristi/an h)\ parrhsi/an h)\ u(/mnon h)\ kau/xhma proelo/menoi ei)pei=n
ei)j to\n e)leh/santa h(ma=j qeo\n a)ll' h)\ gnwrisqh=nai u(p' au)tou=.
20

2.

Kai\ o(milh/saj toi=j a)delfoi=j ta\ toiau=ta a)pepe/myato e(/kaston
ei)j ta\ i)/dia ei)pw\n au)toi=j: Ou)/te u(mei=j e)mou= a)polei/pesqe¿ pote
o(/lwj … dou=loi tou= Xristou= dia\ th\n e)n au)t%= a(ga/phn: ou)d' auÅ pa/lin

f. 507v

au)to\j a)poleifqh/somai u(mw=n dia\ th\n e)kei/nou mesitei/an. kai\
a)phlla/gh e(/kastoj ei)j ta\ au)tou=.
25

kai\ hÅn h( toiau/th a)galli/asij au)tw=n e)pi\ h(me/raj i(kana\j
genome/nh, e)n aiÂj ou)k e)/sxen o( Ai)gea/thj e)/nnoian e)pecelqei=n th\n
kata\ to\n a)po/stolon  ai)ti/an. e)sthri/zonto ouÅn e(/kastoj to/te e)pi\
th\n tou= kuri/ou e)lpi/da: kai\ sullego/menoi pa/ntej a)fo/bwj ei)j to\
desmwth/rion a(/ma t$= Macimi/ll$ kai\ ¦Ifida/m# kai\ toi=j loipoi=j

30

a)dialei/ptwj e)/xousin periskepto/menoi t$= peribol$= kai\ xa/riti
tou= kuri/ou.
3.

Kai\ o( Ai)gea/thj dika/zwn h(me/r# mi#= ei)j u(po/mnhsin e)/sxen th\n
peri\ to\n ¦Andre/an xrei/an: kai\ w(/sper tij e)mmanh\j geno/menoj
a)fi/hsin h(\n e)n xersi\n di/khn ei)/xen, kai\ a)ni/statai tou= bh/matoj,

35

kai\ dromai/wj paragi/netai ei)j to\ praitw/rion, e)mbra/sswn t$=
Macimi/ll$ kai\ kolakeu/wn. h( de\ Macimi/lla e)fqa/kei au)to\n a)po\
tou= desmwthri/ou ei)sbalou=sa t$= oi)ki/#: kai\ ei)selqw\n pro\j au)th\n
e)/legen:

(1-20 deest)  21-29 cf. Narr. 360.16-24; cf. S (f. 128r, 2/5-23); H (f. 163r, 18-25)  29-31 cf. Narr.
360.24-28  32-38 S (f. 128r, 2/23-35); H (f. 163r, 29-163v, 3); cf. Narr. 360.28-361.10; cf. Laud. 344.20 

(17-19 C.H. 1.31, 10.15, 12.12; Asclep. 41 )

periskepo/menoi Bonnet (Prieur, MacDon.)  34 ei)/xen Bonnet
e)(/sxen V 
30 periskepto/menoi V
dromai=oj Bonnet
drome/wj V  36 e)fqa/kei Bonnet
e)fqa/koi V  37
35 dromai/wj scripsi
ei)sbalou=sa Bonnet ei)sba/llousa V 

Bonnet p. 39
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we intend to offer our gratitude or our confidence40, to sing a hymn or to boast of the
God who showed mercy on us, there is nothing else worth mentioning but the fact that
we have been recognised by Him” .
2.

Having said these things to the brethren he sent every one about his own

business saying to them41: “None of you, servants of Christ, will ever be abandoned by
me thanks to His love, nor I will be ever abandoned by you thanks to His mediation”.
And everyone went home.
There was a great joy42 among them during the many days in which Aegeates
did not think of continuing the process against the apostle. And everyone was
strengthened in the hope of the Lord. And gathering fearlessly at the prison, together
with Maximilla, Iphidama and the rest, they all were incessantly43 busy meditating44 on
the abundance45 and grace of the Lord.
3.

And one day, while Aegeates sat as judge, he remembered Andrew’s affair. And

as if being seized by madness he dropped the case he was dealing with, got up from the
tribunal and, running, arrived at the praetorium in order to trouble46 and to flatter
Maximilla. Before him Maximilla had already rushed back from the prison into the
house. And having approached her, he said.

‘the immutable’, and not the opposite, which the individuals come to know. See Liechtenhan, Die
Offenbarung, 92.
40
See Stephanus, s. v. parrhsi/a, ‘fiducia’. See AP 23 (Bonnet 70.31). Furthermore W.C. van Unnik, The
Christian’s Freedom of Speech in the New Testament (Manchester, 1962); G. Scarpat, Parrhesia. Storia
del termine e delle sue traduzioni in latino (Brescia, 1964). Furthermore, A. Momigliano, ‘La libertà di
parola nel mondo antico’, RSI 83 (1971) 499-524; P. Miquel, ‘Parrhesia (parrhsi/a)’, Dictionnaire de
Spiritualité 12 (1983) 260-67; G.J.M. Bartelink, ‘ arrhsi/a dans les œuvres de Jean Chrysostome’,
StPatrist 16 (1985) 441-48.
41
See infra Chapter 4, note 104.
42
For the construction see Jannaris § 2106; see also W.J. Aerts, Periphrastica (Amsterdam, 1965).
43
On the basis of Narratio 360.19-27 (he wrongly refers to 364.19), Bonnet considered that some events
had been omitted by V. However, this is just a wrong impression due to Narratio’s amplification: this text
does not add anything new and simply amplifies the periods. See supra Chapter 2, § 3.1.1, A.3, p. 89. See
also supra this Chapter, note 31.
44
We maintain, in spite of Bonnet and all subsequent scholars, the reading of V periskepto/menoi. For
the construction with e)/xw + participle, see LSJM, s.v. e)/xw, B, IV.b; Kühner-Gerth § 482.12; Jannaris §
1845. For the meaning of periske/ptomai, see Suda, p 1219.1: periora=sqai. paradokei=n. a)poqewrei=n.
periske/ptesqai. fronti/zein. See also Demetrakos, s.v. periske/ptomai, ‘ske/ptomai kalw=j, meletw= ti
meta\ periske/yewj. Cf. also the interpretation of the expression in Narratio 360.24-25.
45
For peribolh/ ‘abundance’, ‘richness’, see Origen, Comm. in evang. Matth. 13.16.91; Fragm. in
Psalmos 105.8.4; Suda, g 189.2 and p 1084.2; Philostratus, VS 1.504.4; Synesius Phil., Dion 1.12;
Gregory of Nyssa, In Canticum cant. 6.415.19. Cf. Narratio 360.25.
46
See Demetrakos, s.v. e)mbra/ssomai, ‘a)natara/ssomai’; Stephanus, s.v. e)mbra/ssomai, ‘inaestuare’.
The praetorium was the Governor’s official residence.
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4.
40

ÓAcion qew/menoi oi( soi\ gonei=j Macimi/lla th=j sumbiw/sew/j

sou kathggu/hsa/n moi to\n so\n gambro/n, mh/te pro\j plou=ton
a)pido/ntej mh/te pro\j ge/noj mh/te pro\j do/can, a)lla\ ta/xa pro\j to\
th=j yuxh=j mou eu)/gnwmon. kai\ i(/na polla\ <a)fw=> wÂn e)boulo/mhn ei)j
o)/neido/j sou e)kfe/rein, wÂn te e)gw\ u(po\ tw=n gone/wn sou e)/paqon
eu)ergesiw=n, wÂn te au)th\ u(p' e)mou= e)n t%= pa/nti h(mw=n bi/%, e(/n … tou=to

45

mo/non h(/kw para\ sou= maqei=n to\ dikasth/rion <katalipw\n>
sunetw=j: ei) me\n ei)/hj e)kei/nh o(poi/a hÅsqa pa/lai, sumbiou=sa/ moi o(\n
e)pista/meqa tro/pon, sugkaqeu/dousa/ moi, sugginome/nh, sunteknou=sa, kai\ se\ euÅ kata\ pa/nta poih/saimi: e)pei\ ma=llon kai\ o(\n e)/xw
e)n t%= desmwthri/% ce/non a)polu/sw. ei) de\ mh\ bou/lei, soi\ me\n

50

xalepo\n ou)de\n a)ga/goimi, ou)de\ ga\r du/namai: e)kei=non de\ ma/lista
o(\n e)mou= plei=on ste/rgeij a)nia/sw. pro\j o(po/teron toigarou=n o(\
bou/lei Macimi/lla skeyame/nh au)/rion a)pokri/nou: e)gw\ ga\r pro\j
tou=to o(/lwj w(/plismai. kai\ ei)pw\n tau=ta e)/ceisin.
5.

55

¸H de\ Macimi/lla pa/lin kata\ th\n sunh/qh w(/ran a(/ma t$=
¹Ifida/m# paragi/netai pro\j to\n

¹Andre/an: kai\ ta\j xei=raj au)tou=

ei)j ta\j i)di/aj o)/yeij qei=sa kai\ t%= sto/mati prosfe/rousa h)/rcato to\
pa=n th=j a)ciw/sewj Ai)gea/tou prosanafe/rein au)t%=. kai\ o(

39-53 S (f. 128r, 2/35-128v, 1/30); H (f. 163v, 3-23); Narr. 361.11-362.3; cf. Laud. 344.22-25; cf. Vita
249A 2-6; A 12-15; 249C 11-13  54-70 S (f. 128v, 1/30-2/26); H (f. 163v, 23-164r, 11); cf. Narr. 362.4-16;
18-23; cf. Laud. 344.25-29; 345.3-9; cf. Vita 249A 8-10; 15-22 
39-42 Antipater SVF 3.62  55-56 Achilles Tatius 5.27.1 
mh\ polla\ wÂn HS
mh\ polla\ <ei)/pw> wÂn
40 ga/mon HS, cf. Narr.  42 polla\ <a)fw=> wÂn Bonnet
Prieur  44 eu)ergesiw=n V
(om. Bonnet) HS  45 post dikasth/rion lacunam a Bonnet statutam ita
implevi Bonnet secutus (<katalipw/n. ei)pe/ moi ouÅn>) dikasth/rion a)polipw\n sunetw=j HS (Prieur), cf.
Narr.  47-48 sugkaqeu/dousa/ ... sunteknou=sa del. Bonnet, cf. infra Vr 203, Narr., Laud., Vita  50
a)ga/goimi V pros- HS
e)p- Bonnet  ma/lista ante o(\n transp. Bonnet  plei=on ante ste/rgeij transp.
Bonnet  50-51 di’ e)kei/nou de\ o(\n ma/lista e)mou= ste/rgeij ple/on a)nia/sw se HS, cf. Narr. 56
prosfe/rousa katafilei= kai\ H (Prieur) katafilei= prosfe/rousa kai\ S, cf. Narr. 
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4.

“As your parents considered me worthy to marry you, Maximilla, they pledged

me as your bridegroom47 without considering wealth, family, or fame, but rather48
looked at the prudence of my soul49. And to leave aside the many things I might adduce
to your shame (such as the attentions I received from your parents and those you
received from me during our whole life), having left the court on purpose I come to hear
from you this one thing. If you might be [again] the one you used to be, living with me
in the way we know, sleeping with me, keeping me company and raising children
together50, I would please you in everything. I will even release the stranger I have in
prison. If you do not agree, however, against you I will not undertake anything, since I
could not bear to do so51. Rather I will certainly punish that one you love more than me.
After considering which possibility you prefer, Maximilla, answer me tomorrow. I am
already completely prepared for it”. And after saying this he left.
5.

And at the usual time Maximilla together with Iphidama went again to Andrew.

And having put his hands on her eyes and taken them to her mouth52, she began to relate

47

For gambro/j as ‘bridegroom’ see Sappho 103; Pindarus, Pyth. 9. 116; Theoc. 18.49; 15.129; Aratus
248. See LSJ, s.v. gambro/j IV. Also in Modern Greek, see Demetrakos2, s.v. gambro/j 2, o( nu/mfioj h)\ o(
newsti\ numfeuqei/j.
48
For the use of ta/xa, see supra this Chapter, note 37.
49
See infra Chapter 4, note 44.
50
Bonnet suspected the sequence sugkaqeu/dousa/ (…) sunteknou=sa. But see infra Chapter 4, p.170
and note 54.
51
Aegeates’ kindness and love for his wife, evident in these lines, have been radically altered throughout
AA’s transmission. Narratio, S and H explain Aegeates’ decision to punish Andrew as a means to
indirectly punish his wife. Laudatio (345.1-3) and Vita (249A 13-15) go further than the former and,
eliminating every trait of kindness from Aegeates’ words, put in his ultimatum a threat to both Maximilla
and Andrew. Söder, Romanhafte, 144-45.
52
On the function and meaning of this gesture, see infra Chapter 4, note 72.
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¹Andre/aj au)t$= a)pekri/nato:

¹Epi/stamai me\n wÅ Macimi/lla

paidi/on mou kai\ au)th\n kekinhme/nhn se a)ntibai/nein pro\j to\ pa=n
60

th=j sunousi/aj e)pa/ggelma, musarou=  bi/ou kai\ r(uparou=

Bonnet p. 40

boulome/nh<n> xwri/zesqai: kai\ tou=to/ moi e)k pollou= kekra/tunto
th=j e)nnoi/aj: h)/dh de\ kai\ th\n e)mh\n gnw/mhn e)pimarturh=sai bou/lei.
e)pimarturw= Macimi/lla, mh\ pra/c$j tou=to: mh\ h(tthq$=j <tai=j>
Ai)gea/tou a)peilai=j: mh\ kinhq$=j u(po\ th=j [e)]kei/nou o(mili/aj: mh\
65

fobhq$=j ta\j ai)sxra\j au?)tou= sumbouli/aj: mh\ nikh?q$=j tai=j
e)nte/xnoij au)tou= kolakei/aij: mh\ qelh/s$j e)kdou=nai e…(auth/n sou
tai=j

r(uparai=j

au)tou=

gohtei/aij:

a)ll' u(po/meinon

pa=san

au)tou= ba/sanon o(rw=sa ei)j h(ma=j pro\j o)li/gon, kai\ o(/lon au)to\n o)/y$
narkw=nta kai\ maraino/menon a)po/ te sou= kai\ pa/ntwn tw=n
70

suggenw=n sou.
o(\ ga\r ma/lista e)xrh=n me ei)pei=n pro/j se, ou) ga\r h(suxa/zw <to\>
kai\ dia\ sou= o(rw/menon kai\ gino/menon pra=gma poih/saj, u(pe/drame/n
me: kai\ ei)ko/twj e)n soi\ th\n EuÅan o(rw= metanoou=san kai\ e)n e)moi\ to\n
¦Ada\m e)pistre/fonta: o(\ ga\r e)kei/nh e)/paqen a)gnoou=sa, su\ nu=n,

(54-70 S (f. 128v, 1/30-2/26); H (f. 163v, 23-164r, 11); cf. Narr. 362.4-16; 18-23; cf. Laud. 344.25-29; 345.39; cf. Vita 249A 8-10; 15-22 ) 71-101 deest 
66-67 mh\ — gohtei/aij Porphyry Ad Marc. 33.7  73-75 kai\ ei)ko/twj — e)pistre/fousa GosTruth
(NHC I, 3) 35.22-23; Clement of Alexandria Paed. 1.6.32.1; cf. Alcinous Didask. 165.1-4; Maximus of Tyre
Diss. 10.3  73-77 Plotinus Enn. 4.8.4  73-82 CH 1.21  74-78 o(\ ga\r — paqou==sa GosTruth (NHC I, 3)
17.10-15  74-82 Origen C. Cels. 4.3; Plot. Enn. 2.9.15.21ff; ApJohn (BG 2) 47.4ff  Basilides (ap.
Hippolytus Ref. 7.25.2) 
58 h)pista/mhn HS  61 add. Bonnet  kekra/tunto HS kekra/thto vel kekra/tunto Bonnet kekra/thnto
V  63 add. Bonnet  64 a)peilai=j Bonnet, cf. Narr. 362.13 a)peilh=j V  kinhq$=j HS (Prieur), cf. Narr.
saleuq$=j nikhq$=j V, cf. 65  66 sou del. Bonnet, sed cf. Jannaris § 546; 1407b
seauth/n HSNarr.  68
a)forw=sa Bonnet  71 add. Bonnet 
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to him the whole demand of Aegeates. And Andrew answered her. “I know Maximilla,
my child, that you decided yourself to go against any obligation of intercourse, for you
want to be separated from a foul and sordid life. For a long time this [certainty] has
dominated my mind. But now you also want me to express my opinion, and I express it
– Maximilla: don’t do this! Do not be overcome by Aegeates’ threats. Do not be moved
by his speech. Do not fear his base counsels. Do not be defeated by his cunning
flatteries. Do not want to give yourself to his mean incantations53. Resist each of his
tortures paying little attention to me54, and you will see him becoming entirely numb
and fading away far from you and all those akin to you.
“For what was really necessary for me to tell you comes now over me, since I do
not rest to fulfil the matter that becomes visible and actual through you. Rightly I see in
you Eve becoming aware55 and in me Adam turning back to himself56. Since what she
53

For the use of gohtei/a as the ‘incantation’ proceeding from the material and biological aspects of life
and for the need for overcoming it, see Porphyry, Ad Marc. 33.7-8.
54
These words are normally translated as ‘looking to me (or, to us) for a short while’. However, consider
that a) as Maximilla has chosen her new way of life, Aegeates’ last chance to convince his wife is by
using Andrew’s torture as a means to put pressure on her; and b) Andrew is aware of Aegeates’ trick and
must consequently encourage her to dismiss it, without paying attention to the torture of his body (see
infra Vr 108-112).
55
Despite Behm (in ThWNT, s.v. metanoe/w), in the present passage metanoe/w is not a synonym of
e)pistre/fw, but rather a previous step to it. Only after changing one’s mind is it possible to ‘turn back’ to
oneself and subsidiarily to God. Against the general consensus, we keep the ground meaning of
metanoe/w as ‘to change one’s mind’ (on which E. Norden, Agnostos Theos. Untersuchungen zur
Formengeschichte Religiöser Rede [Darmstadt, 51971] 134-40) and translate with ‘become aware’ (see
for this translation infra, Chapter 5, § 5.3.2). It is true that under Judaeo-Christian influence the term
experiences a specialisation to express ‘remorse’ and ‘repent’ (see Behm, ibid. B; Norden, Agnostos
Theos, 139), but there are enough testimonies documenting the ground meaning as well (see Clement of
Alexandria, Strom. 7.14.85.1; APh I 138). See the etymological sense in Clement of Alexandria, Strom.
2.6.26.55, bradei=a ga\r gnw=sij meta/noia; and especially 4.22.143.1. Cf. also Tertullian, Adv. Marc.
2.24 (CSEL 3.369.20ff). In the present passage the emphasis lies on the understanding, namely on the
awareness that allows Maximilla to change her mind, to go back to herself and to correct in this manner
Eve’s error of going astray from herself and consequently from God. In general, P. Hadot, ‘Epistrophe et
metanoia dans l’histoire de la philosophie’, Actes du XIe congrès international de philosophie, vol. XII
(Amsterdam, 1953) 31-36; R. Joly, ‘Note sur la meta/noia’, RHR 155 (1961) 149-56; A. Michel, ‘La
métanoia chez Philon d’Alexandrie: de Platon au Judéo-christianisme en passant par Cicéron’, Augustinus
32 (1987) 105-20; J.N. Bailey, ‘Metanoia in the Writings of Philo Judaeus’, SBL Seminar Papers Series
30 (1991) 135-41.
56
The motif of the e)pistrofh/ or ‘reversion’ towards oneself and/or to God plays an important role in
Middle-Platonism and Neoplatonism. As Dodds (Proclus, 218) points out, the notion shows a progressive
development from a general to a technical meaning. Whereas in Plato (Rep. 519b) stre/fw / peristre/fw
is applied to the eye of the soul in its ‘turning to’ higher truths, in the NT e)pistrofh/ is used for ‘religious
conversion’. In Alcinous (Didask. 165.1-4; 169.30-35) e)pistre/fw describes the celestial intellect’s
‘turning to’ the first God, after the former has been awakened by the latter. The full actualisation of the
celestial intellect takes place when it thinks the intelligibles, namely the thoughts of God. On the
relationship between ‘awakening’ and ‘reverting’ see W. Theiler, Die Vorbereitung des Neuplatonismus
(Zürich, 1964 [1934]) 41-42 (with parallels). See also Maximus of Tyre, Diss. 10.3, etc. The closest
parallel to AA’s passage is, however, GosTruth (NHC I, 3) 18.31-19.10 and 21.14-25, where in a similar
way as in the Neoplatonic conceptions of ‘procession’ (pro/odoj) and ‘reversion’ (e)pistrofh/), awareness
of being incomplete and imperfect is a precondition for reaching perfection by reversion (see infra note
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75

pro\j h(\n a)potei/nomai yuxh/n, katorqoi=j e)pistre/fousa: kai\ o(/per o(
su\n e)kei/n$ kataxqei\j kai\ a)polisqh/saj e(autou= nou=j e)/paqen, e)gw\
su\n soi/, t$= gnwrizou/s$ e(auth\n a)nagome/nhn, diorqou=mai. to\ ga\r
e)kei/nhj e)ndee\j au)th\ i)a/sw mh\ ta\ o(/moia paqou==sa: kai\ to\ e)kei/nou
a)tele\j e)gw\ tete/leka prosfugw\n qe%=: kai\ o(\ e)kei/nh parh/kousen

80

su\ h)/kousaj: kai\ o(\ e)kei=noj sune/qeto e)gw\ feu/gw: kai\ a(\ e)kei=noi
e)sfa/lhsan h(mei=j e)gnwri/samen. to\ ga\r diorqw=sai e(ka/stou to\
i)/dion ptai=sma e)panorqou=n te/taktai.

(71-101

deest ) 

75 katorqoi=j e)pistre/fousa cf. Vr 81-82; 85-86; 105-06  75-77 kai\ — diorqou=mai Aristotle
Metaph. 1072b 20-1073a 14, De an. 430a 22; GosPhil (ap. Epiphanius Pan. 26.13.2); GosEve (ap.
Epiphanius Pan. 26.3.1); GosTruth (NHC I, 3) 25.13-19; TriTrac (NHC I, 5) 123.6ff; Thunder (NHC VI,
2) 16.19-20; 19.11-14; Plotinus Enn. 5.2.1.10; Porphyry Ad Marc. 10  77 t$= — a)nagome/nhn Porphyry
Ad Marc. 10.5  to\ — qe%= Aristotle Metaph. 1050a 7ff, 1077a 18; Alcinous Didask. 165.1-4; GosTruth
(NHC I, 3) 18.31-19.10; 21.14-25; 24.25-29; Proclus Inst. 31; cf. Vr 133-135  80 sune/qeto Cf. Vr 143,
154-55, 192, 237 
75 pro\j hÂj Bonnet, sed vide infra 139  80 u(ph/kousaj Bonnet  81 pr. to\
verba e)panorqou=n te/taktai corrupta vid. Bonnet 

t%= prop. Bonnet  82
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suffered because of not knowing57, you now, soul to which I’m referring, rectify it
turning back to yourself. And precisely that which the intellect suffered together with
her when it was shattered58 and alienated from itself, I correct it with you, who
recognise yourself as being lifted upwards. For what she was lacking you fixed it by not
going through the same [errors]59; and what in him was imperfect I brought it to
perfection taking refuge in God60. What she heard carelessly you listened to. And from
what he agreed on I escape. And what tripped them up, we recognised61. For it is preestablished that everyone’s correction amends his own error62.

60). The reversion by Maximilla and Andrew takes place when they reorient their o)/recij or ‘desire,
appetency’ (arising from their awareness of their lack of knowledge) towards God. The emphasis on the
correction that their attitudes bring about indicates the ‘wrong direction’ of Eve’s and Adam’s desire for
knowledge being the reason for their error. The knowledge supplied by Andrew enables the distinction
between irrational desire (e)piqumhto/n), which pursues the apparent good, and rational will (bouleuto/n),
which pursues the real good. See Aristotle, Metaph. 1072a 26ff.
57
Ignorance and not free will is the ultimate cause of suffering. This is an essential argument in order to
dismiss an interpretation of metanoe/w in a religious sense. The emphasis on the knowledge achieved by
Maximilla and Andrew shows, in our opinion, that the verb must be understood from a cognitive
perspective.
58
We understand kataxqei/j as passive aorist participle of kata/gnumi ‘break in pieces, shatter’ or
‘weaken, enervate’ (LSJM, s.v.) and not as proceeding from kata/gw ‘bring down’ (act.). Hence, I do not
see a causal relationship (as is normally accepted, assuming that the intellect’s suffering arises from its
being ‘brought down’ together with Eve) between Eve’s suffering and the suffering of the intellect. Both
sufferings might very well be two concomitant effects of the same cause, on which regrettably our text is
silent. However, the phrase ‘shattered and alienated from itself’ seems to imply that the cause of the
intellect’s suffering is the loss of its intrinsic characteristics, namely its unity and self-centred activity (see
Aristotle, Metaph. 1072b 20-1073a 14; De an. 430a 22; Plotinus, Enn. 5.9.5). Furthermore infra Chapter
4, pp. 201ff and Chapter 5, § 3.2.1.3.1, pp. 292-95.
59
The current passage is frequently, but not always, interpreted as alluding to sex. For adherents and
opponents of such an interpretation, see infra Chapter 4, p. 163 with note 23 and pp. 197-200 and note
179.
60
‘Reversion’ or e)pistrofh/ is an accompaniment of o)/recij or ‘desire’ (see supra Vr 58-61). As the
presuppositions of o)/recij are lack of the thing desired and awareness of it (see Proclus, In Parm 922), so
the conditions of the reversion are distinctness of the effect from the cause and its potential identity with
it (Dodds, Proclus, 218). Maximilla’s and Andrew’s awareness of the first couple’s imperfection allows
them to correct their error. Their being conscious of their true nature and origin enables them to
acknowledge their deficiency. This awareness is essential inasmuch as it generates the will (cf. Plotinus,
Enn. 6.1.21) that will allow the e)pistrofh/ or ‘return to God’, since they now distinctly perceive
themselves as effects of a cause and they subsequently recognise their potential identity with it. See
Proclus, Inst. 31 and Aristotle, Metaph. 1050a 7ff and 1077a 18ff.
61
Unawareness of their incompleteness and imperfection might have led the first couple to try to
supersede their ignorance by their own means. Since AA explicitly relates the ‘suffering’ to ignorance (see
Vr 74-78), it seems clear that ‘arrogance’ (TriTrac [NHC I, 5] 78.17: èise; Plotinus, Enn. 5.5.1: to/lma)
is not relevant in the explanation of this first error. Furthermore, infra Chapter 5, pp. 291-96.
62
‘It is pre-established (te/taktai) that everyone’s correction (to\ ga\r diorqw=sai e(ka/stou) amends
(e)panorqou=n) his own error (to\ i)/dion ptai=sma)’. Compare Orbe, Cristología, 162: ‘Porque está
ordenado que la enmienda de cada uno remedie el propio error’. The cardinal relevance of the idea of
‘correction’ is emphasised by the use of three different forms (diorqo/w, katorqo/w, e)panorqo/w) to
describe it. This correction is not of a sexual kind. As Sturhahn has suggestively pointed out (Die
Christologie, 147), Maximilla’s asceticism is just an external manifestation of her receiving the saving
gnosis. By receiving this knowledge, Maximilla is able to overcome the suffering originated by Eve’s
ignorant, deficient condition. Together with her, Andrew corrects the dispersion of the intellect. For the
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6.

e)gw\ me\n ouÅn tau=ta ei)pw\n w(j eiÅpon, ei)/poimi a)\n de\ kai\ ta\ e¸ch=j:

euÅ ge wÅ fu/sij s%zome/nh mh\ i))sxu/sasa mhd’ e(auth\n a)pokru/yasa:
85

euÅ ge yuxh\ bow=sa a(\ e)/paqej kai\ e)paniou=sa e)f' e(auth/n: euÅ ge
a)/nqrwpe katamanqa/nwn ta\ mh\ sa\ kai\ e)pi\ ta\ sa\ e)peigo/menoj: euÅ
ge o( a)kou/wn tw=n legome/nwn: w(j mei/zona/ se katamanqa/nw
noou/menon h)\ <to\> lego/menon: w(j dunatw/tero/n se … gnwri/zw tw=n

f. 509r

doca/ntwn katadunasteu/ein sou: w(j e)mprepe/steron tw=n ei)j
90

ai)/sxh katabalo/ntwn se, tw=n ei)j ai)xmalwsi/an a)pagago/ntwn se.
tau=ta ouÅn a(/panta katamaqw\n a)/nqrwpe e)n e(aut%=, o(/ti a)/uloj
u(pa/rxeij, o(/ti a(/gioj, o(/ti fw=j, o(/ti suggenh\j tou= a)gennh/tou, o(/ti
noero/j, o(/ti ou)ra/nioj,
sa/rka,

(71-101

o(/ti u(pe\r

o(/ti

diaugh/j, o(/ti

ko/smon,

o(/ti u(pe\r

kaqaro/j, o(/ti  u(pe\r
a)rxa/j,

o(/ti

u(pe\r

deest ) 

84-86 fu/sij — yuxh\ — a)/nqrwpe Plutarch De facie 943a; Alcinous Didask. 164.18-19; cf. Marcus
Aurelius Med. 3.16.1, 12.3.1-2; C.H. 10.24 (125.10-16 N-F); TeachSilv (NHC VII, 4) 92.10-32  85 euÅ
ge — e(auth/n cf. Vr 77-78, 105-06; Porphyry Ad Marc. 10.5  85-88 euÅ ge a)/nqrwpe — lego/menon C.H.
1.15, 21-22; Asclep. 8; Philo Plant. 42, Congr. 97  85-90 C.H. 13.7  86-88 euÅ ge — lego/menon Cf. Vr
137-38; Philo Migr. 12-13; Plutarch De gen. Socr. 588e 4ff  91-96 tau=ta — u(pere/xeij C.H. 1.15;
Asclep. 7, cf. 8; Philo Somn. 1.36  Philo Heres 69-74 (cf. 263-265); Plutarch De Is. 382d 4ff; C.H. 10.5-6;
Plotinus Enn. 5.3.17, 21ff; 6.9.4, 1ff  92 tou= a)gennh/tou Cf. infra Vr 100, 239; GosTruth (NHC I, 3)
38.32-33; TriTrac (NHC I, 5) 51.27ff; 52.9; 53.7; ValExp (NHC XI, 2) 22.23-24, 37-38; Irenaeus, Adv.
Haer. 1.2.5, 1.11
vel i))sxu/sasa <au)th\> mhd’ e(auth\n a)pokru/yasa
84-85 e(auth/n post mhde¢ transp. Schimmel.
h( i)sxu/sasa <e)f’> e(auth/n vel h( i)sxu/sasa <pro\j> e(auth\n Festugière  86 mh\ Bonnet
mi V  88
nooume/nwn h)\ legome/nwn Bonnet  90
katabalo/ntwn
Bonnet
add. Festugière
kataballo/ntwn V 

Bonnet p. 41
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“Having said these things as I said, I would also say the following. Well done

you, saved nature, since you were not strong and you did not keep yourself hidden!
Well done you, soul, shouting out which you suffered and returning to yourself! Well
done Anthropos63 who understands what is not yours and hastens towards what is yours!
Well done [you] who listens to what is said! For I see you [now] thinking much greater
things than what is said64; for I am aware that you are much stronger than what seems to
oppress you; for [I see that] you excel above what brought you down into deformities
and above what led you to captivity65.
“Having recognised all these in yourself, Anthropos, that you are immaterial,
holy, light, that you are akin to the unbegotten, [that you are] intellectual, heavenly,
radiant, [and] pure and that you are above flesh, above the world, above the powers,

recurrence of the theme of ‘correction’ in the wider context of the second and third centuries, see the
interesting analysis by Orbe, Cristología, 153-77.
63
Festugière, La Révélation IV, 229 note 1, sees here a reference to Maximilla’s ‘inner man’ (cf.,
however, his paraphrase on p. 231). However, given the clear gradation fu/sij, yuxh/, a)/nqrwpoj, the
term a)/nqrwpoj in the current passage is equivalent to the ‘intellect’ or nou=j (on the issue, see infra
Chapter 5, § 3.2.1.1, pp. 283-85). The level of the a)/nqrwpoj or intellect is the last step Maximilla can and
must achieve before superseding reason and speech in order to attain an intuitive and direct apprehension
of the divinity. See infra Vr 91-101.
64
With Festugière, La Révélation IV, 229 note 3, we read noou/menon as a medium voice with se as
subject. After discharging everything that is alien to him, the Anthropos or intellect thinks what is his,
namely himself. Andrew’s words are necessary as a means for the preliminary superseding of the
shackles of materiality and those belonging to the soul (see infra). Once so far, the intellect is capable of
distinguishing what is its and what is not its, and can dismiss the words in order to concentrate on its own
essence, which is thought. See infra Vr 136-138. See also Chapter 5, § 4.4.1, p. 322.
65
Lines Vr 84-90 present a clear concentric structure. The opening sentence refers to the fu/sij, namely to
the material realm in which the fu/sij s%zome/nh or ‘saved nature’ dwells (euÅ ge fu/sij (…)
a)pokru/yasa); the second one refers to the soul (euÅ ge yuxh\ (…) e(auth/n). Occupying the centre, the
third sentence (euÅ ge (…) lego/menon) refers to the Anthropos. The fourth sentence (w(j mei/zona (…)
legome/nwn) explains the praise of the Anthropos. The fifth explains the praise of the soul overcoming
what seemed to oppress it, namely affections (cf. dunatw/teron). The sixth, finally, explains the praise of
the saved nature excelling above the deformities and captivity of materiality. See Festugière, La
Révélation IV, 229 and C.H. 7.2-3.
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e)cousi/aj, e)f' wÂn

o)/ntwj eiÅ, sullabw\n e(auto\n e)n katasta/sei

sou kai\ a)polabw\n no/ei e)n %Â u(pere/xeij: kai\ i)dw\n to\ so\n
pro/swpon e)n t$= ou)si/# sou, ta\ pa/nta diarrh/caj desma/, ou) le/gw
ta\ peri\ gene/sewj a)lla\ kai\ ta\ u(pe\r ge/nesin, wÂn soi proshgori/aj
<e)>qe/meqa u(permege/qeij ou)/saj, po/qhson e)kei=non i)dei=n <oán ou)pw>
100

o)fqe/nta soi, ou) geno/menon, o(\n ta/xa eiÂj mo/noj gnwri/sei<j>
qarrw=n.
7.

tau=ta eiÅpon e)pi\ sou= Macimi/lla: t$= ga\r duna/mei kai\ ei)j se\
tei/nei ta\ ei)rhme/na. o(/nper tro/pon o( ¦Ada\m e)n t$= Eu)/# a)pe/qanen
sunqe/menoj t$= e)kei/nhj o(mologi/#, ou(/twj kai\ e)gw\ nu=n e)n soi\ zw=

105

fulassou/s$ th\n tou= kuri/ou e)ntolh\n kai\ diabibazou/s$ e(auth\n
pro\j to\ th=j ou)si/aj sou a)ci/wma. ta\j de\ Ai)gea/tou a)peila\j
e)kpa/tei Macimi/lla, ei)dui=a o(/ti qeo\n e)/xomen to\n e)leou=nta h(ma=j.
kai\ mh/ se oi( e)kei/nou yo/foi kinei/twsan, a)lla\ mei=non a(gnh/: ka)me\
mh\ mo/non timwrei=sqw basa/noij tai=j kata\ ta\ desma/, a)lla\ kai\

110

qhrsi\ parabale/tw kai\ puri\ fleca/tw kai\ kata\ krhmnou= r(iya/tw:
kai\ ti/ ga/r; e(no\j o)/ntoj tou/tou tou= sw/matoj o(/pwj qe/lei
tou/t% kata…xrhsa/sqw suggenou=j o)/ntoj au)tou=.

(71-101 deest )  102-109 S (f. 128v, 2/26-129r, 1/1); H (f. 164r, 11-18); deest in Narr. etc.  109-110 S
(f. 129r, 1/1-5); H (f. 164r, 18-20); cf. Narr 362.23-30  111-112 S (f. 129r, 1/5-8); H (f. 164r, 20-22); deest
in Narr etc. 
 95 sullabw\n — a)polabw\n Porphyry Sent. 40.26; 54; 63  96-101 kai\ i)dw\n — qarrw=n Or. Chald.
1.5-10  97 C.H. 7.2; Plotinus Enn. 4.8.4.28ff; Porphyry Ad Marc. 33  97-98 Maximus of Tyre Diss.
11.10, 229ff  98 C.H. 2.14; 14.4  99 po/qhson — i)dei=n Aristotle Metaph. 1072a 23-30, Ph. 192a 17ff;
Philo Heres 69.1; Plutarch De Is. 372e 9-11; Alcinous Didask. 164.13-18, 20-24; Irenaeus Adv. haer. 1.2;
Plotinus Enn. 5.3.10.48  100 ou) geno/menon Cf. supra Vr 92, infra 239; Plato Parm. 141e 3-7, Symp. 211a
1; Plutarch De E 393a; Numenius fr. 5.20-21; Plotinus Enn. 5.4.1, 19  100 eiÂj mo/noj gnwri/sei<j>
Numenius fr. 2, 11-12; Plot. Enn. 1.6.7, 8-9; 6.9.11, 50-51  103-06 o(/nper — zw= 1Cor 15:22  105-06
C.H. 10.6  108-10 ka)me\ — r(iya/tw Achilles Tatius 6.21-22
98 post gene/sewj lacunam ci. Bonnet desiderans fere <mo/non>  99 pr. < > Bonnet  alt. < > scripsi  100
kinh/twsan V  110 parabale/tw Bonnet
paraballe/tw
< > Schimmel.  108 kinei/twsan Bonnet
V

f. 509v
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above the authorities, beyond which you really are; having recollected and recovered
yourself in your [true] condition66, think that in what you excel. And since you have
seen your face in your essence, breaking all the shackles67 (I do not mean those shackles
of generation, but also those belonging to the realm beyond generation68, of which we
gave you outstanding appellatives69), desire now to see that one who has not yet been
seen70 by you, who has not been generated, whom you alone71, if you have the nerve,
will soon perceive.
7.

“I said this for your sake, Maximilla, since in its power72 what has been said also

applies to you. Just as Adam died in Eve, having agreed on her concession, so I also
now live in you, since you are observing the commandment of the Lord and are
transporting yourself to that which is coherent with your essence73. Reject Aegeates’
threats, Maximilla, since you know that we have a God that pities us. Do not let his
noises move you, but remain pure. As for me, let him inflict on me not only the tortures
of prison, but let him also throw me to the beasts, burn me with fire or throw me off a
cliff. What, then? Since it is only this body and it is akin to him, let him dispose of it as
he pleases.

66

For the expression e(auto\n a)polabw/n see Porphyry (ap. Festugière), Sent. 37.1; 38.9; 38.21; 39.14; 17.
For this conception of materiality and physical existence as ‘shackles’ for the true and real being, see
Plotinus, Enn. 4.8.4 and Porphyry, Ad Marc. 33. See infra Chapter 5, § 3.2.2.1.2, pp. 300-04.
68
This mention also seems to imply a tripartite conception of the cosmos (see supra this Chapter note 38),
as it refers to two sorts of desma/ or ‘shackles’, namely to those of generation, or lower realm of physis,
and those beyond the realm of becoming (see infra Chapter 5, § 1.2, pp. 245-50 at 246). Furthermore, see
Sturhahn, Christologie, 141 and note. According to Festugière (La Révélation IV, 230 note 2), the
‘names’ or ‘appellatives’ (proshgori/a) may be those of the Gnostic Eons.
69
As Maximilla is still attached to the discursive means of rationality – that is, to speech and persuasion –
Andrew’s knowledge of the supramundane has been transmitted by means of words. However, once she
has seen ‘her face in her essence’ she has transcended rationality as well and can engage herself in pure
contemplation. See Philo, Immut. 62.
70
For the use of the dative with the passive voice as ‘u(po/ tinoj’, see Blass-Debrunner § 191 with A1. Or
should o)fqe/nta be understood as a deponent intransitive? See Blass-Debrunner § 313 and Ljungvik,
Studien, 34.
71
For the solitude of this act of contemplation of God, see Numenius fr. 2, 11-12; Plotinus, Enn. 1.6.7.89; 6.7.34.7-8; 6.9.11.50-51.
72
For Andrew’s words as endowed with a du/namij see infra, Chapter 4, note 113.
73
As Luttikhuizen, ‘Religious Message’, 99-100, suggests, the passage ‘speaks about the fate of the first
humans (not about their conduct)’. In his view, the reference to Adam’s dying in Eve and to Andrew
living in Maximilla should not be understood as a reference to sexual union and abstinence, but rather to
the creation of Eve. Hence (ibid., 100) ‘the tacit supposition is that the division of the Pre-Paradisiac
Adam into two human beings of different sex is the real cause of the fateful condition (the ‘fall’) of
human kind’.
67
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pro\j se\ de/ moi pa/lin o( lo/goj, Macimi/lla: le/gw soi, mh\

e)kdw/$j e(auth\n t%= Ai)gea/t$: sth=qi pro\j ta\j e)kei/nou e)ne/draj: kai\
115

ma/lista qeasame/nou mou Macimi/lla to\n ku/rio/n moi le/gonta/ moi:
¥O tou= Ai)gea/tou path\r ¦Andre/a dia/boloj tou/tou se tou=
desmwthri/ou e)klu/sei. So\n ouÅn eÃstw loipo\n fula/cai seauth\n
a(gnh\n kai\ kaqara/n, a(gi/an, a)/spilon, ei)likrinh=, a)moi/xeuton,
a)sundia/qeton tai=j o(mili/aij tou= a)llotri/ou h(mw=n, a)/qrupton,

120

a)/qrauston, a)/klaston, a)/trwton, a)xei/maston, a)me/riston, a)skanda/liston, a)sumpaqh= pro\j ta\ tou= Ka/in e)/rga. e)a\n ga\r mh\ e)kd%=j
e(auth\n Macimi¿lla pro\j t?a\ tou/twn e)nanti¿a, kai\ [au)]to\j
a)napau¿somai ou(/twj biasqei\j a)nalu=sai tou= bi/ou tou/tou u(pe\r
sou=, tou=t' e)/stin u(pe\r e)mautou=. ei) de\ e)gw\ a)pelaqei¿hn e)nteu=qen,

125

ta/xa kai\ e(te¿rouj suggenei=j mou w)felh=sai duna/menoj dia\ se¿,
au)th\ de\ peisq$=j tai=j Ai)gea¿tou o(mili¿aij kai\ tou= patro\j au)tou=
o)¿fewj kolakei¿aij, w(¿ste e)pi\ ta\ pro/tera¿ sou e)¿rga traph=nai, i)¿sqi
me e(¿neke¿n sou kolasqhso¿menon me/xrij a)\n au)th\ gn%=j o(¿ti mh\ u(pe\r
a)ci¿aj yuxh=j to\ tou= bi/ou zh=n a)pe/ptusa.

130

113-120 S (f. 129r, 1/8-19); H (f. 164r, 22-30); deest in Narr. etc.  120-121 deest  121-129 S (f. 129r,
1/19-34); H (f. 164r, 30-164v, 5); deest in Narr. etc.
121 ta\ — e)/rga Clement of Alexandria Exc. Theod. 54; HypArch (NHC II, 4) 91.10-15 
114 e)kdw/$j Bonnet e)kdo/hj V  115 mou Bonnet moi V  120 a)/klaston Bonnet a)/klauston
V  125 sug- Bonnet eu)genei=j V  sou= Bonnet  126 peisq$=j VH peisqei/hj Bonnet
peisqei=j
S
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“My speech is once again for you, Maximilla. I tell you, do not give yourself to

Aegeates. Maximilla, stay firm against his treacheries, especially since I have seen my
Lord telling me ‘Andrew, Aegeates’ father, the devil, will free you from this prison74’.
Let it be your duty then to preserve yourself pure and clean, holy, stainless, unmixed,
without adultery, not sympathetically disposed to what is alien to us; unbroken, not
split, unbending, invulnerable, undisturbed, undivided, free from offence, without
sympathy for the works of Cain75. If you do not give yourself, Maximilla, to the
opposite of these, I myself will get rest as well, merely being forced to put an end to this
life on behalf of you, which means on behalf of me.
“However, if I were driven away from this place – being able then to be of help
for other people akin to me because of you – and you, in turn, were convinced by
Aegeates’ utterances and by the flatteries of his father, the snake, in such a way that you
might go back to your former deeds, know that because of you I will be punished until
you realise that I repudiated to live the life because of an unworthy soul.

74

For the double meaning of desmwth/rion, as ‘prison’ and ‘prison of the body’, see infra Chapter 5, pp.
300ff.
75
The expression ‘the works of Cain’ in the present context refers to an earthly existence, characterised
by the lack of rationality and the need to attend to externalities. Although originally in an upright position
and therefore clearly differentiated from animals, man has lost his privilege and is now equally bent to the
ground (see supra Vr 6, xamairrifei=j) and forced to work the land for his subsistence (see Minucius
Felix, Octav. 17.2) and hence cannot perceive or be receptive to the divine (see Tertullian, Adv. Marc.
2.2.6). Cain, as a farmer, represents in the current passage the terrestrial man and his life full of the toils
peculiar to his material condition (see HypArch [NHC II, 4] 91.10-15, where Cain’s generation is
preceded by the appearance of the burdens of physical work, ignorance, etc.). In our view, therefore, the
expression ‘the works of Cain’ does not refer to sexuality (cf., however, the interesting analysis by
Pesthy, ‘Aegeates’, 50-53). Rather, it should be placed in the context of the polarity Seth/Cain, as
spiritual-man who looks upwards and as the irrational, material man exposed to all the toils (obviously
those of sexuality as well) of his inferior existence, respectively. See Clement of Alexandria, Exc. Theod.
54.
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130

9.

de¿omai¿ sou ouÅn tou= froni¿mou a)ndro\j o(¿pwj diamei/n$

eu)¿oyij nou=j: de/omai/ sou tou= mh\ fainome/nou nou= o(¿pwj au)to\j 

Bonnet p. 42

diafulaxq$=<j>: parakalw= se, to\n ©Ihsou=n fi¿lhson, mh\ h(tthq$=j
t%= xei/roni: sullabou= ka)moi¿, o(¿n parakalw= a)/nqrwpon, i(¿na
te¿leioj ge/nwmai: boh/qhson kai\ e)moi¿, i(¿na gnwri¿s$j th\n a)lhqh= sou
135

fu¿sin: sumpa/qhso¿n mou t%= … pa/qei, i((¿na gnwri¿s$j o(\ pa/sxw kai\ tou=
paqei=n feu¿c$. i)/de a(\ au)to\j o(rw=, kai\ a(\ su\ o(r#=j phrw/seij. i)/de a(\
dei=, kai\ a(\ mh\ dei= ou)k o)/yei: a)/kouson wÂn le/gw, kai\ a(/per h)/kousaj
r(i=yon.

130-138

deest 

133-34 i(¿na te¿leioj ge/nwmai Cf. supra Vr 77-79  136-37 i)/de a(\ au)to\j — o)/yei
a)/kouson — r(i=yon
Cf. Vr 86-88 

C.H. 7.3  137-38

131 nou=j V non mou=j (cf. Bonnet ad loc.)  132 add. Bonnet  parakalw= se, to\n Bonnet
parakalw=, sou= to\n V  136 i)/de a(\ Bonnet
i)/de a(\j V  kai\ a(\ su\ o(r#=j Bonnet kai\ a(\j o(r#=j V
kai\ a(\ o(r#=j Liechten.  phrw/seij V
phro\j e)/s$ vel pephrw/s$ vel phrwqh/s$ Bonnet
phrw/sei
se Schimmel. (Prieur) 

f. 510r
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9.

“I beg you, rational man76, so that the clear-sighted intellect remains firm77. I

beg you, invisible intellect, so that you might be preserved. I beg you, love Jesus. Do
not be subdued by the worse78. Take part with me, man that I am begging, so that I may
become perfect. Help me as well, so that you may know your true nature. Suffer with
me in [my] pain, in order to know what I’m suffering and to escape the suffering. See
what I’m looking at and you will disable what you are looking at. See what you must
and you will not see what you must not. Listen to what I say and what you listened to
throw it away.

76

‘Rational man’ (fro/nimoj a)nh/r). The use of a)nh/r in the present passage seems to be somewhat odd,
for until now the rational or intellectual man has exclusively been referred to as a)/nqrwpoj. A possible
explanation is that we are dealing with a simple copyist slip, for some lines below the word a)/nqrwpoj
refers to the same addressee. However, it may also be that the expression makes a differentiation between
an immanent variety of the ‘rational man’ (fro/nimoj a)nh/r) – that is, a rational man in the process of
becoming a purely intellectual man, completely detached from externals – and the primordial and
transcendent man or a)/nqrwpoj. This possibility might also explain the meaning of Andrew’s advising
him to stay awake and preserve the clear sight of his intellect, for he is still apt to be influenced by the
lower aspects of his being.
77
The term eu)/oyij is a hapax legomenon, but a neologism cannot be ruled out in the current passage, for
o)/yij as ‘sense of sight’ is widely attested in philosophical texts (Democritus D-K 68, B 11; Plato, Crat.
396b; Aristotle, De an. 428a 6). For a similar expression compare eu)/oyij to the eu)cu/netoj o)cuderkei/h
or ‘wohlverständiger Scharfblick’ (Diels-Kranz) of fro/nhsij in Democritus D-K 68, B 119 (ap. Stobaeus
2.8.16). See Philo, Praem. 165, qei=a o)/yij; Plotinus, Enn. 5.9. For the intrinsic relationship between
‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ (o(ra=n and gignw/skein or o)/yij and nou=j, see R. Bultmann, ‘Zur Geschichte der
Lichtsymbolik im Altertum’, Philologus 97 (1948) 1-36 at 15-23, esp. 17-18.
78
Rationality or intellect is the best part of a human being, but its predominance over the worse or
inferior parts is not assured. If irrationality revitalises as a result of the call of and assent to externalities, it
can bring about a cloudiness or obfuscation of the intellect and its inherent clear sight.
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10.
140

tau=ta eiÅpon pro\j se\ kai\ pa/nta to\n a)kou/onta, ei) a)/ra

a)kou/s$: su\ de\ o( Stratoklh=j, a)pidw\n pro\j au)to\n e)/legen, ti/ ou(/twj
sune/x$ polloi=j dakru/oij kai\ ste/neij ei)j e)ca/kouston; ti/j h( peri\
se\ dusqumi/a; ti/ to\ polu/ sou a)/lgoj h)\ h( pollh\ a)ni/a; gnwri/zeij ta\
lego/mena, kai\ dia\ ti/ se eu)/xomai te/knon o(/pwj diateq$=<j>;
manqa/neij pro\j ti/naj ei)/rhtai ta\ ei)rhme/na; h(/yato/ sou e(/kaston

145

th=j dianoi/aj; e)/qige/n sou tou= dianohtikou= me/rouj; e)/xw me/nonta
to\n a)kou/santa/ mou; eu(ri/skw e)n soi\ e)mauto/n; e)/stin tij e)n soi\
o(milh/saj o(\n e)gw\ o(rw= i)/dio/n mou; a)gap#= to\n e)n e)moi\ lalh/santa,
kai\ bou/letai au)t%= koinwnh=sai; qe/lei au)t%= sunenwqh=nai;
speu/dei au)t%= filwqh=nai; poqei= au)t%= suzugh=nai; eu(ri/skei tina\

150

e)n au)t%= a)na/pausin; e)/xei pou= kli=nai th\n kefalh/n; mh\
e)nantiou=tai/ ti au)t%= e)kei=; mh\ traxu/netai; mh\ a)ntikrou/ei; mh\
a)pexqa/netai; mh\ feu/gei; mh\ a)griou=tai; mh\ e)kkli/nei; mh\
a)pe/straptai; mh\ e)corm#=; mh\ baru/netai; mh\ polemei=; mh\ pro\j

139-141

cf. Narr. 362.8-10; deest in S/H etc.  141-162

deest 

143 diateq$=<j>
Cf. Vr 80, 154-155, 188, 192, 237  144-45 h(/yato/ — me/rouj Plutarch De gen.
Socr. 588e 4ff  150 e)/xei — kefalh/n Mt 8:20; Lk 9:58 
142 a)ni/a Bonnet a)noi/a V  143 add. Bonnet  145 Bonnet
e)/qhge/n V  145-46 e)/xw me/nonta to\n
Bonnet e)xo/menon to\n to\n V e)/xw me\n ouÅn to\n Schimmel.  147 o(milh=saj Bonnet o(milh=sai V 
a)gap#= to\n Bonnet a)gaphto\n V 
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10.

“These things I said to you and to every one that listens, if he really listened79.

And you Stratocles”, he said turning to him, “why are you so constrained by many tears
and groan so loudly? What is your despair; what your acute pain and much distress80?
Do you apprehend the uttered words and why I beg you, son, to dispose yourself
[accordingly]81? Do you understand to whom the pronounced words were pronounced?
Did each touch your understanding? Did it reach your rational part82? Do I still have the
one who listened to me? Do I find myself in you? Is there someone talking in you whom
I see as belonging to me? Does he love the one that has spoken in me and does he want
to communicate with him? Does he want to be united with him? Does he strive to be
loved by him? Does he desire to be yoked with him? Does he find in him some rest?
Does he have somewhere to recline his head on83?
“Is there perhaps something withstanding him? [Something] that becomes
exasperated, that resists, hates, [or] that escapes, [something that] grows wild, that
refuses, that has turned away, that breaks out, that is distressed, that struggles84? [Is

79

Milazzo, ‘Gli “Atti di Andrea” ed il romanzo antico’, in La narrativa cristiana antica (Roma, 1995)
53-75 at 71 note 2, sees in these words evidence to suggest that AA was conceived (at least partially) to be
read in public or even to circulate orally. However, Andrew’s appeal to other hearers is directed to
potential addressees among the other brethren who are present while he speaks to Maximilla. Even if the
text omits any reference to other individuals, the next lines (Vr 140ff) show that Stratocles, at least, was
also present.
80
AA presents a clear bipartite conception of the soul, consisting of a rational and an irrational part.
Whereas the former is busy with rationality and moderation of the emotional responses, the latter is the
seat of affections and its overbearing character requires the rational part to keep close watch on it.
Stratocles’ expressions of acute grief and pain alarm the apostle, for the appearance of these affections
may be evidence of a factual or impending predominance of the irrational on the rational part of his soul.
81
If this is not the case and rationality is apt to be subjugated by irrationality, the words can reawaken and
strengthen the rational part of the soul. Precondition for this therapeutic influence, however, is that the
addressee is receptive to the words and their message.
82
Andrew’s last questions intend to discover whether Stratocles was and (still) is receptive to the words
and whether he understands the goal of the words. The latter issue is essential, for the words seem to have
both an immediate and a long-term influence on the soul of the addressee (see infra Vr 174-77). On the
one hand, they awaken the rational part of the soul, in case due to the circumstances it happens to be
numb or subjugated by affections and their overbearing character. On the other hand, the contents of the
words, namely the knowledge they transmit, must achieve a more permanent effect by strengthening
rationality and by helping it to keep emotions within borders.
83
The last section makes explicit the issues commented on in the previous notes. Andrew’s words ‘do I
still have the one who listens to me, etc....’ indeed refer to the rational part of Stratocles’ soul. If the
words have reached Stratocles’ soul and if he has understood their meaning, the rational part should by
now be sufficiently reinvigorated so as to have command over affections and be able properly to control
them, by transforming them into something rationally acceptable. On the issue, see infra Chapter 4, §
3.3.2 and 3.3.3, pp. 206-09.
84
Given Stratocles’ extreme affection, evident from his groans and crying, Andrew wonders whether the
irrational part has taken control of the soul. The emotional instability of the soul resulting from this
situation is obvious in the vocabulary chosen to describe its tempestuousness. See infra Chapter 4, p. 208
and note 231.
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e(te/rouj
155

o(milei=;

mh\

u(f'

e(te/rwn

kolakeu/etai; mh\

e(te/roij

sunti/qetai; mh\ a)/lla au)t%= dioxlei=; mh/ tij a)llo/trio/j mou e)/sw; mh\
a)nti/dikoj; mh\ lumew/n; mh\ e)xqro/j; mh\ go/hj; mh\ peri/ergoj; mh\
streblo/j; mh\ u(/poulo?j?; mh\ do/lioj; mh\ misa/nqrw?poj; mh\ miso/logoj;
mh\ tura/nnwn o(/moioj; … mh\ a)lazw/n; mh\ e)phrme/noj; mh\ maniw/dhj; mh\

f. 510v

o)/fewj suggenh/j; mh\ diabo/lou o(/plon; mh\ puro\j sunh/goroj; mh\
160

sko/touj i)/dioj; mh/ tij e)n soi\ o(\j ou)k a)ne/cetai/ mou Strato/klh
le/gontoj tau=ta; ti/j ga/r; a)po/krinai: mh\ ma/thn lalw=; mh\ ma/thn
eiÅpon; ou)/ fhsin o( e)n soi\ Strato/klh pa/lin dakru/saj a)/nqrwpoj.
11.

Kai\ labo/menoj o( ¦Andre/aj th=j xeiro\j Stratokle/ouj eiÅpen:
ÓExw o(\n h)ga/pwn. a)napau/somai e)f' o(\n prosedo/koun: to\ ga\r e)/ti 

165

ma=llon ste/nein se kai\ a)kaqe/ktwj dakru/ein su/mbolo/n moi
pepoi/htai pro\j to\ h)/dh a)napepau=sqai, o(/ti ou) ma/thn pepoi/hmai
pro\j se\ tou\j suggenei=j mou lo/gouj.
12.

Kai\ o( Stratoklh=j au)t%= a)pekri/nato: Mh\ no/mize makariw/tate
¹Andre/a o(/ti e(/tero/n ti/ e)stin to\ a)niw=n me a)ll' h)\ su/: oi( ga\r dia\ sou=

170

e)cio/ntej lo/goi puri\ a)kontizo/menoi ei)j e)me\ e)oi/kasin, kai\ e)mou=
e(/kastoj au)tw=n kaqiknei=tai w(j a)lhqw=j e)kkai/wn me: th=j yuxh=j
mou to\ pro\j toi=j h)kousme/noij o)\n th\n meta\ tou/twn a)ni/an

(141-162 deest)  163-167 S (f. 129r, 1/34-2/10); H (f. 164v, 7-12); cf. Narr. 363.8-14  168-182 cf. S (f.
129r, 2/10-129v, 1/3); H (f. 164v, 12-30); cf. Narr. 363.15-23 
154-55 mh\ sunti/qetai Cf. Vr 80, 143, 188, 192, 237  171-72 th=j yuxh=j — o)\n Aristotle Protr. B 60, B
61, EN 1102a 27ff; Posidonius fr. 148; Galen PHP 444d; 453d; Plutarch De virt. mor. 442b 10ff; Philo Leg.
alleg. 3.128ff; TeachSilv (NHC VII, 4) 93.25-94.8; Evagrius of Pontus Schol. in prov. 3.5 
156 lumew/n Bonnet loimaiw/n V  160 o(\j Bonnet oiÂj V  Strato/klh (voc.) Bonnet Stratoklh= V
Stratoklh= V  163 Stratokle/ouj Bonnet
Stratokle/oj V  165
 162 Strato/klh (voc.) Bonnet
moi Bonnet
me V  170 a)kontizome/n% Bonnet  171 post me verba kai\ katafle/gwn (-ei H) pro\j th\n
sh\n storgh\n habent HS (pariter Narr.), suppl. Prieur  ante th=j yuxh=j verba kai\ to\ paqhtiko\n (glos.,
cf. Narr.) habent HS, suppl. Prieur  172 to\ meta\ tou= a)nia=n HS, em. Prieur 

Bonnet p. 43
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there something] that speaks with others or which is flattered by others? That agrees
with others? Or do other things perhaps disturb him? Is there someone inside who is
alien to me? Someone inimical, destroyer, adversary, sorcerer, tricky, crooked,
treacherous, or deceitful85?
“[Is there] a misanthrope, a hater of words, someone similar to tyrants, a quack?
An arrogant person, someone producing madness, someone akin to the snake, weapon
of the devil, defender of fire, or pertaining to obscurity? Is there anyone within you,
Stratocles, who does not suffer me while I say these things? Who then? Answer! Do I
speak in vain? Did I speak in vain? No! says the man in you who began to cry again,
Stratocles”.
11.

And Andrew, taking Stratocles’ hand, said. “I have the one I loved. I will rest on

the one I expected. For the fact that you are still groaning harder and uncontrollably
crying is the sign for me that I have already got rest, since not in vain have I directed to
you the words that are akin to me”86.
12.

And Stratocles answered him: “Do not think, blessed Andrew, that there is some

other thing grieving me but you. Since the words that from you are directed to me seem
to flash with fire, and each of them reaches me and truly lights me up87. But the part of
my soul that is disposed toward what has been heard88 is tormented auguring the pain
85

Whereas Stratocles’ receptiveness to the words and the mastery of rationality achieved by them implied
that there was in Stratocles something akin to Andrew, the mastery of irrationality is described as inimical
to the apostle. Instead of being open to the knowledge transmitted by the words, Stratocles may be then
open to a deceiving use of speech, to the flattery of those (or that) which is alien to him. Irrational as it is,
the inferior part of the soul is prone to the body and the externalities with which it ‘agrees’ tend to disturb
it. Note the conceptual opposition diati/qhmi (‘to dispose oneself to’)/ sunti/qhmi (‘to agree with’) to
describe the soul’s relationship to what is akin and to what is alien to it, respectively. See also infra this
Chapter, notes 92, 93 and 107, and Chapter 5, § 5.3.2, pp. 332-37 at 335 with note 787.
86
See infra Chapter 4, note 223.
87
Prieur’s emendations on the basis of S and H (see app. ad 171 and 172) seriously alter the conceptual
development of Stratocles’ answer. As I will show below (see infra Chapter 4, § 3.3.4, pp. 209-10).
Stratocles’ reasoning in V exactly correlates with Andrew’s questions in the preceding section, and this
correlation vanishes in Prieur’s text. The melodramatic expression of S and H is actually closer to
Narratio than to V. Compare Narratio 363.16-19, oi( ga\r a)po\ sto/mato/j sou e)cio/ntej lo/goi w(j pu=r
a)konti/zontej kate/fleca/n mou th\n kardi/an kai\ pro\j th\n pi/stin tou= u(po\ sou ei(/lkusan
kataggellome/nou Xristou= kai\ storgh\n th=j sh=j makario/thtoj. As far as the reading katafle/gwn
pro\j th\n sh\n storgh/n is concerned, this expression is hardly primitive, as storgh/ / ste/rgw normally

means ‘love, affection’, especially of parents and children, and only rarely refers to ‘sexual love’, see
LSJ, s.v. storgh/. The qualification of such filial affection as ‘burning’ is certainly odd, especially when
referring to the effect of Andrew’s words.
88
Obviously, the ‘rational part of the soul’ or, in Andrew’s words (Vr 145), to\ dianohtiko\n me/roj.
Prieur’s emendation (see app. ad 171) on the basis of S and H seems to be incorrect. The emendation not
only alters the correspondence between Andrew’s and Stratocles’ words (for which see infra, Chapter 4,
pp. 211-13). The expression to\ paqhtiko\n me/roj th=j yuxh=j mou, to\ pro\j toi=j h)kousme/noij o)/n also
introduces a flagrant contradictio in terminis, for a characteristic of the affectionate part of the soul is
precisely not to listen to or obey words. Rather, it is the rational part of the soul that the lo/goj aims to

154
manteuo/menon kola/zetai: a)palla/ss$ ga\r au)to/j, kai\ euÅ oiÅda o(/ti
kalw=j: th\n de\ meta\ tau=ta/ sou e)pime/leian kai\ storgh\n zhtw=n pou=
175

eu(/rw h)\ e)n ti/ni; ta\ me\n spe/rmata tw=n swthri/wn lo/gwn de/degmai
sou= o)/ntoj tou= spore/wj: to\ de\ a)nablasth=sai tau=ta kai\ e)kfu=nai
ou)x e(te/rou a)lla\ sou= dei=tai ¡Andre/a makariw/tate. kai\ ti/ ga\r
e)/xw soi ei)pei=n a)ll' h)\ tou=to; pollou= e)le/ou de/omai kai\ bohqei/aj
th=j

180

para\

sou=,

o(/pwj

dunai/mhn

a)/cioj

gene/sqai

wÂn

e)/xw

sou sperma/twn: a(\ ou)k a)/llwj e)pidw/sei a)/…lhkta kai\ ei)j to\
fanero\n a)ni/sxonta mh\ ou)xi¿ sou boulhqe/ntoj kai\ eu)came/nou
u(pe\r au)tw=n kai\ e)mou= o(/lou.
13.

Kai\ o( ¦Andre/aj au)t%= a)pekri/nato: Tau=ta hÅn te/knon a(\ kai\
au)to\j e(w/rwn e)n soi/: kai/ mou to\n ku/rion doca/zw o(/ti mou h( peri\ se\

185

e)/nnoia ou)k e)kenemba/thsen, a)ll' oiÅden o(\ eiÅpen. o(/pwj de\ ei)dh=te,
au)/rio/n me o( Ai)gea/thj ei)j to\ a)naskolopisqh=nai paradi/dwsin. h(
ga\r tou= kuri/ou dou/lh Macimi/lla tara/cei to\n e)n au)t%= e)xqro/n, ouÂ
e)stin e)kei=noj i)/dioj, mh\ suntiqeme/nh au)t%= ta\ au)th=j a)llo/tria: kai\
ei)j e)me\ strafei\j do/cei e(auto\n parhgorei=n.

190

14.

¥H de\ Macimi/lla tau=ta tou= a)posto/lou le/gontoj ou) parh=n:
e)kei/nh

ga\r

tou\j

lo/gouj

katakou/sasa

ou(\j

pro\j

au)th\n

a)pekri/nato, kai\ tro/pon tina\ diateqei=sa e)p' au)tw=n kai\ genome/nh

(168-182 cf. S (f. 129r, 2/10-129v, 1/3); H (f. 164v, 12-30); cf. Narr. 363.15-23)  183-189 S (f. 129v,
1/4-17); H (f. 164v, 30-38); Narr. 363.23-364.2  190-204 S (f. 129v, 1/17-2/11); H (f. 164v, 38-165r, 18);
Narr. 364.3-18; cf. Laud. 345.9-13, Vita 249B 7-9 
174 e)pime/leian kai\ storgh\n Empedocles fr. 109; Antiphro fr. 73; Philemon fr. 200; Demetr. Lac. Her.
1012.44; Plutarch Non poss. suav. 1100d 5  175-82 ta\ me\n — a)ni/sxonta Aristotle EN 1179b 27ff;
[Plutarch] De lib. ed. 4b-c; C.H. 1.29; Galen De cog. an morb. 7.40, 1-8  188 mh\ suntiqeme/nh cf. Vr
80, 143, 155, 192, 237  192 diateqei=sa Cf. Vr 80, 143, 154-55, 188, 237 
173 manteuo/menon Bonnet manteuo/menoj V  185 ou)k e)kenemba/thsen S ou) kenemba/thsen VH 
oiÅda Schimmel.  189 do/cei H Bonnet
do/c$ V  192 tina\ in mrg.  e)p’ au)tw=n V e)n au)t%= vel e)p’
au)to\n Bonnet 

f. 511r
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that comes after it89. For you are departing and I know well that this is good. But when
searching for the care and affection that from you usually come together with it90 where
or in whom shall I find it? I received the seeds of the words of salvation and you were
the sower. But in order for them to shoot up and produce they need no-one else but you,
blessed Andrew. And what can I tell you further than this? I need much compassion and
help from you so that I might be worthy of the seeds I have from you. These will not
otherwise grow unceasingly and come forth unless you want and pray for them and for
all myself”91.
13.

And Andrew answered him: “This was what I myself too had seen in you, son.

And I praise my Lord that my cogitation about you did not go astray, but knew what it
said. But so that you all may know: tomorrow Aegeates will have me crucified. For
Maximilla, the servant of the Lord, will trouble the enemy in him – to whom he belongs
– by not agreeing with him on what is alien to her92. And he will think to console
himself by turning against me.”
14.

While the apostle was saying these things, Maximilla was not present. For she,

having heard the words that he had directed to her and having, so to say, disposed
herself according to the words93 and become precisely what the words indicated, she
influence. The irrational part of the soul can only be influenced either by the rational part or by irrational
actions. Cf. Aristotle, Protrep. B 60, B 61 Düring; EN 1102a 27ff; Posidonius, fr. 148; Galen, PHP 444D;
PHP 453D, ou) ga\r dh/pou ta\j do/caj tou= logistikou= metadida/skontai pro\j twn au)lhma/twn, a)lla\
to\ paqhtiko\n th=j yuxh=j aÃlogon u(pa/rxon e)pegei¿rontai¿ te kai prau/+nontai dia\ kinh/sewn a)lo/gwn. t%
me\n ga\r a)lo/g% dia\ twn a)lo/gwn h te w©fe/leia kai h( bla/bh, t% logik%= de\ di' e)pisth/mhj te kai
a)maqi¿aj. Furthermore, Plutarch, De virt. mor. 442b 10ff; Philo, Leg. alleg. 3.128ff; Evagrius of Pontus,

Schol. in Prov. 3.5.
89
Stratocles’ words imply a quasi-materialistic effect of the words on the soul of the listener. Some lines
above, Andrew has indeed described the action of the words with the verbs a(/ptw and qigga/nw, which
imply the same conception. This ‘touching’ of the words seem to produce ‘pain’ (a)ni/a) in a similar way
as for Plutarch (De gen. Socr. 588e) human words (in contrast to divine lo/goj) produce a ‘wound’ in the
soul of the listener. Andrew’s care and affection, so declares Stratocles, have until now helped him in
overcoming this pain, by reorienting and transforming it into something beneficial for him. However, as
he is now aware that Andrew must depart, he is tormented foreseeing both the pain that the words will
generate in his soul and his lack of a helper that might bring them to a good end.
90
Scil. ‘with those things which have been heard’.
91
Stratocles’ words are usually traced back to the ‘seed-sower parable’, but a comparison of our passage
with Mc 4.1-20 reveals important differences. Stratocles’ main concern is to state that Andrew’s care and
attention are essential to bring his educational process to a good end. Consequently, the focus is not on
the seeds (= words) or on the quality of the ground (listener), but rather on the sower as the only
craftsman who can let the plant grow properly and produce abundantly. The agricultural metaphor, as it
appears here, has been traditionally applied to describe the learning process and the relationship between
master (or teaching) and pupil, but since Aristotle it is particularly used to describe ethical teaching (see
infra, Chapter 4, § 3.3.5, pp. 212-13). AA’s use of the metaphor must rather be traced back to this latter
use, as the similarities to numerous parallels of the period clearly show. See also infra Chapter 4, § 4.3.1,
pp. 226-28.
92
See supra this Chapter, note 85 at the end.
93
See previous note.
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tou=to o(/per oi( lo/goi e)dei/knuon, e)cormh/sasa ou)k a)kri/twj ou)de\
a)stoxa/stwj parege/neto ei)j to\ praitw/rion, kai\ t%= panti\ bi/% a(/ma
195

<toi=j> th=j sarko\j xai/rein fra/sasa.

kai\ tou= Ai)gea/tou

a)nenegko/ntoj au)t$= th\n o(moi/an a)ci/wsin peri\ hÂj e)/fhsen au)t$=
diaske/yasqai, ei) a)/ra bou/loito au)t%= sugkaqeu/dein, a)peipame/nhj de/, peri\ th\n tou= ¦Andre/ou a)nai/resin loipo\n e)te/trapto, kai\
e)ske/pteto poi/% qana/t% au)to\n periba/loi. kai\ w(j e)pekra/thsen
200

au)t%= tw=n pa/ntwn mo/non to\ a)naskolopisqh=nai, a)piw\n me\n au)to\j
a(/ma toi=j o(moi/oij e)siti/zeto: h( de\ Macimi/lla prohgoume/nou au)th=j
 tou= kuri/ou i)de/# tou= ¦Andre/ou a(/ma t$= ¦Ifida/ma pa/lin paragi/-

Bonnet p. 44

netai ei)j to\ desmwth/rion. kai\ o)/xlou plei/onoj o)/ntoj e)/ndon … tw=n

f. 511v

a)delfw=n katalamba/nei au)to\n lo/gouj poiou/menon toiou/touj:
205

15.

¦Egw\ a)delfoi\ e)cepe/mfqhn u(po\ tou= kuri/ou a)po/stoloj ei)j ta\
kli/mata tau=ta wÂn me kathci/wsen o( ku/rio/j mou, dida/cai me\n
ou)de/na, u(pomnh=sai de\ pa/nta to\n suggenh= tw=n lo/gwn a)/nqrwpon,
o(/ti e)n kakoi=j toi=j proskai/roij dia/gousi, terpo/menoi tai=j e)piblabe/sin au)tw=n fantasi/aij: wÂn a)ei\ kai\ u(ma=j pareka/lesa

210

e)ksth=nai, kai\ e)pi\ ta\ mo/nima e)pei/gesqai proe/treya kai\ pa/ntwn

(190-204 S (f. 129v, 1/17-2/11); H (f. 164v, 38-165r, 18); Narr. 364.3-18; cf. Laud. 345.9-13, Vita 249B 7-9)
 205-209 S (f. 129v, 2/11-20); H (f. 165r, 18-23); cf. Narr. 364.19-24; cf. Convers. 374.18-20; [cf. Arm. 1.1-5] 
209-211 cf. Narr. 364.24; cf. Convers. 374.21-22; deest in S/H etc. [cf. Arm. 1.5-7]; 
194-95 kai\ t%= — fra/sasa Porphyry VP 7.34-35, 40  207-11 u(pomnh=sai — poih/sasqai Cf. infra Vr
250-51, 267; Clement of Alexandria Paed. 1.6.32.1  208-09 terpo/menoi — fantasi/aij Aristotle De an. 427
15-429a 9; C.H. Stobaeus fr. 2A 12, cf. C.H. 5.1-2  209-12 wÂn — a)nqrwpi/nwn Alcinous Didask. 166.27ff;
Maximus of Tyre Diss. 1.2, 44-54; 5.6, 140-42; 10.5, 103-110; Plutarch De E 392a-b7; Seneca Ep. 58.22f, 27f;
Cicero Acad. pr. 3f; Ovidius Metam. 15.176ff; Asclep. 30 (338.13-20 N-F)  210-11 ta\ mo/nima —
poih/sasqai Cf. Vr 7-8, 16-17; C.H. 7.2-3
195 addidi  post a(/ma verba t$= th=j sarko\j metri\ kaki/# (glos., cf. Narr.) habent HS, suppl. Prieur  201 post
o(moi/oij verba w(j qh\r (glos., pariter Narr.) habent HS, suppl. Prieur 206 kli/mata Bonnet
klh/mata V  210
proe/treya Bonnet -tre/yasqai V 
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had set out neither thoughtlessly nor without purpose and arrived at the praetorium94,
since she had said farewell both to all externalities and to those things belonging to
flesh. And when Aegeates exposed to her the same demand about which he had asked
her to reflect (namely, if she would agree to sleep with him95) and she refused, he finally
turned his attention to Andrew’s execution and considered to which kind of death he
would put him96. And when, finally, from all possibilities only crucifixion prevailed in
him, he went out and ate with his friends.
But guided by the Lord in the form of Andrew, Maximilla went to the prison
together with Iphidama. And since there was a large group of brethren inside, she found
him telling the following.
15.

“Brethren, I have been sent by the Lord as an apostle to these regions, of which

my Lord considered me worthy, not to teach anyone, but to remind each man akin to the
words that they live among temporal evils, enjoying their [own]97 deluding
representations98. From these I always encouraged you to stay away; I urged you

94

On this description of Maximilla’s movements and behaviour, see infra Chapter 4, p. 172 and note 67.
For this biased interference by the author, see infra Chapter 4, p. 170 and note 54.
96
Note that Aegeates thinks he is deciding something that has actually already been decided in advance.
Some lines above (Vr 185-189) Andrew indeed already knows that he will be crucified by Aegeates. On
the narrative function of the issue, see infra Chapter 4, p. 169.
97
This is, we think, a necessary addition, since in some cases (e. g. Junod-Kaestli, Histoire, 65 note 2:
‘Car ils vivent dans les réalités mauvaises passagères, en prenant plaisir à leurs apparences nuisibles’),
translations seem to put the emphasis on the ‘appearance’ rather than on the percipient subject (see next
note). The problem of the passage originates in the ambiguity concerning the antecedent of au)tw=n. The
copyist(s) of S and H have tried to solve this problem by adding oi( pa/ntej a)/nqrwpoi (S, f. 129v, 2/18; H,
f. 165r, 22). Cf. also Prieur, Acta, 501 app. ad loc. and MacDonald, Cannibals, 386, who adopts this
reading.
98
As a verbal noun of fai/nomai and fanta/zomai ‘place before one’s mind’, ‘picture one object to
oneself’, ‘imagine’, fantasi/a expresses not only the ‘appearance’ but also the act of perceiving by a
percipient individual. In this sense, its translation as ‘appearance’ can be only accepted on condition that
it also implies the active participation of the percipient subject. Otherwise, one runs the risk of laying the
blame exclusively on the deceptiveness of tangible reality. Our passage, however, clearly points to a
wrong deluding perception of things. Material reality is certainly evil, but it is a deluding representation
thereof that makes it extremely dangerous. ‘Representation’ (see Hennecke, Neutestamentliche
Apokryphen, 254: ‘… wenn sie sich an den schädlichen Vorstellungen ihrer Einbildungskraft erfreuen’)
is, therefore, a better translation. Consider that it is the active side of perception, namely the individual’s
assent to what he perceives, that is responsible for having pleasure in what is deluding. See furthermore
infra pp. 216-19.
95
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r(eustw=n th\n fugh\n poih/sasqai: o(ra=te ga\r mhde/n{a} u(mw=n i(sta/menon, a)lla\ ta\ pa/nta eu)meta/bola me/xri h)qw=n a)nqrwpi/nwn:
tou=to de\ sumbai/nei dia\ th\n a)pai/deuton yuxh\n th\n ei)j fu/sin
planhqei=san kai\ kata\ <ta\> th=j pla/nhj e)ne/xura kate/xousan.
215

makari/ouj ouÅn e)kei/nouj ti/qemai tou\j kathko/ouj tw=n kekhrugme/nwn lo/gwn gegono/taj kai\ di' au)tw=n musth/ria o)ptrizome/nouj
peri\ th\n i)di/an fu/sin, hÂj e(/neken ta\ pa/nta %)kodo/mhtai.
16.

e)nte/llomai toigarou=n h)gaphme/na te/kna, e)poikodomei=sqe
e(drai/wj e)pi\ t%= qemeli/% t%= katabeblhme/n% u(mi=n, o)/nti a)saleu/t%

220

kai\ a)nepibouleu/t% panti\ t%= ponhreuome/n%. e)pi\ tou=ton to\n
qeme/lion r(izw/qhte: sthri/xqhte mnhmoneu/ontej wÂn o(/sa te
gego/nasin sunanastre/fonto/j mou pa=sin u(mi=n. <e>i)/dete di' e)mou=
e)/rga gegono/ta oiÂj

ou)k

e)/xete a)pisth=sai

au)toi=j, gegono/ta

shmei=a toiau=ta a(\ kai\ ta/xa h( a)/laloj fu/sij kekra/cetai: lo/gouj

211-214 deest in S/H, Narr. etc. [cf. Arm. 1.8-13]  215-217 cf. Narr. 364.25-28; cf. Convers. 374.2223; [cf. Arm 1.14-16]  218-220 cf. Narr. 364.28-365.2; cf. Convers. 374.23-375.3; [cf. Arm 2.1-3]  221
cf. Narr. 365.3-4; cf. Convers. 375.2-3; [cf. Arm. 2.4]  221-224 deest in S/H etc. [cf. Arm. 2.5-10] 
224-226 cf. Narr. 365.2-4; [cf. Arm. 2.10-11] 
(210-11 ta\ mo/nima — poih/sasqai Cf. Vr 7-8, 16-17; C.H. 7.2-3)  211-12 Aristotle Protr. fr. 10 Ross;
Plutarch Numa 14.5; Philo Somn. 1.245, Opif. 151, Leg. alleg. 3.38; Marcus Aurelius Med. 5.23;
Maximus of Tyre Diss. 11.7, 153-162; Gregory of Nyssa De virg. 4.7  213-14 Cf. supra Vr 74-77, 84-90 
215-16 Aristotle EN 1102b 31  218-21 e)poikodomei=sqe — r(izw/qhte Maximus of Tyre Diss. 1.5, 140143; 29.7, 169-175 
211 tw=n ante r(eustw=n add. Bonnet  {} Bonnet  214
addidi (haplogr.) kai\ kata\ th=j V kai\
kaka\ vel kai\ ta\ thÍj Bonnet
kai\ ta\ th=j Prieur  216 o)ptrizome/nouj V kat- Bonnet 
218 e)poikodomei=sqai Bonnet  221 post wÂn lacunam suspic. Bonnet desiderans fere <e)qea/sasqe> vel
add. Bonnet 
<h)kou/sate>  222
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to strive for the abiding and to escape from all that is in flux. For you can see that
nothing of yours stands firm, but everything, even man’s moral character, is subject to
change. All this happens because the uninstructed soul went astray in the physical realm
and [still] keeps the ties (e)ne/xura) related to it going astray99. Therefore I consider
blessed those that have become obedient100 to the proclaimed words and through their
mysteries gain insight101 concerning their own true nature, for the sake of which
everything has been built.
16.

“Therefore I command you, dear children, build firmly on the foundation laid for

you, which is unshakeable and against which no evil power can conspire. Root on this
foundation. Stay firm remembering all what has been achieved while I was living
together with all of you. Works have you seen performed through me that you cannot
disbelieve102, [works] that have become such signs that even the irrational nature [in

99

Our addition <ta\> supplies the necessary acc. for a metaphorical use of kata/ (see Jannaris § 1584ff)
‘according to, after’ [‘related to’]. See, for the same use, supra Vr 109. Cf., however, Jannaris § 1590 for
the possible but rare omission of the acc. and the elliptical use of kata/ with gen. The term e)ne/xuron –
normally ‘pledge’, but also ‘security’ (see infra) – describes in the current passage the negative
consequences on the soul’s condition after being lost or going astray in physical reality. There is no
reason to explain it as ‘Satanspfänder’ nor to relate the passage to AJ 69.15 (so, Schimmelpfeng in
Hennecke, Handbuch, 555; so, also É. Junod and J.D. Kaestli, Acta Iohannis [Turnhout, 1983] 262 note
3). Given the absence of any reference – such as giver, receiver, the acts of giving or receiving – that
might suggest a pure contractual meaning, the term e)ne/xuron must be considered as metaphorically
expressing (see Aeneas Tacticus 5.1) the ‘ties’ that keep the soul attached to its material existence. See for
this sense E. Kriaras, (Lexiko, s.v. e)ne/xuron 2: ‘eggu/hsh: ei e/xei (enn. o epi/tropoj h/ koura/twr)
ene/xura bi/ou, toutesti/ pai/daj. Cf. especially Demetrakos, s.v. e)ne/xuron 2: ‘kt. e)pekt. pa=n to\
katakratou/menon pro\j oi)andh/pote de/smeusin’. A similar use in Clement of Alexandria. Quis dives
25.7.1 and in Lucian, Catapl. 15.1.
100
The irrational soul, even though strictly speaking alien to rationality, may to a certain extent pay heed
to rational speech. For kath/kooj as ‘obedient’ to the lo/goj see Aristotle, EN 1102b 31.
101
The participle o)ptrizo/menoj is normally translated as ‘seen as in a mirror’. We reject the simile,
because the present passage puts the emphasis on the insight that words provide. The verb o)ptri/zomai
seems to refer here to a special kind of insight and understanding, namely to an intellectual process
provoked by the words. By being obedient to them, the brethren achieve, through their mysteries, a glance
at their own real nature. For a similar meaning, see the use of e)noptrizo/menoj in Eusebius, C. Hierocl.
411, 21-24, lh¢cate pote kai dianh¢yate thj me¢qhj kai dianoi¢aj o¦rqoij ommasi to semnon thj
a¦lhqei¢aj e¦noptri¢sasqe pro¢swpon. See also John of Damascus (Vita Barlaam, 438.4-11) and Const.
VII Porphyr. (De sentent. 27.3-27.10). Interesting is the fact that the Armenian translator renders the verb
o)ptri/zomai with the Armenian form tesanem (Č 146.17) ‘voir’ and not with ‘voir comme dans un
miroir’. Cf. Calzolari, ‘Version arménienne’, 156-57.
102
‘Works or deeds’ (e)/rga). This is the only passage in AA’s fragment in V in which Andrew mentions
his deeds. In contrast to the previous speeches that only refer to his words, in this second speech to the
brethren Andrew’s activity seems to consist of a combination of words and deeds. Whereas the words are
aimed at reaching the rational part of the soul, the deeds are intended to modify or subdue the irrational
part, since the latter is in general unreceptive to rational speech and only reacts under the pressure of
irrational actions (on the issue, see supra this Chapter, note 88). For those who are used to living an
irrational life Andrew’s deeds are essential, for the astonishment they provoke alters the habitual and
mechanical causal chain that, by means of sensorial perception and representation, keeps them attached to
materiality (on which, see infra Chapter 4, pp. 214-19).
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225

u(mi=n pare/dwka … ou(\j eu)/xomai ou(/twj katade/xesqai u(f' u(mw=n w(j
au)toi\ oi( lo/goi qe/lousin. sthri/zesqe ouÅn a)gaphtoi\ e)pi\ pa=sin oiÂj
<e>i)/dete, oiÂj h)kou/sate, oiÂj e)?[koi]nwnh/sate: kai\ u(ma=j o( qeo\j ei)j
o(\n e)pisteu/sa?[t]e? e)leh/saj eu)are/stouj parasth/sei e(aut%=
a)napepaume/nouj ei)j a(/pantaj ai)w=naj.

230

17.

to\ de\ peri\ e)me\ me/llon sumbai/nein mh\ ou(/twj tarasse/tw
u(ma=j w(/j ti ce/non qau=ma, o(/ti o( tou= qeou= dou=loj, %Â polla\
pare/sxeto au)to\j o( qeo\j di' e)/rgwn kai\ lo/gwn, ouÂtoj bi/# u(po\
a)nqrw/pou ponhrou= a)pelau/netai tou/tou tou= proskai/rou bi/ou: ou)
mo/non ga\r peri\ e)me\ to\ toiou=ton sumbh/setai, a)lla\ kai\ ei)j pa/ntaj

235

tou\j h)gaphko/taj kai\ ei)j au)to\n pepisteuko/taj kai\ au)to\n o(molo-

(224-26 cf. Narr. 365.2-4; [cf. Arm. 2.10-11])  226-229 deest [cf. Arm 2.11-15]  230-233 cf. Narr.
365.5-6; cf. Conuers. 375.3-7; [cf. Arm. 3.1-7]  233-238 deest [cf. Arm. 3.7-13] 

227 add. Bonnet  230

ou(/twj Bonnet

o)/ntwj V  235 post tou\j] au)to\n add. Bonnet 

f.
f. 512r
512r
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you] will acclaim them103. Words I transmitted to you, which I entreat you to receive in
the way the words need to be [received]. Beloved, stay firm on all things that you saw,
that you listened to104 and that you participated in, and the God you have believed in,
showing mercy on you, will place you beside Him as those who please Him and who
have achieved eternal rest.
17.

“With regard to what is about to happen to me do not let it disturb105 you as

though it [were] a strange marvel that the servant of God – to whom God Himself
allowed so many things through deeds and through words – is driven away from this
ephemeral life so violently by a wicked man106. This will not come upon me only, but
also upon all those who loved and believed in Him and confess Him. [For] the

103

a)/laloj fu/sij refers to the ‘irrational’ or ‘ignorant nature’ in man himself and not, as it is normally
interpreted, relying on Luke 19:40 (e)a\n ouÂtoi siwph/sousin, oi( li/qoi kra/cousin), to ‘mute nature’ (cf.
Ger. ‘stumme Natur’: Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 254; Hornschuh, ‘Andreasakten’, 290;
Schneemelcher, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 121; Engl. ‘dumb nature’ James, The Apocryphal NT,
355, though he does not refer explicitly to Luke. 19:40; or ‘mute nature’, MacDonald, Cannibals, 389; It.
‘natura muta’: Moraldi , Apocrifi II, 1421; Fr. ‘nature muette’: Leloir, Écrits, 233; Prieur, Acta, 500;
Dutch ‘stomme natuur’: Heeringa, in Klijn, Apocriefen, 174. Although there are a few testimonies
(Clement of Alexandria. Protr. 4.50.1.4; Orac. Sib. 3.29-31; 4.6.7) documenting the combination of the
adjective a)/laloj (present in AA) with the substantive li/qoj (present in Luke), none of them mentions
the act of screaming. The ‘irrational nature’ of our interpretation is the counterpart of the i)di/a fu/sij, the
‘real’ or ‘true nature’, namely man’s rational nature. In this sense a)/laloj fu/sij must be an equivalent of
the a)/logoj fu/sij. a)/laloj in this context is either a corruption of a)/logoj, due to the phonetic and
semantic proximity of the terms (cf. Georgius Monach., Chronicon 5.23.11: ama de\ t% lo/g% e)fimwqh
kai eÃmeinen aÃlaloj; Origen, Hom. in Luc. 5.30-31, Esti ga\r kwfo\j nu=n o( lao\j kai aÃlaloj: kai pwj
ga\r ou)k hÃmellen kwfo\j kai aÃlogoj kai aÃlaloj einai, e)kbalwn to\n lo/gon a)f' e(autou= kai mh\
duna/menoj peri mhdeno\j lo/gon a)podou=nai nomikou= h profhtikou= lo/gou; Dionysius Halic., De comp.
verb. 14.84-87, opposes qhriw/dhj kai\ a)/laloj to logikh\ fwnh\ (a)/xari de\ kai\ a)hde\j to\ , kai\
pleona/san sfo/dra lupei=: qhriw/douj ga\r kai\ a)la/lou ma=llon h)\ logikh=j e)fa/ptesqai dokei= fwnh=j o(
surigmo/j) or it is simply an equivalent thereof (cf. Hesychius, a 43, a)baki/mwn. a)/laloj (a)bake/w, ‘to
be speechless’, LSJM, s.v., but also ‘ignore’. See also a 53, a)bakh/mwn. a)/laloj, a)su/netoj (a)su/netoj
‘void of understanding, ‘witless’ (LSJM, s.v.); a 44, explains the verb a)bake/w as a)gnoh=sai
a(marta/nein. It is the ignorant or irrational nature which is responsible for the prolongation of man’s stay
in materiality, the target of Andrew’s e)/rga.
104

Andrew’s words and deeds form here the unshakeable foundation upon which the brethren must stay
firm. This double reference seems to imply that for the brethren Andrew’s activities in physical reality
and the knowledge transmitted by his words have an equivalent value. As already said, it might be that
their attachment to externals requires the deeds or wonders as a precondition to being receptive to the
words.
105
This reference seems to support our interpretation in the previous note(s). If Andrew’s deeds are
relevant for the brethren in order to achieve a proper understanding of things, this implies that they are
still open to the influence of externals. In the case of Andrew’s activities, his deeds or wonders seem
always to be accompanied by fitting words, which must reorient the seers in case the former strike them.
Given the fact that his crucifixion may also appear to them as a ‘strange marvel’, and given that he will
not be there to provide them with a proper explanation, the apostle fears that it will produce ‘disturbance’
or taraxh/. In the following lines he provides such an explanation in advance in order to prevent the
brethren from forming a judgement (do/ca) as a result of their own perceptual representation (fantasi/a)
of things. For the relationship between taraxh/ ‘disturbance, fear’, and fantasi/a and do/ca, see infra
Chapter 4, note 285.
106
Note the felicitous implicit association of bi/# and bi/ou in Vr 232-233.
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gou=ntaj: o( pa/nta a)naidh\j dia/boloj ta\ i)/dia te/kna o(pli/sei kat'
au)tw=n, o(/pwj au)t%= sunqw=ntai: kai\ ou)x e(/cei o(\ bou/letai.
kai\ dia\ ti/ tau=ta e)pixeirei= e)gw\ fra/sw: a)po\ me\n th=j  pa/ntwn

Bonnet p. 45

a)rxh=j, kai\ ei) dei= le/gein e)c ouÂper o( a)/narxoj t$= u(p' au)to\n a)rx$=
240

kath=lqen, a)pw/qhse o( pole/mioj ei)rh/nhj a)llo/trioj to\n mh\ i)/dion,
a)lla\ mo/non tina\ tw=n a)sqeneste/rwn kai\ <mh\> perifanh= kai\ mhde/pw duna/menon gnwri/zesqai: kai\ dia\ to\ mhde\ au)to\n e)pi/stasqai,
tou/tou e(/neken e)kei=non u(p' au)tou= e)xrh=n polemei=sqai: do/caj ga\r
au)to\n

245

e)/xein

a)ntife/retai

kai\
w(j

despo/zein
th\n

au)tw=n

au)tou=
e)/xqran

ei)saei\
fili/aj

tosou=ton au)t%=
paraplhsi/an

e)rga/zesqai. u(poba/llwn ga\r au)t%= ta\ i)/dia polla/kij die/grayen
e)nh/dona o)/nta kai\ a)pathla/, di' wÂn au)tou= per[i]kratei=n e)do/kei:
e)xqro\j me\n ou)k e)dei/knuto ei)j to\ fanero/n, prospoiou/menoj … fili/an
th\n au)tou= a)ci/an.
250

18.

kai\ tou=to hÅn au)t%= e)/rgon e)pi\ polu\ gino/menon, w(j ei)j lh/qhn
gnwri/zesqai e)kei/n%, gnwri/sai <de\> au)to/n: tou=t' e)/stin ouÂtwj dia\
ta\ e(autou= dw=ra. a)ll' o(/te <to\> th=j xa/ritoj musth/?r?i?o?n e)ch/fqh,
kai\ h( boulh\ th=j a)napau/sewj e)fanerw/qh, kai\ to\ tou= lo/gou fw=j
e)dei/xqh, kai\ to\ s%zo/menon ge/noj h))le/gxqh pollai=j h(donai=j
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polemou//menon, to\n a)llo/trion au)to\n katafronou/menon, e(auto\n ei)j
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completely shameless devil will arm his children against them in order that they may
agree with him107. But he will not get what he wants.
“And I will tell you why he undertakes this. From the beginning of all things, or
so to say, since the one without beginning108 came down to the beginning below Him,
the enemy, alien to peace, misled the one that did not belong to him but was only one of
the weakest, not conspicuous and that could not be recognised [by God]109. But as this
one would not acknowledge him (scil. the enemy) either, it was necessary for him (scil.
the enemy) to conquer him by battle. However, with a view to keep him and dominate
him forever, he opposed him in such a way as to present the enmity between them as a
friendship. In order to dominate him, he frequently enrolled his [children], who are
delightful and deceitful and through whom he thought he would prevail over him. By
disguising as a friendship his [real] value, he did not present himself openly as an
enemy.
18.

“And his activity took place for so long that both to be known by Him (scil.

God) and to know Him came into oblivion. This is so because of his (scil. the devil’s)
presents110. But when the mystery of grace was set aflame and the will for rest was
manifested and the light of the word appeared; and when, through the kindness of the
one who shows mercy, it was proved that the saved race was to fight against many
pleasures, [that it was] was to despise the alien one and was to ridicule him for his own

107

See supra this Chapter, notes 85, 92 and 93.
Here, too, as in Vr 100 (ou) geno/menon), God’s transcendence is explicitly stated. Whereas in the
former case, god is said to be beyond the process of coming-into-being and passing away, the current
passage states that he is also beyond time.
109
The intrinsic relationship between ‘being known’ by God and ‘knowing’ him is fully developed in the
first speech to the brethren (Vr 1-19). In the current passage, the incapacity to be known by God and to
know him (the reason for which is difficult to determine due to the corruption of our text) obviously
implies that men (or at least some of them) could not acknowledge the enemy either. Delightful and
deceitful appearances will, then, be the means applied by the devil to conquer humanity.
110
‘Bribes’ (?). Given the negative view of the physical realm as well as of everything related to it, it
seems plausible that the writer here made use of the pejorative sense of the term as ‘bribe’.
108
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ta\

e(autou=

dw=ra

diagelw/menon,

di' wÂn

au)tou=

e)do/kei

katofruou=sqai, dia\ th\n tou= e)leh/santoj xrhsto/thta, h)/rcato pro\j
h(ma=j mi/sei kai\ e)/xqr# kai\ e)pecanasta/sei a)ntiple/kei[n]: ka?i\
tou=to e)n e)/rg% te/qeitai, mh\ pau/sasqai a)f' h(mw=n me/xrij a)\n nomi/z$
260

xwri/zein. to/te me\n ga\r a)me/rimnoj hÅn o( h(mi=n a)llo/trioj, kai\ fili/an
prosepoiei=to ste/llesqai pro\j h(ma=j th\n au)tou= a)ci/an: eiÅxen de\
kai\ to\ mh\ fobei=sqai mh\ a)postw=men peplanhme/noi u(p' au)tou=. to\
de\ th=j oi)konomi/aj xrh=ma e)cafqe\n ouÂ le/gw i)sxuro/teron, to\ ga\r
krupto/menon au)tou= th=j fu/sewj kai\ to\ dokou=n lanqa/nein, tou=to

265

h)/legcen kai\ o(mologei=n o(/ e)stin pareskeu/asen.
e)pista/menoi

toigarou=n

to\

me/llon

e)/sesqai

a)delfoi\

diupnizw/meqa, mh\ dusforou=ntej, mhde\ sxhmatizo/menoi, mhde\
a)pokomi/zontej au)tou= i)/xnh e)pi\ tw=n yuxw=n ta\ mh\ i)/dia h(mw=n: a)lla\
o(/loi e)n o(/l% t%= lo/g% e)paiwrou/menoi to\ te/loj pa/ntej a)sme/nwj
270

prosdecw/meqa kai\ th\n a)p' au)tou= fugh\n poih/swmen, o(/pwj kai\
au)to\j loipo\n deixq$= w(j e)sti\n th\n fu/sin h(mw=n e)pi\ ta\ h(me/tera .......
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presents –through which presents he thought he would prevail –, he began to embroil us
with hate, enmity and sedition. And this is what he intends to do: not to stop until he
thinks [we] desert.
“Before this time our enemy had no preoccupations and [simply] pretended to
present his value as a friendship to us. For, deceived by him as we were, he did not fear
that we would depart. But the matter of [divine] economy shone stronger than the one
I’m referring to111, since it refuted what was hidden of his112 nature and what seemed to
remain unnoticed, and prepared it to confess what it is.
“Consequently, since we know what will happen, brethren, let us stay awake
without despairing, without demeaning ourselves and without carrying on our souls his
traces, which are alien to us. Rather, since we are all buoyed up by the whole word, let
all of us accept gladly the end and make the escape from him, so that he also, finally,
would appear as he is, our nature on our own ….113”

111

Scil. the enemy.
Scil. the enemy
113
Abrupt end of Codex Vaticanus gr. 808, f. 512v.
112
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS OF AA’S FRAGMENT IN CODEX VATICANUS GRAECUS
808
Ever since its discovery and publication by Bonnet, AA’s fragment in V has been considered
to be a portion of the genuine AA1. Yet the ultimate conclusions of such an assumption have
never, or only partially, been drawn2. Chapter 2 has provided enough arguments to distinguish
this document from the remaining extant witnesses. The present chapter focuses on an internal
literary and conceptual analysis of the fragment that, by bringing its radically different
mentality to the foreground, will prove it to be our only reliable source for the analysis of the
message of the primitive Acts.
1. General Character of AA’s Fragment in V
As AA’s fragment in V begins in medias res and ends abruptly, it is impossible to ascertain
how long the text was originally3. The lack of title and colophon, which probably explains its
preservation, means that we don’t even know anything about how the last copyist understood
the text.
When approaching the fragment, two main issues immediately draw our attention: the
marked philosophical vein of the text and its predominantly discursive style. With regard to
the former, the text’s tendency towards abstract formulation is evident in the regular and
abundant use of philosophical or pseudo-philosophical terms and expressions4. Even though
Andrew’s discourses always originate in concrete situations, his approach to and treatment of
the subject matter always proceeds from the particular to the universal in an attempt to
facilitate a more abstract scrutiny of the situation he is analysing5. This kind of exposition not
only reveals the writer’s acquaintance with philosophical formulations, but also presupposes
the reader’s familiarity with such a mode of analysis. Take, for instance, the characteristic
cosmological dualism that pervades our text. The negative conception of tangible reality is
1

For the consensus on the issue see supra Chapter 2, p. 85 note 88.
This is due to the fact that, on the one hand, scholars who consider V as our only reliable document for the
analysis of the primitive Acts generally refrain from a comparative study of this testimony with the remaining
extant witnesses (see supra Chapter 1, p. 65 note 441). On the other hand, those scholars who carry out a more
comprehensive study of AA’s transmission are not interested in emphasising differences between the documents,
but rather in searching for parallels and similarities that may widen the textual basis for their analysis of the
ancient Acts (see supra Chapter 1, § 3.3, pp. 62-66).
3
As already seen, however, the widespread assumption that AA’s fragment in V is an excerpt from AA that is
preserved almost in its original length is wholly unfounded. See supra Chapter 3, § 1.2.3, pp. 134-37. See supra
Chapter 3, notes 31 and 113.
4
See infra this Chapter, § 2.3.3, p. 181.
5
According to Erbetta (Apocrifi II, 398) this working procedure brings AA’s fragment in V close to the style and
way of exposition of Gnostic writers.
2
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neither stated by dint of a categorical enunciation of its worthlessness nor insinuated by
describing the burdens of everyday existence. Rather, the imperfection of the sensible world is
derived from a continuous and systematic comparison with the supra-sensible one by means
of conceptual pairs of oppositions with an old philosophical tradition, such as
‘movement/rest’, ‘change/permanence’, ‘identity/difference’, and ‘unity/plurality’. The same
is true of the anthropological dualism that in AA divides humanity into two JHQKor ‘races’,
and that even recognises a dichotomy within an individual between a false and an authentic
nature. Admittedly, the conception might simply echo the old topical axiological
differentiation of humanity6. Yet the philosophical approach comes to the foreground when
analysing the causes of the current human, degraded condition and the means to improve it.
As far as the style is concerned, AA’s fragment in V is predominantly discursive: of
the 271 of our edition, little more than 10% – i.e. 29 lines, if the inevitable narrative junctions
between the speeches are excluded – is purely narrative. The remaining 242 lines are
distributed over five speeches, four by Andrew and one by Aegeates. Whereas the latter plays
a purely narrative role in the plot’s development7, Andrew’s speeches are concerned with the
spiritual development of his followers and convey essential information for understanding the
personae and their function in the text.
Unfortunately these discursive sections are not intended as dialogues, since the
exchange of ideas between interlocutors might have offered more precise information.
Instead, the addressee’s complete silence during three of them rather gives the impression of a
soliloquy by the apostle, which effect is softened by regular interruptions in Andrew’s
argumentation in order to apostrophise or attract his hearer’s attention8. Notwithstanding this,
there are other ways to grasp the context and scope of these speeches. The apostle’s words are
always the result of a given psychological state in his addressee that originates in a precise
context9. Our understanding both of the hearer’s state of mind combined with an analysis of
Andrew’s response provides us with all the necessary co-ordinates to properly construe the
message of these speeches.

6

Such an axiological dualism does indeed appear as soon as the notion of individuality develops – it is the
principium contradictionis that provides the individual with a clear-cut idea about himself and about the other,
since it only the existence of B that proves that A is A and not B. In Greek antiquity such an anthropological
dualism adopts many different forms and the criteria that support it generally show an evolution from external
tokens such as wealth or nobility (Homer), to more internal aspects such as courage in battle (Archilochus),
insight (Heraclitus), innate excellence (Pindarus), and balanced character (Aristotle).
7
See infra this Chapter, § 4.4.1 at p. 231.
8
See Vr 21 (brethren); Vr 58, 63, 102, 113, 115, 122 (Maximilla); Vr 140, 160, 162 (Stratocles); Vr 205, 211, 218
(brethren).
9
On the issue, Bovon, ‘Words of Life’, 81-95.
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V’s philosophical character and discursive style clearly differentiate this document
from the bulk of textual witnesses preserving AA’s traditions. In the best cases the extant
witnesses radically transform them and in the worst completely eliminate them. This means
that a proper analysis of both issues can rely only on V’s testimony. Consequently, taking this
document as a textual whole, and avoiding references to other witnesses as far as possible, we
will now concentrate on its literary analysis, which will provide us with both a consistent
literary framework in which to place the speeches and their message and with the means to
properly interpret them.
2. Literary Analysis of AA’s Fragment in V
2.1.

The Plot of the Fragment

The first incomplete speech places us in prison, at a meeting between Andrew and his
followers, immediately after the apostle’s imprisonment and before his final crucifixion10. As
V begins, Andrew is reprehending his hearers for their feebleness (DWRQLD) and begins a
categorical praise of the community and of the radical superiority of its individuals due to
their belonging to the higher realm, to the realm of the best, of the Good, of justice, and of
light. They are akin to the transcendent realm of unity and permanence11 and this belonging
provides them with complete insight into earthly matters. After assuring his followers that,
thanks to their love in Christ, he will never abandon them and that, thanks to Christ’s
mediation (PHVLWHLD), they in turn will never abandon him, Andrew sends them away12.
The following narrative section introduces all personae (except Stratocles) who will
play a role in the further action of our fragment: Andrew, the proconsul of Patras Aegeates,
his wife Maximilla, her chambermaid Iphidama, and the brethren13. The first half of this
section describes the happiness and optimism of all the followers and their strengthening
reunions in prison during the days that Aegeates seems to have forgotten Andrew’s case14.
This joy, however, is not abiding. Consistent with the tone of the first incomplete speech,
which denies any stability in the realm of change, the second half of this narrative section
brings a sudden turn in the action: Aegeates remembering puts an end to their temporary
relief. Becoming furious, the proconsul leaves the court and rushes back to the praetorium15.
10

For the preceding sections and the alleged textual continuity between this chapter and the preceding one in
Prieur’s textual reconstruction (AAgr 32-33), see supra Chapter 1, pp. 36-37 and note 312.
11
Vr 1-19.
12
Vr 20-24.
13
Vr 25-38.
14
Vr 25-31.
15
Vr 32-37.
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At this point, Aegeates’ speech to his wife takes place16. The silent Maximilla, who
had arrived just a few moments before her husband, listens to the ultimatum that he issues to
her: if she agrees to resume their former conjugal life he is willing to free Andrew; on the
other hand, if she refuses he will punish him. Troubled by this new turn of events, Maximilla,
together with Iphidama, returns to the prison and tells the apostle about her husband’s
proposition (DFLZVLM). The apostle’s response to her news begins a new discursive section. In
his lengthy speech to Maximilla17, Andrew first encourages her not to listen to Aegeates’
proposition, paying attention only to the worthiest part of her essence (WR? WKM RXVLDM VRX
18

DFLZPD). She must reject Aegeates’ crucial test (EDVDQRM), ignoring the threat to the apostle .

Only by accepting his suffering and undermining its importance, he says, can she achieve her
complete liberation from Aegeates. In order to argue his point, Andrew analyses the
consequences of both possibilities, i.e. a negative and a positive answer to her husband’s
proposal19. Maximilla’s rejection of Aegeates’ threats and her maintaining her free
determination is considered from a universal point of view because its consequences go
beyond the particular cases20. The simile introduced by Andrew to support his point includes a
very interesting reinterpretation of the Paradise scene and of the reasons that caused the first
couple’s error (SWDLVPD)21. In his argument Maximilla and Andrew represent the exact
opposites of Eve and Adam22. Both, as representatives of mankind, can correct the first
couple’s deficiency and incompleteness thanks to the acquaintance gained by Maximilla and
by her recognising herself as belonging to the realm above23. The next section of Andrew’s
speech describes the results of such a correction24. In accordance with the general tone of the
preceding lines, Andrew introduces the praise of a generic ‘saved nature’ (IXVLM V]RPHQK)
that becomes a ‘(transcendent) man’ (DQTUZSRM) once the soul, having screamed out its
suffering, ascends to itself and recognises what belongs to it and what is alien to it.
16

Vr 37-53.
Vr 58-140.
18
On the double meaning of the term EDVDQRM as ‘crucial test’ and ‘torture’, see infra this Chapter, p. 205.
19
On the typical, double approach to the subject matter in Andrew’s discourses, see infra this Chapter, pp. 17475.
20
See infra this Chapter, § 3.2.4, pp. 200-03 and § 3.2.5, pp. 203-05.
21
Vr 71-82.
22
On Andrew and Maximilla as counterparts of Adam and Eve, see Pesthy, ‘Aegeates’, 50-51; Bovon, ‘Words of
Life’, 84-85; Luttikhuizen, 96-100; Schroeder, ‘Embracing’, 120-21.
23
For a sexual interpretation of the Paradise scene see Hennecke, Handbuch, 552; Söder, Romanhafte, 125-26;
Nagel, ‘Die Wiedergewinnung’, 375-77; Prieur, Acta, 204-06; Wagener, ‘Repentant Eve’, 350-52; Cirillo,
‘L’uomo interiore’, 11-21; Schroeder, ‘Embracing’, 120-21; see also the suggestive analysis by Pesthy,
‘Aegeates’, 50-53. Against this reading, see our interpretation infra this Chapter, § 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, pp. 197-200
and note 179 and Sturhahn, Christologie, 138-47, especially 147; Festugière, La Révélation IV, 227-31; Erbetta,
Apocrifi II, 400; Luttikhuizen, ‘Religious Message’, 99-100.
24
Vr 91-101.
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After some transitional lines25 in which the apostle restates his first argument,
reinforcing it with manifest disdain for his visible body, the next section of the speech
considers Maximilla agreeing with the terms of her husband26. The greatness of her refusal
and its universal implications disappear with this agreement. This means of course that the
universal viewpoint is substituted by a particular one: the same themes and arguments as in
the preceding lines reappear but are now directly applied to Maximilla’s particular case. The
change of tone is underlined by the emphatic repetition of her, her husband’s and the apostle’s
names27. In his turn to the particular, Andrew shows Maximilla that her agreement would
have negative effects for his own situation as well. Therefore he adds one last argument to
dismiss her husband’s threat: it is through Aegeates that the apostle will be released from his
prison; although the proconsul thinks he is punishing him, he is actually liberating him.
Hence, Andrew concludes, his own perfection depends on the ‘clear sight’ (HXR\LM) of
Maximilla’s QRXM28. She must understand that it is only by accepting an ephemeral and
irrelevant suffering, in order to avoid radical and serious suffering, that she can know her real
nature29, releasing all her bonds and superseding her physical being.
Despite the formal continuity of the speech in the next lines, Andrew’s address to
Stratocles and a circumstantial phrase highlight the change of hearer and hence the beginning
of a new speech. Andrew’s speech to Stratocles, the only discourse with a pseudo-dialogue
form, includes a short answer from Stratocles30. Realising that Stratocles is crying, Andrew
turns to him and asks the reason for his grief. He wonders why Stratocles is crying effusively
and showing clear signs of acute grief: if Andrew’s words have reached his ‘thinking part’
(WR?GLDQRKWLNR?Q PHURM), he argues, such grief is unjustifiable. In order to clear up this
uncertainty, Andrew begins to question Stratocles, provoking rather than calming him down31.
His reaction to Andrew’s emotional test will provide incontestable proof of Stratocles’ mental
state and, secondarily, a suitable response to the apostle’s doubts. At the end of this
questioning, Stratocles’ renewed crying indeed provides him with this proof and assures
Andrew that his words have not been wasted. In addition, Stratocles’ answer confirms
Andrew’s impression by specifying the reason and the nature of his crying32. Each of

25

Vr 102-12.
Vr 102-29.
27
Maximilla, five times: Vr 102, 107, 113, 115, 122. Aegeates, four times: Vr 106, 114, 116, 126.
28
Vr 130-38.
29
See infra this Chapter, p. 205 and note 211.
30
Vr 139-89; Stratocles’ answer in Vr 168-82.
31
On the rhetorical style of the speech and its scope, see infra this Chapter, § 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, pp. 205-08.
32
Vr 168-82.
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Andrew’s words, he says, has certainly reached his soul and he knows that Andrew’s
departure is meant to be a good thing. If he is nonetheless crying, it is simply because he will
not be able to complete the process of his education. An agricultural metaphor depicts the
future lack that Stratocles is already feeling: his soul being the ground and Andrew’s words
the seeds; both need the sower’s care in order to grow and develop properly33. Andrew,
satisfied by his answer, changes the subject and announces to him that the next day he will be
crucified.
There then follows a narrative section34, in which Maximilla, being wholly confirmed
in her decision by Andrew’s words, returns to the praetorium and announces her refusal to
Aegeates. As Aegeates weighs up a proper punishment for the apostle, only crucifixion
prevails in his mind. Once her husband has left, Maximilla and Iphidama return to the prison,
where they meet a large number of Andrew’s followers.
Andrew’s last speech to the brethren begins with his description of how his master
sent him in order to awake or to remind everyone akin to the words that they are wasting their
time among ephemeral evils35. After encouraging them to flee from a fluent and unstable
reality, he praises those among them that have become listeners to his words and by means of
them have had a glance into their own nature. He then advises them to build on the foundation
that he has laid for them by means of actions and words. Finally, he warns them not to be
struck as by a strange marvel when they see him leaving this ephemeral life by means of the
violence of an evil man. Instead of being strange, such is the end for those who have chosen
the right way: the devil arms his children against those who have rejected his false friendship.
At this point, the universal approach once again replaces the particular one. By placing his
expected martyrdom within a universal framework and by letting it be part of a cosmological
plan, Andrew deprives it of every dramatic aspect. In this way he retains only its positive side
and inverts its negative evaluation: his martyrdom is not only necessary but also expected as
the final release from his last ties to the world.
At this point our text ends abruptly, in the middle of a sentence. Let us now analyse
the characters in this story.

33

On the use of the simile and in its implications in the present context, see infra this Chapter, p. 212 and notes
250-251. For parallels, see infra this Chapter, pp. 227-28 and notes 307 and 312.
34
Vr 190-204.
35
Vr 205-271.
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2.2. Characters36
Prima facie, the characters in AA’s fragment in V give the impression of simple stereotypes
that, incarnating certain ideals, ways of life or states of mind, create a suitable context for
Andrew’s speeches. This first impression, however, seems to be negated by the diverse
portrayal procedures applied to build up the characters.
The characterisation of personae in our fragment differs from character to character.
These differences concern not only the style and vocabulary with which the characters are
described, but also the technique used to build them up and present them. Sometimes there is
a clear combination of perspectives: the narrator’s perspective, the character’s own selfperception, the opinion of other characters, and the reader’s point of view work together in the
characterisation (Aegeates). In contrast to this method, a character may also be succinctly
built up by the narrator’s description and additional information proceeding from other
personae (Maximilla). At other times, there is no external and more objective sketch by the
narrator and the personage is defined by a combination of another character’s viewpoint and
that of the reader’s perspective on the basis of his words and actions (Stratocles). But it is also
possible for both the narrator’s viewpoint and that of other personae to be wholly missing. In
that case, it is the reader who has to figure out the character’s personality by means of what he
says or does (Andrew). Finally, a few characters are described either by another’s character
perspective (brethren) or they are not portrayed at all (Iphidama).
An approach to AA’s characters from this perspective, i.e. the literary devices to
present and develop them, will help us to understand the place they occupy both in the story
and its underlying doctrine37.

36

Many scholars have paid attention to all or to some of AA’s characters. These studies, however, normally rely
either on the majority of the transmitted testimonies related to AA or on a predetermined selection of materials.
Given our intention to isolate the document of V, in this chapter we will refrain as far as possible from references
to other interpretations of AA based on materials other than AA’s fragment in V. Wagener, (‘Repentant Eve’)
focuses on the characters of Stratocles and Maximilla, although his approach and conclusions are strongly
influenced by other textual witnesses for AA (such as S and H) and by alleged literary parallels, such as Plato’s
Theaetetus. P.J. Achtemeier, ‘Jesus and the Disciples as Miracle Workers in the Apocryphal New Testament’, in
E. Schlüsser Fiorenza (ed), Aspects of Religious Propaganda in Judaism and Early Christianity (Notre Dame,
1976) 149-86, focuses on the figure of the apostle, approaching the text mainly from the viewpoint of its
common traits with other apocryphal texts. For the characterisation of some of AA’s personae and the text’s
relationship with the Greek novel see Bremmer, ‘Novel and Apocryphal Acts’, 157-80 and especially Bremmer,
‘Man, Magic’, 16-24.
37
We are aware that this divergence in characterisation could simply be the result of our fragmentary knowledge
of the text. However, it is only after having analysed every character and its place in the text that definitive
conclusions can be drawn.
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2.2.1. Aegeates
Aegeates38, ‘the goat-like’, or ‘caprine one’39 is the antagonist NDW’ HFR[KQ. As governor of
Patras and representative of the established political power and religion he is the “natural”
adversary of Andrew. But at the same time he is also his ‘cultural’ enemy, at least from the
point of view of our fragment. As the husband of Maximilla and brother of Stratocles, he
represents the blood or contractual family bonds that tie an individual to his social world.
Aegeates’ all-pervading presence in our fragment arises from the fact that he represents on a
general and on a particular level all the values (political power, pagan religion, family and
status) implicitly and explicitly rejected by Andrew and his community40.
It has been suggested that ‘Aegeates is the only character with a touch of
individuality’41. This impression might very well be due to the already mentioned
combination of viewpoints in his portrayal. This combination provides us with a complete
description that, after an external narrator’s sketch of his character, explores more subjectively
his perception of himself and other characters’ opinions about him, and even allows the reader
to form his own idea on the basis of his words to Maximilla. It is indeed the cross38

Aegeates’ name is usually interpreted as related to the Aegean sea (see supra Chapter 1, p. 47 and note 379).
In our view, however, it derives from the Greek word for ‘goat’, DLF. The word is frequent in toponyms and
according to Constant. VII Porphyr. (Asia 17.6), Artemidorus and Strabo agree in reporting that the $LJHDWLNR?M
NROSRM in Aeolis of Asia Minor received its name from Cape $L¨JD, which in turn (Strabo, Geogr. 13.1.68, 7)
was so called after the animal. More interesting, however, is the information transmitted by Stephanus Byzant.
(Eth. 38.9-39.5), when commenting on the toponym $LJDL. He not only reports that Macedonian $LJDL was also
called PKORERWHLUD or ‘rich in sheep or goats’ (for the ambivalence of PKORQ, see LSJM, s.v., and Il. 10.485 and
Od. 9.184: HQTD GH? SROOD? PKO’, RLHM WH NDL? DL¨JHM), but also that two gentilics were attested for such a
toponym, namely $LJDLRM and $LJHDWKM, and indeed the latter is well attested(see Sozom., Eccl. hist. 2.5.5, 5,
as a gentilic; Photius, Bibl. 41.9a 13, as a proper name; Galen, de Sanit. 6.337.12, ‘Asian wine’; Suda, H3821).
39
The goat represents the wild and untamed side of nature as well as belligerence. Such symbolism may arise
both from the goat’s external appearance, with its beetling brows and thrust-out lower lip, and from the animal’s
overbearing temper and aggressiveness which made them dangerous to sheep and destructive to cultivated areas.
The goat’s presence on certain islands or regions was since older times associated with uncultivated or
unproductive soils (for the frequent appearance of the word ‘goat’ in toponyms of the Mediterranean, see J.N.
Bremmer, ‘A Homeric goat Island’, CQ 36 (1986) 256-57). In Greek mythology the goat is frequently related to
other representatives of natural or wild aspects of life, uncontrolled desires, sexuality and abuse of food and
wine, such as Pan or the satyrs, whose inferior extremities were goat-like and who even had horns on their heads.
It is likely that the satyrs influenced medieval representations of the devil in which he clearly adopts goat
characteristics (see G. Papini, Il Diavolo. Appunti per una futura diabologia [Florence, 1953]). This association,
however, seems to be older, for one of the Hebrew words for ‘goat’, Ğa’ir (‘shaggy, hairy one’), which generally
means ‘he-goat’ (Gen. 37:31; Lev. 4:28; Ezek. 43:22), appears in some passages with the meaning ‘demon /
satyr’ (Lev. 17:7; 2Chr. 11:15; Isa. 13:21; 34:14). The negative view of the goat, finally, is also clear in
Matthew’s gospel, for in Matt. 25:32, sheep and goat (HULIRM) represent good and bad natures, respectively. Both
aspects, namely the polarity nature/culture (for which see P. Vidal-Naquet, Le Chasseur noir [Paris, 21983] 3968) and the goat’s association with evil, perfectly fit the characterisation of Aegeates, whom Andrew also calls
‘relative of his body’, ‘serpent’, ‘son of the serpent’, ‘devil’, ‘son of the devil’.
40
As has been pointed out by Pesthy, ‘Aegeates’, 47, in spite of his central role in AA, Aegeates does not seem to
have attracted the attention of scholars, who usually concentrate on the protagonists Maximilla and Andrew.
41
Hilhorst, ‘Martyrdom Texts’, 7. For the relevance of Aegeates as an essential antagonist to Andrew and
Maximilla see Pesthy, ‘Aegeates’, 47-55.
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examination of his person provided by these diverse viewpoints that constitutes his
individuality.
The changing perspectives under which Aegeates appears present him to the reader as
a figure marked by an inherent contradiction. This contradiction, however, does not arise from
his inconsequent or unstable character. Rather it is the consistency and determination of his
will and the sharp contrast between his idea of reality and reality itself that makes him
contradictory. The totality of his personal world falls apart and he is the only one who cannot
see it: deprived of his brother and of his wife, he persists in his view, unable to see that
without family and conjugal ties his individuality is rather precarious. This blindness, negative
though it may be, makes him tragic rather than arrogant because it concerns the idea of the
individual both about himself as a person and about his impact or influence on his
environment. Instead of giving an idea of unity, Aegeates’ characterisation depicts the
fragmentariness of the individual, revealing how illusory is his self-perception.
The discrepancy between Aegeates’ will and reality is first stressed by the contrast
between the narrator’s perspective and Aegeates’ self-perception. At the beginning of V
Aegeates seems to have forgotten Andrew’s case42, but when he remembers, he ‘goes crazy’
(ZVSHU WLM HPPDQK?M JHQRPHQRM), leaves his business, and rushes back to the praetorium43.
However, in his first words to his wife he defines himself as ‘prudent’ or ‘reasonable’ (Vr 4142, WR? WKM \X[KM PRX HXJQZPRQ)44. His words indeed are consistent with his self-perception.
The civil tone of his words to Maximilla, which deliberately combine the emotional and
contractual aspects of matrimony, and the fairness of his proposal contradict his alleged
madness45. He begins his plea by referring to her parents’ assent to their marriage, but he
immediately comes to the point: renouncing recriminations and declaring that he is unwilling
to take revenge, he asks his wife to come back to him. Instead of being a rancorous or
vindictive husband, his words present him as a partner who misses his companion. In
addition, his proposal is not of a sexual sort: he asks her to ‘live with’ him in the way they are
42

Vr 26-27.
Vr 32-38.
44
The criteria followed by Maximilla’s parents when accepting Aegeates as a husband for their daughter (Vr 3942) have been traditionally misunderstood as Aegeates’ admission of his lower economic and social status (see
Laudatio 346.10-12 and Vita 249C 11-13). On the contrary, Aegeates’ words seem to echo the criteria
recommended by the Stoic Antipater (SVF III, fr. 62) in order to seek a good companion: wealth, nobility, and
fame are rejected and the emphasis is put on ‘good character’. The resemblance between both passages is so
striking that one is even tempted to see a paraphrase of Antipater in Aegeates’ words.
45
As we will see below, this sharp and sudden change of mood at the beginning of Aegeates’ characterisation
points, on a particular level, to the contrast between ideal and reality, but also, on a general one, exemplifies the
instability and flux of human affairs. See the reference to the instability of human habits and customs in Vr 21112.
43
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used to (Vr 46-47, VXPELRXVD PRL R?Q HSLVWDPHTD WURSRQ), to ‘sleep with’ him (Vr 47,
VXJNDTHXGRXVD PRL), to ‘keep him company’ (ibid. VXJJLQRPHQK), and to ‘raise children

together’ (ibid. VXQWHNQRXVD). The terms of his will are perfectly coherent with the restrained
standard Stoic concept of marriage46. A decisive proof of the sincerity of his demands appears
in his closing words, when he considers a possible negative answer from his wife: ‘If you do
not agree I will not undertake anything against you, because I could not bear to do so’47.
But Aegeates’ incongruity is also emphasised by the sharp discrepancy between his
subjective self-perception as an individual who is master of his acts and his actual passive role
both as a victim of events and as an instrument of God’s plan. This contrast is obvious, for
example, in the apparent resolution of his closing words to Maximilla: ‘Answer tomorrow
which of both possibilities you choose; I have prepared myself for every eventuality’48. By
giving his wife an opportunity to choose and his determination to act accordingly in case of a
negative answer clearly show that he sees himself as the master of his acts, as an individual
free to act and decide. This is, however, clearly contradicted by the predetermined plan that
seems to rule the development of events: even before he receives his wife’s answer, Andrew
knows that Aegeates will crucify him the next day49. When he finally does so, he thinks that
he is deciding something that has actually already been decided for him. This peculiarity is
stressed by the narrator’s description of Aegeates’ ‘decision’: ‘[He] considered to which kind
of death he would put him (scil. Andrew) (…) and (…) from all possibilities only crucifixion
prevailed in him (HSHNUDWKVHQ DXW)…’50.
Andrew’s viewpoint is more extreme than the narrator’s perspective and consequently
develops and explains Aegeates’ incongruity. It is significant that when talking about
Aegeates, Andrew systematically does so from a universal point of view that deprives his
opponent of any individual traits and his actions of any individual motivation. Deliberately
avoiding any further reference, he approaches Aegeates’ proposal from its negative side by
simply defining it as mere coercion. From Andrew’s perspective Aegeates is an intimidator, a
flatterer, and a torturer; all his efforts to win back his wife are simply ‘sordid witchcraft’51.
This is not surprising: deprived of motivation, human action becomes either contingent or

46

See Musonius Rufus fr. 11 and his assertion that marriage and procreation are unavoidable civic duties. In
general, see ‘On the goal of Marriage’, in O. Hense, C. Musonii Rufi Reliquiae (Leipzig, 1905); add Seneca’s De
matrimonio and Epictetus, Ench. 33.8; Diss. 2.4.
47
Vr 49-50.
48
Vr 51-52.
49
Vr 186.
50
Vr 198-200.
51
Vr 63-68.
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externally predetermined. And as far as Andrew is concerned, as we will see below, both
possibilities are equally negative because they, in sum, amount to the same: externals and evil
have an equivalent ontological status in the text.
From Andrew’s perspective Aegeates cannot be an individual because there is no such
a thing as individuality52. Individuality is nothing but an illusion and Aegeates’ case is the
most obvious example: his ignorance of himself exposes him to the variability of an unstable
environment under the influence of which his behaviour becomes mechanical. Precisely for
this reason he is just ‘noise’ (Vr 108, PK VH RL HNHLQRX \RIRL NLQHLWZVDQ). It is obvious then
that Aegeates’ action can only be negative: he symbolises everything that is sordid in man.
The only existence Andrew seems to recognise in Aegeates is his capacity to threaten the
achievements and decisions of his wife; it is even possible to say that in his eyes Aegeates
only exists while intimidating her: he is nothing but activity, ergo infamous activity.
Consequently, behind Aegeates’ actions Andrew sees exclusively one efficient cause: the
personification of evil, the devil. When he returns again to the particular cases53, he sees
Aegeates as a simple instrument of the powers of darkness.
From this perspective we are able to understand an apparent inconsistency of the text.
After Aegeates has proposed to his wife that they resume their conjugal life, the narrator
describes Aegeates’ second encounter with Maximilla and relates how he demands from her
an answer. He paraphrases Aegeates’ proposal as ‘namely, if she wanted to sleep with him’54.
By presenting this equation, or more precisely, this reduction of marriage to sexual
intercourse, he clearly shows that it is not simply sexuality that is being rejected. The
reduction, by rejecting the institution of marriage as a whole, deliberately denies any other
possible motivation for marriage than mere copulation. This refusal implies not only a denial

52

Individuality, in the strict sense of the word, only exists as a struggle to subdue one’s immanent existence, but
once one has succeeded in doing so (as Maximilla has) one transcends this individuality and orientates oneself to
the universal. This may explain why Stratocles is the only character that is presented as an individual. On the
issue, see infra this Chapter, § 2.2.3, p. 173.
53
Vr 116-17, 126-27.
54
Vr 197. This apparent inconsistency even led Bonnet to propose deleting VXJNDTHXGRXVD PRL VXJJLQRPHQK
r
VXQWHNQRXVDin V 47-48 (Bonnet app. ad loc.). Prieur (transl. ad loc.) and MacDonald (transl. ad loc.) interpret
these three verbs as explaining the first VXPELRZ ‘live together with someone’ in the sense of ‘sexual
cohabitation’, but this can hardly be correct. The verb in the present context refers to marriage, clearly focussing
on the ‘companionship’ aspect that is also stressed by VXJJLJQRPDL, which although it presents sexual meaning
in a couple of passages, in the vast majority of cases it points instead to ‘association, company, assistance’. The
appearance of VXQWHNQRZ ‘rear children with another’ clearly shows the contradiction of understanding the
passage exclusively from a sexual point of view. Aegeates is not only pursuing the futility of sexual pleasure, he
is entreating his wife for a life together with her that naturally includes all aspects inherent to the free association
of man and woman.
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of all the values upon which marriage is based, but also an absolute rejection of all the
principles and ideals of a society for which marriage is an essential pillar.
Andrew’s removal of every human motivation from Aegeates’ intentions and the
narrator’s reduction of marriage to copulation provokes an odd contradiction with Aegeates’
(and the reader’s) values. Thanks to the character’s cross-examination and the combination of
the universal and particular perspectives the reader understands the reasons for this
contradiction: it arises from the complete ‘Umwertung aller Werte’ that the text proposes.
This redefinition or transmutation of standard values concerning man and his reality cuts the
ground from under Aegeates’ feet, making him either ridiculous or tragic, or even both at the
same time: it simply depends on the stature the reader ascribes to him55. But beyond this
evaluation, whether ridiculous or tragic, Aegeates nevertheless represents the futility of the
individual, ignorant of himself and blind to the hints from his world revealing to him this
futility. His persistence in fulfilling his ideal of life in an alien environment represents both
the ignorance of the self and the reluctance (or incapability) to come to know it.
2.2.2. Maximilla
As her name a priori seems to suggest, Maximilla, ‘the most important’, plays an essential
role in AA56. She is beyond any doubt the person closest to the apostle and as such closest to
the fulfilling of his ideals.
In contrast to her husband’s character, the personage of Maximilla immediately
transmits to the reader a sense of coherence and unity. This impression primarily arises from
the fact that Maximilla is always silent and exclusively portrayed from an external
perspective. The lack of a more subjective characterisation that might have arisen from her
utterances implies the absence of any possible contradiction between what she really is and
what others think she is. In this sense, being described exclusively from an external
perspective, Maximilla is beyond individuality57. As we will see, such a characterisation
seems to fit both the text and its underlying doctrine.
The consistency of her character is also emphasised by the absolute coincidence of the
two main perspectives that build up her portrayal: the narrator’s and Andrew’s perspectives
not only coincide but also complement each other in describing her personal development.
55

J. Ortega y Gasset, Meditaciones del Quijote (Madrid, 1981) 105-15, has properly shown how easily tragedy
may turn into comedy depending on the background against which the hero’s activity is projected. In his Poetics
(48a 16-20), Aristotle refers to the same issue when he stresses the difference between tragedy and comedy in
that the former pretends to represent ‘better persons’ and the latter ‘worse persons’.
56
See Bremmer, ‘Man, Magic’, 17.
57
See Söder, Romanhafte, 147-48 for a comparison of Maximilla with other heroines from the apocryphal Acts
and Greek novels.
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This evolution, in addition, does not alter her stable virtue and integrity at all. Despite
important changes concerning the principles that regulate her behaviour, her commitment to
the new values is equally virtuous as it was before. From Aegeates we know that before
Andrew’s appearance she was obedient to her parents. They arranged her marriage to
Aegeates58 and she respected their decision accepting him as a husband59. But she also
observed social norms and values on all occasions. This is emphasised by the narrator, who
never lets her act alone: every time she goes out to meet Andrew, Iphidama accompanies
her60. Her respectability is not even the subject of suspicion by Aegeates. When he refers to
her relationship with Andrew he uses the verb VWHUJZ ‘to have affection’, which normally
appears in contexts of filial love61.
Maximilla’s compliance with the standard values of her society and the contractual
aspects of her marriage, however, does not arise from her indolence but rather from her
ignorance. Once she gains insight, she actively decides to stop with her former life62, and her
decision does not arise from her changeable mind but from her firm conviction. If she is
nevertheless troubled by Aegeates’ proposition, it is simply due to her own judgement (GRFD)
and to her ‘humanity’ (ILODQTUZSLD), which she is easily able to supersede once Andrew has
reassured her in her decision63. Andrew encouraging her to sacrifice all externalities to her
conscious and individual choice allows her to refuse everything that is alien to her. Freed from
externalities and confirmed in her determination, Maximilla’s new attitude and state of mind
is obvious in the description of how she goes to meet her husband after her interview with
Andrew. Whereas in her first encounter with Aegeates she unconsciously rushes into the
house (HLVEDORXVD W RLNL)64, in the second one she does it ‘not rashly nor thoughtlessly’
(RXN DNULWZM RXGH? DVWR[DVWZM)65 but with the ease and tranquillity of a woman in absolute
control of herself66.
By superseding the last threat of her husband’s DFLZVLM (‘proposition’) and directing
herself towards her DFLZPD (‘essence’) Maximilla comes back to herself, and this return
58

Vr 39-42.
Vr 46: ‘If you were once again that one you used to be...’ Aegeates’ words imply that until Andrew’s
intervention she lived the life of a married woman.
60
Vr 29, 54-55, 201-03.
61
For the meaning of VWRUJK / VWHUJZ see supra Chapter 3, note 87.
62
Vr 58-61.
63
See infra this Chapter, § 3.2.4, pp. 200-03.
64
Vr 36-37.
65
Vr 193-94.
66
For running in public being unsuitable for gentlemen and ladies in Greek and Roman society see Bremmer,
‘Man, Magic’, 21 and ‘Walking, Standing, and Sitting in Ancient Greek Culture’, in J. Bremmer - H.
Roodenburg (eds), A Cultural History of Gesture (Cambridge, 1991) 15-35 at 18-20.
59
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allows her to reject everything that is not hers. The contrast between the unity and coherence
of her character and the incongruity of her husband’s is the more obvious because the
redefinition of her values reassures instead of endangering her personality. Her active
involvement in her circumstances and her steadfast determination indeed give such an
impression of coherence that they bring her character close to an ideal. Andrew comparing her
with the first woman and placing her in a primeval paradisiacal situation confirms this
impression: she transcends the particular cases by orientating herself towards the universal67.
2.2.3. Stratocles
Unlike Aegeates, his brother Stratocles strives for a unity and soundness he has not yet
achieved. This aspect is emphasised by the lack of a narrator’s perspective in his portrayal.
Stratocles, ‘famous in battle’, is characterised by a combination of Andrew’s viewpoint and
his own self-perception. The fact, moreover, that Andrew’s speech originates in his doubts
about Stratocles’ state of mind68 and that the latter’s answer intends to remove these doubts
from Andrew transmit to his character the features of something incomplete, although in the
process of being achieved69.
This interpretation is supported not only by the content of Andrew’s words70 but also
by Stratocles’ answer71, where he admits that, in spite of advances in his personal
development, the process is not yet fulfilled. Precisely because of this and because of his grief
and tears, Stratocles appears to the reader as a real person, as an individual who is suffering
the internal struggle with his emotions and applying himself to the task of controlling them.
His being conscious of his unperfected development and his declaration of his need of
Andrew make his individuality even more evident.
2.2.4. Andrew
In the case of Andrew the reader must exclusively rely on the apostle’s words and actions to
form an idea of the character, since there is no external sketch and the point of view of other
personae is reduced to the always implicit72 veneration of his followers.
67

See supra this Chapter note 52.
See infra this Chapter, § 3.3.1, 205-06.
69
See infra this Chapter, § 3.3.5, pp. 211-13.
70
Vr 139-67.
71
Vr 168-82.
72
Andrew’s role as spiritual father and his followers’ veneration of his person seems to be obvious in V, because
it mainly consists of discourses in which the apostle comforts and advises his followers and they obediently
listen and obey his recommendations. AA’s fragment in V, however, does not present any single instance of
explicit veneration by his followers. According to Prieur (Acta, 302-03), followed by Pao (‘The Genre’, 185),
Maximilla’s gesture (Vr 55-56) of taking the apostle’s hands and putting them on her eyes and mouth not only
shows the pupils’ veneration of their master, but also Andrew’s characterisation as a THLRM DQKU or ‘divine man’.
68
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The text deliberately avoids a characterisation that may provide him with individual
traits and any description that might imply an a priori evaluation of his personage73. The few
references by the narrator are succinct and neutral, calling him simply R $QGUHDM or R
74
DSRVWRORM  The only time another personage refers to him, his description is equally neutral:

Aegeates simply calls him ‘stranger’ (FHQRM)75, or ‘that one’ (HNHLQRM) towards whom
Maximilla shows affection76. In spite of this peculiarity, Andrew is a kind of centre around
which the characters orbit and where the action of our fragment develops, and the text
repeatedly describes how all the characters go to him77. Because of this, Andrew’s status in
the text is a rather peculiar one: on the one hand he lacks the characteristics of a personage,
but, on the other, his presence is so all-pervading that it might even be possible to say that he
is above or beyond the text.
When analysing his words in search of a characterisation, the ambiguity of his
character does not diminish. Andrew’s profile or characterisation, if we may call it so,
changes from speech to speech. For Maximilla he is both the interpreter of her intentions and
state of mind and the provider of a deeper or ultimate understanding; for Stratocles he is a
severe master and helpful assistant, and for the brethren he is the ‘awaker’ or ‘reminder’ and
the layer of their foundations. The versatility of his character is more understandable if we
consider that Andrew’s imprisonment and future crucifixion provoke different attitudes and
problems in his followers. In each case the apostle’s words intend to offer his changing
listeners the support they personally need and, at the same time, a cognitive clue with which
they may properly assimilate the events to come. This is the reason why the reader sees
Andrew’s role changing with the context of his speech and the particular needs of his
interlocutor.

In his view, by this procedure Maximilla intends to receive the supernatural power that emanates from his
person. The first scholars to propose such a reading were Junod-Kaestli (Acta Iohannis, 436-37), who compare
AJ 62.3-7 to AA’s passage and state that the acts of touching in both passages imply the conception of the apostle
as a ‘divine man’. However, although in AJ there are enough elements to support such a reading, such as the
touching of the feet and especially the clothes of the apostle (compare the healing of the hemorrhoisa in Mt 9:2022; Mc 5:32-34; Lc 43:48), nothing of the kind appears in AA’s passage. In addition, the almost literal
appearance of the same motif in Achilles Tatius (5.27, NDL? WD??M [HLUDM NDWHILOHL NDL? WRLM RITDOPRLM NDL? W
NDUGL SURVHIHUH NDL? HL¨SHQ), already pointed out by Söder (Romanhafte, 145, although she wrongly refers to
6.27, seems to disprove such an interpretation. In this passage of Leucippe and Cleitophon, the context is very
similar, for Melitte comes to visit Cleitophon in prison. Rather than veneration, Melitte’s reaction seems to
express the enchantment produced on the listener by the charm of speech.
73
Only once does the vocative PDNDULZWDWH appear, at the beginning of Stratocles words (Vr 168-69), but this
is the only example and is perfectly justified by the tone and character of his pupil.
74
When describing himself in the speech to the brethren he also uses the word DSRVWRORM (Vr 205).
75
Vr 49.
76
Vr 50.
77
Vr 28-31, 54-55, 201-04.
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But the changes in his role do not result from the change of addressee only. In addition
to the versatility of his character in virtue of circumstance and interlocutor, the role he may
take on every occasion unfolds in a double perspective: universal and particular. In all three
speeches Andrew’s words always present him from these two viewpoints. In Maximilla’s
speech, from a universal perspective, he is ‘Adam reaching perfection’78, but from a particular
one he is just a body, which as such is akin to Aegeates and hence should be treated
accordingly79. In Stratocles’ speech he is at the same time speaker and message – namely a
kind of all-embracing ORJRM that is simultaneously outside and inside his listener80 – as well as
an instrument for the apparent consolation of Aegeates81. In the brethren’s speech he provides
them with a touchstone to supersede the influence of externals82 but he is also the victim par
excellence of these externals83.
Andrew’s main goal consists of transmitting a knowledge that may provide his
followers with a cognitive anchor in their personal situation and state of mind. Consequently,
given the fact that the transmitted knowledge can adopt different faces according to the
changing circumstances, Andrew’s message must be placed in a stable frame of reference.
The universal and particular perspectives assure a stable framework for Andrew’s words by
placing them in a clear and steady conceptual context. The change of perspective is necessary
because the person Andrew is ultimately everything and nothing, because lacking individual
traits he is defined as pure activity. This activity materialises in his words, which are the
bridge between the particular and the universal, between immanence and transcendence.
2.2.5. Brethren
The numerous group of anonymous and silent followers (RL ORLSRL, RL DGHOIRL) is
characterised from Andrew’s viewpoint only. Although the narrator’s passing references
usually depict them as simple company for the protagonists of the story84, Andrew’s speech to
the brethren provides the reader with a more precise description85.
The more superficial content and the paternalistic tone of Andrew’s first and second
speeches to the brethren clearly differentiate them from characters like Maximilla or
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Vr 78-79.
Vr 108-12.
80
Vr 144-50.
81
Vr 185-89.
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Vr 205-17.
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Vr 230-49.
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Vr 20, 23-24, 27, 28.
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Vr 205-71.
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Stratocles. His explaining to them the essentials of his apostolic activity86, the reasons and
task of his performance87, as well as providing a kind of cosmogonical explanation, is
evidence both of a greater personal distance between master and followers and the more
elementary stage of initiation of the latter88. Andrew’s repeated references to their sensorial
perception suggest this incipient development89.
2.2.6. Iphidama
Even though Iphidama, the ‘mighty governess’, is in our fragment barely more than a simple
name, she plays an important role as the loyal servant of Maximilla90. It is her activity that
facilitates Maximilla’s movements in a hostile environment. She is always mentioned together
with her mistress, especially when the latter proceeds from one place to another91.
2.2.7. Conclusions from the Study of Characters in V
Even though at first glance AA’s characters might give the impression of stereotypes, the
analysis of the portrayal reveals important differences between them. The changing lights
under which characters appear to the reader intend to offer examples of different personal
developments in a gradual process of detachment that leads them from individuality to loss of
individuality. This is obvious in the textual devices used to present the four main characters in
our text: Aegeates, Maximilla, Stratocles and Andrew. If the cross-examination of a character
like Aegeates provides him with the instability that characterises individuals, the exclusively
external approach to Maximilla confers on her an equilibrium and coherence that draw her
character near to an ideal disappearance of individuality. This, however, does not mean that
she has completely succeeded yet: her doubts after Aegeates’ proposal reveal the obstinate
persistence of certain individual traits. Her own judgement (GRFD) and herILODQTUZSLD,
which is manifest in her concern for and attachment to the apostle and the community,
represent the very last ties that she must sever to fully achieve her ultimate goal. Her
character, consequently, does experience a certain evolution and is not as steadfast as might,
at first sight, be supposed.
The most obvious example of this process of personal transformation, however, is
Stratocles, who is depicted in a process of development. After having become aware of his
individuality, he engages himself in bringing it into a given balance. The combination of
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Andrew’s and his own perspective emphasise this work in progress: while the apostle refers to
Stratocles’ goal, he himself focuses on the means and the way to achieve it.
All these aspects are evidence that the characters in AA are something more than
simple personifications of a given ideal. If they nevertheless transmit such an impression, this
arises from the ideal aspiration of a text that strives for the gradual release from an
individual’s bonds that culminates in complete loss of personality92.
2.3. Style and Vocabulary of the Fragment
As already pointed out, the style of our fragment is mainly discursive. Excluding one brief
narrative juncture between Aegeates’ speech and Andrew’s speech to Maximilla93 and a
couple of occasional and quick interventions in discourses by the narrator94, there are actually
only two narrative sections in our fragment. The first consists of barely 14 lines and the
second one of 1595. These two sections represent a relatively tiny part of the fragment,
considering that in Bonnet’s edition the text occupies 270 lines. The remaining text is
exclusively discursive.
2.3.1. Narrative Sections
Even though short, the only two narrative sections play an important part in the plot since they
include two essential moments that decisively change the course of events: Aegeates
remembering Andrew’s case and Maximilla’s negative response to her husband’s proposal.
These narrative sections show formal similarities. They both consist of two segments: a first
part summarises the action of the previous speech, describing the effect of Andrew’s words on
his addressee; the second part brings about a turn in the action that introduces the following
speech. In the first narrative section, the beginning describes how the weakness of the
community is transformed into joy and strength owing to Andrew’s words96. Similarly, in the
second narrative section97, it describes the success of Andrew’s words on Maximilla; she is
even said to have disposed herself according to the words. If before the speech she was afraid
and her doubts about what to do transmitted a certain uneasiness to her behaviour, she is now
completely calm, having decided to reject Aegeates’ proposal and determining to live
according to her choice.
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Note the frequent pregnant uses of the terms GHVPRM (Vr 97; 109) and GHVPZWKULRQ (Vr 117). For GHVPRM see
furthermore infra Chapter 5, § 3.2.2.1.2, pp. 300-04.
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Vr 54-55.
94
Vr 20-21, 140, 163, 168.
95
Vr 23-38 and 190-271, respectively.
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Vr 23-31.
97
Vr 190-98.
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As for the second part, in the first narrative section, Aegeates’ remembering interrupts
the joy of the brethren and prepares the context for his words to his wife98. In the second one,
Maximilla announces her decision and Aegeates considers the punishment for Andrew99.
Maximilla’s return to prison is the transition to the speech to the brethren.
The narrative sections’ internal dichotomy is evident in the change of verbal tenses.
Whereas the effects of Andrew’s speeches, in the first part, are described in the past tense100,
the turn in the action in the second appears in the present tense101. This change of verbal
tenses is evidence that, in spite of their length and of the role they play in developing the
action, their main function is a transitional one and their task, consequently, mainly a
focalising one.
2.3.2. Discursive Sections
The remaining text of AA’s fragment in V is discursive and arranged into five speeches. The
first presents very interesting conceptual issues but, unfortunately, is incomplete102. Thanks to
a brief intervention by the narrator103, almost at the end of the speech, the reader knows that
Andrew must have pronounced it and that the brethren must have been the addressees104. The
second speech consists of Aegeates’ words to Maximilla105. The subsequent three speeches
are all uttered by Andrew and the addressees are Maximilla106, Stratocles107, and the
brethren108, respectively.
From a stylistic and conceptual perspective we can differentiate the speeches into two
groups: on the one hand there is Aegeates’ speech, and, on the other, Andrew’s speeches.
Whereas the former presents a clear rhetorical structure and a straightforward development,
Andrew’s speeches are less easily classifiable from a rhetorical point of view.
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2.3.2.1. Aegeates’ Speech
Aegeates’ discourse to his wife has a main purpose: convincing Maximilla to return to their
former conjugal life. In line with this purpose, the exordium of the proconsul’s speech
deliberately begins with a reference to Maximilla’s parents that purports a captatio
benevolentiae of his hearer109. After this introduction, which astutely includes an indirect selfappraisal, he immediately makes his statement in the form of an alternative that apparently
transfers to Maximilla the responsibility for the future development of events110. The
conclusion briefly ends the speech111.
2.3.2.2. Andrew’s Speeches
Andrew’s speeches always present the same set-up and constitutive elements. A given
situation has provoked an emotional response in the addressee. In order to dissipate his
doubts, fear or uneasiness, Andrew intervenes with a speech that may meet his needs.
Andrew’s speeches, however, do not present a straightforward development. Rather, they
include numerous digressions that, even if apparently superfluous, are in fact essential parts of
the message and that, additionally, are completely justified by the context and by the state of
mind of the addressee. As a result the speeches present important thematic divergences112.
It could not be otherwise. As we will see below, these important differences arise from
Andrew’s adaptation of his ORJRM to the diverse state of mind of his addressees. As his words
are conceived as a therapeutic ORJRM, they are arranged according to the aim they must
achieve113. Since the beginnings of what has been called verbal psychotherapy, the
effectiveness of speech on the psychological disposition of the hearer depends not only on the
proper form and disposition of the discourse, but also on its suitability for and its adequacy to
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The therapeutic scope of Andrew’s words cannot be neglected. Note that all Andrew’s speeches include a
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the state of the addressee114. For Plato and Aristotle the success of ORJRM depends on the
proper combination of a good and prestigious speaker, of which in the case of Andrew there is
no doubt, and his ability to adapt his speech to the character and disposition of the hearer115.
As the needs of the hearer are determined by his K¨TRM or ‘character’, resulting both from
nature and education, by his GLDTHVLM or ‘disposition’, and the NDLURM or ‘occasion or
opportunity’, the speaker must take these into account in order to succeed in his enterprise116.
The eventual suitability of a given discourse is finally determined by its results: whether or
not it succeeds in altering the ‘affections’ (SDTK) and ‘beliefs’ (SLVWHLM) of its addressee.
It is precisely the attention to all these issues that causes the important differences
between the speeches. From a stylistic point of view, they resist a coherent systematic and
comparative analysis: divergences in the discourses concern formal issues such as length,
structure, oratorical genre, and tone of speech. Similarly, their contents vary as well.
Andrew’s speeches to the brethren, i.e. the first117 and last discourses in V118, are concerned
with the actual belonging of the community to the transcendent realm and with a description
of its temporary sojourn in materiality that focuses on epistemological issues, respectively.
Andrew’s speech to Maximilla deals with a primeval situation before the degradation of the
‘intellect’ (QRXM), with the cause of this decay and the way to reverse the process119. The
speech to Stratocles deals with the intellect and the soul as mixed in the individual and the
subsequent struggle of rationality (WR? GLDQRKWLNR?Q PHURM) to control and temper affection120.
The paramount interest of these important divergences is obvious: although
disagreeing thematically, the speeches agree with each other insofar as they are by one and the
same speaker. Consequently, they provide us with a comprehensive exposition of the different
aspects of Andrew’s (and the author’s) conception of reality.
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In what follows we are indebted to the excellent study of the therapeutic applications of speech in Antiquity
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Given that a proper analysis of these speeches requires a detailed scrutiny of their
context, the addressee’s state of mind and, most important of all, their conceptual basis, we
will postpone their rhetorical analysis until the study of these issues has been completed121.
2.3.3. Vocabulary
As already indicated, the philosophical vein of the fragment and its tendency to abstraction is
evident at first sight. One might define AA’s vocabulary as quasi-philosophical inasmuch as
its philosophical intention and abstract formulation do not contrive a consistent, precise, and
coherent terminology. This definition, however, should not be understood as an
underestimation of its contents: it simply aims to describe the textual phraseology rather than
to minimise its purports. Before uttering a positive or negative evaluation of our text, factors
such as author, context, theme, hearer or reader, and naturally the ability of the latter to
understand its message, must be borne in mind. Admittedly, the vagueness of the vocabulary
of our text might originate in the shortcomings of its writer and his lack of a philosophical
training to formulate his ideas. Yet there are also other possible explanations. It could arise,
for instance, from the nature or the goal of a text that, in spite of its philosophical
undercurrent, did not pretend to be philosophical in the strict sense of the word; or even from
an intentional use of everyday speech in order to reach a readership lacking the sophistication
for a strictly philosophical argumentation. Consequently, our conclusion about the value and
fitness of AA’s argumentation rather than its (obviously subjective) terminological precision
should be inferred from its adequacy for the needs of the occasion and of its success in
fulfilling these needs. And, indeed, a proper analysis of AA’s phraseology and its context
reveals that the exposition of our fragment fulfils both requirements122.
2.4. Textual Structure of the Fragment
The preceding sections have analysed the plot, characters, style and vocabulary of AA’s
fragment. In order to advance the literary analysis we must now turn our attention to its
textual structure. Our analysis distinguishes three textual levels. Firstly, the text itself and its
formal disposition; secondly, the development of the plot, namely the characters, action and
topic by means of which the story is narrated; and thirdly, the thematic development
underlying the text.
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See infra this Chapter, §§ 3.2.2 (Maximilla), 3.3.2 (Stratocles), 3.4.1 (Brethren).
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2.4.1. Formal analysis
In spite of the fragmentary character of our text, an analysis of its textual structure reveals
interesting issues that will certainly provide us with a better understanding of its meaning.
Prima facie an objective stylistic analysis of the text allows its division into seven sections,
two of them narrative and five discursive:
1. Andrew’s first incomplete speech to the brethren (Vr 1-24).
2. Narrative section focused on Aegeates (Vr 25-38).
3. Aegeates’ speech (Vr 39-53).
4. Andrew’s speech to Maximilla (Vr 54-140).
5. Andrew’s speech to Stratocles (Vr 140-89).
6. Narrative section focussed on Maximilla (Vr 190-204).
7. Andrew’s second speech to the brethren (Vr 205-71).
The disposition of these sections reveals a well-balanced structure based on the proportioned
distribution of discourses and narration. A first approach to this sequence based on a purely
stylistic analysis results in the following diagram:

Incomplete Speech to the Brethren
NARRATIVE SECTION: AEGEATES

AEGEATES: Aegeates’ Speech
MAXIMILLA: Andrew’s Speech
STRATOCLES: Andrew’s Speech

to Max.
to Strat.

NARRATIVE SECTION: MAXIMILLA

Incomplete Speech to the Brethren

1. Textual structure on the basis of stylistic traits

The text begins and ends with a discursive section (1 and 7); the subsequent two narrative
sections (2 and 6), focusing on Aegeates and Maximilla respectively, enclose three speeches
that concentrate on the three main personages of the story: Aegeates, Maximilla (presented by
Andrew), and Stratocles. From this perspective a double frame, the first discursive and the
second narrative, stresses the importance of the central section consisting of three discursive
122

For the analysis of AA’s vocabulary, see Chapter 5, passim.
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sections. In this central section, Andrew’s speech to Maximilla, as the lengthiest and most
developed, occupies the natural centre.
However, this formal and external analysis may be refined by adopting an internal
approach to the text and its structure. In doing so, we will focus firstly upon the evolution of
characters, action, and topic and, secondly, upon the thematic development.
2.4.2. Evolution of the Plot: Characters, Action, and Topic
From the point of view of characters, Andrew’s speech to Maximilla, which includes the two
most prominent characters and is placed exactly in the centre of this structure, seems to
provide a suggestive division of AA’s fragment in V into two halves. These two resulting
sections not only present an equivalent structure ‘discourse—narrative section—discourse’,
but also present in their central narrative section their respective predominant character: the
first one, Aegeates, and the second one, Maximilla. Aegeates’ and Maximilla’s spheres of
influence, however, extend beyond the limits of the narrative sections and reach the preceding
and following speeches123.
When looking at the development of action and at the role of the characters therein, we
notice a clear shift, even an inversion of roles in both sections. In the former, the plot develops
under Aegeates’ initiative: his role is active and his wife’s is passive. In the latter, Maximilla
impels the development and has an active role, while her husband remains passive. Of course,
Andrew’s speech to Maximilla, by articulating both sections with each other, is the turning
point that allows the evolution both of action and characters. Whereas up to this point
Aegeates’ sphere of influence seems to rule the events by leading the action towards a
possible solution, Andrew’s intervention negates this supremacy and alters the trend of events
in the opposite direction. Andrew’s intervention is essential because his counterarguments
dismantle Aegeates’ intention, opening up the possibility for a topical transition from suasio,
in the first half, to dissuasio, in the second half. These relationships between the textual halves
are summarised in the following diagram:
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Aegeates’ sphere of influence in the first half is clear. On the one hand, Andrew’s first incomplete speech to
the brethren intends to reaffirm the brethren’s inconstancy, which arises from the apostle’s imprisonment by
Aegeates. On the other, Aegeates’ speech, which exposes the terms of his proposal, clearly extends his sphere of
influence over Maximilla’s determination to change her way of life. With regard to the second half, Maximilla’s
sphere of influence extends both to the speech to Stratocles and to the speech to the brethren, for what provokes
them is a direct result of Maximilla’s decision to change her way of life.
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AEGEATES

-INCOMPLETE SPEECH
-NARRATIVE SECTION
-AEGEATES’ SPEECH

(+)

SUASIO

MAXIMILLA

(-)

ANDREW’S SPEECH TO
MAXIMILLA
MAXIMILLA

(+)

DISSUASIO

AEGEATES

(-)

-ANDREW’S SPEECH
-NARRATIVE SECTION
-ANDREW’S SPEECH

2.

Textual structure: Evolution of the plot: characters, action, and topic

2.4.3. Thematic development
The thematic analysis shows that the sections of the text are arranged concentrically. The
central position of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla is once again obvious. Instead of
articulating two subsections, however, it represents the climactic moment from a thematic
viewpoint.
Two incomplete speeches (1 and 7124), which are concerned with the description of the
real and true transcendent origin of the community and with the explanation of its accidental
sojourn in the immanent realm, respectively, provide the text with a consistent frame.
Enclosed within these two points of reference is a coherent textual whole in which the plot, in
the strict sense of the word, develops. This unit of action opens and closes with a narrative
section (2 and 6). The first is dominated by Aegeates’ character125: it is his forgetting or
remembering that determines either the well-being or distress of the community.126
Symmetrically disposed at the other end of this action unit and dominated by Maximilla’s
character, the second narrative section (6) closes the action. The antithetic character of both
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Numbers refer to the above classification of the sections on p. 182.
This narrative section may be divided into two sub-units (Vr 23-31 and 32-38). Aegeates’ prominence is
assured in both sub-units by means of the repetition of his name.
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This contrast materialises, on the one hand, in the joy of Andrew’s followers during the period of time that
Aegeates seems to have forgotten the apostle’s case and, on the other hand, in Maximilla’s implicit fear once he
remembers.
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narrative sections is manifest not only in their symmetrically opposite places, but also, as
argued above, in their content, the clear inversion of roles, and the change of topic.
Aegeates’ speech to his wife (3), by apparently offering her a choice between two
possible solutions of the state of affairs, creates the proper context for Andrew’s speech to
Maximilla, in which the apostle argues and demonstrates to her that there is only one possible
solution. Andrew’s speech to Stratocles (5) confirms this unique way out and analyses the
implications of this one solution for Aegeates’ brother. This intentional distribution of the
material creates a well-balanced concentric structure in the middle of which Andrew’s speech
to Maximilla clearly occupies the central and most important position.
The concentric textual structure of our text is illustrated in the following diagram:

S P E E C H: T R A N S C E N D EN C E
NARRATIVE SECTION:

AEGEATES

AEGEATES’ SPEECH

ANDREW’S
SPEECH TO
MAXIMILLA
ANDREW’S SPEECH TO
STRATOCLES

NARRATIVE SECTION: MAXIMILLA

S P E E C H: I M M A N E N C E

3. Textual structure: concentric disposition of the thematic development

The interest of this diagram, however, is not merely illustrative. It reveals an
intentional disposition of the materials and a calculated arrangement consistent both from the
point of view of the development of the plot as well as from the point of view of content. This
becomes even more obvious if, following the concentric structure of the text, we now focus
on its central section, because Andrew’s speech to Maximilla also presents a clear concentric
structure.
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2.4.4. Textual Structure of the Central Section
2.4.4.1. Formal Analysis
A formal analysis of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla allows a division into five basic
segments127:
1. Introduction (Vr 55-73).
2. Paradise Scene: Eve/Maximilla (Vr 73-82).
3. Praise of the transcendent DQTUZSRM (Vr 83-101).
4. Paradise Scene: Adam/Andrew (Vr 102-06).
5. Conclusion (Vr 106-38).
The formal disposition of the speech again reveals its concentric character128: introduction and
conclusion enclose a mythological section in the middle in which the praise of the
‘transcendent man’ takes place.
However, the external formal analysis may once again be refined by an internal
approach to the text that concentrates on the evolution of the plot by focusing on the
characters, action, and topic and on the thematic development.
2.4.4.2. Evolution of the Plot: Characters, Action, and Topic
From the point of view of characters, Maximilla and Andrew (and of course Eve and Adam)
dominate the action of the speech. However, what the formal analysis marks as the central
section, namely the praise of ‘transcendent man’, is characterised by the absence of any
reference to individuals129. The apparent receptor of this praise is referred to as ‘nature’
(IXVLM), ‘soul’ (\X[K) or more generally as ‘man’ (DQTUZSRM). Consequently, on the basis of
its distinctive trait, this central section concerned with supra-individuality may be considered
as a natural division of the speech into two halves. The first one, consisting of (a) introduction
and (b) myth, focuses on Maximilla’s perspective; the second one, consisting also of two
sections, namely (b) myth and (a) conclusion, concentrates on Andrew’s perspective.
From the point of view of the action, both sections also present clear differences
regarding the involvement of the characters in the action. Since Andrew’s speech originates in
Aegeates’ threat, it is possible to speak of characters both as actors and as recipients of the
action. In the first half of the speech, Maximilla is the goal of Aegeates’ threat, since she
appears to have decided by herself to remain pure. But in the second half, the proconsul’s
127

Vr 55-138.
The concentric structure of this single speech has already been pointed out by Prieur, Acta, 200ff and, more
recently, by Luttikhuizen, ‘Religious Message’, 96-103.
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See Luttikhuizen, ‘Religious Message’, 97.
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menace falls on the apostle because she decides not to agree to Aegeates’ demand for
Andrew’s sake. In this sense, the central praise allows a topical transition from the sphere of
‘that which is morally right’ (WR? NDWRUTZPD) to the sphere of ‘that which is befitting, or
convenient’ (WR? NDTKNRQ)130. Given that Maximilla has already decided for herself, the only
threat to her determination appears to come from outside. The central section allows her to
supersede the apparent negative effects of her free choice on her environment. Considering
that these are simple externalities, she must accept them as unavoidable and even as
necessary. These relationships are schematised in the following diagram:

-INTRODUCTION
-MAXIMILLA
DECIDES FOR
HER OWN SAKE
-SHE RECEIVES
THE ACTION

-MYTH

MORALLY RIGHT
(ARGUED

NDWRUTZPD)
PRAISE OF
TRANSCENDENT
MAN

-MAXIMILLA
DECIDES FOR
ANDREW’S SAKE
-HE RECEIVES
THE ACTION

CONVENIENT
(INVERTED

-MYTH

NDTKNRQ)

-CONCLUSION
4. The structure of the central section: evolution of characters, action and topic
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Andrew’s exposition seems to work on the two spheres of moral virtue as distinguished by Stoicism, the
sphere of that which is ‘morally right’ (WR? NDWRUTZPD) and the sphere of that which is ‘convenient’, or
‘befitting’ (WR? NDTKNRQ). Andrew’s argumentation, however, deliberately inverts the terms of the Stoic doctrine.
Whereas in Stoicism the perfectly right action (WR? NDWRUTZPD) depends exclusively on the individual’s
conscious and moral determination and the ‘convenient’ (NDTKNRQ) is that which from the point of view of
ORJRM can be rationally defended, in Andrew’s words it is the ‘morally right action’ that seems to require
argumentation (and is even likely to be put in danger by argument: DFLZVLM). At the same time, ‘that which is
convenient or befitting’ consists precisely in the rejection of every aspect normally included in the concept of WR?
NDTKNRQ – the meaning of which was originally very close to WD? GHRQWD ‘what is necessary’ and which used to
define the individual’s obligations towards his fellows and the community. Whereas in the Stoic point of view WD?
NDTKNRQWD originates in a sense of coherence with the ‘universal nature’, the unwritten laws that determine the
proper behaviour towards our neighbour, Andrew’s conception of ‘what is convenient’ (WR? NDTKNRQ) is precisely
the rejection of these duties. This clear inversion points to a critical attitude towards Stoicism and its conception
both of community and of humanitas. According to Andrew, then, ‘morally right’ is that which can be rationally
argued and that which is fully achieved only by rejecting every external obstacle that may hinder its fulfilment.
The Sceptic Arcesilaus appears to have adopted, with controversial intentions, the same approach to the Stoic
doctrine concerning moral virtue (see ap. Sextus Empiricus Adv. math. 7.158, WR? GH? NDWRUTZPD HL¨QDL RSHU
SUD[TH?Q HXORJRQ H[HL WK?Q DSRORJLDQ. Cf. SVF III 493). For NDWRUTZPD in Stoicism, see SVF III 11, 500-543;
for NDTKNRQ SVF III 491-499; A. Dyroff, Die Ethik der alten Stoa (Berlin, 1897) 126-150 and M. Pohlenz, Die
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2.4.4.3. Thematic Development
The analysis of the textual structure on the basis of its thematic development reveals more
precisely the careful concentric disposition of themes and motifs around the central section.
These concentric circles present a gradual transition from the particular, in the most external
ring, to the universal, in the centre.
Let us begin the analysis with its climactic moment: the praise of ‘transcendent man’
(DQTUZSRM). This central section (F), characterised by its abstract formulation, is properly
enclosed by a mythical exposition. The first part of the mythical section (E) provides
exemplary parallels in illo tempore that permit the speaker to raise the tone of the speech and
proceed from the particular to the universal, preparing in this manner the way to the more
abstract and elevated tone of the central section. Although including both protagonists of the
Paradise scene, Eve and Adam, this first part focuses in particular on the female character and
consequently approaches the myth from Maximilla’s perspective. The second part (E´) is a
counterpoint to the first one and decreases the tone from abstract to universal. Like the first
part, it includes both protagonists, but concentrates on the male perspective and consequently
approaches the myth from Andrew’s perspective.
The next thematic ring consists of what we may call ‘approach to’ and ‘withdrawal
from the myth’ (D and D´). Both sections consist of two sub-units whose concentric
construction is clear in their being disposed according to the pattern: D1-D2 D2´-D1´.
Concerning the approach to the myth, its first sub-unit (D1) includes a reference to the
‘torture, threat’ (EDVDQRQ)131 put upon Maximilla and encourages her patience. Its second subunit (D2) provides the transition to the myth132. With regard to the withdrawal from the myth,
it includes the same sub-units although in a (logically) inverse order. The first one (D2´)
functions as a transition from the myth133, whereas the second one (D2´) includes a reference
to the EDVDQRQ, but with Andrew as its receiver134.
The next ring (C and C´) enunciates Andrew’s advice to Maximilla not to be defeated
by Aegeates’ threats. In this case both pieces of advice are similar. The difference, however,
appears in the following ring that evaluates Maximilla’s decision (B and B´): whereas its first
Stoa. Geschichte einer geistigen Bewegung (Göttingen, 1949). For the influence of the issues on Early
Christianity see Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 6.14.111.3.
131
See supra this Chapter, note 18.
132
Vr 67-70.
133
Vr 106-08.
134
Vr 108-12, NDL? PK VH RL HNHLQRX \RIRL NLQHLWZVDQ DOOD? PHLQRQ DJQK NDPH? PK? PRQRQ WLPZUHLVTZ
EDVDQRLM WDLM NDWD? WD? GHVPDDOOD? NDL? TKUVL? SDUDEDOHWZ NDL? SXUL? IOHFDWZ NDL? NDWD? NUKPQRX
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part considers her decision as due to her own free determination, the second one encourages
her to fulfil her choice for Andrew’s sake.
The outer ring, finally, introduces and concludes the speech (A and A´). Whereas the
former simply states the theme of the speech, the latter recapitulates the notions that have
been developed in the whole discourse, namely HXR\LM QRXM, Andrew’s perfection,
Maximilla’s ‘true nature’ which is assimilated to the ‘transcendent man’ (DQTUZSRM),
sympatheia and suffering (SDTRM). The concentric structure of the central speech to Maximilla
is schematised in the following diagram:
INTRODUCTION

(55-58)

MAXIMILLA’S FREE DECISION FOR HER OWN SAKE (58-62)
ANDREW’S ADVICE (62-67)
APPROACH TO THE MYTH (67-73)


EDVDQRMfor Maximilla (67-70)

A
B
C
D
D1

-Transition to myth (70-73)

D2

ST

PART: MAXIMILLA’S PERSPECTIVE (73-82)

E

CENTRAL PRAISE OF TRANSCENDENT MAN (83-101)

F

MYTH. 1

ND

MYTH. 2

PART: ANDREW’S PERSPECTIVE (102-06)

E´

WITHDRAWAL FROM THE MYTH (106-12)

D´

- Transition from myth (106-08)

D2´

- EDVDQRM for Andrew (108-12)

D1´

ANDREW’S ADVICE (113-15)
MAXIMILLA’S DECISION FOR ANDREW’S SAKE (116-29)
CONCLUSION (130-38)

C´
B´
A´

5. Concentric thematic disposition of Andrew’s speech to Maximilla

This concentric composition presents a consistent construction around the central section,
whose contents and conceptual development we will analyse below135. In addition to the
concentric disposition, the special relevance of this conceptual centre is emphasised by the

UL\DWZ NDL? WL JDU HQR?M RQWRM WRXWRX WRX VZPDWRM RSZM THOHL WRXWNDWD[UKVDVTZ VXJJHQRXM RQWRM
DXWRX.
135

See infra this Chapter, § 3.2, pp. 195-205.
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accumulation of stylistic figures such as polyptoton136, anaphora137, metonymy138,
antithesis139, parallelism140, alliteration141 and, especially, by the intentional gradation of the
periods.
2.4.5. Conclusions from the Study of the Textual Structure
The preceding triple analysis of AA’s fragment in V has demonstrated the relevance of
Andrew’s speech to Maximilla: the formal disposition, the evolution of the plot, and the
thematic development reveal a concentric construction around this climactic section. At the
same time, the particular analysis of this speech following the same triple approach shows that
it also has a concentric structure: formal disposition, evolution of the plot, and thematic
development emphasise its middle section, namely the ‘praise of transcendent man’, as the
conceptual centre of the speech. Given its central position within the central section, this
‘praise’ represents the textual and conceptual heart of the whole fragment. The questions why
this particular section received such importance and what are the implications from a literary
and conceptual perspective will be properly answered once the conceptual analysis of our
fragment has been completed. This conceptual study, which places the middle section in its
wider doctrinal frame and uncovers its relationships with other sections, will sufficiently
explain its paramount position.
2.5. Conclusions from the Literary Study of AA’s Fragment in V
The literary study of AA’s fragment in V provides enough evidence to support the hypothesis
that content, characters, style, and textual structure are clearly designed to achieve a common
goal. The combination of textual devices to present events and characters, the changing style
of the discourses and their specific vocabulary, and the proportioned arrangement of the
material point to a writer who is strongly interested in both the form and the message of his
text. In the following pages, the conceptual analysis will show the extent to which every
element of this construction plays a precise role in the intention of the text.

136
137

Vr 83, HJZ? PH?Q RX¨Q WDXWD HLSZ?Q ZM HLSRQ HLSRLPL D?Q GH? NDL? WD? HFKM.
Vr 83-87, HX¨ JH (...) HX¨ JH (...)HX¨ JH; 87-90, ZM ... VH (...) VRX ZM ... VH(...)VH; 91-94, RWL RWLRWL 

RWL
138

Vr 85, HX¨ JH \X[K? ERZVD D? HSDTHM
Vr 86, NDWDPDQTDQZQ WD? PK? VD? NDL?HSL? WD? VD? HSHLJRPHQRM
140
Vr 89-90, ZM HPSUHSHVWHURQ WZQ HLM DLV[K NDWDEDORQWZQ VH WZQ HLM DL[PDOZVLDQ DSDJDJRQWZQ VH
141
Vr 91, WDXWD RX¨Q DSDQWD NDWDPDTZ?Q DQTUZSH HQ HDXW
139
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3. Conceptual Analysis of Andrew’s Speeches
The speeches to the brethren, to Maximilla and to Stratocles present Andrew’s adaptation of
his ORJRL to the changing state of mind of his addressees. All four speeches originate in the
same context of Andrew’s imprisonment and impending martyrdom and pursue one and the
same aim, namely providing the addressees with the spiritual support they need to face the
situation.
The purpose of the speeches, however, is not merely comforting. Instead of
encouraging his addressees to patiently accept the situation, Andrew urges them to work
actively in transforming it into something useful, into something that may serve their personal
development. In doing so he blends the strengthening scope with certain doctrinal aspects that
may help his followers in this constructive transformation.
3.1. Andrew’s First Speech to the Brethren
In spite of being frequently neglected by commentators142, Andrew’s first speech in V (Vr 124) is essential in many respects. The very first lines already state the clear dualistic
conception of reality that will govern the exposition of the whole fragment. Transcendent and
immanent realms are distinctly described and are contrasted with one another in many ways.
Whereas the former is the changeless and immutable supercelestial realm, the latter partakes
in time, movement, generation and extension143.
At the same time this speech presents one of the very rare treatments of the divinity.
God is described objectively, i.e. following a philosophical description of His attributes, but
also subjectively, namely from the point of view of His attitude towards His people144. From
the former perspective, God is beyond movement, time and generation and corruption: He is
the One (WR? HQ) who dwells in the immutable realm beyond multiplicity145. From the latter
perspective, however, He is ‘most powerful’, the ‘most beautiful’ and ‘the righteous one’146.
He is also the ‘merciful one’ (HOHKPZQ), the saviour and the light; in short: He is the
142

With the exception of Liechtenhan, Die Offenbarung, 50; 112 and ‘Die pseudepigraphische Litteratur’, 295,
who emphasises the central importance of the ideas of this section, commentators usually neglect this first speech
in order to focus on the lengthier parts of AA. See, for instance, Bovon, ‘Words of Life’, 81-95, who in spite of
analysing the other three speeches in V, omits any reference to Andrew’s first speech. The same can be said of
the articles collected by Bremmer, Acts of Andrew. As the index of names, subjects and passages (ibid. 190-200)
shows, the first chapter of AA’s fragment in V (= AAgr 33) is completely ignored, if we exclude a single and
passing reference.
143
Vr 7-9 and 15-17.
144
On this double approach to the divinity, see infra Chapter 5, § 2.2.1, pp. 263-69 (objective description) and §
2.2.2, pp. 269-76 (subjective description).
145
Vr 12-17.
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‘unenvious sharer’ who cares for His people insofar as He transmits to the community His
love and pity.
But the speech to the brethren also focuses on the description of the ‘blessed race’ (WR?
PDNDULRQ JHQRM) which though currently immersed in immanence is actually destined for

transcendence147. It is precisely their participation in God’s sharing that endows the brethren
with the special status that will finally release them from their current degraded state.
However, the most important aspect is the emphasis laid on the motif of the
recognition of the community by God. This recognition is simultaneously the beginning and
the end of the cognitive process that will finally lead to the overcoming of man’s current
degraded condition. As a beginning, this ‘becoming known’ (JQZUL]RPDL) establishes the
proper co-ordinates of a cognitive frame: it awakens in the brethren an awareness of kinship
with the divinity that they seem to have forgotten. As an end, it provides them with a goal for
their search for knowledge, it supplies a point of reference for them to turn to, attracting them
as the object of desire does148. Given the central importance of the issue, it is not surprising
that the motif dominates the whole speech.
3.1.1. Character and Scope of the Speech
Only the last part of Andrew’s first speech is preserved. Fortunately, the very first, incomplete
sentence gives us a precise notion of the context in which the apostle’s words must be placed:
the followers’ fragility. Although we cannot ascertain absolutely the reason for this lack of
confidence, the place and theme of the speech and, especially, its closing words point to
Andrew’s imprisonment as the main cause of their uneasiness149.
The organisation of Andrew’s speech is coherent with this context. The current
beginning and the conclusion of the speech are concerned with the spiritual support of the
brethren. If the opening lines reprove them for their ‘feebleness’ (DWRQLD) and for not carrying
with them ‘God’s goodness’ ([UKVWRWKM)150, the closing ones paternalistically assure them
that, in spite of circumstances, they will not lose each other151. The central section in turn
provides them with the necessary insight that may help them to correct their attitude152.
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Vr 10-13.
Vr 4-9.
148
For the importance of the Aristotelian conception of God as causa finalis in the philosophical discussion of
late antiquity, see infra Chapter 5, § 2.2.2.3, pp. 274-76.
149
Vr 21-23.
150
Vr 1-2.
151
Vr 21-23.
152
Vr 2-19.
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you] will acclaim them103. Words I transmitted to you, which I entreat you to receive in
the way the words need to be [received]. Beloved, stay firm on all things that you saw,
that you listened to104 and that you participated in, and the God you have believed in,
showing mercy on you, will place you beside Him as those who please Him and who
have achieved eternal rest.
17.

“With regard to what is about to happen to me do not let it disturb105 you as

though it [were] a strange marvel that the servant of God – to whom God Himself
allowed so many things through deeds and through words – is driven away from this
ephemeral life so violently by a wicked man106. This will not come upon me only, but
also upon all those who loved and believed in Him and confess Him. [For] the

103

DODORM IXVLM refers to the ‘irrational’ or ‘ignorant nature’ in man himself and not, as it is normally
interpreted, relying on Luke 19:40 (HD?Q RX¥WRL VLZSKVRXVLQ RL OLTRL NUDFRXVLQ), to ‘mute nature’ (cf.
Ger. ‘stumme Natur’: Hennecke, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 254; Hornschuh, ‘Andreasakten’, 290;
Schneemelcher, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen, 121; Engl. ‘dumb nature’ James, The Apocryphal NT,
355, though he does not refer explicitly to Luke. 19:40; or ‘mute nature’, MacDonald, Cannibals, 389; It.
‘natura muta’: Moraldi , Apocrifi II, 1421; Fr. ‘nature muette’: Leloir, Écrits, 233; Prieur, Acta, 500;
Dutch ‘stomme natuur’: Heeringa, in Klijn, Apocriefen, 174. Although there are a few testimonies
(Clement of Alexandria. Protr. 4.50.1.4; Orac. Sib. 3.29-31; 4.6.7) documenting the combination of the
adjective DODORM (present in AA) with the substantive OLTRM (present in Luke), none of them mentions
the act of screaming. The ‘irrational nature’ of our interpretation is the counterpart of the LGLD IXVLM, the
‘real’ or ‘true nature’, namely man’s rational nature. In this sense DODORM IXVLM must be an equivalent of
the DORJRM IXVLM. DODORM in this context is either a corruption of DORJRM, due to the phonetic and
semantic proximity of the terms (cf. Georgius Monach., Chronicon 5.23.11: D£PD GH? W ORJ HILPZTK
NDLÏ H¦PHLQHQ D¦ODORM; Origen, Hom. in Luc. 5.30-31, Æ(VWL JD?U NZIR?M QXQ R ODR?M NDLÏ D¦ODORM NDLÏ SZM
JD?U RXN K¦PHOOHQ NZIR?M NDLÏ D¦ORJRM NDLÏ D¦ODORM HLÈQDL HNEDOZ¿Q WR?Q ORJRQ DI HDXWRX NDLÏ PK?
GXQDPHQRM SHULÏ PKGHQR?M ORJRQ DSRGRXQDL QRPLNRX K§ SURIKWLNRX ORJRX; Dionysius Halic., De comp.
verb. 14.84-87, opposes TKULZGKMNDL? DODORM to ORJLNK? IZQK? (D[DUL GH? NDL? DKGH?M WR? ¹ NDL?
SOHRQDVDQ VIRGUD OXSHL TKULZGRXM JD?U NDL? DODORX PDOORQ K? ORJLNKM HIDSWHVTDL GRNHL IZQKM R
VXULJPRM) or it is simply an equivalent thereof (cf. Hesychius, D 43, DEDNLPZQDODORM (DEDNHZ ‘to
be speechless’, LSJM, s.v., but also ‘ignore’. See also D 53, DEDNKPZQ DODORM DVXQHWRM (DVXQHWRM
‘void of understanding, ‘witless’ (LSJM, s.v.); D 44, explains the verb DEDNHZ as DJQRKVDL
DPDUWDQHLQ It is the ignorant or irrational nature which is responsible for the prolongation of man’s stay
in materiality, the target of Andrew’s HUJD
104

Andrew’s words and deeds form here the unshakeable foundation upon which the brethren must stay
firm. This double reference seems to imply that for the brethren Andrew’s activities in physical reality
and the knowledge transmitted by his words have an equivalent value. As already said, it might be that
their attachment to externals requires the deeds or wonders as a precondition to being receptive to the
words.
105
This reference seems to support our interpretation in the previous note(s). If Andrew’s deeds are
relevant for the brethren in order to achieve a proper understanding of things, this implies that they are
still open to the influence of externals. In the case of Andrew’s activities, his deeds or wonders seem
always to be accompanied by fitting words, which must reorient the seers in case the former strike them.
Given the fact that his crucifixion may also appear to them as a ‘strange marvel’, and given that he will
not be there to provide them with a proper explanation, the apostle fears that it will produce ‘disturbance’
or WDUD[K. In the following lines he provides such an explanation in advance in order to prevent the
brethren from forming a judgement (GRFD) as a result of their own perceptual representation (IDQWDVLD)
of things. For the relationship between WDUD[K ‘disturbance, fear’, and IDQWDVLD and GRFD, see infra
Chapter 4, note 285.
106
Note the felicitous implicit association of ELand ELRX in Vr 232-233.
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3.1.2. Being Known and Knowing in Andrew’s first Speech
Leaving the opening and closing sections aside, the central part of the speech may be divided
into three parts. In the first one153, the love and pity of God received by the community is
equalled to an act of recognition. The second section develops the ontological and
epistemological implications of the fact that the community has been recognised from ‘such a
height’154. The third one restates the paramount importance of this becoming known155.
In the first part, Andrew attempts to eradicate the cloud of pessimism from the minds
of the brethren. In order to do so, he attempts to actualise the awareness of their belonging to
the higher realm by encouraging them to recall their participation in God’s ‘unenvious
sharing’ (DITRQRMNRLQZQLD)156: ‘Let us stand in awe, let us congratulate ourselves for His
unenvious sharing. Let us say to ourselves: “Blessed is our race, by whom has it been
loved?”’ This act of grace, which manifests itself as God’s ‘love’ (DJDSK) and ‘pity’ (HOHRM)
for His race, assures a mutual belonging since it implies being recognised (JQZUL]RPDL).
Andrew’s objective in his opening words is clear: by recalling this recognition he is not only
stating the existence of a percipient subject (God) as well as a perceived object (brethren), but
also the quality of the latter inasmuch as it is worthy of God’s attention. The act of
recognising, moreover, implies a given affinity, a relationship of belonging between subject
and object in the act of knowing by the principle of RPRLRMRPRL157. By being loved and
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Vr 1-6.
Vr 6-17.
155
Vr 17-19.
156
Vr 2-4. The idea that God can be envious might seem odd. Consider, however, that envy does not arise from
the objects themselves but from their symbolic value. The possession of certain goods confers upon the
possessors a given axiological superiority that determines human interrelationships and defines hierarchical
relatedness. Hence, envy is likely to appear indistinctly in the attitude of inferiors towards superiors (‘ascendant
envy’) as well as that of superiors towards inferiors (‘descendent envy’). In this sense, the envious individual
does not envy the possession of a given good in the strict sense of the word, but rather the axiological distance
provided by these goods. See L. Roig Lanzillotta, La envidia en el pensamiento griego (Diss. Univ.
Complutense, Madrid, 1997), Chapter 1, passim. W.C. van Unnik, ‘De DITRQLD van God in de oudchristelijke
literatuur’, MKNAW N.R.36/ 2 (1973), 4-5, 12, rightly remarks that translating the term DITRQZM as Dutch
‘royaal’ or ‘abundant’ undermines the envy factor underlying the protective attitude with regard to status tokens
that is adopted by those who possess them. It should be noticed, however, that the basic meaning of ITRQHZ is
not ‘envy’ but simply ‘deny, place obstacles’, as in Od. 11.381: RXN D?Q ITRQHRLP’DJRUHXVDL (see Pohlenz,
Herodot der erste Geschichtschreiber des Abendlandes (Leipzig, 1937) 110 note 3), which meaning still
remained unaltered in Plato’s time (Tim. 23a 4; Phd. 61d 9-10; Lg. 664a 7-8). For the Platonic use of the verb
ITRQHZ as a means either to ask an open or sincere question or to manifest the absence of obstacles that may
hinder speakers in communicating something, see our La envidia, 413-19.
157
The theory that like is known by like is attributed by Aristotle to Empedocles (De an. 404b 8-15), but later
sources recurrently trace it back to the ‘Pythagoreans’. See Alcinous, Didask. 169.29-30; Sextus Empiricus, Adv.
math. 7.92; Chalcidius, Comm in Tim. p. 100, 10-11W; Iamblichus, De com. math. sci. 8, p. 38.6-8F. It appears
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pitied, by being recognised from such a height (XSR? WRLRXWRX X\RXM JQZULVTHQWHM), the
community receives kinship with the suprasensible and supersedes the nothingness of ‘those
that are cast to the ground’158.
In the second part, the effects of this recognition by the divinity are immediate. The
awareness of being recognised endows the community with a special ontological status, i.e.
with a transcendent essence and origin, that is perceived by means of the via negativa, that is,
by abstraction or negation of the attributes that until then seemed to define their existence159:
We do not belong to time and then are dissolved by time; we are not a product of movement
that disappears again by itself, nor a cause of generation [so as] to come to a similar end.
Rather, we are akin to the unextended and are hostile to extension 160.

The emphatic repetition of the idea of belonging to the merciful one in Vr 10 marks the
beginning of a new conceptual development. The awareness of the kinship enables the blessed
race to reject everything that is alien to it, and this rejection provides in the first place selfknowledge:
We certainly belong to the one who shows mercy. We belong to the better, therefore we
escape from the worse. We belong to the beautiful, by means of which we separate ourselves
from the ugly. We belong to the righteous, through which we reject the unrighteous161.

By introducing a dichotomy within the spheres of power, beauty, and justice, the principle of
contradiction creates the context for the knowledge of right and wrong in human terms. But
once the awareness of the kinship has established the co-ordinates of the cognitive process
and the principle of contradiction, in its turn, the means by which knowledge is attained, the
via eminentiae or way of ascending degrees may be continued to attain the knowledge of
God162. Self-knowledge allows the individual’s stage by stage withdrawal from the lowest to

recurrently in the Corpus Hermeticum (1.31, 5.2, 10.4. 6, 11.20, 12.3, 13.18); Alcinous (ibid.); Maximus of Tyre,
Diss. 11.9; Plotinus, Enn. 1.6.9.29-34; Porphyry, Sent. 25; Proclus, Theol. Pl. 1.3, p. 15.17-18 S.-W. See
Whittaker, Alcinoos, 113 note 262 and the bibliography quoted there. For the origins of the notion in early Greek
thought, C.W. Müller, Gleiches zum Gleichen (Wiesbaden, 1965). In particular, on the relationship between man
and God, see H. Merki, 2PRLZVLM TH. Von der platonischen Angleichung an Gott zur Gottähnlichkeit bei
Gregor von Nyssa (Freiburg in der Schweiz, 1952).
158
Vr 4-6.
159
See Alcinous, Didask. 165.17-19 for the via negativa as a means to achieve knowledge of God: ‘The first way
of conceiving God is by abstraction of these attributes, just as we form the conception of a point by abstraction
from sensible phenomena, conceiving first a surface, then a line, and finally a point’ (transl. Dillon).
160
Vr 6-10. For our emendation of the passage see app. ad Vr 9 and supra Chapter 3, notes 35 and 36.
161
Vr 10-13.
162
For the via eminentiae, see infra Chapter 5, note 190 and 191. On the quattuor viae to achieve knowledge of
God, namely the via negationis, via analogiae, via eminentiae and via imitationis, see H. Dörrie, ‘Die Frage nach
dem Transcendenten im Mittelplatonismus’, in his Platonica Minora, 211-28 at 223-24; Festugière, La
Révélation IV, 92-123; C. Andresen, Logos und Nomos: die Polemik des Kelsos wider das Christentum (Berlin,
1955). As Dörrie points out, the via analogiae (which originates in the simile of the sun in Plato, Rep. 508d ff.)
and the via eminentiae (Plato, Symp. 210a-212a) have in Middle Platonism an exclusively auxiliary character. On
the issue, see infra Chapter 5, § 2.1, pp. 261-63.
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the highest levels of reality in order to apprehend, finally, the first principle:
We belong to the merciful one, through whom we distance ourselves from the unmerciful one.
We belong to the saviour, through whom we recognised the destroyer; to the light, by means
of which we rejected the darkness. We belong to the One, through whom we turned away from
multiplicity; to the supercelestial, through which we understood earthly matters; we belong to
the immutable, through whom we perceived the immutable163.

This is the reason why the third part of the central section recapitulates and stresses once
again the essential importance of being recognised by Him. Since this recognition is the
principle of all subsequent achievements, any act of thanksgiving to this divinity must focus
exclusively on this issue. ‘Therefore, if we intend to offer our gratitude or our confidence, to
sing a hymn or to boast of the God who showed mercy on us, there is nothing else worth
mentioning but the fact that we have been recognised by Him’164.
This recognition is not only a most important precondition for achieving insight, but
also salvation. Naturally, the full consciousness of the fellowship with the divine, implied by
the recognition of the same by the same, opens the way for the inversion of roles in the
cognitive process. Once subject and object have been clearly established and their mutual
relationship defined, nothing hinders the object from achieving acquaintance with the subject.
This potential interchangeability of the roles already points to the actual identity of subject
and object in the very act of knowing165.
The issues developed in these few lines are essential to grasp the meaning of the three
subsequent speeches. Whereas this first discourse focuses on the capital importance of ‘being
recognised’ and on its role in providing a cognitive clue, the following will define the gradual
process of coming to know oneself as a preliminary stage on the way to knowledge of God.
3.2. Andrew’s speech to Maximilla
As the literary and formal study of AA’s fragment in V has shown, Andrew’s speech to
Maximilla forms the axis of the text166. This pivotal position is coherent with the predominant
place Maximilla occupies both in the plot and in the message of the text. As we will see now,
in our fragment she represents the most advanced stage of self-knowledge.
From a conceptual perspective, Andrew’s speech to Maximilla is perhaps the most
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Vr 13-17.
The text is corrupt. See app. ad Vr 17 for our emendation.
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The desired fusion with the divinity resulting either in the cloud of unknowing or in complete illumination
due to understanding is a common characteristic of many philosophical and religious movements of the period.
The origins of these ideas can be sometimes traced back to Platonic philosophy, sometimes to Aristotelian
influences, and at other times to a combination of both. Further, cf. Chapter 5, pp. 282-91.
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See supra this Chapter, § 2.4.1, pp. 181-82 and 2.4.3, pp. 184-85.
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difficult of all four discourses. In spite of being complete, the speech presents interpretative
problems that are related to its complex structure and intricate conceptual development. The
interpretative difficulties arise mainly from the apparent sudden changes from the particular to
the universal perspective and the subsequent interruptions in the train of thought.
3.2.1. Character, Disposition and Scope of the Speech
Andrew’s speech to Maximilla is the best example of the application of his verbal
psychotherapy167. The apparently complicated structure of this speech arises from the
apostle’s adaptation of his message both to the character and disposition of the addressee and
to the occasion of his discourse. If the speech is approached not from its conceptual
development but from the point of view of its addressee’s psychological state, its development
is far from obscure.
Aegeates’ recent words to his wife have dangerously threatened Maximilla’s
determination to change her way of life168. This is not because she lacks confidence or will:
knowing that the state of things cannot easily be altered at his wife’s stage of spiritual
development, Aegeates did not intend to question the principles of her new behaviour. On the
contrary, he appeals to something that is not strictly related to her decision, but which is
certainly under his control, namely Andrew’s destiny169. This intelligent introduction of an
external issue to undermine her determination seems to succeed. Compromised by the
situation and apparently holding Andrew’s future in her hands, Maximilla does not seem to
realise her husband’s treacherous use of speech. The threat therefore is not purely external.
Even if persuasion proceeds from the outside and hence is not strictly related to the individual,
it cannot work on its own without somewhere to root and develop. It is a combination of both
persuasive speech and Maximilla’s beliefs (SLVWHLM) or judgement (GRFD) that generates her
doubts and which is likely to negate the achievements of her spiritual progress170.
In order to provide Maximilla with the support she is asking for, Andrew’s speech
must achieve several important goals at the same time. First of all, it has to reconfirm
Maximilla’s determination to live a spiritual life. Next, it must deconstruct Aegeates’
intelligent use of speech and avert the threat to her determination. But in order to do so, it
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On the issue, see supra this Chapter, § 2.3.2.2, pp. 179-80.
Vr 39-53.
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Vr 48-50.
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The beginning of the speech to Maximilla, naturally, is not as explicit, but as the discourse advances,
Andrew’s firm advice to her reveals that she takes her husband’s proposition seriously and considers it a
plausible solution for the situation.
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must first accomplish a coherent analysis of persuasion and judgement that depicts them as
clearly negative and alien to Maximilla, and free her from their influence. Yet, the most
difficult and important of Andrew’s goals is to convince Maximilla to take the step that will
condemn him. Andrew’s advice to reject the menaces and to let Aegeates punish him as he
wishes to is therefore placed significantly at the end of the speech. If Andrew has achieved the
previous goals, he can now easily go a step further and state that his death means his life and
in turn his life means his death. The matter, consequently, is a delicate one and requires a
tactful approach and development.
3.2.2. Rhetorical Structure
With a view to favourably influencing Maximilla, the speech follows a gradually ascending
line that reaches its climax in the praise of the transcendent man (DQTUZSRM). Up to this point
Andrew exclusively develops the positive side of Aegeates’ threat, since this gives Maximilla
a chance to bring her spiritual development to culmination. The apostle begins his speech by
minimising Aegeates’ mean threat and by a priori implying its rejection171. The mythical
section continues the positive approach with the consideration of the Paradise Scene, in which
Maximilla’s rejection is compared to the correction of Eve’s error172. The central praise of
transcendent man is a suitable climax for the culmination of Maximilla’s heroic overcoming
of this last threat to her spiritual achievements173. Having reached this point, the elevated and
heroic tone of the first part gradually begins to descend again in order to consider the negative
side and implications of a possible agreement by Maximilla. Instead of high achievements and
liberation from phenomenal constrictions, there appears frustration of expectations, failure of
intentions and death174. Andrew’s closing words make use of these sombre perspectives.
They impel her not only to accept his suffering but also to share it with him. By remaining
alert and preserving her clear-sighted intellect, she must actively contribute to the
consummation of the process175.
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The rhetorical and psychological aims of Andrew’s speech result in a clear concentric
structure that I have already analysed in the first part of this chapter176. By obviating particular
issues and leaving the introduction and conclusion aside for the moment, we can reduce this
concentric structure to three basic concentric rings, as the following diagram shows:

Particular approach (V 58-70)
Universal
approach
(V 71-82)

Supraindividual
approach
(V 83-101)
Universal
approach
(V 102-06)
Particular approach

(V 106-29)

6. Rhetorical Structure of Andrew’s Speech to Maximilla

The first and most external ring is concerned with the very problem that gave rise to the
speech. From a specific perspective, Andrew attacks Aegeates’ sophistry and states the
vacuity of his only threat to force the situation177. The second ring, with its mythical
exposition, allows the apostle to elevate the tone and to change from individual to
paradigmatic examples of action and behaviour. The parallelism in illo tempore provided by
the introduction of the Paradise Scene not only shows Maximilla that hers is not a new
situation, but also gives depth to her commitment to resolving the problem178. The universal
tone of this mythical section, moreover, allows the apostle to reorient the matter by presenting
it as a cognitive issue179. The third ring or innermost section exposes the core of Andrew’s
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PHWDQRHZ HSLVWUHIZ JQZUL]Z GLRUTRZ NDWRUTRZ HSDQRUTRZ). At the same time, the processes of
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message. The supra-individual and a-temporal character of this part of the speech intends to
reaffirm Maximilla’s self-confidence, encouraging her to ignore all external noises and to
abandon her judgement. She must focus on her essence, which she has already glimpsed, by
overcoming the last remnants of her inferior being in order to fulfil the ultimate step of her
personal development180.
3.2.3. Particular Approach: Overcoming Speech
Troubled by her husband’s speech and suddenly burdened with the responsibility of deciding
about the apostle’s freedom or death, Maximilla returns to the prison in order to ask advice of
her master181. After declaring that he has long been aware of her firm determination and that
therefore his support is not necessary, Andrew nevertheless agrees to give Maximilla his
opinion of the new situation182. By doing so, he places the problem within the context of
persuasion. Since there are no internal impulses that may impel her to renounce her principles,
he seems to imply that the danger can only proceed from outside.
Andrew’s attack on the immanent ORJRM in its double aspect of persuasion and
judgement is interrupted by a lengthy mythological section. In this sense it consists of two
parts, an introductory approach to the theme and a fuller development thereof183. The
introductory words mainly focus on disqualifying Aegeates’ proposal and on describing it as
base and treacherous use of speech. The semantic field of the passage is clear about this. The
six prohibitions encouraging Maximilla not to be defeated by her husband’s persuasion
present a combination of substantives, adjectives and verbal forms that clearly depict
Aegeates’ proposal as simple ‘mean witchcraft’ (UXSDUD? JRKWHLD)184. However, the basis on
which this persuasion relies, namely the threat or EDVDQRM, is only superficially referred to in
these introductory words. Without going into its character and goal, the apostle simply advises
Maximilla to resist it by looking at him only for a short while. By doing so she will see
Aegeates fading away from her and her companions185.
Differently, Andrew’s thorough treatment of persuasion in the part after the

arises from ignorance and error and restoration from knowledge and correction. See infra this Chapter, § 5.1 and
5.2, pp. 233-40.
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mythological section deepens the analysis of the EDVDQRM intending to show Maximilla that
the threat is not a threat as such. It is only her interfering judgement that is keeping it alive. In
order to demonstrate his point, Andrew analyses four different aspects that might be causing
her wrong judgement, providing in each case the means to correct it. After referring to her
confidence in the mercy of God186, to the contempt of the physical body187, and to his
martyrdom as a part of God’s plan188, the fourth aspect touches the core of Maximilla’s
judgement. On the one hand, she wrongly thinks that by agreeing with Aegeates she can spare
Andrew from suffering, whereas it is precisely her agreement that will give him torment until
the day she realises her error. On the other hand, she may think that by escaping from death,
Andrew might be of help to other kindred people, and that by not giving herself to what is
alien Andrew can achieve his DQDSDXVLM or ‘rest’, thus serving Maximilla, or what boils
down to the same thing, himself:
If you do not give yourself, Maximilla, to the opposite of these, I myself will get rest as well,
merely being forced to put an end to this life on behalf of you, which means on behalf of me.
However, if I were driven away from this place – being able then to be of help for other people
akin to me because of you – and you, in turn, were convinced by Aegeates’ utterances and by
the flatteries of his father, the snake, in such a way that you might go back to your former
deeds, know that because of you I will be punished until you realise that I repudiated to live
the life because of an unworthy soul189.

Falling into the trap of persuasive speech due to the influence of one’s judgement has
disastrous consequences not only for the individual but also for his human environment.
Maximilla agreeing with her husband’s proposal would imply the annihilation of the process
she has fulfilled. At the same time, the apparent goal she might have attained in yielding to
persuasion is the product of an inferior sort of reasoning and consequently generates
degradation instead of improvement.
3.2.4. Universal Approach: Overcoming Judgement
Maximilla overcoming the dangers of persuasion simply consists of consciously following her
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determination to return to the most valuable part of her essence. After her long process of
spiritual development, Maximilla has by now attained considerable self-knowledge that may
help her to dismiss the noises (\RIRL) of persuasive speech and the illusions of her own
judgement. The second ring or mythical section, consequently, concentrates on the
culmination of the process of coming to know oneself and the insight it generates. Whereas
ignorance and its concomitant error caused the suffering of going astray, the knowledge
achieved by Maximilla enables the ‘inward turn’ or HSLVWURIK, the correction of the mistake
and the subsequent overcoming of the suffering that both soul and intellect have undergone190.
The remake of the Paradise Scene is interrupted by the praise of transcendent man,
which divides it into two parts. The first is mainly concerned with Maximilla-Eve191 and the
second with Andrew-Adam192. The first part focuses on the role of self-knowledge in opening
the way for the ‘inward turn’ and for the correction of the error that provoked Eve’s suffering:
‘Rightly I see in you Eve becoming aware and in me Adam turning back to himself. Since
what she suffered because of not knowing, you now, soul to which I’m referring, rectify it
turning back to yourself’193.
This correction takes place in three stages and concerns the domains of sensorial
perception, of affections and of intellect. Firstly, the knowledge transmitted by Andrew –
described here as an ‘Adam turning back to himself’ – enables Maximilla to correct by
changing her mind (PHWDQRHZ) and by giving up her own judgement194. This reorganisation of
perception, which from now on focuses on a higher sort of reality beyond the realm of flux
and change, leads to the second stage, i.e. the sphere of affections. The certainty supplied by
the knowledge that comes from above enables Maximilla to eliminate the doubt that was
caused by ignorance. Hence, phronesis as the capability of discerning what is morally right or
wrong is no longer necessary. Deprived of the distraction of externalities Maximilla can turn
back to herself and rectify Eve’s suffering. But this turning to oneself can do more. In the
third stage, it can correct the dispersal that the intellect suffered with Eve: ‘And precisely that
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which the Intellect suffered together with her when it was shattered195 and alienated from
itself, I correct it with you, who recognised yourself as being lifted upwards’196. After this last
stage, the QRXM or ‘intellect’ regains its original condition of complete and unitary knowledge
that was first altered with the appearance of doubt and uncertainty.
Yet the shattered human intellect cannot achieve its return to completeness on its own.
Its alienation from itself implies the loss of the original transparency that characterised its acts
of immediate and complete apprehension. The gap between (pristine) intuitive and (current)
discursive knowledge can only be overcome if human intellect is acted upon. As a
precondition for this, however, the intellect must suspend its discursivity and, a priori,
understand its real nature by simply accepting it. In short, it must be receptive to the
knowledge transmitted from above. Our text describes the last step of this process by relating
the receptiveness of human intellect to Maximilla’s awareness of belonging to the higher
realm, but it also relates the knowledge that comes from above to Andrew’s revelation. Once
the process of knowing oneself has properly awakened the intellect, Andrew will supply it
with suitable content to attain knowledge of God. Hence it is Andrew who restores the
intellect’s original activity after Maximilla has prepared her QRXM to become acquainted with
transcendent knowledge197.
The closing lines of this first part of the mythical section sum up the preceding
thoughts and derive Eve’s and Adam’s imperfection from the ignorance that governed their
behaviour and actions198:
For what she was lacking you fixed it by not going through the same [errors]; and what in him
was imperfect I brought it to perfection taking refuge in God. What she heard carelessly you
listened to. And from what he agreed on I escape. And what tripped them up, we recognised.
For it is pre-established that everyone’s correction amends his own error 199.

Eve’s incompleteness, which was due to ignorance, is overcome by her blind confidence in
the knowledge that comes from without. Instead of trying to supersede ignorance and doubt
by means of her judgement, Maximilla abandons rationality in order to attain a superior mode
of apprehension. By doing so, she enables Andrew to correct what was imperfect in Adam.
Instead of agreeing to the search for knowledge due to his philanthropic link with his partner,
195

For our interpretation of this passage see supra Chapter 3, note 58. On the notion of the intellect’s dispersal as
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he flees and takes refuge in God. His attitude is exactly the opposite of that of Adam. Whereas
Adam’s attitude was characterised by ILODQTUZSLD, Andrew’s is marked by THRVHEHLD or
THRILOLD. In this sense, divine or transcendent knowledge enables both figures to correct their

share of responsibility in the error committed by the first couple.
The second part of the mythical section confirms this interpretation. In the same way
that Adam died in Eve by agreeing with her proposal, Andrew states, he now lives in
Maximilla because she is following the Lord’s order by transporting herself towards the most
valuable part of her essence, her spiritual or intellective being200.
3.2.5. Supra-individual Approach: Overcoming Knowledge
The central part of the speech describes the highest culmination of the process we have
followed in the preceding section. This momentous step is properly emphasised by Andrew’s
introductory words of praise, which summarise the steps that have been taken thus far:
Having said these things as I said, I would also say the following. Well done you, saved
nature, since you were not strong and you did not keep yourself hidden! Well done you, soul,
shouting out which you suffered and returning to yourself! Well done Anthropos who
understands what is not yours and hastens towards what is yours!201

In spite of the pressure of materiality and sensorial perception, the external call or recognition,
as we have seen in the first speech to the brethren, enables the saved nature to become
manifest and start the process of detachment from what is alien to it202. Once the realm of
materiality has been superseded, there follows the realm of affections, the sphere of the soul.
The expression used to describe the overcoming of affections seems to imply a sort of
homeopathic method in which suffering is eradicated through the principle of similia
similibus203. Once so far, in a third step, the Anthropos or transcendent man controls and
subdues that which does not belong to him by turning away from GRFD and persuasion. This
last stage was reached by listening to Andrew’s words of knowledge and by gradually leaving
aside the immanent ORJRM, in its double aspect of own judgement and persuasion, by means of
self-knowledge. Once this last stage has been reached, words and self-knowledge can be left
behind in order to direct the thinking towards the intelligible, i.e. towards God:
Well done you, saved nature, since you were not strong and you did not keep yourself hidden!
Well done you, soul, shouting out which you suffered and returning to yourself! Well done
Anthropos who understands what is not yours and hastens towards what is yours! Well done
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[you] who listens to what is said! For I see you [now] thinking much greater things than what
is said; for I am aware that you are much stronger than what seems to oppress you; for [I see
that] you excel above what brought you down into deformities and above what led you to
captivity204.

The words of the apostle have accompanied him along the stages of coming to know himself.
Once the process has been completed, the Anthropos is able to think what is akin to him. By
thinking the intelligible he overcomes both speech and knowledge itself, since in the act of
thinking of the intellect, that which apprehends and that which is apprehended become one
single reality. Subject and object become what they really are: pure thinking. In this way the
intellect achieves its highest goal: the releasing of the shackles that bound it to the world:
Having recognised all these in yourself, Anthropos, that you are immaterial, holy, light, that
you are akin to the unbegotten, [that you are] intellectual, heavenly, radiant, [and] pure and
that you are above flesh, above the world, above the powers, above the authorities, beyond
which you really are; having recollected and recovered yourself in your [true] condition, think
that in what you excel. And since you have seen your face in your essence, breaking all the
shackles (I do not mean those shackles of generation, but also those belonging to the realm
beyond generation, of which we gave you outstanding appellatives205), desire now to see that
one who has not yet been seen206 by you, who has not been generated, whom you alone207, if
you have the nerve, will soon perceive208.

By returning to a complete and unitary knowledge, the intellect regains its original intuitive
apprehension. Discursive knowledge and speech are now futile. The intellect apprehends
everything at once in one single act of apprehension, as it is now released from the
constrictions of materiality and time. This is the moment at which the divinity reveals Himself
to the individual209.
3.2.6. Andrew’s Conclusion
Hence, the closing words of Andrew’s speech expose the manner in which Maximilla can
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reach the culmination of her development and evade the impending threats to her
achievements210. She must keep her clear-sighted nous safe and preserve it. She must
understand that Andrew’s martyrdom will enable his perfection and allow her to know her
real nature. It is only by accepting a suffering that is not (Andrew’s martyrdom) that she may
escape the real suffering of falling again into materiality211. By understanding what he is
looking at, namely at his real being in transcendence, she can disable the influence of
phenomena and turn away from what she actually must not see212.
In this sense Aegeates’ EDVDQRM seems to have a pregnant meaning. Whereas for
Andrew it means ‘physical torture’, for Maximilla it is the ‘crucial test’ that will either
culminate in or abort her liberation.
3.3. Andrew’s Speech to Stratocles
Andrew’s speech to Stratocles is preserved completely and has a quasi-dialogue form.
Andrew’s concerns about Stratocles’ state of mind open the speech213 and create the right
context for the latter’s response214. A short answer by the apostle closes the discourse215.
From the point of view of its content, Andrew’s speech to Stratocles is not as rich as
the preceding discourses216. The frequent repetitions of ideas and synonyms occupy a
considerable part of the text and might easily exhaust, or even exasperate, a reader in the
search for the exposition of a consistent message. This is due to the fact that Andrew’s ORJRM
does not aim here to transmit knowledge, but rather to ‘produce’ it by almost physically acting
upon the soul of his addressee.
3.3.1. Character and Scope of the Speech
In spite of immediately following the speech to Maximilla, the speech to Stratocles presents
rather diverse contents and style. Abundant references to affections, both as external
expression or as internal feeling, draw readers away from the intellectualistic allure of the
preceding speech and place them at another level of Andrew’s verbal psychotherapy217. The
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tone of Andrew’s words correlate with this new conceptual framework. Instead of gradually
approaching the key theme of the discourse and tactfully exposing his point of view, Andrew
comes directly to the point by attacking what in his view is bothering Stratocles. As a result,
the speech presents a rather aggressive character.
The opening words are clear about the context in which Andrew’s speech takes place.
Stratocles’ continuous crying, loud groans and clear signs of grief puzzle and even seem to
worry the apostle218. Given Andrew’s surprise, it seems obvious that Stratocles is supposed to
have by now attained a considerable advance in the rational control of his emotions. Hence
there are reasons for Andrew to be concerned, since his behaviour may either reflect a
revitalisation of the affective or irrational part of his soul resulting in immoderate affections or
is about to provoke it.
In order to dissipate his doubts, Andrew delivers an interesting speech that reveals the
writer’s bipartite conception of the soul219. Andrew’s speech has a clear goal: if the soul of his
addressee preserves its sound internal disposition, the words will provoke a suitable reaction
of the rational part that will help him to temper immoderate affections or their external
manifestation. But if this sound disposition has been altered and the rational part of Stratocles’
soul appears to be numb under the pressure of irrationality, Andrew’s rough attack on the
affectionate part will certainly awake it from its lethargy, provoking a crisis that may restore
its original state.
3.3.2. Andrew’s Cathartic Logos
With this in mind, Andrew adopts, in his first intervention, a rather aggressive approach that
will put the inner structure of Stratocles’ soul to the test 220. After the calm questions that open
the speech, the increasing tension of Andrew’s words intentionally provokes a state of
confusion and of emotional tension in his listener. Once this tension has reached its
maximum, Andrew abruptly ends the speech resolving Stratocles’ confusion by means of a
couple of appropriate expressions. This produces an emotional discharge in his listener, by
means of which a quicker transition to this new order takes place221.
The gradually increasing tension is achieved both by the reducing sentence pattern of
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the speech and the vocabulary. On the basis of these stylistic traits we can divide the speech
into four sections. The introduction or first part opens the speech with rather calm questions
and states the main theme of the argument: Stratocles’ immoderate grief222. With regard to the
second part, it shares the calm tone of the former and develops Andrew’s point of view. The
apostle describes the goal of the words as well as the way in which the ORJRM affects the soul
with a view to stating that only when it is present in the soul will rest appear (DQDSDXVLM)223.
As we approach the end of this section, the gradually shortening sentence pattern prepares the
way for the more tense tone of the following section.
The third section evaluates a possible debilitation of the rational part of the soul. Its very
fast and hectic rhythm, achieved by means of reducing the sentence pattern to an average
length of 2/3 words and a careful selection of vocabulary, intends to provoke Stratocles’
confusion224. At first, Andrew simply hints at the effects of an eventual debilitation of the
rational part of the soul: the disturbance resulting from the predominance of irrationality leads
the individual to react against the words and their announcer225. Then, in a second step, he
evaluates the dangers of such a situation, since by rejecting Andrew’s words the soul gives up
what is most inherent to it. This impending danger, first described as ‘alien’ (WLM DOORWULRM
226

PRX), is at last identified as ‘enemy’ (H[TURM)

. Finally, the apostle predicts the factual results

of giving oneself up to irrationality in order to provoke Stratocles’ reaction227. The aggressive
and emphatic tone of these last words seem to reach their goal and provoke Stratocles’ crisis
and crying, since in the fourth section Andrew more calmly questions his listener in order to
reorient him and help him to resolve his state of confusion228. It is at this point that the
transition to the new order of his soul is possible229.
The closing words of the apostle show that the cathartic intentions of his speech have
been accomplished. Stratocles’ crying, Andrew says, is the proof that he did not speak in
vain230. Andrew’s words, as they disclose the internal structure of the soul and the character
and meaning of emotional response, intrinsically change the character of affections. Once the
222
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revitalisation or awakening of the rational part brings the soul into balance, instead of an
expression of physical grief, crying becomes an expression of understanding and relief. This
is the proof of the success of this NDTDUVLM SDTKPDWZQof this purification of affections by
means of words.
3.3.3. Andrew’s Logos Restructuring the Balance within the Soul
Andrew’s emphasis on the immoderate character of Stratocles’ affections reveals the
conceptual background of DNUDVLD or ‘ill mixture’ in the constitutive elements of the soul as
the source of improper or unmeasured emotional responses231. Whereas internal balance
necessarily implies external balance – that is, health –, lack of inner balance cannot but
produce external unbalance. That the soul’s ‘bad mixture’ arises from the preponderance of
irrationality is obvious in Andrew’s appeal to Stratocles’ rationality: ‘Do you apprehend the
uttered words (…)? Do you understand to whom the pronounced words were pronounced?’232
If he really does, if the ORJRM really dwells in him, he should dispose himself accordingly
(scil. to this very ORJRM). The use of the verb GLDWLTKPL ‘arrange’, ‘to be disposed in a certain
manner’ (pass.), in this passage clearly points to Andrew’s words as ‘disposing suitably’ or
‘rearranging’ the inner structure of the soul233.
Consequently, Andrew’s speech presents a clear therapeutic or healing goal. In order
to understand the way in which rational speech affects the soul of the addressee, restoring its
sound inner structure, we must pay attention to the vocabulary of the passage. The process
presents similarities with a quasi-materialistic conception both of infirmity and of the healing
process, which was widely held in antiquity. In this sense, AA endows Andrew’s words with a
234

GXQDPLM or ‘healing fluidum’ that is transmitted by touching

. The action of the words on the

rational part (K GLDQRLD WR? GLDQRKWLNR?Q PHURM) of Stratocles’ soul is described using the verbs
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DSWRPDL ‘touch’ and TLJJDQZ ‘touch, contact’

. According to our text, this touching

logical conclusion.
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being, note that in Vr 192 the verb also describes Maximilla overcoming the threats of her husband. Her
disposing herself according to the words allows her to act calmly and consciously (RXN DNULWZM). See supra
Chapter 3, notes 92, 93 and 107.
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The words are explicitly endowed with this GXQDPLM in the speech to Maximilla. See Vr 102.
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Vr 144-45, K\DWR VRX HNDVWRQ WKM GLDQRLDM HTLJHQ VRX WRX GLDQRKWLNRX PHURXM for the use of the verb
DSWRPDL in healing contexts in the NT see supra this Chapter, note 113.
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produces a series of causally related effects. First, it seems to implant or to activate something
already existing in the rational part that predisposes it to reasoned speech236. This
predisposition to rational speech generates the recognition of a mutual belonging or kinship,
the awareness of an eros attracting like to like by means of which the HQZVLM or ‘reunion’ of
speaker and listener is enabled237. The result of this reunion is rest238. By focusing on the

ORJRM the rational part becomes itself ORJRM and can easily subdue irrationality .

Whereas before the soul is touched it seems to be under the control of irrationality,
once the ORJRM restores the soul’s inner balance, rationality is able to subdue irrationality and
retake the control of the soul. From now on mastery over affections is possible without the
need of external aid, since the irrational part of the soul is naturally disposed to listen to the
dictates of the rational one240.
3.3.4. The Goal of Rationality: PHWULRSDTHLD and not DSDTHLD
That Andrew intends to temper the affections of the soul rather than eradicate them is clear
both from the character of his speech and from its content. In the first place, as stated above,
Andrew intends to provoke an emotional response from Stratocles rather than prevent one. At
the same time, Andrew urging Stratocles to feel certain affections rather than others shows
that in his view there are affections that have a positive effect on the soul.
Andrew’s main concern in this first part of his speech, consequently, is not the
emotion itself but rather its unmeasured manifestation. This is due to the fact that, in
Andrew’s view, Stratocles is still engaged in the learning process that will lead him to rational
control over his behaviour. In order to achieve this, Stratocles must revitalise the rational part
of his soul so that the overbearing character of the irrational one may be kept within bounds.
But as this revitalisation takes place by dealing with emotions, a complete eradication would
only produce negative results, since it would leave the rational part of the soul without
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Vr 145-47.
Note the abundant references to filial love and affection in Vr 147-50. See infra this Chapter notes 243 and
244.
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Vr 149-50.
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However, if Stratocles’ rational part has not been properly acted upon by the words, it is likely that under the
influence of the irrational part his soul might be turning away from Andrew and his speech. Instead of the
agreement of the alike, there is the opposition of the unlike. Instead of HUZM there is QHLNRM or ‘strife’. In the
background to this process we seem almost but not quite to have the Plotinian exposition of the fundament of
magic spells, namely the existence of an agreement of like forces and an opposition of unlike. While in the
nature of the former there is a love (eros) that attracts them to each other, in the latter there is a strife (neikos)
that repels them (Plotinus, Enn. 4.4.40). The sorcerer of the white or true magic makes use of this innate
attraction of like by like in order to join two souls, creating a pattern that in itself has an own GXQDPLM.
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On the issue, see infra Chapter 3, note 88 and this Chapter, § 3.3.4, pp. 209-10.
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content241. It is precisely the rational part’s dedication to controlling emotions that allows the
individual to distinguish what is own from what is alien, that is, what belongs to his rational
nature and what does not. Only after the soul has achieved full consciousness of its rationality
and become used to controlling affections by means of reason, an eventual overcoming of the
passions as such is possible and recommendable242.
In this sense Andrew’s speech intends firstly to moderate the affections that might be
provoking Stratocles’ uneasiness. He does so by appealing to the words, to the ORJRM and the
quasi-automatic restructuring of the soul that they seem to provide. If the words have reached
the rational part and settled therein, they naturally generate in the soul the rational will and
desire to exchange, to communicate and to join other kindred words and beings; in sum, they
produce the rational desire to achieve reunion with the ORJRM243. As a result, when properly
received and developed, the words substitute purely irrational and unmeasured affections with
those that are rational and moderate expressions of filial love244. By means of this procedure,
reason controls and moderates the affections and allows the individual to rejoice and sorrow
properly245. Given the fact that, at this stage, the soul has thus regained its sound, hierarchical
organisation, the individual is no longer apt to be ruled by emotions. Instead, his serene
character is free from their noxious influence and this liberation appears to be a natural
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A nice illustration of this can be found in the anecdote by Herodes Atticus (ap. Aulus Gellius, Noct. Att.
19.127-10) quoted by P. Moraux (Der Aristotelismus bei den Griechen. Von Andronikos bis Alexander von
Aphrodisias II [Berlin/ New York, 1984]). A barbarian without any knowledge of agriculture buys a piece of
land with olive trees and vineyards. One day he sees his neighbour pruning back his plants and asks him why he
does so. The neighbour answers that this procedure is intended to augment the production of his plants. As the
barbarian tries to imitate him, he cuts his plants so carelessly that they never give fruit again. This is exactly what
happens with those who try to completely eradicate their affections.
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Cf. Philo, Leg. alleg 3.127ff. for a similar process of achieving the purification of the passions. In a first stage
PHWULRSDTHLD or ‘tempering’ of the passions intends to avoid extreme reactions on the irrational part of the soul,
thus preparing the soul for an eventual complete eradication.
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Vr 147-49, DJDS WR?Q HQ HPRL? ODOKVDQWDNDL? ERXOHWDL DXW NRLQZQKVDLTHOHL DXW VXQHQZTKQDL;
VSHXGHL DXW ILOZTKQDL; SRTHL DXW VX]XJKQDL
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Andrew urges Stratocles to control his feelings by focussing on the words and on the moderate and rational
desire for the reunion with his VXJJHQHLM that they generate. In the present passage the terms denoting this
reunion (Vr 148, NRLQZQKVDL ibid., VXQHQZTKQDL 149, ILOZTKQDL ibid., VX]XJKQDL) do not present the
slightest sexual undercurrent. One might even say that their use in the context of Andrew’s speech to express the
effect of the ORJRM on the listener’s soul rather points to a conscious recharacterisation of their meaning. The
same is true of Stratocles’ answer (Vr 168-82). We do not agree with Nasrallah’s suggestion (‘Reader-Disciple’,
241-42) that the agricultural metaphor in Stratocles’ speech might be interpreted sexually, since nothing of the
kind appears in the present context. On the contrary, Stratocles’ use of the agricultural simile clearly places us in
the context of education (for parallels see infra this Chapter, pp. 212-13 and notes 256-258. See also pp. 226-28
with notes 307 and 312) and more precisely in that of ethical education.
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See Aristotle, EN 1104b 11-13, GLR? GHL° K¨[TDL¢ SZM HXTX?M HN QHZQ ZM R 3ODWZQ IKVL¢Q Z³VWH [DL¢UHLQ WH
NDLÏ OXSHL°VTDL RLÅM GHL° K JD?U RUTK? SDLGHL¢D DX£WK HVWL¢Q
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culmination246.
3.3.5. Excursus on Stratocles’ Viewpoint
Stratocles not only responds positively to Andrew’s cathartic logos by physically expressing
the new order within his soul under the primacy of rationality, he also intends to offer a wellreasoned answer with a view to showing the apostle that he is quite aware of the dangers of
his attitude247. In doing so, however, he involuntarily confirms Andrew’s concerns with
regard to his spiritual development and state of mind. Even though he attentively follows
Andrew’s thoughts, he does not quite seem to understand their deeper meaning.
Stratocles’ words intend to react to every relevant aspect of his master’s speech,
delivering in each case a proper answer. However, although his reasoning uses approximately
the same terms as the apostle, the nuances are rather different. Sometimes he understands
Andrew’s words literally, sometimes he interprets them subjectively, and sometimes he does
not grasp them at all. The resulting conceptual asymmetry between master and pupil transmits
a certain irony since, though fully committed to his learning process, Stratocles seems to have
quite a way to go. This textual irony, however, does not intend to deride him but simply to
present his character as a work-in-progress, as something incomplete even though in the
process of being completed. In addition, Stratocles is conscious both of his imperfection and
of his need to continue his education. Let us look at some examples of this conceptual
asymmetry.
The proconsul’s brother begins his speech with: ‘Do not think, blessed Andrew, that
there is some other thing grieving me but you’248. At first sight this affirmation is astonishing,
since the goal of Andrew’s speech was precisely to show Stratocles the need to stop his grief.
How can he expect to please the apostle with such an argument? It is obvious that his words
are a literal answer to Andrew’s metaphorical questions in 42.13-15 and 42.28-31. The
apostle’s enquiry as to whether he found himself within Stratocles or whether there was
someone or something else within him were actually intended to discover in his soul either
something VXJJHQHM (‘akin’) or DOORWULRQ (‘alien’), namely the principles that may determine
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In the first centuries of the era there is a vivid polemic between Stoics and Aristotelians as to the advantages
and disadvantages of PHWULRSDTHLD and DSDTHLD. Interesting evidence of the growing relevance of the former
in the historical period is the testimony of Philo, who combines PHWULRSDTHLD and DSDTHLD as subsequent
stages in the sage’s quest for wisdom. Even if complete eradication is the ultimate ideal, this can only be attained
after a long process of tempering the emotions. See supra this Chapter, note 242 and infra Chapter 5, § 5.4, pp.
338-39.
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Vr 168-82.
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Vr 168-69.
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his attraction to or repulsion of the ORJRM.
More interesting is his following statement: ‘Since the words that from you are
directed to me seem to flash with fire, and each of them reaches me and truly lights me up’249.
It seems that Stratocles understands the verbs DSWRPDL ‘touch’ and TLJJDQZ ‘reach, touch’
rather differently from Andrew. As far as the former is concerned, he clearly takes it as
meaning ‘to be set on fire’, a possible though not very frequent use of DSWZ250. As to the
latter, he probably understands it in an hostile sense, as meaning ‘to hit’251. These
misunderstandings explain his version of Andrew’s words and the unexpected simile that
compares their action with the burning effect of fire252.
Something of the kind might also be said of his use of HSLPHOHLD ‘care’ and VWRUJK
‘affection’ to interpret Andrew’s references to filial love as attracting like to like in Vr 145149253. Stratocles clearly fails to grasp Andrew’s intentions. This is obvious from the fact that
whereas in Andrew’s words filial love has a double direction, namely that it emanates equally
from like to like and vice versa in order to generate the mutual attraction, in Stratocles’ words
it has only one direction, from Andrew towards him.
Notwithstanding and in spite of his limitations, he manages to reframe Andrew’s
words, understanding them in his own way. His use of the agricultural metaphor successfully
expresses his uneasiness without revealing an extreme dependence on the irrational or
affectionate part of his soul. Indeed, in the last analysis his crying is but a projection of the
rational part of his soul and a regret concerning the eventual frustration of the education of his
254
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Vr 168-69.
Cf. LSJM, s.v. DSWZB. Cf. Odyssey 9.379; Euripides, Hel. 107.
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Cf. LSJM, s.v. TLJJDQZ, II.3. Cf. Plutarch, Alex. 10
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Indeed, this misunderstanding explains both the comparison SXUL? DNRQWL]RPHQRL HRLNDVLQas ‘seem to flash
with fire’ and the effect of the action introduced by ZM HNNDLZQ PH ‘lighting me up’. Similar is his use of the
verb NDTLNQHRPDL ‘reach’, which unlike TLJJDQZ, focuses on the trajectory and goal of a movement rather than
on its effect on a surface.
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Vr 174-75.
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The textual subtlety created by means of the conceptual asymmetry between Andrew’s questions and
Stratocles’ answers completely vanishes in Prieur’s (and MacDonald’s) textual edition (see supra critical app. ad
171-172 and notes 85 and 87 to Chapter 3). The perfect correlation between question and answer disappears.
Andrew’s intervention in V is due to Stratocles’ excessive grief and intends to induce him to moderate his
emotional responses. In order to give a proper answer to his master – and we know from Andrew himself in Vr
164-67 that he does so –, Stratocles must eradicate Andrew’s concerns about his apparent immoderate emotional
response. Stratocles’ moderate-good-pupil’s-answer in V satisfactorily explains that his crying responds to a
rational projection of a future evil and emphasises in this manner the rational control of his soul. By contrast,
Stratocles’ answer in Prieur’s text (AAgr 44.5-6) becomes an outburst of emotions of all kinds. Stratocles is seen
describing himself as ‘burning in love for you (scil. Andrew)’ (NDWDIOHJZQ SUR?M WK?Q VK?Q VWRUJK?Q), referring to
his ‘seat of the passions’ (NDL? WR? SDTKWLNR?Q PHURM WKM \X[KM) and to his ‘grief’ (PHWD? WRX DQLDQ).
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Incidentally, the use of this simile shows that Andrew’s speech to Stratocles must be
interpreted ethically. In our view, this agricultural metaphor does not present any resemblance
to Mk 4:1-20 and parallels255, since in our passage the emphasis is not so much on seeds (=
words) or ground (= listener) as on the sower as the only artificer of the perfection of the
future plant. Andrew’s care and attention is strictly necessary in order to complete the process
that began with the preparation of the field (Stratocles’ soul) and the sowing. The metaphor
must then be placed in the long tradition that saw a parallel between the process of learning
and agriculture as documented by Pindar, Hippocrates and Plato256. Under the influence of the
Aristotelian application to ethics257 the simile would gradually specialise to express the
process and result of ethical education. This is the stage we find in the second century, as
Plutarch, Galen, AA and many other references testify258.
3.4. Andrew’s Second Speech to the Brethren
Unfortunately Andrew’s second speech to the brethren is not only incomplete but also
contains, especially in its last part, important textual corruptions259. Whereas its
incompleteness is due to simple material reasons – it occupies the last folios of the extant
manuscript – this is not the case with the textual corruptions. Since the last folio of the ms
only presents a couple of irrelevant imperfections, the errors must be attributed to the copyist
who either found them already in his original or could not quite follow the complicated
exposition of the text and committed some important omissions. It is no exaggeration to
affirm that if this speech were complete and free from errors and omissions, we might have
been able to fully reconstruct AA’s doctrine along its basic lines. This is due to the fact that
Andrew discusses many new issues that had not yet been dealt with in the preceding speeches.
An important part of Andrew’s words, for instance, is dedicated to explaining his duty
as ‘messenger of the Lord’ and his goal, which does not consist of announcing a new
teaching, but rather of reminding people of their true nature (LGLDIXVLM)260. While the
preceding speeches mainly focused on defining this true nature as such, the current one
intends to explain why this true nature needs to be reminded. In this way, the central theme of
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Prieur, Acta, 404, 496, and note to AAgr 44.1.
In all examples there is a strict parallel between teaching, teacher and pupil and preparing the field, the
sowing, and the attention of the farmer. Cf. Pindar, N 8.40-42; Hippocrates, Lex 3; Plato, R. 491d-e.
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the ‘oblivion of the true nature’, which in the first speech to the brethren had only been hinted
at, is now thoroughly developed.
Two reasons explain the perpetuation of forgetfulness. On the one hand, there is an
internal reason, namely the co-operation between sensorial perception and the mind’s assent.
Due to the soul’s degradation into materiality, man’s apprehension of his world exclusively
relies on his senses. As his idea of reality depends on sensation, he seems to be trapped in the
vicious circle shaped by his ‘deluding representations’ (HSLEODEK?M IDQWDVLD). The awakening
effect of Andrew’s words puts an end to this situation261. Everyone akin to the words can
realise the flux in which they live and glimpse their true being262.
On the other hand, there is also an external reason – the instability and influence of
phenomena. A very important part of the speech is consequently dedicated to purporting a
cognitive transformation of appearances. Instead of stating their fallacy and rejecting them a
priori, Andrew’s speech defends a reorganisation of perception that may enable the ‘blessed
race’ to see through appearances.
In this context, the long treatment of the principle of evil, the ‘shameless devil’ (R
DQDLGK?M GLDERORM), and the narration of his fight against God, the ‘one without beginning’ (R
DQDU[RM), for the control of man takes place. Although at first sight this narration might seem

to explain the existence of good and evil, it actually focuses on the need to discriminate
between true and false appearances in order to escape from the vicious circle that keeps man
attached to materiality. Whereas the principle of evil is objectively described as ‘enemy’ (R
263

SROHPLRM) and as ‘alien to peace’ (HLUKQKM DOORWULRM)

, subjectively – from the perspective

of his relationship with man – he is mainly a deceiver who disguises his malice towards
mankind as friendship264.
3.4.1. Character and Scope of the Speech
Andrew’s discourse to this group of followers has a more general character and is concerned,
in a manner of speaking, with the basics of his doctrine. This more general character of the
speech is not only stressed by mentioning the larger public that was attending it265, but also by
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certain traits of the speech. The abundant references to sensorial perception266 and to mental
activities immediately related to or depending on perception267 already point to the lower level
of spiritual development of his addressees. This is also suggested by another issue that
deserves special attention. The last speech to the brethren is the only one mentioning
Andrew’s ‘wondrous deeds’ (HUJD)268. Whereas the other three speeches seem to consider
Andrew’s activities as purely consisting of the transmission of his words, this reference
(isolated and passing though it may be) allows the assumption that the apostle’s deeds may
have also played a relevant role in AA. Admittedly, this assertion might, at first sight, seem to
contradict the strong dualistic trend of the text. But the contradiction disappears if we consider
that the H¦UJD might have been intended for an initial phase of Andrew’s activity and
exclusively directed to those followers who, though advancing in the learning process, are not
yet completely detached from their material condition and consequently from their senses.
This last consideration indeed explains the central position in the speech of notions
such as perception (or more precisely right perception), misleading and misunderstanding.
Attention is not only paid to phenomena, to the perception thereof and to the information
conveyed by the senses, but also and especially to man’s synthesis of this information in order
to form an idea of reality. If in the preceding speeches to Maximilla and Stratocles the
objective of Andrew’s ORJRM was the reorganisation of intellect and soul, respectively, in this
speech it clearly intends to reorganise the realm of sensation.
Andrew is aware that his martyrdom might have a disastrous impact on those of his
followers who are still dependent on appearances. Since at their stage both phenomena and
words are equally relevant269, an impressive HUJRQ such as his martyrdom might easily
frustrate their previous achievements. Consequently, Andrew is mainly concerned with the
way in which his addressees are to perceive and interpret his crucifixion. His words intend to
provide them with a cognitive clue to how they must understand the events to come.
The apostle’s announcement of his impending death significantly occupies the central
part of the speech270. The preceding section or introduction provides a particular approach to
the problem and mainly intends to urge the addressees to beware of deluding appearances271,
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whereas the last part of the extant speech offers a universal approach to the problem272. In
order to reduce the impact of his death, the apostle reframes his martyrdom within a more
stable mythical framework that may enable its transformation into something positive. From
this perspective Andrew’s martyrdom is no longer an isolated example of a violent death
inflicted by a wicked man, but rather an important act in the cosmological drama of the
continuing strife between Good and Evil.
3.4.2. Particular Approach: Improving Man’s Condition
Despite their belonging to the higher realm, until Andrew’s intervention the brethren seem to
have been trapped like any other individuals in the realm of materiality273. Andrew’s words
intend to enable those ‘akin to the words’ to glimpse their true natures, which may help them
to detaching themselves from the senses. Despite its essential importance, however, the
glimpse of the own nature is but the beginning of a long and gradual process that may
eventually lead to the complete liberation from the constrictions of the physical world. Having
recognised his original nature and taking it as the basis, man has to engage himself in a
laborious deconstruction of the other aspects that form his untrue nature. First of all, however,
man has to cope with and overcome the distortion that proceeds from the combination of his
sensorial perception and unstable phenomena.
3.4.2.1. The Soul’s Current State
According to Andrew, the distortion at the level of perception of reality proceeds not only
from the senses and phenomena, but also from the resulting inaccurate mental representations
based on them274. As a result of this combination, man not only lives in an alien environment
but, what is even worse, he also seems to enjoy it. Andrew’s main goal is to alter this situation
since, he declares, he has been sent to these latitudes ‘to remind each man akin to the words
that they live among temporal evils, enjoying their [own] deluding representations275.
It is an erroneous idea of reality that prolongs the brethren’s sojourn in an unsteady
environment, in which physical and moral issues are subject to change and decay. If
phenomena are always changing, the information transmitted by the senses to the mind will
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also be continually changing, as will the resulting synthesis or mental picture. The
combination of the variability of objects presented to the mind and their relative value due to
the constant transformation of the frame of reference results in a highly negative instability
with regard to ethics and behaviour276.
It is clearly stated in our text that this situation originates in the fact that the soul
moves in an unnatural environment: ‘All this happens because the uninstructed soul went
astray in the physical realm and [still] keeps the ties (HQH[XUD) related to it going astray’277.
Although the text is not clear about the ultimate cause that provokes this going astray of the
soul, the adjective ‘uninstructed’ (DSDLGHXWRQ) seems to relate it to an inherent ignorance that
characterised its original (?) condition. As we have already seen in the Paradise Scene278, it is
precisely this ignorance that causes Eve’s suffering and the concomitant process of
degradation of the intellect, firstly to the level of soul, and finally to the realm of appearances.
We seem to have here the final stage of the same process of degradation. Having reached its
lowest level, the soul is lost in sensible reality and reduced to its most elemental activity. The
abundant references to phenomena and sensation together with the absence of allusions to
rational activity as such seem to suggest that Andrew is dealing with the soul as an irrational
entity, which is purely engaged in apprehending phenomena.
This situation can be changed. By reminding the brethren of where they really belong,
by declaring the futility of their current life and by encouraging them to focus on a changeless
reality, Andrew makes them receptive to the words that will lead them to recover their real
nature. Once they become ‘listeners to the proclaimed words’ (NHNKUXJPHQZQORJZQ) they
receive a glimpse of their real nature, i.e. the rational nature of their souls.
3.4.2.2. Andrew’s Foundation
The soul has achieved a glimpse of its true nature, but it is still trapped in an alien
environment characterised by continuous movement and change. Given their dependence on
irrational means, such as sense perception and representation, the brethren’s improvement
cannot be achieved only by means of words. Something more tangible is necessary, since their
perception and practical understanding still depend exclusively on the senses.
Andrew seems to understand this point, because he dedicates an important part of his
speech to describing the foundation laid by him in order to provide the brethren with the
276
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stability and certainty they need to gain a proper understanding of the world. The first step
then consists of searching for something stable, something which neither moves itself nor can
be moved:
Therefore I command you, dear children, build firmly on the foundation laid for you, which is
unshakeable and against which no evil power can conspire. Root on this foundation. Stay firm
remembering all what has been achieved while I was living together with all of you279.

This foundation is what Andrew’s activities means to those who are still engaged in selecting
the huge amount of information proceeding from the sensible. As they partake in Andrew’s
activities mainly through their senses, they receive something to look at, i.e. Andrew’s deeds,
and something to listen to, i.e. his words:
Works have you seen performed through me that you cannot disbelieve, [works] that have
become such signs that even the irrational nature [in you] will acclaim them280. Words I
transmitted to you, which I entreat you to receive in the way the words need to be [received].
Beloved, stay firm on all things that you saw, that you listened to and that you participated in,
and the God you have believed in, showing mercy on you, will place you beside Him as those
who please Him and who have achieved eternal rest281.

Andrew’s separate treatment of deeds and words and the different way of describing their
respective effect on the brethren suggests that a diverse effect is expected. Whereas his
wondrous deeds provoke an immediate reaction, the effect of his words seems to be placed in
the future. Far from describing their action, Andrew simply entreats the addressees to receive
the words in the proper way. It is plausible to think that Andrew here is implying a similar
process to the one described by Stratocles in his answer to the apostle282. According to
Stratocles, the words must first ‘touch’ (or ‘light up’) the soul of the addressee; then he has to
receive them as the ground receives seeds and, finally, only after proper care and attention can
they develop and be brought to perfection283.
Armed with the apostle’s deeds and words, the brethren have now a stable point of
reference on which to focus their perception with a view, first, to neutralise the influence of
fluctuating phenomena and, second, to overcome sensorial perception as well.
3.4.3. Central Section: An Impending Threat to the Foundation
The central part of the extant speech focuses on the crucial moment that will put the brethren
to the test. The whole process of neutralising the effect of phenomena has now been
completed. Andrew’s message has reminded the brethren that they originally belonged to the
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higher realm and by means of the words they have had a glimpse of their real rational nature.
At the same time, the foundation laid by Andrew by means of deeds and words has provided
them with a stable horizon in order to develop insight without resorting to always changing
external objects. The last step is now about to take place. The impressive HUJRQ of Andrew’s
martyrdom is the touchstone that will complete the laborious process of detachment from the
senses:
With regard to what is about to happen to me do not let it disturb you as though it [were] a
strange marvel that the servant of God – to whom God Himself allowed so many things
through deeds and through words – is driven away from this ephemeral life so violently by a
wicked man284.

The reference to the WDUD[K or ‘disturbance, disorder’ points to the quasi-physical effect that

his death might signify for the brethren. This arises from the fact that the primacy of externals
still determines their understanding285.
3.4.4. Universal Approach: Andrew’s Logos Reorganising Perception
With a view to diminishing the weight of the portentous HUJRQ of his own death, Andrew
intends to create a stable frame of reference in which to place the events to come. In order to
do so he states in the first place the future repetition of the event. His death is not an isolated
incident that should be understood exclusively in the narrow current circumstances created by
the antagonism with Aegeates. Rather it must be placed in the wider context of the devil’s
enterprise to win the assent of those who share a common belief in and love of God:
This will not come upon me only, but also upon all those who loved and believed in Him and
confess Him. [For] the completely shameless devil will arm his children against them in order
that they may agree with him286. But he will not get what he wants287.

3.4.4.1. Creating Knowledge
Even though the announcement of the event’s future repetition presents Andrew’s martyrdom
as the starting point of a process in progress, it must still be provided with a meaning. Andrew
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achieves this by means of a mythical example. This historical excursus has a double goal. On
the one hand, it completes the exposition narrating the past history of things that the brethren
see happening before their eyes, and whose development reaches the future. Provided with a
past, present and future, the events are included in a whole that has a beginning and an end.
Andrew’s martyrdom is no longer the result of flux and contingency since it participates in the
more stable frame created by the mythical exposition. On the other hand, the parallel in illo
tempore annuls time since the comprehensive overview of what is actually taking place
simultaneously presents present, past and future and transports the brethren to a higher level
of insight.
Unfortunately the first section of this mythical excursus288 is too corrupt to give us a
clear idea of the events that took place when ‘the one without beginning came down to his
beginning’. Otherwise it might have given us a clearer idea of the period between the
beginning of the world and the recognition of the blessed race by God. Although the text is
extremely doubtful, a given antagonism seems to take place between the one without
beginning and the enemy289. Humankind, or at least those who were not able to know (?),
becomes an involuntary ally of the enemy. With a view to dominating them, the devil
disguises his enmity with a false friendship290.
The continuation of the passage, however, is clear about the control the devil acquires
over those who are inherently alien to him. The intelligent use of delights and deceit seem to
have kept men under their spell for quite a long time 291. As a result of this long period of
alienation, forgetfulness of the true nature and origin appear. As in the first speech to the
brethren, this forgetfulness is described as the neglect of the mutual belonging that is
expressed by the conceptual dichotomy ‘to become known-to know’292.
To put an end to this situation, the goodness of the merciful one intervenes293. When
the mystery of the grace was revealed and the plan for repose was manifested, the blessed race
rejected the presents through which the devil thought he might control them. This rejection of
the devil’s presents (WD? HDXWRX GZUD) by the ‘blessed race’ is in turn the cause of a last
movement by the devil in order to regain his former followers by entangling them with hate,
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enmity and revolts. This is the last test they must overcome294.
It is in this context that the brethren must place Andrew’s impending martyrdom. They
now know both its origins and reasons and that it is neither unexpected nor contingent. Being
thus aware that that which is going to happen fits in the plan sketched from the beginning, this
incident should not affect them: ‘Consequently, since we know what will happen, brethren, let
us stay awake without despairing, without demeaning ourselves and without carrying on our
souls his traces, which are alien to us’295. Letting the events affect them would imply a return
to the situation prior to Andrew’s intervention, a situation in which the brethren are simple
toys of movement, ephemeral evils and their wrong representation of their untrue
environment. Only by accepting what must happen can they neutralise time, phenomena and
sensorial perception.
4. Interrelationship and Complementary Character of the Speeches
4.1. Differences between the Speeches
The preceding analysis reveals certain thematic differences between the speeches. Whereas
the first incomplete speech to the brethren is concerned with general issues such as the
recognition of the blessed race by God and the importance of coming to know him, the
remaining three speeches present a more particular approach to the individual circumstances
of the addressees.
This transition from the general to the particular is also underlined by the various
degrees of involvement of the apostle in the different speeches. The general treatment of the
first discourse, for example, neither refers to Andrew’s role in God’s recognition of his people
nor to his task in helping the people to come to know God. By contrast, the speeches to
Maximilla, to Stratocles and the second speech to the brethren ascribe to the apostle a very
precise function in the development experienced by the addressees296.
The same can be said of the vocabulary of the speeches, which also presents clear
differences. In the first speech to the brethren it mainly focuses on defining knowledge and on
distinguishing its different aspects, its subject matter, its conditions and its goals. In The
speech to Maximilla, however, it mainly deals with wrong and right choice – that is, with
error and correction. As it also describes the reason for error, the vocabulary also deals with
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persuasion and judgement. The vocabulary of Stratocles’ speech, in turn, covers the field of
affections and distinguishes between immoderate and moderate emotional responses. In the
second speech to the brethren, finally, the vocabulary mainly deals with externals, the
individual’s apprehension of reality and the mind’s synthesis of the information received from
outside.
But the most obvious difference is the thematic divergence of the different discourses.
By leaving the first, incomplete speech to the brethren aside for the moment and focussing on
Andrew’s other three discourses, it is possible to distinguish three clearly different thematic
units. From the point of view of content, it seems clear that the speech to Maximilla is mainly
concerned with the sphere of the intellect. Consequently, this speech focuses on rationality in
order to distinguish between two varieties, an inferior or immanent one influenced by
persuasion and judgement and thus engaged in discursive knowledge, and a superior one
which transcends discursivity and strives for contemplation.
By contrast, Stratocles’ speech exclusively moves in the realm of the soul.
Accordingly, it deals with affections and analyses their origin, seat and influence on the soul.
The approach to emotional responses shows a differentiation between negative and positive
affections. Whereas the former present an immoderate character, the latter are moderate and
well-balanced expressions that result from the rational mastery of affections.
In its turn, the second speech to the brethren is concerned with the sphere of the body.
Thus, it dedicates a good deal of attention to sense perception and to the externals
apprehended by it. Distortion appears when, due to the lack of a conscious awareness of the
external flux, the mind gives its unreflective assent and accepts perceptions as reliable.
Representations derived from ever-changing externals will necessarily be inaccurate and
hence false.
4.2. Similarities between the Speeches
Despite these clear differences, the speeches present obvious similarities as well. As all
speeches have the same underlying motivation – that is, the doubts, fear or insecurity of the
addressee – they also pursue one and the same comforting and exhortative goal297. Andrew
naturally begins the speeches by considering the particular situation of the addressees and
evaluates the apparent causes behind their dismay. When doing so, he always applies the same
working procedure: first, he analyses the particular circumstances in order to proceed, next, to
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transposing them to a more general or universal frame298. By this procedure our text reframes
the matter in order to show that what from one particular perspective may appear to be causes
are, from a general perspective, merely the effects of another previous and hidden cause, of
which the addressees are not aware before Andrew’s explanation. In all three speeches this
first and hidden cause is equated with ignorance.
Andrew’s approach to the problem from both a particular and a general perspective
allows the addressees to connect the effects with their causes and to reconstruct the
intermediary steps in this chain of causality. The knowledge generated by Andrew’s words
provides the addressees with the means to fully understand their current situation and to
glimpse its possible improvement. It is this contrast between an initial ignorance and a final
knowledge that permits a double approach, negative and positive, to the particular theme of
each speech. Even though the body and the senses, the soul and the affections and the intellect
and reason when governed by ignorance represent the three spheres of man’s captivity, they
can also, under the guide of knowledge and understanding, be the starting point for his
liberation.
Consequently, each speech confronts a negative with a positive side of the theme
discussed. The speech to Maximilla first opposes ignorance to knowledge, but also judgement
to understanding and immanent ORJRM (persuasion) to transcendent ORJRM. The speech to
Stratocles, in its turn, contrasts excessive with moderate affections, irrationality with
rationality and lack of balance of the soul with inner equilibrium. The second speech to the
brethren, finally, poses the realm of movement against that of stability, material nature against
a true, transcendent nature and sensorial perception and mental representation against
introversion and self-knowledge.
4.3. Interrelationship and Coherence of the Speeches
The most obvious conclusion from the preceding analysis is that the thematic differences
between the speeches arise from an intentional distribution of subject matter. The thematic
distribution intellect/ ORJRM, soul/ affections and body/ IXVLM shows that on the basis of a
298
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tripartite conception of man, AA intended to offer a thorough and exhaustive analysis of the
current state of humankind. As all three human constitutive spheres are partly responsible for
the falsification of man’s true nature, each speech evaluates both the impending threats that
may proceed from one of them and the proper way to counteract them.
This is the reason why AA, in spite of despising man’s material existence, does not
purport a radical rejection of these three constituent spheres of his immanent being. It is not
externals, affections, and persuasion that keep man attached to the material world, but rather
his ignorance concerning the characteristics and functioning of his body, his soul and his
intellect. The knowledge generated by the words and by the addressee’s conscious and active
scrutiny of these spheres provides him with the means to overcome his captivity, without
demanding from him a radical and artificial negation of either his environment or of his
cognitive resources. As ignorance is responsible for the perpetuation of man’s stay in an alien
environment, knowledge allows a natural liberation from the fetters of his immanent existence
in all three spheres.
The question arises, however, as to how this thematic distribution of the speeches is
dealt with in our text. The fragmentary character of our source does not provide us with a clue
to place this threefold analysis of human existence in a clear conceptual framework.
Obviously, the visible thematic complementarity of the speeches seems to imply a
relationship between them, but how should we interpret this relationship? At least two
possibilities might be taken into consideration. On the one hand, this threefold analysis of
man’s reality may rely on a threefold typological classification of mankind and, consequently,
on a threefold differentiation of the major impending dangers to man’s true nature. Those akin
to the body and to externals might betray their genuine nature due to their dependence on
sensorial perception. Those akin to their soul, in turn, can expect distortion from the
predominance of irrational tendencies in their souls. Those akin to the intellect, finally, may
easily falsify their true being due to the influence of persuasion and judgement.
Accordingly, all three speeches might deal with the danger peculiar to each of these
groups in order to provide a fitting antidote for each nature. This obviously implies that the
same goal, i.e. the recovery of the true nature, might be equally and indifferently attained by
any of these ways, depending on the different characteristics of each human type. This
interpretation, however, seems to be disproved by the fact that AA actually distinguishes

basis of the soul’s wandering in the material realm. See supra this Chapter, § 3.4.4, pp. 219-221.
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between two basic human sorts or ‘races’, those akin to the body and those akin to the words,
without making any further differentiation within the latter group. Let us now consider the
second possibility.
These three spheres might also be understood as parts of a whole, as referring to
different aspects of one and the same human being. From this perspective, body, soul and
intellect should be considered as three levels of existence or awareness that follow each other
according to their implicit hierarchical sequence. All three speeches might then deal with
successive steps in the gradual process through which an individual controls and neutralises
the dangers to his true nature proceeding from all three spheres. Consequently, the speeches to
the brethren, to Stratocles and to Maximilla might symbolise the individual’s progressive
steps in his quest for personal liberation from the constrictions of materiality.
4.3.1. The Spheres of IXVLM, HTRM and ORJRM as Domains of Practical Virtue
At first sight, the thematic distribution of the speeches according to the domains of nature,
soul and reason seems to reflect the tripartite division of philosophy into physics, ethics and
logic which, though sometimes ascribed to the Stoa299, was already implied by Plato and made
explicit by Xenocrates300. In addition, the structure of the speeches, which present both the
threats to man’s life in each of these spheres and the means to counteract them, might seem to
suggest that the scope of this comprehensive approach was as practical as the goal of
philosophy according to Xenocrates, namely eliminating disturbance from man’s life by
acting on its three possible origins: his nature, his habit or his reason301.
Within the clear dualistic framework of AA, however, which opposes an inferior
immanent nature to a transcendent and higher level of being, the threefold analysis of man’s
current state is clearly not directed at assisting him to achieve a happiness according to human
standards. Rather, it intends to provide man with the means to overcome his human condition
in its three constituent spheres. Hence philosophy, instead of being an end in itself as the best
way to give man a happy life despite the handicaps of his current situation, becomes a lesser
but necessary preparation in order to transcend this condition altogether and achieve a higher
level of existence302.
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This is the reason explaining the apparent contradiction of AA’s message. Even though
repeatedly encouraging people to withdraw from externals and physical life and to pursue
man’s highest and ultimate goal, namely the contemplation of divinity303, AA actually mainly
concentrates on describing man’s present condition and on establishing correct behavioural
patterns for people to cope with it304. Far from being contradictory, however, the paramount
importance ascribed to right choice and behaviour within the realm of change is strictly
coherent with AA’s conception of rationality as the most divine element in man305. As
rationality seems to be subject to the slumber of ‘oblivion’ (OKTK), it must not only be
awakened but also strengthened. The awakening proceeds naturally from Andrew’s words,
but the invigoration of rationality results from its continuous exercise in dealing with reality.
Human virtue arises from man’s right choice and action guided by reason in any of the three
spheres of existence.
It is precisely in the context of ethics and virtue the thematic distribution of the
speeches must be placed. Hence, the spheres of the body, soul and intellect in AA should not
be explained as reflecting the division of philosophy into physics, ethics and logic, but rather
as the possible domains of human action in which virtue may appear306. AA, however, does
not consider these three domains as alternative ways of achieving virtue. In accordance with
the thought of the historical period on the issue, our text conceives the three spheres as
complementary.
Probably reacting to the Platonic Meno that seems to consider nature, habit and reason
as alternative ways in the quest for virtue307, Aristotle had already stated that although virtue
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proceeds from a combination of the three aspects, habit seems to be its main factor308. The
tendency to consider virtue as arising from a combination of natural and cultural aspects is
quite extensive in the Imperial age309. Philo adopts the same position in general310. In On
Abraham, for example, he states that no instruction may be completed without natural
endowment and exercise; no natural endowment is complete without learning and exercise,
and there is no real exercise without natural endowment and learning311. Similarly, PseudoPlutarch de liberis educandis states that the highest degree of virtue, as in other arts and
sciences, is attained by means of combining IXVLM DVNKVLM and PDTKVLM312. The lack of any
of these stages may frustrate its perfect result (de lib. ed. 2b 2ff): NDT R? G D?Q OHLITY WRXWZQ
NDWD? WRXW DQDJNK [ZOK?Q JLJQHVTDL WK?Q DUHWKQ K PH?Q JD?U IXVLM DQHX PDTKVHZM WXIORQ K GH?
PDTKVLM GL[D IXVHZM HOOLSHM KG DVNKVLM [ZUL?M DPIRLQ DWHOHM. The need to combine the

three aspects is once again stressed by means of the agricultural simile313, which in this
testimony presents a more precise description (de lib. ed. 2c 1ff): ZVSHU G HSL? WKM JHZUJLDM
SUZWRQ PH?Q DJDTK?Q XSDUFDL GHL WK?Q JKQ HL¨WD GH? WR?Q IXWRXUJR?Q HSLVWKPRQD HL¨WD WD? VSHUPDWD
VSRXGDLD WR?Q DXWR?Q WURSRQ JY PH?Q HRLNHQ K IXVLM JHZUJ G R SDLGHXZQ VSHUPDWL G DL WZQ
ORJZQ XSRTKNDL NDL? WD? SDUDJJHOPDWD. Noteworthy is that in AA Stratocles describes his
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process of learning by means of the same simile314. A similar conception of the quest for
virtue as gradual process of development is also attributed to the Pythagorean Archytas by
Stobaeus. As in the preceding example, the domains of IXVLMDVNKVLM and HLGKVLM represent
the three stages by means of which knowledge is achieved315. A closer parallel to AA,
however, appears in Maximus of Tyre. After mentioning in the same sequence the three
spheres of virtue, the philosopher refers, like Andrew, to the sphere of IXVLM as the foundation
on which virtue must be built316.
AA significantly does not hesitate in the sequence of the factors317. In accordance with
the testimonies of Pseudo-Plutarch and Archytas, AA presents the sequence IXVLM HTRM ORJRM
in the same order as preserved by Arius Didymus in his epitome of Peripatetic philosophy318.
4.3.2. The Speeches as a Deconstructive Process of the Human Degraded Condition
The speeches to Maximilla, Stratocles and the brethren present, in inverse order, a gradual
development of man’s virtue that begins with his nature and ends with his reason319. This
process is not a goal in itself but rather the means by which the addressee comes to know what
is his and what is not, in order to attain in the last stage the complete and intuitive
apprehension he strives for by nature. Given his current condition and the nature of his
cognitive means, the preparatory knowledge about earthly matters is a necessary precondition
to attain a higher perception of divine order. The parallelism with the process by which the
likeness to God is attained in Alcinous is obvious, since a suitable nature, the proper habits,
and reason are for him, too, the preconditions for the RPRLZVLM TH320.
AA’s threefold analysis of man’s current condition as well as the three stages in his
quest for liberation from the fetters of materiality rely, as stated above, on the general
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tripartite conception of man as comprising a material body, a soul, and an intellect. This
interest in describing the diverse aspects that contribute to man’s captivity is essentially
directed at showing a method to reverse this situation.
As we suggested, liberation takes place by awakening and strengthening rationality,
which is conceived as the most, or rather the only, divine element in man321. The gradual
process of acquiring virtue is essential because the realms of IXVLM K¨TRM and ORJRM are
conceived as the domains of practical virtue or IURQKVLM322. The continuous exercise of virtue,
conceived as the right action of a good man guided by reason, results in the mastery of
rationality by means of which man always makes the right choice. The mastery of rationality
originates, in its turn, a rather mechanical reversal of the (also mechanical) stages of
degradation experienced by the intellect. In the same way that ignorance set in motion the
chain of causality that brought down the intellect to the level of phenomena, knowledge can
reverse this process and allow a progressive deconstruction of the successive stages of
degradation. In this sense, man’s life under the leadership of reason actualised by knowledge
seems to be considered as a deconstructive process, the ultimate goal of which is the
restitution to the intellect of its pristine condition beyond the fetters of immanence.
Consequently, the sequence IXVLM, K¨TRM / HTRM and ORJRM present in inverse order the stages of
degradation experienced by the intellect, which beginning with ORJRM continued with K¨TRM/
HTRM and ended with IXVLM.

Two key sections in AA confirm the previous interpretation. The first is the incomplete
first speech to the brethren, which, as analysed above, states that God’s recognition of his
people establishes the co-ordinates of a cognitive process that will culminate in the people’s
knowledge of God323. As a result of the principle of ‘like knows like’, this recognition implies
an existential promotion of the blessed race324. The contrast between a true and a false nature,
which functions as a principium contradictionis, awakes reason. This awakening of rationality
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now allows them to reach the knowledge of God dialectically. As they are now provided with
a beginning and a goal, with the means and with a method, nothing hinders the perfect
completion of this cognitive process that will finally liberate them from the physical world325.
The second passage is the central section of The speech to Maximilla, namely the
praise of transcendent man326. Before proceeding to the categorical praise, Andrew
summarises the three deconstructive stages that Maximilla, as a prototype of the perfect
individual, will have achieved if she completes the last step of her development:
Well done you, saved nature, since you were not strong and you did not keep yourself hidden!
Well done you, soul, shouting out which you suffered and returning to yourself! Well done
Anthropos who understands what is not yours and hastens towards what is yours! Well done
[you] who listens to what is said! For I see you [now] thinking much greater things than what
is said; for I am aware that you are much stronger than what seems to oppress you; for [I see
that] you excel above what brought you down into deformities and above what led you to
captivity327.

The spheres of nature, soul, and reason are not only explicitly referred to as domains of man’s
captivity but are also presented as steps in a gradual process of liberation that culminates in
the release from all the burdens that hampered the anthropos or transcendent man during his
captivity in the material world.
4.4. Disposition of the Speeches
If this interpretation is correct, the question arises as to why these stages appear in an
illogically inverse order. If the writer intended to depict the successive stages in a process of
gradual development, why not simply begin with the lower level of IXVLM in order to end with
the ORJRM? Two main reasons, literary and conceptual, account for the inverse sequence of the
speeches.
4.4.1. Literary Perspective
From a literary perspective, the current sequence is perfectly coherent within the narrative
framework. In order to understand the succession of the speeches, it must be kept in mind that
a writer necessarily organises his material in the most effective way for the development of
his plot. In spite of Andrew’s imprisonment, his life is not in danger until Aegeates’ speech to
his wife takes place. The proconsul’s words to his wife are the real turning point of the plot,
because the choice he offers Maximilla will determine the development of events in one or the
other direction. It is obvious, consequently, that Andrew’s discourse to Maximilla had to
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follow Aegeates’ speech because it encourages Maximilla to give the negative answer that
will initiate the further sequence of events. As she represents the highest achievements within
the material realm, in this speech the argumentation moves up from the highest levels of
immanence to the highest of transcendence.
Maximilla’s negative answer, however, implies that the countdown to Andrew’s
martyrdom has already begun. In order to avoid rough changes, the narration must,
consequently, gradually modify the tone reached in this speech. Stratocles’ discourse already
tones down the level slightly in order to return, in the last speech to the brethren, to the ground
level of reality in which the martyrdom will take place.
In addition, the speeches play a pivotal role in the narrative sequence of the story.
Although it is difficult to ascertain the character of previous sections of AA, it seems clear that
since Andrew’s arrival in Patras, the story presented an ascending degree of tension initiated
by Andrew’s activities in the familiar environment of the proconsul. After narrating Andrew’s
first encounter with Maximilla and Stratocles, AA probably described the spiritual instruction
of the latter and their progressive withdrawal from proconsul, husband and brother,
respectively. All these events lead to Andrew’s imprisonment and his impending and
inevitable martyrdom, and it is at this point that the text reaches its maximum tension. In this
conjuncture the speeches play a central role because they function as a transition between the
ascending line of Andrew’s successful activities as a messenger of the transcendent realm and
his death at the hands of the personification of evil. The speech to Maximilla takes the
narrative line to its highest point but already reduces the tone, in its last part, in order to allow
a smooth transition to Stratocles’ speech, which, in its turn, presents a lesser level that may
suitably connect it with the last speech. The discourse to the brethren receives this descending
line and properly connects it with the last part of AA.
The transitional character of the speeches is also clear from the point of view of the
content. As the discourses provide both addressees and readers with the means to transform
the apparently negative death of the apostle into something positive and even desirable, they
open the way for a new interpretation of the apostle’s martyrdom. By means of this interesting
transevaluation, what from a standard point of view would be an anticlimax is transformed
into the apex of his apostolic activities. From this perspective, then, the speeches create the
possibility of transforming the descending line of his death into a prolongation of the
ascending line of the previous part of the text that leads to his final and complete apotheosis.
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4.4.2. Conceptual Perspective
The apparently inverse sequence of the speeches can be also explained from a conceptual
perspective. As stated above, the liberation pursued by AA is conceived of as a process of the
deconstruction of the current human condition, which step by step intends to release the
intellect from the burdens it has acquired during a previous process of devolution. Liberation
from immanence is consequently conceived of as a return to a pristine situation before this
degradation took place. As we will see in the following section, this process of deconstruction
fulfils in inverse direction the steps of devolution that, beginning with the appearance of
judgement and persuasion at the level of intellect, continued at the level of soul with the
development of affections as a result of ignorance, and ended with the wandering of the soul
in the material world.
These processes of devolution and restoration are not, however, systematically
presented. As already pointed out, our text has no systematic intentions and adapts its message
to the narration328. As a result of this complete intertwining, each speech associates its
addressee to one of the three levels of being. In dealing with the problems of different
individuals, each discourse depicts a factual stage of degradation and a potential restoration of
the state previous to it. Consequently, the speech to Maximilla represents both the first step of
degradation and the last of reversion; the discourse to Stratocles represents, simultaneously,
the middle stage of degradation and of reversion; the brethren’s speech, finally, describes the
last stage of degradation and the preliminary steps to the reversion. As the speeches comprise
movement in both directions, it seems obvious that the disposition could not be otherwise than
as it is. The need for regression is a result of degradation, therefore its first stage must occupy
the first position.
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5. Recapitulation: Meaning and Intention of AA’s Fragment in V
It is now time to attempt a comprehensive exposition of AA’s message. On the basis of AA’s
fragment, a plausible conclusion is that our text intended to transmit a clear dualistic
conception of reality and to explain how the blessed race, even if originally belonging to the
transcendent realm, appears to be imprisoned in the immanent one.
5.1. A Process of Devolution
In order to bridge the enormous gulf between transcendence as origin and immanence as
dwelling place of the blessed race, AA describes man’s present state as a result of a process of
degradation. A careful analysis of its account allows the reader to distinguish not only the
causes of the devolution, but also its stages and, naturally, its consequences.
5.1.1. Causes of the Degradation: Intellect’s dispersal, Discursive Knowledge, Ignorance and
Error
In dealing with man’s devolution and its causes, AA significantly omits any reference to sin or
culpability by the first couple. Rather, Eve and Adam appear to be victims of an inevitable
and mechanical process of devolution329.
Although the first cause initiating the process of decay is not mentioned in our text, the
dispersal and the alienation of the intellect – either conceived of as concomitant effects of the
same cause or as presenting themselves in a relationship of causality – work as factual causes
of its suffering. It seems clear that as soon as the intellect loses its unitary character, its acts of
knowing can no longer revert upon itself, since the intellect’s dispersion implies a discrepancy
between subject and object in the act of knowing330. The first consequence of this discrepancy
is the intellect’s alienation from itself, since for the first time the intellect no longer knows
itself. It is thus plausible to think that what initiated the degradation of the QRXM was the
incorrect direction of its intellective activity. An interruption (of necessity related to
creation?) in the intellect’s incessant activity of thinking itself – i. e. the intelligible or God might have caused a first discrepancy between subject and object in the act of knowing.
This dispersal implies not only being immediately removed from its natural
environment in transcendence, but also the loss of the intellect’s intrinsic characteristics. As a
result of the discrepancy between subject and object and the concomitant appearance of
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ignorance, a new sort of knowledge comes into being: discursive knowledge. This possibility
is coherent with the reasons given for the degradation of Eve and Adam, namely ignorance
and error. The deficiency of the QRXM and its subsequent intermittent thinking combined with
Eve and Adam’s unawareness of this deficiency, might have led them to try to supersede their
ignorance by their own means331.
5.1.2. Stages of Devolution: Intellect, Soul, Physis
This interruption in the intellect’s incessant activity initiates three causally related steps in a
gradual withdrawal of the ‘intellect’ from its original, complete and unitary knowledge. The
first is indeed the transition from intuitive to discursive apprehension due to the discrepancy
between subject and object (and this also implies the appearance of number)332. As soon as the
act of knowing does not revert upon itself, ignorance appears. It is this ignorance that is
responsible for the second stage of degradation from QRXM to soul or \X[K, since it initiates the
appearance of doubt and fear, i.e. affections333. Desire to achieve knowledge in order to
overcome ignorance impels the soul to undertake the cognitive process. Paradoxically,
however, this search for knowledge will only enhance its disgrace. Since ORJRM or ‘discursive
knowledge’ is intrinsically related to reason and speech, its application to gain knowledge will
relinquish soul and intellect to the slumber of appearances and persuasion334. As was only to
be expected, the original ignorance remains unaltered and characterises each of these stages of
degradation.
5.1.3. Consequences of the Devolution: Oblivion, Captivity, Flux, Illusions
Whereas the original intuitive knowledge of the intellect apprehends all things at once in one
single act of apprehension, discursive knowledge takes one thing at the time, implies
chronological sequence and comprises many acts of perception. Instead of unity, omniscience
and a-temporality, multiplicity, ignorance and time appear. The alienation is consummated
and, given the characteristics of its new cognitive means, the chances for human intellect to
recover its pristine situation are rather exiguous.
This is the reason why the intellect from now on is not only imprisoned in an alien
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environment but also unaware of its situation. As it is now forced to cope with externals, its
apprehension is no longer a matter of an instant but depends both on sensorial perception and
on representation335. The ever-changing character of externals implies a continuous
restructuring of the cognitive frame and this, in its turn, a precarious and unstable knowledge
of things that excludes the possibility of achieving a trustful conception of reality336. This
situation is aggravated, moreover, by the exposure to affections and the interference of
judgement. The combination of these factors is responsible for the intellect’s stay in
materiality, for a wrong perception and representation of things causes a wrong judgement
and this wrong judgement will inevitably impel man to strive for what he supposes to be good
instead of for what really is good. The pleasure achieved by the fulfilment of desires is the last
link in the chain. From now on the vicious circle is complete: man is not only captive in
materiality, he will never come to realise this on his own.
5.2. Inversion of the Process: HSLVWURIK or ‘Reversion’
All, however, is not lost. A reversion of the state of things is possible if man is receptive to the
words transmitted by Andrew. True, the words are only the beginning of a process in which
the individuals must actively engage. They are nevertheless essential because they provide a
clear and distinct point of reference for people to turn to337.
5.2.1. Preconditions of the HSLVWURIK
5.2.1.1. God as causa efficiens
Given its current condition, human intellect can only be awakened from the slumber of
oblivion by being acted upon338. There can be no doubt that God’s active involvement in the
destiny of the blessed race is the real turning point that allows the reversion of the state of
things. Our text repeatedly refers to God’s intervention as a precondition for the
deconstructive process in which the blessed race will engage339. The first speech to the
brethren states both God’s supreme goodness ([UKVWRWKWD) and his ‘unenvious sharing’ of his
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goodness with his people340. By recognising them, God actualises the awareness of their
origin and belonging that they seem to have forgotten. This recognition seems to have
immediate and direct effect on the people. As likeness is the condition for cognition, being
recognised implies a relationship of belonging between the one who knows and those who are
known341. Hence, the blessed race understands that it neither belongs to those cast to the
ground, nor to time, movement or generation342. The first part of the second speech to the
brethren also refers to a plan sketched in advance in order to reveal to the listeners of the
words their real nature343. The second part of the same speech, in its turn, mentions the
mystery of the grace and the light of ORJRM that, thanks to the goodness of the merciful one,
allows people to realise the deceptiveness of externals344.
5.2.1.2. Awareness of Kinship
Yet God’s recognition is not enough to grant the inversion of the process of the state of things.
It certainly provides the people with an external point of reference that liberates them from the
vicious circle of their degraded condition, but in the next movement they must become aware
of their deficiencies and of the possibility of superseding them. A key section of Andrew’s
speech to Maximilla does indeed relate this becoming aware of the own incompleteness and
imperfection to the previous recognition of kinship with the transcendent realm345. Maximilla
knowing herself as destined for transcendence allows her both to realise her deficiency and
take the first step towards its correction346. It is only after perceiving oneself as the effect of a
cause and after inferring one’s potential identity with it that these shortcomings become
evident. One’s lack of the perfection of the first cause and awareness of this generates the
‘will’ or RUHFLM to attain one’s original perfection347. This is at the level of the individual, the
real starting point of his HSLVWURIK or reversion to the first principle.
5.2.1.3. God as causa finalis
God, consequently, is simultaneously causa efficiens and causa finalis. As causa efficiens he
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awakens human intellect and supplies it with certainty regarding its origin and belonging348.
As causa finalis he functions as RUHNWRQ or ‘desirable’, attracting the blessed race as the object
of desire349. The first principle is simultaneously the DU[K (‘beginning, cause’) and WHORM
(‘goal’) of their existence. By retracing upwards the intermediary steps between cause and
effect, the blessed race can recover the value lost in its devolution from the highest to the
lowest stages of reality.
5.2.2. Stages of the HSLVWURIK
The process of deconstruction obviously follows in inverse direction the same stages of
devolution. What came into existence by means of devolution from the first principle recovers
now its original value by means of reversion.
5.2.2.1. Reorganising Perception
As we have already seen, the body and tangible reality are the lowest abode of the fallen
intellect. In order to facilitate a liberation of the constrictions of materiality, a first step
consists of the reorganisation of perception. The second speech to the brethren deals with this
reorganisation in depth350. Andrew’s intervention accomplishes a first and essential goal: he
breaks the spell of externals and the passive and unreflective assent of the IDQWDVLD351.
Andrew’s words confront the transcendent with the immanent realms in order to denounce the
futility of the latter due to its continuous movement and decay. If the brethren cannot see that
they are wasting their time with temporal evils this is just the result of the wandering of the
ignorant soul. Urged to cope with externals, the soul depends now on the body, on its
sensorial perception and on IDQWDVLD. As Andrew’s words reveal to them their own (real)
nature, they can now suspend the continuous apprehension of externals to focus on the
relatively steady character of their own nature352. This first introversion will prepare the way
for the following steps that provide increasing awareness of the different aspects of their true
being353.
5.2.2.2. Reorganising Affections
Since the second stage of degradation is responsible for the appearance of emotions,
Andrew’s scope in the second stage of reversion is to restore the predominance of rationality
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within the soul. This step is essential, for a revitalisation of irrationality can endanger the
previous stage of controlling perception. The introversion achieved in the previous step
intended to reinforce rationality by interrupting the continual flow of information proceeding
from sensorial perception. This introversion must now be developed in order to achieve a
stable and complete mastery of rationality within the soul. The revitalisation of rationality
results from the rational part’s commitment to controlling the development of affections354.
By repressing immoderate emotional responses by means of reason and by substituting them
with moderate and rational expressions of filial love, rationality succeeds in retaking control
over the soul355.
5.2.2.3. Reorganising Rationality
If the two previous steps have been successful, the third has to accomplish a profound
reorganisation of rationality. Thus far, Andrew’s goal has mainly been directed towards
neutralising the negative influence proceeding from the senses and from excessive affections.
Once these two sources of distortion have been properly cut off, the apostle must concentrate
on the wrong ideas proceeding from the own judgement. Used to thinking improperly due to
the influence of externals and emotions, rationality still preserves the imprint of both spheres
even if it has already been detached from them. Judgement (GRFD) is highly dangerous
because it exposes rationality to the influence of persuasion356. Even if the individual has
successfully subdued the inferior aspects of his being, persuasion can bring about exactly the
same dangers menacing the successful conclusion of the whole process. By means of this last
step the intellect is freed from the fetters acquired by the application of discursivity and
recovers its original intuitive apprehension357. Nothing now holds the intellect within the
immanent realm, for sensorial perception, affections and rationality have by now been
properly neutralised358. Now the intellect is prepared to achieve what it by nature strives for:
contemplation359.
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5.2.3. Scope of the HSLVWURIK
5.2.3.1. Reorienting the Will
Once the spheres of man’s captivity have been conveniently neutralised, a reorientation of the
will seems to take place. Due to the absence of distortion proceeding from all three spheres,
man follows what is good and not what he thinks to be good. This seems to be obvious for the
object of RUHFLM or ‘desire’ is now the same as that of thought360. Deprived of the distraction
of externals, the intellect now thinks properly, and ‘since desire is the result of opinion rather
than opinion that of desire’, right thinking determines correct desire.
5.2.3.2. Providing Knowledge
The original error of the first couple seems to have been the wrong direction of their will.
Unaware of their deficiency, they attempted to overcome ignorance by their own means361.
However, as they could not think properly due to the influence of affections, they followed
the apparent instead of the real good. In their search for knowledge they not only failed in
achieving it, but they were also trapped by the nature of their cognitive means.
These events explain why HSLVWURIK or ‘reversion’ is a necessary precondition in order
to achieve the ultimate knowledge they originally searched for. Before they can achieve
theoretical knowledge, they must acquire the practical knowledge that will enable them to turn
away from the realm of movement. The three stages that we have seen above, perception,
affections and reason, provide the means to accomplish a gradual process of self-knowledge
that once completed provides access to theoretical knowledge.
5.2.3.3. Recovering the Lost Condition
Once so far, the intellect seems to have recovered its lost condition. Freed from the burdens of
perception, affections and judgement, it can now engage itself in contemplation362. However,
the process of degradation has not been wholly superfluous. The coming-into-being of the
intellect has provided it with a clear idea about what belongs to its own nature and what is
alien to it. First, its use of discursivity has not provided the knowledge the intellect was
searching for. On the contrary, it has enhanced its first ignorance by hampering its natural
capacity to know. Second, its confidence in its own means to supersede ignorance has ended
in an admission of its own incapacity and, consequently, of its deficiency.
It is precisely the intellect being lost in materiality that causes God’s intervention.
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Thanks to the cognitive certainty concerning its origin and goal conveyed by God’s
recognition, the intellect can now engage itself in the process that will free it from the alien
ties that keep it attached to immanence. The successive steps of this deconstructive process,
moreover, provide the intellect with progressively increasing insight into both its nature and
its goal. Self-knowledge allows the intellect’s final conscious decision to avert itself from
everything that interferes with the contemplation it by nature strives for. Only by completely
releasing all these ties and being engaged purely in contemplation will the intellect come to
know the divinity.
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CHAPTER V: AA’S THOUGHT IN THE WIDER CONTEXT OF THE RELIGIOUS AND
PHILOSOPHICAL WORLD IN THE FIRST CENTURIES OF THE
CHRISTIAN ERA
As we already stated in the first chapter of this study, scholars have not yet succeeded in
reaching a consensus with regard to the orientation of AA’s thought. During the last century
AA has been linked with almost every religious and philosophical orientation of late antiquity.
Middle and Neoplatonism, Neopythagoreanism, Stoicism, main stream Christianity and
Gnosticism have all been adduced to explain AA’s conceptual peculiarities. We also stated
that, in our view, this interpretative variety was due to the variety of available textual
witnesses upon which to base almost every hypothesis.
On the basis of our study of AA’s textual transmission, we isolated AA’s fragment in V
from the remaining extant textual testimonies and offered a textual and conceptual analysis of
this document. We shall now proceed to a systematic study of the main features of its thought
and compare them with parallel developments in the religious and philosophical world of late
antiquity. This analysis should allow us, if not to place AA in a clear and distinct spiritual
context, at least to establish convergences and divergences with contemporary authors in
order to review the alleged contacts, consider new possibilities and to determine, as far as
possible, the orientation of its thought.
1. Cosmology
1.1. Cosmological Dualism
AA’s thought is characterised by a marked dualism that dominates not only its cosmology but
also its theology, anthropology, epistemology and ethics. AA’s cosmological dualism radically
distinguishes two antithetic regions, the transcendent and supramundane realm and the
immanent, worldly realm of change and decay. This opposition is enunciated both by
conceptual pairs with a philosophical undercurrent, such as ‘unity/multiplicity’1, ‘identity/
difference’2, ‘atemporality/ temporality’3, ‘stability/ movement’4, ‘not-generated/ generated’5,
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‘supercelestial/terrestrial’6, and by more common oppositions such as ‘light/ darkness7,
‘above/ below’8, ‘eternal/ ephemeral’9, ‘righteous/ unrighteous’10, or simply ‘better/ worse’11.
Admittedly, dualism is a rather widespread view of reality in late antiquity and can be
found in all philosophical and religious orientations of the period. In most cases, however,
these dualistic views draw on Plato’s conception of tangible reality as a material and
ephemeral reflection of the spiritual and eternal world of ideas12. In spite of a certain
degradation of the sensible, in this view tangible reality still retains some status, since being a
reflection of the intelligible realm implies at least some participation in its model. Such
dualism recurs in Philo13 and in Plutarch14. It also appears in Middle Platonists such as
Alcinous15 and Apuleius16, as well as in Christian theologians such as Clement of
Alexandria17. Although a dualistic view is obvious in all these examples, the unity of the
universe is never totally challenged. It is true to say, however, that the combination of the
Platonic and Aristotelian views on matter, which would result in the statement that XOK is
‘without shape, or quality, or form’18, would contribute to an increasing devaluation of the
sensible19. Aristotle’s distinction between, on the one hand, XOK (‘matter’) and, on the other,
20

RXVLD (‘essence’) and WR? RQ (‘real being’)

seems already to have been adopted by

Neopythagoreans, such as Moderatus of Gades21 and Numenius of Apamea22, and would lead
Plotinus to describe matter as PK? RQ ‘not real-being’23. Unlike his Pythagorean predecessors,
6

Vr 15, 93-94.
Vr 14-15, 92, 223-24.
8
Vr 5-6.
9
Vr 208-11.
10
Vr 12-13.
11
Vr 11-12.
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Plato, Tim. 28a-b, 28c, 29a-b, 30c, 30d, 31a, 48e. On Plato’s views see C.H. Kahn, ‘Flux and Forms in the
Timaeus’, M. Canto-Sperber and P. Pellegrin (eds), Le Style de la Pensée. Recueil des texts en homage à Jacques
Brunschwig (Paris, 2002) 113-31.
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Philo, Opif. 16; 36; 129; Heres 280; Plant. 50; Ebr. 133; Conf. 172.
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[Doxographie, 447]) see Whittaker, Alcinoos, 109.
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Andresen, ‘Justin und der mittlere Platonismus’, ZNW 44 (1952-53) 157-95 at 164-65; Hippolytus, Ref. 1.19.3.
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however, Plotinus never devalues the cosmos but rather emphatically denies a stigmatisation
of tangible reality both in a specific treatise against the Gnostics24 and also elsewhere25.
Differently from the more current Platonic variety, AA’s dualism is clearly anticosmic.
The material world is intrinsically negative: it is the abode of evil and darkness, and the realm
of deceit, of movement and decay; in short, it is the prison (DL[PDOZVLD) from which man has
to escape26. In order to find a proper parallel to this radical sort of dualism and depreciation of
the physical world we have to look at certain Hermetic tractates and at Gnosticism27. With
regard to the Corpus Hermeticum, the attitude toward physical reality changes in the different
treatises. Even if in some cases the Platonic view that the product of the Good is good
prevails28, in others there appears either a moderately negative view29 or a radical rejection of
materiality30. The most radical example of the latter view can be found in the second fragment
of the Hermetic excerpts preserved by Stobaeus. In this text the transcendent and notgenerated realm is declared to be true, while the immanent realm is deprived of any true
existence and equated with a simple deluding representation of the information proceeding
from sensorial perception31. With regard to Gnosticism, Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria
report a similar anticosmic attitude32. Jonas reduces the large variety of Gnostic dualistic
systems to two main groups: in the Iranian system the clash of two opposite principles set into
motion the history of the world. Differently, in the Syrian-Egyptian system the origin of the
world is explained as a result of a process of degradation, as a downward movement that
originates in the upper realm and that finally results in the appearance of the lower one33. The
latter is clearly the case in, for example, the Treatise on Resurrection which contrasts the
greatness of the pleroma with the nothingness of the sensible and argues that the inherent

adoption of the notion, see Lilla, Clement, 196; for Plutarch’s and Philo’s rejection of this view due to Stoic
influence (SVF I 85: identification of XOK and RXVLD), see C. Baeumker, Das Problem der Materie in der
griechischen Philosophie (Münster, 1890) 338 and Lilla, Clement, 196 note 3. Furthermore infra, pp. 254ff.
24
Plotinus, Enn. 2.9.11; 13; 14; 15.
25
Plotinus, Enn. 3.2.3; 9; 12.
26
Vr 90. See also infra this Chapter, notes 36-42. See also infra p. 257 and notes 159-161.
27
For a similar conception of physical reality in the Chaldaean Oracles see infra, pp. 258ff.
28
So, for example C.H. 5.11 (65.5 N-F), DJDTR?M GH NDL? SDQWD SRLZQ; 10.3 (114.7-8 N-F), WR?JD?U DJDTR?Q HVWL
WR? SRLKWLNRQ; 14.4 (223.11-12 N-F);
29
C.H. 6.2 (73.1-16 N-F); 10.10 (118.6-11 N-F); 12 (119.1-6 N-F). See H. Jonas, Gnosis und spätantiker Geist.
1. Von der Mythologie zur mystischen Philosophie (Göttingen, 1954) 151 note 3; A.D. Nock – A.J. Festugière,
Corpus Hermeticum I (Paris, 21960) 76 note 10.
30
See C.H. 6.4 (74.17-18 N-F), R JD?U NRVPRM SOKUZPD HVWL WKM NDNLDM.
31
C.H. Stobaeus fr. 2 A, passim. See infra, pp. 256; 310-14 and notes 653-654 to this Chapter. Cf. C.H. 13.13.
32
Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1.5.1-6; 1.17.2; 2.3.2; Clement of Alexandria, Exc. Theod. 48.1.
33
On the issue A. Piñero and J. Montserrat Torrens, ‘Introducción general’, in A. Piñero et al., Textos Gnósticos.
Biblioteca de Nag Hammadi I (Madrid, 22000) 41-42.
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deficiency of the immanent realm results from the breaking off of the sensible world from the
higher realm34.
AA’s dualism can be compared to the more radical Hermetic and Gnostic variety.
According to Prieur, however, AA’s dualism should be described as antisomatic rather than as
anticosmic35. In his view, the lack of an explicit condemnation of tangible reality does not
allow us to affirm anything else than that for AA the origin of evil was in the physical body. In
our opinion, however, we should not forget that the lack of such an explicit enunciation might
just be due to the fragmentary character of our text. Moreover, this lack by no means
overshadows AA’s obvious radical negative view of physical reality. AA not only purports a
manifest rejection of the body36, but also puts the blame for the perpetuation of man’s sojourn
in an alien environment on materiality and its externalities37. The association of evil with
matter is more than obvious in the equation of ‘life’ (ELRM) with ‘violence’ (ELD)38, in the
reference to the ‘shackles of existence’ (WD? GHVPD)39 and in the rejection of the ‘(earthly)
works of Cain’40. In addition, AA’s contempt of the physical body is one and the same as that
of tangible reality41. As we will have the opportunity to see, from its very first lines AA’s
fragment in V clearly stresses that IXVLM, the realm of movement and change, must be avoided
at all means42.
1.2. Structure of the Cosmos in AA
In its current form AA does not include a clear exposition of its cosmological views. Despite
this, there are occasional passing references that may help us to reconstruct the text’s position
on the issue.
As already stated, AA’s most obvious trait is its conception of reality as consisting of
two opposite realms, which is expressed by means of numerous pairs of conceptual
opposites43. However, there is enough evidence to suggest that alongside this basic
dichotomy, a tripartite conception of the cosmos is at work in AA. In the first place, the
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TreatRes (NHC I, 4) 46.35-38. See B.R. Layton, The Gnostic Treatise on Resurrection from Nag Hammadi
(Missoula, Mont., 1979 [orig. Diss. Harvard 1971]) 75; M.L. Peel, ‘The Treatise on Resurrection’, in H.W.
Attridge (ed) NHC I. Notes (Leiden, 1985) 137-215 at 177.
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Vr 232-33.
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Vr 121. For an interpretation of the section see supra, Chapter 3 note 75.
41
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‘farewell to all externalities and to those things belonging to the flesh’ (Vr 194-95).
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See infra this Chapter, § 1.4.2.2, pp. 256-59.
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See supra this Chapter, § 1.1, pp. 242-43.
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passage Vr 15-16 refers to a supercelestial realm (or God). Since the ‘earthly realm’ (WD?
HSLJHLD) is also mentioned in these lines, we may conclude that, in spite of silencing the

‘celestial realm’, our text presupposes a cosmos consisting of three regions, the sublunary,
celestial and supercelestial realms.
Support for this interpretation comes from another passage in which Andrew praises
the final liberation of the ‘intellect’ that transcends all aspects of material existence44. In this
context, Andrew explicitly says that the QRXM is beyond the cosmos and that it finally breaks
all the shackles, ‘not only those of generation (WD? SHUL? JHQHVHZM) but also those belonging to
the realm beyond generation’ (WD? XSH?U JHQHVLQ). Passing though it may be, this reference
clearly implies the same tripartite conception of the universe, in which the transcendent realm
is opposed both to the realm of coming-to-be and passing-away and to another intermediate
region. This latter region, even though beyond the processes of generation and corruption, still
belongs to the cosmic world of movement. That this is the region subject to eternal movement
– that is, the celestial spheres where planets, demons or powers dwell – seems further
supported by an earlier reference, in the same passus, to ‘powers and authorities’ (DU[DL? NDL?
45

HFRXVLDL) . As this intermediate realm between the lower and the highest region is normally

considered as the region of fate and heimarmene46, these must be the ‘shackles belonging to
the realm beyond generation’ Andrew is referring to.
Such a tripartition of reality was first systematically applied by Aristotle47, although it
appears to have been stated by Xenocrates as well48. Following his division of substance into
sensible-perishable, sensible-eternal and non-sensible-immutable49, Aristotle divides reality
into the realms of the unchangeable, astronomicals and sensibles, a division which in turn
accounts for his tripartite division of knowledge50. In the Aristotelian system, the highest and
everlasting realm, even though static with regard to spatial and qualitative change, is the
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source of movement in the lower realm51. Its causality, however, is not of an efficient but of a
final nature. Due to the RUHFLM or ‘desire’ of the planetary spheres towards the first principle52,
they engage in an eternal and regular movement that in turn responds to the changes in the
sublunary or lower region53.
It is interesting to note that a different kind of causality appears here because the
planetary spheres are the efficient causes of the processes of generation and corruption in the
sublunary realm54, where everything appears to be ruled by the movements in the astral
region55. Incidentally, this conception of the planets as efficient causes in combination with
the frequent Platonic references to ‘world rulers’ (DU[RQWHM)56 might have been grounds for
the latter Hermetic57 and Gnostic conception of the planetary spheres as inhabited by demons
or rulers, who, as antidivine powers, influence or dominate the processes of the lower realm
and, consequently, tyrannise humanity58.
In Middle Platonism, although we also find the triadic conception of the universe there
is not a negative view of the intermediary region. Such a tripartition does indeed seem to
underlie Alcinous’s discussion of the parts of philosophy59 and also his description of God’s
relationship to the Cosmic-soul and its intellect and that of the latter to the physical world60.
Maximus of Tyre seems to have held the same opinion: in his description of the Himmelsreise
he lets the soul depart from the lower realm, reach the heavens and go beyond them, to the
region of true reality61. The same tripartition may be responsible for the frequent
differentiation between sensible and intelligible Gods62 or between astral and supramundane
Gods63 that is quite widespread in late antiquity64.
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The testimony of Macrobius, however, already shows an interesting development in
the conception of this intermediary zone. His commentary on Cicero’s Scipio’s Dream
preserves a description of the descensus animae, which is one of the rare elaborated
statements on ‘that metaphysical subject which the Ancients have left us’65. In a passage that
seems to rely on Numenius66, Macrobius describes the soul’s descent from the eighth heaven
to the depths of the earth. During its descent through the seven planetary spheres the soul
acquires from each of them one of the powers that will mark its earthly existence. It is
interesting that in this account the powers provided by the planets are not yet qualified as
good or bad, they are simply conceived of as characteristics peculiar to their energies67.
An interesting first step towards the negative view of the planetary spheres appears in
the Chaldaean Oracles, which also presents the same tripartite division of the universe.
Following Aristotle’s conception of nature’s increasing degree of quality in proportion to the
distance we are removed from the sublunary world68, the Chaldaean Oracles states the
decreasing degree of quality of the planetary spheres in proportion to their proximity to the
sublunary world, in which matter is preponderant69.
As a result of this gradual process of devaluation of the planetary spheres due to their
participation in certain aspects of the lower realm, this intermediary zone loses its neutral
character of a simple transitory area and becomes a border that separates men from their
homes and perpetuates their exile. AA clearly fits in this vision of the world because it locates
the ‘powers and authorities’ (DU[DL? NDL? HFRXVLDL) in the celestial sphere and, although
without explicitly referring to their negative role, clearly endows them with a sort of
controlling task70.
A very similar conception can also be found in Clement of Alexandria. Physical world
and divine realm are separated by the hebdomas, which is populated by angels and
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archangels71. The souls of the true Gnostics travel through these seven spheres before
reaching the DQDSDXVLM of the ogdoas72 in order to attain, finally, the contemplation of God73.
A clear difference, however, is that for Clement the intermediary region of planetary spheres
preserves a positive character, which is certainly not the case in AA. In any case, it should be
noted that, however positive they may be, Clement’s angels nevertheless exert a controlling
task by checking the souls during their ascent, stopping those without a sufficient degree of
perfection and allowing the souls that show their VXPERORQ or ‘passport’ through74. It has been
suggested that Clement’s conception is influenced by Gnosticism and that its positive
character is simply due to the fact that for him the sensible world and the seven spheres are
not the product of the demiurge but of the creative activity of divine Logos75. AA’s negative
view of the sensible world sufficiently explains the negative, hampering role of the powers
and authorities that populate its intermediary region.
In order to find explicit references to the negative character of the planetary spheres,
one has to turn to the Corpus Hermeticum and Gnosticism. According to the Poimandres, for
example, the planets represent different vices of which the soul frees itself during its
ascension76. The idea is further developed in Gnosticism. The most representative example of
this view is without any doubt the Ophite diagram that has been reconstructed by Leisegang
and others77. According to Origen, the Ophites distinguished between a realm of light and the
underworld of death and darkness78. The highest part of the latter is the region occupied by
the rulers (DU[RQWHM). Origen uses in this context the words DU[ZQ and HFRXVLD, the same
terms that appear in AA. It is true, however, that unlike the Gnostic treatises AA neither names
these powers and authorities nor ascribes to them a precise role in hampering or allowing the
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soul to pass through the heavens79. However, AA’s tripartite conception of the universe, its
location of God in the transcendent realm beyond the heaven, its view of the lower realm as
intrinsically negative and its describing the powers and authorities as inferior to the
immaterial and transcendent realm, seem to imply the negative character of its inhabitants.
AA, consequently, presents a peculiar combination of the philosophical triadic
conception of the world and the religious tendency explicitly to endow the intermediary
region and the planets with negative traits or influences on man and his physical existence. AA
clearly considers these powers and authorities responsible to a certain extent for man’s
captivity, but it does not name them and neither proceeds to analyse their influences nor to
describe them separately80.
1.3. Cosmogony
As far as cosmogony is concerned, AA’s position is far from clear. The only section that deals
with the issue appears in a passage presenting clear traces of textual corruption81. At any rate,
it seems obvious that AA’s writer did not share the Aristotelian view that the cosmos has no
origin and is imperishable82. Rather, it seems to have held the view attributed by Aristotle to
Plato that the world was generated at a certain point83 because it explicitly refers to ‘the
beginning of all things’ (DSR? PH?Q WKM SDQWZQ DU[KM)84. However, it is impossible to ascertain
whether its writer was conscious of the consequences of the Platonic assertion85 and whether
he deliberately took the side of Middle Platonists such as Plutarch86, Atticus87 and
Harpocration of Argos88. In line with Aristotle89, the latter authors interpreted Plato’s Timaeus
literally and consciously rejected, as did Philo90 and Clement of Alexandria91, the
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metaphorical reading92 as defended by other Middle Platonists such as Alcinous, Apuleius,
Celsus and Calvenus Taurus93.
In any case, AA does refer to the ‘one without beginning’ (DQDU[RM)94 and says of him
that ‘he came down to the beginning below him’95. This latter expression may be understood
either as referring to a temporal descent of the DQDU[RM – that is, to Christ’s incarnation for the
redemption of humanity96 – or, more likely, as a metaphor to express the beginning of the first
principle’s creative activity. At any rate, it clearly opposes God, or the first principle, to the
cosmos on the basis of the latter’s participation in time. Whether AA considered, in spite of
the world’s temporal creation, that matter pre-existed and that creation consisted of a
transition from chaos to order is difficult to tell97. It is doubtful, however, that AA was at all
interested in such matters. Such a physical approach to reality is not likely in an author who,
strictly speaking, denies the status of being to materiality. Consequently, even though the
fragmentary character of our text may explain the lack of clues on the issue, it is improbable
that AA’s writer paid much attention to the constitution of the material world, if not from the
perspective of human destiny.
1.4. AA’s Basic Bipartite Distinction between the Transcendent and Immanent Realms
Despite the tripartite conception of the cosmos underlying AA, a more basic dichotomy
distinguishes between the transcendent and immanent realms.
1.4.1. Transcendent Realm
It is significant that AA does not include a positive description of the transcendent realm, with
the only exception, perhaps, the reference to its stability in Vr 210. Rather, the description of
the higher realm is implicitly stated in the description of the lower, immanent realm to which
it is antithetically opposed. This is not as strange as it may seem. Consistent with the tendency
of the period, AA achieves the description of the divine by means of abstraction or
substraction (see infra) – that is, by abstracting all attributes that characterise the sensible. If
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this world is the realm of materiality, the body and the senses, the transcendent one is the
incorporeal realm of the intelligible.
AA describes the transcendent realm by abstracting the attributes of the physical world.
By means of this procedure, the transcendent realm is depicted as the province beyond time,
movement and generation98, and probably also beyond extension99. AA’s conception of
transcendence reveals the background of the philosophical discussion of the period on the
nature of the divine realm, which in a last analysis derives from the definitions provided by
the ‘first hypothesis’ of Plato’s Parmenides100. Like AA, the ‘first hypothesis’ denies that the
One can partake in time101, movement102 and the processes of coming-to-be and passingaway103.
1.4.1.1. The Transcendent Realm Is Beyond Time
Like AA104, many authors of the period locate the transcendent realm beyond time. Philo
explicitly states that God is above time (and place)105. In a Middle Platonic context, Alcinous
declares that God is eternal106, and Maximus of Tyre posits his God ‘in the firmer and more
stable of them (scil. realms), the one which is free from all flux and change’107. According to
Apuleius, God is above place and time and he describes Him as ‘non-temporal’ (neque
tempore comprehensus)108 and as ‘eternal’ (inmortalis aevi)109. As far as Numenius is
concerned, God is not liable to time for He is DLGLRQ or ‘eternal’110. Clement of Alexandria,
finally, also posits God beyond time and place111. Gnostics seems to have held the same view,
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for, according to Hippolytus112, Valentinians denied that God partakes in place and time, and
the Apocryphon of John clearly states that God is alien to time113.
1.4.1.2. The Transcendent Realm Is Beyond Movement
As far as movement is concerned, AA’s denial that the blessed race belongs to time clearly
posits transcendence beyond the realm of movement114. This assertion appears to have the
same background as the Middle Platonic contention that God does not partake in movement.
Alcinous’ assertion that God is motionless mainly derives from the Parmenides’ ‘first
hypothesis’115, but by referring both to locomotion and qualitative change he shows that he is
also drawing on the Republic116 and perhaps even on Aristotle’s dialogue On Philosophy117.
The aforementioned section of Maximus’ eleventh oration Plato on God, which rejects that
God could be subject to qualitative change, also implies the rejection of movement from
God’s abode118. As far as Numenius is concerned, the fragment119, after stating that God is in
an eternal present, denies that He can experience movement in respect of either qualitative
change120 or locomotion121.
1.4.1.3. The Transcendent Realm Is Beyond Generation and Corruption
All these statements logically imply that the divine realm is alien to the sphere of genesis.
And indeed, AA emphatically denies the blessed race’s participation in the processes of
generation and corruption. A similar description of transcendence appears in Plutarch’s On
the Delphic E, where the sublunary realm is opposed to the supercelestial one on the basis of
its participation in the processes of coming-to-be and passing-away122.
The Corpus Hermeticum states exactly the same view. The second of the fragments
preserved by Stobaeus, even though focussing on the processes of generation and corruption
peculiar to the sublunary world, introduces its description by referring to the abiding,
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unchanging and impassible transcendent realm123. Exactly the same might be said of Gnostic
writings. It will suffice to refer to the frequent denomination of the pleroma as
‘incorruptibility’ (tmntattako)124. As Numenius puts it, since WR? RQ is eternal and unmoved
it necessarily always remains the same and is, consequently, beyond the processes of
generation and corruption125.
1.4.1.4. The Transcendent Realm Is Beyond Extension
Finally, we can also suggest that the transcendent realm is incorporeal (DPHJHTKM). AA’s
corrected section coincides with the testimony of second century writers on the issue126.
Numerous testimonies by philosophers and writers of different orientations widely attest the
statement of the One’s lack of extension127. Alcinous is clear in denying extension (PHJHTRM)
to the intelligible128, as are Maximus of Tyre129 and Justin130. Apuleius131, Celsus132 and
Numenius133 defend the same view. The Corpus Hermeticum frequently echoes the notion134,
and in a Christian context, Clement and Origen also deprive God of human shape and all other
attributes135. Finally, such an assertion is also common among Gnostics136.
1.4.2.

Immanent Realm

In contrast to the absence of positive attributes or particular descriptions of the highest realm,
immanence is extensively described in AA. It is interesting that, when doing so, our text
presents a peculiar combination of an objective description based on philosophical statements
on the sensible and a more subjective exposition of a very negative experience of physical
life.
123
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1.4.2.1. Objective Description of Materiality
From a philosophical perspective, the earthly region is said to partake in time and
movement137, which implies that everything in the lower realm is ruled by the processes of
coming-to-be and passing-away138. Time is an intrinsic characteristic of the sublunary world.
According to the Platonic Timaeus, God created time as a moving image of eternity and the
Greek differentiation between DLZQ and [URQRM relies on this idea139. While the former is
eternal, the latter has a beginning and an end140. The importance of the issue can be observed
in the already mentioned discussion whether the Timaeus myth about the creation of the world
by the demiurge should be interpreted literally or allegorically141. Calvenus Taurus’
distinction of the various senses of the term JHQKWRM in his Commentary on the Timaeus bears
significant witness to the relevance of this discussion142.
At any rate, all three notions, time, motion and generation, seem to be treated in AA
from the perspective of change. All three issues are simply stated as characteristics of
perishability as opposed to imperishability and permanence. Therefore the central notion is
that of motion, although more in its qualitative than in its spatial aspect. AA repeatedly refers
to this stability of the transcendent realm143. In contrast to the permanence of the
supramundane, everything in the sublunary world is subject to alteration. The lower realm is
the region of change or, as AA puts it in Heraclitean vein, it is the region of flux where
everything experiences mutation and nothing stands firm144.
AA contrasting the mutability of human affairs to the steadiness of the divine is a
commonplace in late antiquity and may be traced back to Plato and the Aristotelian
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Protrepticus145. The notion already appears in one of Seneca’s Epistles146 and the close
similarity between this passage and a section in Plutarch’s On the Delphic E led Theiler to
suggest a common source for the idea147. Philo also contrasts human instability with the
permanence of the heavens by means of the flux metaphor, but he develops it by combining it
in connection with the theme of the ages of man148. In Middle Platonism, Alcinous uses the
same metaphor of flux to state the mutability of physical reality and oppose it to the
immutable one149. Maximus of Tyre not only repeatedly uses the Heraclitean metaphor of flux
(WD?

UHXVWD)

to stress the mutability of human affairs, but also refers, as does AA, to human

illusion giving man a fallacious image of stability150.
The Corpus Hermeticum, similarly, not only confronts permanence with change but
also refers to the IDQWDVLD or ‘appearance’ as responsible for the fallacy that man really
exists: only that which is eternal and remains unaltered truly exists151. A comparable view of
the immanent realm as a purely deluding representation can be found among the texts of Nag
Hammadi. The Treatise on Resurrection plays with the same elements: the world is in
continuous change and as such is pure illusion152. The description of matter in continuous flux
is also recurrent in the Chaldaean Oracles153, in Numenius154, in Plotinus155 and in
Chalcidius156.
1.4.2.2. Subjective Description of Materiality
Although this philosophical-like description of the lower realm already shows a pronounced
depreciation of the sensible, its moral characterisation leaves no room for hesitation regarding
AA’s radical dualism157. By turning to God and to the transcendent realm, people turn away
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from what is worse, ugly and unrighteous158. Passing though it may be, this reference makes
clear that, as mentioned above, we are not dealing with a Platonic sort of dualism. In AA the
physical world does not participate in the perfection of the higher one so as to partake in its,
beauty, righteousness and superiority. Rather, it represents the antipodes of the supramundane
and as such lacks all attributes that belong to it. This negative view of the sensible is evident
in AA. The material world, which is sometimes called IXVLM (‘nature’) or NOLPD (‘region’), is
not only a place of ‘captivity’ (DL[PDOZVLD) or ‘bondage’ (WD? GHVPD) where man is apt to be
oppressed159, but also the realm of ‘deformities’ (DLV[K), the region of ‘ephemeral evils’160, of
‘ephemeral life’ and, implicitly, of ‘violence’161.
This view of materiality as the source of evil is also common in Middle Platonic
writers. Even if Alcinous does not explicitly equate matter to evil, the fact is that incarnation
is nevertheless seen as a punishment for man162. There are, however, other writers of this
period that take this view a step further. Plutarch, for example, conceives matter as being
under the control of the Cosmic-Soul, which in his view is the real source of evil163. Atticus’
position is rather similar because in his opinion evil is the result of the irrational and evil
soul164. According to the testimony of Origen, however, Celsus appears to have associated
evil directly with matter165. The most radical position was certainly taken by Numenius, his
pupil Cronius, and Harpocration. According to the testimony of Iamblichus166 all three
philosophers identify matter with evil167.
As already suggested, in some of its treatises the Corpus Hermeticum shares this view
as well. The world is seen as completely evil and as the source of man’s suffering168. Such a
negative view is implicit in Poimandres’ use of VNRWRM (‘obscurity’) to designate the sensible
and to distinguish it from the intelligible realm of light169. This conception presents a clear
parallel to AA which, as we have seen, describes the physical world as the region of
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darkness170. On the other hand, this antithesis between light and obscurity and the association
of the latter with the physical world is also frequent in Gnosticism171. In On the Origin of the
World and in the Hypostasis of the Archons matter comes into being from the shadow172, and
in Zostrianus ‘matter is [begotten] from lost darkness’173. This not only means that the
material realm is inferior174 due to its being obscure, in flux and ephemeral, but also that it has
a negative influence on man: matter contaminates man’s soul, is the origin of his passions175
and of sin176. Similarly, Clement reports that for Valentine the terrestrial soul of man owes its
intrinsic corruption to being created from ‘flowing matter’177. Hermogenes postulated that evil
originated from the residue of pre-existent, chaotic matter set in order by God178, a theory
which was followed by another Valentinian referred to by Adamantius179.
This negative view of matter is shared by the Chaldaean Oracles. Developing the
Middle Platonic conception that denies matter a share in the divine illumination180, the
Chaldaean Oracles describe the lower realm as ‘the dark-glowing world, beneath which is
spread the deep, for ever devoid of structure and form, dark all round, foul, joying in images,
irrational, precipitous and sinuous, whirling round for ever its own maimed depth, in eternal
marriage with a shape void of appearance, inert, not breathing’181. However, in some of the
Oracles matter is no longer a simple passive obstacle in man’s life: it becomes an active and
even aggressive negative power182. This can clearly be seen in another fragment in which the
sensible, after being called the ‘enemy of light’, is described as the ‘abode of murder’,
‘sedition’, ‘pestilences’, ‘infirmities’ and ‘putrefaction’183. Man should leave this region of
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gloom as soon as possible184, since matter is evil185 or ‘worker of evil’186. Therefore, man
should not even leave his body, which is called ‘residue of matter’ in the abyss of the lower
world, but rather lead it to the brilliant realm of light187. The Chaldaean Oracles in general
agree with the Valentinian notion that the world is the result of a sediment of primal matter
left aside by the demiurge because it was unfit for his purpose188. This idea obviously implies
the original corruption of the pre-existent matter. It is difficult to ascertain whether AA shared
this view. At any rate, AA agrees with the Chaldaean Oracles in conceiving of the lower
realm as the abode of violence, enmity, hate and sedition189. As such it must be left behind as
soon as possible. For AA, as for the Chaldaean Oracles, there is a ‘practical identity of the
material with the demonic principle’190.
1.5. Conclusions concerning the Study of AA’s Cosmology
The analysis of AA’s cosmological views reveals that its writer was especially fond of a
philosophical explanation of reality. This predilection is clear in the underlying trichotomic
conception of the universe, which echoes the Aristotelian and Xenocratic tripartition of
being191, and especially in the description of transcendence and immanence by means of wellestablished philosophical tenets192. The echoes of the statements regarding the One of the
‘first hypothesis’ of the Parmenides are obvious in AA’s denial of movement, time and change
to transcendence.
These parallels, however, do not necessarily imply direct influence from this or from
that philosophical school. AA shares these views not only with different philosophical texts of
the period, but also with Hermetic and Gnostic texts and with the Chaldaean Oracles. The
comparative analysis of AA’s cosmological views with contemporary texts dealing with the
same issues shows that as far as cosmology is concerned, a consensus seems to have been
reached in the period as to the basic tenets and that differences are mainly a matter of
emphasis. Given the widespread use of exactly the same argumentations, it is precisely
nuances and small differences of emphasis that may help us to distinguish interpretative
184
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groups. As the following summarising review will show, from this perspective AA’s use and
interpretation of the cosmological views current in late antiquity allow us to group the
mentality of our text with that underlying the Hermetic and Gnostic sources analysed above.
To begin with, AA’s dualism differs from the more widespread Platonic variety as
adopted by most philosophers of the period. AA’s radical dualism and very negative view of
the sensible has its best parallels in Hermetic and Gnostic texts193. Similar conclusions might
be drawn with regard to AA’s application of the trichotomic conception of reality. This threestorey view of the universe can also be found in a large number of contexts in late antiquity.
However, AA’s negative conception of the intermediate region, which becomes a sort of
frontier between immanence and transcendence, and of its inhabitants, who as watchdogs
prolong man’s exile in immanence, is comparable to similar Hermetic and Gnostic views194.
The same can be concluded from AA’s use of a bipartite view of reality that opposes
transcendence to immanence. AA’s description of the supramundane and sublunary world by
means of known philosophical tenets might seem to bring AA into close connection with
Philo, Middle Platonism and Numenius. Yet exactly the same procedure and tenets can also
be found in Hermetic and Gnostic texts. In this sense, AA’s use of the philosophical views is
plausibly not due to direct philosophical influence. It either echoes the widespread use, in
many different contexts, of the same philosophical arguments to state the superiority of
transcendence and the nothingness of the sublunary world, or it owes its philosophical
undercurrent to proximity to one of these groups. This latter possibility receives some support
from the peculiar combination, common to AA, Hermetica and Gnosticism, of an objective
and philosophical description of transcendence with a very subjective one of immanence,
which is highly influenced and shaped by a very negative experience of reality195.
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2. Theology
2.1. The Knowledge of God
AA presents a characteristic combination of the way of eminence196 and the way of
abstraction197 in the search for the knowledge of God. As we will see later, this combination
arises from a hesitation as to the nature of God, who is sometimes conceived of as the
supreme being and thus has a cosmic nature, and at other times as transcending all attributes
of the realm of being. If on the basis of this hesitation AA’s notion of God might be called
incoherent or inconsistent, AA’s inconsistency regarding this issue is shared by most of the
authors of the second and third centuries dealing with the divinity198.
AA intends to apply the method of abstraction already in the description of the
transcendent realm. As we have seen, the description of the higher realm is achieved by
negating all the attributes of the lower one in a way that resembles the ‘first hypothesis’ of the
Parmenides199. However, given the fact that our text slides from the higher realm to the
description of God, the method of abstraction is suddenly (unconsciously?) substituted for that
of eminence. By means of the way of ascending degrees or via eminentiae, which divides the
realm of being into pairs of opposites and which proceeds from the lower to the higher by
retaining always the most pre-eminent of both, AA attains a first idea of God200.
The via eminentiae, however, can only provide a dialectical idea of the divinity. When
AA states the possibility and the need to come to know God, the way of eminence yields
196
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ground to the way of abstraction, for it is only by means of overcoming all aspects of his
phenomenal being that an individual can come to grasp the divinity in a direct and immediate
act of contemplation. AA’s conception of the knowledge of God therefore presents similarities
with the Philonian version thereof. Like AA, Philo combines the via eminentiae201 with the via
negationis202 and if the way of eminence allows the mind to rise from the sensible to the
intelligible and acquire a first dialectical idea of the divine, ultimate knowledge of God is only
achieved by means of revelation203.
This combination of eminence and abstraction is also characteristic of Middle
Platonists, who add a third method, that of analogy. Even if Alcinous theoretically exposes all
three methods, he finally states that the via negationis is the only genuine method to grasp the
nature of the divinity204. With regard to Celsus, he also states three ways to attain knowledge
of God, but his terminology is somewhat different than in the previous cases205. For him, too,
the way of abstraction, DQDOXVLM or ‘analytical distinction’ in his terminology, is the only
valid method that may provide an approximation to the idea of divinity206. Similarly,
Maximus of Tyre includes all three methods. Even though he initially seems to combine
analogy and eminence207, it is only the via negativa that provides access to the divinity208.
Clement of Alexandria combines eminence and abstraction, but as God is wholly abstract and
all human descriptions are simply symbolic, ultimate knowledge can only be attained by the
via negativa209.
In certain milieus, however, the via negativa seems to have gained ground. Thus, for
instance, Plutarch defends only the validity of the way NDW’ DIDLUHVLQ or ‘way of
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abstraction’210. The exclusive use of the mode of abstraction is characteristic of those milieus
in which God’s absolute transcendence is emphasised. According to the testimony of
Eusebius211, Numenius seems to have held that God can exclusively be grasped by means of
abstraction212 and the Chaldaean Oracles seem to defend the same view213.
AA does not go so far. Although it does describe the act of contemplation of the
divinity as taking place once the individual has released all his shackles, this is the last step in
a long process of withdrawal, the preliminary stages of which strictly follow the via
eminentiae214. This is due to the fact that in AA liberation from the fetters of physical
existence is not something spontaneous or automatic. Rather, it is the result of conscious
efforts by the individual in order to overcome the lower aspects of his being by means of selfknowledge and rational control215.
2.2. God in AA
AA, consequently, significantly hesitates as to the nature of God. Whereas the sections that
describe the way of abstraction present God as absolutely transcending the realm of being,
those sections that expose the way of eminence imply a notion of the divinity as the supreme
being and thus seem to hold a rather cosmic idea thereof. As we shall now see, this apparent
contradiction arises from the combination of two ways of describing the divinity, an objective
and rather philosophical description of his attributes, and a subjective, more religious
portrayal that focuses on God’s attitude towards his people.
2.2.1. Objective Description of the Divinity
The preliminary description of the transcendent realm implicitly denied that God’s province
partakes in time, movement and generation216. Coherently with this description of his abode,
AA states that God is beyond time, for He is said to be ‘without beginning’ (DQDU[RM)217. This
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predication, which is already stated by Plutarch in On the Delphic E218, also appears in the
Corpus Hermeticum in a context denoting the influence of the contemporary philosophical
discussion on the nature of God219. Precisely in the same context as God’s description on the
basis of a philosophical statement of His transcendence, God’s denomination as being
‘without beginning’ regularly appears in Gnostic texts such as Eugnostos and Sophia Jesu
Christi, the Apocryphon of John and in the Topography of the Heavenly World of the Bruce
Codex220. Both in AA and in all these parallels, the fact that God is without beginning implies
that He is ‘unbegotten’ (DJHQQKWRM)221, that He has not been created (RX JHQRPHQRQ) and,
consequently, that He is alien to qualitative movement or change222.
In addition to these rather common Platonic predications, which mainly describe
God’s everlasting nature, beyond movement and the processes of coming-to-be and passingaway223, AA insists on God’s transcendence by adding other traits that frequently appear in
Middle Platonism. Our text speaks of God as being supercelestial, as unity and as that which
remains unmoved224.
2.2.1.1. God as Supercelestial
As far as AA’s predication of God as supercelestial is concerned, the notion of a transcendent
realm beyond the cosmos as the abode of truth already appears in Plato225. An important step
towards placing God in this region seems to have been made in the Old Academy, for
Speusipus appears to have postulated that the first principle, namely the One, was immaterial
or above materiality226 and Xenocrates placed it ‘beyond the heavens’227. At any rate, the idea
218
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that God is beyond or above the cosmos seems to be firmly established already in the first
century BC, since Eudorus of Alexandria posits his God ‘beyond the cosmos’ (R
228

XSHUDQZTHRM)

.

AA describing God as supercelestial (XSHURXUDQLRM) brings our text especially close to
Middle Platonism, and more precisely to Alcinous’ denomination of his highest divinity229. In
his commentary on the RPRLZVLM TH or ‘likeness to God’, Alcinous indeed affirms that our
goal must be the God ‘in the heavens’ (HSRXUDQLRM) and not the one ‘beyond the heavens’
(XSHURXUDQLRM)230. Apuleius, in turn, in line with Alcinous, clearly conceives of God as
transcending the realm of being and describes him as ultramundanus, summus231or summus
exsuperantissimus, adjectives which can also be found in the Asclepius232. Maximus of Tyre
also presents such a view of the divinity, although his description follows Plato more closely
than the preceding examples and places God ‘beyond the outermost vault of heavens’233. The
absolute transcendence of God is stated in the Chaldaean Oracles as well, and if Lewis is
right in assuming that the Theosophy of Tübingen 13 and 14 preserve fragments of an original
Chaldaean mystagogy, we may even have an attestation of the same term as in AA and
Alcinous234.
2.2.1.2. God as the Transcendent One
Regarding AA’s conception of God as the first and simple principle, namely as the
transcendent One, we also find the idea in Middle Platonism235. As already mentioned, the
idea of the unity of the intelligible realm originates in the ‘first hypothesis’ of the Parmenides,
228
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although until not long ago it was generally believed that Plotinus was the first to interpret the
first five hypotheses of this Platonic dialogue ontologically (see below). In the Platonic
Corpus, the notion of the One further appears in the Laws and in the Epinomis and, according
to the testimony of Aristoxenus, Plato appears to have also stated that the Good was the One
in his Lecture on Goodness236. In spite of all these references, however, Merlan’s conclusion
that ‘the One appears in Plato’s dialogues, but it is a somewhat ghostlike appearance’237
seems to be justified, because it is never clear whether he is referring to the unity of the idea
as opposed to sensibles or rather to a One transcending the ideas as well.
Consequently, it is plausible that the first hypothesis was first related to the XSHURXVLRQ
238

HQ or ‘transcendent One’ in the Old Academy

. Be that as it may, Proclus knew of three

different interpretations of the Parmenides, the third of which, according to Dodds, was the
Neopythagoreran interpretation that saw in the ‘first hypothesis’ the transcending One, in the
second the QRXM or ‘intellect’ and in the third the \X[K or ‘soul’239. Moderatus in the first
century AD bears witness to the Pythagorean origin of this interpretation of the
Parmenides240, which seems to be supported by Eudorus of Alexandria, who before him also
stated the Pythagorean origin of his conception of the supreme God241.
Pythagorean influence has also been adduced to explain Philo’s description of the
supreme principle as the One or the Monad242 and, in fact, in an interesting passage he quotes
Philolaus in order to give support to his argument243. This notion of the One also turns up in
Ammonius’ speech in the Plutarchean On the Delphic E244. It is interesting that AA opposes
unity and multiplicity (WRX HQR?M GL RX¥ WD? SROOD? DSHVWUDPPHTD)245 in a way similar to
Ammonius, who identifies the One with the God of Delphoi by means of interpreting the
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name Apollo as ‘not-many’, or ‘one’ (D privative and SROOD), an etymology which is said to
have been Pythagorean in origin246. Another interesting similarity with AA is that Ammonius’
speech fluctuates peculiarly between a personal and an impersonal conception of divinity. AA
indifferently refers to God as both WR? HQ (or R HL¥M) and R THRM247. A similar hesitation already
appears in Philo, who alternates the masculine designation R (RQWZM)ZQ with the neutral WR?
248

RQWZM RQ

 As has been pointed out, such a fluctuation may reflect efforts to combine the

Neopythagorean transcendent One, WR? HQ, with the Platonic reality, R RQWZM ZQ249.
Whether this conception is of Early or Neopythagorean origin250, or whether it
represents a direct inheritance of the Old Academy discussion251, is irrelevant for our present
purpose. For AA it is important that the conception of the transcendent One is especially
relevant in Middle Platonism. To the previous passages may be added the testimony of
Alcinous, who in spite of lacking God’s description as WR? HQ comes very close to it when he
says that God is DPHUKM or ‘partless’252 or that he is DSORXM ‘simple’. In addition, Alcinous’
use of the way of abstraction to achieve an idea of the divinity seems to imply the conception
of the One253. As far as Apuleius is concerned, a description of God as Unus frequently
appears in his work254, although he does not state the method of abstraction as a way to know
the divinity. Clement of Alexandria, by contrast, not only preserves a similar mathematical
illustration of the method of abstraction255, but also shows the influence of the first two
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hypotheses of the Parmenides and describes the Father as DWH[QZM H?Q ZM HQand the Son as ZM
256

SDQWD HQ

.

The notion appears in the Corpus Hermeticum as well. Even though in some treatises
God or the Good is said to be superior to and the cause of the One257 in a way similar to that
of Plotinus258, in other treatises God is described with the formula HL¥M NDL? PRQRM259 and thus
identified with the One. The Asclepius, for instance, frequently characterises God either as
Unus or Unum260. As for Gnosticism, the Nag Hammadi texts widely attest such a conception
of the divinity. The beginning of the Tripartite Tractate is clear about the unity of the
Father261 and so is the Gospel of Truth, where the Father is said to be ‘One and unique’262.
Numenius also presents such a conception. God’s predication as the One is not current in his
fragments, but he does refer to God’s ‘simple essence’ or describes the first principle as
‘simple’ and even endorses Plato’s alleged equation of WR? DJDTRQ with the One263.
2.2.1.3. God as Unmoved Mover
AA describing God as the One or as unity already implies His lack of movement as both
spatial and qualitative. This obviously means that the divine region is static and remains
unchanged. But AA nevertheless explicitly refers to God’s stability as well264. At the same
time, even though unmoved, He attracts followers since He represents the ultimate goal of the
laborious and gradual process of withdrawal from immanence in which they are engaged. The
idea of God’s steadiness may well arise, as Lewy points out, from the Timaeus (37d 6), where
it is already stated that the divine realm does not move or change, and Middle Platonists
widely echo this Platonic notion265. However, by combining the notions of God’s stability
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with the attraction force He exercises on his followers, AA reveals a clear Aristotelian
background. And, as a matter of fact, numerous testimonies from late antiquity also reveal the
influence of the Aristotelian conception of an unmoved prime mover. Middle Platonists266,
Corpus Hermeticum267 and Numenius268 equate the first principle269 with the Aristotelian
intellect of the Metaphysics and with the unmoved prime mover of the Physics270.
In a Gnostic context, many references to the incorruptibility of the transcendent realm
clearly imply the notion of permanence and lack of qualitative motion or change271. There are,
however, explicit references as well. Thus, for instance, the Tripartite Tractate says that God
is ‘invariable in | his eternal existence, | in his identity, in that | by which he is established’272.
God’s immutability and lack of change is also implied in His description as the ‘unchanging
good’ in Eugnostos and in Sophia Jesu Christi273.
2.2.2. Subjective Description of God
The rather transcendent conception of God that is stated by means of the objective description
is, however, counterbalanced by a more subjective characterisation. Whereas in the former
approach God is described from the perspective of what He is, in the latter He is described
from the perspective of what He represents for His people. This subjective perspective
obviously implies, if not a cosmic or immanent conception of God, at least a less transcendent
notion than the former one in so far as God is involved in the destiny of His people.
2.2.2.1. God as Light
An important subjective description of the divinity is achieved by means of the light
metaphor. AA several times refers to light as the main trait of the divine realm. Light is said to
be the origin of the blessed race274 and, consequently, the DQTUZSRM or ‘transcendent man’ (or
intellect) is described as ‘light’ (IZM) and as ‘transparent’ (GLDXJKM)275. Finally, AA also
mentions the ‘light of logos’, which seems to refer to the revelation or divine intervention that
awakes the blessed race from the slumber of oblivion and allows it to remember its true origin
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and kinship276. This reference to the light of logos has provided grounds for the suggestion
that AA shows the influence of Tatian (due to his Oriental provenance?)277 but, as Prieur has
rightly pointed out, the metaphor of light is too widespread to sustain such a hypothesis278.
As a matter of fact, the light metaphor has frequently been considered an ‘Oriental
influence’. As early as 1928, however, Dodds dismissed the alleged oriental origin of
Plotinus’ metaphor of illumination in a famous article279. Unlike in Middle Platonism, the
metaphysics of light is an essential chapter in Plotinus’ philosophy280. According to Dodds,
the motif can be traced back to the simile of the sun in the Platonic Republic and to the
description of the sudden moment of insight as ‘a light kindled from a leaping fire’ in Plato’s
Seventh Letter281. The real being for Plato is light and consequently illuminates all things.
This identification of being with light and the correspondence between both light and the
Good282 and between light and truth283 implies that by knowing the real being man is
illuminated284, although such illumination should not be thought of as a mystical sort of
experience. As has frequently been pointed out, the contemplation of the light in Plato is not
an end in itself but rather the means to understand reality285.
AA’s view, however, is somewhat different from the Platonic and Plotinian conception
of light. In the Acts of Andrew tangible reality is not conceived of as formed on the model of
the intelligible realm but rather as opposed to it286. Light, consequently, is no longer a means
to attain a true knowledge of things but an end in itself. Man’s remembrance that his origin is
in the light allows him to liberate himself from the constrictions of the sensible and to return
to his supramundane fatherland287. In this conception of light, AA clearly reflects the change
in the light symbolism that takes place in Hellenistic times. Even though the original Platonic
meaning is still traceable when authors such as Alcinous and Maximus of Tyre echo Plato’s
Seventh Letter288, light in this period is increasingly associated with the desired ‘Jenseits’ and
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the subsequent liberation from darkness of ‘Diesseits’. As light represents God and the
transcendent realm, man’s illumination represents his divinisation.
This important semantic shift does not, however, arise from a radical change in the
conception of light. Rather, it is the result of a more general change in the view of the world
and of man’s place in it. The gradual development of a dualistic view of reality as a result of
man’s alienation from his world is an essential factor in this change that Hellenistic
testimonies widely attest289. Plutarch, for instance, even though preserving the Platonic
metaphors, already introduces a sort of mystical approach in which the light of God becomes
the object of contemplation290. Something of the kind can be seen in Philo, too, who in spite
of drawing on Plato’s conception of light leaves room for a mystical understanding thereof.
Although he accepts Plato’s view of the unity of the cosmos and considers sensible reality as
formed on the model of the intelligible291, the Alexandrian nevertheless tends to make light
not the supreme level of reality but rather something that transcends it292.
AA’s dualism implies an even more radical distinction between light as the divine,
transcendent realm and VNRWRM ‘darkness’ as the lower, sensible reality. AA’s conception,
therefore, finds a more proper parallel in the Corpus Hermeticum. Like AA, the Poimandres
describes God as ‘light’293 and the logos, as son of God, is also described as IZWHLQRM294in a
way similar to AA, which refers to the ‘light of logos’ (WR? WRX ORJRX IZM)295. There are still
other conspicuous similarities between both texts. Both Poimandres and AA emphasise the
importance of man’s becoming aware of his origin in the realm of light in order for him to be
able to return to it296. They also present a very similar conception of the illumination by
means of which this knowledge is achieved. If in AA the light of logos that allows the blessed
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race to reject the futility of externals is the result of God’s grace and goodness297, Poimandres
clearly describes the illumination as a gift or grace ([DULM) of God as well. The clearest
example of divine illumination as a gift of God that allows man to know the divinity,
however, appears in the Asclepius. God’s illumination endows the individual with intellect,
reason and knowledge by means of which he will come to know God’s real nature298. This
process of self-knowledge also culminates, as in AA299, in a sort of ecstatic experience through
which man is divinised and becomes light himself300.
The association of light with God and the transcendent realm is further widely attested
in Gnosticism. Hippolytus’ Refutatio corroborates its use in several Gnostic milieus. If Simon
Magus appears to present Stoic influence when considering God’s power as invisible fire301,
Docetists speak of the realm of the aeons as light, and Sethians put light in their upper
realm302. But the clearest parallel for AA’s assertion that the VZ]RPHQRQ JHQRM belongs to the
realm of light appears, perhaps, in the Gospel of Thomas: ‘If they say to you “Where did you
come from” say to them “We came from the light, the place where the light came into being
on its own accord and established [itself]”’303. The idea is also recurrent in the Apocryphon of
John304 and pervades other Gnostic texts, such as Pistis Sophia and the Book of Jeu, in which
references to the ‘kingdom of light and ‘children of light’ are abundant305. Further, the
comparison of light with revelation and its announcement by the word also appears in the
Gospel of Truth306 and in the Authoritative Teaching which also refers to the ‘light of the
word’307.
The same symbolism frequently appears in works denoting Gnostic influence as well.
In the Odes of Salomon light and darkness are clearly antithetical308. As the divine realm is
light309, it is the goal and final destination of the soul’s ascent310. By means of revelation,
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which is also light311 and is announced by the light of the word312, those who are redeemed
put on the light313. In the Pseudo-Clementine Recognitions the divine realm is also frequently
described as ‘immeasurable light’314. The Chaldaean Oracles, finally, even though mainly
presenting Stoic influence and thus referring to God and the divine realm as ‘fire’,
nevertheless include an interesting reference to the SDWURJHQH?M IDRM or ‘father-begotten
light’315, which is the Chaldaean aeon316.
2.2.2.2. God as Unenvious Sharer
AA repeatedly refers to God’s attitude towards the blessed race as characterised by His ‘love’
and ‘pity’. Out of His goodness ([UKVWRWKM) He recognises His people and by recognising
them allows them to know Him317. A similar conception appears in Clement of Alexandria.
Even though asserting that God is incomprehensible and beyond our knowledge, and that He
therefore is only approachable by means of the via negativa, Clement can nevertheless define
God, like AA, as love, goodness and righteousness318 and say that His grace allows man to
know Him319.
However, AA goes a step further than Clement. The Alexandrian’s wording shows
that, in his view, God’s grace simply provides man with a clue to understanding what in
normal circumstances is veiled or unknown to him and that this knowledge, consequently, is
still of a discursive sort, because the subject and object of knowledge are still mediated by
God’s logos. A similar conception of God’s grace appears in a passage in Irenaeus’ Against
Heresies, in which he tries to reconcile Exodus 33:20 with Matt 5:8: if man can see God and
live, this is due to God’s grace320. The underlying notion is once again that of an essential
difference between human beings and God, namely between the subject and object of
knowledge.
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AA presents a rather different view of divine grace. In AA God’s grace is not primarily
conceived of as a gift that allows people to know him321. Rather, God’s grace consists of Him
recognising those who belong to Him, this preliminary recognition being what allows people
to know Him322. If for Clement and Irenaeus, God’s grace consists of His making possible the
impossible – namely that the unlike may know the unlike323 – in AA it consists of God
elevating His people to His own level in order to allow an immediate and sudden knowledge
of the like by the like324. This is the reason why God’s grace is described in AA as His
‘unenvious sharing’. By recognising those who belong to Him, God endows them with a new
ontological status. The very fact that God knows His people implies, through the principle of
‘like knows like’, that they are automatically removed from the sensible and partake in God’s
nature.
A very similar approach can be found in the Corpus Hermeticum. According to The
Key, God knows man and wants to be known by him325. But not everyone is known by or can
know God. Rather, as the Poimandres clearly states, God ‘wants to be known and makes
himself known to those that belong to him’326. As in AA, God’s recognition establishes (or is
possible through) a predetermined relationship of belonging between subject and object that
makes knowledge possible. This previous election of those who are allowed to know God also
appears in the Gospel of Truth, since the ‘gospel of the one who is searched for’ is revealed to
‘those who are perfect through the mercies of the Father’327.
This is the reason why, according to AA, God is ‘merciful’ (R HOHKPZQ) to and
‘saviour’ of His people328. By recognising those who belong to Him, God endows the blessed
race with a new status, with a kinship with the intelligible that allows the people to overcome
the power and the realm of the destroyer and the unmerciful one329.
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2.2.2.3. God as causa finalis and causa efficiens
Consequently, in AA God is simultaneously causa finalis and causa efficiens. As causa finalis
He attracts His people as the object of desire. In recognising those who belong to Him, God
provides them with their WHORM or ‘goal’, which coincides with their DU[K or ‘origin’. The
recognition of like by like assures the blessed race that they actually belong and facilitates the
reorienting of their will toward the intelligible. As causa efficiens He awakens their
consciousness of the kinship330. The light of logos intervenes in order to reorganise the
disorder resulting from the interference of the sensible331.
The conception of God both as a final and efficient cause is recurrent in the second
century AD. As we will see below, all testimonies preserving the conception of the double
causality of God seem to rely heavily on Aristotle. On the one hand, God’s final causality is
explicitly stated in the Corpus Aristotelicum and Aristotle’s explanation of God’s attraction as
332

RUHNWRQ or ‘object of desire’ was a successful one in late antiquity

. On the other hand, His

efficient causality, even though not explicitly stated in the Corpus, was frequently concluded
from the exegetical efforts to illuminate certain obscure passages or aporias in the works of
the Philosopher.
God’s double causality appears, for instance, in Alexander of Aphrodisias’
interpretation of Aristotle’s noetics and in his development of the notion of the ‘adventitious
intellect’ (QRXM TXUDTHQ). This intellect, which comes into man from outside, is the cause of
the actualisation of the ‘material intellect’ (XOLNR?M QRXM)333 which transforms it, first, into
‘acquired intellect’ (HSLNWKWRM QRXM)334 and, finally, into ‘productive intellect’ (QRXM
335

SRLKWLNRM)

. It is noteworthy that, according to Alexander, man assimilates himself to the

divine by means of this actualisation336.
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The same combination appears in Alcinous’ explanation of God’s causality in turning
the cosmic soul toward Himself337. This passage of the Didaskalikos is interesting because it
reveals many contacts with the conceptual background of AA. In the first place Alcinous, like
AA, implies God’s double causality, final and efficient338. The Cosmic-Soul is intrinsically
related to God and as such is naturally attracted to Him. However, this does not seem to be
enough, because according to Alcinous God ‘bestows order’ (NRVPHZ) on the Cosmic-Soul by
rousing it from a deep sleep and by turning (HSLVWUHIZ) it towards Himself339. This is how the
Cosmic-Intellect of the Cosmic-Soul is brought into actuality340. Not only Alcinous’ ‘deep
sleep’ is comparable with AA’s slumber of oblivion, the idea of God ‘ordering’ the human
soul, as we will see below, also has a parallel in AA341.
The Gospel of Truth presents a very interesting parallel to these issues which is even
closer to AA than the preceding examples. According to this Nag Hammadi text, God’s
efficient causality is necessary because of the oblivion concerning the Father. The knowledge
of the Father makes its appearance ‘in order that oblivion might be vanished and the Father
might be known’342. This knowledge, however, does not reach everyone, because God’s
intervention reveals the hidden mystery only ‘to those who are perfect through the mercies of
the Father’ and among them ‘enlightens those who were in darkness through oblivion’343. We
not only find here the notion of God’s efficient causality, but also that of oblivion as the main
reason for God’s intervention, the equation of ignorance with sleep and of knowledge with the
act of rousing from this sleep344. Both in the Gospel of Truth and in AA the elect remain
ignorant of God because of the oblivion generated by the contact with the sensible. Although
they belong to Him, they cannot know Him and this implies that they cannot return to Him.
God’s intervention dissipates this oblivion by actualising their knowledge of themselves and
by granting their perfection as a return to Him.
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2.2.3. Conclusions Concerning the Study of AA’s Theology
The analysis of AA’s theology has produced interesting results. The philosophical tendency
revealed by the study of the text’s cosmology is also confirmed by its theology. This is
especially evident in the appearance of the two known ways to achieve knowledge of God, the
way of eminence and that of abstraction, and in the objective description of the divinity by
means of philosophical tenets that were widespread in the period. As far as the former are
concerned, the combination of eminence and abstraction in AA is shared by most
philosophical texts of the period, as they also share the peculiar hesitation concerning the
nature of the divine345. However, AA’s emphasis on the light of logos – that is, on revelation –
brings our text into close connection with other religious-philosophical texts such as Philo,
Clement, Corpus Hermeticum and Gnosticism.
As regards the latter, AA’s objective description of God presents a strong philosophical
undercurrent. A comparative survey of the texts of the period, however, shows that this
philosophical characterisation of the divinity is not confined to philosophical texts but has
also been adopted by other religious writers. The authors of the Corpus Hermeticum, Nag
Hammadi texts and the Chaldaean Oracles also describe God as the supercelestial,
transcendent One and as unmoved mover346. AA’s proximity to these latter groups becomes
even clearer by it combining this objective description with a more subjective portrayal . AA’s
version of the notion of God as light, its view of the divinity as unenvious sharer and
especially the double causality of the divinity, viz. final and efficient, even though present in
philosophical writers as well, are particularly close to similar views in Hermetic and Gnostic
texts.
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3. Anthropology
3.1. Preliminary Issues
3.1.1. Anthropological Dualism in AA
AA’s strong dualism is also evident in its conception of two clearly differentiated human
races, that of the ‘kindred of the unbegotten’ (VXJJHQHLM WRX DJHQQKWRX)347 and that of the
‘kindred of the body’ (VXJJHQHLM WRX VZPDWRM)348. As far as the former is concerned, it owes
its status to God’s recognition. Out of His love and pity and by means of His unenvious
sharing, God endows the elect or ‘happy race’ with the superior ontological status that
potentially removes them from the sensible realm and allows them to partake in the world
beyond time, movement and decay. Yet this ontological promotion does not imply an
automatic or predetermined salvation, as we will see below349.
With regard to the second, inferior race of those ‘cast to the ground’ ([DPDLUULIHLM)350,
the ‘aliens’ (DOORWULRL)351 who are akin to the body, it remains trapped in the processes of
coming-to-be and passing-away of the lower sublunary world. Aegeates, as its main
representative, is actively engaged in performing all ‘lower’ human functions and activities.
He is prone to passions (love, anger, sexual desires), he adheres to social values and customs
(family, marriage, friendship), and he is governed by physiological needs (sexuality,
reproduction, food, etc.)352. But the lower race is not only negative for itself. The most
negative side of its existence is the active threat it represents to the blessed race. It is clear in
Aegeates’ description as ‘son of the devil’ and ‘son of the serpent’ that the human race akin to
the body is conceived of as the ‘army of the devil’353. Aegeates is also characterised as the
‘enemy’, as belonging to the enemy354 and as an instrument of the devil who arms ‘his
offspring’ against all those who belong to God355.
Consequently, these two races are genealogically and ontologically radically opposed
to one another. Genealogically, the blessed race belongs to the merciful, to the best, to beauty,
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to righteousness, to the saviour and to light. Ontologically it belongs to the supercelestial, to
the everlasting and to that which remains unmoved. By contrast, the cognates of the body are
akin, genealogically, to the worse, to the ugly, to the unrighteous, to the unmerciful, to the
destroyer and to darkness356 and, ontologically, to the sublunary realm of time, movement,
flux and decay357.
In spite of the rather irreconcilable character of these two groups, it has been suggested
that AA does not, strictly speaking, purport a strict anthropological dualism because it
allegedly does not state a genealogical distinction between both races. According to this
interpretation, the differentiation between these two classes is instead due to the reception or
rejection of the message of salvation358. Given the fragmentary condition of our text, it is
obviously difficult to ascertain the sort of dualism we are dealing with. One thing, however, is
sure: the ontological differentiation that allows the blessed race to overcome its state of
degradation does not proceed from their contact with the words or message of salvation but is
rather a previous step to it. It is not Andrew’s message which endows them with their special
status but rather God’s love and pity, which are equated with His recognising His people359.
Andrew explicitly states that he was sent by his master in order to remind those akin to the
words that they are wasting their time among ephemeral evils360. This reminder makes clear
that Andrew’s message does not alter their nature, but simply actualises what already was in
them in a potential state.
3.1.2. Is AA’s Anthropological Dualism Deterministic?
It will become clear from what follows that this conception does not, however, imply a
deterministic concept of salvation361. AA’s anthropological dualism does not imply that the
‘blessed race’ is saved in advance. Rather, this race tends to remain trapped in an extraneous
environment and this is precisely the goal of Andrew’s message, which consequently is not
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directed to everyone, but to the race of the elect. Their salvation, however, is not automatic,
since it depends on their accepting or rejecting the message of Andrew’s words362.
AA especially focuses on the destiny of this race and analyses the different possible
attitudes towards its a priori election. It is possible to say that God’s recognition, although a
conditio sine qua non, does not imply that every member of this group will be saved. God’s
recognition of His people is a potentiality that people must bring into actuality by means of
personal effort363. Our analysis has shown that it is possible to distinguish three different
levels of awareness among Andrew’s followers364. Although we concluded that this triadic
differentiation does not imply a determinist sort of classification, it does state three different
degrees of insight, which are equated to three stages in the progress towards salvation.
Whereas the first of these stages is represented by those who receive the knowledge
transmitted by Andrew (brethren), the middle stage already shows possession of this
knowledge but not yet its active application (Stratocles). The most advanced stage, on the
other hand, presents an active application of the received knowledge in order to achieve what
the blessed race by nature strives for: knowledge of God (Maximilla)365.
To illustrate this differentiation, we can make a comparison with the Aristotelian
analysis of three different levels of knowledge on the basis of the notions of potentiality and
actuality366. The first of our stages might be compared to the plain potentiality to know and to
receive knowledge, like a child who, possessing the intellectual capabilities, attends school in
order to acquire a given skill367. The second stage corresponds with those individuals who,
having already acquired a given knowledge or skill, do not actively apply it and possess it in a
dormant or passive state, for example a general or grammarian who is sleeping or simply not
exercising his knowledge368. The third stage is that of the active exercise and application of
362
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knowledge, which would be the individual who is engaged in developing a given activity by
means of the knowledge he or she has previously acquired369.
3.1.3. AA’s Combination of the Bipartite and Tripartite Division of Mankind
Consequently, we see that AA does not simply endorse the known trichotomic division of
humanity into three classes or natures. This tripartite division of mankind, which we already
see in Aristotle’s distinction of the three ways of life, DSRODXVWLNRM SROLWLNRM and
370

THZUKWLNRM

 and which Heraclides of Pontus

371

and Iamblichus372 attribute to Pythagoras, is

indeed quite widespread in antiquity. It appears in Philo’s differentiation of men into earthborn, heaven-born and God-born in On the Giants373, in Plutarch374 and in Alcinous375. A
similar triad is at work in several tractates of the Corpus Hermeticum376 and the same holds
true for various Gnostic groups that classified mankind into the three known classes, viz.
pneumatikoi, psychikoi and hylikoi377. In AA we instead find a more basic and probably earlier
dichotomy that distinguishes between spirituals or individuals endowed with reason, and
material or irrational beings378. Whereas the latter seem to be excluded from salvation, the
former are potentially saved379.
However, when exposing the way in which man’s salvation is achieved AA
distinguishes three degrees of insight or stages in the process toward this salvation380. In this
sense, AA combines a basic bipartite division of mankind into rational and irrational
individuals with the tripartite subclassification of the former class. Plotinus seems to have
applied a very similar human typology in his fifth Ennead381. Dillon compares this Plotinian
passage with the aforementioned tripartite division of humanity in Philo’s On the Giants, as if
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Plotinus were stating the same triadic division382. Admittedly, Plotinus’ editors have
traditionally interpreted this section as a Platonic school polemic against Epicureans and
Stoics383, but interpreters tend to neglect the fact that Plotinus considers a fourth human group
along with the other three that allegedly represent Epicureanism, Stoicism and Platonism,
namely the class of men who live according to the dictates of sense-perception. An attentive
reading, consequently, shows that this Plotinian passage distinguishes not three but four
classes of people and that Plotinus does so on the basis of the more basic dichotomy
irrationality-rationality, in order to distinguish afterwards three different levels of insight
among those that posses rationality. Obviously we are not suggesting a Plotinian influence on
our text. We simply intend to show that Plotinus may preserve, like AA, the confluence of two
different classifications of mankind: on the one hand, a basic differentiation on the basis of the
dichotomy rational-irrational or spiritual-sensible; on the other hand, a tripartite division that
may result from the triadic conception of the three degrees of virtue384. Having analysed these
preliminary issues let us now concentrate on AA’s conception of man.
3.2. AA’s Conception of Man
AA’s combination of bipartite and tripartite schemes in its classification of mankind is also at
work in its conception of man at a particular level. This combination is clear in AA’s
distinction between a transcendent and an immanent man and in its conception of the latter as
consisting of body (VZPD), soul (\X[K) and intellect (QRXM).
3.2.1. Transcendent Man
This basic dichotomy between a visible, physical being engaged in sense-perception and an
invisible, incorporeal one that glances at the intelligible world appears to be of a Platonic
coinage. Appearances, however, are deceptive, for unlike in the Platonic conception, this true
and essential man is not identified with the soul or its higher part endowed with reason, but
rather with his intellect385.
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3.2.1.1. The Concept of the Essential Man
AA’s distinction between a true and an untrue nature in man pervades our fragment. However,
AA’s fragment in V never refers to it by means of the metaphor of the ‘inner man’, either in its
Platonic (RHQWRMDQTUZSRM)386 or in its Pauline variant (RHVZDQTUZSRM)387. In order to define
this superior or actually existent side of a human being, AA speaks of the ‘own, true nature’
(LGLD DOKTK?M IXVLM)388, of ‘essence’ (RXVLD)389 or, on occasion, simply uses the term ‘man’
(DQTUZSRM)390. This terminological diversity already indicates a semantic difference between
AA’s conception of this real or essential man and the Platonic idea of the ‘inner man’ as man’s
soul. But what does this ‘essential man’ mean in AA? Let us look for some parallels.
References to the essential man are numerous in the Corpus Hermeticum. According
to the thirteenth tractate, man’s nature is clearly dual because it distinguishes between the
physical body, which can be dissolved and is mortal, and the ‘essential generation’, which is
indissoluble and immortal391. This is also the case in the Asclepius, which explicitly states that
only man has a double nature, namely a simple and divine nature, which is called essential
(RXVLZGKM), and another material one (XOLNRM), which is formed out of the four elements392. In
spite of the positive view of the latter due to Stoic influence393, Asclepius nevertheless stresses
the higher quality of man’s ‘essential’ part by describing it as ‘divine’, ‘eternal’ and
‘substantial’394 and by asserting that it is through this part that man ascends to heaven395. A
similar approach can be found in the ninth tractate On Sensation and Intellection. After stating
that the combination of sense perception and intellection is typically human, this treatise
asserts that not every man partakes in intellection. While those akin to the body (XOLNRM) seem
to receive a sort of inferior understanding from demons, the ‘essential man’ (RXVLZGKM) is
essentially (RXVLZGZM) saved or preserved by God396.
386
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Some Nag Hammadi texts present a similar dualistic view of man. Some cases
explicitly preserve the opposition exterior-interior or visible-not visible and contrast the inner
and true man with the external and material, sensible being, as in the aforementioned passages
of the Corpus Hermeticum. Thus, for example, The Interpretation of Gnosis, where the body
is associated with the rulers and authorities and described as an imprisonment of the ‘man
within’397. In other cases, however, the interest focuses on the true or essential man
exclusively, like, for example, The Letter of Peter to Philip. In this text, as in the
aforementioned passage of the Asclepius398 and in AA399, it is the ‘inner man’ who ascends to
heaven and therefore the archons fight with him400.
All these passages provide parallels for AA’s conception of man as a dual creature, but
they do not explicitly and unequivocally associate the essential man with the intellect as AA
does. There are, however, a couple of texts in which this equation takes place. In The Thought
of Norea, for instance, this essential man called Adamas allows Norea to see the pleroma and
not to be deficient401. As in AA, this essential man needs to be awakened, reminded of or
actualised, but it is through him that she is able to ‘inherit the first mind which <she> had
received’402. We also have two interesting texts in the Corpus Hermeticum403. We are
referring to the tenth Hermetic treatise The Key and to Poimandres. According to the former,
once knowledge has illuminated man’s intellect and soul, it draws man upwards and
transforms the individual in ‘essence’, by which he forgets all sense-perception and
movement and remains in repose404. The clearest example, however, proceeds from
Poimandres. According to its testimony, only man among all animals possesses a dual nature:
while he is mortal through his body, he is immortal through the essential man405. The text
further describes both the true nature and the current imprisonment of the anthropos. This
GH PHWD WRX DJDTRX RXVLZGZM XSR WRX THRX V]RPHQRL. This particular treatise, however, seems to conceive
the distinction between human types not on the basis of a natural but of a cultural difference. All humans are
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determines his belonging to the one or to the other group.
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essential man ‘even if he is immortal and has authority over all things, is affected by mortality
because he is subject to fate; thus, although man is above the cosmic framework, he became a
slave within it’406. The similarities between AA and Poimandres are interesting. Both texts not
only call the essential man anthropos, but also equate him with the ‘intellect’ (QRXM) or
‘rational man’ (IURQLPRMDQKU)407. Most of the Hermetic and Gnostic texts quoted above
implicitly or explicitly associate this essential man with man’s noetic activity. In Poimandres,
however, we find exactly the same conception of the anthropos that we see in AA. On the one
hand, as we will see below, the anthropos is the ‘transcendent man’ created in the likeness of
the Father and, on the other, the highest aspect of terrestrial man, that is, the intellective part
of his being that is in connection with the divine intelligible essence.
3.2.1.2. The Divine Element in Man: the Intellect
In line with the preceding parallels, AA does not follow the Platonic conception of the ‘inner
man’ as the higher aspect of human soul endowed with reason. The ‘essential man’ or divine
element in man is instead his intellect, which is not only the highest aspect of man but is also
clearly differentiated from the soul and the body. This conception is interesting, for unlike the
testimonies in a more Platonic tradition, AA does not seem to place special importance on
human soul, which although certainly of higher rank than the physical body it can
nevertheless be considered as part of man’s inferior being. Admittedly, AA repeatedly
mentions the human soul and the term \X[K may refer either to this intermediary part between
intellect and body or to the whole person408. However, when AA describes or refers to the
divine element in humans that transcends physical existence and can be liberated from the
constrictions of the realm of movement, our text exclusively refers to the intellect and
considers both soul and body as obstacles to this liberation409.
AA’s position on the issue is noteworthy, since numerous testimonies of the period
significantly hesitate concerning the precise nature of the divine element in man. This
hesitation is stressed (ridiculed?) by Celsus when he refers to ‘those who hope that they will
posses their soul or mind eternally with God, whether they wish to call this mind spiritual, or
holy and blessed intellectual spirit, or a living soul, or a supercelestial and indestructible
offspring of a divine and incorporeal nature, or whatever nature they care to give it’410. This
hesitation is also evident in the heresiologists’ interpretation of the nature of the Gnostic
406
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\X[DLRM VSLQTKU or ‘scintilla animae’, namely the ‘divine spark’ or portion of the intelligible

light in man. Whereas according to some testimonies this Gnostic metaphor referred either to
the soul or to the SQHXPD or ‘spirit’411, according to others this spark is clearly identified with
the QRXM or ‘intellect’412.
By contrast, AA does not hesitate and clearly conceives the intellect as man’s divine
element. A similar conception appears in the Treatise on Resurrection, which states that
neither the minds of those who have known the Son of Man nor their thoughts shall perish413.
The same holds for the Paraphrasis of Shem, where the pneumatic race is exalted by their
partaking in the mind of the light414 and in which salvation is achieved by those ‘who possess
the mind and the mind of the light of the spirit’415. The Gospel of Mary, however, presents a
more explicit description of the role and character of man’s intellect. After Mary relates to the
Saviour that she has seen a vision of him, he says to her ‘Blessed are you, that you did not
waver at the sight of me. For where the mind is, there is the treasure’416. Mary does not seem
to understand, because she asks whether he who sees a vision sees it through the soul or
through the spirit. Jesus’ answer, then, leaves no doubt about his view: ‘he does not see
through the soul nor through the spirit, but the mind which [is] between the two – that is
[what] sees the vision’417. The same ideas pervade the Teaching of Silvanus, which presents a
triadic conception of man formed out a physical body, a soul and a ‘divine mind which has
come into being in conformity with the image of God. The divine mind has the substance of
God’418. As in AA, liberation from the constrictions of the body and the soul takes place when
the intellect by means of the light looks to things above419.
It is obvious that, even though lacking the spark metaphor, AA conceives of man’s
intellect as a portion of divine light420. This godly spark, however, appears to be numb under
411
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the influence of body and externals on the one hand and, on the other, of the soul and its
affections421. This conception of the intellect as a potentiality explains why the anthropos or
essential man is simultaneously the highest part of immanent man as well as the intellect
transcending all the constrictions of its physical imprisonment. As God is conceived of as
light, by means of the light of logos he sets the human intellect aflame

422

, which until this

moment existed in man as a simple potentiality. By exercising his intellective potential, man
can gradually develop his intellect until in a last moment he achieves its full immanent
actuality. However, the essential man only regains his original condition by superseding all
bodily hampering and recovering his true separated nature423.
The divine spark appears to have been conceived of as a potentiality in the Apophasis
Megale as well. According to this work, which Hippolytus attributes to Simon Magus but
which was actually composed in the second half of the second century424, this blessed and
indestructible element in man is immovable and is hidden in us as a potential not as an
actuality425 and it develops, if it receives an appropriate discourse, from a very small spark
into an incommensurable power426. The Aristotelian or Peripatetic background to this
conception is not only evident in the notions of potentiality and actuality of the intellect, but
also in the everlasting and unchanging character of the QRXM and in the actualising effect of the
divine element when it contacts human mind. Aristotelian influence is especially clear in the
fact that none of these texts are concerned with the soul, which is conceived of as a part of
man’s bodily or organic composite, but exclusively focus on the intellect427. The same holds
true for AA, since as we have already seen, rather than opposing human soul to human body it
is mainly concerned with a clear distinction between intellect and the complex soul-body428.
Plato’s conception of an internal dichotomy in man opposing his soul to his body is redefined
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by Aristotle when he opposes the QRXM or ‘intellect’ to the \X[K or ‘soul’429. Aristotle not only
denies immortality to the human soul, but repeatedly states that the intellect is man’s most
divine and only eternal element430.
As far as the notion of the potentiality and actuality of the intellect is concerned, its
origin can be traced back to a key passage in the Aristotelian On the Soul431 or, more
precisely, to the abundant discussions generated by this section within and beyond the
Peripatos. Aristotle distinguishes in this passus between two intellects or between two aspects
of human intellect. On the one hand, he refers to a potential and passive intellect that becomes
all things and, on the other, to an active intellect that makes all things. So far so good, but
Aristotle’s comparison in the following lines of the active intellect to light would give rise to
numerous speculations about the nature and the relationship between these two intellects.
According to the Philosopher, the active intellect might be compared to ‘a kind of positive
state (HFLM) like ‘light’; for in a sense light makes potential into actual colours’. Even though
Aristotle seems to be concerned with two aspects of the same intellect, the ambiguity of the
passus leaves room for the interpretation that there is a causal relationship between both
intellects. This ambiguity and the fact that Aristotle defines the active intellect as ‘separable,
impassive and unmixed’ would facilitate its later identification with the intelligence of
Metaphysics XII and with the ‘adventitious intellect’ of Generation of Animals432.
Paul Moraux has shown that this important section of On the Soul was at the core of
the philosophical discussion in the first century BC. On the one hand, the Peripatetic
Xenarchos appears to have identified the passive intellect of the Aristotelian passage with
matter433. On the other, Aetius’ Placita attribute to Pythagoras, Anaxagoras, Plato, Xenocrates
and Cleanthes the theory that the ‘intellect comes in man from without’, the wording of which
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implies the Aristotelian conclusion to the Generation of Animals434. More important is
perhaps that the Aristotelian passage continues to be relevant in the discussion on the nature
of the intellect in the first century AD. Philo’s philosophical allegory about the creation of a
terrestrial and a celestial man bears witness to the relevance of the issue even beyond the
Peripatos435. In On the Creation of the Cosmos, the Alexandrian compares the terrestrial man
to the material and mortal intellect and the celestial man to the divine, celestial and immortal
intellect once the material one has been actualised by means of the divine SQHXPD. The
similarity of Philo’s conception on the relationship between the two intellects with Alexander
of Aphrodisias’ interpretation of the Aristotelian noetics – that is, the theory on the intellect –
shows the continuity and the relevance of the philosophical discussion on this topic in the first
centuries of the Christian era. This continuity is further supported by the testimonies of
Alcinous (below) and Aristotle of Mytilene436 in the first and second half of the second
century, respectively.
In the context of Middle Platonism, Plutarch already elevates the status of the intellect
and establishes a clear hierarchy intellect-soul-body437. Noteworthy is that when describing
the relationship between intellect and soul and between soul and body, Plutarch introduces the
idea that the intellect, as efficient cause, ‘turns to himself’ the soul, and the soul in its turn,
once it possesses a QRXM, is able to turn matter to itself and to operate on it438. A very similar
conception appears in Alcinous. Like Plutarch, Alcinous elevates the status of the intellect
above that of the soul and distinguishes between a QRXM HQ GXQDPHLor ‘potential intellect’ and
434
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a QRXM NDW HQHUJHLDQor ‘active intellect’ that thinks all things in one single act of
apprehension439. There appears here also a relation of causality between both intellects: the
actualisation of the Cosmic-intellect takes place owing to the ‘ordering’ bestowed by the first
or highest intellect, namely the first God (SUZWRM

440

THRM)

. After this, the Cosmic-intellect is

fully actualised and can operate in the sublunary world.
The culmination of the Aristotelian noetics appears in the interpretation of Alexander
of Aphrodisias. For Alexander, too, there is a ‘material intellect’ in man that develops
together with the other bodily parts and functions and as such dissolves with the body after
death. However, this material, potential intellect that might be compared to the
‘unwrittenness’441 of a blackboard can be transformed, once it has been instructed, into the
‘acquired intellect’, which thus is the ‘form and perfection’ of the former. Whereas the
material intellect can only perceive intelligibles in the presence of sensibles, once it has been
actualised the acquired intellect can perceive them without the aid of sensorial perception442.
By thinking the forms, the acquired intellect becomes itself the forms, for in the act of
knowing the subject that knows and the thing known become one single reality443. Alongside
these two intellects or double aspects of human intellect, Alexander includes the divine or
‘productive intellect’. This intelligence is not only an intelligible in the highest degree (NXULZM
444

QRKWRQ), but also transcendent, pure, changeless, immaterial and everlasting

. Most

important is that this intellect comes into man from without and is the cause (DLWLRM) of the
human material intellect and the acquired intellect’s turning into actuality. This adventitious
intelligence transforms the capability to think first into the ability to think and finally into
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actual thinking, by providing the intellect with pure intelligibles445. Therefore, on the one
hand it causes the material intellect to be intelligible. On the other hand, as it is the cause of
the intelligibles it provides the material intellect with intelligibles in order for it to fulfil its
activity, that is, thinking446. But the extrinsic intelligence does more. When the acquired
intellect thinks the productive one it becomes ‘in some way’ (SZM JLQHWDL) the productive
intellect. Consequently, whoever wishes to have something divine in himself should think
something of this order447.
Given the relevance of the issue within and beyond the Peripatetic school, it is
plausible that discussions and interpretations of On the Soul 3.4-5 provided a model for the
explanation both for the trichotomic conception of man conceived as a body, a soul and an
intellect and for man’s relationship with the divine. AA not only considers the intellect as the
highest aspect of a human being but also includes the notion of God’s intervention as the
extrinsic activity that makes actual what the blessed race possesses potentially448. Even
though man possesses the capability to think, this capability seems to be numb under the
influence of his soul and externals449. Owing to the ‘light of logos’, however, this capability is
transformed into ability. Once so far, the intellect can recover its original condition, it can
become itself immaterial, light and intellectual. By thinking the intelligibles, or God, the
human intellect becomes itself an intelligible, that is, man divinises himself450.
3.2.1.3. The Fall of the Divine Element
Given the fact that man is intrinsically related to God and that their relationship is of the type
quod propter alia, id maximum tale451, AA has to explain how human intellect has been
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degraded to its present condition. Obviously this degradation cannot be attributed to God’s
activity, since He has been previously depicted as ‘unenvious sharer’452.
The idea of a devolution that brings the intellect (or the soul) to the lower abode of
physical reality is very widespread in late antiquity. However, when comparing AA’s version
of this fall with other examples of the period, obvious differences come to the foreground.
None of the numerous examples collected and systematised by Festugière on the basis of
Iamblichus’ overview provides a proper parallel for AA’s conception453. On the one hand, the
so-called ‘optimistic’ explanation based on the Timaeus presents a rather different view than
that of AA, as it considers the fall due to the will of God454. On the other hand, none of the
subcategories included under the so-called ‘pessimistic’ view suits AA, as according to the
first one (‘fault before the fall’) degradation results from the punishment inflicted for the
soul’s curiosity, audacity, or disobedience455. And according to the second subcategory (‘fault
due to the fall’), devolution arises from the will to create456, or from the contact with the
demiurgical sphere, or, finally, from the union with physis457.
Significantly, AA explains the intellect’s degradation without recurring to external
factors such as the influence of affections or of matter. The devolution that affects the intellect
and that will finally cause it to be constrained by externals arises from its own deficiency,
which is conceived of as a dispersal or division. AA is silent about the cause of this primal
dispersion, but it explicitly refers to the intellect’s split (NDWD[THLM) and to its alienation
(DSROLVTKVDM)458 as the reason for its suffering. As soon as suffering appears, we move to the
second stage of devolution, namely the sphere of the soul, which due to its ignorance and
affections generates a third and final stage in the process of degradation: the wandering of the
intellect and the soul in the realm of IXVLM.
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3.2.1.3.1. First Stage of Devolution: the Dispersion of the Intellect
As far as the dispersion of the intellect in AA is concerned, its alienation must be explained as
a result of the appearance of a discrepancy between subject and object in the intellect’s act of
knowing459. As soon as the object of the intellect’s acts of knowing is not the intellect itself, it
loses its self-centred activity and, consequently, its unity. As a result, knowledge is no longer
a direct and immediate matter and ignorance appears. AA is not explicit about the first cause
of this discrepancy within the intellect. This silence might simply be due to the fragmentary
character of our text, but it is also plausible that AA was more interested in the effects than in
the cause of this primal dispersal. As a matter of fact, this is also the case in the Gospel of
Truth, a text that presents many similarities with AA’s conceptual background and begins its
narration about the fall of the Totality by simply referring to the appearance of ignorance,
without explaining how this ignorance originated460. According to this text ‘oblivion did not
come into existence from the Father, although it did come into existence because of him’. It
might be that in AA ignorance, even though not directly produced by God, is necessarily
implied by his transcendence, as the Gospel of Truth and the Tripartite Tractate seem to
imply461.
Be that as it may, the Tripartite Tractate may help us in understanding, if not the
primary cause of the intellect’s dispersal that AA and the Gospel of Truth omit, at least its
implications. The Tripartite Tractate includes a peculiar version of the Valentinian process of
devolution, since unlike the versions of Irenaeus462 and the Gospel of Truth where the
suffering is experienced by Sophia and by the Totality, respectively, in the Tripartite Tractate
it is the Logos that experiences affections. Obviating now the fact that according to its writer
the fall of the Logos has been planned by God463, it is interesting to note that, due to the
Logos’ inability to grasp the ungraspable and to bear the intensity of the light, it ‘doubts’ and
‘looks down to the abyss’464. As a result, a ‘division’ and a ‘turning away’ take place and
these in turn produce the appearance of ignorance and oblivion465.
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The motif of dispersal of the primal unity is rather widespread in Gnosticism466.
According to the testimony of the heresiologists, the notion played an important role in the
Valentinian system467. And indeed, it appears in the Gospel of Truth, where the return to the
primal unity intends to restore the value lost in the dispersal. Whereas division in this text is a
clear sign of deficiency, unity is equated to perfection468. Since this deficiency originates in
ignorance, it will vanish with the knowledge of the Father and everything will be restored to
its original unity: ‘So from that moment on the form is not apparent, but it will vanish in the
fusion of Unity, for now their works lie scattered. In time Unity will perfect the spaces. It is
within Unity that each one will attain himself; within knowledge he will purify himself from
multiplicity into Unity, consuming matter within himself like fire, and darkness by light, death
by life’469. Also, the Tripartite Tractate is clear about the need to restore ‘that which used to
be a unity’470. Those who live among the multiplicity of forms, inequality and change are
restored to this unity when they confess ‘the kingdom which is in Christ’471. The restoration of
what is dispersed is also due to the knowledge received by the perfect man ‘so as to return in
haste to his unitary state’472.
The motif of dispersal and gathering also appears in a fragment of the Gnostic Gospel
of Eve preserved by Epiphanius. According to H.M. Schenke, this fragment transmits the
Gnostic idea that the Urmensch is scattered among humans: ‘I am thou and thou art I, and
wheresoever thou art, there am I; and I am sown in all things. And from wheresoever thou
wilt gatherest thou me, but in gathering me, thou gatherest thyself’473. Whereas the revealer is
the Urmensch in its original state, he who receives the revelation is the scattered anthropos.
By recollecting the anthropos, man recollects himself, that is, he knows himself and restores
the dispersal originated by ignorance474.
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A fragment of the Gnostic Gospel of Philip, also preserved by Epiphanius, stresses
both the notion of dispersal and its counterpart, viz. the recollection achieved by means of
self-knowledge: ‘“I have recognized myself”, it saith, “and gathered myself from every
quarter, and have sown no children for the archon. But I have pulled up his roots, and
gathered my scattered members, and I know who thou art. For I”, it saith, “am of those on
high”’475.
The same notions also appear in Porphyry’s Letter to Marcella, where he presents the
Neoplatonic inner ascent from multiplicity to unity as the reunion of what was dispersed and
scattered476. This ascent has an ethical character in a first stage, but afterwards becomes
theoretical and finally contemplative477. We should not forget that Porphyry was Plotinus’
pupil and that the motif of dispersal and gathering plays a central and mystical role in the
system of the latter478.
In any case, AA clearly refers not only to the division and alienation of the intellect,
but also to its imperfection (WR? DWHOHM)479. Since Andrew states that he restores the
imperfection of the intellect/Adam by taking refuge in God, it seems obvious that the
intellect’s original imperfection was its inability to focus its activity on God, as a result of
which it was distracted or deviated from its source and origin480. This internal discrepancy of
the intellect corresponds to the duality between the subject who thinks and the objects of
thought and therefore presents a clear parallel to Plotinus’ first hypostasis, which as it presents
the duality H?Q SROOD occupies a lower rank of perfection than the One or absolute unity
beyond thought481.
3.2.1.3.2. Second Stage of Devolution: the Soul and the Affections
The ignorance that arises from the intellect’s dispersion is the cause of a second stage of
degradation because it originates a series of affections: first of all insecurity and doubt, then
fear and, finally, a desire to know, since knowledge can remove all previous affections. AA
describes these affections by referring both to the intellect’s and to Eve’s ‘suffering’482. The
aforementioned Gospel of Truth presents a very similar exposition, since it puts the main
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focus on the appearance and development of affections and on how they generate the psychic
and hylic levels of reality. Anguish and fear appear as direct consequences of ignorance, and
as anguish grows solid like a fog, it provides the suitable context for error to appear, which
‘became powerful’ and ‘worked on its own matter foolishly [or, in the void]’483. Did AA
conceive matter as a substantialisation of the very affections, as the Gospel of Truth implies
and Irenaeus reports of the Valentinian system484? Our fragmentary text does not allow a
conclusive answer to this question, but the hypothesis is plausible. At any rate, as in
Valentinianism, ignorance in AA is the cause of all steps of devolution: first, it originates the
degradation of the intellect to the level of the soul, and then that of the soul to the level of
physical reality. Therefore, even if we cannot firmly state that the fall in AA is not due to
divine will, we can certainly affirm that it neither results from the punishment of sins such as
curiosity, audacity or disobedience485, nor from the intellect’s will to create486 nor from its
union with the realm of IXVLM487. AA’s conception of ignorance not only as first motor of the
process of devolution, but also as cause of each of the successive steps of degradation, clearly
exonerates the intellect of responsibility in its current degraded condition.
3.2.1.3.3. Third Stage of Devolution: the Physical Body and Externals
The final stage of devolution is the intellect’s and the soul’s alienation in the realm of
physis488. The original ignorance remains unaltered and is perpetuated by oblivion and by the
deficiency of the body’s cognitive means. Sensorial perception not only does not help man to
achieve knowledge but also prolongs his ignorance, since it delivers him to the delusion of
externals489.
As we shall see below, the conception of sensorial perception as an obstacle to the
knowledge of intelligibles relies on Aristotle’s distinction between that which is more
knowable by nature and that which is more knowable to us490, which appears recurrently in
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Middle Platonism and Neo Aristotelianism491. The end of the seventh Hermetic tractate
plastically describes the obstacle of the senses, especially sight and hearing, and the need to
neutralise their noxious influence492. And this is so because otherwise, as the eleventh tractate
puts it, it is impossible to understand the things that are beautiful and good493.
3.2.2. Immanent or Terrestrial Man
As a result of this devolution, the transcendent man finds himself imprisoned in the physical
realm. The original ignorance has not only not disappeared but has even increased. In addition
to this ignorance, however, the intellect will have to cope with other consequences.
3.2.2.1. The Consequences of Man’s Fall
AA’s description of man’s imprisonment in the lower realm is threefold. It first describes the
unfree state of the intellect by stressing its oblivion to its true nature and origin494. But AA also
refers to man’s bondage by describing the fetters or shackles that keep the soul attached to the
realm of movement495. Finally, our text points out that as a result of the previous issues, man
is lost in the physical realm and that he therefore must cope with the consequences (HQH[XUD)
of this wandering (SODQK) in the lower, material world496. These consequences, namely his
dependence on sensorial perception, keep him in captivity (DL[PDOZVLD)497. As we will see
now, such a conception of man’s condition was extensive in the second and third centuries.
3.2.2.1.1. Man’s Oblivion to his Kinship
As far as the notion of obliviousness is concerned, AA sometimes explicitly calls it
forgetfulness (OKTK), sometimes refers to it by means of the metaphor of sleep and other times
implies it by emphasising the need to remember the own true condition498. The motif of the
soul’s oblivion to its true nature and origin due to its contact with matter has an old Platonic
tradition. It repeatedly appears in Plato499, although especially in the context of his doctrine of
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knowledge as ‘remembrance’. This notion, of course, may also be at work in AA, but unlike in
Plato remembrance does not take place by means of sensorial perception but rather by means
of revelation. The motif is also rather extensive in late antiquity and is sometimes explicitly
referred to as OKTK or ‘oblivion’ and other times by means of the metaphor of intoxication
(PHTK) or of sleep. Both metaphors appear in Philo, who frequently describes the soul’s
oblivion as drunkenness due to the soul’s contact with the body500 or simply as sleep501. It
further appears in Middle and Neoplatonism, in Gnosticism, in the Corpus Hermeticum and in
the Chaldaean Oracles.
In Middle Platonism the motif of a dormant soul that is oblivious to its role and true
nature due to the slumbering of its intelligence plays an important role in the cosmogony.
Plutarch is the first one to refer to it explicitly in On the Generation of the Soul in the Timaeus
(1026e-f). Given the fact that it also appears in Alcinous, who uses the same term (NDURM) to
describe the numbness of the Cosmic-soul before God’s ordering502, it has been suggested that
both authors may rely on an earlier common source503. It is very interesting that Maximus of
Tyre uses the same motif, but now applied to the individual, human soul504. In his tenth
oration, Maximus compares the situation of the soul in the body to that of someone who is
overwhelmed by stupor and repletion and the soul’s perception of reality with the ‘dim
approximation of one dreaming’505. In this situation the sight of the soul by means of which it
discerns and understands reality is covered by the thick mist of the physical embodiment506.
The intervention of reason, however, awakens the soul from its slumber. If ‘forgetfulness’ is
the name of the sleep of the soul507, ‘knowledge is the awakening and organisation of true
opinions’508. In his oration Plato on God, Maximus pays closer attention to the issues that
hinder the intellect’s clear view of the intelligibles. As the intellect is ‘engrafted into the
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whole conglomerate of the soul, is pulled this way and that by perception and kept in such a
state of confused activity that is unable to maintain a clear view of its proper objects’509. That
Maximus conceives the intellect’s situation as an intoxication caused by the surfeit proceeding
from sensorial perception is clear in his declaring that is difficult to find a ‘sober intellect’
(ibid., [DOHSR?Q HXUHLQ QKIRQWD QRXQ).
It is noteworthy that Maximus includes these ideas in a discussion of that which is
more knowable by nature and that which is more knowable to us that is clearly reminiscent of
the similar Aristotelian distinction in the Posterior Analytics and in the Physics510. Given the
Aristotelian context in which this notion appears, it is plausible to think that we have here an
echo of Aristotle’s definition of sleep as ‘inactivity of the soul’ in the Eudemian Ethics511 and
of his distinction in On the Soul and in On Generation of Animals between two sorts of
potentiality, namely potentiality as a plain disposition to do or become something and
potentiality as a latent actuality512. And, in fact, Maximus is explicit in saying that reason
(ORJRM) ‘coming to the soul like a doctor, does not bring and implant understanding
(HSLVWKPK), like something the soul did not posses; instead, it reawakens the understanding it
does possess, but which is dim and constrained and torpid’513.
A similar background can be traced in Plotinus, for he describes his ‘awakening’ out
of the body and his coming into contact with the divinity and with the realm of intellect as a
‘supreme actuality’514. As a matter of fact, later on, Neo-Platonists such as Porphyry would
also establish this differentiation between two sorts of potentiality and would compare the
latent actuality to sleep515. Be that as it may, the notion of the body as a hindrance for the
soul’s remembrance is a well-established issue in later Neoplatonism as well516 .
The notions of sleep and intoxication are also present in the Corpus Hermeticum. The
end of Poimandres refers to the ignorance of God as ‘drunkenness and sleep’ and advises
anyone who ‘is bewitched in unreasoning sleep’ to become sober and to put an end to his
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drunken sickness517. According to The Key this ignorance is begotten by the soul when it
comes into contact with the body518.
The theme is also recurrent in Gnosticism. It appears in the Tripartite Tractate519 and
in the Apocryphon of John as simple oblivion520. Of all the Nag Hammadi parallels, however,
the Gospel of Truth presents the closest similarities to AA. We shall return to this text in a
moment. It also appears in the ‘Hymn of the Pearl’ of the Acts of Thomas521, in the Odes of
Salomon and in the Chaldaean Oracles522.
As already suggested, the most interesting parallel to AA’s conception appears in the
Gospel of Truth. Like AA, this text includes two different treatments of ignorance and
oblivion. The first one, the ignorance of the Father that causes the appearance of affections,
we have already seen above523. It is the second one that interests us in the present context.
Whereas ignorance had produced affections, affections in turn produce many illusions and the
slumber of oblivion into which people sink: ‘since it was terror and disturbance and instability
and doubt and division, there were many illusions at work by means of these, and (there were)
empty fictions, as if they were sunk in sleep and found themselves in disturbing dreams’524.
As in AA, the oblivion and ignorance of the true origin and nature create the treacherous
dream in which people waste their time among ephemeral evils, among empty fictions525. This
emphasis on illusions or fictions marks off the thought common to the Gospel of Truth and
AA, because in both texts, differently from the previous examples, individuals are not simply
passive victims of deceitful externals or inappropriate sensorial perceptions; they rather seem
actively to work to prolong or enhance their ignorant sleep526.
3.2.2.1.2. The Fetters of Materiality
In so far as the fetters or shackles of life in the sublunary realm are concerned, AA explicitly
refers both to the fetters belonging to the realm of generation — that is, man’s dependence
upon the processes of coming-to-be and passing-away— and to those beyond the realm of
517
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generation527. As we already suggested these latter shackles must be interpreted as referring
either to the heimarmene or fate influenced by the astral bodies or, more likely, to the control
the powers and authorities have on human beings528. AA clearly refers to the influence exerted
on humans by these powers when it says that the DQTUZSRM, once he frees himself, is ‘more
powerful that those who seemed to oppress him’529. This bondage is explicitly referred to as
WD? (scil. GHVPD?)XSH?U JHQHVLQ.

The other fetters, the shackles of the realm of genesis (WD? SHUL? JHQHVHZM) must be
interpreted as the limitations imposed by the physical body and its being subject to the
processes of generation and corruption. Besides, Andrew explicitly refers to these bondages
by pregnantly referring to the tortures ‘belonging to the prison’530, which obviously refers
both to his confinement in prison and to his body531, as the following lines clearly show532 and
the similar double meaning of GHVPZWKULRQ ‘prison’ seems to confirm533.
This latter use of GHVPD has an old tradition that relates the term both to the Orphic
conception of the body as a prison and to the Platonic myth of the cave, which also conceives
the material world and human body as the shackles that tie up the soul534. Plato himself in the
Phaedo already brings the Orphic view535 into close connection with the Pythagorean one
attributed to Philolaus that sees in the body a grave536.
The motif was taken a step further when the relationship of the soul with the body was
compared to being tied up to a corpse. Aristotle in the Protrepticus reports the opinion of
those who believe that for man being born is a sort of punishment. In this context he compares
the union of soul and body to the torture applied by Tyrrhenian pirates who tied up their
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prisoners to dead bodies537. This passage seems to have had a great impact among late
antiquity writers, since it is paraphrased by Clement of Alexandria in order to describe the
relationship of idolaters to the idols, by Iamblichus and it even came, through Cicero’s
Hortensius, to the attention of Augustine538. Given the fragmentary character of the passage,
the question as to whether or not this was really Aristotle’s opinion is uncertain. However,
this view is coherent with the opinion held by one of the interlocutors of the Aristotelian
dialogue Eudemus, who introduces the relation of Silenus to king Midas in order to support
his statement that for man the best is not to have been born539. Since it has been suggested that
king Philip of Macedonia might have been one of the conversation partners, it has also been
suggested that Aristotle might have been the leading interlocutor540. Even if at first sight these
opinions might seem to contradict the general tenor of Aristotelian philosophy, as a matter of
fact the Corpus Aristotelicum frequently stresses man’s un-free condition due to his
dependence upon externals541 and consequently defends contemplative life as the only means
to supersede his external constrictions542.
This conception of the relationship of the soul to the body is widely attested in the first
centuries of the era. It appears several times in Philo, who not only speaks of the relationship
soul-body as a bondage, but even compares human body to a tomb543 or to a prison
(GHVPZWKULRQ544 or HLUNWK545) and stresses the need of getting rid of these fetters. In Middle
Platonic context the notion appears in Plutarch, as the aforementioned fragment of the
Aristotelian Eudemus clearly shows546. Also Ammonius, according to the testimony of
Porphyry, seems to have spoken of the relationship soul-body in terms of bondage (GHVPRM)547
and Alcinous conceives the goal of philosophy as ‘the freeing and turning around of the soul
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from the body’548. A similar conception of terrestrial life as a prison also appears in Maximus
of Tyre549.
The motif is also recurrent in the Corpus Hermeticum. According to the seventh
tractate the soul is shut up in the body, which prevents it from ‘anchoring in the havens of
deliverance’550. The body is described not only as the ‘bondage of corruption’, but also as ‘the
living death, the sentient corpse, the portable tomb’551. The body is conceived as clothing for
the soul, as is also the case in the tenth tractate, entitled The Key. Even if the emphasis of this
tractate lays on the liberation of the intellect, which leaves behind soul and body, this text
describes the soul ‘as clinging to the body, held down and smothered by it’552. However, the
clearest example appears perhaps in the thirteenth tractate, in which the body is conceived as a
prison that tortures the inner man (R HQGLDTHWRM DQTUZSRM) with the suffering of the senses553.
According to the heresiologists, the notion of the fetters or GHVPRL seems also to have
been frequent among Gnostics. Hippolytus reports that the Naassenes also referred to the body
as a tomb and Carpocrates, according to the testimony of Irenaeus, spoke of the body as a
prison554. Nag Hammadi texts widely attest these views. We have already seen some of these
testimonies above555. The Paraphrasis of Shem refers to the ‘severe bondage of the body’556
and in the closing hymn of the Apocryphon of John Pronoia is said to have ‘entered into the
middle of their prison, which is the prison of the body’, while the one who was in deep sleep
answering to her call asks, ‘who is it that calls my name, and from where has this hope come
to me, while I am in the chains of the prison’557. The statement in the Origin of the World is
very similar, as it says that the souls ‘were shut up in the prisons of the moulded bodies
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<until> the consummation of the aeon’558. Also the Book of Thomas the Contender refers to
the body as a tomb a couple of times559.
These views are further attested by Clement of Alexandria, who echoing Philo refers
to the body as a VDUNLNR?M GHVPRM or ‘fleshy bondage’560 and compares it to a prison561. He
also echoes the Aristotelian comparison of the union soul-body to the torture used by
Tyrrhenian pirates562. Later on, the same ideas would play an important role in Plotinus,
Porphyry and the later Neoplatonism563.
The abundant parallels in such a variety of contexts show that the conception of the
fetters imposed to the DQTUZSRM by his material existence had become a commonplace. In
AA, however, this view is not a simple topos, for the releasing of the bondages that tie up the
DQTUZSRM to a false existence is at the core of its message. AA’s radical negative view of

material realm and of the physical body brings our text into close connection with the
parallels of the Corpus Hermeticum, particularly those of the seventh tractate, and the Gnostic
examples from the Nag Hammadi library.
3.2.2.1.3. Man’s Imprisonment
Due to his forgetfulness and to the shackles of soul and body, the intellect has been thrown
into the deformities (DLV[K)564 of material realm and driven into the captivity of the spell of
externals. If the oblivion and the fetters might be seen as cause and means of the captivity,
respectively, the spellbound of externals represent its consummation. AA repeatedly refers to
the ‘presents’ or ‘bribes’ (GZUD) of externals and relates them to the devil, with whom
externals are closely associated565. We have already commented on the conception of
immanent realm as in continuous flux above566. What interests us now is the notion that man,
unaware of his deceit, remains trapped in this realm of change and decay and contributes
through ignorance to the perpetuation of his alienation.
The conception of the sensible as the imprisonment of the true man who due to senseperception and deluding representation (IDQWDVLD) remains unaware of its forgery appears
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both in the Corpus Hermeticum and among Gnostics. According to the second Hermetic
fragment preserved by Stobaeus, only the transcendent realm is true, while everything that is
generated is essentially a forgery, which is perpetuated by means of IDQWDVLD or ‘perceptual
appearance’567. Like in AA568, only intellection or thought (QRKVLM) can liberate the true man
from his captivity in the realm of the sensible569. A comparable idea of the immanent realm
can be found in the Gnostic Treatise on Resurrection, where the totality of the sensible world
(NRVPRM) is equated to a mere false or deluding representation570.
Beside this deformation of reality resulting from sensorial perception and IDQWDVLD,
externals may also actively persuade the immanent man by bribing him with the satisfaction
of his senses and the resulting affections and desires. Given his current lack of rationality,
man’s life has become a mere fulfilling the needs of his physical being. In this sense, it seems
obvious that the use of GZURQ to refer to that which flatters man’s senses and desires must be
understood either in its pejorative sense ‘bribe’ or at least as an ironical use of the positive
sense ‘presents’.
3.2.2.2. AA’s Trichotomic Conception of the Immanent Man
AA’s conception of man reveals a clear trichotomic scheme that distinguishes intellect, soul
and body571. We have already pointed out that the intellect, even if the only divine element in
man, appears to be constrained to such an extent by his soul and his body that it needs to be
awaken or reminded of572. As far as the soul is concerned, it is mainly conceived as the seat of
affections and its predominantly irrational character subdues rationality573. The body, finally,
contributes with its sensorial perception to the prolongation of the intellect’s captivity574.
A similar trichotomy of man appears for the first time explicitly stated in Plutarch’s
On the Face of the Moon. In this dialogue, Sulla defends the view that man does not consist of
two parts, namely soul and body, but rather of three, viz. intellect, soul and body, and in order
to support his point disproves the opinion that considers the intellect a part of the soul575.
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Sulla, moreover, establishes a clear hierarchy among the parts: QRXM JDU \X[KM RÃV \X[K
576

VZPDWRM DÆPHLQRQ HVWL NDL THLRWHURQ




The same hierarchy is at work in the tenth Hermetic tractate, called The Key, which

not only clearly distinguishes body, soul and intellect, but also stresses the higher rank of the
intellect, without which the soul resembles an irrational animal577. According to this text, only
the intellect is divine and recovers its true nature after taking off the clothes of the soul that
served it as a vehicle578. Such a distinction was also current among Gnostics. The
heresiologists report a very similar conception among the Valentinians, although in this case
the QRXM has been replaced by the SQHXPD. Indeed, Clement reports that according to the
Valentinians the spiritual elements must leave behind their souls before they can achieve the
vision of God579 and Irenaeus similarly points out that in their view souls are not admitted in
the Pleroma580. According to the Marcosians of Irenaeus, the spiritual element also leaves
behind its bondage (GHVPRM), namely the soul, before returning to its abode581. Besides, as we
have already seen above, numerous Gnostic texts establish a clear differentiation between
intellect and soul582.
As already stated, this conception of the intellect as the divine element in man reveals
a Peripatetic background583. When paying attention to the development of the trichotomic
view of man that appears in Plutarch, the Corpus Hermeticum and among Gnostics this
background becomes even clearer584. Deuse suggested that on the basis of Timarchus’ myth in
the Plutarchaean On the Sign of Socrates it is possible to see how Plutarch develops his
distinction between intellect and soul from a basic bipartite conception of the soul consisting
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of a rational and an irrational part585. This conception recurrently appears in Aristotle, both in
the Corpus and in the fragments, and can be traced back to Plato586. It is interesting, however,
that the Peripatetic Cratippus seems to have held an opinion similar to that of Plutarch.
According to the testimony of Cicero587, Cratippus conceived human soul as consisting of two
parts, namely a mortal and non-separable soul related to bodily functions such as perception,
movement and desire, and an immortal and divine soul exclusively engaged in thought. His
emphasis on the separability of the rational part and the fact that it comes into us from without
(extrinsecus) evokes the combination of On the Soul 3.5 and the Generation of Animals,
which already seems to appear in Theophrastus588 and in Dicaearchus589.
3.2.2.2.1. Man’s Intellect as a Potentiality and its Actualisation by the Logos
In AA man’s intellect appears to be a simple potentiality and as such remains unnoticed and
subdued by the irrational soul and the body. We have already commented both on the
precedents and on the parallels to AA’s views590. What is of interest in the present context is
that this dormant, potential intellect can be awoken from its slumber by means of the light of
the ORJRM591. Whereas until this point man remained trapped in the realm of physical
existence, the glance at his own, true nature facilitated by the words allows for the first time
the appearance of rationality592. This will permit, first, a rational selection of the influx of
information proceeding from sensorial perception and, secondly, a control of the IDQWDVLD or
‘perceptual appearance’593. Besides, owing to his being engaged in rationality, the individual
is able now to check the irrational part of his soul and consequently affections and this
continuous controlling exercise in turn invigorates the rational part of the soul594.
The effect of this development of rationality is that human intellect is for the first time
able to exercise its own activity. Having reorganised the spheres of sensorial perception and
affections, the ORJRM allows the intellect to achieve its full actualisation in order to liberate
itself, in the next step, from all physical constrictions595.
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3.2.2.2.2. The Soul
AA endorses the Platonic-Aristotelian bipartition of the soul that we have seen above596.
Indeed, AA distinguishes between a rational part (WR? GLDQRKWLNR?Q PHURM)597 of the soul naturally
engaged in thought and an irrational one, which is seat of the affections and which due to its
close connection with the body is directly affected upon by sensorial perception598.
As far as the former is concerned, it is also responsible for reaching and preserving the
balance within the soul that may protect it from an excessive exposure to externals599. In
doing so this rational part works with two sorts of materials, namely with internal and external
stimuli. On the one hand, reason provides the soul with a rationally correct idea of what the
individual receives from sensorial perception. On the other hand, the rational part is open to
external stimuli in the form of rational speech600, by means of which it either corrects or
completes wrong or deficient information proceeding from outside. As for the irrational part,
it mostly reacts under the influence of externals, as a result of which it is naturally prone to
excess. The individual’s positive or negative experiences are immediately transformed in
equivalent affections whose measure or intensity depends on the intensity of the stimulus. Due
to the incapacity of the irrational part to keep by itself affections within borders, individuals
with an unsettled or excessively strong irrational part will dangerously be apt to fall not only
under the domination of moveable externalities, but also under the tyranny of the very
excessive character of emotions601.
In ideal conditions rational and irrational parts of the soul appear to be in an original
balance, a condition in which the natural hierarchical disposition of rationality governing
irrationality remains unaltered. This balanced constitutive structure and the hierarchical
disposition of the soul redound to a coherent perception of reality, for reason controls
perception, and to a harmonious experience of affections, for reason subdues and controls
immoderate emotional responses602.
However, man’s current state is far from this ideal absence of external stimuli. On the
contrary, materiality is exerting an incessant influence on the individual and this influence is
immediately transformed into affections603. The influx of information combined with a lack of
attention by the rational part may easily alter the internal structure of the soul, changing the
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natural hierarchy between both irrational and rational parts604. The uncontrolled appearance
and development of affections such as love and fear, grief and sorrow strengthen the irrational
part of human soul and put the individual in the dangerous vicious circle of passionate
extreme reactions towards externals. In this vicious circle rationality is completely subdued by
irrationality and affections follow one another in a quasi-causal sequence605.
This bipartition of the soul, although it might be traced back to Plato606, is recurrent in
Aristotle and very widespread in the first centuries of the era607. Philo not only distinguishes
between rational and irrational parts608, he also states against Chrysippus that affections
cannot have their origin in judgement or reason609 and brings the irrational part of the soul,
affections, body and sensorial perception into close connection with one another610. The same
bipartition is a rather established issue in Middle Platonism. Like Philo, Plutarch disproves the
Stoic view that considers passions wrong judgements. In his opinion, the soul is divided into
the rational and irrational parts611 and the affections have their origin in the latter part, due to
its close connection with the body612. Alcinous not only distinguishes between the rational and
irrational parts within the human soul and locates them in different parts of the body; he also
stresses their intrinsic differences, the continuous conflict between both and the diverse ways
to cultivate them613. However, their radical different character comes to the foreground in
Alcinous’ treatment of affections, which he considers neither judgements nor opinions, but
rather motions of the irrational part of the soul614. Whereas the rational part of the soul is
immortal, the irrational one dissolves with the death of the body615.
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Also Galen of Pergamon states the inner division of the soul and considers, like
Alcinous, that they have different RXVLDL616, as a result of which their relationship is
frequently conflictive. In his view, the rational part is immortal and the irrational one
mortal617. In line with the previous examples, Galen also disproves the Chrysippaean
conception of SDTRM and relates affections to the irrational part of the soul618. Maximus of
Tyre presents a similar conception of the soul, although he tends to equate the rational part
with the intellect and calls it HQQRXM \X[K619. He nevertheless distinguishes between a mortal
part of the soul that includes all irrational aspects and an immortal part endowed with
reasoning620.
Given the presence of these ideas in all these Middle Platonic sources it is not
surprising to find them in Clement of Alexandria too. Even if sometimes he echoes Plato’s
tripartition of the soul in ORJLVWLNRQ, TXPRHLGHM and HSLTXPKWLNRQ and locates them in different
parts of human body621, he tends to group the last two in the irrational part and presents thus
the known bipartite division622. Besides, as Lilla has pointed out, Clement’s distinction of two
different SQHXPDWD dwelling in man must be related to this basic distinction between the
rational and the irrational parts of the soul. The SQHXPD VDUNLNRQ or VZPDWLNRQ includes the
irrational functions in itself and is clearly differentiated from the rational faculty of the
soul623.
According to all these documents the rational part of the soul is clearly superior to the
irrational one and in normal circumstances it should easily rule over and control irrational
drives. In accordance with these examples, AA not only conceives human soul as consisting of
two parts, but also sees in the rational part the ruling principle. However, given the fall of the
intellect and its wandering in the realm of physis, irrationality appears to have taken over the
control of the soul and to subdue the rational part by means of affections. As we shall see in
the next section, this is due to the predominance of sensorial perception, which seems to bring
soul, or at least its irrational part, and body into close connection with one another.
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3.2.2.2.3. The Physical Body
AA’s conception of the physical body is very negative. Man’s body represents a major
obstacle for the achievements of his real being, for on the one hand, it urges him to the
satisfaction of bodily functions and needs624 and, on the other, obscures man’s understanding
by means of sensorial perception and IDQWDVLD or ‘perceptual appearance’625. Given the fact
that the intellect is constrained by the soul and the body there is an absolute lack of control of
the information provided by the senses. As a result man is trapped not only by externals but
also by a false perceptual appearance of things that triggers his affections and urges him to
satisfy the concomitant desires626.
The close connection of perception and affections –i. e., of body and soul— shows that
despite the trichotomic conception of man, a more basic dichotomy distinguishing between an
essential part endowed with reason and a material one comprising soul and body comes
nevertheless to the foreground. A comparable combination appears in the Corpus
Hermeticum. In the ninth tractate sensorial perception is equated with matter (XOLNK), while
intellection is described as ‘essential’ (RXVLZGKM)627. As Scott has pointed out, in spite of
minor differences this notion seems to rely on Asclepius, where a similar distinction is stated.
We have already seen that, according to Asclepius, man consists of two parts, one of them
‘essential’ and another ‘material’628. It is interesting that while the essential part is equated
with the intellect, the material one seems to comprise, like in AA, soul and body629. This close
connection body-soul, which as we have seen is of Aristotelian origin630, is further echoed by
a Hermetic fragment preserved by Stobaeus that describes sensorial perception as equally
affecting body and soul. According to this fragment there is no sense-perception without joy
([DUD) and pain (OXSK): ‘pain and enjoyment, being corporeal are stirred up by sensations and
take hold of the irrational parts of the soul; and therefore I say both of them work mischief.
Enjoyment causes sensation to be accompanied by pleasure, and so forthwith becomes the
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cause of many evils to the man who feels it; and pain, producing intense distress and anguish
<spoils a man’s life>”631.
A similar conception is at work in AA, for sensorial perception seems to be
transformed into pleasure and fear632 thus affecting the irrational part of the soul. The
Peripatetic background of this conception both in the Corpus Hermeticum and in AA seems to
be clear, for the Aristotelian On Sleep and Waking clearly puts sense perception in relation
both to body and soul when it states that sensation is a ‘movement of the soul through the
agency of the body’633. This background is further supported by the appearance in AA’s
section of the notion of IDQWDVLD, a ‘perceptual appearance’ that is in close connection both
with sensorial perception and with the irrational part of the soul but has no share in thought.
We cannot agree with Hornschuh when he suggests that the appearance of the term IDQWDVLD
in this context might imply Stoic influence634, for Stoics closely associate sensation with
thinking and this is certainly not the case in AA. According to the testimony of Sextus
Empiricus, indeed, Stoics equated sensation with thought635 and the same can be concluded
from Diogenes Laertius’ report that for Stoics rational beings as opposed to animals have
‘rational representations’ (IDQWDVLDL ORJLNDL) and that these are ‘thoughts’ (QRKVHLM)636. In
AA, the speech to the brethren deals with sensorial perception and to a certain extent with the
resulting affections without including in this context any reference to the relationship of both
with intellection or thinking637. AA, therefore, seems to conceive sensorial perception,
IDQWDVLD and affections as following one another in a quasi automatic fashion. This is clear in

the fact that as soon as rationality (re)appears by means of Andrew’s intervention, it interrupts
the normal sequence sensation-IDQWDVLD-affection and liberates man from his dependence on
externals638.
In this sense, it seems more reasonable to put AA’s conception of sensorial perception,
perceptual appearance and affections in connection with the Aristotelian views on the issue.
As a matter of fact, Aristotle distinguishes in On the Soul perceptual appearance both from
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discursive thinking in all its stages and forms639 and from intuitive thinking (QRXM)640. As we
shall see in the section dealing with ethics, it is precisely the mediating position between
sense-perception and thought attributed to perceptual appearance by Aristotle that allows AA
to conceive affections not as ‘wrong thoughts’ in Stoic sense, but rather as movements in the
irrational part of the soul directly depending on IDQWDVLD. Aristotle not only asserts that error
is likely to appear at the level of perceptual appearance641, but also that many ‘living creatures
frequently act in accordance with them (scil. IDQWDVLDL), some, viz., the brutes, because they
have no mind, and some, viz., men, because their mind is temporarily clouded over by
emotion, or disease, or sleep’642. It is precisely the latter case that fits AA’s conceptual
background, for as we have repeatedly mentioned, man’s mind in AA appears to be numb
under the influence both of affections and of the slumber of oblivion.
This interpretation of AA’s conception of sensorial perception and perceptual
appearance as exclusively related to the material being on the basis of the Aristotelian
discussion on the issue receives support from a passing reference in Alcinous’ Didaskalikos.
As we mentioned above, Alcinous sharply distinguishes between rational and irrational parts
of the soul, attributes to them different RXVLDL and considers one of them immortal and the
other mortal643. In explaining this fact, one of the reasons he adduces is that irrational souls
are driven by mere representation (\LO IDQWDVL HODXQRPHQDM) and do not make use of
reason or judgment644. It has been suggested that Alcinous refers here not to human but to
animal souls, for he does not speak of ‘different souls’ in man but rather of ‘parts’ within his
soul, namely the ORJLVWLNRQ and the SDTKWLNRQ645. But even in this case, it is clear that for
Alcinous the irrational part of human soul is equivalent to irrational souls of animals, for the
SDTKWLNRQ is said to be also in animals
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and both of its constitutive parts, namely TXPLNRQ

and HSLTXPKWLNRQ, to be mortal647. Besides, Proclus also attributes to Alcinous the theory that
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the irrational part of human soul is mortal648. It seems clear that Alcinous, in line with the
Aristotelian statement, brings IDQWDVLD into close connection with the material and mortal
part of the soul and conceives it as clearly separated from thought. On the other hand, this
seems also to be the case with Plutarch, for in On the Generation of the Soul in the Timaeus,
he endows the irrational soul with a IDQWDVWLNRQ (‘imagination’) or a IDQWDVWLNK? IRUD
(‘imaginative impulse’) or NLQKVLM (‘imaginative motion’)649
The relevance of this conception of IDQWDVLD in the thought of the period is further
attested by its frequent appearance in the Corpus Hermeticum, in which ‘perceptual
appearance’ is related to bodily perception and distinguished from thought. So, for instance, in
the fifth tractate, which after stating that everything that appears (WR? IDLQRPHQRQ) has been
generated and that God as not-generated and ever-existent is not manifested, puts IDQWDVLD in
connection with generation and consequently with matter and the senses650. Only thought
(QRKVLM) can perceive the real being, while IDQWDVLD, receiving its material through the senses
is exclusively based on externalities651. This distinction between real being and the world of
sense-perception is once more stressed in one of the Hermetic fragments preserved by
Stobaeus that opposes the truth of the abiding realm of stability to the deceit of the ephemeral
realm of movement and corruption, which is simply produced as a sketch by IDQWDVLD652.
However, it is the second of the fragments preserved by Stobaeus that presents the most
thorough discussion of IDQWDVLD as opposed to real being and thought. The sensible, due to
its continuous change and movement is diametrically opposed to truth and it is only our
representation that provides us with a fake appearance of stability so as to form, later on,
abstractions such as ‘humanity’ (DQTUZSRWKM) while we only see an always changing man653,
which as such presents the least degree of reality654. The images or representations of the
IDQWDVLD are thus compared to a painting representing a human body that has eyes and ears

but cannot actually see nor hear655.
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All these examples show, in our view, that the Aristotelian conception of IDQWDVLD as

a middle stage between sense-perception and thought and his locating it in the soul had a great
impact in later anthropological conceptions because it suited both the cosmological and
anthropological dualism characteristic of the period656. If reality consisted of two realms,
intelligible and sensible, and man was formed out of an essential and intellective part and a
physical one, by relating IDQWDVLD to the irrational (and material) part of the soul writers of
the period could blame it for providing man with a wrong picture of the lower realm and
exonerate the intellect from responsibility in prolonging man’s sojourn in an alien
environment.
3.3. Conclusions to AA’s Anthropology
The results of this comparative analysis of AA’s anthropology are clear as to the philosophical
undercurrent of our text. This is especially evident in its tripartite conception of man and more
particularly in its views concerning the intellect, the bipartite conception of the soul and the
idea of a close relationship between sense perception and perceptual appearance. All these
issues have a parallel in Middle Platonism and more precisely in those Middle Platonists who
present the influence of Aristotelian and Peripatetic anthropology657. But they can also be
found in numerous Hermetic and Gnostic texts658. This, together with the fact that AA’s
conception of the intellect’s devolution through dispersion and ignorance is especially close to
the Valentinian system, seems to allow us to conclude that AA’s thought is very close to the
Gnostic world of ideas. This conclusion seems further to be supported by our text’s
description of the consequences of the intellect’s devolution. Even if numerous philosophical
texts of the period echo the notions of oblivion, of the fetters of materiality and of man’s
imprisonment, none of them goes so far as AA and its Hermetic and Gnostic parallels in
putting the liberation of man’s slavery in the sublunary world as goal of its message.
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4. Epistemology
4.1. Foundations
As could be expected, epistemology plays a cardinal role in our text. Since the origin of man’s
devolution is ignorance, knowledge is the only means to reverse his degradation. If ignorance
provoked the dispersion of the intellect, knowledge can restore its original unity by providing
the means for an immediate and absolute understanding.
Given the fact, however, that the original ignorance also has to cope with misleading
modes of cognition, AA pays a great deal of attention to the refutation of the delusion
proceeding both from sensorial perception659 and from judgement or opinion660. As these
inferior modes of cognition obscure and hinder the intellect’s direct perception of the single
reality, they must be neutralised before the intellect can achieve complete understanding.
After this long process of deconstruction, the intellect regains its original mode of
apprehension in order to attain the first reality.
AA shares this conception with most of the religious and philosophical texts of the age,
which conceive of philosophy as a preparation for the contemplation of higher truths661.
4.2. Ignorance and Knowledge: The Epistemological Framework of the Processes of
Devolution and Restoration of the Primal State
Obviating now the effects of the intellect’s devolution662, man’s current degraded condition
can be explained from a purely epistemological perspective. On the one hand, the downward
movement, which is equated with deficiency and imperfection, actually depicts the
progressive dispersion of discursive thinking in its search to supersede lack of knowledge. As
this movement begins in ignorance it unavoidably conduces error, then to wandering in the
realm of phenomena and finally ends up in oblivion. On the other hand, the upward
movement, which is equated with perfection and completion, describes the inversion of the
(discursive) cognitive process, by means of which what was dispersed is gradually recollected
in order to recover the primal unity preceding ignorance. The starting point for this inversion
is the external, divine intervention that facilitates the remembrance and subsequent
understanding that allows the change of mind, which in turn generates the HSLVWURIK, i.e. the
‘turn around’ of the intellect toward its proper objects. At this point the first error is corrected
659
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and this provides direct knowledge and understanding. Once so far, the next step is
intelligising, and this direct and immediate act of knowledge is no longer described in
cognitive terms but simply as ‘to see, to look at’.
The abundant terminology regarding the semantic field knowledge/ ignorance not only
allows us to reconstruct the five successive steps of dispersion of the discursive cognitive
process, which arises from a first discrepancy between subject and object in the act of
knowledge, it also allows the reconstruction of the five equivalent inverted steps that will lead
from dispersion to the unity of intuitive or theoretical knowledge.

Column A
Deficiency: Discrepancy Subject-Object

Column B
Perfection: Reunion of Subject and Object

IGNORANCE

KNOWLEDGE

(DJQRHZ)

(HSLVWDPDLRL¨GDNDWDPDQTDQZ)

DISPERSION

RECOLLECTION

(NDWDJQXPLDSROLVTDQZ)

(VXOODPEDQZDSRODPEDQZ)

ERROR

CORRECTION

(VIDOOZSWDLVPD)

(GLRUTRZNDWRUTRZHSDQRUTRZ)

WANDERING

RETURN

(SODQK)

(PHWDQRHZHSLVWUHIZ)

OBLIVION

REMEMBRANCE

(OKTK)

(XSRPLPQKVNZRUDZ)









7. The Epistemological Framework of the Processes of Devolution and Restoration

As the figure shows, from an epistemological perspective it is possible not only clearly to
distinguish the single stages of the processes of dispersion and recollection, but also to realise
that each of the steps in the latter represents the exact reverse of those in the former. It seems
obvious that the inversion intends to deconstruct each of the steps in the discursive cognitive
process that caused the increasing distance between subject and object in the act of
knowledge.
Many aspects included in this representation have already appeared in the preceding
pages: ignorance, dispersion and oblivion are recurrent issues in the historical period663. The
same can be said of notions such as awakening, returning to the primal unity and
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recollection664. What interests us here is the peculiar combination of elements, which we have
seen dispersed through various philosophical and religious milieus, so as to provide a purely
cognitive explanation of the devolution as well as of the method to restore the value lost in the
downward movement. The closest parallels to AA’s conception are to be found in Hermetic
and Gnostic sources, where ignorance is indeed the origin of disgrace and degradation, and
knowledge that of redemption. The seventh Hermetic tractate, for instance, states that lack of
knowledge is the origin of evil and urges people to take off the ‘cloth of ignorance’665, and
similar instances can also be found both in The Key and in the eleventh tractate666. At the
same time, knowledge is the only means to put an end to evil and to restore man’s true nature
to where it belongs667. But it is in the Gnostic milieu that we find the best parallels for AA’s
views. As we have already seen, the discrepancy between subject and object in the act of
knowledge as the origin of primal ignorance can be found in different Nag Hammadi texts668.
These very same texts tend to consider that the result of this ignorance is dispersion669, but
that knowledge restores the unity of what was dispersed670.
The heresiologists also reported that these notions were current among Gnostics. As
stated above, the ideas of dispersal and ignorance and that of the restoration of unity through
knowledge appear in the fragments of the Gnostic Gospel of Eve and Gospel of Philip
preserved by Epiphanius671. Most interesting is that, according to the testimony of Irenaeus,
these notions played a central role in the Valentinian system. If ignorance originates
deficiency, knowledge resolves lack of knowledge and imperfection672. Also, the notions of
sleep or slumber originated by ignorance as well as that of awakening seem to have played an
important role in this system673. Most significant, however, is that we also see exactly the
same combination of ideas among Valentinians: PHWDQRLD and HSLVWURIK674 correction675 and
663
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recollection of dispersal follow one another in the way to the recovery of the primal
knowledge and the unity of perfection676.
Both the parallel between AA’s views and the ideas preserved by the heresiologist
reports on the Valentinian system and the frequent contacts with Nag Hammadi texts with a
Valentinian background suggest a close proximity between AA’s thought and this Gnostic
group.
4.3. AA’s Epistemic Tripartition
The analysis of the elements involved in cognition shows that AA’s epistemology presents the
same overlapping of bipartite and tripartite schemes that we encountered in its cosmology,
theology and anthropology. At first sight, AA appears to present a dualistic conception of
knowledge that correlates with the dualistic thought of our text. The truth of the intelligible
and the organ that perceives it, viz. the intellect, are clearly distinguished from the deceit of
the sublunary realm and the inferior modes of perception proper to it, such as sensorial
perception and reasoning. A closer analysis, however, shows that at the same time AA works
on a threefold classification of cognition that distinguishes the clear-sighted intellect (HXR\LM
677

QRXM)

, thinking or reasoning (GLDQRLD)678 and sensorial perception (DLVTKVLM)679. Whereas

the former is simple and provides access to the unchangeable and simple reality, the latter two
have a clear composite or mixed character and deal with the lower aspects of reality.
This threefold conception of knowledge has its origins in the Old Academy.
Xenocrates already substituted the Platonic epistemic dualism DLVTKVLM (‘sensation’) - QRKVLM
(‘thought’) with the tripartition DLVTKVLM, GRFD QRKVLM: objects of sensation within (HQWRM) the
celestial sphere, objects of opinion in the heavens and objects of intellection outside the
celestial sphere680. This tripartition of being also occurs in Aristotle681, who not only
distinguishes ‘three philosophies’, namely theology, astronomy (or mathematics682) and
physics683, but also emphatically separates intellection (QRXM) from discursive reasoning
(ORJRM)684, both of which are obviously different from DLVTKVLM or sensation. Whereas the
intellect is infallible and apprehends the first principles immediately and directly, reason
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belongs to the sphere of demonstration685, involves discursive steps and implies time. This is
also the reason why belief (GRFD) is included in the sphere of reason, because it implies a
rational process by which we are persuaded686. But Aristotle’s conception of this epistemic
tripartition can clearly be seen in his discussion of representation or perceptual appearance
(IDQWDVLD) in On the Soul 3.3. When defining this notion, the Philosopher first considers
whether IDQWDVLD is any of the four knowing faculties, sensation, opinion, knowledge or
intelligence. His analysis presupposes the same tripartition, for he first compares
representation to sensation, which is always true, then to knowledge or intelligence (HSLVWKPK
K? QRXM), which is also always true, and finally to opinion, which may be either true or false,

since it belongs to the sphere of reasoning687.
A similar tripartition can be found in the Pythagorean Pseudepigrapha. According to
Archytas, only those things that are evident in themselves can be a criterion for knowledge,
i.e. the intelligibles (QRDWD) and the sensibles (DLVTDWD). Those in the middle, namely objects
of science (HSLVWDWD) and opinion (GRFDVWD), are not evident in themselves688. But it is
perhaps the testimony of Brotinus that provides us with the clearest parallel for this epistemic
tripartition, because he establishes a strict distinction between QRXM and GLDQRLD. Whereas the
intellect is simple and directed toward primal reality, reasoning is characterised by
multiplicity, and its objects are those of science and demonstration (DSRGHLNWD)689.
Alcinous seems to have implied the same triadic conception of knowledge. In the
section dedicated to the theory of knowledge, Alcinous distinguishes between intellect (QRXM),
reasoning (ORJRM) and perception (DLVTKVLM)690. He also distinguishes two levels of reasoning,
one that is accessible only to God, which we may compare to the QRXM or ‘intellect’ since it is
infallible and possesses its objects immediately, and another that is accessible to humans. This
latter sort of reasoning is open to error due to the variability of its objects691. But the clearest
proof of the underlying tripartition of knowledge is his division of human reasoning into two
parts according to the objects it is directed towards. His differentiation between HSLVWKPRQLNRM
and GRFDVWLNR?M ORJRM relies on whether reason is directed towards objects of intellection or of
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sensation692. Interesting for AA is that Alcinous only considers that which focuses on the
stable and the permanent to be true knowledge, while opinion, because it is based on sensation
and discursive reason, is open to error. So, even though preserving the Aristotelian tripartion,
sensation is no longer considered a trustful mode of cognition.
An equivalent tripartition appears in Plotinus and Neoplatonism. Plotinus distinguishes
the intellect both from discursive thinking and sense perception. Man seems to occupy a
middle position between the intelligible and the sensible, and this partaking in both spheres is
what determines his discursive nature693. Discursive reason or GLDQRLD partakes in both
intellection and sensation and is an activity of the soul as opposed to the intellect694. In
contrast to the latter, discursive thinking implies discursive steps, progression and
consequently time695. The intellect, in turn, is simple and apprehends its objects immediately
and directly696. The commentaries on Aristotle by Simplicius further attest that this
differentiation continued to play a role in later Neoplatonism. He clearly distinguishes the
unchanging and simple cognition of the intellect697 from the multiplicity of reason, which as a
function of the soul deals with what is composite and makes transitions, takes things in
succession and, consequently, implies time698.
4.4. Elements Involved in Cognition
4.4.1. The Intellect and Its Immediate Apprehension
In AA the immediate apprehension of the intellect owes its unity to the identity of the subject
that thinks and the object thought. Since the intellect is divine, when it thinks itself, it thinks
the intelligible. This self-centred act of cognition confers upon its activity an undiverted,
simple and unitary character699. Therefore, when describing this direct contemplation of the
intellect AA resorts to the expression ‘to see, to look at’ (LGHLQ)700. Such a conception of the
intellect and of the cognition proper to it is very widespread in the early centuries of the
Christian era, as the numerous parallels offered above clearly show701.
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4.4.2. Discursive Thinking and Its Mediated and Mixed Character
In AA, reasoning, which may be described as ‘(discursive) thinking’ (GLDQRLD)702 or as
‘reflection, cogitation’ (HQQRLD)703, has its seat in the rational part of the soul704. This location
determines its mixed character because it is also liable to be influenced by the irrational part,
although no explicit mention of this part as such can be found in AA’s fragment in V705, or the
affections proper to it706. Due to this mixed character reasoning can be misleading, because it
leads the individual to form opinions and judgements on the reality he partakes in, but only
rarely provides a reliable and detached analysis thereof. AA’s views, therefore, completely
coincide with those authors who inherited the Aristotelian or Peripatetic epistemology707.
4.4.3. Sensorial Perception: The Senses and Representation
As far as sensorial perception is concerned, AA mainly focuses on two of the five senses: sight
and hearing708. Sensorial as they are, this kind of perception is completely dependent upon
externalities and can therefore mislead the individual709. It consists of two stages: the
perception of the information through the senses proper and the ‘representation’ (IDQWDVLD)
or synthesis of individual perceptions that is presented to reason. It is noteworthy that in spite
of its dualism, AA does not strictly speaking condemn the senses and the information they
convey as evil. Rather, it is the objects of sensorial perception that are problematic for man,
due to their unstable and deluding character. This is, incidentally, clear proof that AA is not
antisomatic but clearly anticosmic710. To a certain extent we might affirm that for AA
sensorial perception is trustful insofar as it conveys reality as it is711. The problem therefore
does not proceed from the senses themselves, but rather from the objects of sensorial
perception. The second stage of sensorial perception, the representation orIDQWDVLD,
seemingly complicates the situation since it transforms the unstable and changeable realm by
giving man a fallacious impression of stability712.
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4.5. The Two Stages on the Way to Knowledge: Practical and Theoretical
We may conclude that AA distinguishes two kinds or stages of knowledge. The first may be
equated with practical knowledge and concerns the self-knowledge that allows the individual
to deconstruct those cognitive aspects that may interfere in his achieving the highest kind of
knowledge. Sensorial perception and representation transmit a distorted picture of reality and
must consequently be controlled by a selective attitude of the percipient individual. This
control is essential, otherwise unchecked perceptions and representations will contribute to the
forming of affections. The rational control of affections also plays a cardinal role in this first
stage of knowledge because it allows the individual to understand the nature of his soul and
helps him to keep affections within certain limits713. Finally, there is the rational control and
the understanding of the fallible character of opinion and judgement. It is this third step that
will allow the ‘change of mind’, which in turn facilitates the real ‘turn’ of the intellect towards
its proper objects.
The second stage of knowledge may be equated with theoretical knowledge. The
change of mind and the HSLVWURIK are the starting points of a gradual process that leads to
contemplation. By turning towards himself, man recognises his purely intellectual nature and
can engage in contemplation of the true and divine reality. First, he corrects the original error
and, by correcting it, he recollects himself. This recollection of what was dispersed through
ignorance produces knowledge. The original lack of knowledge has by now been superseded
and the intellect recovers its original unity. This reunion of subject and object, finally,
provides complete understanding714.
4.6. Conclusions from the Study of AA’s Epistemology
The study of AA’s epistemology confirms the results of the analysis of the previous sections.
When paying attention to particular issues the philosophical tendency of our text is more than
obvious. The numerous contacts with earlier and later philosophical texts that adopt the
Aristotelian or Peripatetic epistemology allow us to recognise the lineage of the ground
elements of its conceptual construction. This can clearly be seen in the elements involved in
cognition and in the underlying epistemic tripartition based on the Xenocratic and Aristotelian
tripartition of being. However, the comparative analysis of AA’s use and application of these
elements reveal conspicuous similarities with the Hermetic and Gnostic world of ideas. With
both movements AA shares the conception of ignorance as primal evil and of knowledge as
the only means to redeem the degraded mankind. But it is possible to be more precise. A
713
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closer analysis of the epistemological framework in which AA places the processes of
devolution and of restitution of the lost condition brings our text into close connection with
Gnosticism and more precisely with Valentinianism. Admittedly, notions such as dispersal,
ignorance, error and oblivion and their counterparts are, as we have seen, rather widespread in
numerous and widely differing texts. However, AA’s peculiar combination of all these issues
in providing a coherent explanation of man’s current condition and its possible correction has
its closest parallel in the Valentinian context.
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5. Ethics
5.1. Foundations
AA’s ethics are highly influenced by its cosmological and anthropological dualism. Given the
text’s distinction between a lower and a higher realm and between a false and a real being, it
is logical that AA’s ethics are aimed at liberating the true man from his external constrictions
and at reorienting him towards the truly existent715. As we have pointed out, this does not,
however, mean a blind and radical rejection of everything that is considered to be alien to the
true man. On the contrary: AA urges the individual to face the inferior sides of his nature and
to become aware of their functioning in order to neutralise them716. This is also a natural
consequence of AA’s anthropology. Since AA conceives of man’s current condition as a result
of an original dispersion of the intellect and of a subsequent devolution due to ignorance, the
recovery of man’s pristine state can only take place after recollecting what is disperse and
after achieving the knowledge that may bring to perfection the imperfection generated by
ignorance. In order to do so, however, individuals must first awaken their intellect and
succeed in dismantling the obstacles posed to its unhampered activity717.
AA therefore purports the individual’s active involvement in his current degraded
situation as the only means to achieve his highest ideals of transcending his physical being.
By consciously dealing with the lower aspects of his immanent being – that is, by becoming
aware of his sensorial perception, of his affections and of his GRFD or ‘opinion’ –, the
individual can neutralise the hindrance they represent for his true being and, by neutralising
them, liberate his intellect from its inferior accretions. Andrew’s role is very important in this
process because he not only transmits the essential knowledge that allows his people to have a
first glimpse of their true nature, but he also accompanies them in their laborious ethical
process of detachment from their untrue nature718.
5.2. The Good
5.2.1. The Highest Good: Contemplation
Given AA’s conception of the intellect’s degradation, its imprisonment and the subsequent
hampering of its own activity, it seems obvious that the Good will be the recovery of the
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intellect’s unrestrained contemplation of its proper objects. This achievement puts man on the
right track to attain his WHORM or goal of his life. As the intellect is his divine part and as this
part is essentially akin to the divinity, by contemplating itself the intellect simultaneously
glimpses the true realm of being. The reunion of subject and object generated by this process
provides complete and direct understanding.
Alcinous stated that, even though Plato had already dealt with the primal good in his
Lecture on Goodness719, an attentive reading of his works reveals that ‘he placed the Good for
us in the knowledge and contemplation of the primal Good, which one may term God and the
primal intellect’720. The first explicit statement on the issue, however, is by Aristotle, who
explicitly equates man’s happiness with contemplative life in the tenth book of the
Nicomachaean Ethics. He provides many arguments to support his statement, of which the
most interesting for us in the present context is that contemplation is the activity of our best
part721. Since happiness is for him an activity in accordance with virtue, ‘it is reasonable that it
should be the activity in accordance with the highest virtue; and this will be the virtue of the
best part in us’722. Man therefore achieves the happiest way of life not in virtue of his
humanity but in virtue of something within him that is divine, and this something is clearly
superior to his composite nature: ‘if then the intellect is something divine in comparison with
man, so is the life of the intellect divine in comparison with human life’723.
If the THZUKWLNR?M ELRM or ‘contemplative life’ is the happiest way of life from the point
of view of the analysis of what the intellect is ‘for us’ (SUR?M KPDM), the same can be concluded
from the analysis of what the intellect is ‘in itself’ (NDW’ DXWR? WR? SUDJPD). When commenting
on the four intellectual faculties by means of which we search for the truth, the closing section
of the Posterior Analytics distinguishes those faculties that are always true, such as scientific
knowledge (HSLVWKPK) and intuition (QRXM), from those that admit falsity, such as opinion
(GRFD) and calculation (ORJLVPRM). Of the first two, intuition or QRXM is said to be the most
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accurate, since it directly apprehends the first principles which, being more knowable than
demonstrations, cannot be apprehended by scientific knowledge. As Zeller and Merlan have
pointed out, Aristotle’s use of the term DU[DL or ‘principles’ in this context might be
interpreted in two ways. Either the DU[DL are to be the logical principles of reasoning, in
which case we have a rationalistic conception of the intellect; or they must be understood as
‘principals’ or intelligibles, in which case the Philosopher conceives the goal of the intuition
of the intellect as suprarationalistic724. The end of the Eudemian Ethics, however, seems to
weaken the first of these interpretations of the term DU[DL, because it clearly states that the
contemplation of the divinity (K WRX THRX THZULD) is the WHORM or ‘goal’ of the theoretical
faculty (WR? THZUKWLNRQ)725.
Contemplation is also the highest good in numerous religious and philosophical
contexts in later periods. Also, IURQKVLM, although in its Platonic sense of ‘wisdom’ and thus
including both theoretical and practical knowledge, is at the core of Eudorus’ conception of
the ‘assimilation to God’, which according to Cicero he attributed to Socrates, Plato and
Pythagoras726. By living according to his intellect and developing its virtue, viz. wisdom, man
becomes like God, who consequently is also conceived of as intellect. For Philo, too,
contemplation, which represents the most divine part of philosophy, is the highest good727.
Pure contemplation as the goal of philosophy is an established issue in Middle Platonism as
well. Plutarch repeatedly refers to the ultimate goal of philosophy as a mystery-like
contemplation728. But it also appears in Justin, Alcinous and Maximus of Tyre729, and through
Philo and Middle Platonism the notion even reaches Clement of Alexandria730. It further
appears in Neoplatonism where, as we will see below, it is considered as the culmination of
man’s education after he has left behind all hindrance proceeding from the lower aspects of
his being731.
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5.2.2. Preconditions for Contemplation
The idea of human good consisting of contemplation is a rather common issue in late
antiquity. However, AA paying attention not only to contemplation as such but also to the
previous steps that make it possible732 places our text in the context of those who follow
Aristotle in considering IURQKVLM or ‘practical virtue’ a necessary precondition for an
unrestrained contemplation733. Even though contemplation is the highest good, it is only the
control and organisation of perception, affections and intellection that, by eliminating the
deficiencies and excesses, provide the individual with a suitable balance that allows him to
freely engage in contemplative life734.
In the closing section of the Eudemian Ethics quoted above, Aristotle compares the
role of IURQKVLM or ‘practical wisdom’ to that of slaves in the household. Just as a slave takes
care of the necessary business of the house so as to allow his master to have leisure and to
engage in the activities proper to free men, so IURQKVLM facilitates the right choice and
acquisition of those natural goods that, avoiding defect and excess, may allow the free
contemplation of the divine735.
A similar view can be found in Philo. In spite of hesitating as to whether only moral
virtue is sufficient for happiness736 or whether the Good may also include bodily and external
things as well737, Philo states that virtue in practical life necessarily precedes attaining the
highest good, namely engaging in a contemplative way of life738. In defining virtue as a mean
as Aristotle does in his treatise On Moral Virtue739, Plutarch also clearly distinguishes
between theoretical knowledge (VRILD) and practical knowledge (IURQKVLM)740. Whereas the
latter is necessary due to our physical limitations since it eliminates excess and deficiency,
only the former ‘is that in virtue of which the most divine and blessed element of knowledge
becomes possible for us’741.
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Even though Alcinous is said to present a Stoic conception of virtue, as he upholds the
idea of the self-sufficiency of virtue742, he also considers ethical virtue a necessary
precondition to attaining the highest contemplative virtue. His analysis of the contemplative
and practical life already states that although the former is of primary value, the latter is a
matter of necessity743. This combination of praxis and contemplation can also be clearly seen
in his discussion of the various ways to attain the ‘likeness to God’, and especially that part
that establishes the preconditions for this assimilation744. Apuleius also clearly distinguishes
between the highest good, viz. the knowledge and contemplation of the primal good, and the
secondary goods that owe their character to their participation in the primal good745.
Especially interesting is that, when discussing the four cardinal virtues, Apuleius emphasises
the difference between practical virtue (IURQKVLM), concerning the knowledge of what is good
and evil as well as those things that are a mean between the two, and theoretical virtue
(VRILD), regarding the knowledge of things divine and human. The Aristotelian or Peripatetic
influence seems to be clear. This is further supported by the fact that in the same passage
Apuleius also differentiates between imperfect and perfect virtue, the latter consisting of a
combination of the spheres of IXVLM, HTRM, and PDTKVLM.
A section from the sixth Ennead of Plotinus offers a proper description of the twostage way to contemplation: ‘We learn about it (scil. the Good) by comparison and negations
and knowledge of the things which proceed from it and intellectual progress by ascending
degrees; but we advance towards it by purifications and virtues and adornings of the soul and
by gaining a foothold in the world of Intellect and settling ourselves firmly there and feasting
on its contents’747.
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We can therefore conclude that AA’s conception of the Good as consisting of
contemplation corresponds to the paramount place given by Peripateticising Middle Platonists
to VRILD or ‘theoretical wisdom’. On the other hand, in line with all these authors, AA
considers practical virtue as a necessary preparation for achieving the highest goal. Obviously,
practical virtue is not conceived of as essential to the highest good, but it is certainly
necessary because it releases the obstacles that hinder the exercise of the intellect and
provides access to the desired THZULD748.
5.3. The Goal of Man’s Life
The first good or contemplation by the intellect is essential because it contributes to attaining
the human WHORM or goal of his life. By turning to itself and by understanding its own true
essence, human intellect understands at the same time the true nature of God. This contact
means the reunion of subject and object of knowledge, a reunion in virtue of which nothing
obscure remains and the intellect achieves complete apprehension.
The process of approaching the goal of man’s life in AA can be considered as
consisting of two stages. The first stage acquires a preparatory character and is strictly
necessary because of the intellect’s loss of its primal condition. The return of the divine
element in man to its original abode represents the reverse of the process of devolution. Given
the characteristics and consequences of the latter, it seems obvious that this return implies a
previous laborious process of deconstruction or dismantling of the accretions that the intellect
gained during its devolution749. This preliminary process of deconstruction will allow the
second stage, namely the recovery of the intellect’s primal unity750.
5.3.1. The Ethical Progress toward the Goal
That the parallelism between its three progressive steps and the three spheres that contribute
to virtue shows that this process of deconstruction is conceived of as an ethical progress by
means of which man achieves practical virtue seems to be clear. We have already commented
both on the meaning and on the numerous parallels in writers of the period751. What interests
us here is that in attributing a preparatory role to human virtue, AA significantly adopts a
middle position between two antithetic tendencies within Middle Platonism with regard to the
means and the goal of the likeness to God or RPRLZVLM TH. Admittedly, this goal can be
moral progress is closely linked with attainment of the intuitive, contemplative knowledge which is the last stage
before the final vision and union’.
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considered a common characteristic of the school: it appears in Eudorus, Plutarch, Theon of
Smyrna, Alcinous, Apuleius, Maximus of Tyre and the anonymous Commentary on the
Timaeus alike752. This WHORMformula, however, does not seem to always have been
interpreted in the same way. As has been pointed out, the report of Arius Didymus shows that
for Eudorus and for other Alexandrian Platonists and Pythagoreans the goal of the
assimilation was not the ‘celestial God’ of Plato’s Phaedrus 246e, but rather the transcendent
divinity or QRKWR?M THRM753. On the other hand, Alcinous’ emphasis that the assimilation of the
WHORM formula concerned the ‘visible God’ and his denying that man’s goal could be the

transcendent God who is above virtue754 shows that the issue was a matter of controversy
within the school755. This view seems to be supported by Plotinus’ discussion of the issue and
by his assertion that by means of virtue man may very well become assimilated to that which
is beyond virtue756. According to Plotinus, virtues have a predominantly purificatory function
and the RPRLZVLM TH becomes HQZVLM or reunion757. AA speaks neither of ‘assimilation to
God’ nor of virtues, but its conception of the previous process of detachment as an ethical
progress that prepares the intellect for its highest goal on the one hand758 and, on the other, its
view both of the HSLVWURIK as a return to the primal unity759 and of contemplation as direct
apprehension of the like by the like may be compared to both Middle Platonic conceptions of
the RPRLZVLM TH.
In this sense AA shares the tendency, quite widespread in the imperial age, to conceive
of philosophy as an introductory or preliminary study in order to attain contemplation. Plato
seems already to have hinted at this distinction in the Symposium761, and this might be one of
the passages Plutarch has in mind when he affirms that for Plato philosophy culminated in a
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kind of mystery-like illumination762. In the same passage Aristotle is also said to have shared
this view, and may centuries later Psellus would affirm that for Aristotle the ultimate
contemplation took place by the illumination of the QRXM763. Philo also states that philosophy
is a preparation for higher wisdom764, and he speaks of this last stage as the ‘greater
mysteries’765. A similar idea appears in a Middle Platonist of the beginning of the second
century, Theon of Smyrna, who compared the five successive steps in the study of Plato to the
five steps of initiation into a mystery religion766. The same idea appears in Alcinous’ closing
remarks to the section on the ‘likeness to God’767. True, the contents of the preparatory studies
are instead the encyclopaedic sciences, but Alcinous’ use of the term PXHLVTDL ‘to be initiated’
reflects the same conception of philosophy as a mystery-like initiation. Through Philo and
Middle Platonism the notion even reaches Clement of Alexandria768.
5.3.2. The Return of the Divine Element to its Original Unity
AA’s conception of a complementarity of the practical and theoretical virtues is certainly
similar to Plotinus’ conception of the SROLWLNDL?DUHWDL or ‘civic virtues’ as the previous
purification in order to achieve a higher stage in which contemplation is possible769. However,
we should not consider this similarity as due to Neoplatonic influence. In spite of the
resemblance there remain important differences. AA neither argues the necessity of the
previous process by defending the purificatory character of practical virtue nor equates the
final stage of purification with the reunion with the divine. Rather, AA conceives of the
process of deconstruction as that which allows the intellect to turn to itself (HSLVWUHIHLQ)770.
Through the knowledge gained by this introversion the intellect is said to recollect itself and
to recover its true condition, to overcome the fetters that imprisoned it and to supersede what
seemed to oppress it771. At this point the intellect is able to fulfil the return to its original
abode.
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The intellectualistic undercurrent of this return is due to the fact that the origin of the
process of devolution was also considered in an intellectualist manner772. If a primal
ignorance generated a deviation of the intellect from its proper objects, the knowledge
provided by Andrew’s words allowed the intellect to wake up from its lethargy and to reorient
its sharp sight to what is akin to it. It is at this point that PHWDQRLD or ‘change of mind’ is
possible; knowledge about the own origin and nature for the first time allows a free choice,
since the original ignorance prevented the first humans from acting or choosing freely773. The
return or HSLVWURIK presents a clear voluntaristic charge and is conceived of as a free and
unconditional ‘turn around’ towards what man really is. R.E. Witt defines this sort of
774

HSLVWURIK as a ‘turn around of the mind, an “intention of the will and the intellect”’

. He

contrasts it with the more ‘popular’ use of the term in the sense of ‘conversion’, such as
attested in Matt 18:3 or Acts 15:3. However, Witt further argues that HSLVWURIK in its
philosophical sense owes its development to Stoics and Platonists alike. He refers both to
Seneca and to Marcus Aurelius and compares their views to Platonic, Middle Platonic and
Neoplatonic conceptions of the HSLVWURIK, as if the return to the original unity as defended by
these sources could be reduced to the same underlying motivation775. Dodds arrives at a
similar conclusion when, finding the motif in Alcinous and Seneca, he suggests its possible
Poseidonian origin776. In our opinion, the Stoic and the Platonic conceptions, despite their
terminological similarity, are radically different both in their premises and in their goals. If the
Stoic notion implies the view that the HSLVWURIK represents an alteration (PHWDEROK) of the self
that provides the individual with the restitution of his unity with the all777, the Platonic notion
implies recalling the own true nature, which stresses man’s intrinsic difference from and
alienation in the cosmos. Whereas the Stoic conception intends to allow man’s consciousness
of his being a part of the whole and therefore urges him to live according to nature778, the
Platonic version intends to deny man’s kinship with the cosmos and to remove him from the
realm of nature.
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This turn of the mind in AA has its remote origin in Plato’s Republic and his imagery
about the ‘turning of the eye of the soul’779. The motif was reinterpreted by Alcinous, who
combines the notions of ‘awakening’ and ‘turning’ in order to explain the relationship
between the first God and the intellect of the Cosmic-soul, an explanation that already merges
the Timaeus with Aristotelian noetics. By turning the soul towards itself, the first God allows
the Cosmic-soul to look at the QRKWDor ‘intelligibles’ by which the Cosmic-soul’s intellect
achieves its full actuality and is able to operate in the sublunary world780. Alcinous states that
the cosmic and human souls have been shaped out of the same material781 and, in this sense,
even if he is not explicit on the issue, we might expect that this ‘awakening’ and this ‘turning’
are also enacted in the individual soul.
In order to find an explicit reference we have to look to Maximus of Tyre, who
explicitly refers to the soul turning the intelligence towards itself as a means to re-encounter
‘pure truth, free from imperfect images’782. Even though Maximus may elsewhere associate
the motif of the inward turn with that of the flight of the mind or Himmelsreise783, his tenth
oration On Learning and Recollection closely links the motif with that of ‘awakening’784. It is
precisely this stage of development that allows us to see the different character of the Middle
Platonic notion when compared with the Stoic one. In Maximus the HSLVWURIK is not a
PHWDVWURIK? SUR?M WD? THLD or ‘turn around towards the divine’. Rather, it is an inward turn, for

the divine is in oneself and this not by virtue of man’s partaking in the all but by virtue of his
absolute difference to the all and due to his kinship with transcendence. The same can be
concluded from another parallel to AA’s view in the Corpus Hermeticum, which also implies
the notion of man’s VXJJHQHLD or ‘kinship’ with the divine instead of that of a VXQGHVPRM or
‘bond of union’. In Poimandres, as in AA, self-knowledge occupies a central position, for by
knowing oneself one knows God. The first Hermetic tractate not only states that ‘he who
knows himself goes to himself’, but also that when man recognises that he is made out of light
and life like God, he discovers his kinship with the divine. Therefore this text claims, ‘Let he
who has intellect recognise himself’, since by recognising himself he is automatically reunited
with God’s essence785.
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In AA, however, the motif is elaborated more than in these Middle Platonic and
Hermetic parallels. AA’s references to imperfection (WR? DWHOHM) and to deficiency (WR? HQGHHM),
together with references to the turning to oneself as bringing this deficiency to perfection,
brings our text especially close to the Valentinian version of HSLVWURIK. Irenaeus, indeed,
reports the relevance of the notion in the system of Ptolemy and interestingly refers to a
necessary previous ‘disposition’ (GLDTHVLM) for this turning (to the father)786. This reference is
particulary interesting because the term repeatedly appears in AA as opposed to VXQWLTKPL
(‘agree’) precisely in those contexts in which Andrew urges his listeners not to agree with
externals but rather to ‘dispose’ themselves according to the words787.
Even more interesting is the parallel provided by the Gospel of Truth. This text not
only shares with AA the view of the soteriological process as a ‘return to the source of all
being, which is simultaneously a return to one’s true self’788, as Gnostic texts generally do.
Like AA, it also argues that knowledge provides the final and desired restoration of the
incompleteness and imperfection that originated in the primal ignorance789. This interpretation
is supported by the following passage, which almost looks like a paraphrase of Andrew’s
statement in AA that he and Maximilla bring to perfection ‘what was imperfect in Adam’ and
‘what Eve was lacking’790: ‘For he who is ignorant is in need and what he lacks is great, since
he lacks that which will make him perfect’791. The similarities are obvious. The Gospel of
Truth not only conceives of knowledge as restoring the primal perfection, it also implies that
imperfection came about as a result of dispersion792. In order to reverse this process of
devolution, individuals must become aware of their origin and belonging. This is the reason
why the Gospel states that ‘it is about themselves that they receive instruction, receiving it
from the Father, turning again to him’793. The Gospel of Truth repeatedly refers to the fact that
the perfection of the Totality is in the Father himself and that, therefore, in order to recover it,
the Totality must return to him. This lack is not negatively dealt with, since it is precisely that
which allows the Totality to return to the Father, ‘for if this aeon had thus [received] their
786
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[perfection], they could not have come […] the Father’794. This imperfection is perfected by
the Father who, although he originally retained their perfection795, ‘grants it to them as a
return to him and a perfectly unitary knowledge’ (Ntey Nàrhç NàhtW e{w}|< mmaw ney
Noysto éaraw | mN oysane, oyeei àN oy|èvk)796.
The similarities between the Gospel of Truth and AA are thus striking. We merely need
to substitute Jesus for Andrew to get not only precisely the same motifs but also the same
development. In addition to all these similarities there is still one more issue that deserves
special attention. Like AA, which closely associates PHWDQRLD and HSLVWURIK, the Gospel of
Truth states that ‘return is called PHWDQRLD’, either equating both terms with one another or,
rather, conceiving the latter as a sine qua non of the former797. In commenting upon the use of
PHWDQRLD in the Tripartite Tractate, Kasser et al. follow Norden and rightly translate the term

as ‘résipiscence, prise de conscience de soi-même’798. This ‘becoming aware’ is precisely the
sense that suits AA, since there is no place for ‘repentance’ in a text in which DJQRLD or
‘ignorance’ and not free will caused the process of devolution799. The term PHWDQRLD,
consequently, must be understood as the process by which one becomes aware and distances
oneself from one’s former way of life, but without including moral undertones800: it is the
detachment from what is worse due to the remembrance of what is better801. This becoming
aware and the subsequent process of introversion provide the necessary self-knowledge in
order to overcome man’s inferior being. This process, however, should not be understood as
793
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the qualitative change that transforms man’s nature. It is rather the contrary: by means of the
HSLVWURIK man rejects what he is not and what he has never been in order to recover what he

really is.
The concept of the HSLVWURIK as we find it in AA and in the Gospel of Truth is also
attested (due to Gnostic influence?) by Clement of Alexandria. He, too, equates the process of
introversion with an ‘undiverted return towards God’802 by means of which the mind becomes
a unity with itself and with God803. The continuity of this train of thought is further attested by
the cardinal importance of the issue both in Plotinus and in later Neoplatonism804.
5.4. Affections
In dealing with affections, AA, then, does not purport a complete extirpation thereof, but
rather their control and balance by means of reason. The essential role of PHWULRSDTHLD in our
text is not only due to the fact that the continuous exercise of reason reinforces the controlling
function of rationality, but also because the rational recharacterisation of affections is
essential in order to achieve the highest goal of man’s life805, viz. the contemplation of the
divine that reunites him with the transcendent806. In a last analysis Andrew’s activities are
concerned with the ethical education of his followers in order for them to pursue the real good
and not the apparent good807.
Even though PHWULRSDTHLD is a rather widespread issue both in the Hellenistic period –
it appears in the Old Academy, Aristotle and Peripatos, Middle Stoicism and apparently even

interprets PHWDQRLD in this passage as ‘remorse’, ‘repent’, he mentions the very same terms that appear in AA,
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in Antiochus808 – and in late antiquity, AA’s use and application to the achieving of man’s
goal might help us to give our text a more precise place in the intellectual world of the period.
Due to Middle Platonic influence, moderation of affections appears in Philo and in Clement of
Alexandria, although these two writers consider it a kind of preparation for the ideal and
complete extirpation of affections that characterise the sage. Thus, for instance, although
Philo may praise the moderation of affections809 he does so only insofar as it represents a
gradual process leading to the absolute DSDTHLD810. Due to Philonian influence, Clement
defends exactly the same view811: he also conceives PHWULRSDTHLD as a first stage in which
man proceeds to control affections by means of reason and which must finally be superseded
by the state in which passions have been completely eliminated812.
AA’s position is rather different because it considers that affections, when controlled
through moderation and reason, contribute to man’s well-being and help him to achieve his
highest goal813. Once so far, obviously, rational affections are completely superseded, but this
is a natural process that does not include a conscious extirpation. It is possible to connect AA’s
views with Middle Platonism, a context in which moderation of the passions is a standard
issue. The Aristotelian origin of this conception of affections hardly needs elaboration. In
addition to the numerous passages in the Corpus Aristotelicum, many testimonies of late
antiquity identify it as definitely Peripatetic814. It already appears in Plutarch, who denies not
only the usefulness but also the possibility of completely eradicating affections815. In a clear
Aristotelian vein, Alcinous not only considers certain affections necessary and beneficial
when controlled by moderation, but also bases his defence of metriopatheia on the
Aristotelian definition of virtue as a mean816. In line with Alcinous, Maximus of Tyre adopts
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the same position817 and, according to the testimony of Aulus Gellius, Calvenus Taurus also
defended metriopatheia against Stoic DSDTHLD818
Plotinus’ position has been compared with Philo’s and Clement’s conception819. As we
have seen, he regards virtues as purifications that lead to the superseding of the constrictions
that hinder unrestrained contemplation820. However, his view of the DSDTHLD cannot, strictly
speaking, be equated with the Stoic notion thereof, for he never speaks of an active repression
or elimination821.
Unlike these previous examples, AA does not purport the eradication of affections,
because they contribute to the last goal of contemplation.
5.5. The Virtues
As far as virtue is concerned, the preceding discussion makes clear that AA considers both
ethical and theoretical virtue as essential. Ethical virtue is achieved by reason, which allows
man to attain the right mean between the extremes of excess and deficiency. This mastery of
reason in all three spheres of human existence helps the individual to eliminate his
dependence upon issues that are alien to his true rational nature. The active exercise of reason
facilitates a natural superseding of these alien aspects without requiring the individual to
repress or to extirpate what is not his. The underlying notion is the old Socratic tenet that no
one errs voluntarily. Once the right internal balance is restored and man recovers the full
capacity of his understanding, he naturally chooses the real and not the apparent good.
5.6. Conclusions Concerning the Study of AA’s Ethics
The above sketch of AA’s conception of virtue as well as the other ethical aspects reviewed in
the previous sections show that as far as ethics are concerned our text can be placed within the
Aristotelian-Peripatetic ethical tradition822. This is not surprising: this tradition is the most
fitting for AA’s theology and anthropology since it provides the method by means of which
man can transcend his degraded condition and recover his primal state. Given the fact that
numerous Middle Platonists adopt the Peripatetic ethical framework as well, it is plausible
that AA’s writer received this conception through their mediation and not directly from the
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Aristotelian Ethics or indirectly from other doxographical works. Middle Platonic inspiration
of AA’s Peripateticising ethics is especially evident in its combination of two antithetic
positions within the school with regard to the ways to and goal of the ‘assimilation to God’.
On the one hand, AA adopts the view defended by Alcinous that ethical virtue is the necessary
preparation that allows the intellect to focus on its proper objects. On the other hand, it adopts
the view defended by Eudorus and others that the goal of the assimilation was the
transcendent and not the visible God823.
6. Conclusions from the Systematic and Comparative Analysis of AA’s Thought
The study of AA’s thought on the exclusive basis of AA’s fragment in V provides much more
uniform results than those achieved by previous analyses based on an indiscriminate use of
the extant textual witnesses. Isolated from the remaining textual testimonies and analysed in
itself, AA’s fragment in V presents a consistent and coherent thought without serious internal
contradictions.
The five parts into which we divided our analysis, cosmology, theology, anthropology,
epistemology and ethics, are not only compatible with one another but even present a high
degree of internal cohesion. This seems to rule out the possibility of seeing in AA’s views the
expression of an indiscriminate combination of ideas that were widely held at the time of its
composition. AA’s thought naturally reflects the religious and philosophical atmosphere of the
second half of the second and first half of the third centuries, but not haphazardly. Its internal
coherence shows that the author of AA neither provides a combination of commonplaces nor
an eclectic arrangement of those ideas that best suited his purposes. Rather, AA expresses the
convictions and views on reality of its writer, whose ideas were naturally influenced by
contemporary religious and philosophical thought.
6.1. Philosophical Influences on AA’s Thought
As far as AA’s philosophical influences are concerned, the closest parallels to our text are to
be found in the Middle Platonic context. As our previous analysis has sufficiently shown,
most cosmological, theological, anthropological, epistemological and ethical views in our
text, despite its peculiar use and application to its own purposes, are attested in Middle
Platonic sources as well.
Regarding cosmology, AA’s tripartite conception of the universe, which was first
stated by Xenocrates and Aristotle, is an established issue in the imperial age and, as such, can
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be frequently found in Middle Platonism. AA’s conception of the transcendent realm as the
region beyond time, movement and change and that of immanence as the unstable sphere
subject to flux and the processes of generation and corruption is widely attested in this
context.
The same can be said of AA’s theology. The application of the methods of eminence
and abstraction to achieve knowledge of God has its best parallels in Middle Platonic sources.
In spite of stating that ultimate knowledge of the divinity is attained by means of the via
negationis only, Middle Platonists also admit the preparatory validity of other methods, such
as eminence or analogy. This combination of cognitive methods is obviously related to
another issue, which is characteristic of the period and which AA shares with Middle
Platonists, namely the hesitation as to the nature of God, who is sometimes conceived of as
the supreme being and other times as transcending the realm of being altogether. The former
notion has an old Platonic origin and the latter might already have appeared in an Old
Academic context. Given the fact that the notion of the One or transcendent divinity that
derived from the ‘first hypothesis’ of the Platonic Parmenides is also recurrent in Middle
Platonic philosophers, the hypothesis of a Neopythagorean influence on AA’s notion of God is
unnecessary.
As far as anthropology is concerned, AA shows the influence, already perceptible in
the first century BC, but especially evident in the second half of the second and first half of
the third centuries AD, of Aristotelian noetics. Aristotle’s views on the intellect, both as
divine and as divine element in man, had a great impact on later thought. Although they are
developed and systematised especially by the Peripatos and Neoaristotelianism, our
testimonies show that their influence went far beyond Aristotle’s successors. In point of fact,
in a Middle Platonic context Plutarch already establishes the hierarchy intellect-soul-body,
also adopted by Alcinous, which echoes the Aristotelian distinction of the intellect from soul
and body. The same is true for AA’s bipartite conception of the soul, consisting of a rational
and an irrational part. This Platonic-Peripatetic notion is at the core of Middle Platonic
psychology, as the numerous (mostly controversial) Middle Platonic testimonies clearly show.
The same can be said of AA’s conception of the physical body and sensorial perception.
AA’s epistemology appears to have the same philosophical background. It echoes the
Xenocratic and Aristotelian tripartition of being and of knowledge, which not only played a
role in Middle Platonism and Neopythagorean pseudepigrapha, but also appears in Plotinus
and later Neoplatonism. The intellect and its immediate apprehension, discursive reasoning
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with its mediated character and sense perception conform to the established epistemic
tripartition common to all these contexts.
Regarding ethics, AA endorses the main lines of Aristotelian ethics, like most Middle
Platonists. Not only the idea of the highest Good as consisting in contemplation, but also its
preparatory stages by means of IURQKVLMpresent clear Aristotelian traces and are also attested
in Middle Platonism. The idea of the reunion with the divinity as the goal of man’s life is
certainly different from the Middle Platonic conception of the ‘assimilation or likeness to
God’. However, in arguing the way to attain this reunion, AA significantly combines the
ethical character of the RPRLZVLM TH in Alcinous, who rejected that man’s goal could be the
God beyond the heavens, with the idea that the objective of this assimilation was the
transcendent divinity, as defended by Eudorus and other Alexandrian Platonists. On the other
hand, AA’s application of moderation to controlling affections is certainly not surprising, for
PHWULRSDTHLD was a widely held attitude towards emotions in late antiquity. True, authors like

Philo or Clement show a tendency to combine Aristotelian and Stoic ethics and to conceive of
PHWULRSDTHLD and DSDTHLD as complementary. In their view, both ideals represent successive

stages in the ethical progress toward the state of mind of the sage. Nothing of the kind can be
found in AA, which strictly follow the Aristotelian view that only moderation, and not
eradication, can free man from the influence of affections. Again, this view is extensive in
Middle Platonism.
Given the fact that most of AA’s views are also attested, if not by all Middle Platonists,
at least by a representative number of them, and that there is no relevant issue that may
suggest the contrary, we can dismiss the hypothesis of Neopythagorean influence on our text.
The same is true for the alleged Plotinian or Neoplatonic influences. In the first place,
the alleged Plotinian influence poses an obvious chronological problem. Given the time span
of Plotinus life (204/5-270) the influence of his writings on AA is a theoretical possibility. The
problem is, as Porphyry’s Life of Plotinus reports, that he did not begin writing until the age
of fifty, thus around 254/5, and that his writings were only accessible to a close group of
disciples and copies were not easily available824. It was only 30 years after Plotinus’ death,
thus around 301, that his pupil Porphyry finally completed his edition of the Enneads and
made Plotinus’ writings accessible to a wider public. If AA’s writer is supposed to have read
the Enneads, AA’s date should be considerably delayed. On the other hand, assuming a rather
improbable direct (oral) influence on our writer creates approximately the same problems.
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Admittedly, AA’s writer could have come in contact with Plotinus but this could have only
happened in Rome, after the philosopher was established there and began to teach at the age
of forty, thus around 244/5825, but the distinctive features of his thought only developed later.
Secondly, there are no relevant issues that may induce us to accept such a hypothesis.
Since the second half of the twentieth century, studies on the philosophy of late antiquity
emphasise that most of the seeds of the elements normally held as typically Plotinian can
already be found in many of his predecessors. According to these studies, Plotinus’ genius
consists not so much in his innovation as in his combining and bringing into a coherent
system the ideas that were developing in the intellectual and religious atmosphere of the
previous centuries826. Given that the alleged similarities between AA and Plotinus concern
certain issues that also appear in his Middle Platonic predecessors, Plotinian influence can be
also dismissed827.
As far Stoic influence on AA’s ethics is concerned, our previous analysisclearly rules
out such a hypothesis: AA’s ethics present a clear Peripatetic background with numerous
parallels in Middle Platonic sources.
6.2. Orientation of AA’s Thought
In this part of our conclusions our main concern is to determine whether AA’s thought should
be grouped with that of mainstream Christianity or should rather be associated with other
groups that would, later on, be labelled as heretics.
As far as we can judge on the basis of AA’s fragment in V, there is absolutely no
evidence that might induce us to bring AA into close connection with mainstream Christianity.
Such a suggestion, if at all possible, could be drawn only from an analysis of different textual
testimonies than our fragment. AA notably lacks relevant scriptural references. Excluding the
obvious allusions to the Old Testament in the figures of Eve, Adam and Cain, a vague echo of
1Cor 15:20 and a more convincing allusion to Matt 8:20828, AA completely ignores both OT
and NT829. The general philosophical tenor of our text, as well as the particular application of
825
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philosophical views to the explanation of man’s reality, clearly places our text in a context
very different from mainstream Christianity.
As we have repeatedly pointed out in this chapter, AA presents conspicuous
similarities with Hermetic and Gnostic thought. At a general level, AA shares with the Corpus
Hermeticum the strong philosophical undercurrent of its views and the use of a (pseudo-)
philosophical framework in order to expose, to analyse and to provide solutions for mainly
religious matters. Especially similar is the way in which philosophical tenets also found in
Middle Platonic contexts are used and applied to substantiate a strong dualistic conception of
reality and a very negative view of man’s physical existence. But our analysis also revealed
conspicuous similarities at a particular level. Conceptual correspondences are especially
visible between AA and Poimandres, the seventh, the tenth and thirteenth tractates, but can
also be found in the second Hermetic fragment preserved by Stobaeus and on occasion in the
Asclepius.
With reference to cosmology, the Corpus Hermeticum, like AA, not only attests the
three-storey conception of the cosmos, but also tends to conceive of the intermediary zone as
a border between the realm of light and that of darkness. Also similar is the Hermetic view on
transcendence, its association with light and its description mainly from a philosophical
perspective. At the same time, the conception of the sublunary world as a place of darkness
and doom and, especially, as a ‘prison’ for man are equivalent in Hermetica and in AA.
There are also numerous contacts in the matter of theology. Especially interesting is
the combination of an objective description of God, which generally follows widespread
philosophical tenets, with a more subjective characterisation of the divinity. In Hermetic texts
and in AA God is at the same time the One beyond time, space and movement of the
philosophers, and the luminous divinity, the unenvious sharer and the origin and goal of the
believers.
As regards anthropology, the similarities are also evident. Noteworthy is the exact
equivalence in AA and Hermetica of the notion of the ‘essential man’ as the divine intellect
dwelling in man. Also equivalent is the conception of man’s incarnation as his captivity,
which is prolonged through oblivion, the fetters of materiality and the delusion proceeding

with Mark 4:1-20, but should rather be placed in the long tradition that saw a parallelism between the learning
process and the working of the land. See supra Chapter 4, § 3.3.5, pp. 211-13 and 4.3.1, pp. 225-28. We can also
dismiss the alleged echo of Luke 24:19 in Vr 232: the expression GL’ HUJZQ NDL? ORJZQ is so common in Greek
literature that no interdependence can be stated on the basis of this evidence. For Sturhahn’s view on the
parallelism between AA’s and NT’s conception of the apostolic figure, see supra Chapter 1, note 210.
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both from externals and from man’s own representation of reality. The anthropological
affinities also concern the tripartite conception of man.
But correspondences are especially visible in the paramount position occupied by
epistemology in both contexts: ignorance and knowledge, the beginning and end of the
discursive epistemological process, are conceived of as the beginning and end of man’s
physical existence.
As far as AA’s affinities with Gnosticism are concerned, the numerous similarities
between AA and the Corpus Hermeticum already seem to imply an even closer relationship
with Gnosticism. Gnostic texts present exactly the same philosophical undercurrent common
to AA and Hermetic texts and also show the same use and application of philosophical
conceptions to elucidate religious matters. In addition, the Gnostic texts analysed above attest
all the conceptual correspondences between AA and the Corpus Hermeticum as well. If to
these similarities we add the tendency towards mythological exposition common to AA and
Gnostic texts alike, and, most importantly, the fact that both move in a Christian context and
work on Christian elements, it seems obvious that the closeness of AA to Gnosticism will be
even greater than to Hermetic literature.
We shall not dwell on a tedious repetition of the numerous particular correspondences
between Gnostic texts and AA, for as we have already pointed out, these are the same as with
the Corpus Hermeticum. We will simply add those issues that can be considered characteristic
of Gnosticism and AA.
Especially significant is the congruence on the theme of man’s devolution due to
ignorance and his redemption through knowledge, which serves as a framework for the
analysis of man’s existence. As far as ignorance and devolution is concerned, Gnostic texts
and AA agree in considering ignorance as the first cause of man’s devolution and the
subsequent dispersal of the intellect as the imperfection that is responsible for its further
degradation, first to the level of soul and then to the lowest level of materiality. We even
considered that, in spite of our lack of conclusive evidence on the issue, AA might have shared
the Valentinian conception of matter as a substantialisation or materialisation of affections, as
the Gospel of Truth attests. Also, the consequences of the intellect’s devolution are equivalent
in Gnosticism and AA. Men find themselves trapped in the realm of movement and actively
prolong their sojourn due to their oblivion to their true origin and to the fetters of materiality.
The intervention of the redeeming knowledge transmitted by Andrew allows the inversion of
this downward process.
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AA’s conception of the restitution of the primal state also presents similarities,
especially with Valentinian Gnosticism. The return of the intellect to its original abode is
conceived of as the recollection of what is dispersed and as a return to the primal unity. AA
not only envisages the goal of the soteriological process as a return to the source of all being,
which is equated to the return to one’s true self, it also states that through knowledge man
restores the incompleteness and imperfection originated by ignorance. AA’s affinity with
Valentinianism is supported by its frequent contacts with Nag Hammadi texts of Valentinian
affiliation, such as the Tripartite Tractate, the Treatise on Resurrection and the Gospel of
Truth, and in particular with the latter text. Like the Gospel of Truth, AA works on notions
such as the primal imperfection as a result of dispersal and those of PHWDQRLD andHSLVWURIK
as preconditions for the return to one’s true self. The same can be said of AA’s idea that man
through knowledge supersedes his original imperfection and corrects in this way the first error
committed through ignorance. AA’s use in this context of terms such as HSDQRUTRZ NDWRUTRZ
and GLRUTRZ is a clear Valentinian echo.
AA and the Gospel of Truth also share a view of God and of His relationship to man.
In the first place, both texts present a monadic instead of a dyadic first principle, as was
customary in Valentinianism. At the same time, their similar emphasis on God’s unenvious
attitude towards His people is noteworthy. If in the Gospel of Truth the Father grants to them
their perfection ‘as a return to him and a perfectly and unitary knowledge’, AA similarly states
that God’s unenvious sharing, by acknowledging the blessed race, allows them to know Him
and supersede their deficient, ignorant condition. Also significant is AA’s similarity to
GosTruth in considering ‘error’ as the central motor of the flaw that will result in the
emergence of the lower world. Unlike the more widespread view both in western and oriental
Valentinianism that sees in Sophia’s foolish behaviour the cause of the fall, AA and GosTruth
attribute it to error. The origin and character of this error remains equally unclear in both
texts.
As far as anthropology is concerned, AA and GosTruth also present similarities since
they do not endorse the current tripartite division of humanity and follow a more basic
bipartition that divides humanity into those who accept and those who reject the revelation.
Consequently, in spite of the absence of references to many typically Gnostic issues –
an absence which, incidentally, may easily be explained by the fragmentary condition of our
text –, such as the pleroma or the aeons, the Gnostic orientation of AA’s thought appears to be
plausible. AA does explain the fall of the intellect as due to ignorance and dispersal and
conceives of its earthly existence as an exile in an alien environment. At the same time, it
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emphasises the redeeming function of knowledge and the recollection of the true self that it
enacts when the individual’s conscious choice and efforts allow him to gradually detach
himself from the lower realm of movement. The final stage of this process restores the
intellect’s primal state of perfection before its devolution and AA’s vivid description of this
supreme moment of plenitude supplies the lack of an elaborate exposition of the pleromatic
region very well.
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EPILOGUE: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
It is now time to draw to a close and summarise the main results of our investigation of the
Acts of Andrew.
1. The Acts of Andrew and its Original Textual Character
On the basis of the textual testimonies available today, it seems impossible to elucidate what
the primitive Acts actually looked like. As we showed in the first chapter, two main positions
can be found in the scholarly literature on the Acts of Andrew. On the one hand, some scholars
tend to believe that the primitive text consisted of two differentiated parts, the peregrinations
and the martyrdom. Many texts – Epitome, Vita, VitaEsc, VitaParis, Narratio and Laudatio –
seem indeed to allow such a hypothesis, but their testimony is not unequivocal. As far as
Andrew’s travels are concerned, these texts present three different versions of the apostle’s
itinerary: that of Epitome, that of the different Vita versions and Laudatio, and that of
Narratio, with only sporadic contacts among them. As to the martyrdom, Epitome, Vita,
VitaEsc and VitaParis actually lack a so-called martyrdom and include, at the most, a couple
of quick notes about Andrew’s end. True, Laudatio’s and Narratio’s close contacts with the
testimonies for the martyrdom seem to imply their dependence upon a common source that
included Andrew’s martyrdom, but horizontal contamination of sources cannot be excluded.
Did our text really consist of two differentiated parts, or is this impression only due to
later editorial activity? And if it did, which text, if any, reliably reflects the primitive text?
Which of the three preserved versions transmits the allegedly primitive itinerary of Andrew’s
peregrinations? And concerning the second part or passion, was the martyrdom originally as
short as in Epitome and VitaParis, or was it more developed as in Laudatio, Narratio and the
testimonies for the martyrdom? Did the primitive text actually include a martyrdom in the
developed form we know today? The texts simply do not provide conclusive evidence to help
us to answer these questions in a proper way.
On the other hand, according to other scholars Acta Andreae mainly consisted of the
martyrdom. Admittedly, the textual witnesses for the martyrdom are more numerous and their
testimony somewhat more homogeneous. However, the appearance and development of
martyrdom texts as a literary genre can be dated with precision to the fourth to fifth centuries
and the numerous texts preserving Andrew’s passion may also have appeared in this same
period to suit the new literary taste. As for their allegedly homogeneous character, the
cohesion of the testimonies should not be overstated. The different texts present rather
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divergent accounts of Andrew’s passion and, as we showed in the second chapter, these
divergences concern both general and particular issues. In addition, these texts are so
reworked and transformed that they can hardly offer anything more than a general idea of the
last section of AA.
In spite of the not always reliable character of our sources, however, we cannot afford
a priori to disprove their testimony. Given the exiguous trustworthy materials at our disposal,
the best solution appears to be an a priori acceptance of all the testimonies as plausible though
transformed versions of an original account, in order to proceed, in a second stage, to
carefully select potentially primitive from secondary issues on the basis of an internal critical
scrutiny. This is indeed the method we followed in sketching our tentative reconstruction of
the process of AA’s textual diversification (below).
2. The Textual Reconstruction of the Primitive Acts of Andrew
Given the peculiar textual situation of the Acts of Andrew, i.e. the highly transformed
character of our sources and the diverging accounts they provide, a textual reconstruction on
the basis of their testimony appears to be, at the very least, questionable. Of course, any
attempt to find some order in the chaos of our mass of material is not only legitimate but also
meritorious. We should, however, be careful not to present our results as the text of the Acts
of Andrew and always emphasise the purely hypothetical character of a given reconstruction,
since textual comparison reveals that all our documents, excluding V, present revision and
textual transformation. This is especially visible in the testimony of H and S, which exclude
the text of V almost totally.
Until new texts come to light and provide us with new clues in order to reconstruct
Andrew’s itinerary and the character of the primitive text with certainty, the only reasonable
solution appears to be retaining as potentially primitive those episodes that are preserved by a
representative number of textual testimonies. These events are the following: Andrew’s
rescue of Matthias (below), the episode of the demons of Nicaea and the section that begins
with Andrew’s arrival at Patras and includes the abundant additional information provided by
texts other than H and S. The references to Sosios, the Lesbios episode, the healing of
Maximilla and the sequence of a paralysed man, a blind man and a leper being healed are
attested by a representative number of witnesses and, in this sense, there is no reason to begin
after Stratocles’ and Aegeates’ return to Patras, as H and S do.
As far as the story of Andrew’s and Matthias’ adventures among the cannibals is
concerned, Flamion may well be right in asserting that AAM is a later text composed in Egypt.
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Hilhorst and Lalleman, moreover, have recently clearly demonstrated the different character
of this text on the basis of its stylistic comparison with AA. As it is today, the account of AAM
does not seem to belong to the primitive textual core. However, this does not necessarily
mean that we must a priori exclude the possibility that the story in a simpler form appeared in
the primitive Acts. As a matter of fact, the versions of the story preserved by Epitome,
Laudatio and Vita, and Narratio are so different from one another and from AAM that they
can neither depend on the latter text nor upon each other. As this seems to imply that they go
back to another source different from AAM, the hypothesis that the primitive text included a
short account of the episode cannot, therefore, be ruled out. This story may have provided the
raw material that inspired both the author of AAM and the other texts.
3. AA’s Fragment in V and the Primitive Acts of Andrew
But although we can get a general picture of Andrew’s itinerary and martyrdom on the basis
of these numerous testimonies, the texts do not seem to provide anything more than a textual
skeleton of the primitive text. Our study of the research on AA as well as the textual
comparison of all the available textual testimonies point to V as the most (only?) reliable
document for the study of the primitive text, its thought, message and intention. As we
showed in the second chapter, the comparison of all the documents that include a version of
the section preserved by codex Vaticanus graecus 808 (Laudatio, Narratio, S/H, Arm and
Conversante) shows that V retains the most primitive account of all of them. This may not
necessarily mean that V is untouched; it is possible that it underwent revision as well and
future new textual discoveries may demonstrate that this was indeed the case. For the time
being, however, V’s testimony appears to be our only reliable witness to elucidate the
character of the primitive AA. Its testimony is precious, not only for preserving the ground
text for the section it covers, but also because its account can be checked against six other
textual witnesses of different provenance, time and character.
4. The Historical Development of AA’s Textual Diversification
AA’s circulation in a complete form can be plausibly ascertained between its date of
composition in the second half of the second century (below) and the end of the fourth. From
the beginning of the fifth century, however, our text came under pressure due to its alleged
Manichaean affiliation.
On the basis of the texts at our disposal and taking V as a touchstone, we can
hypothetically suggest the historical development that could have led to AA’s textual
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diversification. A comparison of V with the six texts that include a version of its contents
shows that the latter always present a revised version of this section. Given that these versions
always eliminate and preserve the same sections, we can state that all six versions depend
upon a source which was already revised. This revised version did not include the following
sections: Vr 1-19 (Vb 38.21-20), Vr 71-103 (Vb 40.10-41.8) and Vr 130-162 (Vb 41.36-42.31),
that is, the three sections that contain the essentials of AA’s thought as presented by V.
On the basis of these divergences we can distinguish two branches in AA’s
transmission, non-transformative and transformative, respectively. Whereas the former
includes with certainty V’s testimony and hypothetically the Latin translation postulated by
Bremmer, the remaining extant witnesses can be considered as transformative versions of the
primitive account, which are based on an already revised source. The critical internal scrutiny
and the comparative study of the texts allows us to discriminate certain groups or textual
families on the basis of the reduction pattern they apply in their textual adaptation. As these
versions proceed from an already revised source, a logical conclusion is that their textual
transformations are not due to revisory activity, but rather result from AA’s adaptation to suit
the literary tastes of the historical period in which they were composed. Miraculous literature,
martyrdom texts and biography are three visible literary genres among AA’s textual
testimonies. Whereas the two former developed in parallel but independently during the
fourth/ fifth to seventh centuries, the latter can be dated to the eighth to tenth centuries.
5. Re-editing AA’s Fragment in V
Given its prominent position in the large amount of reworked and revised texts, AA’s
fragment in V must be the starting point for an analysis of the mentality, character, style,
message and intention of the primitive Acts of Andrew. Due to its more primitive character, V
may also provide us with a precious touchstone to test the reliability of other witnesses and to
evaluate other potentially primitive sections preserved in them. In this way we may proceed to
widen our knowledge and get a better picture of what the text originally looked like, without
creating anachronisms or falsifications due to an indiscriminate use of texts.
Our re-editing of AA’s fragment in V, therefore, mainly intends to restate its essential
value and return its testimony to the relevant position that it occupied among AA’s textual
witnesses until the 1980s, and which began to diffuse after Prieur’s and MacDonald’s edition.
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6. AA’s Message as Presented by AA’s Fragment in V
AA’s fragment in V mainly consists of four speeches by Andrew: the first speech to the
brethren, the speech to Maximilla, the speech to Stratocles and the second speech to the
brethren. Our conceptual analysis in Chapter 4 has revealed that all four speeches present an
intentional distribution of their subject matter in order to provide a complete description of
man’s current imprisonment in the flux of tangible reality as well as the means to liberate
himself from the material constrictions of his existence.
The first speech to the brethren, by stating that transcendence is the origin and final
destination of the blessed race, provides, in a manner of speaking, the conceptual framework
in which the remaining speeches must be placed. These three speeches, in turn, describe both
man’s devolution from his source as well as the possible return to his transcendent origin. On
the basis of a trichotomic conception of man consisting of intellect, soul and body, the
speeches to Maximilla, to Stratocles and the second speech to the brethren illustrate,
respectively, the involvement of each of these spheres in perpetuating man’s exile in
immanence. Discursive thinking, with its concomitant judgement and persuasion, immoderate
affections and a combination of sensorial perception and representation keep man attached to
the lower world. But the spheres of nature, soul and reason are not only dealt with negatively,
they are also presented as gradual steps in man’s quest for his liberation. The rational
reorganisation of the three spheres enacted by a combination of Andrew’s words and selfknowledge allows us to control impending distortions and retrace backwards the successive
steps of devolution in order to recover man’s pristine intellective nature.
7. Intention of AA’s Fragment in V
In spite of its strong dualistic conception of reality, AA’s thought is, in a last analysis, clearly
monistic, since it explains the appearance of the lower world as a process of devolution from
an original unity. As far as we can judge on the basis of our fragmentary evidence, however,
AA’s interest is not so much cosmological as anthropological. In this sense, it focuses mainly
on the explanation of how transcendent man came to be imprisoned in the physical world.
Consequently, the three speeches to Maximilla, Stratocles and the second to the brethren,
depict the gradual stages of degradation that account for man’s current condition. The main
intention of this description, however, is not expository but clearly soteriological. By
describing the successive stages of this gradual devolution that ends up with the dispersion of
the intellect in the realm of nature, AA actually intends to show the way to deconstruct this
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process and facilitate the recollection of what used to be a unity, in sum, to achieve salvation.
Oblivious of its origin and real condition, the intellect remains unaware of its degradation
until Andrew’s intervention. Owing to the effect of the apostle’s words, it awakes from its
lethargy and man, for the first time, consciously rejects the flux of externals. This is the
starting point of a long and laborious process of self mastery that will lead him, first, to know
his current condition and proceed to gradually deconstruct the accretions gained during his
degradation. Once sensorial perception, affections and discursive thinking have been
superseded, direct apprehension is again possible and the transcendent man or intellect
regains his inherent condition. At this point subject and object of knowledge disappear and at
this moment of plenitude they fuse in the primal unity.
8. Orientation of AA’s Thought
The systematic analysis of AA’s thought and its comparison with contemporary authors in
Chapter 5 has revealed conspicuous parallels between AA and philosophical texts of Late
Antiquity. This systematic analysis was deliberately organised according to the philosophical
branches that are relevant for our text in order both to show to what extent AA’s views imply
the philosophical thought of the historical period and to allow a more precise discrimination
of the provenance of AA’s conceptual peculiarities. AA’s cosmology, theology, anthropology,
ethics and epistemology show a marked influence from Middle Platonism, notably from those
Middle Platonists who incorporated Aristotelian thought into the common Platonic heritage.
The Platonic-Peripatetic background is clear in our text. AA’s view of the universe
presents a clear tripartite conception of being; the idea of God shows the combination of the
One beyond time, place, generation and corruption of Plato’s Parmenides and the Aristotelian
unmoved Mover, the intellect that thinks himself. The tripartite conception of man consisting
of intellect, soul and body, however, is more distinctively Aristotelian, since it tends to
elevate the status of the intellect, the only immortal element in man, and to oppose it to the
complex soul-body. The same can be said about AA’s epistemology: in our text distortion
proceeds not from sense perception, which is always true, but from perceptual representation,
viz. a kind of automatic picture based on the sensorial information but without a share in
thought. The Aristotelian character of AA’s epistemology, moreover, can clearly be seen in
the epistemic tripartition that distinguishes the immediate apprehension of the intellect both
from discursive thinking and from sensorial perception. As far as ethics are concerned, the
Platonic-Peripatetic background is evident, as the emphasis on virtue (which is conceived as a
mean between excess and deficiency) seems to imply.
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All these philosophical influences, however, should not deceive us. AA is not a
philosophical text and has no philosophical intentions. It does not even show a conscious use
or adaptation of philosophical categories in order to suit its expository needs. In this sense, it
is right to wonder to what extent we are really dealing with direct philosophical influence. Of
course, the distinctive philosophical background of our text may be explained as due to the
author’s acquaintance with Middle Platonic ideas, but it is also possible that these views had
already been incorporated into the thought of the religious community he belonged to. Given
AA’s close proximity to Hermetic and Gnostic thought (below), the second possibility seems
more plausible, although a combination of both cannot, naturally, be excluded.
Our analysis has indeed revealed conspicuous general similarities with the Hermetic
and in particular with the Gnostic world of ideas. Gnosis is a central idea in our text: whereas
lack of knowledge or ignorance accounts for man’s current degraded state, knowledge allows
the restoration of his primal condition. The explanation of man’s exile in immanence as
resulting from a process of devolution that follows three causally related stages, namely
intellect, soul and physis, presents obvious similarities with Gnostic cosmogonical myths. AA
even seems to derive matter from a substantialisation of affections, as was customary in
Valentinianism and as the Gospel of Truth clearly transmits. Also Gnostic are the ideas of
dispersion of the primal unity of the intellect and need to recollect the divine elements that
appear scattered in the world of nature: man’s intellect is his most divine part, but appears to
be numb under the influence of the soul and the body and is, consequently, in need of
actualisation. Owing to Andrew’s intervention, the intellect awakes from its lethargy and,
after becoming aware, man consciously begins his process of recollection.
The recovery of man’s pristine intellective condition is only fulfilled after a long
process of self-knowledge, which will lead him, first, to control the lower aspects of his
immanent being and, finally, to transcended their influence altogether. To these clear Gnostic
motifs we could add still others, such as Andrew’s function as a redeemer who comes to
remind the blessed race of its true origin or the strong dualistic view of reality opposing the
transcendent world of light to that of the lower, material darkness.
9. Date of Composition of the Acts of Andrew
As we pointed out in our first chapter, AA is usually dated either to the second or to the third
century. On the basis of our conceptual analysis of AA’s fragment in V in Chapter 4 and,
especially, on the basis of our systematic and comparative study of its thought in Chapter 5,
we prefer the earlier dating. On the one hand, most of the philosophical parallels to AA’s
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views can be dated to the second century, and then to the second rather than the first half.
Admittedly, Philo and Plutarch in some cases provide earlier parallels to AA’s thought.
However, given the lack of conclusive evidence to suggest AA’s direct dependence on these
authors and, especially, given the fact that these views belong to the Middle Platonic
conglomerate as represented by authors of the second half of the second century, such as
Alcinous, Apuleius, Celsus and Galen, an earlier dating appears to be unnecessary. In
addition, the type of Platonism that influences AA presents distinctive Aristotelian issues,
notably Aristotle’s noetics or theory on the intellect and ethics. As the influence of the Corpus
Aristotelicum on Middle Platonism is especially perceptible from the second half of the
second century onwards, this seems to be a more proper date for AA. In favour of this dating
is also the testimony of Clement of Alexandria, which on occasion also presents views similar
to AA. In addition, the Hermetic and Gnostic parallels to our text point in the same direction.
Whereas the dating of the Hermetic tractates is not a simple matter, the Valentinian traces in
our text imply the second half of the second century. AA’s close contacts with The Gospel of
Truth appear to support this dating further. Finally, additional support comes from the
parallels to AA’s views provided by the Chaldaean Oracles and the Odes of Salomon.
Nevertheless, most of parallels and echoes to AA’s thought referred to in the preceding
lines do not allow us to do anything other than roughly date our text between 150 and 200
AD. There is, however, a literary echo that may permit a more precise terminus a quo. We are
referring to AA’s almost literal echo of Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Cleitophon (5.27.1) in
Vr 55-56. AA not only recreates Melitte’s visit to Cleitophon in prison, but also her lover’s
gesture of kissing his hands and bringing them to her eyes. For obvious reasons, AA alters the
last part of Melitte’s gesture: Maximilla does not take Andrew’s hands to her bosom but to
her mouth. The closeness between both texts and AA’s deliberate adaptation of this passage to
suit the relationship between Maximilla and Andrew implies the author’s knowledge of this
text, the composition of which is customarily dated to c. 170.
A terminus ante, in turn, appears more difficult to elucidate. As far as the external
evidence is concerned, Origen’s alleged reference appears to be too vague to be taken into
account. Our first evidence, consequently, is Eusebius’ History, which was written in the first
years of the fourth century. This date might perhaps be pushed back some decades if the
alleged references in the Manichaean Psalm-book could be substantiated, but their testimony
is problematic. As to the internal evidence, the philosophical influences on our text are clearly
Middle Platonic. Since there is nothing in AA that might imply the Plotinian system and many
issues seem even to exclude it, we may take Plotinus as a terminus ante. Unfortunately, this
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evidence does not seem to improve our dating, since we cannot rely on Plotinus’s life span,
but only on the publication of his work by Porphyry (beginning of the fourth century).
Consequently, given the lack of relevant evidence not to do so, we subscribe a
terminus ante to the end of the second century, as defended by previous scholarship on the
basis of both external (Hornschuh) and internal evidence (Bremmer).
10. Place of Composition
Given the character of our sources, it seems impossible to determine where in the antique
world our text was composed. Three locations have been proposed by scholarly literature as
the possible place of origin: Alexandria, Achaia and Asia Minor or Bithynia. The first
hypothesis is mainly based on the rich intellectual atmosphere of the city; the second is due to
fact that most of Andrew’s activities take place in this region; the third hypothesis, finally, is
based on the language and on certain expressions in the text. In our opinion, our textual
testimonies simply do not allow a definitive answer. We consequently refrain from
speculating on the issue.
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SAMENVATTING

Op basis van de beschikbare tekstgetuigen valt niet meer te achterhalen hoe de apocriefe
Handelingen van Andreas (Acta Andreae, afgekort: AA) er oorspronkelijk hebben
uitgezien. Er zijn tegenwoordig twee theorieën die hierin meer duidelijkheid proberen te
brengen. Volgens sommige onderzoekers bestond de primitieve AA uit twee
verschillende gedeeltes, namelijk de reizen van de apostel en het verhaal over zijn
martyrium. Een representatief aantal tekstgetuigen lijkt een dergelijke hypothese te
ondersteunen, maar hun bewijs is niet vrij van onduidelijkheid: de teksten bewaren maar
liefst drie verschillende versies van de reisroute van de apostel en ongeveer hetzelfde
geldt voor hun verhaal van het lijden van Andreas. Sommige teksten hebben een
redelijk ontwikkeld lijdensverhaal; andere bevatten slechts een paar korte verwijzingen
en in weer andere ontbreekt het lijden helemaal.
Bestond AA oorspronkelijk uit twee gedeeltes of is die indruk een gevolg van
activiteiten van latere uitgevers van de tekst? Welke van de drie verschillende versies
van Andreas’ reisroute is het meest oorspronkelijk? En wat het lijden en het
martelaarschap betreft: welke versie is het oudst? Bevatte de oorspronkelijke tekst al
een ontwikkeld lijdensverhaal? De tekstgetuigen laten een definitief antwoord op deze
vragen niet toe.
Volgens andere onderzoekers ging de primitieve tekst exclusief over het
martyrium van de apostel. Het is waar dat de tekstgetuigen van het lijdensverhaal
talrijker zijn en hun inhoud iets homogener. Maar de verschijning en verbreiding van dit
literaire genre kan vrij nauwkeurig in de vierde of vijfde eeuw gedateerd worden. Het
lijdensverhaal van de apostel Andreas zou daarom ook in deze periode kunnen zijn
ontstaan om aan de literaire smaak van de tijd te voldoen. Wat de homogeniteit van hun
getuigenis betreft, moet de cohesie van de teksten niet overdreven worden. Zoals het
tweede hoofdstuk laat zien, hebben de tekstgetuigen nogal verschillende versies van het
lijden van Andreas en hun afwijkingen betreffen zowel algemene elementen als details.
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Bovendien lijken deze tekstgetuigen zo bewerkt te zijn dat ze slechts een zeer algemeen
idee over dit gedeelte van de Handelingen geven.
Maar ondanks het niet altijd betrouwbare karakter van de tekstgetuigen kunnen
we hun getuigenis niet a priori negeren. Vanwege het geringe aantal betrouwbare
documenten is de beste oplossing aan te nemen dat, hoewel vervormd, het bewijs van de
tekstgetuigen waarschijnlijk is, om vervolgens, op basis van een interne, kritische
analyse, mogelijk primitieve van secundaire elementen te scheiden.
Gelet op de staat van onze tekstgetuigen en onze geringe kennis van hun verband
met de oorspronkelijke tekst, is het de vraag of een reconstructie van de primitieve AA
mogelijk is. Het is natuurlijk wel legitiem en zinvol om te proberen wat orde in de grote
hoeveelheid tekstmateriaal aan te brengen. We moeten echter altijd voorzichtig zijn en
ons resultaat niet als de tekst van de Acta Andreae voorstellen. Een tekstuele
vergelijking laat duidelijk zien dat alle documenten, behalve het fragment in codex
Vaticanus gr. 808 (V), revisie of een tekstuele transformatie hebben ondergaan.
Zolang er geen nieuwe teksten gevonden worden die ons betere aanwijzingen
geven over Andreas’ reisroute en over het karakter van de primitieve tekst, is de enige
redelijke oplossing alleen die episoden als potentieel oorspronkelijk te behandelen die
door een representatieve hoeveelheid tekstgetuigen overgeleverd worden. Deze
episoden zijn de volgende: de bevrijding van Matthias door Andreas (zie onder), de
demonen van Nicea en de sectie die met Andreas’ aankomst in Patras begint. Hierbij
hoort ook de aanvullende informatie die verschillende documenten leveren bij het
getuigenis van twee recentelijk gevonden handschriften (H en S): de verwijzingen naar
Sosios, de Lesbios-episode, de genezing van Maximilla en de genezing van
achtereenvolgens een verlamde, een blinde en een melaatse. Deze episoden zijn te
vinden in een representatief aantal handschriften. Er is daarom geen reden om de
Handelingen pas na Stratocles’ en Aegeates’ aankomst in Patras te laten beginnen zoals
Prieurs uitgave doet op basis van H en S.
Wat het verhaal over de avonturen van Andreas en Matthias tussen de
kannibalen betreft, zou Flamion gelijk kunnen hebben met zijn bewering dat de Acta
Andreae et Matthiae apud anthropophagos (AAM) in Egypte werd geschreven. Maar
Hilhorst en Lalleman hebben onlangs op basis van een stilistische vergelijking met AA
laten zien dat beide teksten geheel verschillend zijn. Het verhaal van AAM, zoals wij dat
vandaag kennen, lijkt dus niet een deel van het primitieve verhaal te zijn geweest.
Inderdaad, de versies daarvan die overgeleverd zijn in de Epitome van Gregorius van
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Tours, de zogeheten Laudatio Andreae en de Narratio verschillen zo veel van elkaar en
van de AAM zelf, dat ze noch van de laatst genoemde tekst noch van elkaar afhankelijk
kunnen zijn. Aangezien dit feit lijkt te impliceren dat al deze teksten teruggaan op een
oudere bron, kan de hypothese dat de primitieve tekst een kortere en eenvoudigere
versie van de episode bevatte niet worden uitgesloten.

Het Fragment in codex Vaticanus gr. 808 en de primitieve Acta Andreae
Maar zelfs als men op basis van de talrijke getuigen een algemeen idee over Andreas’
reisroute en lijden kan krijgen, lijken de teksten niet veel meer dan het tekstuele skelet
van de primitieve tekst te hebben bewaard. Onze bespreking van het onderzoek naar de
tekst en de vergelijkende analyse van alle beschikbare testimonia wijzen naar V als het
meest betrouwbare (het enige betrouwbare?) document om de primitieve tekst, zijn
mentaliteit en zijn boodschap te bestuderen. Zoals het tweede hoofdstuk aantoont, laat
een vergelijking van V met de documenten die een versie van zijn inhoud bevatten
duidelijk zien dat V de meest oorspronkelijke tekst van het verhaal bevat. Dit betekent
niet noodzakelijkerwijze dat V een niet bewerkte tekst is. Het is best mogelijk dat ook
zijn tekst een revisie heeft ondergaan. Toekomstige tekstontdekkingen zullen dit
eventueel kunnen onthullen. Tot nu toe is V echter het enige handschrift waarop we ons
kunnen baseren als we het oorspronkelijke karakter van de tekst willen achterhalen.

Oorspronkelijke tekst en tekstuele diversificatie
AA’s circulatie in complete vorm kan met zekerheid tussen de tweede helft van de
tweede eeuw (zie onder) en het eind van de vierde worden vastgesteld. Vanaf het begin
van de vijfde eeuw kwam onze tekst blijkbaar in een moeilijke positie, omdat beweerd
werd dat hij geschreven was of in elk geval gelezen werd door de Manicheeërs.
Aan de hand van de beschikbare teksten en met V als toetssteen, kunnen wij
hypothetisch de historische ontwikkelingen schetsen die de tekstuele diversificatie van
AA vermoedelijk hebben veroorzaakt. De vergelijking van V met de zes teksten die een
versie van zijn inhoud bevatten, laat zien dat deze teksten altijd een resumerende
bewerking van V geven. Omdat deze versies steeds dezelfde tekstgedeeltes weglaten en
bewaren, kan vastgesteld worden dat alle zes teksten afhangen van een gezamenlijke
bron die al een revisie had ondergaan. In deze bron moet een drietal secties hebben
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ontbroken die niettemin de essentie van het gedachtegoed van AA, zoals weergegeven
door V, bevatten (zie onder).
Op basis van deze divergenties kunnen twee aftakkingen in de overlevering van
AA aangenomen worden, een niet-transformerende en een transformerende. Terwijl de
niet-transformerende met zekerheid de tekst van V en hypothetisch ook de door
Bremmer gepostuleerde Latijnse versie omvat, behoren alle andere tekstgetuigen, die
van een al herziene tekst afhankelijk zijn, tot de transformerende aftakking. De kritische
analyse van de versies en een vergelijkende studie van de toegepaste reductiepatronen
laten verder toe bepaalde groepen of tekstfamilies te onderscheiden. Omdat al deze
versies van een al herziene bron afhankelijk zijn, kan men concluderen dat hun
afwijkingen van het origineel niet allemaal het gevolg zijn van een doctrinaire revisie
van de tekst. De veranderingen zijn eerder het gevolg van de wens van hun schrijvers
om de teksten aan de smaak van nieuwe lezers aan te passen. In de teksten zijn drie
literaire genres duidelijk vertegenwoordigd: wonderverhalen, lijdensverhalen en
levensbeschrijvingen. Terwijl de eerste twee genres zich parallel, maar onafhankelijk
van elkaar, gedurende de vierde en de vijfde eeuw ontwikkelden, kan de derde in de
achtste of negende eeuw gedateerd worden.
Vanwege zijn prominente positie tussen vele bewerkte teksten moet de analyse
van de stijl, de mentaliteit en de boodschap van de primitieve AA beginnen bij het
fragment in de codex Vaticanus. Omdat het karakter van dit fragment primitiever is, kan
het voor ons ook een toetssteen zijn om de betrouwbaarheid van de andere documenten
te testen en mogelijke primitieve secties in deze documenten op het spoor te komen. Op
deze manier kunnen wij onze kennis steeds meer verbreden, anachronismen ten gevolge
van een onkritisch gebruik van tekstgetuigen vermijden en een beter idee krijgen van
hoe de oorspronkelijke tekst er heeft uitgezien.
De voornaamste bedoeling van onze nieuwe editie van het fragment van AA in
de codex Vaticanus gr. (hoofdstuk 3) is daarom om opnieuw zijn essentiële waarde te
laten zien en om het fragment de prominente positie terug te geven die het had tot de
jaren tachtig van de vorige eeuw.

Boodschap en betekenis van de Acta Andreae op basis van de codex Vaticanus graecus
Het fragment van AA in V bestaat uit vier redevoeringen van Andreas: de eerste rede tot
de broeders, de toespraak tot Maximilla, de toespraak tot Stratocles en de tweede rede
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tot de broeders. Volgens onze conceptuele analyse in hoofdstuk 4 zijn de vier
toespraken zo opgebouwd dat ze een volledige beschrijving geven zowel van de
gevangenschap van de mens in de zichtbare wereld als van de manier om zich van de
beslommeringen van het materiële bestaan te bevrijden.
De eerste toespraak tot de broeders geeft met de bewering dat transcendentie
oorsprong en doel is van alle ‘gezegenden’ het begrippenkader aan waarin de drie
volgende redevoeringen geplaatst moeten worden. Deze drie toespraken beschrijven
enerzijds het verval van de mens uit zijn transcendente bron en anderzijds zijn
mogelijke terugkeer naar die oorsprong. Op basis van een driedelig mensbeeld 
lichaam, ziel en verstand (geest)  beschrijven de redevoeringen tot Maximilla,
Stratocles en de tweede tot de broeders respectievelijk hoe de drie sferen hun invloed op
de mens in diens gevangenschap in de lagere wereld voortzetten. Discursief denken,
onmatige passies en zintuiglijke voorstellingen houden de mens gebonden aan de
materiële werkelijkheid. De sferen van de lagere natuur en de ziel worden echter niet
volledig negatief behandeld; zij markeren ook de eerste stappen in het menselijke
streven naar bevrijding. De rationele reorganisatie van alle drie sferen, mogelijk
gemaakt door een combinatie van de woorden van Andreas en zelfkennis, geeft de mens
controle over zijn dwalingen. Zo kan de mens weer tot zijn oorspronkelijke intellectuele
of geestelijke natuur terugkeren.
Ondanks zijn sterk dualistische werkelijkheidsvoorstelling is AA’s denken in
laatste instantie monistisch, omdat het het verschijnen van de zichtbare wereld als een
proces van devolutie vanuit een oorspronkelijke eenheid uitlegt. Voorzover wij kunnen
oordelen op basis van het fragmentarische bewijs was AA echter minder in
kosmologische dan in antropologische kwesties geïnteresseerd. AA concentreert zich
voornamelijk op de uitleg van hoe de transcendente mens in de gevangenschap van de
tastbare werkelijkheid terecht is gekomen. De drie redevoeringen tot Maximilla,
Stratocles en de tweede aan de broeders beschrijven de graduele fasen van degradatie
die de huidige situatie van de mens verklaren. De inhoud van de toespraken is echter
vooral van soteriologische aard. De beschrijving van de opeenvolgende stadia van deze
devolutie, die met de verstrooiing van het intellect in de natuurlijke wereld eindigt, wil
namelijk een methode laten zien om dit proces om te keren, d.w.z. om het herwinnen
van de vroegere eenheid gemakkelijker te maken; kortom om verlossing te bereiken.
Omdat het intellect zijn oorsprong en ware natuur is vergeten, is het zich niet
bewust van zijn verval tot de interventie van Andreas. Dankzij zijn woorden ontwaakt
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het uit zijn lethargie. Voor het eerst kan de mens bewust de steeds veranderende
werkelijkheid afwijzen. Dit is het begin van een lang en moeizaam proces van
zelfcontrole dat hem in staat stelt zijn huidige toestand van verval te erkennen en om
zich los te maken van wat hem tijdens zijn neergang gebonden heeft. Wanneer de mens
zijn zintuiglijke waarneming, zijn hartstochten en zijn discursieve wijze van denken
achter zich heeft gelaten, is direct inzicht weer mogelijk en krijgt het hogere deel van de
mens  zijn verstand  zijn ware natuur terug. Subject en object van kennis zijn dan
weer verenigd en in de oorspronkelijke volkomenheid opgenomen.

Het gedachtegoed van de Acta Andreae
De systematische analyse van het gedachtegoed van AA en het vergelijken daarvan met
contemporaine teksten in hoofdstuk 5 heeft talrijke parallellen met filosofische
geschriften van de Late Oudheid blootgelegd. Onze systematische analyse is volgens de
voor AA relevante filosofische thema’s georganiseerd om te laten zien in hoeverre AA’s
ideeën met het filosofische denken van de tijd overeenstemmen en om de oorsprong van
de bijzonderheden van AA’s gedachtegoed gemakkelijker te kunnen traceren.
Kosmologie, theologie, antropologie, epistemologie en ethiek laten een duidelijke
invloed van het Midden-Platonisme zien, in het bijzonder van die Midden-Platonisten
die het denken van Aristoteles in het algemene Platoonse erfgoed hebben geïntegreerd.
De Platoons-peripatetische achtergrond is duidelijk aanwijsbaar in onze tekst.
AA heeft een driedelige conceptie van de werkelijkheid; zijn Godsvoorstelling
combineert het Ene boven tijd, plaats, ontstaan en vergaan van Plato’s Parmenides met
Aristoteles’ Onbewogen Beweger, het Intellect dat zichzelf denkt. Het driedelige
mensbeeld, bestaand uit intellect, ziel en lichaam is echter karakteristiek Aristotelisch,
omdat het de neiging heeft de status van het intellect (het enige goddelijke in de mens)
te verhogen en het in tegenstelling te zien tot ziel en lichaam. Hetzelfde geldt voor AA’s
epistemologie: volgens onze tekst wordt afdwaling niet veroorzaakt door zintuiglijke
perceptie, omdat die altijd waar is, maar door perceptuele voorstelling - d.w.z. een soort
automatisch beeld dat op zintuiglijke informatie gebaseerd is, maar dat geen deel heeft
aan het eigenlijke denken. Bovendien blijkt het Aristotelische karakter van AA’s
epistemologie duidelijk uit haar driedelige conceptie van het kennen: AA maakt een
onderscheid tussen direct begrip, enerzijds, en discursief denken en zintuiglijke
waarneming, anderzijds. Wat de ethiek betreft, laat de nadruk op het belang van de
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deugd – begrepen als het midden tussen overmaat en gebrek – weer de invloed van
Platoons-peripatetische denken zien.
Al deze filosofische invloeden moeten ons echter niet misleiden. AA is niet een
filosofische tekst; het heeft geen filosofische bedoelingen en maakt in zijn
uiteenzettingen geen bewust gebruik van filosofische categorieën. Het is daarom
verstandig ons af te vragen in hoeverre wij te maken hebben met directe filosofische
invloed. De duidelijke filosofische achtergrond van AA zou op zichzelf uitgelegd
kunnen worden als gevolg van directe kennis van de schrijver van Midden-Platoonse
ideeën, maar het is ook mogelijk dat deze ideeën al in het gedachtegoed van zijn
religieuze gemeenschap geïntegreerd waren. Gelet op AA’s overeenstemming met
hermetisch en gnostisch denken, lijkt de tweede mogelijkheid waarschijnlijker, hoewel
een combinatie van beide natuurlijk niet uitgesloten kan worden.
Onze analyse laat inderdaad talrijke overeenkomsten zien met de Hermetica en
vooral met gnostische denkpatronen. Gnosis is een centrale notie in onze tekst: terwijl
gebrek aan kennis of onwetendheid verantwoordelijk is voor de tegenwoordige staat van
de mens, maakt kennis het herstel van de oorspronkelijke toestand mogelijk. De
verklaring van de menselijke ballingschap in de immanente werkelijkheid als gevolg
van een proces van devolutie – via drie causaal-verbonden stappen (van het intellect
naar de lagere natuur) – vertoont duidelijke overeenkomsten met gnostische
kosmogonische mythen. AA lijkt zelfs de materie te zien als een verzelfstandiging van
de passies, zoals gebruikelijk in het Valentinianisme en zoals het Evangelie der
Waarheid duidelijk beweert. Ook gnostisch zijn de ideeën over het uiteenvallen van de
oorspronkelijke eenheid en de noodzaak om de verspreide goddelijke elementen in de
natuurlijke wereld te herenigen. Het intellect is het meest goddelijke in de mens, maar
doordat het opgesloten is in ziel en lichaam en daardoor ongevoelig is geworden, moet
het worden geactualiseerd. Andreas schudt het intellect uit zijn lethargie wakker en
eenmaal gewekt en bewust van zichzelf, kan de mens aan het herstel van zijn
oorspronkelijke staat gaan werken.
Het herwinnen door de mens van zijn vroegere staat kan pas na een lang proces
van zelfkennis worden voltooid. In eerste instantie wordt de mens in staat gesteld om de
lagere aspecten van zijn immanente bestaan te controleren en het is alleen in een laatste
fase dat hij hun invloed volledig kan overstijgen. We zouden ook andere gnostische
elementen kunnen noemen, zoals Andreas’ functie van verlosser die zijn toehoorders
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herinnert aan hun ware oorsprong of het sterke dualisme dat de wereld van het licht
tegenover de duisternis van de lagere, materiele werkelijkheid plaatst.

Datering en plaats van compositie
AA wordt meestal in de tweede of in de derde eeuw gedateerd. Op basis van onze
conceptuele analyse van V in hoofdstuk 4 en vooral op basis van onze systematische en
vergelijkende studie van zijn mentaliteit in hoofdstuk 5, geven wij de voorkeur aan de
vroege datering. Aan de ene kant kunnen de meeste filosofische ideeën van onze tekst in
de tweede eeuw gedateerd worden, vooral in de tweede helft daarvan. Het is waar dat
Philo en Plutarchus soms al parallellen leveren voor aspecten van onze tekst. Maar
omdat er geen aanwijzingen zijn om aan directe afhankelijkheid van deze auteurs te
denken en vooral omdat hun voorstellingen in het Midden-Platoonse conglomeraat zijn
opgenomen, lijkt een eerdere datering niet nodig. Daarnaast wordt het type Platonisme
dat AA beïnvloed heeft, gekenmerkt door Aristotelische elementen, vooral door
Aristoteles’ noëtiek en ethiek. Aangezien de invloed van het Corpus Aristotelicum op
het Midden-Platonisme pas in de tweede helft van de tweede eeuw echt zichtbaar begint
te worden, lijkt deze datering geschikter te zijn. Hierop wijst ook een
vergelijking met teksten van Clemens van Alexandrië, die af en toe zichtbare
overeenkomsten met AA heeft. De hermetische en gnostische parallellen wijzen in
dezelfde richting. De datering van de hermetische traktaten is geen eenvoudige zaak,
maar de Valentiniaanse sporen in onze tekst impliceren in elk geval de tweede helft van
de tweede eeuw. De nauwe contacten tussen AA en het Evangelie der Waarheid
ondersteunen deze datering eveneens. Additionele ondersteuning kan verder gevonden
worden in de talrijke overeenkomsten tussen AA en de Chaldeese Orakels en de Oden
van Salomo.
Hoewel al deze parallellen slechts een globale datering van de tekst tussen 150
en 200 AD toelaten, hebben wij een literaire echo gevonden die ons een preciezere
terminus a quo zou kunnen opleveren, namelijk de bijna letterlijke echo van Leucippe
en Cleitophon van Achilles Tatius (5.27.1) in V 55-56. AA imiteert niet alleen Melittes
bezoek aan Cleitophon in de gevangenis, onze tekst kopieert ook haar liefdesgebaar van
het kussen van de handen, ze naar haar ogen brengen en vervolgens naar haar borst. Om
voor de hand liggende redenen verandert AA het laatste deel van Melittes gebaar:
Maximilla brengt Andreas’ handen niet naar haar borst maar naar haar mond. Deze
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nauwe overeenstemming tussen beide teksten en AA’s verandering van de passage om
het aan de relatie Maximilla-Andreas aan te passen, impliceren dat de schrijver van AA
kennis had van deze tekst, die gewoonlijk in ca. 170 AD wordt gedateerd.
Een terminus ante is moeilijker te bepalen. Wat het externe getuigenis betreft:
Origenes’ veronderstelde verwijzing naar onze tekst is te vaag om serieus te worden
genomen. De eerste aanwijzing is dus Eusebius’ Kerkgeschiedenis, die in de eerste jaren
van de vierde eeuw werd geschreven. Deze datum zou enkele decennia terug gebracht
kunnen worden, indien aangetoond kan worden dat het Manicheese Psalmboek naar de
AA verwijst, maar dit is problematisch. Wat de interne aanwijzingen betreft, zijn de
Midden-Platoonse invloeden op onze tekst van belang. Aangezien er niets is in de AA
dat invloed van de filosofie van Plotinus zou kunnen impliceren en omdat er zelfs
elementen zijn die een dergelijke invloed lijken uit te sluiten, zouden we Plotinus als
een terminus ante kunnen nemen. Helaas kan dit onze datering niet veel verbeteren,
omdat wij niet van het leven van Plotinus maar van de uitgave van zijn werk door
Porphyrius moeten uitgaan (begin vierde eeuw). Bijgevolg, en omdat er geen bewijs is
van het tegendeel plaatsen wij onze terminus ante aan het eind van de tweede eeuw,
zoals eerder onderzoek naar AA heeft voorgesteld op basis van extern (Hornschuh) en
intern (Bremmer) bewijs.
Gelet op het karakter van onze bronnen, is het onmogelijk te bepalen waar in de
antieke wereld onze tekst werd geschreven. Onderzoekers hebben drie verschillende
locaties voorgesteld: Alexandrië, Achaia en Klein-Azië of Bithynia. De eerste
hypothese is voornamelijk op het rijke intellectuele milieu van die stad gebaseerd; de
tweede is gebaseerd op het gegeven dat de meeste daden van Andreas in dit gebied
plaatsvinden; de derde hypothese is afgeleid van de taal en van bepaalde uitdrukkingen
in de tekst. Ons inziens laten de bronnen geen definitief antwoord toe. Daarom
onthouden wij ons van speculatie over deze kwestie.

